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Biography has always been a promGranite
of
the
feature
Monthly, and during the thirty-thi-ee
years since it was established biographical sketches of a large number
of New Hampshire men, native or
resident, have appeared in its pages,
in most instances accompanied by portraits of the subjects.
During all this

time comparatively few women have
been similarly noticed, although New
Hampshire has all along numbered
among her people, and sent out into
other states, large numbers of women
who have been known and honored for
effective service in literature, art, edu-

and business

life.

and professional
In time to come

women of the state will receive a
larger share of attention in this regard, and in this opening number of
the current volume mention may well
be made of one of the oldest and best
known women of the state, who has
been a recognized leader in reform
movements and charitable and philanthropic work for more than half a
the

century.

Armenia

Series, Vol.

5,

No.

1

Ms^mp^lhiiff® W©ms\ini

inent

cation, philanthropy

New

1910

White, widow of the

celebrated

Quaker preacher; Caleb,

born in Smithfield, generally known

"Judge" Aldrich; Naaman and
John, both the latter also natives of

as

Smithfield.

Her mother was
on

a direct

maternal side,
from Edward Doten, a Mayflower
Pilgrim, and was the daughter of
Samuel
a
Smith,
Revolutionary

descendant,

the

John Aldrich, her father,
was a farmer, and settled in Mendon,
Mass., removing thence to Boscawen
in this state in 1830, when she was a

soldier.

of thirteen.
Subsequently he
his home in Concord, where he
died March 21, 1864, his wife surviving until May 19, 1872, both being
tenderly cared for in their closing
days by their daughter and her hus-

girl

made

band.

On

her nineteenth birthday anni-

versary,

November

1,

1836,

Armenia

Aldrich was united in marriage, by
Rev. Robert Bartlett of Laconia, with
Nathaniel White of Concord, a young
stage driver six years her senior, a
native of Lancaster, whose subsequent
career was sketched in the Granite
S.

Monthly

riet

for November, 1880, his departure having occurred on October
2 previous, closing an earthly life not
so full of years as many, but fuller
of kindly deeds and loyal service in

was George Aldrich, who came from
England early in the seventeenth century and settled in Milford, Mass.
From George the descent is traced
through Jacob, born in Milford;
Moses, born in Mendon, who settled
in Smithfield, R. I., where he was a

honorable achievement in business
life, than those of most others, in all
of which he found a sympathizing
helpmeet in the faithful companion,
who for nearly three decades has controlled the estate which he left in her
hands, cared for the family interests,

S.

Nathaniel White of Concord, was
born in Mendon, Mass., November 1,

late

1817, the daughter of John and Har(Smith) Aldrich. The first of
her paternal ancestors in America

many

a worthy cause, as well as of

The Oranite Monthly
and carried on the charitable and
benevolent work in which they had
so long been jointly engaged.
For four years after marriage Mr.
and Mrs. White boarded, his business
being such as to render housekeeping
inexpedient; for eight years thereafter they kept house on Warren
Street, and in 1848 occupied the residence on School Street, which, with
additions and improvements, has been

New Hampshire Woman

was ever turned away empty-handed,
within whose precincts not a few of
the notable reformers and humani-

Suffrage
Association then formed, and of
which she continued the active head
substantially all the time until 1895,
when she felt compelled to retire,
since holding the position of honorary
It
was through the
president.
earnest work of this association,
backed by the persistent and unyielding efforts and liberal support of Mr.
and Mrs. White, that, in 1871, women
were made eligible by the Legislature
to serve on school committees, and
in 1878 were granted the right of
suffrage in school affairs, before the
women of any other New England
state secured the privilege.
With her husband, Blrs. White went
as a delegate to the American Woman

tarians of the land have been frequent
and honored guests, and plans for
human betterment have been devel-

Suffrage Association, organized at
Cleveland immediately after the New
Hampshire Association was formed.

—

the family home to the present day
a home ever characterized by kindly
good cheer, and known as the abode
of an unpretentious yet unfailing hospitality, from which no needy sufferer

oped and advanced.
Reared in the simple, loving faith of
the Quakers, or "Friends," Mrs.
White has ever been liberal and tolerant in her religious views, and
therein her husband thoroughly coincided.
Together they were among
the first persons engaged in the movement for the organization of the Universalist Society in Concord, and the
erection of a house of worship therefor, and were ever the most generous
supporters of the same, Mrs. White

She was made vice-president for

New

Hampshire of this organization, with
which the National Society, previously formed in New York, was
merged, and held such position for a
series of years.
She was also a
prime mover in the formation of the
New Hampshire Woman's Christian
Temperance Union, was chosen its
first president and held the office for

continuing her interest and liberality

a long series of years, taking an active
and contributing liberally
toward its work, as has been the case
with the Woman's Suffrage Associa-

to the present time.

tion.

They early espoused the anti-slavery and temperance causes, giving
hearty sympathy, active effort and

The New Hampshire Centennial
Home for the Aged in Concord, and
the New Hampshire Orphans' Home

liberal financial aid to each

woman
state

suffrage

;

movement

while the
in

this

was organized through their

in-

itiatory action, their names being the
first signed to the call for the first
woman suffrage convention in the
state, which call was written by
White, with the collaboration of
Sarah Piper of Concord. This
vention was held in Eagle Hall,

Mrs.
Mrs.
con-

Concord, December 22 and 23, 1868, and
was called to order by Mrs. White,
who was chosen first president of the

interest in,

at Franklin, for the establishment of

which none contributed more liberally than Mr. and ]\Irs. White, have
had in her a constant friend and supporter, and she has been a member
of the board of trustees of each, since
their

establishment,

Mercy Home

as

also

of the

Manchester, which
has likewise commanded her deep interest from the start.
With her husband, she was an original member of
the American Purity Alliance; also
of the American Peace Society, the
at

A

NotaMe New Hampshire Woman

New Hampshire Prisoners' Aid Society and the New Hampshire Society
for

the

Animals.

Prevention of Cruelty to
She has also been a mem-

ber, since their establishment, of the
national, state and local charity or-

ganizations, and the National Indian
Association, while her benefactions
for years for general charitable and

benevolent purposes, through institutions,

and

in direct aid of individuals,

have been constant and numberless.
The children of Mr. and Mrs. White
have been John A., born March 31,
1838, died November 26, 1899; Armenia B., born March 22, 1847, married Horatio Hobbs of Boston, subsequently deceased: Li/zie H., born
February 20, 1849, married Charles
H. Newhall of Lynn, Mass., died December 12, 1887; Annie F., born May
1852, died November 9, 1865;
Nathaniel, Jr., born June 8, 1855, died
October 4, 1904; Selden F., born
July 10, 1857, died in infancv; Benjamin C, born June 16, 1861. Of the
entire number,
only Armenia E.
(Mrs. Hobbs) and Benjamin C, survive, with an adopted daughter, Harriet S., widow of the late Dr. David P.
Dearborn of Brattleboro, Vt.
22,

Although now in her ninety-third
year, far past the age when most men
and women, who survive so long, are
incapacitated for either physical or
mental effort, Mrs. White maintains
her mental vigor and alertness in
marked degree, and, but foj* a lameness resulting from rheumatic trouShe
ble, her bodily powers as well.

'e

attends regularly to her business affairs, involving the management of
the estate, which remains undivided
in her hands and the direction of her
large household, and still gives no
little thought and attention to the
charitable and benevolent work to

which her life has been so largely devoted. Notwithstanding her lameness,
she is still a frequent attendant upon
the services of the religious society in
which she has been so deeply interested for more than sixty years, and
in whose auxiliary organizations she
has ever been active, retaining still
the presidency of the Ladies' Social
Aid Society, which she has held from
its early years, from the fact that
none of her associates will tolerate the
idea of her surrendering the same.
While she pleasantly recalls her association with the matiy great workers
in
the philanthropic and reform
causes in which she has been engaged,

including such women as Elizabeth
Cady Stanton, Susan B. Anthony,
Lucy Stone Blackwell, Mary A. Livermore, Julia Ward Howe, and many
of their compeers, most of whom had
been her frequent guests, and all of
whom but the last named have preceded her to "the other side," she
takes a lively interest in the current affairs of the community, state
and nation but, above all, presides
over her home with the same quiet
still

;

dignity and unaffected simplicity of

manner which have characterized her
entire life.

]D)e^th ©f Pagi^c©inia^wa\y
By Fred Myron

Colby

Passaconaway, the famous chief of the Penacooks in colonial times, died at an advanced age, and
the following' legend of his death has come down from Indian tradition. His name is identified with
early New Hampshire history, and is attached to a club house on the Merrimack, to a grand hotel at
York Beach and to a magnificent mountain among the White Hills.

December's

And

chill

was

in the air,

white the fields were lying;
Fast-locked in icy chains the streams.
And Winter's winds were sighing.
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Beside the lordly Merrimack,
Where oft his bark had drifted,
His wigwam stood beneath the pines
O'er which the smoke clouds lifted.

On bearskins piled, an easy couch,
By dusky warriors tended,
Lay Penacook's brave Sagamore,
His warrior labors ended.

No more

will glide his light canoe

Along the placid river
No more he'll track the stealthy foe
Like swiftest bolt from quiver.
;

In fray or hunt he'll join no more.
Or drive the bear to cover.

Oh, wail for Passaconaway,
Whose hunting days are over.

Now swift
An elfin

A

before his

wigwam door

train comes flying

;

sledge attached to grizzly wolves,
And waits for him who 's dying.

From

out his tepee dark and drear

They bear the lifeless warrior;
Then starts he on his distant trail,
None of his braves a sharer.
Through woodlands and o'er frozen lakes
That ghostly team speeds flying.
They need no voice or touch of whip.
The winds around them sighing.
O'er Winnipesaukee's frozen tide,
O'er snow fields white and hoary,
Like a meteor's fliarht they pass

To the North

Up

Hills in their glory.

Asriocochnok's^ craggy sides

With whirlwind's rush they hurry;

And

there 'midst mist clouds dim and white

The funeral were wolves

But Passaconaway 's fame

tarry.

still lives

mountain, lake and river;
His trail is green on Penacook's meads,
And where the tall pines shiver.

By

as the Whiteman's cities stand
Will shine the Redman's glory;

Long

And
Be
Mount Washington.

legends of his dusky race
told in song

and

story.

Tlhe

C©ini(S©ird C©irii^ir(gMa\ftE©jni8\E
By

Joseph B. Walker

It is interesting to note how a unity
converted to individual parts sometimes remains a unity, and how the

Concord Congregational Union came
to be.

In the proper founding of an oldtime New Hampshire town, in addition to a company of God-fearing
people and fair location, various other

Prom-

factors were deemed essential.
inent among these were;
1.

A

ILJinia©ini

saivmill, to aid in the erection

of

comfortable buildings for the
of its inhabitants and their
domestic animals.

habitants to render popular town gov-

ernment practicable.

A

church of Christ.
5.
Realizing
that intelligence must cooperate with
religion to secure this result, it was
deemed essential that the provision
made for the support of the common
school should be followed by the organization of a ''Church of Christ"
and the installation of "a learned
orthodox minister"; orthodox in subThe Confesstantial accordance with
sion of Faith" adopted by the New
' '

preparation of the cereal portions of

churches in 1680; and
learned according to the educational
standard of the period. Of the sixteen settled Congregational ministers

their food.

in

shelter
2.

3.

A

grist mill, for the initiatory

A

common with

In

graveyard.
other civilized people, our ancestors possessed an innate desire to be
gathered to their kindred at the end
of their earthly careers. We find this
sentiment strongly expressed nearly
four thousand years ago by the Heall

brew patriarch, Jacob,
to his sons,

when about

in his charge
to die

:

me with my
is

"Pury

fathers, in the cave which
in the field of Ephron the Hittite.

There they buried

ham and

Abra-

Sarah, his wife there they
buried Isaac and Rebekah, his wife,
and there I buried Leah." And, at
a time comparatively recent, we find
utterance of the same feeling in the
address of the aged wife to her aged
husband in Robert Burns' song of
' '

;

John Anderson

' '
:

my

A

short list of New Hampshire ministers
for the reason that, while at this time
the Independents, or Congregationalists,

as they

were then called

in this

country, were not iui' sweetest accord
with the Presbyterians, the asperities
of their differences were far less pronounced than they had been in the
old country, and- soon gave way to
friendly cooperation.
It is an interesting fact that in less
than five years^ from the grant of its
charter a clearing was made in the

portant

wi' one anither.
Now we maun totter down, John,
But hand in hand we'll go;
And steep thegither at the foot,
John Anderson,
Jo."

4.

Church in Londonderry, had been
educated abroad. Although a Presbyterian, I include Mr. Clark in this

and, with all
factors secured,

these imthe little

a canty day, John,

We've had

common

sufficient

New Hampshire in 1730, when Concord's first church was organized, all
were graduates of Harvard College,
while the Rev. Matthew Clark, then
temporarily serving the Presbyterian

wilderness

"John Anderson, my Jo, John,
We clamb the hill the^lther;

And many

England

scJiool,

intelligence

to

maintain

among

the in-

grant required "one full
proportion of and in the
aforesaid tract of land to be appropriated for
the use of the school forever." This was done
October 14, 1729. a committee was
in 1725.
appointed by the Proprietors "to view the
sawmill and" grist-mill at Penny Cook and see
whether they be well built and finished acMarch 6, 1729, a comcording to contract."
mittee was appointed "to lay out a suitable
a
for
burying place." Prop. Records.
place

'The

right,

township
share and

—
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town of Concord was able to start
upon its career, destined, in time, to
become the capital of an American
sovereign state.

But it is with the fortunes of its
Cliurch of Christ that we are most
concerned today.
For the next
twenty-one years this held weekly re-

ferred

in

1751,

and

continuously

maintained therein during the next
ninety-one years.
To this house- the people came up
each Sunday from all sections of the

town some from the West village,
Rolfe's Eddy, the Burrough, Horse
Hill, and some even from the Mast
;

'Old North" Church

ligious services in a log meeting-house,
which stood at the corner of Main

and Chapel

streets.

At the end of

period the attendants on these
so increased in numbers and
wealth that they were enabled to erect

this

had

a larger structure, on the site now occupied by the Walker schoolhouse.

To

this the stated services

were trans-

Yard, nearly seven miles away, on the
north some from the East village, the
Mountain, Snaptown, Turtletown and
Appletown on the east some from the
Eleven Lots and the Iron Works on
;

;

the south

;

and

soni(^

from the

vicinity

^For many years, in New Hampshire, houses
for divine worship were called Meeting Houses,
an ai)i)ropriate designation, as in them town
and other secular meetings were often holden..

The Concord Co7igregational Union
Turkey ponds, Dimond's Hill,
and the districts of Little Pond and

of the

Long Pond on

the west; while the

largest contingent came from the section nearest the meeting-house, for
many years designated The Street. "1

9

an

adequate re-invigoration of the
Had some careful
physical powers.
statistician been present he might
have left us interesting reports of the
amounts of toothsome sustenance
which were consumed in a faithful
discharge of this important duty.
First
Concord's
Congregational
Church remained a compact unity
its organization in 1730 down
1833.
It had withstood the distractions of the later French and Indian wars, the long controversy with
the Proprietors of Bow, who sought
to eject the inhabitants from their
modest homes, and the bloody contest
of the Revolution, in which the
mother country vainly tried to deprive of their natural liberties the
people of her American colonies.
But at the date last mentioned important changes had taken place in

from
to

Old Horse Block

To this place of meeting they came
by various conveyances, some in carriages drawn by horses temporarily
detached from the plow; some on
horses double-loaded, with men on
the saddles and women on pillions behind them, for whose convenience in
mounting and dismounting a stone
horse-block was provided, which, to
the lasting shame of the men, the women were left to pay for by contributions of one pound of butter apiece.
Still others, in no small numbers,

came on
casional

baby

in

Concord.
Population and wealth
had increased, and these augured still

foot, among whom an ocwoman might be seen with a
her arms. By these weekly

assemblings one is reminded of the
less frequent goings up of the Hebrew
tribes to their more splendid temple
at Jerusalem.

The Sunday exercises consisted of a
and afternoon religious
service, separated by a noon intermission of an
hour. At the latter
forenoon

greetings were exchanged,
mutual inquiries made of personal
welfare and local subjects of current

friendly

interest discussed.

In progress with

these went a ereneral, individual preparation for the afternoon service by
'Nearly or quite down to the micklle of the
century the central section of Concord was
not infrequently designated "Concord Street"
by persons of other towns, and "The Street"
by its own citizens.
last

West Concord

Congregational Church

farther changes, from some of which
the church was not to be exempt.
F.or easier access to a place of
worship eighty-eight members of the
Congregational Church, residing in

10
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the northern and northwestern part
of the town, asked dismission in 1833,

made

a like request, and, following a

like result, the

South Congregational

Church was organized on the

first

day

of February, 1837. Again, five years
later still, forty-four members, resident in East Concord, asked dismission, that they might be made a sepchurch. Their request was
arate
granted and on the 30th day of
March, 1842, the East Concord Con-

gregational Church was organized.
These three withdrawals, embracing one hundred and ninety-nine
members, took from the parent church
nearly one half of its whole number.^

Deacon Benjamin Farnum used to say
that, in God's cause, one "should give
I need not assure
until he felt it."
you that the old church did feel this,
but she tightened her belt and in

Present South Congregational

Church

that they might be organized as a separate church.
Sadly, but unanimously, their request was granted,

God-given strength plodded on.
The withdrawal of the two first contingents, which went out to form the
the
South
and
West
Concord
churches, made great breaches in the
solid audience which had previously
faced the pastor each Sunday. The
large number of vacant pews, coupled

East Concord Congregational

and the West Concord Congregational
Church was formed on the 23d day

Church

of April of that year.

with the anticipation of a third exto form a church at East Concord, made it apparent that the of-

About four years later sixty-seven
members living in the southern part
of the central section of the town

September, 18.32, the First Church had
its original membership of nine to
hundred and twenty-seven. Doctor Bouton's Twenty-Fifth Anniversary Sermon, p. 23.

odus
>In

increased

Ave

—

The -Concord Congregational Union
of the parent organization could
be no longer prosecuted to advantage
in their ancient meeting-house and arrangements were made for the erecfices

sion of
task, I

11

former days. Unequal to the
must leave to your more fer-

imaginations the portrayal of the
recognitions and greetings of dear
friends again together. Many who
had gone out as children had retile

turned as young women and young
men. Many who had gone out in the
prime of life were back again with
frosted heads; and some, who had
gone out in declining years were present only in memory.
By successive sessions this meeting of the four bodies was continued
through two days. As the sessions
succeeded one another, and as it was
by degrees realized that their near
adieu to their ancient spiritual home
was to be their last adieu, to the
exuberance of universal jov that had
hitherto prevailed was added heartregrets that when they next
crossed its thresholds their long-cherished unity would be sundered, and
that forever after they were to live
felt

Present First Congregational Church

anart,

tion of a new one at the corner of
Main and Washington streets. This
was finished in the autumn of 1842,

At

under four

many were

tions,

this time

strong

ser)arate organiza-

affected to tears.

Doctor Bouton. always
at important

and far-seeing

soon after the departure of the East

Concord members.
It then occurred to the pastor, Dr.
Nathaniel Bouton, that it would be

for his church, before removing to
new house, to invite its sister
churches to join it in bidding a final
adieu to the venerable, structure
which had been their common home.
An invitation was given to that effect, and in response thereto a joint
meeting of the four bodies was convened in the old church on the 27th
day of October, 1842. The pews were
again filled by the old-time audience,
as,
by the four pastors, was the

fit

its

spacious pulpit, high, lifted up and
surmounted by the awful sounding
board, which overshadowed it, as the
cloud once
overshadowed ancient
Sinai.

At the close of the first session came
the fondly-remembered noon intermis-

First Congregational

Church. Penacook,
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crises, rose to

casion
(t

and

the exisrency of the oc-

in four prophetic words,

—

'Quartered hut not divided,"
I

turned abounding: sorrow to firm
solve

and

re-

lively hope.

In consonance with that sentiment
the four churches were there org:anized as the Concord Con^regrational
Union. To this the Penacook Congre-

By

Church was subsequently
In the old Puritan spirit of
independence each church has since
worked in a field and on lines of its
own, but the great object of the five
has been the same.
In religious
gational

added.

aspiration and mutual affection these
bodies are one.

five

Separated hut not divided.

L. J. n. Frost

"Weary and faint and sad of heart at night
The Master to the garden came. "Tarry
Ye here," He to His servants said. "I now
Will pray." Then He withdrew from them a short
Snace. With aching heart, burdened with the weight
Of man's trangressions, He pleaded with His
Father.

Thus did the supplient

offer

His petition
"Father, unto Thee all
Things are possible. If Thou be willing
Remove this cup from me nevertheless,
Not My will but Thine own be done."
Then appeared an angel out of heaven
:

;

To strengthen Him.

Then returning

to

His

"Could ye
Disciples He found them sleeping.
Not watch with me one hour? Arise and pray
Lest ye should enter into temptation."

But now behold

!

A

multitude had come

Into Gethsemane with swords and staves
To bring the Master, kiss-betrayed, unto

The high

priest's council.

Darker and darker

The
the shadows of Gethsemane.
Servants fled, save one, who followed his Lord
And Master afar off, and so, falling
Into temptation, he denied him thrice.
When the Master reached the council the high
Priest questioned Him, saying, "Art thou the Christ,
The Son of the Blessed?" He answered him:
"Thou hast said." Then the high priest said, "Wliat need

Grew

Of further witness; ye have heard his words
Of blasphemy.
Then they led Him away
To Pilate and said, "This fellow said that
No tribute should be paid to Caesar, for
He is himself a king. Thus he preverts
The people." Then Pilate spoke and said. "Art
Thou the King of the Jews?" "Thou sayest it,"
' '

The Tragedy

13

of Calvary

The Master answered. Then to the priests and
People Pilate said, I find no fault in
Him." Then he sent the Master to Herod.
And Herod with his men of war mocked Him
And sent Him back to Pilate, who called the
Chief priests, rulers and people together
' '

And
Man

said to them, "I find no fault in this
touching those things whereof ye accuse

Him. I will
But they all

chastise Him and release Him."
cried out, "Away with this man."

Pilate, still willing to release Him, spake
Again to them. But they cried, "Crucify
Him, crucify Him!" Pilate said, "Why, what

Evil hath He donel I find no cause of
Death in Him." But the voices of the priests
And people prevailed; and Pilate then gave
Sentence as they desired and the Master
Was crowned with thorns, smitten and spit upon,
Then led away to be crucified; and
With Him they crucified two thieves, the one
On His right hand, the other, on His left.
And one railed on Him, saying, He could save
Others, Himself He cannot save." Then the
Master said, "Father, forgive them, for they
Know not what they do." The soldiers mocked Him,
;

*

'

'

'

Saying, If Thou be king of the Jews, save
Thyself." And one of the thieves railed on Him,
Saying, "Save Thyself and us." The other
Dost thou not fear God ? We receive the
Said,
Due reward of our deeds but this man hath
Done nothing amiss." Then he said to the
'

'

;

Master, "Lord, remember me when Thou come
Into Thy kingdom." And the Master said,
"Verily, today thou shalt be with me
In Paradise." Now the sun was darkened,
And the darkness covered all the earth and
The Temple's vail was rent in twain. Then the
Master cried with a loud voice unto His
;

Father, "Eloi, Eloi,

Lama

Sabachthani? "My God, my God, why hast
Thou forsaken me?" Then rocks were rent and
Graves were opened and many of the dead
Saints arose and appeared to the people.
there was a great earthquake.
Then again
The Master cried loud unto His Father,
Saying, "It is finished. Into Thy hands

And

And He gave up
spirit."
Thus was atonement made for man's
The great sacrifice was
Transgression.
Over. Ended the awful Tragedy
Of Calvary,
I

commend my

The

ghost.
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CHAPTER
" Far

among

Evei'ett

I

the mountains spreading wide

By woodiauvi and riverside,
The Indicin village stood;
All was silent as a dream

Save the rushing of the stream
And the bluejay in the wood."

—Longfellow.

Here, in this picturesque valley,
with its wooded hills rising on either
side, a beautiful river

wound

its

way

here and there, lying placid and still
in some nook or curve, then rushing
on, down over the rocks with the rumble and roar as of a thousand cannons on the field of battle. The green
fields rose from the water's edge,
reaching out to meet the rising hills,

which in turn rose majestically
meet the heavens above.

to

Here, in these fields, the Indians
planted their corn beneath the protection of these great trees they
pitched their wigwams and built their
camp fires; on these hills they hunted
the wild beasts of the forests, and
from these self -same hills, in his ever
;

onward march of

civilization

and

ex-

ploration, the first white man cast his
eyes down into the valley below. The
morning sun cast its silvery reflection
upon the stream here and there curls
of smoke from the Indian camp fire,
wound their way in and out among
the trees towards the clouds above.
;

The green valley was spotted with
small fields of corn which waved to
and fro in the morning breeze, and
the heart of the explorer rose within
him as here he saw and realized the
possibilities of a mighty settlement
nourished by the bountiful gifts of
Nature.
Thus in this broad expanse of
God's unsettled country, in the midst
of the very wilderness itself, sprang
the seed of the hope of Davisville,
''Township Number One."
In 1735 to sixty petitioners from
Amesbury and Salisbury, Mass., was
granted "Township

Number One,"

One

99

Beane

and, four years later, Capt. Francis
Davis, together with his workmen,
made his way through the wilderness
on horseback and built the first sawmill, thus making the river, which for
centuries had rolled on unmolested,
yield up its power and become a factor in the development of civilization

and industry.
In 1746 the Indians, who had just
taken eight captives from the garrison at Contoocook, passed through
Davisville

and burned the sawmill,

but it was built again by Captain
Davis in 1763.
According to the
terms of the grant five log houses
were built by the proprietors, but in
1750 the Indians made another attack
on the settlement and burned every
house.
This practically ended the
troubles of the Indians, as they withleft Davisville to its future
with the white man.
The proprietors of "Township
Number One" established their headquarters about one quarter of a mile
north of the southeast corner of the
township, the site now being marked
by a spring of pure and sparkling
water, which was undoubtedly the
attraction to this particular spot. This
headquarters was a rude affair, built
of mud and boughs to keep out the
rain, and hemlock served for beds.
Here, in this rude habitation, lived
the first comers and their workmen,
while they were laying the foundation
for progress and industry on Amer-

drew and

ica's frontier.
This headquarters of
the proprietor was called "The Old
Camp," and here, in the vast wilderness, beside the bubbling spring, on
JMay 28, 1740, was held the first town
meeting of Township Number One,
and to Joseph Jewell belongs the
honor of being the first elected officer.
How different must have been that
meeting in comparison with the whirl
of the town meeting today yet it was
;
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Township Number One

the beginning of a movement that
was destined to reach out over this

great country and

ment what

make our govern-

it is.

Capt. Francis Davis married Elizabeth Ferrin of Amesbury and settled in Davisville, building the first
log cabin, near the old camp, bringing his bride into these wildernesses
to

promote

civilization,

as

she

cer-

tainly did. The site of the first log
cabin is now marked by two large
boulders, a hundred feet from the
main road.
On September 3, 1774, Capt.
Francis Davis went to Portsmouth,
and on that day the name was
changed and the township incorporated under the name of the town of
"Warner, after Col. Seth Warner, who

was very prominent

in state affairs.

Until recently Warner had the honor
of being the only town in these United
States by that name, which is something unusual.
Captain Davis returned with the charter signed by

Royal Governor Wentworth, and

this

charter still remains in the possession
of a great granddaughter of Captain
Davis.
In 1775 Captain Davis built the

two-story frame house in town,
It was later
is still standing.
remodelled for a tavern, as this was
one of the stops of the old stage coach
that traveled from Windsor. Vt., to
Concord. The old fireplace still stands,
large enough to take unsawed cord

first

which

wood

sticks,

and

if it could,

but talk

are the tales it could tell of the
The huge log
times of long ago.
cracked and blazed, throwing out a
radiant heat, in defiance to the winter winds that howled without, as the
travelers spun their yarns before the
open fireplace. It has done its share

many

and has passed on

—

useless,

yet

we
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Foot, in the ninth regiment of militia,
of which John Goffe was colonel. Captain Davis was chosen the first representative from the town of Warner to
the Legislature, which assembled in
Exeter and Portsmouth in 1776.
While returning from a visit to Boston, on horseback, he was drowned in

Beaver Brook, Derry, on November
26. 1784. a freshet having swept away
the bridge and the night being dark
the horse probably walked into the
stream.

He was

buried with Masonic honors
cemetery in Davisville. A large
granite m.onument marks his final
resting place, and the Sons of the
Revolution have placed a tablet there
at the

—a

fittinsr

his

country and home as husband,

tribute to

pioneer,
— each
with

father,

man

him who served

soldier,

and

states-

equal intesrrity.
The sons of Captain Davis served
in the Revolutionary War at Georgetown, Bunker Hill and elsewhere. On
Gen.
his
of
father.
the
death
Aquila Davis came in to the possession of the mills and continued the
lumber business. General Davis built
the second brick house in town, in
1835, his son Nathan having built the
The brick
first one five years before.
used in building these houses and
others were made here in Davisville.
A foundry for the manufacture of
clock weights was established on the
island, so called on account of being
in a

bend

in the river.

After the death of Gen. Aquila
Davis the mills came into the possession of his sons Natbaniel and James
Davi.s. who still continued the lumber
business.

On September
road was

21.

1849. the railthe first

completed, and

train was run frmn Concord to Warner on that date, the stasre coach was

and an age that have passed away.

discontinued and Davis\nlle was left
unconnected with the outer world;

Cantain Davis received his military
from Royal Governor Wentworth
in 1773, who commissioned him cap-

but. in spite of all. it was besn'nning
to feel the life of a growinsr nation, it
was awakening from the dullness of

treasure

it still

as belonging to those

title

tain of the twenty-second

company

of

its

stubborn up-hill fight for existence,

IS
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Davisville's

Vacant Homes

Township Number One"
and

having

stretched forth
to

won
its

that

existence

arms for new

conquer and the

fields

field of industry-

presented itself.
Outside parties had built a strawboard mill, which with the sawmill
soon came into the possession of Walter Scott and Henry C. Davis, both
well known in the town and state affairs of our present day. These mills
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modern invention and development it
was left behind. With the same stubbornness that had won for it its existence, it fought long and desperately
to regain its lead, but it was obliged
to fall by the wayside, defeated, in

tric plant

the end.
As the stagecoach and turnpikes
had followed the saddle horse and
bridle-path, so in the evolution of industry and development followed the
railroad; and as the wants and possibilities of the growing settlements
increased two shiny steel rails, like
huge serpents, were seen to twine side
by side northward through the forests, and September 21, 1849, as the
first train passed from Concord to
Warner, saw the closing day of the
old stagecoach, leaving Davisville disconnected from the commercial world.
This marked the beginning of the end.
The old stagecoach had ceased its
journeys and the traveler who wished
to reach or leave Davisville had to
take or leave the train at Contoocook,
Still this
a distance of two miles.
great drawback did not seem to affect
the village in its whirl of business
and developing industries immedi-

Warner.

in the future.

employed a large amount of help and
manufactured a valuable product. A
company was organized for the manufacture* of cobblers' pegs.
A machine shop was built to manufacture
Davis' turbine water wheels, the invention of "Walter Scott Davis. Next
in order came a threshing mill to
thresh the grain for the farmers, that
the straw might be used in the manufacture of straw board. ProsDCcting
was begun, near the site of "The Old
Camp," for freestone, which seemed
to be pocketed there.

Patents were
pending for Davis' patent box machine, the first to turn out paper
boxes. One of the best equipped counContoocook
try stores was opened.
Electric

Company

installed their elec-

here to furnish light and
power for Contoocook, Hopldnton and

Like one awakening from a long
Davisville sat up, rubbed its

sleep

eyes and felt the thrill of prosperity

surge through its veins, it leaped
forth in the race, but its feet were

CHAPTER
Sweet

Thy

^

11.

was surely bound

to

do

has had its day and
away many a year, but it has
been supplanted by our more modern
clock.
Thus invention brought about

The

tall clock

ticked

the

downfall of an early industry.

drawn;

all

Sunk are thy bowers
And the long- grass

thy charms with-

shapeless ruin all.
o'er tops thy mouldering

in

wall:

And, trembling, shrinking from the spoiler's
hand,
far away thy children leave the land."
— Goldsmith.

B'ar,

it

leaped forth in the race for

industrial

made
long

smiling: village, loveliest of the lawn,

sports are fled and

Amid thy bowers the tyrant's hand is seen.
And desolation saddens all thv green.

As

as it

The foundry on "the island," that

tied.

"

ately,

moulds have turned again to dust.
The machine shops that had manufactured Davis' patent box machines
and turbine water wheels were moved
to Contoocook, which was rapidly
growing and fast becoming a business
center, with excellent railroad facilities.

supremacy Davisville was

gifted bounteously with natural resources, and for a time it led the race;
but with the coming of the age of

the great, heavy weights, has
been forgotten and the

since

of

Modern invention displaced the use
wooden pegs in the making of

shoes,

and, like the stagecoach that
so followed the peg

had gone before,
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Township Number One'
Both having done their duty in
the advancement of civilization and

mill.

industry, they passed away.
Work was continued for some time
in the freestone mine, near the site of

"The Old Camp," but

it

proved to

be of very little use, as the amount
of valuable product there was small,
and in this industry as in others the
use of freestone gave way to the use
of iron, so that also followed in the
Now where once the
same course.
drill was plunging into the depths of
the earth all is quiet, the banks have

21

were now the leading industry in the
and with the invention of the
Kearsarge patent boxboard they in-

place,

The business in the
creased in size.
old sawmill, on the site of the
original sawmill of the proprietors,
was discontinued so as to leave the
total water power for the paper mills.
So we see the old and original industry pass away to make room for
something greater and of more importance. All that now remains to
mark the site of Captain Davis' first
mill is a conglomeration of pulleys,
timbers and boards, whirled
here and there as if struck by some
As we look upon
terrible cyclone.
some vast industry, some great in-

caved in and grown to bushes, and
long since the moss covered the once
This, too, belongs
sought-for rock.
to an age that has passed away.
This was during the days of

shafts,

America's expansion and, as Captain
Davis had pushed his way into the
frontier, so now others were pushing

does

ways into the hitherto undeveloped West. Before long the great
West became a powerful factor in
With
the development of America.

but stepping-stones to some better,
greater and grander development?
The wheels of the Kearsarge Mills

their

the development of the West can^e the
great grain-growing lands of the
plains, and the dawn of the farmWest in
of
the
industries
ing
their vast magnitude came the clos-

ing day of the little New England
farms in the matter of grain produc-

When

the great roller mills of
the West sprang into existence the
old grist mill became a thing of the
The old
past and crumbled away.
stone that ground the only flour of

tion.

the early settlers sits moss-covered by
the roadside.
As we have already seen that one

event naturally leads to another, so
when the farms of the New Hampshire hills ceased to produce the
grain the threshing mill followed the
The paper mills that
old grist mill.
had heretofore used the straw in the

manufacture of strawboard were remodeled so as to use scrap-paper as
material from which to make paper
board.

The paper mills, perhaps better
known as the "Keai^arge Mills,"

stitution,

some powerful government,

ever occur to us that they, too,
must eventually follow in the footsteps of their predecessors, becoming
it

rolled on, night and day, employing
a large amount of help and still keeping Davisville in the race, but, like all

Wealth and
others, it had its day.
industry were rapidly concentrating;
the paper business at Davisville had
to be figured with, and soon the great

American Boxboard and Paper Company purchased the mills. As paper
of this sort could be made cheaper
elsewhere, and at better advantage,
the doors of the Kearsarge mills were
closed forever, and the sun of Davisville,

"Township Number One," was

rapidly setting.
For years a stage ran to and from
Contoocook, several times daily, carrying the mail and many passengers;
but now the traveler, as of old, must

way to and fro on
Uncle Sam has closed his
postoffice on account of lack of business, and Davisville is known no more
plod his weary
foot,

as

to the postal world.

One after another the workers
sought employment elsewhere; houses
were torn down and moved away,
while other beautiful residences re-
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main

The few who

deserted.

re-

main, like birds, are looking hither
and thither for a new place to build
their nests.

Of the fields that the sturdy
pioneers labored long and hard to
clear, some are growing, while others
have grown to forests of towering
trees.
The water of the river, as of
its
winds
old,
way through the
meadows and woodlands, then dashing
down over the rocks unmolested in its
ever onward course, and as it dashes
its spray now and then on the remains of the old mills the sirens of the
river

seem

to sing

But

I

go;

go on forever.

So now we have Davisville, the
product of an age which might be
called the age of concentration and
development that followed the day of
the pioneer.
Industry and wealth
concentrated and grew where facilities
were the best, and while Davisville

had

the

advantage

of

natural

power and monopolies
were formed to produce the most
goods in the easiest possible manner
furnishing

at the least possible cost.
Davisville
lacked railroad connection, thus making it of more expense to manufacture
here than elsewhere. While some of

our industries were overcome and outdone by invention, they served their
time and then were gone. So let us
blame no one, from the first settler
down to the last. All were loyal and
did their best, but the race was lost

and fairly lost.
Now, as the

loyal sons, one after
to new fields of inmigrate
another,
dustiy, they pause for a moment on
the hilltop and gaze back into the val-

:

Men may come, men may

ern invention soon found methods of

re-

sources, namely the water power, she
stood in the lead, but steam and mod-

ley

and

of ruins and desolation below,
their hearts fill with sorrow, but

they turn their heads and journey on.
So as each little breaker rises, one
after another, on the sandy beach, till
reaches the flow, so the tide of inand prosperity rises to its
height, only then to recede, the ebbing
tide leaving but the marks of what
has been.
it

dustry

^e

Bij
(Read before the

On

the

first

New Hampshire

Wednesday

in

R.E.
State

January

four hundred men, representing
the various towns, wards and senalast,

met in the
State House, in Concord, and continued their session for fourteen weeks,
enacting, repealing and amending the
laws supposed to be established for
the protection of the rights, the advancement of the interests and the
promotion of the welfare of the people of New Hampshire.
In the choice of these men for the
performance of this duty, the women
of the state, embracing the larger and
not the least intelligent half of the
population, had no voice or vote,
either at the polls or in the primaries.
Yet the law, as it stands today, or as
it has always stood, affects the women
of the state precisely as it affects the
torial districts of the state,

obligations and
burdens,
its restraints are shared by men and
women alil^e, and there is no distinc-

men.

Its

its

tion as to sex in the penalty for its
violation.
One measure which these four hundred supposedly wise men, or the
large proportion of them who sat in

House of Representatives, had under consideration, and which a majority of the members of the Committee

the

on the Judiciary reported favorably,
but which the House itself, by a vote
of 113 to 86, declared "inexpedient,"
was a bill conferring upon the women
of the state the right to vote in municipal affairs on the same terms as

men.

But why should not women

men, at these and all
other elections? Are not the women
in our various towns and cities as
deeply interested as men in the character of the government under which
they live? Is it not of as much importance to women as men how the
business affairs of the town or city

vote, as well as

W©maiffl

i)S^EE©4 f©ir

Metcalf

Grange

at Manchester,

December 21,

1909.)

are administered? Is not the protection of life and property, the preservation of health, the maintenance of
law and order, the suppression of vice
and crime, the protection of the
young from the debasing effects of
intemperance and immorality, of as
to the wives and
mothers, the sisters and daughters, in

much consequence

any community, as to the husbands
and fathers, the sons and brothers?

And

should they not be allowed, expected, persuaded if necessary, to
take an active part therein?
This question of equal suffrage, or
of equal rights

and

and

duties, privileges

responsibilities, for men and womunder the law, as well as of equal

en
burdens and restraints, is a subject
interest
of
growing
constantly
throughout the civilized world an issue that will not down, a question
that will never be settled until it is

—

settled aright.

And

yet that settle-

ment would be far nearer

at

hand

were women themselves united upon
There are, it is true,
the question.

many women who

are earnest believ-

ers in the justice, propriety

and

desir-

of the political enfranchisement of their sex; there are others
who are decided and determined opponents while there is a still more numerous class who are practically indifferent, who are not seeking the ballot,
who are neither clamoring for their
ability

;

rights nor shirking their duty, some
of whom, if enfranchised, would calmly face the situation and bravely take
up the duty devolving upon them,
while others would meet it with fear

and trembling.
The decided suffragist needs no argument or persuasion. She is on the
She knows the reason
right track.
for the faith that
faith,

and

is

is

in her, loves that

doing loyal work in

its
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cause. The decided anti-suffragist is
joined to her idols. If it may not be
said that she hugs her chains, it may
be said that, as a rule, her highest ambition is to be, if not the slave, at

their

least the pet or the plaything of some
'*
one of the so-called
lords of crea-

any way affecting the public welfare.

tion"; to minister to his comfort and
pleasure, to bear and rear his children, to regard his wishes and his
whims, to spend his money for her

number

personal adornment and gratilication,
and the physical comforts and luxuries of the home but not to share with
him any part of the responsibility,
before, behind and under the law, of
;

nation, state and municipahty, which
involves the honor of the nation, the
prosperity of the state, the welfare
of the community and the safety of
the home.
As for the great middle class the
vast majority of women who have

—

—

taken no position on this most important question there are considerations
to which their attention should earn-

Many of these wombe noted, are themselves
members of women's clubs, of which
there are more than a hundred in New
Hampshire, with more than five thouestly be called.
en, it

may

sand members, and many thousands
in the country with half a million
members, or more. To such women
the very existence of these organizations, and the work they are doing,
should furnish incontrovertible proof
of the fallacy of one prime position
maintained by the opponents of the

equal suffrage cause, which is that
woman is not mentally so equipped
and trained as to be safely entrusted
with the ballot in other words, that
the American woman could not vote
intelligently if given the 'privilege, or
clothed with the duty which the right

—

of suffrage involves.
These woman 's clubs are a standing
refutation of this unjust and slanderExamination of their
ous position.

year books and published programmes
shows, conclusively, that their members have gained much to enlighten

minds, broaden their views,
shape their opinions and guide their
action in any position in which they
may be placed, in any emergency
which they may be called to meet, in
In

these organizations this
of intelligent American

vast

wom-

en are taking up, studying and discussing, not merely questions bearing
upon their domestic life and home affairs, but also those directly relating
to the affairs of government and the
public well-being. There are set down
in their year books for consideration,
not merely matters of the home, and
of personal adornment, as well as the
training of children, but art, litera-

ture, music, history, science, philanthropy, civics, economics, and parlia-

mentary law and practice. The women of New Hampshire, as of the country at large, in these organizations,
are giving their thought and attention
to such subjects as improved educational methods and appliances, good
highways, forest preservation, pure
food, the destruction of insect pests,
and other questions and topics directly bearing upon the public welNor is it alone in their clubs,
fare.
distinctively known as such, that the
women of the state and nation give
their attention to matters of public
import. In their Women's Christian

Temperance

Unions,

and

in

their

Chapters of the Daughters of the
American Revolution, they are studying along lines that develop the
sentiments and strengthen the cause
of temperance and patriotism, than
which there can be nothing more essential in the life of

any people.
consider what these women's clubs and other organizations
have done, are doing, and are bound
to do in the future, in constantly increasing measure, what can be said
for the men?
What are they doing
along the lines that qualify them for

When we

Are
participation in public affairs?
there any organizations of men, anywhere in New Hampshire, systemat-

Woman
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engaged in the study of public
questions, or of subjects bearing in
any way upon the welfare and progress of humanity?
There are plenty
of men's clubs, of various sorts and

than boys studying in and graduating from our high schools and academies.
What then will become of the
argument of the superior mental

kinds, it is true, but none for the consideration of any of these matters,
and none that tend to stimulate

citizensJiip

ically

thought along any line calculated to
improve the minds or elevate the characters of the members, or fit them in
any way for the better discharge of
the responsible duties of citizenship.
But we may be told that although
some women have seen fit to avail
themselves of the advantage of organized effort along certain lines of

thought and study, tending

to

fit

them

for the responsibilities of citizenship,
that men have not chosen to pursue,

the latter are generally better educated, in that they have, in larger proportion, secured the advantage of colIt is true that it was
lege training.
practically impossible for woman to
secure what is ordinarily known as
a liberal education until within comparatively recent years. The colleges
of the country were barred against
her until well along in the last cen-

tury

;

and

it

was not until the pioneer

laborers in the

woman

suffrage cause

had persistently cried out against this
injustice, and had finally inspired the
movement for the establishment of
women's colleges, that other colleges
begun gradually to open their doors
to women, till now, out of, some 450
leading colleges and universities of
the

country, not less than 275 are
open to female students, and not less
than 100,000 young women are pursuing their studies in what are known
as the higher institutions of learning.
With all the obstacles still in their
way, the ratio of young women, seek-

ing and securing college education, to
the young men who are so doing, is
constantly on the increase, so that in
the next ten or twenty years at farthest, there will be more young wom-

en than men pursuing college courses,
just as there are, even now, more girls

equipment of men for the duties of
Vvhat

'i

put forth as a strong
argument against woman sutfrage is
IS still

woman is unoy naiure to participate in the
aii'aiis of puulic iiie; tliat man was
intenued by nature to grappie with
tne rough experiences of tne outside
world and woman to siirink away in

the old conieniion that
fitted

quiec safely under tne protection of
tlie home rooi-treej
that he is the
stronger, she the weaker vessel; he
tne sturdy oak, she the clinging vine
he the iiome-uuilder, she the homekeeper; he tlie bread-winner, she the
bread-maiier ; that as his work taKes
him outside the home and in contact
with tlie world's affairs, he alone
should interest himself in these matters, while she devotes herself exclusively to the care of the home and the
children, intent upon keeping both
neat and clean, herself liliewise, if
;

possible, everything in order, and
meeting her lord and master with a
kiss and a warm meal when he comes
home, tired and worn from the field
of his achievements in the battle for
bread and, incidentally, for pohtical
honors for himself or his boss, and the
triumph of the "grand old party"!
All very pretty and sentimental;
beautiful, indeed, as an abstraction,

how

does it work when applied to
concrete facts of life?
What
about the tens of thousands of wives

but
the

whose husbands come home intoxicated every night, and the other tens of
thousands whose husbands have gone
down into drunkards' graves, or,
worse still, into the jails, the penitentiaries or the inebriate

land,

all

because

of

asylums of the
the

insidious

temptations of the dram shops, allowed existence in every state, and
carefully fostered in some, under the
operation of our man-made and manadministered governments many of

—
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them

left, too,

with

little

children in

and dependent upon their
unaided efforts for nurture and sustheir care

What about the thousands
of widows, left with children to be
provided for, from other causes accident or disease
while, because of
the fact that they have no vote, no
voice in public affairs, their labor

tenance?

—

—

commands less compensation than
men receive ? What about the unmarried women
those who remain single

—

—

from necessity or choice a constantly
growing number reaching hundreds
of thousands throughout the land, not
a few of whom are practically forced
to remain single because of the vicious
habits and worthless lives of a constantly growing class of young men,

produced under a social and political
system which these young women, and
all other women, have no direct power
to aid in

reforming?

Say, if you will, that woman should
be the home-keeper, while man is the
bread-winner, and should be the lawmaker we have to face the glaring
fact today, however, that there are
some six millions of women in the
United States, who, instead of being
;

engaged in making and keeping
homes, are employed in gainful occupations working for wages mainly
outside their homes, supporting themselves, and, vast numbers of them,
contributing to the support of others
their children in many cases, and

—

—

some from

choice, more perhaps from
driven there, indeed, by
conditions over which they have no

necessity,

control, resulting from the operation
laws in whose enactment or enforce-

(of

ment they have had no hand or voice.
Why not give them the ballot and
let them have a voice in shaping the
government under which they are
obliged to live, and to whose support
they are obliged to contribute ?
When a prominent machine politician of this state was asked, not
long since, what objection there can
be to granting suffrage to women, he
We have trouble enough
responded
' '

:

already in handling the men."
is

Were

exactly.

it,

That

women

the

en-

franchised the political machinists
would be out of business, absolutely
and for all time, and that is an irrefutable argument in favor of the
measure.
Women, if enfranchised,
will vote as they please far more
generally than is the case with
.

men, especially where questions that
aft'ect the safety of the home and
the family are concerned hence the
expenditure of more than $250,000 by
the combined liquor interests of Oregon to defeat the proposed equal suf;

amendment

frage

to the constitution

of that state.

The

and supposed to be conargument against the enfran-

final,

clusive,

chisement of woman is that she, herdoes not desire it. When the ma-

self,

and helpless husbands, fathers
brothers in many more. These
women are engaged in almost every
avocation known to the world. They
are farmers, artisans, manufacturing

jority of the women ask for the right
—
when
clearly demonstrated that
—then
be granted,
they desire

employes, milliners, merchants, dressmakers, clerks, stenographers, architects, contractors and builders, paint-

may refuse to vote
But, what of that?

sick

or

ers,

paper hangers, authors,

editors,

reporters,
librarians,
musicians,
nurses, dentists, physicians, lawyers,
ministers and teachers.

These are no "clinging vines," no
timid, retiring souls, shrinking
contact with the outside world.

from
They

are in the forefront of life's battle

—

it is

it

we are
to vote.

will

it

women may not care
Many may not wish to. Some

told.

and

All

their

if

enfranchised.

Many

number

do wish to

is

constantly
Shall the ballot be refused to all because some do not want
because the majority do not clamit
or for it ? If so, why not disfranchise
the men because 25,000 of them refuse
vote,

increasing.

—

to vote, every year,
in hotly contested

while

many

of

upon an average,

New Hampshire;

those

who do

vote
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value their francliise only because of
the money they can get for using it,
or for the opportunity it gives them
to carry out the wishes of a party
boss, regardless of

any principle for

which he stands?

The woman suffrage cause is based
on the eternal principles of justice
and has commanded the approval of

many

of the

brightest

and noblest

has been approved and
supported not only by such women as
Susan B. Anthony, Elizabeth Cady

minds.

It

Stanton, and their compeers in the
pioneer work of the suffrage movement, but also by such others as Frances E. Willard, Mary A. Livermore,
Harriet Beecher Stowe, Julia Ward
Howe, Clara Barton and a host of

and

humanitarian
philanthropic
workers of their sex and has been
sanctioned and endorsed by John
Quincy Adams, Charles Sumner, Hor;

Greeley, Henry Ward Beecher,
Lincoln, James A. Garfield,
George F. Hoar, Gilbert Haven, Philace

Abraham

Brooks and ]\Iinot J. Savage; by
Ralph Waldo Emerson and George
William Curtis; by Whittier, Longfellow and Lowell; by Huxley, Darwin and Spencer.
lips

This great cause of equality before
the law and back of the law, for man
and woman, is a progressive and a

Woman

winning one. Just as surely as woman now enjoys the same rights as men
in four states of the American Union,
in all the great imperial domain of
Australia and New Zealand; in Finland, Norway and Sweden, and even
in Great Britain and Ireland with
the single exception of parliamentary
suffrage which she will also secure
within the next ten years, just so surely is the time coming, and not far distant, when she will stand as his absolute political equal, not only in all
our land, but throughout the civilized
world.
Why, then, should not the old Granite State, on whose soil the first overt
act of resistance to British tyranny

was performed, at Fort William and
in December, 1774, whose men,

Mary

mainly, fought the battle of Bunker
Hill, won the day at 'Bennington, and
were conspicuous among the heroes
who compelled the surrender at Yorktown, be the first New England state
to do justice to woman, and give her
the same rights and duties under the
law as man, as well as the same burdens and restraints, taking her out
of the class with minors, idiots, aliens,
the criminal and the insane, and placing her where she belongs, as the
equal of man, in law as well as in
fact?

By Eva Beede

Odell

at sea the fair Bermudas
chain of emeralds on ocean

Far out

A
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lie,

floor.

In diamond setting of spray-dashed shore.
All guarded safe by reefs of coral high,
Where purple sea-fans wave, the surface nigh.
Here turquoise waters glint the white sands o'er,
And sunbeams all the shades of opal pour,
Then tint with amethyst the twilight sky.
The garden of the rose, the lily's home,
Where white-roofed houses gleam amidst the green
Of oleander, palm and cedar trees,
Delight of those who from the snow-lands roam

Are these

By

blest isles, bedight in

breezes ever fanned

summer

from sapphire

sheen.
seas.

Womem^

C©ini€©ir(dl

By an
women

The

have long been well at the front in
organized effort for their own improvement, and the social and educational welfare of the community. In

proportion to population no state in

Granite
the Union surpasses the
State in the number and membership of its women's clubs, devoted,
primarily, to the intellectual develop-

"Camp 'Wetamoo "— Home

ment and culture of
general

educational

members and
work, and no-

its

where have these organizations accomplished more for the advancement of
the general welfare.
Recognizing the importance of outdoor life and recreation as contribu-

tory

to

which

full intellectual vigor

physical

health,

CMh%

Occasional Contributor

New Hampshire

of

©ustainig

without
cannot be

maintained, our New Hampshire women are also organizing outing or country clubs, in considerable number and
establishing attractive homes for the

sarae,

thereby insuring the elements

of permanency and of systematic
rather than spasmodic effort in the
line of outdoor life and recreation.
There are now three women's outing clubs in the city of Concord with
attractive and convenient homes of

own, eligibly located outside
the compact part of the city, amid
charming natural surroundings, the

their

of the

"Outing Club"

membership of each being limited

to

twenty-five.

The first of these, and the first
woman's outing club in the world so
far as is known, is "The Outing
Club," an extended sketch of which
appeared in the Granite Monthly
for'

June, 1899.

club,

The home

of this

which was organized and incor-

porated

in

July,

1896,

is

called

"Camp Wetamoo," and is located
upon an eminence, near Bow Mills,
about two and three-fourths miles

Concord Women's Outing Cluhs

from the State House, and commanding a splendid view of the Merrimack
Valley and of magnificent mountain
scenery in all directions.
Dr. Maude Kent was the first president of the Outing Club. She was succeeded in 1897 by Miss Caroline S.
Stewart. In 1898 Mrs. Maude Knowlton was the president, and Miss Mary
Niles in 1899. Miss Lena Minot served
from 1900 till 1906, when she was succeeded by Mrs. Edgar C. Hoag-ue,
who still occupies the position. Miss
Nellie S. Abbott has been secretary

29

quarters a fine cottage on the right

bank of the Contoocook River, some
miles out, in the northwest part
of the city, near the "Horse Hill"
bridge. It is within ready access from
the Concord & Claremont Railway,
a neat little station having been erected by the railroad nearby for the accommodation of the club and other
five

visitors to this

charming section.
The Hathaway Outing Club, the
last organized of the three was estabIt grew out of
lished in June, 1904.
the Hathaway Shakespeare Club

—

The Country Club House

and treasurer of the club since

its

organization.

The second woman 's outing club

or-

ganized in the Capital City followed
closely
as the

upon the first. It is known
Country Club, and was incor-

It has
porated in November, 1896.
no president, its officers consisting of
five directors, who together with a
clerk and treasurer constitute an ex-

ecutive board.
The by-laws provide
that no director shall hold office more
than two years. The present clerk is

Mrs.

Henry W.

Stevens, while Mrs.

Jessie B. Harriman has been treasurer since the organization.

This club has erected for

its

head-

one of about a dozen women 's Shakespeare clubs in the city and includes
the membership of the latter, aug-

—

mented by others to the number of
twenty-five, which, as before stated,
is the limit fixed for the membership
of all these clubs. Miss E. Gertrude
Dickerman was the first president of
this club.
Mrs. Grace L. Hubbard,
the present incumbent, succeeded to
the office in 1908.

Mrs. Charles L.

Jackman, the first secretary-treasurer,
was succeeded in 1907 by Miss Harriet S. Emmons, and she in turn in
1908 by Miss Effie M. Thorndike, the
present incumbent.

The Hathaway Club house

is

de-
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number of the women
of Concord are brought in close con-

lightfully located on the left bank of
a short distance
the Contoocook,

son, a goodly

above Contoocook River Park, making

tact

readily accessible by trolley.
Including the guests which the several clubs entertain during the sea-

it

with nature and strengthened
and inspired by healthful recreation
for work in the various lines of effort
in which they are engaged.

New Hampshire
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Necrology

raze to earth thy black and monstrous tow'rs
Ten thousand Babels that shut out the sun
And boast not of thy engineering skill
Till on those ruins thou hast built anew

And

—

—

whose white and spotless domes shall be
Equal in beauty and utility.
Cities

ew
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HENRY RUST PARKER

DR.

Henry Rust Parker, M. D.,
Wolfeboro January 24, 1836, died
December 29, 1909.
He was the son of

born
in

in

Dover

Tappan and
(Seavey) Parker, and was edu.John

Sally L.
cated in the public school and Wolfeboro

Academy. He engaged in teaching, taking up the study of medicine at the same
time, and graduating from the medical
school at Dartmouth, from which he
in 1866, locating in practice in
his native town, whence he removed to
Dover in 1881, continuing there in a most
successful practice until his death.

graduated

Doctor Parker had been president of
both the Dover and Strafford County
medical societies, was a member of the
New Hampshii-e Medical Society, and during both administrations of President
Cleveland was president of the Strafford
County board of examining surgeons for
pensions.

was a staunch Democrat,
member of that party
to be chosen mayor of Dover, to which position he was elected after an exciting
Politically he

and was the

first

the fall of 1890, and reelected the following year, holding the office during the years 1901 and 1902, and
conducting an eminently successful administration.
He was a thirty-second degree Mason,
being a member of the Moses Paul Lodge

campaign

and

St.

plar, of

in

Paul Commandery, Knights TemDover. He was a member, also,

of the society of Colonial Wars in New
Hampshire, the New Hampsire society of
the Sons of the American Revolution, the
New Hampshire Genealogical Society, of
which he was president; the Northam
Colonists, a local historical society, a' vestryman of St. Thomas' Episcopal Church,
and president of the Men's club of that
parish.

On May 27, 1866, he married Miss Ella
M. Thompson of Wolfeboro, who, with
two of

their three children, survives.

GEORGE

F.

RICHARDS

George F. Richards of Exeter, for more
than ten years past register of probate
for the county of Rockingham, died at

his home in that town December 8, 1908,
at the age of sixty-two years, having been
born in the city of New York in 1847.
He was a son of the Rev. Dr. James Rich-

ards, a
was for

Congregational

clergyman,

and

years, in early manhood, engaged in railroad business. He came into
New Hampshire as station agent at Gonic,
and was, later, a traveling freight and
passenger agent for the Boston & Maine
R. R. He located in Exeter some twenty
years ago and was for some time engaged
in newspaper work as correspondent for
several papers, and manager of the circulation department of the Boston Herald.
He was elected register of probate in 1898,
holding the office until his death. He was
a thirty-second degree Mason, an Odd Fellow, a Pythian, Red Man, a member of

some

the Rovai Arcanum and the Grange. He
had long been the secretary and treasurer
of the Rockingham County Republican
Club. He was twice married, his last
wife being Mira, daughter of the late

William B. Webster of Manchester, who

survives him.

COL.

ALBERT

F.

SEAVEY

Albert F. Seavey, born in Rochester December 29, 1843, died in Dover December
16, 1909.

Colonel Seavey was the son of Samuel
and Eliza R. (Home) Seavey. He attended the common school, and at the age
of eighteen years went to Dover, where
he was engaged for four years as an
operative in a shoe factory. May 10,
1866. he entered into partnership with his
brother, J. Frank Seavey, in the retail
clothing business, under the firm name
of J. Frank Seavey & Co., continuing the
same for thirty-five years, when the busiF.

ness was disposed of. He also engaged
in the lumber business with his brother,
and, after 1902, continued the same alone.
As a business man he was one ot the oldest and best known in Dover, and ever
commanded the fullest confidence of his
associates and the public at large.
He took an active interest in politics,
as a Democrat, from youth, and was one
of the most prominent members of his
party in Dover. He served two terms in
the city council, was a representative in
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the Legislature from Ward 2 in 1874-'75,
and was an aide on the staff of Gov.
James A. Weston durini? the second term
of the latter, with the rank of colonel.
He was active in Masonry, being a member of Strafford Lodge, Belknap Chapter,
Orphan Council and St. Paul Connnandery
He was also a charter member
of Dover.
and past chancellor commander of Olive
Branch Lodge, No. 6, Knights of Pythias,
and a Knight of the Uniform Rank. He

^dflteir

(SiMd

arine Fogg.
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Two books by Concord writers have recently been given to the public, each from
the Rumford Press. The first is a story
of the "Simple Single." or the summer
adventures of a spinster teacher, who
passed her vacation on a place in the
country which she had inherited from a

the

distant relative, quaintly told and liberallv embell'shed bv the neighborhood ver-

summons

This is by Miss Frances M.
author of "Birds and Flowers
About Concord." copies of which mav be
had at Enstmnn's and Gibson's or ordered
Price. 50 cents.
d'rect from the author.
The other is "Rambles About Concord,"
bv Howard M. Cook, being a collection of

nacular.*

Abbott,

articles

descriptive

covering

mnnv

long

wnlks nbnnt the Canital Citv. which have
annenred in the local papers from time to
thne and excited nnK-h interest, pnrticIt is
ularlv amonsT the older residents.
h-^ndsomelv pr'nted and finelv illustrnted,
and retails at the book stores at $1.50

will be a notable one
of the state in more
than one respect. In the first place it will
be notable from tlie fact that it is the
year in which the direct primary law goes

The present year

in

the political

into

effect,

the

life

operation

of

which

There is a vast diversity of
formers.
opinion at present as to the probable outcome, and there will doubtless be as wide
a difference in view as to the real advantage or disadvantage resulting after its
All good citieffects are reallv apnarent.
zens should hope and work for the best,
Another notable fact is found
h'^wever.
in the failure of anv man in the dominant
partv Cor
enter the

in

anv other,

f-^r

Vv>^ m^'t+pr'' to

candidate for the gubHeretoernatorial nomination thus far.
fore one or more candidates have been in
field as a

M©tec^

a year or

field

more before the time

for nomination has arrived.

Death garnered a
Hampshire in 1909.
citizens

of

New
Among well-known
who answered his

rich harvest in

the state
the

year were Gen.
Charles H. Burns of Wilton, Col. Henry
O. Kent of Lancaster, Gen. Daniel M.
White of Peterborough, Hon. Lyman D.
Stevens of Concord. Erastus P. Jewell of
L'Tconia. James I. Parsons and Sidney B.
Wh'ttemore of Colebrook. Henry L. Tilton
and Beni'amin W. Kilburn of Littleton,
Prof. Isaac Walker and Edmund E. Truesdpll of Pembroke. John M. Whipple of
Claremont. Edward C. Shirley of Goffstown, Ella H. J. Hill, of Concord, Adelaide
Cillev Waldron of Farmington, and many

during

others of note.
Among New Hampshire
natives abroad, passing away during the
year, were Col. Carroll D. Wright, the
eminent statistician, president of Clark
College, Hon. Charles Chesley of Washington, late solicitor of internal revenue.
Prof. Amos N. Currier of Iowa University.
Prof. Joseph W. Carr of the Universitv of
Maine and Michael F. Donovan, general
traffic manager of the Boston & Maine
Railroad.
____^

is

awaited with no little interest by men of
all parties, whether "machinists" or re-

«

also a Red Man, Knight of Honor, a
Son of the American Revolution and a
member of the New Hampshire Lumbermen's Association.
Coloney Seavey was united in marriage.
July 31, 1883, with Marietta,
daughter of Charles F. and Rebecca
(Webster) Fogg of Epsom, who survives
children: Alice
with
four
M.,
him,
Marian Webster, Harold Leon and Kath-

was

Subscribers for the Granite Monthly
wlio care to do so can exchange their
unliound copies for the last four years,
since the New Series commenced, under
the present management, for bound volumes (in plain black cloth) for fifty cents
per volume, by sending to the publication
Subscribers in arrears can settle
office.
the same at any time during the present
month at the advance rate of .$1.00 per
year, by paying up to date and for the
Every subscriber
year 1910 in advance.
c.-in
readily ascertain liow his account
stands liv consulting the date on his ad^
;li-oss label.
;

HON. HENRY
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By H. H.
In the year 1803 a colony of immiendowed \^dth the sturdy independence and persistent spirit of

grants,

their race,

came

to

America from the

county of Sutherlandshire in Scotland, landing at Boston but soon mak-

way to the parish of St.
in the province of New Brunswick, just over the ]\Iaine border,
about eight miles from Calais in that
state, where they settled in what was
then a wilderness, clearing up farms
which they cultivated in sununer and
engaging in lumbering during the
balance of the year, driving their wining their

James

1910

New

Series, Vol.

No. 2

5,

Metcalf

John H. j\Iorrison, who in the
early sixties located in Oldtown. Me.,
where, in 1867, he married Mary L.,
daughter of Daniel and Deborah
of Lincoln. Me., and was for
many years engaged in mercantile
He was a strong factor in
business.
the life of the community, particularly active in the affairs of the Congregational Church and interested in
politics as an earnest Republican. He
died in February, 1902. and the Bangor Commercial in noticing his pass"He was a man of the
ing said:

son,

Ham

strictest

universally

integrity,

es-

for the stalwart men
loafing season
of this community, and the habits
of industry and application which
characterized their life were trans-

teemed and will be greatly missed."
His wife, who survives, still residing
in her Oldtown home, retaining in
full measure her physical health and
remarkable mental vigor, is yet
strongly devoted to all the interests

mitted to their posterity, as was their
devotion to the things supposed to

lectual

ter log harvest downti the St. Croix
River in the spring. There was no
' '

' '

make

for their spiritual welfare, the
first joint work in which they engaged, after locating their respective
abiding places, having been the establishment of a parish of the Free
Church of Scotland, which they
maintained with the most devoted

leading spirit in this

activities,

in

the

community

Ms

was John Momson, who passed
industrious and exemplary life in the
home which he there established, as
did his son, George, the grandfather
of the subject of this sketch, who was
bom, lived and died on the Morrison
homestead. There, too. was born his

social,

intel-

community, with which, as a typical rep-

and moral

life

of the

resentative of the best American womanhood, she was identified in earlier
years, though never neglecting in the
slightest degree the paramount de-

of her own family and home.
Into this family, in the thriving

mands

(now city) of Oldtown, were
a daughter,
three children
who died in infancy, and two sons,
Henry C, the subject of this sketch,

—

village

loyalty.

A

and

born

and Lewis J., four years younger, now
the agent of the American Express
Company at the Union station in
Bangor.

Henry

Clinton

Morrison

was
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born

in

Oldtown,

]\Ie.,

October

7,

1871, and was educated in the schools
of that place, which is a river town
and in a lumbering region, and the
time not occupied in his school work
was spent largely on the river and in
He graduated
the Avoods and fields.
at the Oldtown High School in the
summer of 1889, having manifested
such devotion to his studies and such
capacity for imparting as well as imbibing knowledge that he was chosen
by the principal as an assistant
teacher in the school in April, pre-

ceding his graduation, which position he held until the summer of
1891, in the meantime continuing his
own studies so as to be thoroughly
fitted for entrance upon the college
course which he had determined to
pursue, and upon which he entered
at Dartmouth in the fall of 1891, and

which he continued with such success that he graduated. A. B., as the
valedictorian of his class in June,

1895, an honor which in modem estimation may be surpassed by that
liolden by the captain of the football team, but is still regarded, in
some quarters, as worthy of mention.
Having determined to devote himself to educational work, Mr. Morri-

son accepted the position of principal
of the high school in the flourishing
and progressive town of Milford in
this state and entered upon his duties
at the opening of the school year in

September following his graduation,
and continued, to the eminent satisfaction of the school board and the
people of the town, who still speak in
terms of the highest praise of his successful labors in that capacity, until
May, 1899, wiien he accepted a call
to the superintendency of the public
schools of the city of Portsmouth and
removed to that place.

He

continued

Portsmouth

in

charge

of

the

a wide
reputation for the success of his work,
evidenced by improvement in the
schools,

winning

and standards characterizing tlie schools of the seaport city.
and the general educational spirit of
methods

the community, until his election by
the governor and council as state
superintendent of public instruction,
in which office he Avas commissioned

October 25, 1905, succeeding Ohanning Folsom of Newmarket, whose
second term had expired and whose
repeated renomination by Governor
Bachelder a majority of the council
persistently refused to confirm, for
reasons best known to themselves.
In this connection it should be said
that Mr. JMorrison himself was a
warm friend and ardent supporter of

Mr. Folsom, and had personally appeared before the council in advocacy
of his reappointment.
That being
manifestly impossible of accomplish-

ment under the circumstances, it became practically imperative that some
other man be nominated and Mr. Morrison, through the reputation he had
won in Portsmouth and his known devotion to the aggressive and progressive methods which had characterized
Mr. Folsom 's administration in large
measure, naturally commended himself to the governor as the proper
man to take up and carry forward
the work of thoroughly reforming
and invigorating the school system of
the state, upon which, after prompt
confirmation, he immediately entered,
although taking a little time to properly round out and conclude his service in Portsmouth, which was ended
on the first of January following.
From the commencement of his
service to the present day Mr. Morrison has labored with all the energy

and

zeal of

liis

earnest and forceful

nature to promote the welfare of the

New Hampshire

school s.ystem, striv-

ing particularly to raise the standard
of qualification in the teacher, to increase the etficiency of the country
schools, and especially to improve the
character of high school instruction
tlu'oughout the state, now brought by
law Avithin the reach of all at public expense, and offering the ultimate
opportunity of the great body of our
young men and women, so far as
school life is concerned.
To make the

A
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work of the high school more efficient
and practical, and to encourage as
as possible to pnrene it,' has been
a prime ambition with ]\Ir. Morrison
and as indicative that his efforts have
not been unattended with success it
may be stated that whereas in 1902
the high school attendance in the state
was 3,732, or 6 per cent, of the total
school enrollment, in 1909 it had increased to 6,456, or 12 per cent, of the
total, the increase being relatively
over eight times as great as that in the
population of the state, while the report of the United States commissioner of education places New Hampshire
at the head of the list of states in the
proportion of its students who com]\Ir.
plete the high school course.
Morrison's position, in fact, is the converse of that of President Eliot, who
once held that the boy best fitted for
college is best fitted for life. His contention is that the boy or girl best
fitted for life is best fitted for col-

many

He has been
in 1903.
director in the National Educamost
of
the
Association
tional
time for the last ten years, and
has been a member of its counwas president
a

He

cil.

—

When

a

prominent

member

—

He

torical

is
affiliated
Society.
Avith the JMasonic order, being a member of St. Andrew's Lodge at Ports-

mouth, and with the Patrons of Husbandry, in Capital Grange, Concord.
He also belongs to the Concord Board
of Trade. He is a member of the Phi
Beta Kappa and Psi Upsilon, Greek
letter fraternities, and the Casque
and Gauntlet Society at Dartmouth.
In 1906 the New Hampshire State
College conferred upon him the degree of Master of Science, in recognition of his efficient work in the educational

lege.

is

of that oldest educational society in
the country
the American Institute
of Instruction
and was its president in 1908 and 1909.
He is
a member of the New Hampshire His-

field.

the law of 1901, providing
for high school instruction for all
children of the state at public expense, was enacted, many of the high
schools of the state were such only in
name.
vast improvement in equipment and in the teaching force has
been effected, the work systematized
and practical features introduced, till
today the high school system of New
Hampsliire is surpassed by that of no
Another line in
state in the Union.

For the measure of success he has
thus far attained, and the position he

Avhich a great advance has been made
is in the matter of district supervi-

junior year, the regular work of a
scaler on the floating logs in the river.
It was a hard, rough life, with rough,
hard men but it developed grit and
determination, and at the same time

A

"When Mr. Morrison took office
the law providing for this means of
promoting school efficiency had been
in force six years, and but six supervisory districts had been established
in the state, while today there are
twenty-five, with a prospect of more
in the near future.
jNIr. jMorrison is actively identified
with the educational interests of the
sion.

and country

side his official work.

many lines outHe is a promi-

nent member of the

New Hampshire

state

Teachers'

in

Association,

of

which he

holds in the educational world Mr.
Morrison gives credit, primarily, to
the inspiration, encouragement and
sympathy of one of the best of mothers, and to the experience he gained in
direct contact with the hard facts of
life, in working in vacation time, with
lumbermen's crews on the Penobscot

River to help defray his college exThis labor included, in his
penses.

;

gave him an insight into

some of

human

life,

practical phases, which
has been of measureless value.
It may not be improper to add, in
this connection, and it is done without reflecting in the least upon the
wisdom of the ultimate action of the
Trustees in selecting the brilliant
vscientist of world-wide fame, who now
holds the position, that in the belief
of many New Hampshire people, havin

its
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ward for the development and upbuilding of the public school system,
upon which its future prosperity so
largely depends.
Mr. Morrison was united in marriage July 29, 1902, with Marion

ing the welfare of the institution at
heart, the choice of Mr. Morrison, as
Doctor Tucker's successor at the head
of Dartmouth College, would have
been thoroughly conducive to the best
interests of that noble institution, and
at the same time an appropriate recognition of the merits of one of its
most successful sons in the field of administrative education. At the same
time the state may well rejoice that
there is to be no interruption in the

work now

Locke, daughter of the late Samuel
B. Docke of Andover, Mass., in Christ
Church in that town. They have three
boys, John Alexander, born in October, 1903,

1905,
1906.

so effectively carried for-

Hugh

Sinclair, in
in

January,

and Robert Drew

IRec©mpeinige
By Cyrus

A. Stone

Brave, noble deeds were never wrought in vain.
All good survives though our frail forms decay,

And

in

some fairer land, some brighter day.

Earth's seeming

No

loss shall

prove but heavenly gain.

hopeless grief can shroud the eyes that brim

With thoughtful tenderness for others' woe,
Those eyes shall beam with joy's glad overflow
When all the lights in earth and sky grow dim.
Each

gentle word some kindly thought that
Shall echo through all ages and all climes
In music low and sweet as vesper chimes
Borne on the air from far cathedral bells.

Hands

And

tells,

that have toiled till they could toil no more,
then dropped cold and powerless in the grave,

With new unfailing vigor yet shall wave
The victor's palm-branch on the deathless shore.
The willing

feet, on love's sweet errands sped
Across the rugged hills and thorny vales.
Gaining new strength to mount life's upward

Shall walk unwearied where the angels tread.

In Heaven's economy there is no waste.
The seed oft sown in sorrow and in tears,
Falling beyond the crumbling wall of years,
Shall spring to beauty and to bloom at last.

There the cool breeze blown over land and sea,
Shall fan to fragrance all the flowery plain
And sing its love-song to the bending grain
Along the uplands of eternity.
We pass for what we are. Each life still bears

A

fadeless record.

Whether

ill

or well,

God has decreed the immortal man to tell
His own true story through the unending years.

trails,

October,

[s!.tth®w
By
The women

of

All

Tlhi©ff!fflft©in!
Contributor

Occasional

New Hampshire

have never failed to do their part in
promoting the welfare and honor of
the state, and elevating the characTheir womter of its citizenship.
an 's clubs have been, in recent j'ears,
a powerful stimulus to intellectual
growth and development as well as a
vital force in the cause of civic im-

while the society of
provement;
the Daughters of the American Revolution has kindled anew the tire of
patriotism in the hearts of the people
by reviving and duly honoring the
memory of the men and the women
who in the early days set up and
established the standard of free gov-

Mrs. Caroline L. Hood.
tlMiss Alice M. Merrill.
*lMiss Semanthe C. Merrill.

Bessie P. Norris.
Maria M. Parsons.
Miss Mary N. Parsons.
*]Mrs. Sarah D. Parsons.
flNlrs.

*3Iiss

]Mrs.

Kate H. Plummer.

Emma F. Pollard.
.Miss Lillian B. Poor.
-*Mrs. Elizabeth G. Prescott.
Mrs. Annie B. Shepard.
Miss Harriet N. Smith.
]\Irs.

The following constituted the
board of
nie

B.

officers:

Shepard;

first

Regent, Mrs. Anvice-regent, Mrs.

ernment upon American soil, among
whom New Hampshire's representation was, indeed, most brilliant.

Molly Reid Chapter, Daughters of
the American Revolution, was organized October 27, 1894, at the home of
Fredrick J. Shepard at East
Derry.
Mrs. Shepard was appointed chapter regent by Mrs. Arthur E. Clarke,
then state regent, in May, 1894, and
Mrs.

patriotic women of Derry and
Londonderry gathered around her
and the chapter was formed with
twenty-four charter members, as fol-

the

lows

:

fMrs. Helen M. Barker.
Miss Jennie S. Bartlett.
*Mrs. Victoria E. W. C. Bartlett.
*:\Irs. Mary U. Bingham.
^Irs. Harriet D. S. Chase.
Mrs. Mary Latham Clark.
tMiss Sylvia Clark.
*I\Iiss Julia M. Currier.
*:\Irs. Martha A. C. Downes.
Miss Ella A. Eastman.
Mrs. Fannie P. Hardy.
*

Deceased.

Transferred

Mrs. Annie B. Shepard
First

Regent

JMary L. Clark secretary and treasurer, l\Iiss Harriet N. Smith; registrar, Mrs. Elizabeth G. Prescott; historian. Mrs. Mary Upham Bingham;
;

chaplain.
INIolly

]\Iiss

Semanthe

C. Merrill.

Reid Chapter was the second
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chapter to be formed in the state of

New Hampshire and

was named in
honor of the wife of Gen. George
it

regent and after serving two
years in that capacity was elected
honorary state regent for life.
Mrs. Shepard held the office of
regent of IMolly Reid Chapter for
three years and the following were
her successors in office
]\Irs
Mary
Upham Bingham. 1897-; Mrs. Mary
Mrs. Kate
Latham Clark, 1899
1900
Mrs.
Plummer,
Hughes
]\Iartha Shute Stevens, 1901
Mrs.
Harriet Fuller Chase, 1901: ]\Irs.
Elizabeth Fitz Hill, 1905 Mrs Marv
Durgin Chase, 1907 JMiss Sarah P.
state

:

;

;

;

;

Webster, 1909.
The present officers are
Regent,
Miss Sarah P. Webster vice-regent.
Mrs. Harriet Chase Newell
secretary. Miss Jessie Lane Seavey treasurer. JMiss Frances Emma Boyd;
registrar Mrs. Maud Smith Melvin
:

;

;

;

;

H. Fitz.
The present membership is sixty
two, with six members from Chester,
two from
five from Londonderry,
Windham, five from other places and
historian,

]\Iiss

Isabelle

forty-four in Derry.

Miss Sarah P. 'Webster, Chester, N. H.

Regent Molly Reid Chapter

Reid, a native of Derry and a distinguished officer in the Revolution-

ary War.

Mary Woodburn Reid was one of
the ablest women of her time and was
a worthy mate for her soldier husGeneral Stark is reported to
If there is a
have said of her

band.

in New Hampshire fit for governor it is Molly Reid."
Mrs. Annie Bartlett Shepard, the
organizer and first regent of Molly
Reid Chapter, is a descendant of the
soldiers
following
Revolutionary
Gen. Joseph Cilley, Gen. Thomas

woman

:

better known
as
Judge
and Joseph Nealley of Nottingham, Ensign Nathaniel Bachelder, Abram True and Benjamin
True of Deerfield. She was elected
state vice-regent of New Hampshire
by the delegates in Washington in
April, 1905, and held the office two
years, when, in 1907, she was made

The earliest work of the chapter
was the marking with a granite tablet the birthplace of Gen. John Stark,
on the Joseph White farm in the
southern part of the town. A few
years later a similar tablet was
placed near the birthplace of IMary
Woodburn Reid (Molly Reid) in
Londonderry. Bronze markers have
been placed on the graves of Revolutionary soldiers, as far as known,
in the old cemetery at East Derry.
life sized bust of Abraham Lincoln was, on the one hundreth anni-

A

versary of his birth, February 12,
1909, presented by the chapter to
Pinkerton Academy.
The chapter has contributed gen-

Bartlett,

erously to the objects of the society,

Bartlett

both in the state and at Washington,
D. C. It has from the first been a

prominent factor in the social and
Receppatriotic life of the town.
tions, entertainments and various observances of patriotic occasions have
been features of each year's work,
The meetings are held regularly the

3Iolly

Reid CJiapier, D. A. R.

second Saturday of each month, excepting July and August. The homes
of the members are the usual meeting
places and the programs consist of
papers of historical interest and
music.

The chapter at one time had on its
membership roll the names of three
Real Daughters, Mrs. Martha M. P.
Mason, Mrs. Sarah P. Hersey of
Wolfeboro, and Mrs. Emily Allen of
Nottingham, three sisters, daughters
of John Piper of Tuftonborough, a
soldier in the Revolutionary War,
All are

now

dead.

The marking of the home of Hon.
Matthew Thornton, a signer of the
Declaration of Independence, had
been an object of the chapter for
time, and a committee had been
appointed to attend to the work,

center

the

of

lawn,

under

the

branches of the stately elms said to
have been planted by Doctor Thornton himself. The handsomely engraved bronze tablet, securely fastened to the side of the boulder, facing the street, bears the following inscription

:

The Homestead of
Hon. Matthew Thornton,
Signer of the Declaration
American Independence.

of

Born

A

in Ireland, 1714.

Physician in this Town 1740-1778
Died 1803

To His jMemory
The Molly Reid Chapter
Daughters of the American
Revolution
Dedicate this Stone.

some

when ]\Ir. Benjamin Chase, husband
of the sixth regent of the chapter,
and father of the present vice-regent,
generously offered to defray the expense of a boulder and bronze tablawn of the
let, to be placed on the

41

The chapter regent, ]\Iiss Sarah P.
Webster of Chester, presided over the
exercises, which opened with the singing of America by the chapter and

homestead. The
chapter
gratefully accepted this kindness and
Mr. Chase not only gave the marker,
historic

but personally superintended its inWith charaescription and erection.
eristic

modesty he refused

to

have his

name publicly connected with affair,
and the inscription on the tablet apparently

gives

all

credit

to

Molly

Reid Chapter.
This boulder and tablet were dedicated, with appropriate services, under the auspices of iMolly Reid ChapAuter, on the afternoon of Tuesday,

gust 31, 1909. The boulder stands
on the lawn in front of the house in
Derry Village, now owned by Mr.
and Mrs. Frank G. How, which was
the home of Matthew Thornton during his residence in Derry, where he
was a practicing physician from 1740
to 1778, being his residence, therefore, at the time of the signing of the
Declaration.

The boulder

of ordinary native
granite, oval in form, and about six
feet in diameter, placed in the front
is

Miss Jessie Lane Seavey
Secretary Molly Reid Chapter

audience.
The tablet was then unveiled by Miss jMuriel Armstrong of
East Derry. a direct descendant of

Matthew

Thornton,

through

his
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Mary, who married Henry
Bettou of Salem. Invocation was offered by Rev. James G. Robertson,
dang'hter.

pastor of the Congregational Chnreh

which was heard with much interest,
and a fine original poem, written by
her for the occasion, was read by Miss
Marcia Emery.
The principal address was given by Mrs. Frederick J.
Shepard, honorary state regent, and
was, substantially, as follows:

Mrs. Shepard 's Address.
In preparing this historical sketch I
have gathered the material from the
following sources
Biographies of
the Signers of the Declaration of Independence," published in 1839 by
' '

:

member of the
"The History of
Londonderry," by the Rev. Edward
L. Carroll Judson, a

Philadelphia bar;

and a
James
Thornton

L. Parker, published in 1851,
pamphlet on the "Family of

Thornton,"

Adams

of

by

Charles

New York

in 1905.

I

am

indebted to the addresses of
Charles H. Burns and others delivered at the dedication of the monualso

ment erected by the state of New
Hampshire to the memory of Matthew Thornton at Merrimack September, 1892.

We are all more or less familiar
with the story of the settlement of
this town by the sturdy Scotch-Irish
Presbyterians in the year 1719. The

Mrs. Harriet Chase Newell
Vice-Regent Molly Reid Chapter

An appropriate address
of Chester.
of welcome to the andienee present,
which included many notable personages, among them several officers and
past officers of the state organization,
D. A. R., was given by Miss Webster.
The dedicatory prayer was offered by
Rev. Frederick I. Kelley, pastor of
the old First Church at East Derry.
where Matthew Thornton worshipped
while a resident of the town. Mrs.
C. C. Abbott of Keene, state regent
of the D. A. R., gave a short address,

settlement, which embraced the present towns of Derry, Londonderry,
Windham, and a corner of what is
now ]Manchester. was at first called
Nutfield, from the abundance of nut
trees, but was in 1722 incorporated as
Londonderry from the town in Ireland in or near which most of the settlers had been born.
In the year 1740, when this settlement was scarce twenty-one years old,
there came to it a young physician
and surgeon who was destined to be

come

most distinguished citizen,
The Thornton
family was originally English, but
emigrated to the north of Ireland.
Here one James Thornton and his
wife, Nancy Smith, were located durits

INIatthew Thornton.

ing the siege of Londonderry^ in 1689,
Avhen that famous city was besieged
by King James and relieved by the
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Prince of Orange. They lived on a
farm about a mile from the city and
were subject to frequent visits from

King James'

troopers.

On

one occasion a party of marauders, among whom was a trooper who
had been a hired servant to Mr.
Thornton, rode up to their house and
throwing the bridle of his horse to
Mr. Thornton, told him to walk up
and down while they got some refreshments. Mr. Thornton was quite
indignant, but did not dare to refuse.
the trooper came to mount
again he told Thornton in a whisper
that he had done it as a protection to
him in order to save his life.
On another occasion a party who
paid them a visit said to Mrs. Thorn-

Boston on August 5, 1718, and in the
year to have gone to Falmouth (now Portland, Me.), where
they spent the winter on shipboard,
enduring great hardships. The first
settlers of Londonderry were of the
same company. The Thorntons went
fall of that

Me., and after a stay
there of a few years they moved to
In Worcester the
Worcester, Mass.
Thorntons lived on a farm near Tactknuck Hill, adjoining the town of
to Wiscasset,

Leicester.

The

Wlien

ton,

"The sugar plums from Derry

are plenty today," meaning the balls
from the cannon which were playing
upon them. ''Yes," she said, "and
I hope you may get some of them before the day is over."
Her husband
told her afterwards he expected her

reply would have cost her her life.
Family tradition has it that this
couple were the parents of Matthew
Thornton, but it is evident that in
handing down the tradition a generation was omitted, as James, the
father of Matthew Thornton, was not
more than five years old in 1689,
which is shown by the record on his
gravestone in the cemetery at East
Derry, which states that he died on
November 17, 1754, in the seventieth

year of his age.

must be assumed therefore that
James Thornton and Nancy
Smith who were living near Londonderry at the time of the siege were
It

the

the grandparents of the
we honor today.
James Thornton, the

man whom
father

Matthew Thornton, was born

in

of
or

about 1684, his birthplace being unwhen about thirty-four years
old, with his wife and several children, emigrated to America.
The Thornton family are said to
have been among the 120 families
who, in five small ships, arrived in

known

;

only

record

that

has

been

found of the wife of James Thornton
is the deed of the Worcester farm,
dated February 14, 1739- '40, in
which "Ketiran" Thornton joins.
In 1740 James Thornton removed
from Worcester to Pelham, Mass.
( ?), of which town he was one of the
founders and principal proprietors.
He remained in Pelham, where he
held various town offices, till 1748,
when he removed to Londonderry,
where he resided until his death. He
buried, as has been noted, in the
cemetery at East Derr}^ beside his
daughter, Hannah Wallace.

is
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James Thornton had eight chilJames and Andrew, the two

dren.

were co-grantees with their
brother, Honorable Matthew, in 1768,
of the town of Thornton, which was

eldest,

Monthly
town, Dr. Archibald Clark, who had
been there about ten years, it would
seem that this was a wise choice on
the part of young Doctor Thornton.
Londonderry was then an important place in the colony.
It was the

and most populous town in
Hampshire, with the exception
of Portsmouth, and it remained so
largest

New

for many years, in fact until long after the Revolution.
The people of
Londonderry were of his own race,

who proverbially possess strong national remembrances.
They were industrious, frugal, yet public-spirited
and very religious they were distinguished for their hospitality, their
;

bravery, firmness and fidelity.
Among this people, many of

whom

had no doubt J\nown him in his infancy, came young Matthew Thornton, and here he remained in active
practice of his profession for thirty-

nine years.

Miss Frances

Emma Boyd

Treasurer Molly Reid Chapter

named

in

honor of

Hon. ^Matthew

James Thornton designed'
IMatthew, who was born in

Thornton.
his son,

Ireland, probably near Londonderry,
in 1714, for one of the learned professions and while living in Worcester gave him the advantages of an
academical education. One historian
records that young Matthew was
much admired for his industry, correct deportment and blandness of

manners.
After completing his course of
study at school he commenced the
study of medicine with Doctor Grout
of Leicester. INIass. He made rapid
progress and when at the age of
twenty-six he was prepared to enter
upon the practice of his profession lie
selected the town of Londonderry as
his field of labor.
Although there
was already one physician in the

On this spot where we stand today
In just what
he made his home.
year this house was built and
whether this was his first habitation
in town is uncertain, but that he
built the house for a home and lived
in it and that he planted these splendid elm trees there is no reasonable
doubt.

Here he reared his family of five
from here he went out and
in, relieving the sickness and sufferchildren

;

ing of the people of Londonderry,
and from here he went forth to add
his signature to that immortal document, the Declaration of Independence, for which one act out of all the
good deeds of his long and useful life
we gather here today to do him honor.
The north end of the house is the
original structure, its massive timbers and primitive cellar walls giving
evidence of eighteenth century construction.

The house was remodeled,

originally stood with hospitable front door facing the south, in
true colonial fashion.
Doctor Thornton soon acquired a
high reputation as a physician, and
with an extensive practice in the

but

it

MoUij
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Homestead of Hon. Matthew Harvey. Derry Village, N. H.

one of the selectmen. He early took
a bold and decided stand against the
tyrannies of Great Britain. His age
undoubtedly prevented him from active military service, as he was over
sixty years old when the war began,
but in accord with the saying, "Old

course of a few years became comparOne biographer
atively
wealthy.
He was very exact in collectsays
ing his dues by some thought too severe."
This characteristic, although
not correlated by the biographer with
the fact of his wealth, must certainly
have had close connection therewith.

men

He was

war," he probably served

'

'

:

;

also

rigidly scrupulous

in

paying every farthing he owed.
In 1745 he was appointed surgeon
in the New Hampshire division of
the expedition against Cape Breton,
and it is evidence of his professional
skill that from among five hundred

men only six individuals died previous to the surrender of the town, notwithstanding they had been subjected
to

excessive

toil

and constant

ex-

posure.

A

of the troopers were
under the command
of Capt. John ^loor, and among other
hardships and dangers of the siege

from

company

this town,

they were employed during fourteen
successive nights with straps over
their shoulders and sinking to the
knees in mud in drawing cannon

from the landing place

to the

camp

through a morass.
Matthew Thornton took an active

and influential part in the affairs of
the town, serving repeatedly as moderator of the town meetings and as

for

council,

young

men

for

his

country
more effectively in his various civil
capacities than he could have done
on the field of battle.

He had

great opportunity, which

he

fully improved, to spread the
of
principles
liberty
among the
people.
By his honesty and sincerity of purpose, hif? mild and urbane

manners and

his

uncommon powers

of persuasion, he wielded great influence and was from the first a
leader in that great emergency.
When the Revolution broke out he
was colonel in command of a company of militia in Londonderry he
also held a commission of justice of
the peace under Gov. Benning Went;

worth.

He had been
lonial

a

member

of the co-

assembly in the years

1758,

1760 and 1761, and when the first
convention, whose members were regularly chosen in each town and parish in the province, and which met at
Exeter I\Iav 17, 1775, to deliberate
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and
was

act

upon the condition of affairs,
called the town of Londonderry
sent him as its representative.
There were 151 members in this
convention, and it was called the
"first provincial congress."
It selected Doctor Thornton as its president.
It also chose a committee of

IRELAND

DIED
to his

1714

TOWN

'

I740-177€

o

1803

the

memory

molly «!eio chapter
oauchters of the american revolution

a

constitution

of the

state.

On

January 10, 1776, Doctor Thornton
was appointed by the Legislature, as
it was called under the constitution.

the;

.dedicate this stone 1909

harmony and tender

our public measures be pursued with
any prospect of success."
He was president of the convention
called to meet in December, 1775, to
establish

THE DECLARATIO.N
OF AMERICAN INDEPENDENCE, .:
IN

Christian union,

affection which is the only foundation upon which our invaluable privileges can rest with any security, or

the colony of

A SIGNER or

BORN

to the colony at large to cultivate that

form of government for
New Hampshire, and
as chairman
of a committee appointed by it to draft a form of constitution.
This draft was accepted
with but slight alteration and became

THE HOMESTEAD OF ;'

HON MATTHEW THORNTON

A PHYSICIAN IN THIS

known, either to us or to our fathers.
"AVe would therefore recommend

<

Tablet on Boulder

safety, consisting of five members, of
which he was made chairman.

In consequence of the battle of
Lexington an address was prepared
by a committee of this convention,
which was published over Doctor
Thornton's signature.
This may to
some seem unimportant, but it was
•

really full evidence to convict

him

of

high treason and would have doomed

him to the scaffold had he fallen into
the hands of the British.
The following is an extract from
the address: "You must all be sensible that the affairs of America have

come to an affecting crisis.
The horrors and distresses of a civil
war, which until of late we only had
in contemplation, we now find ourat length

selves obliged to realize.

"Painful beyond expression have
been those scenes of blood and devastation which the barbarous cruelty of
British troops have placed before our
eyes.
Duty to God. to ourselves, to
posterity, enforced by the cries of
slaughtered innocents, have urged us
to take up arms in our own defence.
Such a day as this was never before

Marker

at

a judge

Birthplace of Gen. John Stark, Derry

of the

Superior Court of
This honor was
conferred, not because he was a lawyer, but on account of his large intelligence and recognized abilit}'. After
this he was known as Judge Thornton.
On the 12th of September in
the same year he was elected by the

New

Hampshire.

3IoIhj

House of Kepresentatives as delegate
to represent New Hampshire in the
He did not
continental congress.
reach Philadelphia and take his seat
in the Congress until November, four
months after the passage of the
Declaration of Independence.
He at once claimed his right and
affixed his name to the document,
which had been signed by most of the
members in August before his elecHe was not obliged to do this.
tion.

tice of the

upon

his state, his

peace and

state,

W

I^^ECTEj
'5"

town and

Doctor

and

of

well.

from January

23, 1777.

For

six years

he served on the bench of the Superior Court and was also chief justice
of
common pleas.
These combined duties were very
heavy and in 1782 he declined to
serve further.
the

,

^-R.

Thornton discharged the
his important office ably
He was a member of the

committee of safety almost continuIn Decemously from 1775 to 1777.
ber, 1776, he was again elected to the
continental congress for one year,

of

Mouv

'899-

his descendants forever?

duties

quorum through-

which was then an important office under the original constitution of the state, but which was
out the

It placed his life in greater peril had
the cause proved unsuccessful.
No doubt he fully realized with
John Hancock that if they did not
all hang together they would certainl.y all hang separately, but is it
probable that he dreamed of the immortal renown he would secure for
himself and the honor he was con-

ferring
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court

In 1779 he removed from Londonderry to Exeter, but did not long remain there, for in a few years he
purchased a large estate on the bank
of the Merrimack River in the town
of Merrimack, near what was then
called Lutwyche FeiTy, now ThornThis estate had been
ton's Ferry.

from the Tory,
Goldstone Lutwyche, Esq.
Here he hoped to pass

confiscated

mainder of

Edward

Marker

at

Birthplace of

Mary Woodburn

Reid.

Londonderry

abolished

in

jurisdiction
1792.
in

part and abridged
the amendments

l)v

in

of

In his later years he took no part
political affairs but continued to

and counsel on all important matters concerning the public
welfare, about which he was often
consulted.
During the controversy
between his state and Vermont he
wrote several letters to those in power,
afford advice

urging the necessity of conciliatory
measures and an unconditional submission to the decision of Congress in
the premises. They were highly creditable to him as an able patriot, a good
writer and a discreet man. Judson
thus describes his pereonality
'"Doctor Thornton was one of the
most fascinating and agreeable men
of his age.
He was seldom known to
smile but was uniformly cheerful, en:

the

re-

his life in quiet seclusion,

but his friends were not willing to excuse him from public duties, and he
served in the state Senate in 1784.
1785 and 1786. On the 25th of January, 1784, he was appointed a jus-

tertaining and instructive, similar in
many respects to the illusstrious
His mind was stored with
Franklin.
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a rich variety of useful and practical
knowledge, M'hicli rendered him an intei'esting

companion.

"He

sustained an unblemished private reputation, and discharged all
the social relations of life with fidelity

and faithfulness. He was opposed
to sectarian religion and belonged to
no church, but was devoutly pious and
a constant attendant of public worHe was a large, portly man,
over six feet in height, well propor-

ship.

with an expressive countenance, enlivened by keen an4 peneblack
He riiarried,
eyes.
trating
about 1760, Hannah Jack of Chester,
N. H. He was forty-six and she was
eighteen years of age. Nevertheless
the union must have been a happy
one, for he is said to have been a kind
husband and affectionate father and
tioned,

good neighbor.
"Hannah Jack was the daughter
of Andrew Jack and his wife, Mary
Morrison, who settled in Chester some
time prior to 1747, when his name ap-

His remains were conveyed to Merrimack and interred in the graveyard
near his dwelling."
A modest tombstone bears the following inscription: "Erected to the
memory of the Hon. JMatthew Thornton. Esq., who Died June 24, 1803,
aged 89 Years. The Honest Man."
We are happy to have with us today two descendants of these children. Mrs. Charles H. Woodbury of
New York, a descendant of Hannah,
and the little maid who unveiled the
Miss Muriel Armstrong, a
tablet.
descendant of his daughter, Mary,
who married Silas Betton of Salem.
The state has honored Matthew
Thornton by erecting at Merrimack a
fine granite monument, six and one
half feet square at the base and thirteen feet high.
This was formally
dedicated with impressive ceremonies
September 29, 1892. The shaft bears
the following inscription

"In memory
of

Both the Jack and iNIorrison families were of Scotch-Irish
blood, and had emigrated to America
from the vicinity of Londonderry,
The children of Hon. ]MatIreland.
thew Thornton and Hannah Jack
were
2. An1, James, born 1763
drew, born 1766; 3, Mary; 4, Hannah 5, Matthew, born 1770.
"Mrs. Thornton died December 5,
1786, and is buried at Thornton's
Ferry. Matthew Thornton died w^hile
on a visit to his daughter, Hannah,
Mrs. James McGraw, in Newburyport.

state of

:

;

;

Ye

^^©uiisii^Minio^

Erected by the

Independence.

New Hampshire upon

a

lot

and foundation presented by the town
of Merrimack."
There was need of such men as Matthew Thornton to lay the foundation
of our great nation there is need of
such men today to guard and guide
our nation there will be need of such
men through all coming years.
Let us hope that this tablet by the
wayside, while it keeps alive his memory, may influence many to emulate
the virtues of him in whose honor it
was placed here
"The honest man."
;

;

—

(^ IMew

ln[a\mpglhiiip(

Bij H. T'uttle Folsom
Ye mountains of New Hampshire, rise.
And where the cloud besprinkled skies
Dip low, there mingle in their fold
Of sun-lit hues, purple and gold.
Your fanciful and hallowed heights,
Now tinted in the mellowed lights

Which follow on the
But deepening, pass
As life.

:

Matthew Thornton,

one. of the signers of the Declaration

pears upon the Presbyterian records
as warden.

of

close of day.

as soon

away

Whom th®

Of

By
As

W®ddl

Wmthy

and very interesting. He was born
in Newburyport in February, 1834,
his
parents being Nathaniel and

death of one 's friend, one
said that the appreciative
word written in the white heat of
grief and realization of personal loss
But
is perforce the adequate tribute.
the consequent, paralyzing pain may
hinder the tribute, which because of
it

T. E.

Adeline (White) Mullikin, but when
he was eight years old he was adopted
(whose
by his mother's brother
namesake he was) his surname was
;

M. White

this loss, is so much more deserved.
It was on December 16, 1909 that T.

E. M. White (Thomas Edward Mullikin White, or simply "Ned" White,
as his intimates knew him) passed

from earth. We, of North
Conway, think of him as we
have known him here for the last

away

thirty years, but his life before we
significantly helpful

knew him was

E®t

Ellen McEoheris Mason

to the

hears

Wm

changed to White and New Bedford
became henceforth his home.
He was of delicate constitution, all
through his childhood, suffering from
an ailment that resulted in the amputation of one of his legs when he was
about twenty-one years of age; and
mention that he made himself an arone, is simply a reference to
the many-sidedness of his gifts, for
tificial
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he was a skilled mechanic and could
do the finest cabinet-work as well
as artist and musician.
These latter
abilities were largely inherited, as his
family was highly musical and artis-

—

and author, Fanny Eliot and Robert
Swain Gilford, the artist, and Gabriella F. Eddy, the artist, whom he
Those six used
go rowing on the Acuslmet river,
and camping on the shores of the
afterwards married.
to

Lakes

Quitticus

Poksha,

Little

A

Quitticus
when a great
:

—

Assawamsette,

Quitticus

memorable
rain-storm

and

Big

occasion

broke up

camping-party, caused their
self-christening to ''The six Quittercusses," and in confonnity with such
irresponsibleness they lived many
happy Bohemian days together. Robert Swain Gilford married Fanny
Eliot, and our friend, T. E. M. White
and Gabriella F. Eddy got married in
1876.
That was the year of the
Philadelphia Centennial Exposition
which they visited on their honeytheir

—

Photo of T.

Taken by G.
tic,

E.

M. White

F. W., June, 1904

numbering some well-known com-

posers and reputable landscape painters.

There was a strain of invention in
family, which he inherited too,
and for a time it seemed as though he
would turn his mind to inventing, he
having secured several patents for
clever contrivances of his boyhood
Natural science had a fascinadays.
tion for him and largely determined
his reading and study all his life.
Happily cultivating his many talhe sang in the famous New
ents
Bedford Choral Society, and played
charmingly on the violin while
working at what was to l)e the main
his

—

—

business of his

raphy).
lightful

life

(artistic photog-

Mr. White grew up in decomradeship with Walter

Ricketson, the sculptor, Anna Ricketson (the sculptor's sister) artist

T. E.

M. White.

Resting on the W^ay

moon,

^Irs. White, by the way, having the honor of several of her watercolor paintings being selected for ex-

hibition there.
Two years later they

came

to

North

Of

"Tangle\vild

Whom

"

the

World Was Not Worthij

Studio in Foreground.

in 1901,

Conway where, with

the exception of
winters spent in Boston and their
home-cities New Bedford and Newbnryport, they have lived ever since.

Nineteen years ago they bnilt their
tasteful, unique house at beautiful
Tanglewild, an ideal home for two
Their photographs of White
artists.
Mountain scenery have been awarded
high place as art productions this
;

applies particularly to their glass
The writer rememtransparencies.
bers hearing Bishop Niles of New

House
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in Distance

presence radiated
often jollity.

good

cheer

and

He made whistling a remarkable
accomplishment and it was a delight
to listen to his rendering of famous
(entire) operas, whistled as he went
about his usual daily work. His
singing of "Hamlet, Prince of Denmark," was something to remember,
and he read children's comic poetry
with an al^andonment of merriment
which it was most delightful to be
a sharer

in.

One sometimes heard

Hampshire, who is an acknowledged
critic of art works in black and white,

spoken of as a "nature worshipper,"

say that, in his opinion, "no- one

else

in deprecation or excuse of his usual

America or France or Germany
had done anything in photography to

unconventional
toward
attitude
Lord's Day observances and prevailing traditional customs (as a matter
of fact he was a member of the First

in

equal in excellence of exquisiteness
and beauty, the Whites' glass trans'

'

Congregational

parencies.

Mr. White's was a beautiful character; no one could know him even
in a casual way and not be conscious
that he lived on a higher plane than
most people, and one was a better
person for knowing him his inspirinfluence
iting
always made for
righteousness in the deeper mean:

—

ing

of

the

word righteousness

—his

]\Ir.

White

Church

[Unitarian]
he grew up under the counsels of the distinguished
John Weiss, one of the bright stars
of Unitarianism of the last generation), and he was a nature- worship-

of

New Bedford where

per in the best sense of that much
misused phrase, for he gathered spiritual streng-th and refreshment from
N'^ture's beauties, and in enjoyment
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Of ^yhnn
delibly on the visualizing

fhc

World Was Not Worthy
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—

Jolm Bnrronghs. William Cullen Bryant, and the dreamer, Tolstoy.

were living in Sunset Cottage before
owned Tanglewild they used
to give the most poetic stereopticon
exhibitions twice a week, on the lawn,
for the entertainment of the town, for

Once, one of the college students told

instance.

memory

of

his friends.

He was

often told that he looked

like

South Entrance to House

the writer that

''swimming the Saco,
Mr. White
always made him think of the god
Neptune. "I tell you he is a really
wonderful swimmer!" he added.
his long hair floating out,"'

Of the home-life

at Tanglewild,

it

might well be said to be an exemplification of the beauty of hospitality.
In the summertime the Whites'
house was filled with their friends,
cultured
who
charming,
persons
formed a delightful company. Mr.
and Mrs. White were conspicuous in
loving

to give

—

they

pleasure

to

others

:

during several summers while they

at

"Tanglewild"

Their generosity in giving gifts was
well nigh lavish and an axiom of Mr.
White's, much quoted by his friends,
was that "What you give away must
be of your hest.
The quality of

what you

sell

matters less."

On

that afternoon of the sixteenth
of December, when he lay in his
serene sleep beside the drawing-room
windows at Tanglewild, and the Rev.

Bruce Brotherston paid

fit

and beau-

tiful tribute to his life, now removed
from his friends' narrower ken, one

that dear ]Mr. White was not all
unconscious of the entrancing pic-

felt
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ture of the evergreen boughs, hemlocks, pines and spruces, massed so
close to where he lay, and to where
he had so many, many times stood
gazing at them with pure happiness
in their beauty, in the almost score
of years that Tanglewild had been
his

home.

wind singing a reqmescat in pace
trees, as the young priest,
(the Rev. Pemberton Cressy, a former
minister of the Congregational Church
at North
Conway, where he had
known and loved Mr. White) tenthrough the

derly
son's

recited

Robert Louis Stevenall were solemnly

"Requiem"

View from "Tanglewild'

He was

buried with his kindred in

Oak Grove Cemetery, New Bedford.
The bright, evanescent, winter afternoon of the burial, the bare, lirown
ground looking familiar and homesome, not dreary and forbidding, the

beautiful and the brave, gay pathos
of Stevenson 's ave atque vale was felt
by the little group of mourners to
certainly be the fit expression, the inmost speech of the heart of the de;

parted.

"Uuder the wide and starry sky,
Dig the grave and let me lie.
Glad did I live and gladlj^ die,

And

I laid

me down

with a will."

"This be the verse you grave for me
Here he lies irhere he loiKjed to be;
Home is the sailor, home from sea.
And the hunter home from the hiU"
:

©ffc#

By

if

Epg©m

M. Closes

J.

IV*
is curious how imiformiy the
roads took hilly routes. Epsom
began with its Canterbury road, going over the hill north of Gossville,
and its ''road to Pembroke." over
Sanborn's hill. Both were seen superseded by easy roads through the

It

first

valleys.

November

28, 1768. there

was

laid

out a road from a point a little west
of the town house, on or near the
present route of the Turnpike to
Prescott bridge, thence over the
Yeaton road as far as the branch road
to F. W. Yeaton \s.
Land damages

were paid to Thomas Hinds, John
Cass, Jeremiah Prescott and Benjamin Shepard. In 1772 this road was
referred to as "the road that leads
from John Cass's to Shepard 's mill."
Ten years later it was extended to
Allenstown, the extension beginning
"8 or 10 rods south of Nathaniel Wallace's house."

In 1722 a road was laid out from
a point eight rods north of Prescott
northwesterly through Gossthe Rand road, 324 rods in
all, to a point ten rods east of the
Great Bridge. It went from Prescott 's land into land improved by
bridge

ville,

up

Benjamin Goodwin. The Turnpike
was not built till about 1800.As early as April 23, 1761, Ebenezer Barton was chosen surveyor of
"the road leading to new orchet, so
called." In 1774 this road was laid
out "as it goes," from near Shurking mill to Chichester (now PittsThe
field) near Ebenezer Barton's.
same year the North road was laid out
from Deerfield to Chichester near
Abraham Green's. This was joined
in 1780 by a road from East Street,
starting just east of Mr. Tucke 's land.
*

other articles of

thi.s

series

The Northwood road, from Thomas
Babb's, by way of Pettingill bridge
and Prescott hill, was laid out in
1782.

The

Mountain

roads followed two years

former went "as

and
later.

Locke

The

goes" to land of
Samuel Moses, then on by the rangeway to Allenstown line; the latter
over Locke's hill, passing southwest
of Mr. Odiorne's house, to Pittsfield
line, near George Sanborn's.
Shurking mill stood where the

Knowles

it

it
gristmill now stands,
the first sawmill,

may have been
standing as
the

it

did,

main road.

on public land, on
In 1773 Ephraim

Locke sold his brother, Francis, seven eighths of it, together with all the
eastern half of the village on the
north side of the road. Samuel Bickford owned westward from him.
In 1785 the mill was called Locke's
mill.
Samuel Locke then bought
acres
west of it, between the
eight
road and the river.
The earliest mention I have found
of a mill was February 8, 1742. William Haines of Greenland then deeded Samuel Blake "the eleventh part
of a sawmill now being in Epsom."
There was then a sawmill on the Little Suncook (Deeds 27-326). In 1760
Andrew McClary, "milright, " deeded
his sons, John and Andrew, his sawmill and gristmill near the outlet of
Suncook Pond, on land he had bought
in 1756.
In 1768 Benjamin Shepard deeded Joseph Cilley of Nottingham 80 acres in Epsom, land "I did
live on," also "one half of
the privilege I bought of George
Youring in the stream on which Jona.
Hill and others formerly built a sawmill, with the privilege of one half
the mill now built." ^In 1778 John

formerly
all

appeared in June, September and December,

1909
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Cass sold
Ephraim Locke "one
twelfth of a sawmill commonly known
by the name of Civility's mill."
Besides these and other mills previously mentioned, Ephraim Locke
had a mill on Bear Meadow Brook in
1777, near the North road, and the
Cates had a sawmill of early date in

New Orchard.
The great water
power of the Siincook was not improved

till later.

Of the

families to be mentioned in
the Bracketts, Cates,
Marstons, Moseses, Osgoods, Pettinthis

gills,

article,

Philbricks,

Preseotts,

Sher-

burnes and Towles have genealogies
in the libraries so I need not take up
space with their relationships.
The first settlers on the Yeaton
road were probably Wallaces of the
Greenland family.
The principal
stream there took the name of Wallace Brook. Samuel Wallace bought
Lot 93 in 1748. This was next south
of Lot 94, on which Jeremiah Prescott had settled in 1765, near the
Samuel's son, Abraham,
bridge.
;

probably lived there.

owned the

eastern

He

half

of

certainly
the lot

after 1789.

Lot 92 was owned. 1749-1767, by

Abraham Libby. In 1769 it was
owned and probably occupied, by JoJethro Blake bought
and probably lived there.
Lot 91 was occui)ied, 1773-1801, by
George Urin (Joseph 3. John 2, William 1), from Greenland.
He had
Reuben,
wife, Mary, and children
Solomon, Joseph, John, jMercy. Nancy
and IMartha. Mercy married in 1800
Nathan Fogg of New Hampton.
Lot 90 was originally of Thomas
Rand, Jr., of Rye. If I understand,
this was the lot that Benjamin Shepard, M'ith wife, Jane, from Nottingham, occupied for a few years, about
1767- '69, and then returned to Xotingham. (Compare Deeds 97-108 and
About
110,-113-533, and 122-284.)
the same time. 01)adiah Marston, from
He
Deerfield, had an adjoining lot.
siah Sanborn.
it

in 1770,

:

also owned land in New Orchard,
about half a mile from Pittsfield line.
His sons, Samuel and Eliphalet, were
then in town.
Lot 89 includes the present Yeaton
and Ordway farms. In 1754 Samuel
Wallace bought Lot 88, with a strip
off the south side of Lot 89.
In 1796
his son Nathaniel, with wife Deborah,
deeded this land, the part west of the
road to John Dolloff, that east, to
The same year JoJoseph Towle.
seph Wallace deeded Thomas Bick25 acres off
ford, both of Epsom,
the east end of Lot 87. William Weymouth Wallace owned the northeast
corner of Lot 89 before he went to
Sandwich.
After the Revolution this road,
north of Short Falls, came to be occupied mostly by Towles and Yeatons.
Jonathan Towle, Jr.. of Rve 17291800-]-) owned land in Epsom before
His
1770, and lived there in old age.
brother Samuel (1735-1821) lived at
New Rye, next south of J. II. Dolbeer's place.
Jonathan's son, Simeon (1752-1823), settled near where
his descendant, B. M. Towle, now
lives, and was succeeded there by his
(

(179-4-1857),
Benjamin M.
Simeon (1800-1872). Other sons of
Jonathan were Joseph (1766-1828),
who had the Daniel Yeaton place, and
who was
(1769-1851),
Benjamin
father of Lemuel (1812-1866). A
daughter, Hannah (1726-1843), married William Yeaton (1756-1831), of
Rye. They removed to Epsom al)out
1785, and settled on the Ordway
sons,

place.

This William Yeaton was son of
Joseph of Rye, who was very probably grandson of a Richard of GosHe was there
port, Isles of Shoals.
before 1700, and died there about
1732, leaving sons: Richard, Jr., and
Samuel of Gosport, Philip of Somersworth, and John of Newcastle.
John had a son, Joseph, living in

1756.

William Yeaton bought land ex-
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tensively to the south, and relocated
home on the lot where the graveyard is, east of the pond. He left
nine children, all of whom settled in

them signed the Association Test in
Epsom. They may have all lived in
Chichester. The Gossville land seems
to have been occupied by Benjamin

town, and all but two within half
mile of home.

Goodwin, jiroliably a son-in-law. He
and wife, Lydia, had children, 1770—
1790, Gilmaii, Joseph Worth, Nathan,
Jacob,
Anna,
Benjamin,
Lydia
Worth, Rhoda Colby, and Timothy.
The census of 1790 found no Worth

his

a.

They were John (1781-1861), who
:

settled next north of his father

liam

(1783-1830),

of

the

;

Wil-

Warren

Yeaton place; Joseph (1786-1833),
James Brown place; Jonathan
(1788-1828), who lived a little up the
New Rye road; Samuel T. (17911864), who lived where his grandson,
Samuel R., now lives; Sally (17931864), who married Jonathan Goss,
son of Samuel, and was mother of
William of Gossville; Hannah (17961874), who married Simeon Towle;
Hopley (1801-1856), who had the
homestead; and Levi T. (1804-1846),
who had the lot next south of Samof the

uel's.

A younger brother of the first William was Philip Yeaton, who came to
town about 1798. He married Huldah Sanders. His children, born from
1798 onward, were Annie, Hannah,
John

S.,
Alexander, Mary, Sarah,
Huldali and George. An older brother, Joseph, settled in Pittsfield, just
above New Orchard. He died about

1806, leaving- children
Samuel, Joseph,
William,
Elizabeth,
Sally,
Lj^dia, Hannah, Abigail and Polly.
:

Another William ^Yeaton

(1779-

1816), known as William Jr., married
Sally Pettingill (1771-1850), daughter of Ephraim, and lived in tfie eastern part of the town, near Pettingill

bridge.

He

left

a

son,

John,

born about 1800. and daughters, Hannah, Sarah, Lucretia and Susannah.
John had sons, William, Benjamin

and others.
Joseph Worth bought land in Gossville in 1769.
His son, John, with
wife, Sarah, were of Chichester in
1765.
They, with Joseph and wife
Anna, and a John, Jr., and wife JNIary
(Danforth), all united with the Epsom church, 1767-1773. None of

families in

Epsom

or vicinity.

A

Jo-

seph Worth of Epsom married Hannah Tripp in 1799. They had children: Joseph. Sally, who married
Jeremiah
Burnham, Richard T.,
(1801^1891), John, James and Samuel.

Samuel Closes, from Greenland,
was of Epsom in 1760, first at Gossville.
In 1769 he sold there and
bought Lot 67 at the Mountain. He
lived there
his brother,
dith,

1800, when he sold to
James, and went to Mere-

till

where several of

his sons

had

preceded him. The place has since
been owned by descendants of James,
the present owner being ^Irs. James
Tripp.
Samuel's
]\Iark
Moses
father,
(1702-1789), was in Epsom by 1762,
a little above Gossville.
His sons,
.

Sylvanus (1751—1832) and James
succeeded him and add( 1758-1819 )
ed to the estate till it included some
two hundred acres, reaching from the
river to the New Orchard road. Sylvanus lived near the river; James,
at A. D. Sherburne's place.
The Rand road was named for
,

families

of

that

name

that

settled

1774 Samuel Rand, Jr.,
bought of William Rand, mariner,
both of Rye, Lot 116, 100 acres, near
This Samuel was
the Pine Ground.
probably the Samuel born in 1753,
son of Samuel and Sarah (Dowst)
Rand, and grandson of SamueP,
Thomas-, Francis^ The next year
Richard Rand of Rye bought of Jonathan Sargent of Epsom 35 acres next
on the south, east of the river. Georg-e
Sargent owned west of the river.
there.

In
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Samuel and William Eand signed
the Association Test in Epsom. They,
with Eichard, were there in 1790, all
William died
with large families.
in 1833, sixty years after his marriage
to a wife, Sarah.
Richard died ni
:\Ir. Rand died in
1841. aged 92.
1817.
William in 1829 bequeathed to a

A

son William (born in 1774), daughters,

Molly

Wood

Rand, Sarah Mc-

Connell and Betsey Wood Rand children of a deceased daughter Rebecca,
;

who had married Sherburne Presa son Tobias Trundy Rand, a
son Thomas (1787-1865), who had

cott,

Sally Batchelder, and his
children
Mary, Jacob, Newell and
Elizabeth.
The wife of a Richard Rand died in
1820.
Anna (Lake), widow of a
Richard Rand, died in 1852, aged 81.

married

:

She had just bequeathed to daughters,
Sarah Leavitt, May Bickford, Sophia
Haines, and Sabrina Babb to "my
three sons," Stephen, Thomas (18081891) and James M. Rand; and
granddaughters, Amanda and Deborah Hall.
New Orchard was first settled at
its upper end, where Ebenezer Barton planted the orchard which the
name commemorates. He was con;

and selectman in 1758.
land on both sides of PittsHe died in the winter of
field line.
1781- '82, having beciueathed to wife
^Margaret to daughters, Sarah Marston and Hannah Barton to son William his "old field" in Epsom, bought
of William Odiorne
to son Josiali
the homestead, the buildings of which
stable in 1754,

He owned

;

;

:

stood in Pittsfield.

Joseph Sherburne
(1745-1807),
from Portsmouth Plains, came to
Epsom before 1776, soon followed by
his
brother William
(1746-1808).
They were sons of XathanieP. John^,
John\
Jolui-,
They located in

printed in the Boston Transcript,
8, 1906, and October 9, 1907.
Joseph was succeeded bv his son

M^as

January

James (1789-1857), and William, by
son
David
(1780-1856). A

his

nephew, Nathaniel (1773-1818),
a

tled

the

lot

set-

on
south,
the Moses

mile
farther
next north of

His widow (^lollj^ Sanders,
born 1771) survived him nearly fifty
years, noted for her energy, wit, and
skill in weaving figured fabrics.
Lot 100, next north of Nathaniel
Sherburne's, was settled about 1776
by Dea. John Gate (1732-1812),
son of William and Elizabeth (Sherburne) Gate of Greenland. He and his
descendants were most substantial
citizens, and pillars of the Gongregafarm.

tional Gliurch. The farm was divided
between his sons, John (1773-1829)

and Dea. Samuel (1783-1862).
Josiah Knowles (1754-1840, Jonathan',

Simon-,

north

of

the

same

He

time.

his only son,

next
about
was succeeded by

John^),

Deacon

settled

Gate,

at

Jonathan (1788-1843),

who farmed on

a

large

scale.

He

built the colonial house, that is still
Simon Knowles was in
standing.

A

Epsom 1776- '78, perhaps brother of
He was probably the same
Josiah.
that married Deborah Langmaid and
settled in Pembroke.
The Lockes, on Locke's Hill, were
late comers, David arriving about
Levi
about 1800. William
1793,
Odiorne (Jotham-, John^) was in
town in 1776, and in 1784 had a house
at or near the Ames place; but lived
mostly in Durham.
George Sanders (Jolm-, Ghristoplier^), from Rye, lived next Pittsfield line in 1784.
He was born September 11, 1748. His wife, Anna,
born December 24, 1745, was probably daughter of Stephen and Ann
(Perkins) Page. Their children born
1771-1783, were: Molly, Huldah,

New

Elizabeth.

ton.

married Anna Locke. They had children George, Simeon, Abigail, Jolm,

Orchard, a little south of BarBoth reared large families of
excellent people. An account of them

:

John and Hannah.

John
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Nancy, Eeiiben, Joseph, David and
Solomon. George had a son George,
born in 1833, died in Enfield. Robert
Sanders (1743-1829), a brother of the
first George, lived in Epsom and had
many descendants. See History of
Eve.'

Joseph Towle (1747-1820, Amos^
Joseph-, Philip^), came from North
Hampton in 1774. and settled east of

Odiorne's Pond.

In 1793 he removed

to Porter, Maine.

He and

wife, Eliza-

beth (Coffin), were original members
of the first Free Baptist Church of
Pittsfield. Their children, born 1770-

were Amos, Joseph, AVilliam,
Daniel,
Elizabeth,
Ezra,
Nancy,
Sarah, David and Simon.
An adjoining owner to the east,
next Pittsfield line, was Jeremiah
1794,

(1739-1807. Jeremiah% ChrisHe
Robert^).
Thomas'-,
topher",

Page

was there in 1776. He had married
Lydia Philbrick in 1769. His will,

made

in 1807, bequeathed to daugh-

Bickford and Sarah
Jolm (1779-1871), the
Berry;
homestead, reserving rights to "my
wife and his mother"; also to sons,
Jeremiah and Daniel, the latter having land in Lot 44. John married
Huldah Locke in 1800. "The aged
widow Page" died in 1840 aged 92.
"Mrs. Mehitable Page" died in 1846
aged 87. A Simeon Page, with small
family, was in town in 1790, perhaps

ters,

Abigail

toW

husband of Mehitable.
In 1785 Daniel Philbrick of Hampton deeded his sons, Daniel, Perkins
and Jolm, large tracts in the second
Daniel and
range, near Pittsfield.

and also a Samuel Philbrick,
were in town in 1790, all with large
families.
The Philbricks became exPerkins,

landowners in the region
where they settled, as well as thrifty
and prosperous farmers. Daniel died
in 1835 aged 82; Perkins, in 1838
tensive

aged 80; and the widoAV of John in
1853 aged 96. Sons of Daniel were
Daniel and David, who died in 1774,
aged 92 and 77. Sons of Perkins

were Perkins and Joseph, who married Lucy and ]\Iartha, daughters of

John Ham.
There were several Brown families.
settled on the North road before 1790, on land given him by his
father,
Jonathan, of Kensington.
Levi, probably a brother, was of Ep-

Enoch

som in 1781, and bid ofl; the John
Yeaton lot, adjoining, for taxes. He
died in 1816, having bequeathed to
wife, not named, to daughter, Mercy
Brown, and to sons, Abel and Levi.
Enoch died in 1824, having bequeathed to wife, Eleanor, and children not named. Joseph Brown of
Rye (Joseph*, Joseph^, Thomas^,
John^) married Abbie Dolbeer, sister of Nicholas, and settled in Epsom
before 1790, as did his brother Job,

who had married Huldah Page

;

also,

perhaps, two other brothers, Jon(Smith), and
athan, with Mary
with
Hannah
wife
(Smith),
James,
A cousin, John, son of Col. Jonathan, came a little later with wife

Sarah (Allen).

Ephraim
Deerfield,

perhaps of
mentioned in the

Pettingill,

was

church records in 1772. He was of
Epsom 1779-1800. living near the
Warren Yeaton place. His wife was
Huldah, daughter of Jonathan Batchelder of Hampton Falls.
Several of
his sons were Revolutionary soldiers.

Elijah had a daughter, Joanna, who
lived to old age in New Orchard as
widow of Daniel Buzzell (1790-1841)
John Grant, a Revolutionary soldier, was of Epsom in 1789, and then
.

19.
His wife, Dorothy,
1843, aged 90, having bequeathed in 1838 to sons, Simon, John

bought Lot
died in

and Ebenezer, and
(1790-1864)
daughters, Sally Libby, Polly, wife
of Ephraim Foss, and Dorothy, wife
Nathan Goss. John, Jr., had sons,
George and Andrew, the former father of William Grant of New
Orchard.
Ebenezer Braekett (1743-1826),
from Greenland, settled at the Moun-

of
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tain iu 1772. where he was succeeded
by his son, Greeuleaf. and he, by his
David
son, John L. (1817-1901).
Dickey, of Chester, bought the Tarleton place, 120 acres, of Aaron Bur-

James Wood was in town in 1760,
and had married Mary McCoy. They
may have had children before 1760.
Their children from 1760 onward

bank in 1782. He deeded, 1794-1800,
to Hanover, Robert and John Dickey,
probably sons. Hanover had children, born 1803-1816, Eleanor, David, Hanover, Abraham, Sally and

and Betsey.

Lydia. Children of Robert, born
1804-1817, were JMorrill, Eliza, SamSarah, Robert and Hannah.
uel,
John Haynes deeded in 1797 to a son,
John. Probably Levi and Matthias

were

sons.

Ame, blacksmith, lived 17721791, west of McCoy's mountain, on
He had a large famthe Hill road.
Samuel Ames and Samily in 1790.
uel Ames, Jr., both in town in 1774,
had land west of the river, next south
Samuel
of that of Samuel Goss.
Joel

Samuel, Jr., in 1786, and
An Amos
later to a son Solomon.
Ames married Susan IMoses in 1816,
and had sons, Charles (1816-1887)
and Thomas (1828-1900).
Samuel Goss (1755-1831), son of
Nathan and Deborah (Allen) Goss
of Stratham, came to town in 1778.
His brother Joseph, who at first lived
in Pembroke, had the next lot north,
which also adjoined that of Symonds
Fowler, who had bought there in
1770.
Fowler had children, 1767-

deeded

to

1788, Abigail, Benjamin, Sarah, Samuel (1775-1860), Mary, Esther, and
Winthrop, who was father of Samuel,
Jr. (1821-1898).

Benjamin Mason and wife, Molly,
came to Sanborn's Hill in 1769.
Thomas Hinds, from Greenland, with
wife Mehetabel, was of Epsom and
Allenstown 1752-1770.

In

1768 he

sold a lot in the third range, near Allenstown, to Wm. Drought of Ports-

mouth, shoemaker, who came to town.

were

James,

Isabel,

Joseph.

Mary

James was head of a

family in 1790. Betsey married Benjamin Towle.
Nathaniel Keniston was in town in
1771; John Casey, in 1773. In 1773
John Casey, trader, sold Nathaniel
Keniston, husbandman. Lot 82, at
Short Falls. In 1790 John Hogan,
tailor, of Epsom sold land to Jonathan Bartlett of Pembroke, who
came to town.
Other early settlers are mentioned
in the records as follows John Allen
in 1751 and 1755 Jude Allen, 1779
Joshua Berry, 1750 and 1760; Timothy Goodwin, 1772; Samuel Jackson, 1763 and 1769 (He had wife
:

;

;

Amos March,

1772; James
George Sargent,
1771;
1771; Joseph Smith, 1771; Thomas Ward, 1771 (from Kensington).
All the signers of the Association
Test have been mentioned in this
and the preceding articles, expect the
following: Samuel Davis, Israel Folsom, Thomas Holt, William Holt, Benjamin Johnson. David Knowlton. William jNIason, Henry McCrillis, John

Eunice);

McCrillis,

McCrillis, William McCrillis, James
Nelson, Nathaniel Payn, Henry Sea-

vey, Joseph Seavey and Dr. Obadiah
No doubt these were as
AVilliams.
as the othcommemoration
of
worthy
ers,

but

my

researches have failed to

include them.
This concludes

my

contribution to

this

of

Epsom

department

history.

provoke others to
do more and better. I hope to contribute an aiticle on the first church
INIay its

deficiencies

Epsom, for the years 1761-1774,
and its pastor. Rev. John Tucke.
of

The Voyage of the Oregon

By James

61

Riley

is the ocean with its- broad and swelling blue.
there that man since time began, finds noblest things to do.
never since old Neptune waved trident in the sun,

Unchartered

And

'tis

But
Has ship passed

With

do\\^i his

shining line as did our Oregon.

bell to time in sunlit clime, his flag

upon the

blast,

Clark holds the bridge and sweeps the blue earth's belted center passed,
He paces high in martial part upon his fortressed wall,
Thinking of Spain sailing westward and McKinley's warning call.
;

a Drake sailed after, when down an unknown wave,
sailed for booty and for flag, for England or a grave,
Is not the sun Clark sails to meet and blur in battle's van.
Moving on to round a continent, his guns to speak for man.

The sun

He

He sleeps with Destiny weaving her mantle firm and strong,
Lulled transiently while History is writing out a wrong.
There are good men at the engines, and good men at the fires,
And on the bridge and quarter men worthy of their sires.
But his sleep is only dreaming, his thought is on before.
Where a watching, waiting nation listens to his cannon's

roar.

He

leaves his couch all restless, climbs, scans the tropic deeps;
Duty's faithful there are watching, as on the great ship sweeps.

Night and a great ship moving beneath the Southern Cross;

And in the cold, short, fickle day, the snowy albatross.
IMagellen's Clouds above the shrouds with stormy rocks aport.
The vast, tumultous, southern waves loud booming in their sport.

Now

rise in gloom the Pillars, the markings of the Strait
continent wild closing down in dark chaotic hate.
Again the anchor seeks its hold, the promised gale is on;
And swinging in the lightning's glare, rides safe the Oregon.
;

A

A

—

—

look in at old Rio Bahai
Then the seas
AVith eye alert for battle Clark kings the blue and breeze.
The long green grass trails at her side where galleons of old.
Sailed and left the blue Carribean with a nation's plundered gold.
!

She's making stars and leaving stars, the Line is far behind;
Gun and gunner ever ready, flag defiant on the wind.
The long, low wash of all the seas the nations sought to gain.
The bright gold frontal of her West, is passing now from Spain.
Is passing wath a turning screw and sun that says goodby;
The last of fourscore changing orbs on deep that cannot die.

Down

plunges glad the anchor now. 'neath Jupiter's bright light,
Clark cabling to his Chief, "I'm here! With ship prepared for fight!"
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Today
By

A.

W. Carson

Yesterday has gone, with

its

sorrow.

heartache, its joy. its delight;
Into the past it has vanished,
Borne on the wings of the night.
Its

Tomorrow is still in the future,
With its burden, its pleasure, its
Unknown, untried and untested.
with

It lies

its

care;

mystery there.

and the future,
and their years, stretch away;
While the span that joins them together
Is the time that is kno\Aai as "Today."
Thus do

With

the past

their days

By

Bela Chapin

The rich man when he perishes from earth.
Whatever be the course that he has run.
oft a monument of costly worth,
^Magnificent, and weighing many a ton,
Beared to his memory by some wealthy son.
But better far, indeed, 'tis to be known

Has

By benefits that one in life has done.
By mauv blessings he around has thrown.
Than by a

costlv

tomb or monumental

stone.

^w Mampglhiire IMe€ir©l!©g'y
FLOKA ADAMS DARLING.
Flora

Adams

Harvey and
Adams, born

Darling,

Nancy

flaugliter

tion and the United States Daughters of
She was educated at Lancaster and
1812.
of

Dustin

(Rowell)
Lancaster, N. H., July
at
died
the
residence
of her
25, 1840,
brother, John Quincy Adams, 153 West
117th Street, New York City, January
6,

in

1910.

She was one of the most noted women
of New Hampshire birth, gaining distinction mainly from the fact that she was
the founder and organizer of the three
great patriotic societies for women in this
the Daughters of the American
country
Revolution, the Daughters of the Revolu-

—

Sanbornton academies, and received the
degree of A. M. from the Western Maryland College in 1886.
She married, in New York City, in 1859,
Edward Irwin Darling, only son of C. Ir-

win and Marie Dumas (Lafitte) Darling,
and with him removed to Louisiana. Her
husband joined the Confederate army, attained the rank of brigadier-general and

wounded in battle at
mortally
November 29, 1863.
Tenn.,
Franklin,
Mrs. Darling, on board a vessel bearing
a flag of truce, attempted to reach her
Northern home, parents and infant son,.

was

Xew Hampsliin
but was captured as a prisoner of war
and for a time held as such. A few years
since she won her celebrated case a.sainst
the government for false arrest and confiscation of valuables.
President Lincoln
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Xecrology

her late lamented,

Edward Irv— Charles
Tiernan

onl.v son,

ing Darling, composer

Nancy Klingle Darling, also her
John Quincy Adams, one of the
founders of the American Flag House
and Betsey Ross Memorial Association;
her sister, Mrs. William Henry Jones of
Fall River, Mass.; also two nieces and
and

brother,

one nepliew.

HON. SYLVESTER DANA
Sylvester Dana, for some time
as the oldest living member of the
New Hampshire bar, as well as the oldest
living graduate of Dartmouth College, in
point of age, died at his home in Concord January 4, 1910.
Mr. Dana was a native of the town of
Orford, a son of the late Rev. Sylvester
the
of
Dana,
Congregational
pastor
Church in that town, born October 19,
for
He
fitted
1816.
college at Haverhill
Academy and Phillips Academy, Andover,
Mass.; graduated from Dartmouth in the
class of 1839, studied law with Franklin Pierce and Asa Fowler in Concord
and at the Cambridge (Mass.) Law
School; was admitted to the bar in Octolier, 1842, and was ever after in practice
He was appointed judge of
in Concord.
the Concord Municipal Court in June,
1862, by Governor Berry, and held the
office until he reached the age of seventy
years, when, by constitutional limitation,
his retirement was compulsory. October

Hon.

known

Flora

Adams

Darling

placed the stamp of his approval
upon her claim, assuring her that her
wrongs would ultimately be ritrhted.
Mrs. Darling was a prolific writer, the
titles of some of her books being "A Winliad

ning, Wavward Woman," "Was It a .Just
Verdict?", "The Bourl.on Lily," "A Social
Diplomat," "The Senator's Daughter,"

"Senator Athens,

C.

S.

A.,"

Republican in politics, but above all
things a good man and a loyal American
An extended sketcli of his career,
citizen.
with full-page portrait, was presented in
the Gkaxite Moxthly for April, 1906.

"Mem-

ories of Virginia," etc.
She was a member of the Society of American Aulhors.
During a residence of more than forty
years at Washington, D. C, she formed a
wide acquaintance with the leaders of national thought and purpose, and became a
strong connecting link between the North

and South.

1S86.
No man more thoroughly commanded the respect of the people of his
community than did Judge Dana, and
none was more universally esteemed. He
was a Congregationalist in religion and a
19,-

Loyal to the former, yet loving to the latter, her friendship covered
both sections. The last letter written by
Jefferson Davis was addressed to her, as
was also the last by Mrs. Davis.
Immediately after her funeral an organization was formed for the purpose of
erecting a suitable monument of enduring New Hampshire granite, in the Congressional cemetery at Washington, in
which cit.v was her home for forty years.
Surviving her are the two children of

HON. AMOS

Amos

CHASE

C.

Chase, born in Kingston
March 10, 1833, died in that town Jan-

uary

C.

11, 1910.

the son of Amos and Hannah C.
(Hook) Chase, and early in life engaged
in carriage manufacturing in his native

He was

town, continuing the same

1888, since
in looking after his extensive financial interests.
Politically he was an active Republican. He served in both liranches of the
state Legislature and in the executive
council, and was a member of the ConHe was
stitutional Convention of 1903.
also a delegate to the Republican National Convention that nominated James
For the last twentyG. Blaine in 1884.

which time he has

iieen

till

engaged
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one years he had been treasurer of the
Sanborn Seminary, and was one of the
directors from its establishment in 1883.
He was also a trustee of Brown's Academy at East Kingston. He was a member of the Masonic fraternity; had l^een
twice married and liad six children.

LOVELL WHITE
Lovell White, born in Newport, N. H.,
March 27, 1827, died in San Francisco,
Cal.,

January

31, 1910.

Editoff

md

a mechanical and material sense,
merely, is a splendid siiecimen of New

in

Hampshire typographic art; but, what is
far more important, also embodies the
products

of

of

IPuaMislhieir's

There has recently been issued from

one of the strongest

energies have been employed in the culture of mental and moral power and the development of human
character within the borders of our state
for many years past.
This book is entitled "Public MindedAn Aspect of Citizenship, Considness

minds

Italstou L.,

Sau Francisco, who

sur-

vives.

The Rumford Press at Concord a handsome octavo volume, which, considered

best

When a youny man Mr. White was engaged in trade in his native town, but
went to California in 1858 and engaged in
mining and mercantile business. In 1866
he became one of the managers of the
Bank of California, and later served
nearly forty years as cashier of the San
Fran<-isco Savings Union. sul)se<iuently
becoming its president, which position
he held till death. He married Laura
Lyon of Des Moines, la., and had one sou,

Eoiej-

but because it embodies, in enduring
form, the best work of a master mind,
and is a valuable contribution to the
permanent literature of the state and nation.

The

price of the

volume

is

$2

and

it

be ordered through booksellers or
direct from The Rumford Press, Concord.

may

whose

—

ered in Various Addresses, Given While
President of Dartmouth College by William Jewett Tucker," which title is all
that is required to commend it to the
careful perusal and thoughtful consideration of every man in and out of the
state, who has the best interests of
humanity at heart, or cherishes any regard for the duties and obligations of
citizenship, or the proper relation of the
individual to the community.
The volume includes twenty-four different addresses, speeches, sermons and
lectures, given upon different important
occasions during Doctor Tucker's fifteen
incumbency as president of
years'

Dartmouth

College,
covering,
among
others, such subjects as "The Sacredness of Citizenship," "Social Righteousness," "The Conscience of the Nation,"
"The Revival of Civic Pride in the Commonwealth," "New Hampshire During the
Period of Industrial Reconstruction,"
"National Fnity," "The Ownership of
Land," "The Administration of the Modern College," "The School of the Community," "The Public Library," "Modern
Education Capable of Idealism," and
others of equal importance. It should be
in every New Hampshire library, public
and private, not merely because it is a
New Hampshire product, in every sense,

The

political

situation

in

this

state,

with reference to next fall's campaign,
has not yet passed beyond the stage of
speculation, there being no announced
candidacies on the part of either party,
either for the office of governor or representative in Congress, though it is genthat the present inerally assumed
cumbents in the two districts will be renominated for Congress by the dominant
party. No man has yet declared himself a candidate for the Republican gubernatorial nomination, though Hon. Robert
P. Bass of Peterborough, of the forestry
commission and the present state Senate,
after continued pressure by men representing what is denominated the progressive wing of that party, has gone so far
as to make it known that if there be
developed a sentiment in his favor sufficiently strong to warrant it he will consent to all(tw the use of his name as a
candidate before the primaries, to be
held the first week in September. What
the chai-acter of the response will be is
not as yet determinable. If it results in
a declared candidacy, the same will
doubtless be followed, shortly, by that

some man representing what is
known as the regular, or organization
wing of the party, and then by that of
one or more Democrats. Meanwhile the
people will not fail to remember that

of

the matter of nominations

is

directly in

hands henceforth and not in the
hands of conventions, which may be controlled by undue influences.
their
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Tay3©ir
By

J.

Freeman Marsten

New Hampshire is always proud of
her sons who attain success, whether
it be in the world of letters, trade or
finance, and citizens of the Granite
State never weary of reading of the
exploits of those who
light of day in the

first saw the
shadow of the

White Mountains.
To build slowly but surely

is

nat-

home surroundings.

from which have graduated such eminent financiers as Frank A. Vanderlip, president of the National City
Bank of New York, and George B.
Cortelyou, ex-secretary of the treas-

ury and now president of the Consolidated Gas Company of New York.

ural to the native of New Hampshire.
Therefore, most sons of the Granite
State who attain fame mount the
ladder of success with slow, but steady
This is a trait inborn from
steps.
the soil and nurtured by long lines
of conservative ancestors.
Ivan M. Taylor has varied this rule.
He possesses all the steadiness and
conservatism characteristic of sons of
the Granite State, but he has risen

We

swiftly to success.

business.

Born on August
village

13,

of East Tilton,

1876,

in the

New Hamp-

Mr. Taylor is today only in his
34th year, yet he has already made
his mark in the financial world as a

With no "pull"

to aid him, be entered the profession

refer to journalism.

Mr. Taylor engaged in newspaper
work in Laconia, New Hampshire,
Haverhill, JNIassachusetts, and ProviHis ability atdence, Rhode Island.
tracted Governor Charles A. Busiel of
New Hampshire, who made the j^oung

man

his private secretary.

In 1899 Mr. Taylor came to Boston and became associated with Pettingill

& Company

in the advertising

Here he handled important
accounts.
His preference was for
financial matters and he soon quali-

Congress Street, Boston. Indeed,
is to Mr. Taylor's quickness and

himself as financial advertising
This line brought him into
contact with important financial interests and he was not slow in discovering where his real bent laj".
In 1906 he formed the present Boston Stock Exchange house of I. M.

accuracy of judgment and decisiveness that the prominence and importance of his firm as members of the

this firm, at 8 Congress Street, next
door to the site of the new Stock Ex-

shire,

member of the firm of I. M. Taylor
& Co., Bankers, with main offices at
8
it

Boston

Stock

Exchange

is

largely

due.

Educated in the public schools of
Tilton, with a year or two of "finishing" at Tilton Seminary, the
Granite State youth soon outgrew the

fied

expert.

Taylor

& Company.

The

offices

of

change Building, are large and commodious. The quiet elegance of every
appointment suggests the conserva-

banking and investment interests that have grown up
under Mr. Taylor's direction. Today

tive, substantial
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Residence of Ivan

M.

Taylor, Winthrop. Mass.

It
the firm has over 30 employees.
stands in the front rank of Boston

banking houses.
Mr. Taylor has broadened his horiof financial
zon by close
study
methods and situations in many parts

He

of the world.

has traveled ex-

tensively in all parts of the United
States and Canada, in Central and
South America, in Mexico and the
Indies, as well as the more important European countries. In 1907

West

he visited Europe and
valuable connections in

London.

He

is

established

Paris

and

also associated in sev-

eral enterprises with

some of the

larg-

est

financial

States
Tall,

interests in the

and Canada.
powerful and of

United

fine i)hysique,

every inch the athlete;
he is a constant devotee of motoring
and motor boating. He is a popular

]\Ir.

Taylor

is

of many athletic and social
clubs and a modest, unassuming
friend and comrade to a host of con-

member

genial associates.
i\Irs. Taylor is a Granite State girl,
a native of Portsmouth, New Hampshire, and a graduate of Simmons

Mr. and Mrs. TajCollege, Boston.
lor occupy a commodious home at

Winthrop, Mass., on Boston Harbor,
and entertain freely and hospitably.

TEne

Ma\iis^(slhitiiige4(t§

Mew

ainB

Ma^mp^

^(B^%j, II6S)(0)°E74®
By Jonathan Smith
[From Proceedings

of Massachusetts Historical Society,

In 1628 the Council of Plymouth
granted to Sir Henry Roswell and
five others, and to their associates.
the land lying between a point three
miles south of the Charles River and a
point distant three English miles to
the northward of the river called
Monomack, otherwise Merrimack, "or
to the northward of any and everv
parte thereof." In 1677 Charles II
and Council, upon the report of the

Lord Chief

Justices, in a controversy

between the Colony of iMassachusetts

Bay and Mason and

Gorges, concerning the line, defined the boundary in
the same language.
Again, "in 1691,
in the charter of William and Mary,
creating the Province of Massachusetts Bay, the northern boundary of
the Province was fixed at the same

The
place by identical language.
description of this north line, in the
decree of 1677 and also in the charter
of 1691, is obviousty copied from the
charter granted by the Council of
Plymouth, dated 1628. At the last
date the true course of the Merrimack
River was unknown. In 1677 and in
1691 the people of the colonies knew
its direction.
Evidently the King
and his advisers cared very little
about the facts, or at least took no
steps to discover them, and were content simply to reaffirm the line as
Their conduct
originally described.
in the matter shows how indefinite the
knowledge of the English authorities
was relating to colonial geography
and their loose and careless methods
of transacting business connected
with their New England possessions.
In this instance the ignorance or
carelessness of the granting power
gave rise to a bitter controversy be-

November,

1909.1

tween the two provinces which lasted
for forty-eight years, brought suffering and heavy loss to many deserving
people, and inflicted wounds which
were not healed until the Revolutionary War,
In the controversy New Hampshire
took the ground that when the grants
were made, the earlier as well as the
later, the English authorities supposed the general course of the river
to be easterly from its source to its
mouth that the line was fixed under
mistake of a very material fact, and
that it should be finally established
where, under the wording of the charters, it would be if the river had an
;

easterly direction through

its

whole

Massachusetts clung to the
leng-th.
strict letter of the grants, and as far
as

the language describing the line

went had right upon its side. Under
a well-known rule of equity law, however, the justice of the case was upon
It was
the side of New Hampshire.
a

vital

matter

neighbor,

with

and meant

our
to

northern
her much

more than the twenty-five hundred
square miles of territory involved in
the dispute, for her very existence as
an independent province was included in the issue, and this was probably the key to her conduct in the

The action of Massachutaken possibly to strengthen
her claim to the disputed territory
premises.

setts,

before the

King and

Council,

and the

consequences of that action to her
grantees and those claiming under
her, concern this paper.
In 1693 New Hampshire took the
initial step by appointing a commission to run the line between the two
provinces,

and invited

]\Iassachusetts
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to join in the work.
The request was
declined.
From that time forward

for twenty-three years, interrupted,
it is true, by several Indian wars, she

renewed repeatedly her efforts to setand each time was defeated by the Massachusetts author-

tle the matter,
ities.

At

last, in

1726, the State ap-

pealed directly to the King and Council.
This move stirred the Bay State
officials to vigorous action.
Prior to 1726 this State had
granted but three townships, or parts
of townships, in the disputed territory.

It

had

also

made many grants

of land in plots varying from one
hundred to one thousand acres each,
to soldiers in consideration of military duty done, or to their heirs, to
officials for valuable public service,

and

to Massachusetts towns on account of their burdens of taxation or

for schools and public improvements.
Up to that date, 1726, it had granted
but eleven townships in whole or in
part in the preceding one hundred

years in what is now New Hampshire
These had been given to
territory.
actual settlers, and as a geiieral rule
no conditions had been attached to
the grants.
When it was found that
by the appeal the question would have
to be settled by a tribunal in Engthe Massachusetts authorities
entered upon a more radical policy,
taken, it is reasonable to believe, in
order to strengthen their cause before
the court which was to decide it.
It
was apparent to them that if this
controverted territory was settled by
Massachusetts citizens, bound to her
by ties of nativity, business inter-

land,

ests

and

title to

the

soil, it

would fur-

nish a strong, if not conclusive, reason
for a judgment in their favor.
It is
to be frankly said that no declaration
by any Massachusetts official has been
found which avows that to be the reason for this action following the apBut
peal of New Hampshire in 1726.
that such was the real motive, concealed though it was, the evidence does

not seem to admit of much doubt. The
chusetts dealt with this land after the

appeal in comparison with the

way

it

had dealt with it before.
The New
Hampshire authorities so believed,
and openly charged it in their papers
and arguments at the trial. Some of
the historians of the period openly
suggest it or admit the existence of
such a belief, and when the commissioners gave their alternative decision
to the King and Council in 1739, they
had the facts of these grants and the
many settlements made under them
inserted in the papers of the Massachusetts case when it went to the
higher tribunal.
The reason publicly given for many
of them was, however, very different.
It was said that this disputed territory might be employed to form a barrier against Indian raids.
The
adian Indians in their attacks

Can-

upon

the settlers entered the country either

by the head waters of the Connecticut,
or else by the Champlain valley, crossing Vermont by trails from the lower
end of the lake to the Connecticut
River; and they either passed down
the Connecticut valley, or crossed by
another trail to Lake Winnipesaukee
and thence marched down the Merrimack valley. It was thought that if
a line of towns was granted and
settled between Dunstable and Northfield thence up the Connecticut to
Bellows Falls, across the country
from Bellows Falls to Penacook, and
thence down the Merrimack to Dun-

stable, a barrier against savage invasion would be created that would

make

life

and property comparatively

secure.

On April 30, 1726, the New Hampshire legislature voted to instruct its
agent in London, Henry Newman,
to lay the question of the boundary
line before the King and ask him to

In December of the same
committee previously, appointed, reported to the Massachusetts
legislature that, "considering
settle

it.

year

a

Bonndari) Line Controversy
the Forwardness of the great Number
of the Petitioners to Settle them-

and their Children" on lands,
"the shortning- the Western
Frontiers more than Sixty Allies, if
a Line of Towns were settled between
Dunstable and Northfield and thereby
the Charge of the Government in time
of War would be sunk.
The House
voted to survey and lay out a line of
towns, each six miles square between
these two points.
There were differences between the House and Council
over some details of the Act, and the
measure was put over till the following year, when it was enacted by the
At the same time it was
legislature.
voted to lay out a line of towns between Dunstable and Penacook, and
three towns next to the Connecticut
selves

and

'

'

River. In these resolutions the House
asserted that the settlement of these
towns would "Vastly lessen the
Charge of the Defence of this Government in time of War."
The towns laid out on the south

were never granted, but in 1728
two towns on the eastern line were.
The others were not voted until 1735
line

and

1736,

when

the

legislature

granted not only three towns on the
Connecticut River but also a line of
nine towns from Penacook straight
across the state to Bellows Falls.
Between 1728 and 1736 the subject
was kept before the legislature at
In his message, in
every session.
June, 1732, Governor Belcher called
special attention to the sub.ject, and
again, in 1736, said: "I hope this
Court will give all proper Encouragement for a Speedy settlement of those

Lands, which will fix such a Barrier
for that part of our Frontier, as will
be of great Safety to the Province upon any Rupture that may happen with
our Neighbours."
Such conditions
were coupled with these grants as, it
was hoped, would secure their speedy

and

permanent

settlement.

The

grantees were required within a limited period to lay out sixty-three lots

71

their several townships; to settle
upon them within three years sixty
families each family was to build a
house at least eighteen feet square
in

;

and seven

and to
under cultivaThe grantees

feet in the stud;

clear, fence and bring
tion six acres of land.

were further required

to set aside one
the ministry, one for the first
minister and another for the school;
and to build a meeting house and settle an orthodox minister within the
same period. Furthermore in many
grants each of the settlers, or, in
some instances, the g:rantees were ordered to give bonds of £20 and in
some cases £40 to perform these conditions.
As far as related to these
towns the effort did not wholly sucIn three of them the land was
ceed.
found to be so sterile and rocky that
the grantees refused to accept the gift
and later asked for and obtained land
In other instances
in other states.
the Indian war of 1744 and the doubt
about the title led to the total abandonment of the settlements and compelled the settlers who returned to
their grants to begin anew under
lot for

another authority.
But the granting of these so-called
"line towns" was only one step in
the plan pursued.
Pretences were
even
and
encouraged
sought after to
entitle persons to qualify as grantees.
petitions for soldiers were laid

Many

before the legislature asking grants
of wild land which furnished an outlet for the spirit which seemed to
have possessed the governing bodies
of the Province.
In 1728 two towns
had been given to the soldiers of
Lovewell's War of 1725, and in 1735
the territory now covered by the city
of Manchester was voted to the men
who served in the Indian war of 1703
and 1704. Within two years of the
latter grant the legislature voted nine
townships, three of which were in this
disputed area, to the soldiers, or their
heirs, of the Narragansett War of
1675
one township to every one

—
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Imndred and twenty persons entitled.
This grant was made fifty-nine years
after that war closed and when but
twenty-nine out of .the whole number
of two hundred and thirty-two men
serving, survived, less than one in ten.

In 1735, 1736 and 1737 nine towns
were also voted out of this territory
to soldiers, or their heirs, serving in
the expedition against Canada in
1690.
These do not include a large
number of gifts to individuals on
grounds of special service or special
hardships and loss in those and other
campaigns against the public enemy.
Besides all these, seven towns were

voted

directly

to

speculators

who,

through purchase, also acquired title
to. many of the towns already demised. From 1728 to 1738 inclusive,
Massachusetts

thirty-one
granted
entire townships out of this debatable
territory, and this does not cover the
whole of its prodigal policy. As before intimated, there were large numbers of gifts on petition to private
soldiers, public officials
individuals,
and persons who had fallen into disThese petitions reflect the contress.
ditions of the time and the general
poverty and hardships of the people.

—

Ephraim Hildreth and

others asked
for a township on the ground that
they had served the Province as volunteers in the Indian war in the year
1703,
performed a very difficult and
' '

hard march

'

'

in the winter season

Winnipissiokee-Lake and

far as
six of the Indian

' '

as

killed

Enemy," that the
company were the "first that
attempted to Elarch against the enemy
with snow shoes," "since which the
same method had been followed with
said

great success against the Indians."
Again, William Lund desired four
hundred acres because being in the
service of the Province "he was taken

by the Indian Enemy" and carried
into captivity, where he suffered great
hardships and was obliged to pay a
great price for his release and his

was very much hurt
diminished in his absence.
estate

and

And so Peleg Wiswall wanted three
hundred acres on account of the services and sufferings of his father,
Rev. Icabod Wiswall in the employ
Another asked for
of the Province.
three hundred acres because the military company to which he belonged
had killed or captured thirty-one Indians and that he "was now old and
had a numerous family and no lands
Robert Rand alto settle them on."
leged that he was grand-nephew of
Thomas Goffe, who in England had
given valuable service to the colonies
and had died on his passage to this
country and had never received any
land; that he (Rand) was in low and
necessitous circumstances and would
the legislature have compassion on

him and give him some land.
His
prayer was answered with a donation
of one thousand acres.
Among the
were
of
the
legislative
bounty
objects
Governors Endicott and Belcher,
Treasurer Jeremiah Allen, and Samuel Sewall, the famous diarist, in

right of his wife to make good a previous grant to her father, John Hull.

In addition to

all this,

there were

lavish grants to Massachusetts towns.
large tract was given to Uxbridge

A

on account "of the great number of
bridges in said town"; and to Cambridge, Duxbury and Charlestown for
The town of
the support of schools.
Maiden asked for four thousand acres,
giving as reason that the bounds of
'

town were 'Exceeding streight
the most of our Improved Lands and
Meadow being limited About two
Miles in length and one in Breadth;
.That hitherto we have had no
Enlargement from the Countrie
That our Charges to the
Countrie & Ministry much Exceedeth
Our Teacher
Sundry others
their

.

.

.

.

;

;

.

.

.

.

Allso hath been long visited with verie
great weakness from which it is much
feared he will not be recovered."
There was hardly a town in Massa-

Boundary Line Controversy
chusetts then organized, if, indeed,
there was a single one, which did not
ask for and receive liberal gifts of
wild land and many of them were
from this area claimed by the two
Out of two hundred and
provinces.
twelve Acts passed by the Massachusetts legislature at its May and November sessions of 1736, fifty-seven

related to grants either to individuals
or Bay State towns.

The speculative spirit, as might be
supposed, was sharply stimulated by
this

of

action.

There grew up a body
sole occupation was

men whose

dealing in wild land. Whenever possible they obtained grants of townships directly to themselves, and in
other cases they bought out the
grantees for a nominal sum and assumed the conditions. They laid out
the necessary number of lots, sold
one to the settler and promised him
another when certain improvements

were made, built houses, bridges and
roads and often a church and mill.

John Hill, of Boston, M'as a type of
these speculators.
Between 1730 and
1739 he was either grantee or became
part proprietor of eight towns in
southwestern New Hampshire, and
John Fowle, of Woburn, another of
the class, was sole or part owner of
six towns in the same section.
This
does not include their transactions
in land in western Massachusetts, nor
in Maine during the same or subse-

quent years. Not only was th€ traffic
fever increased, but serious consequences followed. "The settlement of
the Province, says Hutchinson, was
retarded, a trade of land jobbing
made many idle persons, imaginary
wealth was created which was attended with some of the mischievous effects of a paper currency, idleness
and bad economy, and a real expense
' '

was occasioned

' '

to

many

persons."
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pletely, for on March 5, 1740, the case
was decided in favor of New Hampshire, and the final decree gave to that
state above seven hundred square
miles of territory more than she had

ever claimed.

Whatever the object of this land
policy was, the final result was most
disastrous
to
the
Massachusetts
grantees and those claiming under
them. In a few instances the townships were abandoned without effort
to settle them, and the grantees were
given equivalent townships in Maine.

In

most cases, however, strenuous
were made to fulfil the conditions of the grant and the owners expended large sums, often several hundred pounds and even more, to carry
efforts

out their agreements. King George's
of 1744- '48 seriously complicated

war

the situation.
The settlers of some of
the towns abandoned their houses and
fled to the older places in Massachusetts.
In others they not only suffered from savage incursions, but
were put to heavy expense in conforts
and blockhouses.
structing
Where the grants were deserted, all
the money which had been expended
became a total loss, and everything
had to be done over again. Before
the war closed, the Masonian proprietors, successors to the title of
John Mason, had asserted their right
to two thirds of the disputed lands,
and had to be reckoned with before
a resettlement could be made or a
good title secured. Every Massachusetts grantee lost his land, and the
forfeiture cost some of them dearly.
John Hill before named, one of the
grantees of Hillsborough, in his petition to the Masonian proprietors for
confirmation of his grant, said that
he had been at near £20,000 charge in
the attempt "of Setling that Remote

In another memorial
same proprietors in behalf of
himself and co-grantees of New Bos-

Wilderness."

If the real purpose of this action of
the Massachusetts authorities was to

to the

strengthen their case before the King
and Council, the attempt failed com-

ton, he represented that they had
laid out a township, built a meeting-
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house, sawmill, sixty dwelling-houses,
two bridges and many roads, to the
amount of £4,500, which would be a

through Indian wars and
In case of another
title.
town it was asserted they had done
these things and settled thirty famIn 1760 the proprieilies on the lots.
tors of Rindge presented a memorial
the
Massachusetts
to
legislature
total loss

defeat of

Avhich, after stating their loss of title,
asked leave, among other tilings, to

raise the

sum

of £1,282

6s.

9d.

by a

lottery, alleging they had
6s. 9d. in taxes on their

£600

at

the

lowest

paid £682
grant and
computation

"which hath been Expended in Buildings and Bringing forward Settlements." When the Masonian proprietors had title, they were asked
for regrants, which in most cases
were given, the proprietors reserving
to themselves large sections of what
w^as supposed to be the best land in
the town. In other cases grants in a

few instances were obtained from
New Hampshire, and, in others, from
Massachusetts out of its eastern lands.
In all cases within the contested area
the title of the grantees and settlers
under the Massachusetts acts proved
entirely worthless.

The hardships and loss entailed upon the individual settlers were very

And

their Small Salaries forbid

them

thinking to lay up Anything for their
Children that way; this is So obvious
Therefore I took this Scheme that
my Children After me might Not be
Beggars or Idle, but to get An honest
living with the Sweat of their faces,
Obtained five Rights in Hales Town

—

the

[now Weare]

which
perform Acof

Duty
to

I

Rights
proposed
cording to ye Genl Courts Act. But
now I find the property belongs to
I have Already
Yourself

...

Expended considerable Money & have

A

house
have
cleard About Eight or ten Acres of
land And to lose all this must be hurtful to me & my cliildren Therefore I
Intreat your favour that I might yet

a Sawmill
not quite

for Business,

fit

fit

in

live

to

And

hold those Rights."
John Hale says in his petition to
the same proprietors: "Your Memorialist about 24 Years ago Pura Proprietors Share
chas'd

...

in the

called

Township

Rowley Can-

And Entred
[Rindge]
and Cleared
a
House
it
Built
upon
about 30 or 40 Acres of Land and

ada

.

.

.

Paid the Taxes on it And possess 'd
it for Some Years Not Doubting but
he had a Legal Title to Said Lands
and that on your Extending Mr Ma-

fering, and reflect the social and economic conditions of the time. Rev.
Ebenezer Flagg, of Chester, thus
writes to the Masonion proprietors:
"I need not tell you that Country

Lands he gave
them up whereby He Suffered Great
Loss Having Expended more than
An one hundred Pounds Lawful
Money on them And others Under
Your Grant Reed the Benefit of his
Cost & Labours He Therefore Prays
Gent that you take the matter under
Consideration (his Loss and Interest
on it Amounting to More than Two
Plundred Pounds Lawful money)."
The grantees of Manchester asserted in 1751 that they had been
harassed by lawsuits since 1742, every
suit had been decided against them
except one, and that they and their
grantees had been ejected from their
lands or had to repurchase them, at

Ministers Are generally pretty poor.

an

The

fruits of all their previous expense and labor were put in
severe.

jeopardy, and the doubt and uncertainty of their titles occasioned bitter distress
serted their

and anxiety.

Some

deothers

claims entirely;
asked for grants of other lands or besought the Masonian proprietors to
confirm their titles. These petitions
are pathetic for their rude but vigorous descriptions of the grievances
under which the settlers were suf-

son's claim to those

:

:

expense

of

several

thousand
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pounds in defendiiig their rights beside tlifi loss of all their labor and improvements.
There was a great deal of litigation.
The suits were brought by New
Hampshire claimants against the
^Massachusetts

holders,

in

the

New

Hampshire courts, and were tried by
New Hampshire judges and juries.
There could be but one outcome and

In both,
their final trial in London.
the judgments of the New Hampshire courts were reversed and the
tenants held their lands. The first
was one determined in 1755 by the
King and Council, in which the Massachusetts claimant had Sir William
Murray for his attorney. The second decided by the Court of King's
Bench was not ended until 1762. In

the verdicts were uniformly in favor
of the New Hampshire claimants.
Where the Masonian proprietors regranted the townships they in many
instances guaranteed the title but this
did not aid the Massachusetts holders.
The legislature in February, 1736,

the meantime Murray had been appointed chief justice of the Court
of the King's Bench and himself gave
He held that whoever
the opinion.
first settled on a grant from either

perhaps with probable litigation in

good title. This equitable principle
of law would have sustained every
Massachusetts grant, but it came too
late to be of help to any save the
The Massaparties to that action.
chusetts settlers had either abandoned

view, but professedly that the settlers might "know in what County
they be, in Order to have their Title
Recorded, the Kings peace preserved,
and Common Justice done them," assigned the townships among the four
northern counties of this state. Sometimes the defeated litigants not only

but were imprisoned
on the executions issued. Scattered
through the Province Laws for several years following 1748 are many
acts granting lands to petitioners who
had been ejected from their holdings
lost their title,

by the New Hampshire courts. Two
cases growing out of the famous Bow
controversy were appealed and had

followed by ocand
improvement, gave a
cupation

state his possession,

their claims or already repurchased
them from the Masonian proprietors

New Hampshire grantees.
for twenty years following the
establishment of the boundary there
was constant litigation in which the
expenses bore heavily on the losing
or of the

But

parties,

and

bitterness,
It is not
years.

in provincial history.

The clouds may lower and the rain

And

a feeling of anger
which lasted many
an attractive chapter

left

and

my

fall

cover the earth and all;
But the bright sun shines, the clouds above,
Symbol and sign of Infinite Love.

darkness

may

Out of the dampness and darkness of earth
The beautiful flower shall spring to its birth
Bursting the bonds and the death of the tomb
The Angel of Hope shall come forth from the gloom.
;

passion and pain.
and sorrow, comes infinite gain
Beauty and blessing and friendship and love,
From the heart and the home of the Father above.

Out of

life's trials, its

Its sadness

;

— H. H. M.

'(§

Tlt%i Clhusrelh gf
By

The pastorate

J.

John Tueke
1761, and ended

of Eev.

began September 23,
His records were for
18, 1774.
years

As

lost.

n^^

M. Moses

June

many

Ep^©m9

late as 1823, the

pastor and

historian, Eev. Jonathan
Curtiss, did not know of their existence.
They were recovered by the

antiquarian, Samuel G. Drake, and
deposited with the New Hampshire
Historical Society.
They seem to be
complete, except that a little is gone
from the top of one page, which probably contained two or 'three entries of
admissions of members about 1768.
They begin as follows: "April 18,

sixty, fort}'

married women,

five

men

over sixty, and two widows. In 1773
the corresponding numbers were fiftythree, fifty-three, one,

and

four.

It is

not likely that the number of families
in 1761 much exceeded thirty.
The meeting-house was not built
until 1764, and there is no record of
a schoolhouse before 1765. We need
not, however,

suppose that the people

had lived thirty years without religious and secular instruction. Still"
less can we impute mental and moral

14,

inferiority to people who could rear
families and build up a town under
such difficulties as they encountered.
Mr. Tucke was to have as a settlement one hundred acres of land, as

17,

provided by the charter.

1761,

I

June

25,

went

to

they gave

Epsom to preach.
me a call. August

August
they renewed the call.
I accepted the call.
September
My venerable
23, I was ordained.
father preached the sermon from 2
Timothy 2-1,* and then gave me the
The Reverend
most sacred charge.
Mr. Aaron Whittemore gave me the
right hand of fellowship."
The pastor thus ordained was a
young man, barely twenty-one years
of age, who had graduated from Harvard College in 1758. His father was
the Rev. John Tucke, for forty-one

years

pastor

Mr.
Shoals.
at Pembroke.

at

Gosport,

Isles

of

Whittemore was pastor

That the town had been allowed to
wait nearly thirty years after its settlement before settling a minister,
was no doubt due to its recognized
inability to support one. Those thirty
years had been a sad period of poverty and slow growth. Towns settled
later

made much more rapid

progress.

There is reason to think that the
first twenty families, required by the
charter, were not permanently settled before 1750. The census of 1767
found onlv fortv married men under
* II

Timothy

2:1.

"

Thou

therefore,

my

was

to be

thirty

His salary
pounds sterling a

year the first two years, then thirtyfive pounds, to be increased to forty

pounds when the number of families
also thirty cords of
Six hundred pounds,
Old Tenor, in labor, was voted to
He married,
build a parsonage.
March 4, 1762; probably about the
time the parsonage was finished,
Mary, daughter of Rev. Samuel Par-

reached

wood

fifty;

a year.

sons, pastor at Rye.

The church was organized September 23, 1761, its covenant being signed
by the following persons Rev. John
Tucke, John Blake and wife Mary,
:

Isaac, Isaac, Jr., and Reuben Libby, Nathan Marden, William
Wallace, Slargaret, wife of Reuben
Sanborn, Sr., and Widow Sarah
Nason. October 9 there were added
the wives of the two Isaac Libbys,

Abraham,

and Joanna, daughter of

Isaac,

Sr.

These fourteen were regarded as the
original members.
The records of the next twelve
years show additions as follows

son, be .strong in the grace that

is in

:

Christ Jesus."
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In 1761, John McClary and wife,
Thomas Blake and wife, George Wallace and wife, Ephraim Locke, and
the wives of Reuben Libby and Deacon Nathan Harden.

In 1762,

Widow

Loa'c

Wormwood

and Elizabeth, wife of Eenben Sanborn, Jr., then of Chichester.
In 1763, Samuel Blake and wife,
John McGaffey and wife, Jonathan
Chapman and wife, Eunice, wife of
Samuel Jackson, Mary, wife of
Thomas Bickford, and Nanny, wife
of Richard Tripp.
In 1764, William Blake and wife,
Sarah, Sarah Marden, and Hepzibah
Blake.

Widow

September
probably 1765,
Agnes McClary.
December 5, 1766, John Worth
and wife, Hannah, and Hannah, wife
of Samuel Davis, were received by
dismission from churches at Hampton
Falls and Exeter..
In November, 1767, Nathaniel Morrill and wife and Jeremiah Eastman
and wife, from South Hampton and
7,

Kensington.
April 3, 1768, Anna, wife of John

from Epping.
In 1769, Samuel Bickford and wife,
Mercy, and Samuel Perkins of DeerCass,

field.

and the wife of

wife,

William Wal-

a

lace.

The last is in a list of members that
had moved away, which has the following names William Wallace and
wife, Reuben Libby and wife. Widow
Wormwood, Widow Nason, and William Blake and wife. Only one mem:

ber

is

Libby.

reported as deceased: Anne
To this should be added, at

the names of Abraham Libby
and Samuel Bickford.

least,

There are records of seventy-two
members. They may not have been
all; as it is plain that Mr. Tucke
failed to enter some admissions, as
well as other facts, that he intended
to record.
The records are not free
from mistakes in names of women and
children.
Besides the members in full communion, the following twenty-six are
recorded as received into the baptismal covenant relations James Wood
:

wife, Mary; Andrew McClary
wife, Elizabeth; Eliphalet Sanborn and wife, Margaret; Samuel

and
and

Moses

and

Bridget; William
Jeremiah Pres-

wife,

IMoses, Jenny Moses,
cott and wife, Jenny;

lace

;

Ithiel Clifford

Abraham Wal-

Josiah Sanborn

;

Simeon Chapman and

Edmund Rand and

wife,

Mary

Abigail

wife,

In 1771, Moses Locke and wife,
Mary, and James Gray and wife,

Ebenezer Wallace and wife, Sarah
Leavitt and wife, Mehetabel
Daniel Page and wife Mary (of
Deerfield), and Betty, wife of Benjamin Hill, later of Northwood. These
were not all, as children of others
were baptized.
There are records of one hundred
and sixty-seven baptisms of children,

Jane.

and

In 1770, Joseph Worth and wife,
Anna (dismissed from Hawke), Benjamin Goodwin and wife, Lydia,
Hannah, wife of Robert Mason of
Deerfield, and Enoch Robie of Deerfield.

October

3,

John Worth,

Mary, wife

1773,

of

Jr.

:

Samuel

IMarston,

Joseph

Chapman, Elizabeth Sanborn, John
Worth, Jr., John Mason, Jonathan
Leavitt and wife, James Marden and
*

As regards slavery

three

in

Epsom

of the following

among them,
adults:

]\Ir.

Abraham; Phebe,

There is a list of membersj without
date, which includes the following
names, not mentioned above Andrew
McClarj^,

Edmund

Tucke 's servant,
a

j^oung

woman,

about twenty, no surname given and
Samuel Blake's man-servant, who
seems not to have had even a first
name.*
The infant baptisms were
printed in the Boston Transcript
January 23 and February 11, 1907.
;

It

was evidently a large proportion

the census of 1767 found no slaves there.

That of

1773

found two.
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of the town's people that became connected with the church; though the
lists include quite a number from
where
and
Chichester
Deerfield,
churches had not yet been established.
From Mr. Tucke's antecedents, and
evident success in a pioneer community, there is every presumption that
he was a man of ability and personal

worth; and, although his pastorate
ended in a storm, there is no reason
to think his faults were greater than
are common to both clergy and laity.
There is not enough preserved, in
records or tradition, to give us much
acquaintance with his personal peculiarities.

By the latter part of 1773, some of
the leading citizens had become sedisaffected;
among them,
riously
Capt.
liams

made

Andrew McClary, Doctor Wiland Jeremiah Prescott, who
formal

complaint.
Ephraim
"
"
Locke, also had
greviances,
quite
a number, it would seem, as a meet-

ing was appointed to settle "some"
of them.
A change of pastor had
become expedient.
Had the church been free to act,
this might have been effected without
scandal. But the consent of a council was necessary and, as in a divorce
case, there must be charges.
January 3, 1774, the town voted to
call a council "to settle the difficulties subsisting between the Rev. John
Tucke and the inhabitants of Epsom.
Six weeks later a church meeting,
thinly attended because of a snow
storm, voted the same.
;

' '

The council met March

15,

and

re-

The report fills
ported March 18.
four finely written pages of the town
records.
As twelve men had spent
three days investigating complaints
against Mr. Tucke, we should be well
informed of his faults.
No serious charge was sustained.
In some small business transactions

he had taken

liberties, apparently not
complained of at the time. In general, he was not disposed to over-

reach, as "it evidently appears to
us that Mr. Tucke did not take the
advantage when he had fair oppor-

and freely offered to pay in
divers instances what persons knew
of no claim to."
As to discharge of pastoral duties,
the only serious criticism made by the
think
council was the following
Mr. Tucke chargeable with neglect of
duty in not visiting Mr. Ward when
desired; and we can't but censure his
hard speeches wuth regard to some of
tunities,

' '

:

We

and people."
Tucke humbly acknowledged
himself guilty of the "faults and follies" of which the council had convicted him, and asked the forgiveness
of cluirch and people, promising reparation to any that had been wronged.
Thereupon the council advised the
the church

Mr.

continuance of his pastorate for three
months, in the hope that the discontent would subside, giving the town
permission to dismiss him after that
time.

The council

also

gave good advice

"heat and
passion" shown by Mr. Tucke's ac-

to the people, deploring the

cusers,

and

their efforts to

"magnify

small and trivial matters" into grave
crimes, and regretting "that many
have foresaken the house, and some
the table, of the Lord, and (as some
express it in your articles of charge),
wandered among devouring wolves."
June 18 the town voted to dismiss
Mr. Tucke, and "that the meetinghouse shall be shut up till the town
sees cause to open said house again."
One almost wonders if they did not
nail up the door.
Thus Mr. Tucke's ministry closed
under a cloud. His life went out a
few years later, under circumstances
of unusual sadness. He died at

Salem, New York, February 9, 1777,
probably of smallpox, while on his
way to Join the Revolutionary army
as chaplain, leaving a widow, and at
least six children.

The census of 1790 found Widow

The First Church of Epsom
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Epsom, as head of a
two males over sixteen
and three females. The homestead
was sold February 15, 1797, to Simon
Ames Heath, the deed being signed
by the following heirs: Samuel Kand
of Rye and wife Polly (Tucke), Samuel J. Tucke of Boston and wife
Judith (Gardiner), Simeon Drake of
Pittsfield and wife Love (Tucke), and
Joseph, Eichard and Abigail Tucke
of Boston.
October 3, 1797, the
widow, then of Pittsfield, deeded her

hundred and fifty may be counted
that are marked with only common

interest in the same.

tlers of

family of

five

in
:

We may

imagine that Mr. Tucke 's
dismissal and sudden death left the
in
divided
people
sympathies.

Whether from this cause, or from the
burdens of the Revolutionary War, it
was nearly ten years before another
Then came the
pastor was settled.
thirty years' pastorate of the Rev.
Ebenezer Haseltine (beginning January 21, 1781, and ending November
10, 1813), who had the good fortune
to die in ofBce, and have his virtues
proclaimed in his funeral sermon,

instead of his faults, in the report of
a council.
His gravestone declares
him "An Israelite, indeed, in whom
was no guile." He left, however, a
smaller number of church members

than were left by Mr. Tucke. Perhaps Mr. Tucke caught them with

field stones,

uninscribed.

The

oldest inscribed stone, on which
only a few letters are now traceable,
is among the McClary graves, near

the south wall, and is probably that
of the first Andrew McClary.
Near
by are the graves of the Sanborns,

Eliphalet and others; and near them,
of Samuel Blake and wife
He "died Aug. 19, 1801,
Sarah.
aged 83 years. One of the first set-

those

Sarah "died June
aged 68 years."

Epsom."

27, 1804,

Their gravestones, and many others,
have pious sentiments and tributes
of affection, in prose and verse. That
of Col. Daniel Cilley (1768-1812),
has the following interesting profession of faith: "He died in the full
belief of the universal salvation of
all

mankind."

the Locke graves we find
a rough stone lettered as follows: "E.
L. B. F. 10, 1730. D. M. 7, 1798";
and at the left of it another, lettered
"E. L. J. B. M. 5, 1761. D. F. 7,
1771." These are supposed to be the
graves of Ephraim Locke and a son,

Among

Ephraim,

Jr.

the Bickford graves is a
rough stone, with letters now only
partly legible. We can trace the let" This is
ters "M. B. B.
D

Among

.

guile.
It is

greatly to be regretted

Mr. Haseltine 's records are
is

hoped they are in

lost.

existence,

that
It

and

may

yet find their way to companionship with those of Mr. Tucke in the
Historical Library.

A

memorial stone marks

the. site

The cemetery,
in the rear, is at least one hundred
and fifty years old, and contains
many hundred graves. At least two
of the

first

church.

.

.

.

.

.

evidently the grave of Widow Mercy
Bickford, who died at great age in
The uninscribed grave
April, 1824.
beside it is doubtless that of her husband, Samuel Bickford, who died in
April or May, 1773. These were
probably the earliest settlers that now
have descendants in town bearing the
One of them is the
family name.
venerable Benjamin Bickford, who
has lately passed his ninetieth birthday.
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Bij L. J.

H. Frost

On a winter's night of long ago,
AVhile earth was covered with sleet and snow,
mother her shivering infant pressed
With trembling hands to her thin-clad breast;
While with streaming eyes and accents wild
She prayed,
Oh God save my darling child
From freezing tonight. In many a home
The fire burns bright and hearts are warm;
And tables are groaning with plenty and cheer,
While we starve to death in the darkness here.
Father in heaven if die we must,
Forgive his sin who deserted us,
And pardon my guilt for sake of Him
Whose blood can atone for the darkest sin.
1 know if we die, that my babe will rest
All sheltered and safe on the Saviour's breast;

A

—

' '

!

!

I may not hope so near Thee to be,
Yet the lowest seat w'ilt Thou give

—

it

In a splendid room of a mansion fine,
gray-haired man sat sipping his wine

A

me?"

to

;

On

the costly service the fire-light shone.
While without the storm made its ceaseless moan.
This proud old father who worshipped his gold
Thought not of his daughter now dying of cold.
At length came a blast most fearful and wild,
And it brought to his heart a thought of his child
Then he shuddered and glanced at the fire-light bright.
As he muttered aloud, "Tis a fearful night."
And he struggled in vain with the conscience sting
That tortured his heart like a living thing.
The deep-toned bell on the old church tower.
Tolled solemn and slow the midnight hour;
;

—

While an angel, all merciful, passing by
Saw the mother and child lay them down to die;
Then he whispered, "Come, in my home above
There is pleasure and peace and perfect love."
And the mother smiled as she clasped his hand,
While he led her away to the sorrowless land.

—

Father in heaven w^e pray for him
banished his child because of her sin;

Who

But shall we dare Thy forgiveness crave
For him who the trust of a true heart betrayed?
Thou knowest the saddest of all lots in life,
Is the lot of

"that mother

Yet we trust that
Shall dwell

many

at last, in

whom

no

man

Thy presence

a IMagdelen

Thou hast

calls wife.

in heaven,

forgiven.

5 )

By
"

Gilbert Patten

Brown

Author of "Tales of the Forecastle," "The Blacksmith of Concord," " Memories of Martinique,"
The Graveyard of Plymouth," " Witchcraft Days in Boston," " The Tory's Daughter," etc.

John Stark, New Hampshire 's

fore-

most patriot of Revolutionary fame,
was a son of Archibald Stark and
Eleanor Nichols, and was born at
Londonderry, New Hampshire, August 28, 1728. His early life was spent

The family
musket guarded

in rural surroundings.

Bible and the flint
the spiritual and physical welfare of
this well-known family of the American past. While his life is of marked
interest to all lovers of valor, his
most noticeable deeds are those of the
Battle of Bennington.

some need

of

supplies,

dispatched

Baum

of the Hesto seize the

Lieutenant-Colonel

sian troops into Vermont
American stores in the neighborhood
The object of the
of Bennington.
expedition as given in his instructo try the affections of the
tions w^as
country, to disconcert the councils of
'

'

On his birthday he married Miss
Elizabeth Page of Dunbarton, New
Hampshire and later, when on the
field of battle, the woman of his heart
;

in his mind when in danger.
At Bunker Hill and at Trenton

was

Stark had played a most important
part, but in

Vermont

what

now

the State of
a vigorous battle was to be
is

•

pjs.?-

fought.
In a letter to Gen. Philip Schuyler,
commanding the Northern Continen-

army. General Washington wrote
"Burgoyne appears to
be pursuing that line of conduct
.which of all others is most favorable
to us I mean acting in detachment.
tal

in July, 1777:

Gen. John Stark

;

This will certainly give room for enterprise on our part and expose his
parties to great hazard. Could we be
so happy a-, to cut one of them off,
though it should not exceed 600 men,
it would inspire the people and do
away with much of their present
anxiety." His wish was to be made
a reality at the Battle
ton.

On August

9,

New

field guns.

than a month
General Burgoyne,

less

after the letter.
who, in his victorious

through

of Benning-

the enemy, to mount Riedesel's dragoons, to complete Peters' crops, and
to obtain large supplies of cattle,
horses and carriages." AVith him
went 500 German regulars, a detachment of British light infantry and
dismounted dragoons, a party of
tories, 200 Indians and two brass

march south

York, had come

to

have

On August 9, also. General Stark
arrived at Bennington, Vt., to take
command of his brigade of New
Hampshire

militia,

which had mus-
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tered there.
According; to his instructions he was to act independently
of the regular army, and it was his

ner,

approved by General

men

plan,

finally

Schuyler himself, to harass the British
by hanging on their tlank and rear,
intercepting and cutting- oft' their
supplies and attacking any of their
detachments which might offer the

opportunity.
Four days later, on August 13,
word reached him that in the town

who was with

ment

his

at ^lanchester,

the north, telling
to

him

Bennington.

Vermont

regito

twenty miles
to

At

march his
the same

time he issued a call to the neighbor-

hood militia which received a prompt
Then on the morning of
response.
the 14th, with his own command and
what other troops he could assemble,
he set out on the road for Cambridge.

At

a

distance of four or five miles

from the town he met Colonel Gregg
in full retreat and hotly pursued by
the enemy, whose force was not a

At the sight of
mile behind him.
them Stark halted and drew up his
Colonel
men in order of battle.
Baum, seeing that his way was
blocked, did the same, entrenching
himself on rising ground at a bend in
the little Wollamsac Eiver, a tributary of the Hoosac, and in the summer
everywhere fordable.
On that day and the next the opposing forces held their respective
positions, the fighting being confined
on both sides to skirmish parties. The
British commander utilized the time
in completing his log breastworks and
in sending to

Burgoyne for

reinforce-

ments. On the 15th and the morning
of the 16tli the rain fell heavily, but
about noon the clouds broke away and
This was the signal
it became fair.
for Stark to begin the battle.
Stark's plan was to send two detachments of 300 each, under Cols.
Bennington Battle

of Cambridge, some
northwest across the

Monument
miles

to

the

present New
York line, a band of Indians had
suddenly appeared. Against these he
sent Lieutenant-Colonel Gregg with a
At 9 o'clock that
force of 200 men.
evening came a second message with
the news that a large body of the
enemy with artillery was in the rear
of the Indians and in full march for

The opportunity that
Bennington.
he sought had come to meet him.
At once he sent to Col. Seth War-

Rufus Herrick and Moses Nichols, by
right and left, to the British rear,
w'here they should converge and attack. The sound of their guns should
be the signal for a general assault,
led in front by himself with the reThis plan, though simple,
serve.
Colonel
proved highly successful.
Baum, who saw the first movements of
the

flanking parties, supposed they
were running away and directed his
guns against the reserve, which was
slowly advancing in his front. At
three o'clock in the afternoon Colonel
Nichols opened fire from the left and

John Stark
was answered by Colonel Herrick
The assault then
from the right.
began and the action became general.
"It lasted," says Stark, "two hours
and was the hottest I ever saw. It
was like one continued clap of thunder."

The Indians fled at the very first
and the Germans, though making a

at
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Bennington

killed outright 750 were captured. On
the American side the losses were lim-

and forty
killed
thirty
jMost important of all was
effect of the success upon
the despairing armies of America.
"One more such stroke," said Wash-

ited

to

wounded.
the moral

ington,

"and we

shall

have no great

brave resistance, were driven out of
their

works and made prisoners by

hundreds.

But while

the volunteers

were exulting in their victory and
scattering after plunder there was
heard in the distance the drums and
bugles of Colonel Breyman, sent by
Burgoyne to reinforce Baum with a
force equal to his.
Almost at the same minute, however, there came from the opposite
direction the sound of the drums of

Colonel Warner's 150 men, hurried

down from Manchester and equipped
with the arms formerly taken from
Col. Nathan Hale's regiment after
Ticonderoga. And while Stark rallied
the men of his own brigade the Vermonters, dividing to right and left,
attacked the Germans, checking them
until the

New Hampshire

troops were

reformed and brought up

to

their

The second action lacked
support.
the element of surprise which the
first had possessed and was of longer
duration. On both sides it was contested with great obstinacy until dusk,
the enemy slowly falling back, but
for two miles contesting every ^tep of
the way. Then at last they broke in
retreat, hotly

pursued by the Ameri-

cans, until finally Stark was obliged
to call his men off to keep them from

Statue of General Stark, State House Park

shooting each other in the darkness.
"With one hour more of daylight,"
he said, "we should have captured

anxiety as to the future designs of
Britain."
It was to Stark himself that the

the whole body."
As it was the victory of the raw
New England militia over their veteran opponents was a signal one.
Four pieces of artillery and 1.000
stands of arms were taken, while
besides the 207 Germans and British

victory was chiefly due. He had stood
firm against the orders and warnings
of the generals of the regular armj-.
He had originated the plans by which
the Germans, confident in their superior discipline and favorable position,
had been driven from their works
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and cannon. He had led the attack
in person, and his words to his men
"There are your enemies; we must
beat them or Betty Stark sleeps a
widow tonight," will be forever
:

famous.

Nearly every

,

commanding

officer

While stabrotherhood.
ancient
tioned at Albany under General Gates
it became Stark's pleasure to make
In
degrees.
application for the
Albany in Colonial times was established Master's Lodge No. 2, now No,
5, on the register of the Most Worof New York.
1780, General Stark
was initiated, passed and raised to
He
the degree of a Master Mason.
8s.
to
for
"£5
Tyler,
initiation,
paid
and 4s. for extra Lodge." General
Stark was then the proudest man in

shipful

Grand Lodge

On January

9,

the Continental army.
all the glories that crowned
his honored name the Battle of Benwas the most brilliant.
nington
Though he served through the remainall

With

der of the Revolution it was comparatively without incident, and at
its close he went to spend his old age

farm on the Merrimack. In
1786 he was appointed brevet majorgeneral of the regular army, and his
at his

death, May 8, 1822, found him the
last of his rank of the generals of the
In the statuary hall at
Revolution.

of the Kevolution, even previous to
the Battle of Bunker Hill, had been
made Masons in military lodge or in
their home towns. This unique honor
Generals
Stark had not enjoyed.

Washington, Putnam, Warren, WoosMontgomery, Arnold, Greene,
ter,
Sullivan and Wayne were among
those popular in the

dress

figure stands with
as the two great repof the parent state of

Washington his
that of Webster

Grave of General Stark

of

the

By Emily

resentatives

New

Hampshire.
General Stark was deeply religious.
As a farmer he was successful. In
his last days he took a deep interest
the political life of the young
republic whose corner-stone he had
in

helped to lay on hard fought
of battle.

E. Cole

The tamaracks toss their naked arms.
The winds of March go storming by;
The cataract plunging o'er the steep
Flings back an answering battlecry.
sheltering from the driving storm
Beside the hearth, our household shrine,
The smouldering embers stir to life
And feed the flame with fragrant pine.

We,

fields

Tlhe Ap©4lhie©iic^ ©f ©tecusire JeMas\ini
ia\m ©f
D©v©ff Kfeck

©M

By Lydia

A. Stevens

[Read before the Margery Sullivan Chapter, D. A.

R., April

6, 1908.]

However dramatic the scenes once
witnessed on Dover Neck, now all is
calm.
The dusky forms of Indian
and settler, that we can see in panoramic vision, are but part of the
dust the farmer treads upon at every
We can stand by Parson Reystep.
ner's cellar and muse on many things,
but what else we have before us and
near by of the old days are brooding

notion of other goodness than that
produced by rewards and punishments.
He could conceive no goodness free
only law-goodness, law-

the rivers flowing to and fro,
and the pretty coves and bare shores.
And yet, if we look long enough,

mildewed stocks

fields,

something comes

to the inner eye.
I
shall recall only one incident.
The
others are sufficient for a series of
historical treatises
a score of his-

—

—

novels
but this paper is
concerned only with Dover Neck Jel-

torical

lian

Pinkham, exact memory of whom

vanished in the gray,
obscurity

and

haze of
more than

chill

oblivion,

two hundred years ago.
The yearning minister, a good deal
sunburnt, but sallow and colorless,
and though not aged, stooping considerably, stood under the early dawn
in the open. He leaned upon a rude
timber frame that squat in malignant
Gentle
ugliness on the fair plain.
and simple, and woman and child,
alike shivered at sight of the public
stocks.

The minister was not a cruel man.
it was
torn and rent and tortured. He held
to a stern, cold and uninviting simplicity of form and outward service,
resting upon nothing, appealing to
nothing but the spirit of faith and
piety, and appealing to these through
logic and argument, rather than the
tender and sympathetic elements of
human nature. He was restricted
to safeguards of penalty, and had no
Because his heart was tender,

—

—

obligation to do, obligation to avoid.
Still, he was ill at

righteousness
ease.

Prickling points of heat, alternating with tremors of cold, beset and
agitated him. For the first time, the

whispered of flagrant misuse of power, unveiling and
revealing the natural offensiveness

and obliquity of human nature. One
the priest's face was hard,

moment

then beautiful with divine pity.
With a shudder, he drew back from
the weather-stained structure. It did
not harmonize with the surroundings.

Through and through
with the

it

was sodden

victims; it was
stained and shamed with blood-sweat
it cast fantastic and quivering shadows in the morning sunlight. Its
chill presence shed a wicked influence,
a revolting fearfulness. The unclean
tears

of

;

thing was detestably grotesque, insolently domineering and wholly offending.
Mocking faces came and
went, on its muddy dinginess, and as
they faded derisive eyes remained
winking and jeering. It threatened,
awed, stunned. No ordinary business
was transacted near it; no confidential voices exchanged views concerning province or colony under its
shade, and lovers never lingered in
its vicinity.
The black beams were
as terrifying as a gallows
as horrid
as a violated hearthstone.
The slow
decay, the lingering strength, the
foulness of river damp, and marks of
riving cold and scarifying heat, had
added to its monstrosity; and the
annual heaving and settling of the

—

—
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shapeless mass constrained and evil-looking.
Formal consecration followed the
building of the Dover Point meetinghouse, and in some sort attached to
the schoolhouse, but of the dedicatory ceremonies attending the setting
up of this alarming engine of religion
and exact law, nothing has come down
to us.
Intense loathing and irrepressible sighs shook the minister like an

ground

left the

torted,

ague.

Suddenly the clamor of children's
voices broke on the stillness.
Light
feet spurned the sand,
and then
groups of grown people gathered.
Parson Reyner remained pale and
abstracted.
Views well within the
confines of his own age, and long
familiar, battled in his breast with
glimpses of a new and better scheme
of

life.

He

— feared.

questioned

— deliberated

He was anhungered for a
sign from on high, a word from that
absolute Voice. As he glanced at the
children, new anxieties tormented
him. In the space allowed, he walked
incessantly.

The system of coercion in the matter of attending public worship grew
more rigid in Dover, after the union
Massachusetts, and the court
records show that in 1663 there was a
decided enforcement of the churchgoing law. William Roberts of Back
River had been absent twenty-eight
Sundays, legal penalty three shillings
for each absence, but it was fixed at

with

William

five;

Follett, sixteen

;

Thomas

Roberts, thirteen; Mary Hanson, thirteen Richard Otis, Avife and servant
maid, thirteen Jellian Pinkham, thirteen,
but, as her husband refused
to discharge the amercement, she was
set in the stocks for one hour.
Jellian Pinkham disobeyed man's
law, her husband disobeyed God's.
;

—

;

She couldn't, and her
wouldn't pay the fine.

husband

Why

the

mystic number, thirteen, occurs so
Nor can
frequently is not known.

we

tell

where the money came from

to meet Mary Hanson's penalty. Perhaps her father stood by her; maybe
her consort or lover. At all events, in
her case complete and open shame

was averted.
The order of Jellian 's mind, whether she had suitable attire, and was in
She had, of
health, is not disclosed.
course, another name, that of her

—

father, but now she is just Jellian
wife of one Pinkham, nothing more.
Her maiden incognito does not differentiate her, however, for the like is
true of most others of her sex in

Dover

at that time.

We

know

as

lit-

about her as of the songs the
sirens sung.
In short, everything
pertaining to her, except as shown
by this incident, has faded out, and
she has long been lost to an indiffertle

ent world. The men Avho condemned,
and the men who suffered condemnation, live in some sort of a way, but
she looms hazily in the light of her
punishment, a martyr to rigid and

harsh austerity.

had
—Jellian
common
lived — and

the faults of her sex

to the age in which she
also its virtues. Immod-

est?

A

The record
Tearful whines or

shrew or scold?

does not show

it.

nagging? Nothing of the
found concerning her in writ
or tradition.
There is no evidence
that she was negligent, irritating, or
hateful at home. It does not appear
peevish

sort

is

that she disturbed church meetings,
or railed at the elders or civil magistrates.
Nothing of explosion, storm
or fury
nothing of choler, ire, fume
or passion, is charged up against her,
at home or abroad.
Though her
home surroundings were not calculated to produce a day-star or houseangel, as wife and mother she was

—

without reproach. She stayed away
from church, and of that she was convicted, and because of that she was
ignominiously punished.
It is fair to assume that she was a
good woman, careful in attendance
upon her children, and patient with

The Apotheosis of

man with whom she was unequally
yoked. Presumptively, she skipped
one quarter of the Sunday sessions
the

for good

and

Her

sufficient reasons.

years had been filled with the carking
incidents, discomforts and oddities of
a new settlement. She had never ex-

perienced pleasurable impressions, anticipations or hopes.
Every faculty
was here in thralldom. It is not likely

that she was disturbed by the vagaries
of intelligence, and it may be her
sense of the depths of life was confused; but her feminine instincts

were outraged by biting neglect and
She was perunwomanly tasks.
meated by the pain of fatigue and
longing for

rest.

Dover Neck

souls pursued a path
Jellian could not follow their promise of salvation, and their holy place,
did not ease the ache in her bones.
She was neither in nor of their world
she cared nothing for it. But, I am
willing to believe that her sorry husband was a punctual attendant at
;

;

church.
I

a conjecture as to

her personal appearance. Sun-burned
she was with wild-wood savor in her

and earth, the mother of all,
loved and cherished her.
It seems
reasonable to conclude that she had a
girlhood of out-door grace in motion
and repose. This is not certain, but

hair,

We

have no knowledge
probable.
of the ruling conception of female
beauty in that far-off day and rugged
community. If she were not ^granted
graces of mind, perhaps nature in ?
spirit of fair play offered youthful
it is
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had vanished the soft fibre had
become lean filament, and the quality
of resistance and endurance alone
remained. A selfish husband and ungrateful sons had left her alone. The
voice in the
pulpit mocked her
There was sinister violence
misery.
tions

;

The
in the appeal of the leaders.
songs of praise sounded like jeering
The minister's admonitionstaunts.
grated uncomfortably on her jangled
nerves.

Her memories were shadowy,
She was dumb.

her future blank.

What was

her that the Dover

it to

Neck

church was established in
She
Dover, and not in England?
only knew that she was unhappy,
and wished she might, like her sisters
in Boston, be a witch, so as to ride a
broom-stick in company with sorcer-

and the Black-man, and punish

ers

her enemies.

As though he had started up from
the lowest limbo, Jellian turned a face
suddenly grave with apprehension
and appeal upon the constable, her
eyes

may hazard

Pinkham

Jellian

till

amazed and

his

own

face,

full of pain.
Not
grayed and ashed in

Her
death, did he forget the scene.
pulse pounded in her temples till the
official voice seemed to sink into an
echo.

But after the shudder occasioned
by the officer's touch, she was calm.
Only in her eyes was there sign of
complaint.

All the suppressed ani-

mal nature of her forbears, and all
the suspicion, terror and avoidance
of

her remotest

their cavernous
had befallen.

shone in

ancestors
depths.

The worst

One cannot conceive

compensation.

But trouble, want of recognition,
and household cares, had made her
prematurely old. The erst dark hair
had turned to whitened elfish locks;
the color which had mantled warm
on the smooth skin of her cheek and

now showed dingy red; her
hands were no longer supple the
pliant rounded body was hollowed
and shrunken curves and undulaneck,

;

;

tacle.

ther.

a sadder specDegradation could go no furA revulsion took place. Driven

back upon

itself,

the soul asserted

new existence.
Anger departed. Trouble rolled away
like a scroll.
Her eyes softened.
Even the recollection of her dead
supremacy.

She

felt a

childhood, her maiden folly, the wooing of the robust lout, pleasant in his
undeveloped nature, her womanly
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failure, and her sure mortality, ceased
to wound or vex her.

A

She suffered no longer.
happiness

her

filled

heart.

pain of
There

A

was a sigh of relief, of content.
miracle had been wrought.
The
physical charms of youth were not
restored.
Decay was not arrested
indeed, there was a sharper definement of its ravages. But youth of the
soul came again despite the counted
years, and thereafter Jellian lived at

—

more' widely opened the
prison bars of Jellian 's spirit, or gave

nothing

profounder knowledge of eternity,
than did her hour in the public stocks
of old Dover. A power higher than
state or church authority succored
her.
In rebuke and not in justification

her

of

inquisitors

came

the

translation.

Whether —
in a haven of
— her tormentors are
quite
— now — wonder. Ah, no evoked
bliss

if

satisfied

1

-

In isolation and
ostracism, may be, the remainder of
her life was passed, but the law shortly became intolerable and was soon
wholly disregarded. And as time
passed, the forces of nature worked
upon the infamous stocks, and toiled

ghost will answer, but preserve me
from their record at Heaven's ChanIt would not be a matter like
cery.
My Uncle Toby 's oath, and it is doubt-

day and night to undo and obliterate.
The wind and the rain, the frost and
the mist, the sunlight and the storm

In the name of God!
How the
fathomless, bottomless criminality of
human nature hides itself. Who

peace in the colony.

all

labored to this end, until at length
vanished forever.

this foul blot

The

people

came

and

lingered.

Strong men, lean men, young boys
with fearless eyes glancing curiously,
shy

frowsy hags, and sturdy
with babies in their arms,

girls,

dames

Portsmouth sailors, wellprimed at George Walton's tavern,
moved carelessly about, and now and
then the red nudity of an undraped
shoulder betrayed the presence of an
Indian.
The bulk of the crowd was
of those uncounted lives that are noticed only as accessories and auxiliaries.
Sad voices were heard, yet no
looked on.

interfered.
But the attentive
eyes no longer stabbed the victim's

one

is

hard

to

believe

that

John

Keyner, sixth minister, a man declared to be of meek and humble
spirit, could have been present, or
even that John, his son and successor,
looked on. And our heart-strings are
wrung sore, upon being forced to
conclude that gentle "William Pomfret,

committed

the old

town

clerk, joined the

group.

Whatever

happened

afterward,

this

crime?
Your foreThis ancestral

and mine.

fathers

Its
story affects me disagreeably.
spirit antedates the first moral impulse of mankind, the earliest sense
of honor, and the later respect for

woman. It was a tragedy without
murder, but a crime beyond the taking of

"Even now murder

life.

is

a

compared with some wrongs,
and the growing tenderness for
human life is not the noblest sign of
our times."
Other sins have the
trifle

stamp of

earth,

and may take

shield

behind the varied, but common weaknesses of humanity.
It was not a withering and melancholy

heart.
It

ful if the recording angel would drop
a tear upon the line, and blot it out
forever.

lapse

from

well-established

savors

of intellectual
there was a
But it was a shamethe knowledge of it

opinions.

It

pollution.

Doubtless,

ludicrous side.
ful deed, and
tastes like

mingled

tears,

ashes

and

wormwood.
Is it possible that the generations
of two centuries to come may have
something similar to say of us? Living under wider horizons, clearer
skies, in a world of new thoughts,

Mary

I.

Wood

89

ideals, new standards, and a new
civilization, are we cruel and unjust?

fully that he and she can find none,
This is the way I look upon the suf-

Everyone must find his or her own
answer, or must acknowledge sorrow-

lian

new

my
of

Mary

I.

W©©d

H. H. Metcalf

Bij

The name

L

fering and apotheosis of obscure JelPinkham of old Dover Neck.

Wood

of

Portsmouth is undoubtedly known,
today, to more American women that
that of any other woman in New
Hampshire, and this through her position and efficient work, for several
years past, as manager of the Bureau
of Information of the General Federation of Women 's Clubs
an association which brings into close and
active cooperation more than half a
million women, largely embracing the
choicest flower and fruitage of American womanhood, organized for their
own development and the social and
civic betterment of community, state
and nation.

after vigorous protest upon the part
of her mother, there being really no
age requirement for admission, the

matter was reconsidered and she was
admitted as a student. After a few
years here, her mother in the meantime having made a second marriage.

—

Mrs.

Wood

is

a

native

of

Wood-

bom

January 18, 1866, the
daughter of John L. and Jean Ainsworth (Brand) Stevens, her mother
stock, Vt.,

being a native of Forfarshire, Scotland, and endowed with all the noble
qualities characteristic of the sturdy
race inhabiting the rugged land of

and heather.
Removing, in
childhood, to the town of Ludlow in
the same state, she entered Black
rock

River Academy when but eight years
of age, having previously attended
but a single term of public school,
though the foundation of a practical
education had been so well laid at
home in early childhood, that at four
years of age she could read, knit and
sew.
It may be noted that her examination papers for admission to
the Academy were at first thrown out
without further consideration, when
it was observed that the age given in
the headline was

' '

' '

eight years

;

but.

Mary

I.

Wood

with Mr. Lewis Tenney, the family,
which included two older, sisters, removed to Saxtons River, where she
enjoyed the superior educational advantages offered by the famous Vermont Academy, then under the splendid instruction of Dr. Horace IMann
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Willard, later of the famous Qiiincy
^Mansion School, Wollaston,. Mass.,
and his faithful co-workers, promi-

nent among whom was Doctor Abererombie of Worcester Academy, with
Here she
whom she began Greek.
graduated, in 1883, at the age of seventeen.

After graduation she taught one
term in a grammar school, in her own
town but on October 14, 1884, she
was united in marriage with George
;

Albert Wood, son of the late Col.
James A. Wood of Acworth, then,
and for a long time subsequently, enengaged in the United States Railway
mail service, but for several years
since Deputy Collector of Internal
Revenue at Portsmouth. For the
first four years after marriage their
home was at West Lebanon, N. H.,
whence they removed to West Medford, Mass., in 1889, going thence to
Portsmouth, in 1898.
Mr. and JMrs. Wood have four children Helen Margaret, born Novemreceived A. B. from
ber 3, 1885
Wellesley in 1907 married, February
:

;

;

Gordon McKay Campbell,
superintendent of the Power Appara18,

1909,

Shops of the AVestern Electric
Albert James,
Shops at Chicago.
born May 19, 1887 received a business college training and is now employed with the Western Electric
tus

;

Chicago. ]Mary ElizaOctober 2, 1888 received
A. B. from Wellesley in 1909 now
teaching in the Newton (Mass.) high
born
Keith
school.
Ainsworth,
August 24, 1890; now a freshman at
Dartmouth, having competed his preparatory studies at the Vermont
Academy w^here his mother was eduat

Company,

beth,

bom

;

;

cated.

While

her

children

were young,

Mrs. Wood,
residing in IMedford,
while neglecting no home duties,
sought congenial recreation in attending lectures at Harvard and pursuing a course in eithics and sociology
under a retired college professor. She

some time as a member of the Medford board of education, was auditor and chairman of
the Education Committee of the ]\Iedford Woman's Club; was president,
for a time of the local Consumers'
also served for

League, and also a director of the
Massachusetts Consumers' League, of

which John Graham Brooks is now
In Portsmouth she has
president.
been an active member of the Graffort Club, one of the leading Women's Clubs of the State, and was its

fourth president. She has also been
president of the Civic Association of
that city in whose organization she
was actively instrumental.
She is
president of the Portsmouth District
Nursing Association and vice-president of the Charity Organization.
She has also been .active in church
work, having been president of the
Woman's Alliance, and for a time superintendent of the Sunday School of
the Unitarian Church at Portsmouth.
In January last, upon the resignation
of Arthur H. Locke to become a
member of the City Council, ]\Irs.
Wood was chosen by the Council a
member of the Portsmouth School
board, or Board of Instruction, as it
is there known
a very appropriate
proceeding, since she was an active
spirit in the movement which succeeded, after a hard contest before
the legislature, in securing for the
women of the city a voice and vote in
school affairs, of which they were
long deprived under the charter.
Although far from being a militant
"suffragette," Mrs. Wood has always
been a firm believer in woman's right
to a voice in the government under
which she lives, and consequently, an
earnest supporter of the equal suffrage cause. She has been for 3'ears
a prominent member of the N. H.

—

Woman Suffrage Association; was
vice-president of the same under the
presidency of the late Ella H. J.
Hill, her close and beloved friend,
and has continued in that position.

Just a Touch of Winter 'fore the Spring Comes In
It is through her Federation work,
however, that Mrs. Wood is best
known both in New Hampshire and
She was
throng'hout the country.
vice-president of the State Federa-

tion

of

each other.
ceivable sort

Woman's

Clubs, under the
Sarah G. Blodgett of Franklin; also chairman of the Reciprocity
Committee, and subsequently served
In the Genefficiently as president.

cerely to be hoped that Mrs. Sage,
or some other public-spirited, liberalminded friend of woman's progress

and human advancement generally,

mem-

who has

ber of the board of directors

and
chairman of the Reciprocity Committee, and for the last tive years has
been manager of the Bureau of In-

need,

formation, with headquarters estab-

procity Committee is practically the
clearing house of the General Federation, through which the local organizations and the whole vast army
of federated women communicate with

Wan't

it

Totisclh

gf Wieteff

"feir®

By Harry

When
Yes,

it

the means, will vet meet this
that, with assistance and

head, who, although the mother of
a grown family, retains the vigor and
elasticity of youth, may be enabled
to carry forward more effectively the
great work in which she is engaged,
and into which she has put so much
of heart and purpose, while neglecting in no degree the sacred duties of
wife and mother.

developed while chairman of the Reci-

Si

so

equipment, commensurate with her
great ambition and tireless energy,
the earnest and devoted woman at its

lished in Congress Block, Portsmouth.
This bureau, the plan of which she

JJtms^

Information of every conis sought and furnished

through its instrumentality and spirit
and impetus given to the club movement everywhere. Its crying need is
a liberal endowment, and it is sin-

late Mrs.

eral Federation she has been a

91
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B. Metcalf

fine to see the house-tops covered deep beneath the snow
you woke up in the mornin with the sun a-shinin bright ?
'

'

was a reg'lar blizzard; my, but how the wind did blow!

Didn't

it whistle do^nl the chimney, like blue blazes, all the night?
the kids was in their glory, tumblin in the drifts next day
There was never nothin' like it; how they made the snowballs spin!
It bestowed a hearty flavor to their headlong, pell-mell play,
Just to have a taste of Winter, 'fore the Spring comes in
'

But

;

!

Wan't

it grand up on the common, where the fluffy mantle, white.
Stretched afar in all directions, resting lightly on the trees?
Didn't it set you clean wonderin' just to see so strange a sight,
With the shovel brigade a-workin like a lot o busy bees ?
I suppose 'twill soon be over, all be ended like a dream,
For the sun will now be hustlin' and the drifts a-vanishin';
But it's good to' get a vision of the old times, just a gleam,
Just a tiny taste of Winter, 'fore the Spring comes in.
'

How

'

made

the red cheeks of the girls
in their eyes
Brighter with the glow of pleasure, as the breezes tossed their curls,
Tanglin up their truant tresses as a mischievous surprise
There was fun for old and young ones everybody felt the thrill
bells kept up a merry din
Jack hitched up his big old cutter
Bill got out his double-runner, shouts resounded on the hill.
For one tardy touch of Winter, 'fore the Spring comes in

the tingle of the snowflakes

Redder yet with health's complexion, and the sparkle
'

!

—
;

;

;

!

G©Sinig liil©m(
By Mary
Is that the five thirty factory bell
up in Led. It is, and I am go-

!

I start

ing home to Monterey this morning.
I left there one September afternoon
many weeks ago.
I

spring from the bed and begin to
How I have longed for the

dress.

home

faces

!

patient father,

who

is

an

invalid; brisk, cheery mother; noisy,
fun-loving Roger, who makes me the
butt of many jokes; and gentle, sedate, little

calling

arouse

Nan.

There

me now.
me early.

is Mrs. Jones
asked her to
I scrub my cheeks

I

vigorously to make them rosy. Then,
I glance once more into the mirror
to see if that curl is peeping over my
forehead.
Fred Haven will be at
the table this morning, and I heard
that he said that curl on Miss Elwell's
forehead was very becoming to her.
I run down the stairs with a bound-

ing step.

Mr. Haven

is

at the table.

him that
a
for
week.
He says,
gone
Be sure to
I shall miss you!

His face

falls

when

I tell

I shall be

"How

I teasingly
return, won't you?"
"
"
As I pass
reply,
Well, I may not.
out through the kitchen the cook says,
Bless"Going be ye. Miss Elwell?

ings on your swate face, and may we
see the loikes of you agin soon."
Down the Hallsboro Street to the station I hurry in the dim morning light,
and I meet throngs of men and
women on their way to work.
Soon I am on the train steaming
away from the mill valley of the
'

dashing Contoocook to

home far down

in

my

the

]\Ionterey

Hampsliire

hills.

There is no one on the train whom I
know. How slowly it moves! I look
forward with joyful anticipation to
I shall be with
the week before me.
father, mother, Roger and Nan. Then,
'Mr. Haven may be down.
Truly the
lines

are

cast

for

me

in

pleasant

E. Smith
Is it possible ?
The conducplaces.
tor calls "Milton," and that is the

station for Monterey.

There

is

stage-driver.

Hiram

Thompson, the
Although he is over

sixty no one ever thinks of calling

him anything but Hiram. He sees
me, rushes up to me, seizes my grip
with a "Hullo, Ruth," and I see his
little wiry figure darting in and out
I follow more
among the crowd.
I am the only passenger in
slowly.
the little black coach.
Hiram drives

rapidly along the familiar streets of
Milton.
It seems but yesterday since
I passed through here on my way to
school.

There's old Mr. Ludlow with a
load of barrels.
He glances at me
curiously,
then,
"Howdy Ruth,
As he
you're quite a stranger."
drives off Hiram remarks, "Mean old
skinflint, he's tighter than the bark

of a

young birch

tree.

He

gets

up

prayer meeting and talks about
vanities of the flesh. His wife doesn't
get many of them.
They say he
keeps her up to eleven and twelve
in

o'clock

every night stitching shoes.

I ain't

no perfessor of

religion,

but

that sort of business don't go down
" "
with me.
Have you seen any of

my

people?"

I ask eagerly.

"Oh,

yes, saw the 'Square,' your father,
at town-meeting last week.
Seems to

me

A

he is failing."
pang of fear
shoots through me. "That rapscallalion brother of yours, Roger, stole a
ride with some other imps on the back
of the stage yesterday.
Ned Atkins
gave Roger a shove which landed him
in a mud-puddle.
Wasn't he plastered with mud?
Guess he got it all
off before he' got home, as he was
scairt, afraid your mother would find
it

out."

"Oh, one Sunday night in meeting
Roger and Ned Atkins sat behind

Going

Deakin Smith, who got up to pray.
Them boys pushed the Deakin 's hard
derby hat so that he would sit on it
when he sat down. You know how fat
Well he 'squashed'
the Deakin is.
that hat as flat as a pancake, and Ned
The
and Roger snickered right out.
'Square' got hold of it, and I guess
he took the shingle to Roger. There
ain't any flies on Roger."
There comes Lucy Richards in her

new runabout.

How

pleasantly she

Another comment from the
"She's setting her cap for
driver.
Joe French. Guess she'll get him too,
as she is worth a cool half million,
they say. I went to school with her
His folks were
father, Jim Richards.
so poor that he never had any pie or
cake or doughnuts in his dinner pail,
nothing but bread and apples."
We are now well up on the
Monterey road. There are the pur-

nods

!

outlined against the northThose everlasting hills that
I drew breath, and will be
eyes than mine years hence.
Can I ever live away from them ?
I am aroused from my reverie by
the sound of Grimes' sawmill, and
there is Jake Grimes himself in the

ple hills,
sky.
were ere
for other

em

' '

Jake still gets
yard. Hiram laughs,
up every Sunday evening in meeting
and tells his experiences. Last Sunday evening he told how his old horse
was sick and how he prayed to the
Lord to make his horse well, and the

Did
Lord answered his prayer.
you ever hear of the trick the boys
tried on him this fall?"
"No," I
home
he
was
coming
Well,
replied.
The
down Ladder Hill one night.
'

'

boys hid in the bushes "along the roadside and each one sent a lighted Jack'-lantern rolling out into the road. It
He started
scairt Jake half to death.
The boys
as fast as he could travel.
could hear him praying, '0 Lord,
please let my legs go a little faster,
a little faster. Please let my legs go
" "I think
Lord'
a little faster,
it is a burning shame to make fun of

Home
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and scar that poor man,
he is not all there.
God's creatures, and

just because

He

is one of
seems to me

it

making light of his Maker," I
burst out indignantly. "That's so,"
Hiram admits.
We are at the foot of Ladder Hill.
It is so long and steep that it is known
How many times I
for miles about.
have flown down it on a traverse sled
at the risk of my life, thinking if ever
I reached the bottom safely I would
like

Yet
hill again.
the perversity of human
Directly I reached the
I
as eager as ever to
was
top again,

never coast down this

how

strange
nature.

is

go down, and did.

There is old Black Mary's tiny
white cottage. Many a life she has
saved by her good, faithful nursing.

Deacon Parker comes up in his
Democrat wagon, dra'\\Ti by the old
gray mare, Nancy. "Gee up, gee up,"
He never will
we hear him say.
hearty
'

greets us in a
a cheerful

and with

voice,

Hiram

smile.
'

He

a horse.

strike

says with conviction,

That 's one of the best men God ever

made."

We

are going by the Barlow home"Is
stead, by the great oak tree.
I ask.
that sold yet,
Yes, sold yesterday to a rich swell from Boston,
who is going to fix it all up for a summer place. They sold out all the
household goods at auction. Pete
Knowlton bought a lot of fur'

I

niture.

'

'

'

guess he must be going

Saw him casting
get married.
sheep's eyes at Annie Crosby in
church the other Sunday. Bill Haskell bought a lot of old truck. I don't
know what he wants it for, as his

to

house

We

full of such stuff now."
are almost to Monterey Village.

is

up on City HiU, away
Monterey Inn, and
the
across
meadows, bare and
looking
brown on the brow of the hill, is the
old house where I was bom.
Hiram
Here is the village now.
There, looming

to the east is the

•

stops to deliver the mail at the post-
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office.
The loungers stare at me,
then say as they see who it is "Hullo
Ruth, Howdy Ruth." "Whipped any
kids yet?" There is no use in being
dignified Miss Elwell now.
Up comes old Mr. Smart, known as

He

"Nosey Smart."

peers inside the

stage, then asks me
Anyone come up
in the stage?
Where are you teach' '

ing ? How many pupils you got ? Got
a good boarding place? How much
do you pay for board ? What do you
get a week?" I answer all but the
last question.

The stage rattles down Maple
Street toward my home.
There is
Roger now, and he is clambering up
here.
He
Now, he won't kiss me.
would rather kiss some other fellow's
sister.

turns to

He takes the
me with "Who

reins,
is

that

then

Fred

Haven you write about so much in
your letters? Is he one of your big
boys?" Just then the stage almost
lurches over, which, happily for me,
I know that I
diverts his attention.
am blushing for Hiram looks at me
and chuckles.
turn in by the maples at the
There are father and mother
gate.
at the door, and Nan wuth flying hair
comes running out. Soon I am folded
in their arms.
How good it is to be

We

with them and home at

last!

(With apologies

Oh

to

Is that

six?

It

the

alarm

Who

is.

clock

Ruth, are you going
I sit

start.

No

up

am

striking

calling, "Ruth,
to get up?"
I

is

in bed.

Where am

?

I at

beyond return, and that we relive
happy memories in dreams
The old house by the maples stands
No beaten path
silent and deserted.
leads to the dooi, no lights, no forms,
no voices are there, the only sounds
!

When

are those of Nature.

now

I

go there

no father to welcome me,
He
those rooms know him no more.
went out on his last long journey
Mother is with Roger
years ago.
M.
Elwell,
attorney-at-law
(Roger
there

is

now), and

Nan

(a teacher

now)

in

the distant city.
is Fred calling again "Ruth,
I arise and begin
six o'clock."

There
it is

Yes, Fred
does not

to dress.

band.

Haven

He

tell

misses

yet he

kind and true.

is

is

my

hus-

me now how

me when

much he

I

go away,

must hurry, for there are the
and Nan, call]\Iamma. may we get up
nig
I

children, Roger, Bert

Henry Van Dyke, author

of

Come Home and

Rest)

gentle dove, now that the day is over.
seek'st on drooping wing thy downy nest,
Tell me I pray, thou sweet aerial rover,
Dost thou, indeed, find rest?
!

Thou

When on thy leafy coverlet the moon is shining,
And thy wee fledglings nestled close and warm.
Does then thy bosom know no sad repining,
Or fear of wind, and storm?

Does not thy mother-heart ache A^dth a deathless yearning
To hold them always close against thy breast ?
Or fear of morrow, lest at eve, returning.
Thou 'It find an
empty nest ?

—

I

Monterey, no longer
at home with father, mother, Roger
and Nan. No, that was far back in
I must
the years that I went home.
have been dreaming. What a blessing
it is that loved ones from the home
longer

ew
HON. ALVAH

Me€ir©B©g>

]iila\mp§lhiaire
POTTER.

K.

Alvah K. Potter, born at East Concord,

Seminary of the Protestant Episcopal
Church in New York, and graduated

year

therefrom in 1874. He studied for a year
Oxford University, England, after
which he was for a time assistant rector
of Grace Church, New York City, going
thence to Hudson, N. Y., as rector of
Christ Church, where he continued ten
then
removed to North
years. He
Adams, Mass., where he was for nineten years rector of St. John's Church.
He had been in ill health for some
time past and had been granted leave
of absence, sailing on January 20, with
his wife, who was Miss Elizabeth Kimball of Hudson, N. Y., for a voyage to
the Holy Land, in hopes of recuperation,
which hopes proved ill-founded.

commissioned captain September 12,
1864, and served till the end of the war,
having been promoted to succeed Major
Brown, killed in one of the fights around

a gallant
soldier of the Union in the Civil War,
died at Littleton February 3, 1910.

N. H.,
Y.,

May

March

31, 1841,
2,

died at Lockport, N.

1910.

Judge Potter was the son of Thomas
He was
D. and Eunice (Marden) Potter.
educated in the

common

Vernon Academy, and
lege,

at

school,

Mount

Dartmouth

Col-

graduating from the latter in the

class of 1862.
June 30, 1862,

he was commissioned

lieutenant in Company A, Seventh
Regiment, N. H. Volunteers, and went
to the front with his regiment, serving
a year, when he resigned and returned
home, taking up the study of law. A

a

later, however, he again enlisted,
this time as a private in Company A,
of the Eighteenth Regiment, but he was

Petersburg, March 29, 1865.
On being mustered out, June 23, 1865,
he again took up the study of law in
Concord and was admitted to the bar
the following year, opening an office
and commencing practice in the Capital
City, where he continued three years, till
1869,

when he removed

to

Niagara

Falls,

N. Y., and engaged in practice as a member of the firm of Piper & Potter.
In 1872 he removed to Lockport, where
he continued through life. He held the
office of city attorney for two years,
and in 1883 was elected judge of the
Niagara County Court, which position he
filled for six years, then resuming practice as a member of the firm of Ellsworth, Potter & Storrs.
Judge Potter was a man of sterling
character, a Democrat in politics, and
an ardent lover of the old Granite State,
and of his native place, to which he returned nearly every year for the summer vacation. He was married, but left
no children. One brother, Frank P. Potter, of Pasadena, Cal., and four sisters
survive him.

REV. JOHN

C.

TEBBETTS.

Rev. John C. Tebbetts, born in NorthJanuary 24, 1849, died at Alexandria,
Egypt, February 26, 1910.
He was a son of George S. and Olive
Curry Tebbetts, and was educated at the
New Hampshire Conference Seminary,

field

and Dartmouth College, graduating from the latter in the class of 1871.
He then entered the General Theological
Tilton,

at

CAPT.

HUGH

Hugh

Capt.

He was

R.

R.

RICHARDSON

Richardson,

son of Hugh and Abigail
born in Chicopee, Mass.,
March 2, 1841. He was engaged on the
mail and stage route between Littleton
and Lancaster at the outbreak of the rebellion, and was the first man in Lana

Richardson,

caster and

Coiis

County

to

enlist

in

re-

sponse to President Lincoln's first call for
volunteers. His first enlistment was for
three months, but the requisition was
changed to three years, and he promptly
re-enlisted for the latter term, going out
in the famous old Second New Hampshire Regiment, commanded by Oilman
Marston, and participating in the many
bloody engagements in which that regiHe was desperately
ment took part.

wounded

in the "Peach Orchard" at Gettysburg, being shot through the body anu
neck, and was promoted to a captaincy
on the field.
Returning to New Hampshire at the
close of his term of service, he made his

home

where he continued to
imited in marriage with
Elizabeth Riley October 7, 1888, but had
no children. He was a good citizen, a
warm-hearted, honest man, and uniPolitically he was an
versally esteemed.
earnest Democrat and never faltered in
his adherence to party and principle.
reside.

in Littleton,

He was

WILLIAM W. CUSHMAN
Wallace Cushman, born in
February 26, 1841, died in
February 4, 1910.
He served in the Union army in the
Civil War, in the Thirteenth Massachusetts, and subsequently in the Thirtj--SecWilliam

Phillips, Me.,
Dover, N. H.,

Keene, on the Ashuelot
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He resided in
Maine regiment.
Lowell, Mass., for a time after the war,

ond

but removed to Dover in 1878, where he
resided thereafter, and was prominent in
business and political circles. He was a
Mason and a member of the G. A. R., a
Universalist in religion and a Republican
in politics.
He had been president of the
Dover Common Council, four years an alderman, a representative in the Legis-

Edfltoff
Up

to the closing

(SiMd

1883 and 1909; also a deputy
and chairman of the board of
county commissioners from 1893 to 1897.
He was a director of the Merchants' National Bank and president of the Merchant's Savings Bank of Dover. He was a
descendant of Rev. Robert Cushman, who
came over in the Mayflower, and a relative of the late Charlotte Cushman, the
lature

in

sheriff

noted actress.

FnMhh(B^\

days of this month of

March but one person has

formally, or
even indirectly, announced bis candidacy for a gubernatorial nomination, in
this state, at the September primary, the
same being State Senator Robert P. Bass
of Peterborough, who had been urged by
his associates among the leaders of the
so-called "progressive" or "reform" ele-

ment

in the Republican party to allow
the use of his name in such connection,
and who formally consented at a meeting or conference held in Concord on the
18th inst., Mr. Sherman B. Burroughs of
Manchester, who had previously twice
declined, and had again been named by
the Concord Monitor as the most eligible
man for the nomination, having again
peremptorily declined and having himself
cordially endorsed the Bass movement.
Whether other candidates will be put in
the field or the canvass will be allowed to
go forward with only Mr. Bass appealing
for Republican support is as uncertain
as who will be the candidate or candidates seeking the Democratic nomina-

man having yet announced himan aspirant for the latter, and
no conference of party leaders having
been held, so far as the public is aware,
to consider the matter, though frequent
mention is made by individuals of Clarence E. Carr of Andover, who made such
an excellent run in the last campaign,
and Ex-Mayor Samuel D. Felker of

tion, no
self as

Rochester, who won great popularity as
the minority leader at the last session
of .the Legislature.

lM©tec^

Very general gratification is expressed
by the "good roads" advocates throughout the state at the very hearty response
that was made by the towns, almost without exception, along the lines of the three
projected state highways from the Massachusetts border to the mountain region.
Many of them have appropriated more
than could reasonably have been expected, and the indications now are that
the work along all the lines will be
pushed forward to an early completion.

The advance of the summer season calls
attention to the summer resort business

New Hampshire, which is in more
promising condition than ever before. It
the State Immigration
is learned from
Bureau, in connection with the office of
in

the State Board of Agriculture, and whose
annual publication is about going to press,
that the purchase of New Hampshire
farms for summer homes is going on
more rapidly than ever, there having been
an average of one purchase per day for
that object for many months past.

The

attention

of

Granite

Monthly

asked to the dates on their
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By John

Clarke wrote
pages of his autobiography,
in 1883, he looked back over fifty
years which he had then spent in the
Christian ministry. Today, on reaching the centennial of Mr. Clarke's
first

birth,

we

Series, Vol.

5,

No. 4

Philo Trowbridge

When James Freeman

the

New

APRIL, 1910

are able to trace the entire

Mr. Clarke found himself not only
one who was manifestly born to be
great, but also one who had greatIn each of
ness thrust upon him.
these
two worthy ways wherein
Amereans acquire fame he became
great in a modest and impressive man-

period of his long and busy life, and
still we have also a perspective of
nearly twenty-two years remaining
since his lamented death through
which to view with feelings of candor
and pride the completeness and the

The centennial of his natal day
deserves a wide recognition, for it belongs not only to the springtime of
the year, but to the longer, brighter,
and more genial springtime of our
national growth.
James Freeman Clarke was bom

article,

at

A brief
rare beauty of his career.
like the present one, cannot
presume to treat adequately or justly
any one aspect even of his many-sided
character.
He was a gifted author,
an effective preacher, a wise counsellor, a tireless reformer, and a true
friend. He touched human affairs frequently and in a magnetic manner.
He knew
He traveled extensively.
public men and women intimately, and at a time in our nation's
history when the feelings of generosity and patriotism on the one hand,
and of sectional prejudice and selfish
ambition on the other, were awakened

many

an unusual degree. The social,
religious and political forces of the
country were being gathered in new
organizations and for new purposes.
They extended into wider and more
remote regions, and the call for fearless and competent leaders was sounding from far and near. Consequently,
to

ner.

New

Hanover,

Wednesday, April

4,

Hampshire, on
1810. His par-

ents were residing there at the time
in order that his father, Samuel
Clarke, might pursue a course of study

under Dr. Nathan Smith
instructor in Dartmouth
The birthplace is thus only

in medicine

who was an

College.
incidentally connected with the family history.

when

the

A

little

few weeks had passed
boy and his mother

were placed in the protection of Rev.
James Freeman at Newton, Mass.,
while the father completed his studies

and took

his degree as doctor of medi-

Mr. Freeman, who for

cine.

many

years was the minister of King's
Chapel, Boston, had married into the
Clarke family, and his fond wish was
his godson, James Freeman,
should remain permanently under his

that

roof.

It

ject of

was

in his care that the sub-

our sketch spent most of his
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boyhood. The circle of his kindred
then living in Newton and other nearby towns was a large one, composed of

members of the best society. Education was held in the highest esteem,
and James was taught the elementary
branches as soon as the alphabet was
"He is one more inmastered.
stance," as Dr. E. E. Hale once remarked, "in that distingTiished list
of happy children who have been so
fortunate as to be well educated be-

they went to school, or, like
Stuart Mill, without going to school

fore

at all."

Of course to school he was sent in
due time, however, and yet to only
the Boston Latin, where
one school,
he was entered at the age of ten years.
The influence of this famous institution upon the boy's mind was highly

—

It gave him that classical
culture which ever afterwards became
It also proa valuable possession.
moted those social gifts and humane
sentiments which in all his subsequent

beneficial.

he notably exemplified. "In my
division," he once said, "there were
sons of the wealthiest, and sons of the

life

least

citizens.

We

studied,
wealthy
played together, and were
thus educated to a true democracy."
This Latin School boy entered Harvard College in 1825 and graduated
in the due course of events, having
recited,

among his classmates a large circle
of those who afterwards became eminent in different walks in life. The
names most familiar to us are those
of

Benjamin

Pierce,

Benjamin

R.

William Henry Channing,
and Oliver Wendell Holmes. It need
not be said that his rank in scholarship was with these honored sons of
Harvard. It is just here more interesting to note that it was during
Clarke's freshman year that Doctor
Follen, recently from G-ermany, introduced gymnastic exercises into the
college, and that Clarke himself, who
had previously been subject to pulmonary weakness, testified, "After
Curtiss,

two or three years of gymnasium exercise I became free from such tendencies, and the foundation was laid
for the physical health which has
been one of the blessings of my life."
The theological training which followed immediately after the academic
course, was undergone at the Cambridge Divinity School where at the
time

Prof.

Andrews

Norton,

the

younger Henry Ware, and J. G. Palfrey, the historian, were serving with
the corps of insimilar incident now occurred to that above referred to in
It
connection with Doctor Follen.
was in Clarke 's second year at the Divinity School that Doctor Spurzheim,
the noted German phrenologist, came
to Boston to deliver a course of lectures on his favorite science. His appearance in our midst as a popular

brilliant success in

structors.

A

speaker was hailed with great pleas-

and undoubtedly his visit would
have yielded larger results had he not
died suddenly in Boston in November
of the year above referred to (1832).
Mr. Clarke has left a record in his
ure,

autobiography of these lectures, saying "that they were very interesting,
combining large generalizations with
minute practical details. His observations on human conduct and character were clear and full; he was so
overflowing with anecdotes out of his

own

his
to
illustrate
experience
theme, his views were so kindly, tolerant, and sympathetic, that he roused
a new interest in mental philosophy,
and the study of man." Thus, from
the manner in M'hich these two advocates of new branches of science,
awakened
Follen and Spurzheim,

—

the

—

mind of our young divinity stuwe may infer how wide and

dent,
alert

were even then his intellectual

inquiries, and what deep sympathies
he entertained for topics which lay
outside the narrow curriculum of the
So early indeed it was that
schools.

he developed those traits of indepeud-

James Freeman Clarke
ent thought and conviction which
signalized his entire career.
At the end of his immediate connection with "Fair Harvard" as a
student it fell to the lot of James
Freeman Clarke, as it has fallen to
the lot of thousands of others, to decide what he should do next,
or
rather in his own case, where he
should do the work which he had long

—

been meditating. He chose to go to
the city of Louisville, Kentucky,
•where he settled in August, 1833. At
a little later date another young man
was consecrated to the priesthood of
the Roman Catholic Church in the
Sistine chapel in Rome. He had been
born in Italy one month before James
Freeman Clarke was born here in

America

;

his

name was Giacchino

he became the subsequent pope,
Leo XIII, and his principal biographer tells us, in speaking of the occaPecci

;

sion of his consecration, "that it was
a happy privilege that Pecci felt to
go up to the altar to offer there the
oblation of the Eucharist, which to

him,

who

love

is

ever presents it in faith and
the sweetest, the dearest, and
the most comforting source of courage and peace which the servants of
God find on earth." Who can doubt
that James Freeman Clarke, serving
God on the banks of the Ohio, felt the

same lofty privilege coming to him
that his contemporary in age, felt
as he stood beside a far more imposing, but no purer shrine on the shrink

Each in his own place
and manner and at the same time was
putting on the whole armor of God.
Mr. Clarke had a great admiration
of the Tiber.

for the West.
plicity

He

charms me,

"Its simopenness com-

said:
its

mands my sympathy,

its free, unfettered activity calls for my veneration." In 1840, however, he returned
to Boston to take up the great work
which in connection with the one
the Church of the Dischurch,
ciples,
occupied in a general way
the remainder of his life. Variety of

—
—

101

employment was always

his

happy

All the people of the loyal
North who still live to remember the
days before the War know how strong
were his sentiments against slavery.
He could not rest at ease while a
single bondman stood in chains on
our free soil. During all the years
of battle his voice was heard cheering
on the cause of freedom. When the
day seemed darkest and defeat nearest, he would ascend his pulpit to
speak like a prophet of victory as he
His personal friend,
really was.
the good Avar governor, John A.
like many others who bore
Andrew,
heavy burdens upon their hearts in
those days, would resort to his church
to hear the message,
the message
that Mr. Lincoln wished to hear,
not that God was on his side, but that
he was on God's side and must surely
win.
In the important matter of education, Mr. Clarke was for many years a
chief actor in the state and nation.
In 1863 he was appointed by Governor Andrew a member of the State
Board of Education to succeed
George S. Boutwell. Through more
than six years he discharged the
duties of this office with the greatest
He drew up the annual refidelity.
for
port
1868, and in it he recommended some of the steps of progress
which have made Massachusetts a
model in its educational methods. He
served during the twenty years previous to his death as an overseer of
Harvard College, and the best friends
of the institution unite in saying that
it would be hard to overstate the importance of the supervision which he
exercised over its affairs."
Mr. Clarke w^as also an able and
voluminous writer.
Through the
printed page he has spoken, and is
still speaking, to hundreds of people
who never saw him. Such well known
fortune.

—

—

—

—

' '

volumes as "Ten Great Religions,"
"Orthodoxy, Its Truths and Errors,"
"Self-Culture," "Common Sense in
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loved him and
he died, on Friday, the eighth of June, 1888, in the
seventy-ninth year of his age, all who
had known him and had outlived him,
felt that the world would indeed
henceforth seem less joyous and beautiful because of his absence. When he
was near the hour of his departure,
he softly said, "I have been greatly
blessed"; he felt it to be so, and it
was so, and now, on the centennial of

"Vexed Questions in
and "Every-Day Reare sought and read now

Religion,"

count

Theology,"

trusted him.

ligion,"

almost

when
press.

as frequently as they were
they came fresh from the
Their author was a man

of optimistic feelings.
Hope was a
central word in the text of the sermon preached by Rev. F. W. P.

Greenwood at his ordination, and it
was eminently prophetic of the whole
tone and character of his mission
among men in the pulpit, and the
He
study, and the market place.
literally "abounded in hope." Faith
in God and in men kept him buoyant
and cheerful at all times. On this ac-

M

ft

fine

By
This

is

everybody

When

thousands who have been

his birth,

influenced by his noble life, will find
themselves saying softly, "He was a
'

'

blessing.

Mfteir°G!l©w

Stewart Everett Bowe

a world

we do

not, cannot

know

;

beyond our minds, we think so grand.
Perhaps some day, yes, in the After-Glow,
A light will dawn, and we will understand
'Tis far

Why

things

We feel,

we cannot comprehend

are

so.

although we do not know for sure,

That all things are a part of one great plan
That Some One rules us with a purpose pure,
Yes, rules us as no other person can,

And

leads us with a

And when
To

hand

at last to all

;

that's firm, secure.

we say

good-by,

friends, to home, to sweetheart

and

to earth,

Oh, may we feel that it is good to die,
Because to die is just a second birth,
When to a world so sweet and dear, we '11 fly

!

By
While

claiming

no

J.

pre-eminence

for scenery, Epsom is certainly not below the average of New Hampshire

towns in natural charm.

Its

broad

with long stretches of
intervales,
placid river, its vale of the rapid little
Suncook, running back to Suncook
Lake in Northwood, its rounded hills,
and especially its range of mountains,
running into Deerfield, give it attrac-

M. 3Ioses
ogy of New Hampshire as 1.428 feet.
The same authority gives that of McCoy's Mountain, on the west, as 1,590
feet.
This must be a misprint, as no
surveyor could have made such a mistake.
From Fort the view ranges
freely over McCoy's, evidently much
lower; from McCoy's Fort towers
above, cutting off the view to the
southeast.

Fort Mountain

tions which do not fail of appreciation
in the summer months.

The central and highest of these
mountains
so

named

Fort, said to have been
from a place on it re-

is

This may
sembling a fortification.
well have been the summit, approached from the north side, where

towering jDreeipice of granite might
have suggested the walls of Louisburg.
The entire summit is a mass of rock,
which rises above the trees of the surrounding slopes, and thus affords an
unobstructed outlook in all directions.
The height of Fort Mountain is
its

given in Professor Hitchcock's Geol-

Nottingham j\Iountain, east of Fort,
must be nearly as high, as it cuts off
a little of the horizon at sea-level

wooded summit

;

but

favorable
for observation.
Nat's, to the south,
is much lower, but gives a fine view to
the west.
The ascent of Fort is most convenient from the west. An easy incline leads up the summit ledge on
this side, all the other sides of which
Probare more or less precipitous.
ably the most interesting way is to
ascend from the ]\Iountain Eoad,
through the woods, and descend on
the east side, by a steep path through
its

is

less
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the open ground, into the valley of the

Grant Road.
While Fort is not a high mountain
for New Hampshire, it is the highest
east of Kearsarge and south of GunThe general levelness of the
stock.
surrounding country makes its view
very extensive, going far into Maine

and Massachusetts,

as well as out to
view is the finest in

I think its
sea.
southeastern New Hampshire. It is
enlivened by parts of the cities of
Concord and Somersworth, the villages and lakes of Northwood and

"

l^-m

Sk

first mountain north of the ocean,
and goes around the horizon to the

the

left.

MOUNTAINS TO BE SEEN FROM FORT
MOUNTAIN.

80%

E., 32 miles,

Agamenticus,
Three small mountains,
Over Pleasant
the highest 673 ft.
Pond.
E., 24 miles, City of Somersworth.
Over Northwood Ridge.
N., 75 2-3 E., 30 miles, Bauney Beg,
S.,

York, Me.

Fort Mountain
tain,

Effingham, about 2,200 ft. Seen
last three.
long moun-

A

beyond the
tain.

N., 223/4

E.,

68 miles, Pequawket,

or

Kearsarge, Bartlett. 3,251 ft.
About over Catamount, Pittsfield.
N., 16 E., 40 miles, Ossipee ^lounRift in top; west end
tain, 2,361 ft.
may be seen two or three degrees
farther west.
N., 1334 E., 75 miles, Mt. WashingOver west end of Oston, 6,293 ft.
sipee.

N., I814 E., 75 miles, Mt. Carter,

East of Mt. Washington.
E., 23 miles, Gunstoek,
Near and very
Gilford, 2,364 ft.
prominent; three summits; over New
Orchard.
N., 83^ E., 52 miles, Whiteface,
This and the
Waterville, 4,007 ft.
next are at right of Gunstoek and far
beyond.
N., 10 E., 54 miles,- Passaconaway,
Waterville, 4,200 ft.
Steep eastern
4,860
N.,

ft.

71/2

side.

N.,

21/2

E.,

50

Dome, 3,999 ft. At
beyond Gunstoek.
N.,

2-3

W.,

70

miles.
left

Sandwich
of, and far

miles,

Haystack

Range, seen endwise, over Tecumseh
and Fisher.
Highest peaks, Lafayette, 5,329
N., 23/4

4,017

ft.

ft.

Lincoln, 5,098

At

left of last.

N., 5 W., 68 miles, Mt.

4,200

ft.

W., 70 miles, Mt. Cannon,

Kinsman,

ft.

N., 11 W., 62 miles, Moosilauke,
Benton, 4,811 ft. A long mountain.
N., 17 W., 54 miles, Mt. Carr, WarA long mountain.
ren, 4,000 ft.
N., 21 W., 30 miles, Sanbornton
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ft.
Much nearer;
over Gossville.
N., 23 W., 60 miles, Mt. Cube, Or-

Mountain, 2,300

Faint and distant.
ford, 2,927 ft.
Over Canterbury Shaker Village.
N., 30 W., 43 miles,
Cardigan

Mountain, Orange, 3,156

A point

40 W., 33 miles, Ragged MounAndover, 2,256 ft.
N., 51 W., 30 miles, Kearsarge
The
Mountain, Warner, 2,943 ft.
most prominent mountain to be seen.
North of and beyond Concord.
N., 65 W., 36 miles, Sunapee MounA long mountain.
tain, 2,683 ft.
Over north end of Concord.
N., 60 W., 60 miles, Ascutney,
Windsor, Vt., 3,816 ft. Between last
N.,

tain,

Only a

two.

little

of the top visible.

W., 38 miles, Lovell's MounOver south
tain, Washington, 2,480.
end of Concord.
S., 79 W., 30 miles, Crotched MounA long,
tain, Francestown, 2,066 ft.
block-like
mountain.
Over Buck
N., 75

Street.
S., 75 W., 45 miles,
Mountain, Jaffrey, 3,186

At

pointed cone.
the

Monadnock
ft.

left of

Regular,

and beyond

last.

66 W., 35 miles, Peterborough
Mountain, 2,289 ft. To the left of it,
Temple, Kidder, and other mountains
S.,

make

a range.

60 W., 20 miles, Uncanoonucs,
Goffstown, 1,333 ft. Two mountains,
near and prominent. Hotel on the
east peak.
44 W., 60 miles, Wachusett
S.,
Mountain, Princeton, Mass., 2,018 ft.
S.,

Stands alone.

B. Metcalf

Nay, do not grieve
That he took his leave
Unwarned, from friends apart
Sublimest peace

Crowned

ft.

at south end.

his release

—

God's finger touched his heart.

;

By

Frederick

Myron Colby

saw the lithe young form, superb with grace,
Dancing along the sward with fairy feet
Soft-sandled, gem-ankled, and as fleet
As any mountain roe that won a race
Upon the heights of Gilead crowned with wood.
I

Dark-eyed she was, with radiant, earnest gaze,
And her jet hair fell with slumbrous haze
O'er the pearl smoothness of a neck that stood
Like a white tower rising tall and fair

Amid

a host of other beauties rare.

Her

flowing cymar, wrought of wondrous stuff.
to the fair form as if loving it;
And her girdle gleamed as if bit by bit
The metal had been polished from the rough.
It seemed a gliding serpent round her waist,So brightty did its flexile links abide.

Clung

Bare-armed, unveiled, her fingers henna-dj^ed
Like Persian odalisque, so without haste
Glided the Hebrew maid across the lea,
Wliere flowers and grasses waved a mimic sea.

The morning sun kissed lovingly her face,
Dusky with the hot glow of Southern skies
And 'neatli her vest I saw her bosom rise,
Palpitant and tender, and e'en could trace
The voluptuous curve of graceful limb.

;

As

in the languid mazes of the dance
She moved ecstatic, like one in a trance,
Or who had quaffed from joyous goblet's brim.
Her happy voice kept tune with lulling charm
To the music of the timbrel on her arm.

The palm trees waved their branches o'er her head,
Making soft shadows on the dewy green;
The birds hushed their song notes amongst the sheen
Of emerald leaves, listening to the tread
Of maidens' feet and clash of timbrel loud.

And

INIizpah's high towers looked

proudly down

the scene and saw the banners blown
Of the ''warrior Gileadite" and his crowd
Of soldiery returning from the fray,

Upon

Victorious, with all this

proud display.

TBue

©fldesft

M©tiiige
By

in

m

George W.

Few families of the earlier settlers
New England are able correctly to

lM©w HaimpAaire
Williams

He

received

grants

acres, thirty-four acres

of

forty-four

and ten acres

trace their lineage and produce a true
family tree, but the Weeks family of
Greenland, N. H., are fortunate in
having preserved for them their

of land respectively, on July

genealogy.

The name now spelled
has, in the early court and probate records in England, been vari-

Much

Weeks

Greenland has remained in the pos-

viz.

Wicks, Weicke,
Weaks, Weekse, and Weekes. It is

ously spelled,

:

TUl? 'Weeks House

— Oldest

About

this

time

5,

1660.

he had settled at

Winnicutt River in Greenland, which
place was his residence through life.
of the land granted to

him in

of his descendants until the
In 1661, he was chosen
present day.
one of the selectmen of Portsmouth
session

House

in

New

Hampshire

"("(SI

said to have been a Devonshire name
of Saxon origin, but it was also common in parts of Somersetshire.
The first of the name to come to this
vicinity

was Leonard Weeks.

name appears

in

His

York County, Me.,

records and also in the Portsmouth,
N. H., records which tell of his receiving a grant of eight acres of land in
Portsmouth.
When he went to the
of
Portsmouth now called
part
Greenland, he lived one year on a

farm owned by Captain Champernoon.

and was afterwards constable and for
several years a sheriff.
Records show
that in 1669 he "was on a committee"
with
'

men from Dover and Hampton

'

out a highway between Greenland and Bloody Point" in the tOAvn
to lay

of Newington,
The picture

shown herewith was
taken November 12, 1909, and shows
the old Weeks home, or the "Old
Brick House" as it is commonly
called, which is the oldest house in
New Hampshire, having been built in
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1638.
It stands on the Weeks Place,
just off the Exeter and Portsmouth
road, on what is known as the "Old
Road," a little west of the "Parade"

Greenland Village.

in

The house

is

forty feet long, thirty feet wide, two
The walls of the
stories in height.
lower story are eighteen inches thick.
The front wall is laid with alternate
red and black (hard burnt) brick,
giving it a checkered appearance. The
bricks of which it was built were probably made in the field a few rods
from where the house
southeast
stands, for there have been found relics of a brick-yard, which once occu-

pied the place designated. The lower
story of the house is eight feet six
inches high, while the second story is
but eight feet, and the roof the

The windows were
of small diamond-shaped

"square pitch."
originally

but these have been
sash of more modern
The timbers of the house are

glass, set in lead,

replaced by
style.

of massive hard

hewn 12 x

1-4

wood

inches,

— oaken beams,
and the

floor-

ings of red oak with bark still on,
about 10 inches in diameter. The
earthquake of 1755 so affected the
house that the owner stayed it by
large iron rods running through the
entire length of the house to insure
its

safety.
It

is

conceded that the object in

erecting, at that early period, a house
so expensive was to provide security
from attacks by the Indians, as it was

very near this same place that a "Garrison House" had previously been
The reader will recall that
erected.
it

was only

1623, that

fifteen years before this, in

the

first

settlements

at

Portsmouth and vicinity were made.
The location is still pointed out where
the "Old Block House" stood on
what was formerly called "Grasshopper Plains" in Portsmouth and which
saw much defensive service against
the assaults of the original Americans.
The present occupant of the "Brick
House," Mr. John W. Weeks, of the

eighth generation,

is

the fourth child

and only son of William H. and Mehitable S. (Brodhead) Weeks, daughter
of Rev. John Brodhead, who was a
very prominent person in the early
history of New England Methodism
and the second pastor of the Greenland (N. H.) Methodist Episcopal
Church. Perhaps one of the causes
of this union was from the fact that
from the earliest preaching of Methodism in Greenland the Weeks family
were identified with it. For many
years the Weeks home was one of the
prominent meeting places for worship

by this sect, and the latch-string was
always out for the jMethodist itinerant, especially previous to the erection of the first church edifice in 1816.

Thus we can

see

how

easily the

young

farmer might have become enamored
of the preacher's daughter, and with
such family connections and good life
prospects he would readily gain the
consent of the father as well as the

daughter for life companionship. It is
not a matter of surprise, therefore,
that upon conversion Mr. J. W.
Weeks should affiliate with the people
of the same faith with his fathers, or
that he has for many years been a

member

of the official board of the
]\lethodist
Greenland
Episcopal
Church, and is a staunch supporter
Like his
of the church of his choice.
ancestry, Mr. Weeks is a farmer and
at present especially identified in
the retail milk business, although for
several years in young manhood he
is

was engaged

in the retail

dry goods

He
business in Somersworth, N. H.
has held many prominent town and
state offices, and in fraternal circles
is

F.

a

member of St. John's Lodge, A.
& A. M., of Portsmouth, and a

Past

jNIaster

which was

at

of Winnicutt Lodge,
one time active in Green-

land.

One

child only, a son, Thornton
is the prospective heir

Norris Weeks,
of the

"Brick House" and

its

ances-
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Rip Van Wiiikle of Japan
tral acres.
is

He

resides at present,

and

engaged in the real estate business,

in Pueblo, Col.
Visitors are always cordially welcome to visit this historic house and

examine
ings

its

structure

and surround-

— a place fraught with venerated

recollections

and associated with the

By
"In

the afternoon they

came

G.

Sullivans, Langdons and "Wentworths
as they drove to Exeter town in those
early days to make laws for the governing of rock-ribbed old New Hampshire.

Waldo Browne

into a

land
In which it seemeth always afternoon.
' '

The legend of Rip Van Winkle from
time immemorial has taken a high
place among the traditions and myths
of all races. In Grecian fable we are
told of the youth, Endymion, who
slept for a hundred years on Mount
Latmus, kept young and beautiful
through all that time by Diana, the

moon, who came every night and
bathed him in white light. Again in

Roman

story we are given the pretty
account of the seven youths who slept
through so many years that they were
struck dumb with wonder at the

change which met their gaze upon
leaving their cave, which is to this day
a sacred shrine. In German we are
told of the legend of Peter Klaus,
from which it is claimed our own
Irving obtained the suggestion for
immortal word-piece.
In the Welsh country the sleeper is
a boy who lies down amid a bed of
flowers to hear the birds sing, and who
falls into such a deep slumber that
when he awakes he finds that a forest
In
of trees has grown up about him.
a rocky fortress in Denmark still
sleeps the Danish warrior placed on
guard over the honor of his countrymen. His beard has now grown

his

through the rocky wall, and there

early history and struggles of the
pioneers in a new land, and past
which went the Pepperells, Hiltons,

is

a

tradition that once he seemed on the
Upon moving,
point of awakening.
his first question was to demand if
true manhood was still left in Den-

mark. A young man who was present immediately placed in his hand
a bar of iron, and thinking this was
the arm of the youth, the watcher
turned over and resumed his sleep.
In Chinese folk-lore we are told of
two youths who went forth for a walk
in the mountains, and upon coming
to a deep ravine found it spanned by
a wonderful network of flowers.
On
the far side two beautiful maidens
stood beckoning for them to cross

They quickly obeyed, and so
long did they tarry to enjoy the company of this bewitching twain, they
discovered, that the bridge had fallen
away, and there was no way for them
other bank except
to' return to the
a
by
long journey around the abyss.
They accomplished this feat without
mishap, but upon reaching their
homes were dismayed to find that
their father and mother had been
dead many, many years, and that
great-grandchildren of their brothers

over.

and

sisters

were among the

living-

Korea keeps alive a similar
legend, which speaks of a love for

ones.

a ramble in the mountains,
in the fastness of the
forest playing a favorite game, an invitation to the game and another to
drink of the potation offered, a long
nature,

mystic

men
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sleep of a century, with a return of
the subject to his former home, only
to find himself a stranger among

strangers.
So the interesting list might be continued almost indefinitely; at least,
until the store of every country 's folk-

been exhausted. In Europe
that Frederick Barbarossa,
the German Emperor, and his halfdozen mailed Knights still sleep in the
great castle of the Thuringian hills.
It is related that a shepherd once
looking for a missing lamb, stumbled
lore has

we

find

upon

the sleeping king

and

his faith-

Starting up, as he
guard.
brushed the shaggy locks back from
his forehead, the emperor demanded:
"Do the ravens still fly over the
mountains ?
ful

'

'

"They do, sire."
"Then we must sleep another hundred years," and the monarch composed himself for another long nap.
In Norse mythology the valiant
champion, Siegfrid, has slept long in
his mountain couch waiting for the
summons to arouse and lead again
Charthe host of freedom to victory.
lemagne, the Great, is yet thought to
be asleep upon his throne with his
crown upon his head. So in Switzerland it is believed that their hero
of the dark age, William Tell, remains
in his cavern home sleeping Avhile
his loved land prospers, to awaken
when the service of his strong arm
shall be needed to strike for freedom.
But in spite of this extended diit was the pretty illusion of
another race that I wished to tell, the

gression,

tale of other days,
the old earth was younger and
people lived in closer communion

Japanese fancy

when
its

with it. This can be given in its
happiest effect only in the language
of a native.
Even then the magic of
the narrator's impressive words, and
the flash of his eye as he dwells on the
scenes pictured in his vivid mind, becomes a mysterious part of his subject, which cannot be conveyed in the

speech of tongue or pen any more
than the laughter of the sunny waters
or the song of the sunmier breeze can
be imprisoned in the caverns of the
imagination, to be freed at will with
all their subtle

expression.

Shorn of

beauty the story runs
Over two thousand years ago, long

this

:

ere the old faith was shaken, when
Nature held reign supreme over her

and

each
forest
imholy shrine, there dwelt
in the heart of old Japan a certain
man named Visu. He had a faithful
wife and two sons and two daughters,
over whom the sunlight of peace and
happiness fell like the beams of the
sacred sun. His dwelling standing
under the edge of the wide forest
looked out upon a far-reaching plain.
In the summer he was wont to labor
in his fields, but when winter came on
he delighted to work under the warm
tent of the pines.
Toiling here with
his ax from sunrise to sunset, he returned to his family loaded with logs
and long branches for the fire. Visu
was a renowned story-teller, and
nothing suited him better than to narrate wonder tales of the deep green
woods and the fairies and elves who
dwelt in their midst.
The region of
dominions,

memorial

its

the northland was an especial wonderland, of which he told so many
tales.
Late into the night his children were pleased to sit around him
listening to his strange stories.
One night, as he was thus repeating
his most interesting tale of the wonderful secrets of the woods, a strange
noise startled the little group.
As
they listened it grew louder, and more
terrific, until it seemed as if the
whole interior of the earth was in
convulsion.
The cry of the "earthquake rang out, but Visu quieted his
family by saying that had it been an
' '

needs must have sooner
But before he finished
speaking the thunder was so loud that
he could not make himself heard. He
was now frightened himself, and tak-

earthquake
been over.

it

Rip Van WinMe of Japan
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and mountains of the Kyoto dishad disappeared with, a hue and
hubbub, and where they had stood

ing his smaller children in his arms,
while his wife and others clung beside
him, he ran out into the night. Orion's

hills

band

of jewels hung low in the stellar
realm, while the Dipper's seven diamond points shone like a brilliant finger-board in the sky, but every tip
semed to be focussed toward the earth.
Amazed and bewildered, Visu looked
northward where these diamonds
showed the way, and lo he saw a

now

Where
sight he might never forget.
at sunset had stretched the vast greenwood, his pride and boast, rose a
mountain, but such a mountain as

Visu dared to leave his home so far

!

he had never looked upon! It stood
before him like a crystal pyramid,

summit banners of
and storms of molten objects
across the pathway of the North Star,
until that burning sentinel was lost
in gloom.
Not until another sun had
dispelled the darkness and mist did

flinging from- its

flames

Visu or his family dare to return to
their home, which had been left unharmed. In fervent tones they returned thanks unto the great goddess
of volcanoes for their miraculous escape.

They saw now that the black folds
which had encircled the newly arisen
mountain had taken on the gold of
morning, and that the Sun-Goddess
was pleased at the appearance of the
new-comer, which Visu perceived was
higher than anv other mountain he
had ever seen, and he had been far
into the region of the northern hills.
He named it Fujiyama, and as he

looked upon it declared it was the
Peerless Mountain, which name it has
borne ever since.
At eventide the
sun's rays played around its silver
crest long after they had left the lower
peaks, a soft, purple light which lingered even into twilight.
In time Visu learned strange things
in regard to his mountain, that he
looked upon as watchman of the green
wood. On nigh the same hour that
Fujiyama had risen from the heart
of his great greenwood all the sacred

trict

rested tranquilly a sheet of waof a heavenly blue. It was shaped
like the beloved lute, and so named
ter,

The people knew now that the
mountain had traveled nearly
hundred miles underground in

Biwa.

peerless

a
order to reach
It

its

new

post.
later

was fully a year

before

as to penetrate into the heart of the
green woods skirting the foot of Fuji-

yama, though he had been well
towards it. Now, as he went farther
and deeper into the trackless forest,
he was more and more pleased. It
seemed to him the sun had never
shone brighter, the sky looked bluer
or the air felt more soft and entranc-

mg.

when he was beginning to
was time for him to turn
back, a merry little fox leaped across
his pathway, and Visu thought the
creature looked at him with longing
Finalh',

think

it

Of all the
eyes as it sped past.
creatures of the forest the fox was
held in highest esteem, and when he
saw that this one had stopped a little
farther on, Visu thought
"It is a good omen to have a fox
:

cross your path.
The little fellow
has stopped yonder, and perhaps if I
approach he w^ill pass in front of me
again, and double my good fortune."
Acting upon this principle he advanced, when, sure enough, the fox
turned to leap away, but shaped its
course so that, for the second time, it
sped in front of Visu. and stopped
within sight.
Highly pleased now,
and imagining the fox was still inviting him ahead, he continued to
advance, until he drew closer than
before to the cunning creature.
To
his increased joy the animal again
crossed his path.
In fact this ma-

neuvering was repeated,

until the
fox had actually crossed and recrossed
the path of Visu ten times.
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"Never did such good fortune

be-

' '

one as has befallen me,
thought
the overjoyed woodman, "and I am
sure the happiness of my life is to be
fall

' '

increased tenfold.
This singular process had, quite unconsciously to him, taken Visu so
deeply into the forest that when he
came to look about him, he found that
he was, indeed, so far within the
heart of the great greenwood that he
feared him lest he should be unable
to find his way out.
As he stopped
to listen for some sound amid the sol-

emn

was pleased to hear
of running water
gliding slowly along a smooth course,
while there broke upon his ears, with
the

the

silence he

murmur

soft

regularity

of

clock-beats,

a

sharper sound which he took to be the
gurgling of a cascade, where the
waters were tossed from rock to rock
as they hurried on their way.
"The water always runs towards
the

plain." said Visu, half aloud,
following this stream I shall
be able to find my w^ay home.
It was a happy thought, and parting the bamboo thicket just ahead of
him without hesitation, he stepped into a little clearing or green in the forest, where the morning dew still lingered on the pale green leaves like

"and by

'

'

pearly drops, though the sunlight was
sending its golden shafts into the
beautiful retreat.
Visu thought it
was the prettiest spot he had ever
seen, bvit a fairer sight instantly
caught his vision, and held him spellbound. The scene was nothing less
than two maids sitting on the mossy

green carpet of the glade, close beside
the bank of the stream, playing "go,"
a sort of household game played by
the Japanese, and resembling somewhat our chess or checkers.
It is
played with boxes of little round bone
buttons for checks, and upon a mat

spread

and

men

the ground or floor.
children play it at home,

upon

Women and

nothing uncommon to see
stop in the midst of their labor.
it

is

spread a mat upon the ground, and
amuse themselves for hours at a time.
It was a sight like this that Visu
saw here in the heart of the green-

wood, only the players were maidens,
and the fairest he had ever looked
upon. So absorbed were they in the
game that they played on in silence
broken only by the clicking of the
checks and the murmuring of the

The waving bamboos parshaded their faces from the sunlight, but as they played on their
sweet countenances seemed irradiated
by a light something more than morrivulet.

tially

As they had not noticed his
presence Visu stood and watched the
twain, graceful of movement as the
slender willow and as fair as the blos-

tal.

som of the cherrj^ trees, as it were, entranced, leaning on his ax helve as he
noted the motions of the beautiful
and not daring to breathe
he should break the spell. Oblivious of him, the maidens continued
to move the chess-men as if their
future depended upon their skill in
players,
lest

The gentle breeze lifted
softly their long, dark hair, so that
the
sunlight played hide-and-seek
playing.

amid

A

coils and along its
strange spell seemed

to creep over the

;

its

dusky

silken roads.

enraptured watcher
time and again he closed his eyes, to

—

the
open them upon the same scene
dew on the bamboo thicket, the green
grass carpeting the secluded plot, and
above all, the sweet maids playing

"go"

in silence

and

in content.

Visu that he had been
asleep when he finally rallied enough
to move, the action bringing to his
He rememlips a low cry of pain.
bered the fair players of "go," but to
his surprise they were gone now.
"Strange they should have slipped
away without my seeing them," he
thought. "I must hasten home, and

seemed

It

tell

to

those there of the rare sight I

have seen here in the heart of the
greenwood.

By

this

' '

time he was surprised to

Rip Van ^YinMe
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Japan

that his hair reached far down over
his shoulders, while his beard hung

inform them of my return.
Strange to say, I am fatigued with
my journey, though it has not been
over long.
They listened to him with surprise,
and when he had told them his name
they shook their heads, and began to
think him daft. When he insisted that

wide and flowing from his chin. Both
were as white as the snow on Fujiyama's crest!
Not knowing Avhat all this meant,
he was frightened, and hobbled homeward with what haste he could. It

was his home they protested, saying that they, their fathers, and their
fathers' fathers had lived there before them. At last they began to recall
that an ancestor of theirs had been
named Visu, but that was seven gen-

w'as many hours later when the poor,
bewildered woodman came to a hut
standing near the border of the forest

erations back.

find his knees so stiff and his joints
so sore that he could move only with
the greatest difficulty.
He leaned on

ax helve for support, but that
crumbled away from under liim, and
he fell to the ground. Then he saw
his

and

looking

out

upon

the

plain.

Strange children were playing round
the door, and he heard unfamiliar
voices within.

''There must be visitors at home,"
he thought, as he stepped inside, to
find himself greeted with the decorous
civility due to a stranger.
"I am looking for my wife and children," he said. "I left them a short
time since for a ramble in the greenwood. Perhaps they got anxious
about me and have gone to search
for me.
If so, I prithee make haste

<?

Um®

and

'

'

this

slowly and painthe woodman that
while he watched the beautiful maidens playing "go'' in the greenwood
fully

So

it

dawned upon

his wife,

his

children,

.

mack

Ca<t

By Marguerite Borden
Dear

little

cat with yellow eyes

That cocked her head and looked so wise
What if her fur had turned to brown?
She was the oldest cat in town.
From fond friends do you turn away
Because they're w^rinkled, old, or gray?
Rather, dingy she. looked, 'tis true,
But what are Zoofcs when one can do?

—

A

huntress she, of ancient fame,
Wli(3 never failed to "bag" her game.

And
Was
And

and

his

chil-

dren's children had lived and died.
He was taken in and cared for most
kindly, but Yisu's heart was robbed
of its light.
His remaining days on
earth were passed in making pious
pilgrimages to Fujiyama and the
heart of the great greenwood, where
he looked in vain for the delusive
maids that had charmed him. Upon
his death he was fittingly sainted, and
has ever since been worshipped as the
divinity of prosperity.

oft her game, to our surprise,
of a most prodigious size;
such great distance did she roam
She scarce had strength to drag it home.

i
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She'd catch a rabbit,

And

rat,

or snake,

them each their final shake,
But would not eat ^not e'en a mouse,
Till she had brought them to the house
For approbation's recompense.
give

—

Or

—

for her family's maintenancer
after year she chose her nest
place that kittens like the best
In the big barn's sweet-scented hay,
The ver}^ nicest place to play.
But when the earth was white with snow,

Year

—

A

—

And

wintry winds began to blow,
Beside the stove she sat and purred.
So eager for a look or word.
Ah, little cat we loved so well
Strange are the stories Time can tell!
How long ago now seems the day
Since from our home you went away
!

!

and others too,
Have gone, and not returned,

Tes,

little cat,

like you:
answer to my call;
flowers bloom beside the wall;
The birds from their high homes have flownBereaved, bare branches wail and moan,
And murm'ring Nature's mournful tone
Says to my soul that I'm alone.

No
No

voices

WSiesa to Sismg
By Amy

J. Dolloff

When

life's path is bright with roses,
All abloom with airy grace;
When fond hopes are realized.
And earth wears a smiling face
When loved friends are close beside us,
;

To our joy new joy

When

to bring;

the full soul swells with gladness

Then we do not need

;

to sing.

But when we must tread
Not a beauteous flower

the thornpath,
in sight
When long cherished hopes are shattered,
And the whole world turns to blight;
When alone we bear the sorrow
That the heart of friend would ring;
When the soul moans in its anguish;
Let us hide the grief and sing.
;

HsudusiM^ll

lEa\ii]ilk5inig

By

event that throws into contrast
industries of this country fifty

and sixty years ago with those of recent times, shows what an evolution
has taken place.
have become so

We

accustomed

to

steamships,

cables, the extension

ocean

and spreading of

railroads, their well appointed vestibule trains, rapid street conveyances,
the application of .electricity in every
conceivable form, rapid printing and
labor-saving machinery of all kinds,
that we can hardly realize what was
the condition of affairs before all
these things existed. But there is no
department of human effort that has

made

greater progress than banking
methods, especially in operating their
Within the
recording machinerj-.
time mentioned the operations of settlements through the clearing house
have been established. There is room
for improvements in the collection of
accounts between banks throughout
the country; the adding machine has
shortened the work, but you want to
watch the caller of the list of amounts.
Separate books for large bank accounts, and individual deposit accounts are an improvement, because

work at the same time,
obliged to take the ledgers into
court, it saves handling big ledgers.
The loose leaf method for daily stateseveral can

and

if

ments is another expedite when properly safeguarded and handled right.
Hereafter the probes that will be
put into examinations of banks will
expose

all

the trickery

and deceptions

There was a time when
no supervision of banks.
Even now, some states have no provision to call them down.
The national banking system of today is the

practiced.
there was

result

many

of much experience, and of
failures in financial legislation.

Ma45©iras\H

System

George H.

Any
the

^nd the

^v©lluiifta©ia

Wood

Not only have the restrictions for
safety been more closely guarded and
insisted upon in the national system,
but there have been less failures, and
more money realized by creditors
when disasters have occurred than by
It
any other system ever devised.
has cheapened banking accommodations to the people and raised the
standard of state banks, and corrected

many

abuses.

The national banking system

is

not

a monopoly.
Its privileges are free
to all.
Any five persons in good

standing in a community having
$25,000 and upwards, of collective
capital, regulated according to the
number of inhabitants, can organize
a national bank, deposit United States

bonds and receive circulation upon
them.

Nor

is

the capital stock of na-

banks all in the hands of capitalists.
There is a prospect of downing pyramiding, and dummy note
substitution such as Morse and Walsh
resorted to; such defiance of law has
at last received its just punishment.
tional

Among

the shareholders of national

banks may be found persons in every
rank of life, and great numbers of
widows and children rely for their
support upon these institutions. In
the call, by the comptroller of the currency, for lists of shareholders of nabanking associations, as of the
first IMonday of July, 1904, a request
was incorporated for. the submission
of information as to the number and
holdings of women shareholders. The
reported capital on the date in question was $770,594,535, divided into
8,834,404 shares held by 318,735
shareholders, the average par value
of shares being $87.23. This average
par value is due to the large number
tional

of banks located in the

New England
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and eastern states, which were converted into national banking associations and with stock divided into
shares of less than $100 each.
The
returns also show that 1,858,448
shares were held by 104,534 women;
in other words, that while nearly onethird of the stockholders were women,
their holdings

mately one

amounted

fifth

to approxi-

of the entire stock

of national banking associations.
It
is also shown that the average number of shares per shareholder was
27.72 and the average value of holdings $2,418. The average number of
shares standing in the name of women
was 17.78 and the average value of
their holdings $1,551.
In the New
England and eastern states 43 per
cent, of the shareholders of national
banks are women, and they hold, respectively, 24 and 22 per cent, of the
stock. In the southern and also in the
middle western states 26 per cent, of
the shareholders are women, and their
holdings, approximatly, 20 per cent.
of the stock.
In the western states
the percentages drop to 19 and 10, reIn the Pacific states and
spectively.
territories nearly 19 per cent, of the
stock is owned by women, representing 23 per cent, of the number of
shareholders.
In the following table is shown the
distribution of national bank stock on

July

4,

1904

tempered only by policy.
Handling and reading bank reports

avarice,

for forty years, convinces me of this.
The old sj'stem was more profitable to
bankers generally. All that the people lost by failures to redeem circulating notes and honor checks, or paid in
exchange, went into bankers' pockets.
The national system was established
to supersede this state of things.
Through the government, the people
pay something in the shape of interest
on United States bonds, for the protection and benefits afforded, but the
amount lost in one financial panic like
those of 1837 or 1857, is terrible.
Good authority has estimated the loss
to the people of this country from the
financial panic of 1837, at least $807,000,000,

:

Divisions.

mercial interests of the United States.
In this age of the world business cannot be done without them.
It has
been said by our financial statesmen
that the greatness of this republic,
and the happiness of its people are
due to the increase of our banking
facilities.
Before the introduction of
the national system, it is doubtful
whether the losses to the people
through banks and bankers did not
exceed the benefits they conferred.
Banks and bankers go into business
to make money. When not under the
control of the government, they are
left to the dictation of their own

Capital.

which amount

is

acknowl-
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Knox once say

name of Hon. Salmon P.
Chase, as well as of that other great
man, Hon. John Sherman. While the
nation was trembling several times,
he, too, was secretary of the treasury,
and brought us with great triumph

that General Washington in an interview with Robert Morris and Alexander Hamilton, at the
close of the Revolutionary War, inquired. What shall we do with this
then several million
terrible Qlebt ?

revere the

Hamilton spoke up
"Why
bank on it.'' That is just what we
are doing now
banking on the
bonded debt of the country.
Undoubtedly this was the first sugges-

through the resumption of specie payments.
Yes, we owe them both a

—

dollars.

:

—

tion

of the national system.

Right

here, I am patriotic enough to inquire
who believes that our system of government will ever break down for the

want of a man to carry on any branch
of it? The moment we are up against
over this counhim.
There never
we
find
and
try,
was a clearer case in point than
when that great man, distinguished in
it,

w^e look

around,

all

financial history, great physically and
mentally great, who at the commence-

ment of a great and famous administration, was called upon to take
charge of the treasury of the United
States. His is a name which cannot be
spoken to us soldiers without calling
to our minds the struggles attendant
on that four years of effort to maintain the supply of funds needed to
carry on a gigantic war. It may be
well said of him, as Webster said of
Hamilton: "That he smote the rock

of the nation's resources and abundant streams of revenue gushed
forth" to gladden and refresh our
hearts. He called for money, and from
the hidden resources, the dark'" closets
of the people, liberal sums came at his

His services can never be
bidding.
forgotten and more especially did he
demonstrate his ability in the successful inauguration and establishment
of the national banking system, which
after a trial of forty-seven years, has
proved itself an inestimable blessing
to the country.
It is a matter of doubt if the needed
;

funds to carry on such a war as we
had, could have been provided, but
for this system.
Let us honor and

And so I
great debt of gratitude.
could go on with many other illustrious names, but

my

I

have run away from

subject.

A

prominent feature of the nabank act is the enforced examination by examiners appointed by
the government, and today, after
tional

forty-seven years' experience, it is
conceded that part of the act was
most wise and proper, for every bank

organized under this act practically
starts out with the

endorsement and

guarantees of the government which
on its part says: "Having created
you, I am bound to watch over your
career, and having thus started you
under the favorable auspices of the
national endorsement, you must so
conduct your affairs as to realize and
make good our general representation
as to your soundness and solvency,
and we will at such times as we deem
best, look into your affairs and the
conduct of your business, and if properly handled, and you have complied*
with our requirements, we will continue our protection; but if we find

any mismanagement, any departure
from the rules we lay down when we
permit you to carry on your business,
any dishonesty or lack of business
skill to properly administer your affairs, we will cancel our indorsement,
take away our protection and withdraw our permission to you to continue your operations." This is only
fair and reasonable.
The "American Institute of Bank
Clerks" is doing a great work in the
educational line, and we will soon be
a nation of bankers.

In forty-seven

commencement

of the
national banking system, 508 banks

years, since the
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have failed and been placed in hands
of

receivers for causes as follows
Ten, defalcation of officers; 24, defalcation of officers and fraudulent
management; 3, defalcation of officers and excessive loans to others;
3, defalcation of officers and depreciation of securities; 17, depreciation of
excessive
loans to
securities;
32,
others, injudicious banking and depreciation of securities; 27, excessive
loans to officers and directors and depreciation of securities; 9, excessive
loans to officers and directors and investments in real estate and mortgages; 9, excessive loans to others
and depreciation of securities; 6, excessive loans to others and real estate
investments; 4, excessive loans to
others and failure of large debtors;
:

13, excessive loans to officers and directors 12, failures of large debtors
;

;

fraudulent
management; 16,
excessive
fraudulent
management,
27,

loans to officers and directors and depreciation of securities 12, fraudulent management and depreciation of
;

securities;

31,

fraudulent

manage-

ment and injudicious banking;

Wlheiffl

11,

fraudulent management, defalcation
of officers and depreciation of securities
8, fraudulent management, injudicious banking, investments in real
;

and mortgages and depreciation
of securities; 15, fraudulent management, excessive loans to officers and
estate

directors;

34,

65, injudicious

of

tion

injudicious banking;
banking and deprecia-

securities;

14,

;

closed by directors in anticipation of
run.
Twenty-four of these were restored to solvency.

Notwithstanding

all this

been
than eight one-hundredths of one
per cent, of the average total of de-

posits, in forty-seven years, has
less

posits.

C®m®§

Tlh© Tnd®

Usa

George Colby

the tide comes in, when the tide comes in.
its treasures there.
it casts rich store at our willing door,

upheaves

"With an inundation rare.

While the

tide is high, while the tide is high,
the flood-time's gifts are fair,
There are power and place and obsequious grace,
There are friends to do and dare.

And

But

the tide goes out, yes, the tide goes out

And it claims again its share
And the backward wave is our
While the beach

York Beach, July

15, 1909.

lies

hazardous

application of depositors' and creditors' money, they have received about
81 per cent, in their final dividends
through the receivers since the beginning of the system. The loss in de-

When
And

;

investments in real estate and

mortgages and depreciation of the
money market, shrinkage in values
and imprudent banking 34, wrecked
by the cashier; 3, closed by run; 1,

By Hannah Maria
It

injudicious

18,

banking and failure of large debtors

;

pearl's deep grave,
cold and bare.

Tfin®

l)ires\lkiiiiig

By Mary

!

last,

she took

laying it down with a sigh,
up her sewing.

"He

wasn't sick but two days,"
"Well, it's a mercy
his mother and father are both dead,
they would be heart broken."
"Yes," assented Ellen with a

she continued.

choke.

"I did

much hope

that he'd live
father's
our
name,"
perpetuate
pursued Rhoda, wiping her eyes.
"And he was the brightest, dearest,
prettiest, little fellow I ever saw."
Suddenly Ellen went white, but in
a few moments she had recovered her
She looked at Rhoda who was
color.
in
an easy chair sewing on a
sitting
white waist that she was making for
How frail she looked, Ellen
herself.
She had always been delithought.
cate, but her thin face and slender
form impressed Ellen as never beRhoda would be going soon!
fore.
Ellen felt sure of this. And she believed it not so much because of
Rhoda 's appearance as because when
one died in the Morris family there
was always another death soon. ^ Now
so

to

was dead— their brother's
and there were none left
boy
How
in the family but these two.
could she spare Rhoda ? Even in her
semi-invalid condition she was a great
Charlie

—

little

many ways, and the
had always loved each
Ellen
was but
tenderly.

help to Ellen in

two

sisters

other

twenty Rhoda, thirty-two.
Ellen looked at her sister again,
wondering if she realized that the call
that had come to baby Charlie had
;

included her

also.

No

SpeHE

tlhie

Currier Bolofson

"0 Ellen, Martha writes that the
Dear, little, curlybaby is dead!
Isn't it too bad?"
headed Charlie
The quick tears that sprang to
Ellen's eyes were answer enough, and
Rhoda went on reading her letter.
At

©f

trace of fear

or anxiety was on that pale, sensitive
face.
She was unconscious of the farreaching sadness of that letter. Only
the present sadness was casting a
shadow over her usually bright and
Ellen was glad that
cheerful spirit.
it was so, and yet to bear all that
burden alone seemed too hard for her.
Rhoda 's was the stronger nature, and
Ellen had leaned heavily upon her
many a time, though physically
strong.
It all came to Rhoda that night. She
was just dozing otf into sleep when
She was startled at
she remembered.
first, then her plain good sense be-

friended her.

"There's nothing in that old superfancy," she said forcibly to
herself, though very softly for fear of
waking Ellen. "What if it has happened eight times! That's no reason
stitious

why it should happen again. I'm
I
not going to be scared to death.
With
shall live till my time comes."
that she closed her eyes and slept
soundly.
Ellen watched her sister closely
during those next weeks, but not more
closely than

Rhoda watched

herself.

cough, every trace of
weariness, every reminder of her sister's frailty Ellen noted with an apprehension that was agony. But the
result of Rhoda 's observations was

Every

little

different.
'

'

I believe I

am

a little stronger to-

day," she was often thinking.

"I

will not give up to this foolish, dreadful idea that has had possession of the

Morris family so long. Who knows
but these second deaths might have
been avoided, in many cases if there
had not been such a settled conviction
in the minds of all that that second
death must come. I am the one to
break that spell and I can do it, 0,
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I
it had been my turn sooner!
would have shattered that weird superstition, and saved a part, at least,

that

of that long list of deaths."
She forced herself to take short
walks in the open air. She compelled
herself to be more than usually cheerful and hopeful, and she actually did
succeed in becoming a trifle stronger;
the neighbors noticed it and congratulated her.
You are looking better, said Mrs.
'

' '

'

Raymond.
"Yes,

I

am

heavier that
plied

I

a

pound and a half
last summer," re-

was

Rhoda with

a courageous smile.

After a while even Ellen became
convinced that Rhoda was a trifle better.
And then a strange idea crept
into the imaginative girl's mind, the
spell was a very real thing to her. No

doubt that a second death would folher
crossed
ever
low
Charlie's
thoughts; and therefore to her who
had brooded so long and so silently
over her sister's fate came the intima-

Rhoda 'was to live it must
Terrible
be herself who was to die
She had
to her was this thought.

tion that if

!

live.
Life was so full
She felt a
of beautiful possibilities
strange sort of anger at Rhoda. "Why
would she not diet It was her duty

hardly begun to

!

She had never been strong
and there was not half so much to be

to die.

relinquished in her case as in Ellen's.
refusing to die she was no better
than a murderess, for she was making
Ellen die in her place.
But this fierce resentment did not
Ellen's mood changed to
last long.

By

patient sadness. She became resigned,
and she tried in a girlish way to become prepared for the great change
before Tier. She arranged her work
She finished alJ
for her long absence.
the little things that she had been

wanting to do. She set her house in
order from cellar to garret and she
burned many of the letters and the
little childhood and girlhood trinkets
that she had been keeping.

For some time Rhoda, intent on her
mission of breaking the spell of the
Morris family, and happy in the
knowledge that she was gaining in
strength, though ever so slightly,
failed to notice the change in Ellen.

At length it dawned upon her that
Ellen was looking pale and that her
was not what it should be.
AVith a big-sisterly frankness she told
Ellen that she was not taking good
EUen replied that
care of herself.
she was as well as usual.
"No you are not," contradicted
a^jpetite

"I've got eyes. Something
"
pulling you down. What is it ?
"Nothing," said Ellen, evading her

Rhoda.
is

sister's gaze.

"Nothing!" repeated Rhoda," with
no very delicate shade of scorn. Is it
Wilbur Arnold?"

A flush overspread Ellen's face.
She and Wilbur Arnold had been fond
of each other but Rhoda had not approved of him. There had been no
merely a mutual adengagement
miration and regard.
Oh, no, she protested hastily.
"Ellen, if you love that boy I shall
have to withdraw my objections. I
can't have you breaking your heart
for him."
"It isn't that.
Really it isn't,
I don't know what is the
Rhoda.
matter with me. I don't feel sick,
and yet I am sick of things. I don't
care for the things I used to care

—

'

'

' '

for."

Just one week later Rhoda learned
whole situation. The discovery

the

came by chance. She was feeling so
strong and ambitious that morning
that she attempted a thing she had
She
rarely found herself able to do.
climbed both flights of stairs and began to runnnage around among the old
trunks, boxes and discarded furniHere she found in
ture of the attic.
a corner by the west window a broken-backed rocking chair and an oldfashioned table on which were writing
She gazed in wonder, for
materials.

The Breaking
she had never suspected Ellen of having literary tendencies. Mechanically,
without realizing that she had no
right to read it, she picked up a sheet
of paper and looked it over.
"Dearest Wilbur," she read, "before I die I want to write you a few
words. You know the way it always is
with the Morris family. One death
means another very soon.
We are
nearly all gone now. It will be
my turn next, for baby Charlie was
the last of that branch of the family.
I want to tell you that I love you.
I
didn't know^ I did till very lately. I
don't know why I wish to tell you

when

this

am

going away so soon,
to think you
will know that I loved you.
I could
not tell you if I were not going to die.
I hope you will have a long life and be
very happy, and that you will not

but

it

I

makes me happier

entirely forget your old friend, your
true and loving friend
Ellen.

—

' '

Rhoda sank into the battered rocking chair utterly overcome.
"Ellen, Ellen," she murmured,
"my poor, dear little sister! How
much she has suffered, and all so silently

and patiently

' '
!

Looking out of the window she saw
Ellen in the garden.
"I must go down," she thought.
"If I can get to the sitting-room before she comes in she will never know
that I have found out her secret."
With such haste as she could make
she went back down the stairs. -

Her

first

move was

to

arrange a

small surprise party for Ellen on her
birthday, which was near at hand.
To this party she invited Wilbur Arnold, his two sisters, and half a dozen
other young people.
It was a complete surprise to Ellen and a real

Ehoda was at her brightpleasure.
est and best and Ellen rejoiced to see
her so beautiful and so full of animation.

The

rifice.

She had purchased
blessings for Rhoda.

all its

fates

had accepted her

sac-

and
She was

life

of the Spell
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more cordial than usual to Wilbur,
who was delighted to be so favored.

"She
Rhoda to

shall
not die," declared
herself after their guests had
"The dear, noble girl! She
departed.
does love Wilbur and he loves her.

As Mrs. Browning

says, 'Not Death
but Love' holds her, and she little
' '

guesses it.
"I don't think there will be another death in the Morris family for a
good many years, said Rhoda nearly
a week after the party.
Ellen was
' '

slipping back into

her former listways. She paled and a sigh escaped her lips.
Rhoda burst into a merry, ringing
less

laugh.

"Yon look so solemn!" she cried.
"Didn't you know that the spell was
broken ?

' '

"What do you mean?"
"Why, it was to have been my

fate
to follow Charlie, but I have refused
absolutely to go till I see you married.

don't think I am going to leave
do you?"
Ellen stared at her sister as though
she feared she had lost her senses.

You

all alone,

you

"And so," pursued Rhoda, "you
must marry or I won't die. In fact
I believe I won't die, anyhow, not till
I am a hundred.
I want to see how
you get along in your new home."
"But Rhoda," stammered Ellen,
"I shall never have a home of my
own.

' '

"Then

I'll keep on living, like the
wandering Jew," laughed Rhoda.
"But you won't condemn me to such
a fate, I am sure. Wilbur loves you,
you are going to marry him within a

You 'd better be getting ready,
year.
for I prophecy he'll want a short en' '

gagement.

With

a flood of tears Ellen laid her

head upon her sister's shoulder.
"Is this really so?" she asked. "I
I believed
thought
Rhoda, can
it be possible that life and all its hapthat we can both
piness is ours
live
and that Wilbur "

—

—

—

"Yes,

—

my

—

dearest Ellen,

it

is

all
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For some reason or other, I
true.
will not try to guess why, the spell
I can see only love and
is broken.
Will

prosperity in the distance.

M

is

a

true-hearted boy, and you two will
have a happy home together."
"I almost believe you, Rhoda,"
said Ellen.

th® Sprisng
'Thomson Ordway

By Elizabeth
When the trees

begin to show

Long, deep shadows on the snow,

While the snow it fairly fades
Underneath the purple shades,

As it runs away in fear
From the spring's on-coming cheer;
Then we hark and listen long
For the

early robin's song.

Oh, the bushes rich and red,
Full the blossoms yet unshed,
Fairly bursting with the thought
Of the change the season's wrought!
And the hope of summer, too,
Thrills each little twig anew.
So that tiny buds awake.

Nod and

And

Why
Thus

shiver, stretch and shake,
at last peep out to see
so great a stir should be.
fulfilling

promise made

By Dame Nature, when a raid
Of mad Autumn 's in the fall
Caused such misery

Hush
"Only
Be not
' '

to all

!

' '

this is not death,
quoth she,
life that's spent, set free!
!

desolate nor drear,

Little cause hast thou to fear;
Rest awhile, and in the spring,

Joy thou 'It find

.

in ev'rything."

In the valleys, on the hills.
By the marshes, by the rills,
Flowers
timid, shrinking, shy,
Lift glad faces to the sky;
And the colors that they wear.

—

—

Some so gay and all so fair,
Fresh from Nature's ancient loom

Add

the fragrance of their bloom.

E'en the grass I'd fain adore.

Was

so green before ?
long to bend me low,
fresh and tender blow

it e 'er

How

I

Feel

it,

Neiv
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About face, and hair, and eyes,
Proving what were half surmise,
Only just a month ago,
When the ground was white Avith snow.
Bluebirds, lovely bits of sky.
Flashing all too swiftly by;
While like sunshine, here and there.
Golden robins fill the air
With their melody of song,

Gay, alluring, plaintive, strong.
Little

wonder songs

so sweet

Stay the swiftest, slowest feet;
Oh, the joy that's in the spring
Throbs and thrills through ev'rything!

TSue

C©inig<ta\sii<t
Bij

L©V(gir

M. A. H.

April, frivolous coquette,

Charms while yet we would forget;
For, so inconstant does she prove.
We fain would seek another love.
So,

when May comes with smiling

face

And

beckons us to her embrace,
More constant known she more doth
And Nature answers her caress.

ew

M[a\mpglhiir(g

JAMES BELLOWS McGREGOR
James

Bellows

McGregor,

for

some

as the oldest man in
New Hampshire and the oldest Free
Mason in the world, died at his home in

time past

known

North Newport, on Wednesday morning,

March

23.

Mr. McGregor was born near where he
died and where he passed the greater portion of his life, September 6, 1801, having
passed more than half way through
his 109th year, and having retained his
mental faculties and bodily vigor in a
remarkable degree up to the time of his
decease. He was a son of Joel and
Martha (Bellows) McGregor; his father,
who was a soldier of the Revolution, serving in the Connecticut line and being one
of the famous "sugar house prisoners" in
New York for eight months, also lived
to a great age, being 101 years old at
death.

He was reared to farm life, but attended school in the district and also the old

bless.

M@cir©l!©g>

Newport Academy. The winter after he
was twenty-one years of age, he taught
a district school in the town of Lyman,
where a brother was then residing, which
numbered over a hundred scholars. Subsequently, he went to Albany, N. Y., but
did not long remain, returning to Newport and engaging as a clerk in a store at
the village. Later he was for some time
in a store in the town of Salisbury, where
he united with the Masonic order. In
1829, he purchased a store in Lunenburg,
where he remained two years.
Vt.,
Later he was for a time in Boston, and
subsequently engaged in a cooperage
business at Waterville, Me.
For three
years from 1838 he engaged as a singing
teacher in Maine, being a natural musician and having a fondness for the work,
which he had previously pursued at different times. Returning to Newport in
the early forties, he purchased a sawmill, which he operated for some years,
and also carried on business as a carpenter and joiner, which pursuit he contin-
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to a greater or less extent through,

life.

In 1832 he was united in marriage
with Miss Elizabeth Jane Townsend, who
died in August, 1869. For many years
past he has made his home with his

He was educated
his day.
He was for
at Phillips-Exeter Academy.
merchant of

a time engaged in the wool commission
business in Boston; but, being burned out
in the great fire of 1872, he removed to

Portsmouth, where his time was devoted
to antiquarian research and literary pur-

His title came from service on
suits.
staff of the commander-in-chief of

the
the

Union Veterans' Union. He was a member of the Portsmouth Athenaeum, of the
New Hampshire Society, Sons of the
American Revolution, and secretary of the
Fitz John Porter statue committee.

HANNAH MARIA GEORGE COLBY
Warner, New Hampshire.
Well Known Writer
of Verse and Prose.*
For five years Conducted

Born

at

A

a

Department

in

The Household,.

Member of Board
at Warner for

of

Education

ten years.

Prominent

in

Suffrage Movement
in the State Association of which
She held Office.

Woman's

Died at Warner, March

29,

1910.

Only those who knew intimately the
daily life of Mrs. Colby could understand
thoroughly

her

sterling

and

unusual

worth.
James B. McGregor

granddaughter, Mrs. Orris Clement, who
has been his devoted companion, and for
whom he entertained a strong affection.
He has received great numbers of visitors in recent years, and his birthday
anniversaries, since he reached the century mark, have been gala day occasions
Last
for the whole region round about.
October, Mr. McGregor, who was an "own
son," became affiliated with the New
Hampshire Society of the Sons of the
he
American Revolution.
Politically,
was a staunch and uncompromising Democrat, and had voted the straight party
ticket at every election since the first
candidacy of Andrew Jackson, including
three times each for Jackson, Cleveland,
and Bryan.

COL.

JAMES

R.

STANWOOD

Col. James
Stanwood, a prominent
citizen of Portsmouth, died in that city
April 9. He was a native of Cincinnati,
Ohio, the son of Isaac H. and Mehitable

R.

Rindge (Wendell) Stanwood, born April
His mother dying in October
3, 1847.
following, he was taken to Portsmouth
and reared in the home of his grandfathei',

the late Jacob Wendell, a leading

Always forgetful of self, thoughtful of
others, cheerful and with an ever helpful
thought and hand to give assistance in individual needs or lay and carry out broad
plans for the betterment of her sex and

humanity.
Animals, children, the aged and the
poor were her especial care.
Many a refined and worthy woman has
had the anxiety and need of her advancing years eased by this kind heart, who
use<l influence and untiring energy in obtaining for her a refuge in the Home for
the Aged; and even then her care did not
cease, but flowed on in continuous expressions of kindly visits and welcome gifts.
The children loved her. She was the
The childish feet ran
town mother.
swiftly to meet her, that their tiny arms
might be raised for her caress; and many
a little soul has been led by her councils
into a useful, honorable life, or has been
made glad by her well-told tales and
cheerful comradeship. .
The poor she held in her daily benevolences.
Through a backward vista of
long years she had clothed the needy and
laid aside store continually to better
their condition.
Her tenderness towards all helpless life

*The last poem which Mrs. Colby wrote is
printed elsewhere in this issue of the Gbanite

MONTHLY.

New Hampshire
'was too large to be confined to

human-

There was always food put out for
the winter birds, and the domestic animals
were regarded and treated liy her as "dear
little souls that had come to stay with us
ity.

for a time."

Her work for the uplifting of her sex
was nevei'-ceasing and earnest. It was
not confined to local effort, but spread its
forceful thought-waves from the dip of

Necrology
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of kiiid7iess and sincere, heartfelt sympathij which he extended to all with whom
he came in contact.
That life has been well lived that can
call forth such spontaneous expressions
of sincere grief and bitter loss as fell
from the lips of friends and neighbors as
they looked upon his face for the last
time; and it behooves us all to follow
his example of broad charity and universal helpfulness toward humanity.
Doctor Bennett had a happy way of
writing both prose and poetry, and several
of his poems and historical sketches have

appeared in the Granite Monthly. The
simple pathos of the following selection
speaks volumes for the gentle tenderness
of his heart toward children:

THE DEAD CHILD
A

messenger from Heaven
home one day.
wonder how, amid the rush,
He ever found the way
little

Came

I

to our

!

I

opened wide the door

And warmed him
Alas

to him.

my

in

breast.

found he could not stay
He only paused to rest.
!

I

He took again his homeward
And left my bosom cold.
I

watched him

till I

saw him

;

In

life,

When

I

meet me

Samuel Berkeley Page, born in Littleton June 23, 1838, died at Woodsville
April 6, 1910.
Mr. Page was a man of remarkable
natural endowments, whose ability as a
public speaker, readiness as a debater and
skill
as a parliamentarian were unequalled. in his day and generation, in this
He was educated in
or any other state.
the academies at Kingston, N. H., and

Lyndon and Mclndoes

light

of the House
1889 and 1893.
also a delegate in the Consti-

subsequentlv,

mercifully sudden.
The following verses are taken from the
last poem he wrote, and, under the circumstances, are suggestive:

Thin is the veil that guards the unseen portal
That leads from out this narrow place of
tears

the blessed

life

immortal,

Where

we, rejoicing, spend the eternal years.
feel a presence rising dark before
us,

We
A shadow looming dimly in
A gasping cry, and then, full

our

way

;

shining o'er us.
The bright effulgence of an endless day.
The death we fear is but the quiet going

From

life's

dim

chamber

into

quick'ning

light.

The happy reaping of a
Of seed we scattered

lifetime's

free

sowing
from morn

till

night.

Perhaps with joy

we'll find the

end we sought

for

Has

a

from Haverhill,

He was

member

in

1887,

tutional Convention of 1876.

No man was more conspicuous than
Mr. Page in the councils of the DemoHe was chairman of its
cratic party.
state committee in 1869 and 1870. and a
leading spirit in its state conventions for
more than forty years, while upon the
stump he had been heard oftener in de-

TO LIFE'S WEARY ONES

fields,

taught

he served as a member of the Legislature
from Ward 6 in 1871, and was three times,

there.

During the last year of his life his
health had steadily declined; but he bore
extreme suffering with remarkable fortitude, and when the end came it was

Into wide

Falls, Vt.;

school in youth, studied law in the office
of Harry and George A. Bingham in Littleton, and at the Albany Law School,
from which he graduated in 1861.
He located in the practice of his profession at Warren, which town he represented in the Legislature six terms, from
1864 to 1869 inclusive, during which time,
it is safe to say, he was heard on the floor
with greater force and frequency than
any other member. In 1870 he removed

of the firm of

know that, come what may
of bliss or care.
shall reach the other side
will

SAMUEL BERKELEY PAGE

to Concord,

I

Some one

leaves.

where he became a member
Eastman, Page & Albin.
Here he remained but a few years, removing to Woodsville, in the town of
Haverhill, where he continued in practice
through life. While in Concord, however,

flight

Safely within the fold.

And now

Perchance with tears, too late the purpose
wrought for,
We find naught left to glean but scattered

yielded gracious store of golden sheaves

;

fence of the principles of his party than
any other man. He was a master of incisive and forceful English and wrote as
His command of
readily as he spoke.
language, under all circumstances, was
the wonder of his friends and the discomfiture of his opponents. He was always strongly intei'ested in education and
was a member of the school committees
In
in Warren, Concord and Woodsville.
1900 he was a delegate in the Democratic
National Convention at Kansas City.
Mr. Page was a Mason, Odd Fellow, a

Knight of Pythias and a Red Man, and
had been particularly prominent in the
latter three organizations, having held
the highest offices in their grand bodies.
He married Miss Mattie C. Lang of Bath,
bv whom he had six children. She died
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Editor and Publisher's Notes
about fifteen years ago, and in 1899 he
married Lulu A. Johnson. One daughter
Mrs. Soby his first wife only survives
phia Hutchins of Windsor, Vt.

—

1883, and there remained, establishing a
fine practice, extending through a wide
He had been a member of the
section.

New Hampshire

Medical Society thirty-

and was president of the Winnipesaukee Medical Association at the
time of his death. He had served as a
member of the Plymouth Board of Education; was a Democrat in politics and a
Free Mason.
He married Lucy J. Ellis of Lancaster
in 1875, who survives him, with a son and
two daughters, the former being Dr. Harold H. Palmer of Rumney.
six years

CHARLES
Dr.

Charles

Nashua March
April

8,

B.

HAMMOND,

M. D.

Hammond,

20, 1853,

born in
died in that city

1910.

Doctor

Evan

B.

Hammond was

the son of Dr.

and Sarah Ann (Adams) Hammond. He was educated in the Crosby
Literary Institute in Nashua and Dartmouth College, graduating from the latter in 1877, and also from the Harvard
Medical School in 1880, since which time
he had been in successful practice in
Nashua, gaining a wide reputation for
medical and surgical skill. He was a
member of the Nashua, Hillsborough
County and New Hampshire Medical Societies, and of the American Medical Association.
He had been city and county
physician and was secretary of the United
States
Board of Pension Examiners
from 1889 to 1893. He was prominent in
Masonry, having received the degrees of
the lodge, chapter, commandery and conOctober 16, 1883, he married
sistory.
Mary L., daughter of the late Dr. William
B.

who survives him, with one
Karl Raymond, a gi-aduate of Dartmouth of 1909, now in business at East
Walpole, Mass.
A.

Tracy,

son,

HAVEN PALMER,

M. D.

Dr. Haven Palmer, a prominent physician of Grafton County, died at his home
in Plymouth April 8, 1910.
He was a native of the town of Jefferson, a son of Lewis J. and Susan H.

(Summers) Palmer, born September
1843.

He

19,

studied medicine with the late

Dr. John W. Barney at Lancaster and at
the Bowdoin Medical College, Brunswick,

where he graduated in 1871. He loin practice in Wentworth, where
he remained several years, removing
thence to Haverhill and later to Meredith, whence he went to Plymouth in
Me.,

cated

Edatoff

(oumd

EDWARD
Edward
July

4,

March

KIMBALL

31,

1910.

Mr. Kimball was the son of Rev. ReuHe was
ben and Judith C. Kimball.
educated in the common schools of Kittery. Me., and at Hampton and Andover
He was engaged in merAcademies.
cantile life at Kittery from 1855 to 1857,
removing to Portsmouth in the latter
year and engaging in the banking business, as a clerk in the Piscataqua Exchange and Portsmouth Savings Bank.
In 1871 he became cashier of the First
National Bank, and in 1882 was made
president of the same and of the Piscataqua Savings Bank.
Politically he was a staunch Republican, and had served in the city government, and also as a representative in

the Legislature in 1885-86.
Since 1871 he had been a deacon of
the North Congregational Church and
had been clerk and treasurer of the
church since 1867. He had been a member of the Portsmouth school board, a
trustee of the Cottage Hospital, the
Chase Home for children, the Portsmouth Seaman's Friend Society and at his
death was president of the Howard Benevolent Society and the Young Men's Christian Association.
He leaves a wife, one daughter. Miss
Martha S. Kimball, and a son, Edward T.
Kimball, of Brookline, Mass., at whose

home he

died.

PusMflslheir's

On April 19 the spring meeting of
the N. H. Board of Trade was held in
the assembly room in the city hall
building at Nashua, and was attended by
delegations from the Concord, Manchester, Nashua, Franklin, Laconia, Portsmouth, Meredith,
Peterboro,
Antrim,
Keene and Milford boards, about seventy-

P.

Kimball, born in Warner,
1834, died in Brookline, Mass.,
P.

M©teo^

representative business
being present.
five

An

men

in all

interesting feature of the meeting
the presence of Governor Quinby as
the special guest of the board, who
opened the discussion of the leading
subject assigned for the after-dinner
talk, "The Highway and the Automo-

was
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taking strong ground in favor of
graduated license for automobiles,

bile,"

a

which shall compel the owners of the
heavier and more destructive machines
to
contribute
a
fairly
proportionate
amount toward the maintenance of the
in
also
favor
of
strict
enforcehighways;
ment of the law regulating speed. An
interesting and carefuly written paper
on the same subject, by Mr. Charles S.
Emerson, secretary of the Milford Board
of Trade and a leading member of the
of
House
Representatives,
followed,
with subsequent discussion by several
speakers, all of whom emphasized the
necessity of a graduated tax or license
and proper speed regulations. Hon. A. G.
Whittemore of Dover, of the Board of
Railroad Commissioners, alluded to the
fact that as the law now is, the heavy
touring cars from outside the state that
come in for a period of less than ten
days, though they may injure the roads
more than the lighter, low-power machines do in the entire season, contribute
an
nothing to the treasury for repair
injustice that ought to be remedied in
some way.
William Savacool of Manchester, president of the Board of Trade of that city

—

and chairman

of the

special

committee

charge of the

case against the express company for reduction of rates, reported the present status of the matter,
and spoke of the necessity for legislation which shall insure the active support of the state government, to the extent of its power, in enforcing the reduction in rates ordered by the railroad
in

commissioners.
General Hamblett of
Nashua, Robert P. Bass of Peterboro and
others spoke earnestly along this line,
and the committee in charge was not
only instructed to seek the necessary
legislation, but also to push the case as

now

stands, and the additional amount
$500 was guaranteed by the board
for the work in case due provision is not
made by the legislature.
Another interesting item on the program was an address bv W. T. Billings
of the Boston and Maine Railroad industrial Department on "Building Up
the State."
The time and place of the
annual summer outing was left by the
board to the determination of the
officers.
It
will probably be held at
Canobie Lake late in June or early in
it

of

July.

The people in the central and southeastern sections of the state, and not a few in
the western and northern regions, are

much

interested in the movement to
secure the restoration of the link in the
Concord and Portsmouth railway line,
between Suncook and Candia, abandoned
about half a century ago, near the same

time that the Henniker and North Weare
rails
(since restored) were taken up.
This restoration would involve the relaying of only about a dozen miles of
track along the abandoned route, the
grade of which is substantially complete,
and the right of way still owned by the
company, which has already voted to do
the work and awaits only the approval
of the Boston and Maine management.
The comparatively small expenditure
which this proposition involves would
be of greater advantage to the state on
the whole, than any other of similar
amount made within the memory of living men.

The commissioner

of

industrial

and

labor statistics for the state of Maine,
who has made a careful census of summer home property in that state finds
9,753 summer homes in the state for a
total value of $13,272,956.
Of these,
valued at $10,182,083, are the
5,100,
property of non-residents, while the remainder are owned by Maine people.
Just what may be the number of sum-

mer homes

in

New Hampshire owned

by

people living outside the state, and the
value of the same, we can only estimate;
but it is safe to say that the number and
value thereof is proportionately greater
than in Maine. Moreover, the increase
in the same is rapid and growing more
so from year to year. As an illustration
of the great demand for summer homes
in the state, it may be noted that a
single real estate dealer, in a western
New Hampshire town, received inquiries
regarding farms for sale from over
thirty different individuals in a single
week recently, mostly from people outside
the state seeking eligible places for summer homes. The danger seems to be that
the greater portion of the state will soon
become property of summer residents,
merely. Summer residents are all right
to a reasonable extent, but a substantial permanent population, in the rviral
districts, is absolutely essential to the
prosperity of the state.

The only change

in the political situa-

tion in the state, so far as gubernatorial
candidacies are concerned, is that effected by the announcement of Col. Eugene S. Head of Hooksett that he will
seek the Republican nomination. Colonel
Head and Mr. Bass of Peterboro are thus
far the only Republican aspirants in the

while no Democratic candidacy has
yet been announced. So far as the press
of the state is concerned there seems to
be no indication as yet of any decided
sentiment in favor of any particular individual. "Watching and waiting" seems
to be the order of the day.
field;

COL.

OILMAN

H.

TUCKER
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"As

the smallest

wave must go on

crosses the ocean," saj^s David
Starr Jordan, "so the influence of

till it

every ancestor must go on to the end
of the generations of life. Each of us
must feel in a degree the strength or
weakness of each one of them."
The truth of this statement cannot be denied.
Environment may
have its influence, education may
soften, polish and refine the man, but
unless innate strength and ability is
transmitted from a long line of fore-

bears, then he is but a superficial
thing and will not stand the test in

the great affairs of
be exceptions, but

life.

There

may

the search is
made, somewhere in the branches of
the ancestral tree there will be found
in every case the blood that tells the
if

story.

"Who can say, then, that he is not
fortunate whose ancestors have been
"from time whereof the memory- of
man runneth not to the contrary,"
among the leaders in the great movements of histoiy? Who can say that
he is not fortunate who can trace his
lineage to New Hampshire, a state
which has given to statesmanship, a
Webster, to military

affairs, a Stark,

to jurisprudence, a Chase, to journalism a Greeley, and to the executive

chair of the nation, the polished and
talented Pierce
a state which fired
;

the first gun of the Revolution in the
assault on Fort AVilliam and jNIary,
furnished the powder witl vhich the
British were thrice repul' d at Bunker Hill and more men tnan participated in that battle from all the rest
of New England put together a state
bearing the proud distinction of giving to the cause of freedom the first
martyr in the great Civil War and
whose soldiery first passed within the
enemy's capital at the close of that
;

sanguinary struggle.

An

ancestry

coming

from

such

stock as this is possessed by the subject of this sketch, Gilman H. Tucker,
a potent factor in the publishing
business in this country, today. Mr.
Tucker is a native of Raymond, N.
H., having been born there January
20, 1836, the son of Gen. Henry and
Nancy (Dudley) Tucker of that
to-^^Ti.
His father was in his day one
of the best known men of the state,
having risen from captain to majorgeneral in the militia, a position

which he held when he

died,

1849, at the

but 44 years.

age

of

June

23,

General Tucker was also a native of
after his marriage settled there on the farm on Long Hill,

Raymond, and

now occupied by his son, Gilman H.,
as a summer residence, and located
He
just outside the village limits.
was particularly interested

in

mill-
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tary affairs as evidenced by his rapid
rise in this line noted above.
Such
was the respect in which he was held
by his fellow-townsmen and such
their confidence in his integrity and
ability that he was called repeatedly
to hold civil office also.
He served
successively as moderator of the an-

nual town meeting, collector of taxes,
member of the board of selectmen and

GEN.

there

always

remained

the

oppor-

tunities for self -improvement by reading and in the broad school of ex-

General Tucker availed
himself of both of these, gathering
from far and near all the books possible over which he passed many hours
when not engaged in his multifarious
business and public duties. Although
possessed of that firmness, determinaperience.

HENRY TUCKER

Father of Col. Gilman H. Tucker

as a justice of the peace.
Probably
no citizen of the town during the

past century exerted
fluence.

During

his

a greater inearly life the

opportunities for education in Raymond were far less than the same
community affords today. Schoolhouses were few and the number of
weeks during which the schools were
in session were extremely limited, but

and strength of character which
a commanding figure in
the state militia, yet he had another
tion

made him

side to his character.

He

early de-

veloped a sense of the esthetic, a love
of the beautiful which displayed itself throughout his entire life.
He
loved the works of nature and was

fond of flowers.
The Tuckers of this country are de-

especially

Gilman H. Tucker
scended

from

several

early

immi-

grants of the name, who came here in
the early days of the American colo-

Gilman H. traces his ancestry
Eichard Tucker, avIio, with George
Cleaves, founded what is now the city
He was a native of
of Portland, Me.
Stogumber in Somerset County, EngIn 1630 he came to America
land.
and was a partner of Mr. Cleaves and
an agent of Sir Ferdinando Gorges,
who was then endeavoring to lay the
nies.

to
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mained a resident there until 1653,
when he removed to Portsmouth, although he still retained an interest in
property there. He was a selectman
of Portsmouth and a commissioner to
In 1665 he did
the General Court.
active work in opposing the jurisdiction of the royal commissioners and
in favor of the rule of Massachusetts
in the territory now included in
Maine. Payson Tucker, late general
manager of the Maine Central Rail-

Residence of Gilman H. Tucker. Raymond, N. H.

foundations of a settlement in the
state of Maine.

They first established
a trading post at what is now Cape
Elizabeth, but finding that it was
upon territory held under another
royal grant, they were compelled to
seek another location. It w^as at this
time that they w^nt to a point on
Casco Bay and made the settlement
at a point called Machigonne by the
Indians, but since called at various
times Casco, Falmouth and Portland.
Mr. Tucker was very active in the development of the settlement and re-

road and a descendant of Richard,
has erected a monument at Portland

commemorating the founding of the
city by his ancestor.
But it is from his maternal ancestors that Mr. Tucker received perhaps more of those sterling qualities
which have made him successful in
his chosen occupation.
His mother
was Nancy Dudley. The records of
her family are so interwoven with
the liistory of the last five or six centuries, in this

country and England,

that volumes might be written

upon
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On

operations

the

name

About 1725 he erected a sawmill
upon the property. In IMarch, 1718,

the other side of the water,
is found in all walks of
life.
The members of the family
have filled many positions of trust and
responsibility and for a short time, by
a marriage into the royal family, one
of them sat upon the throne of

England.

Thomas Dudley was the first of the
name to come to this country. This
w^as in 1630, when he was 54 years of

He afterwards served as proage.
vincial governor of IMassachusetts.
His

Col.

son,

Joseph

Dudley, was

that colony, and
from 1702 to 1716 was governor of

president of

later

New

Hampshire.

But

in a different line from
Governor Dudley that we
finally come to the subject of this
sketch.
Gov. Thomas Dudley had a
son, Samuel, who became a minister
and was settled at Exeter in 1650.
From this time on the family has
been associated with the Granite
State.
Samuel Dudley continued to
minister to the spiritual wants of his
parish at Exeter until his death in

the

it

is

first

One

of his eighteen children,
Col. Stephen Dudley, was a business
man of Exeter. At this time there
were but few settlements within the
limits of the colony.
Nearly all the
settlers were clustered in the towns
on the coast, at Exeter, and in the
Piscataqua region, but the younger
1663.

generation

were

advancing

the

slowly
line

but

which

surely
divided

from savagery. The terand around Exeter was
purchased in 1638 from We-ha-nowno-wit, the Indian Sagamore, by Jolm
Wheelwright. The grant included a
large territory and the town of Raymond was probably within its limits,
but real possession was never taken
of this section under this grant, and
in January, 1717, Col. Stephen Dudley purchased what is now a large
part of the township from an Indian
named Penniwit and Abigail, his
squaw. He probably never removed
to
Raymond, although he began
civilization

ritory

in

on

his

property

there.

he sold a part of this territory to his
son, James Dudley, who was father
the late Judge John Dudlev of
Raymond.
But few men of his day were more

of

closely associated with public affairs

than Judge Dudley.

He was born

In early
he worked for Daniel Gilman of
that town. He was able to read, but
further than that his education was
limited.
Mr. Gilman was one of the
leading men of the colony. He took
a great interest in the young man and
allowed him to avail himself of all
the advantages of the colonial home
in the way of reading and conversain Exeter, April 9,

1775.

life

tion with the

many prominent men

who gathered

there.

Judge Dudley

married Mr. Oilman's daughter
who was an aunt of Hon. John T.
Gilman, afterwards several times gov-

later

ernor of this state.
Besides the connection of the Dud-

and the Gilmans already mentioned there were no less than three
other marriages between different
members of this family. Rev. Samuel Dudley married Sarah, a daughter of Hon. John Gilman of Exeter.
John Gilman was one of the Royal
Council of the province. He was a
descendant of Edward Gilman, who
leys

to New Hampshire soon after its
settlement and among his other
descendants in every generation have

came
first

been

men prominent

Soon

Dudley

after

his

embarked

in public affairs.
marriage, Judge
in business
at

Exeter. In 1751 he became interested
in a sawmill at Raymond, and later
acquired extensive real estate holdings in that town where he went to
take up his permanent residence in
1766. From that time on, the history
of the town can almost be said to be

biography, so vitally connected
its affairs did he become.
There
was scarcely an office within the gift

his

with

Gilman H. Tucker
of

its

citizens

which he did not hold

at one time or another.

soon called to take a large part in
the more important affairs of the colLess than ten years after his
ony.
settlement in Raymond, the relations
between the British crown and the
strained,

member

of the Provincial ConThere was scarcely an important committee upon which he
did not serve, and in 1782 and 1783
he was its Speaker.
In addition to
his services in that body, he became a
member of the Committee of Safety
on March 22, 1776, and was one of
gress.

But although the duties attendant
upon his many local positions were
arduous and his private business interests very extensive, yet he
was

American

as a
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colonists, previously much
so critical that sep-

became

that body continuously until May 24,
1784, when the war had closed, the
Colonists having gained their inde-

pendence and taken their place among
The most

the nations of the earth.

^''5^*^'N.

h^'
k.*'-^-

>

y^-$-

•*;•

West View, Residence G. H. Tucker

aration

seemed inevitable.
-With
patriotic ardor, he cast his lot with
his neighbors in their endeavor to

important public duties of the war
devolved upon that committee, and
although there were many calls for

throw

his

off the British rule.
In April,
1775, the fight at Lexington occurred,
and the news reached him at his home

in

Raymond.

for action.

This was

the

signal

He

immediately raised a
company from among his townsmen,
dispatched it to the front to join the
Colonial forces, while in company
with others he himself was summoned

Exeter to devise means for the
For the next eight
public defence.
years, he was in continuous service
to

presence

elsewhere,

the

records

show that there was none more faithful in attendance than Judge Dudley.

At the time of the Revolution,
there were but few who had a technical knowledge of the law.
The
great mass of English common law
which had been developing for centuries was not well defined.
Blackstone had but just gathered together
fundamental principle in his great
exposition on the subject, and while
its
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among lawyers

in this country that

work had become

quite familiar, yet
the general knowledge of the law was

low

very

among

classes.

all

The

courts in many cases were presided
over by those who had been trained
as farmers, traders, physicians, or

clergymen.
Mr. Dudley was appointed a judge
of the Court of Common Pleas in
1776.
He held this position until
1785.
At that time he was promoted to a position on the Superior

Court bench of the

state.

He had

not been trained for the law and even
had a certain prejudice against it;
far more to his credit that
he filled these positions with marked
success.
He had a high sense of justice and was possessed of that rare
faculty of looking upon a proposition, analyzing it and casting out the
non-essentials while sticking close to
the fundamental principles underlya faculty without which a
ing it
judge is not a success, be he ever so
learned.
His devotion to the common principles of justice is illustrated in a charge to a jury recorded
by Gov. William Plumer, the historian of those times in this state.

yet

it

is

—

"You

have

gentlemen,"
said Judge Dudley, "what has been
heard,

said in this case by the lawyers, the
rascals
But, no, I will not abuse
them. It is their business to make a
good case for their clients; they are
paicl for it; and they have done in
this case well enough.
But j^ou and
!

I,

gentlemen, have something

else to

They talk of law. It is
not law we want, but justice. A
clear head and honest heart are
worth more than all the law of the
There was one good thing
lawyers.
said at the bar.
It was from one
consider.

Shakespeare, an English player, I beIt is good enough almost to
be in the Bible. It is this: 'Be just
and fear not.' That, gentlemen, is
the law in this case.
It is our business to do justice between the parties, not by the quirks of the law out
lieve.

of Blackstone or Coke, books that I

never read and never will, but by
common sense as between man and
man. That is our business and the
;

curse of

God

will rest

upon us

neglect, or evade, or turn aside
it."

Judge Dudley died May

21,

we
from

if

1805.

Dudley, was the.
father of Nancy Dudley, who married Gen. Henry Tucker, and became
Like
the mother of our subject.
Judge Dudley, his son Moses was a
man of great natural ability. He became one of the leading men of his

His

son,

Moses

day in his section of the state. He
was chosen moderator of the town
meeting twenty -nine times, served on.
the board of selectmen for seventeen
years, and was representative in the
Legislature during nine terms. He
was an omnivorous reader, and in

way educated himself far beyond the average man of his day and
that

generation.

Gilman H. Tucker was but

a little

over thirteen years of age when his
father died. But little more than a
year later, he left his home to educate himself and to make a liveli-

hood elsewhere. He had previously,
when a boy of but fourteen years,
worked in the country store in his
native town. At this time steam
railroads were in their infancy, the
Concord Railroad being in process of
The added opportuniconstruction.
for employment through this
ties
fact gave the young man an opening,
and for some time he was a paymaster
and had charge of the stores for a
large company of laborers engaged
in the construction of the roadbed at
Hooksett, a position of considerable
for one
so
young,
responsibility
With the money thus earned, he entered the State Normal School at

New
year,

when he was but
Here he remained for a

Britain, Conn.,

sixteen.

and then entered the Phillips

Two
at Andover, Mass.
years later he became a student at
Kimliall Union Academy at Meriden,
Academy
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his diploma from that
institution in 1856.
At this time Mr. Tiiclver looked forward to the law as his life work.
During all these years of preparatory

and received

study he had made this the mark toward which he had aimed his endeavAt Andover he had found the
ors.
Philomathean Society and at Meriden
Philadelphian Society in the
School
height of their prosperity.
athletics had not j^et taken their present place in the student life, the en-

the

Down

the

perience of invaluable assistance in
the fight for success in the business
world.

Immediately following his graduaKimball Union Academy he
entered Dartmouth College with the
At the end of two
class of 1860.
of trouble with his
account
on
years,
eyes, he was compelled to leave coltion in

Returning, he gradulege for a year.
ated with the class of 1861, a class
which will ever remain a notable one
in the history of the

Road— Farm House and

ergy which is now exerted in this direction being then used in such organizations as these. Mr. Tucker associated himself with both these societies, and while he was connected with
the two institutions was a frequent
speaker in their meetings in both
written and extemporaneous debate

and in more pretentious addresses.

Today he is enthusiastic in his praise
of the benefits derived from this training, for while he has not followed the
profession for which they seemed best
to fit him, he has found this early ex-

New Hampshire

Cottages

on account of the fact that it
contained among its members Mr.
Tucker's kinsman, the builder of the
new Dartmouth, former President
William Jewett Tucker.
Mr. Tucker's degree was won under
the most trying of circumstances.
college

The year's rest from his studies which
he had taken in the midst of his
course had not fully restored his impaired eyesight, and soon after his
return he found the old trouble coming back upon him. So serious did
the situation become that during his
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entire senior year lie was compelled
have all lessons read to him, a

to

method which, although

filled

with

difficulty, developed faculties of the
mind for which the lecture system

had not then furnished a

substitute.

Despite the discouragement of this
situation, he graduated eighth in his
class, and thereby became a member
of Phi Beta Kappa, a distinction coveted by all with ambition to excel in
He was also a member
scholarship.
of the Dartmouth Chapter of Psi Upsilon.

Before his graduation Mr. Tucker

became interested

in the political isThe most critical
sues of the day.
period in the existence of the naThe anti-slavery
tion was at hand.
agitation was just culminating in

War. Hon. Nathaniel S. Berry
was making his canvas for governor
upon a platform reflecting the opinCivil

Mr.
of the Northern people.
Tucker took the stump in his behalf,
and did effective work in the cause.
Mr. Berry was elected and offered the
young man an appointment upon his
staff.
He accepted and for the next
two years served in this capacity, the
work of military secretary to the chief
executive devolving upon him a large
It Avas during
share of the time.
these two years that the large majority of the New Hampshire troops
were enlisted and put into the field.

ions

As commander-in-chief

of the

state

forces. Governor Berry had charge of
this work, it being by far the most important and arduous task ever performed by a New Hampshire chief
In this he was ably asexecutive.

by his secretary.
It is interesting to note the list of
men who held appointments as staff

sisted

under Mr. Berry.
Anthony
Colby of New Londoij was adjutant
and inspector-general, John H. Gage
of Nashua was quartermaster-general,
while besides Mr. Tucker the aides
were Milo H. Crosby of Hebron, Samuel Webber, Joseph C. Abbott and
David B. Nelson of Manchester, Jo-

officers

siah B. Sanborn of Concord
liam C. Berry of Barnstead.

and WilOf these

men, General Colby afterwards became governor of the state, and
Colonel Abbott went to the front, rose
to the rank of major-general, settled
in North Carolina at the close of the
war, and later was a United States
So far as is
senator from that state.
known. Colonel Tucker is the only

member of the
At the close

staff

now

living.

of the administration

of Governor Berry, Mr. Tucker was
ready to begin his business career.
He had been compelled to forego any
idea of entering the legal profession
on account of the failure of his eye-

He therefore went to Boston
and became associated with Brown &

sight.

Taggard, publishers of school textHe remained with them and
books.
At that
their successors until 1867.
time Scribner & Company of New
York City invited him to become their

New England

agent, with headquart-

He accepted and
capacity for twelve
years, when the efficient service which
he had rendered made him the logical
man for manager of the whole educaers

Boston.

in

acted

in

this

department of the concern.
appointed to that position, removed to New York, and served suctional

He was

At that time
cessfully until 1883.
the sale of the entire business of the
concern in this line made it necessary

He was immedito retire.
elected
secretary of the School
ately
Book Publisher's Association of the
for

him

United States, an organization embracing

all

the publishers of educa-

works in the country. Here he
remained until elected to his present
position as secretary of the American
Book Company. Subsequent to that
time he was elected one of the directors of the company, in which capacity

tional

he is still serving. This company now
does a very large school and college
text-book publishing business, penetrating into every corner of the globe

where the English language
It

has a capitalization of

is

spoken.

five million

Gilman H. Tucker
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dollars, and a part of the responsibility for its successful management de-

of in terms of marked approval by
the large assembly of educators who

volves

heard

Mr.

npon

its efficient

secretary.

Tucker has been a frequent

speaker upon a variety of occasions.
As has already been stated, when a
young man he was on the stump in political campaigns.
He has since been
called

upon

to speak at

many

politi-

meetings. His address, "GoldBug or Silver Spider," delivered at
Raymond during the campaign of
1896, was printed and thousands of
cal

it.

He
and

is

a

member

of

many

societies

social

organizations, including
the Society of Colonial Wars, Sons of
the American Revolution, the Union
Society of the Civil War, the University Club, one of the most distinguished organizations in the Metropolis, the Barnard Club, the Unitarian

Club, Appalachian IMountain Club,
the Dartmouth Club, the New Hamp-

Dudley-Tucker Library, Raymond, N. H.

them

Avere

put into circulation^

He

has delivered several addresses at the
annual observance of Old Home
Week in Raymond. These addresses
not only reflect his ability as a public
speaker, but show great sympathy
with this movement, which was inaugurated a number of years ago by
his native state. He delivered a scholarly address upon "Education from a
Publisher's Standpoint" before the
National Educational Association at
its session held at Milwaukee, Wis.,
July 7, 1897. This effort was spoken

shire Society, the New England Society, the Phi Beta Kappa Society

and the Dartmouth and Phillips Andover Alumni Associations. He has
served as president of the two last

named

organizations.

The love of the old home in New
Hampshire is almost a passion with
him.
Although for nearly half a
century he has been compelled by his
business connections to pass the most
of each year far from his native state,
yet his affection for its hills and valWhen he
leys has never diminished.
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removed his business headquarters
from Boston to New York he took up
his legal residence in Raymond and
has continued a legal voter there ever
He has, however, never gone

since.

into its politics, having consistently
refused proffered nominations for

He has alwaj^s kept the
public office.
old homestead since he received it
from
sing"

As "The Brownow one of the most comsummer residences in that

his parents.
it is

fortable
section of the state.
It was rebuilt
in 1886, and additions have since been
made, but it is still to him the old

He

home.

has preferred to preserve
the simplicity of its former surroundings rather than to make it one of the
more pretentious but less attractive
summer homes, such as have been
erected by some of the wealthy sojourners in the state. He has during the past few years built or rebuilt three other houses upon the old
homestead, one of which is now occu-

pied by his daughter, Llrs. Mary C.
Robinson, one by a cousin, and the
other by the employees upon the
estate.
He has also added to the

farm by purchase until it
now contains more than three hunoriginal

dred acres.
Mr. Tucker has ever endeavored to
share the results of his success with
his old neighbors and friends.
Ray-

mond
in

is

than

a

more attractive town to live
would be without him.

it

Some years

ago, through the joint efforts of himself and his wife, a beautiful library building was erected in
In appreciation of this
the village.
service it has been named the DudleyTucker Library, in memory of the two

families with which he

is

most closely

connected by relationship.
His efforts have not stopped here, but he
has contributed extensively to the
choice collection of books upon its
shelves.
Of late he has been inter'

ested in a soldiers monument, which
is soon to be erected in the town.
Many years ago he was made a Mason in Columbia Lodge at Boston, and
when a lodge of that fraternity was
chartered in his native town recently
it was called Tucker Lodge in his

honor, a distinction seldom, if ever,
before conferred in New Hampshire
a man during his lifetime.
From early life he has been a

upon

stu-

His reading has covered the
history of both ancient and modern
times, and his knowledge of literature
dent.

of all ages is extensive. He has a
valuable library at his New York
home, and passes much time in its
enjoyment. When at the old homestead, however, the call back to nature
is so strong that he passes the most of
his leisure time in fishing and in
He has
other outdoor diversions.
been a considerable traveler, having
visited all parts of his

own country

and having been abroad three

times.

He

will leave early the present season
for another extended tour in Europe.
I\Ir. Tucker was married in 1861 to

of Windsor, Vt. She
died seven years later, and in 1871
Mrs. Caroline Kimball Clark of New-

Mary H. Greene

Massachusetts, became his wife.
children, Mary C, now the wife
of Allan E. Robinson of Raymond,
and Dudley G., a graduate of Harvard in the class of 1907, and who is
now with his father in the American
ton,

Two

Book Company, have been born
them.

to

C©!nic®ff(d!

amdl it% Meffclhasate ®f Fifty

Yemz Ag©
(Address delivered before the Concord Commercial Club, Ladies' Night, February,

By John

1909.)

Thome

C.

(Printed by request.)
This paper, not an address, upon
Concord Merchants, will necessarily
be fragmentary and about many per-

endeavor not to confuse the characters presented, as did
a member of the Legislature once in a
speech, sajdng, as he rose in one of his
sons, but I will

flights

of

eloquence,

"Let me now

address you in the words of Daniel
Webster, who wrote the Dictionary,
'as for me, give me liberty or give
me death.' " A friend, pulling at
his coat, whispered, "Daniel Webster
did not write the Dictionarj^, it was
Noah." "Noah
nothing," he re-

—

"Noah

built the Ark/'
the history of the merchant is called for first, as it is he
who supports both the lawyers and
the doctors
he feeds them, clothes
them, and, in the business I represent,
gives them a good understanding for
their varied walks in life.
plied,

Of course

—

Fifty years ago, in round numbers,
carries us back to the year 1860. Concord was then a city of about 11.000
people ^an increase over the preced-

—

Our average
ing decade of 2,300.
growth from 1790 (when the first
census was taken), has been 1,500 for
each period, or 150 a year, a slow but
substantial advance. What 1910 will
say, next year's census will inform
us.

In 1860 James Buchanan was in
the presidential chair, but in November of that year Abraham Lincoln was
elected, the one hundredth anniversary of whose birth our whole country
has recently honored. lehabod Goodwin of Portsmouth was governor
during his administration he raised

—

and

fitted

out ten regiments of

sol-

who marched from Concord

diers,

to

defend the Union. Dr. Moses T. Willard was then mayor of our city. To
those who recall him. he bore a great
resemblance to Lincoln.
Eighteen years previous the railroads had entered Concord and convenient connection with commercial

was well established, passengers and freight were readily transported, and Cheney & Co.'s Express
centres

was handling money and merchandise
for the benefit of our merchants.
Our Main Street when first laid
out, June 23, 1785, was to be ten rods
wide, or 166 2-3 feet. The old Roby
house, near Church Street, and the
ancient Herbert house, at the head of
•

Street, were, it has

Ferry

been said,

upon that line, which would
have made our street thirty feet
wider on each side than at present,
located

which

is

now 100

with

its

What a magwould have been,

feet.

nificent boulevard it

broad walks,

its

fine

drive-

ways, on either side of a centre line
of trees (a strip of park, indeed) in
the midst of which would run our
electric cars!

It

would have

rivalled

the Royal Highway of the Imperial
City of Berlin, the grand Unter-de-

Linden. It would have been as broad
and twice as long nearly as this
in the capifinest street in Europe,
This
tal of the great German empire.
is what we escaped from a change of
mind of our forefathers.
However, "The Street," as it has
been called, is a fine one, and is today
lined on either hand with as fine commercial blocks and as elegant stores
'

'

' '
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as any city of its size in our country,
as I am able to testify, having visited
nearly every section of our broad
domain from Portland to Denver,

and from Milwaukee to St. Augustine, New Orleans and San Antonio.
I had the good fortune to be born
on this street, and near its commercial
life,

in the house afterwards enlarged

and occupied by

Governor

Onslow

Stearns, a house which has been also
honored by having entertained Gen-

Sherman and Sheridan
and President Hayes. Thus having
erals Grant,

been in touch with Concord's mercantile life for at least fifty years I
may hope to give some little account,
as briefly as possible, of its Main

Street activities.
Our business thoroughfare has suffered from and likewise been benefitted by fires, nearly all of the trad-

ing section, from Centre to Freight
Streets has been burned over at different times within my memory. From

boys and even women assisting in
lending a hand at the pumps.

To

the merchants
a row of small
wooden structures were erected in the
space fronting the capitol grounds,
called "ten footers," and here, with
their savings, some of the merchants
continued until the stores were reIt was a "great fire" for litbuilt.
tle
Concord, struggling for larger
things, the loss being over $100,000,
and the excitement that attended it

accommodate

driven out by the

was

intense.

fire,

It recalls,

if

you

will

kindly allow me, another "great fire"
whose experiences I passed through
in October, 1871, being in the midst
for a night and a day of the "great
Chicago fire," which impressed one
as if the world w^as being consumed
The flames
at the last great day.
blown by a fierce and unrelenting gale
destroyed 17,500 buildings, including
1,600 stores, covering in all an area
of 2,100 acres, with a total loss of

the ashes of the cheap wooden buildings, thus destroyed, have risen the
substantial structures of brick and
stone which greet our eye today.
Like many other cities. Concord has

.$190,000,000.

''great fire," which occurred
25, 1851, destroying in its
path Stickney's Block, Eagle Coffee

morning in 1853 shone upon a group
of buildings more fair than those
eaten up by the flames."
So far you have learned nothing of
individual merchants, but of "the
street," and the merchants in general.
Such things as these I would have
said if my subject had not been "Concord Merchants of Fifty Years Ago,"
and this reminds me of a lecture given
many years ago in Phenix Hall, by
Artemas Ward, whose subject was:
"The Babes in the Wood," and he

had her
August

House, Mechanics Row, Exchange and
Merchants Blocks, to the Rumford or
Lowe's Building, now occupied by the
dry goods house of David E. Murphy.
Says one Charles L. Wheeler, writing at that time, "The morning sun
of August 26, 1851, beheld the best
portion of Concord laid in ruins, the
covered with fragments of
property and the State House yard
literally filled with the remnants of

streets

the stocks of the

extensive

dealers

burned out." Although but a lad,
I well remember the several hand engines, Nos. 2, 3 and 4, stationed at the
reservoirs in front of the State House
grounds, the frequent relays of men
at the brakes, as the firemen became
exhausted with their arduous labor,

But Concord people no

less

than

those of Chicago "were by no means
deficient in recuperative energy, for
the sun that rose upon a December

matters
spoke of a dozen irrelevant
and would say after each: "So and
so I would have spoken if my subject
had not been 'The Babes in the
" and for the whole evening
Wood,'
through, never once speaking on the
never
subject announced, and we
I
Babes.
the
of
became
knew what
must do better than that, however,
and will now say that the new busi-

Concord Mei'chants Fifty Years Ago
ness blocks, erected to replace those
burned in the "great fire" which has

been mentioned, were, beginning at
Lowe's Block, opposite School Streets

and proceeding north,

J.
B.
first,
Stanley, jeweler; Norton & Crawford, booksellers and binders; Tripp

&

steam printing works;
Shaw, clothing; S. G-. Sylves-

Osgood,

"W. G.

Winkley & Abbott,
Exchange Block, Clark
& Currier, dry goods (store now
H. A.
occupied by J. C. Thorne)
Fay, carpetings John A. Gault, drugWarde & Walker, hardware
gist;
(now Walter L. Jenks' store) Eagle
Hotel Building, "of exceeding magnificence and capacity," says one of
ter,

crockery;

tailors;

in

;

;

;

that day; stores,
son,

merchant

Edmunds &

tailors;

J.

EobinCarter &

Son, jewelers; Mr. Chase, telegraph
and Mr. Talbot, barber; Munroe and Morrill, confectioners; Stickney Block, Edward H. Rollins, druggist (later United States senator)
Dr. Julius Cone, the genial attendant

office,

;

;

Mechanics Bank, upstairs (also treasurer of Concord and Montreal RailCharles W. Harvey, dry
road)
goods William H. Page, crockery and
carpetings; John D. Johnson, dry
;

;

goods at the celebrated "Great 8," of
INIoore,
Estabrooks, of earlier date
Cilley & Co., hardware; Stickney's
:

North Block, David Symonds, trunk
and harness maker; (a small leather
covered trunk made for me by Mr.
Symonds about 1860 has been on two
trips through Europe, traveling upwards of 15,000 miles, besides journeys in this country and is yet in good
Joel D. Johnson, harcondition)
nesses; and upstairs, Elliott A. Hill,
This trip along the stores
furniture.
takes us from School Street to Bridge
Street, the center, then, of Concord's
;

business

life.

These names of dealers of fifty and
more years ago, are undoubtedly
"familiar to some of you, but unknown
North of Bridge Street,
to many.
known earlier as "Free Bridge
Road," was Calvin Thorne, boot and
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shoe manufacturer and retailer, who
first began to make shoes for Lynn
and Haverhill parties in 1833-1834;
commenced business on his own ac-

count in 1835
afterwards moved
further south and his son John C.
Thome entered into co-partnership
with him in 1860. As far as known it
is the oldest retail shoe house in the
United States, continued in the same
;

family.

A

little

farther north was Ivory

Hall, a noted jeweler of this period,
located at what is now called Halls'
The
Court where he also resided.

gold beads and silver spoons bearing
the
"I. Hall,"
trade mark,
were
widely known for their fine quality.
Many of these, as heirlooms, may be
found today in some of the homes of
our older families.
At nearly the head of Main Street
stood the Fiske store (West India
goods and groceries), now the Larkin

—

grocery in Concord
Francis N. and Francis A. Fiske, a
house of honorable dealing for many
This building was earlier used
5'ears.
store, the oldest

by Roby & Kimball
Here
establishment.

a printing
Bibles
were printed, also Leavitt's Almanac
and the first copy of the New Hampshire Statesman, on January 6, 1823.
To continue in considering some of
the oldest and most prominent merchants and manufacturers, who were
in business fifty years ago or thereabouts and are still living, or the
as

many

business which they established still in
existence, perhaps the Prescott Piano
Co., should first be mentioned, as this
the one hundredth, since the Preseotts began the
manufacture and sale of musical in-

year of 1909 marks

In 1833 the works were
Deerfield to Concord, and
have continued under the management
of father, son and grandson. It was
in 1858 that Mr. George D. B. Presstruments.

moved from

cott entered the firm, and he maintains today the activity of a j^ounger

man

in perfecting the Prescott piano.
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He

is one of the valued members of
our Commercial Club today.

The

Abbot-Downing

Company

Estabshould certainly come next.
lished here in Concord in 1813, it is
oldest carriage company in the
The first "Concord
United States.
wagon" was finished November 4,
1813, at the shop of Lewis Downing,
senior, on Main Street, just south of

the

Washington, for one Benjamin KimThe first stage coach was built
in 1825.
They were the originators
"Concord wagons.
of the famous
Concord coaches, and Concord axles
and wheels, and have made the name
of Concord known "wherever wheels
turn the world around." Mr. Lewis
ball.

' '

Downing, junior, has only quite recently left us, and Mr. Edward Abbot

living in France.
of J. C. Norris &
bakers, began in 1823 by Mr.

is still

The business
Co.,

Amos Wood,

succeeded by Captain
whom the elder Mr.
Norris, James S., began as salesman in
In 1850 he purchased the
1847.
The firm continues as
business.
James C. Norris & Co., and they do
a large and successful wholesale and

Symmes, with

retail business.

W. &

J. H. Stewart, merchant
are
tailors,
probably the oldest in their

T.

branch, and Mr. Thomas W. Stewart
He
is our oldest active merchant.
began in 1849 as Tenney & Stewart.

In 1853, his brother, John H., was
admitted as equal partner and they
are both at their post of duty.

Eastman & Merrill, insurance
who keep in stock and sell
The busipolicies of fire insurance.
ness was established in 1843, by Seth
Eastman and is still continued by his
son, Hon. Samul C. Eastman, and
agents,

others.

Edson

C.

Eastman, bookseller, be-

gan business in 1853 by purchasing
an interest with S. G. Sylvester. In
1857 he opened his bookstore on the
Bean's present store, was
burned out and located on School

site of L. S.

Street,

afterwards

in

Building, and took his present store
in the N. H. Savings Bank Building
when completed in 1887. He is a

Eagle

Hotel

=

member

helpful

Amos

of our club.

dry goods and
began in 1855 on Main
removed to corner of Pleasant
Blanchard,

groceries,

Street

;

and Warren in 1877; now retired,
but an active member of our Commercial Club.
The business is continued by his son, Mark, at the old
stand.

Mr. Giles Wheeler, police commisConcord in 1853,

sioner, carpenter in
architect with Mr.

Dow & Wheeler,

Edward Dow,

in 1873

as

superintendent of construction of our beautiful
post office building, of the Parker,
;

Kimball and Franklin schoolhouses,
Margaret Pillsbury Hospital, Soldiers' Memorial Arch and the N. H.
State Library, monuments of suband finished construction (a
record to be proud of). Mr. Wheeler
has been nominated for many offices,
but, as he says, "being a 'wicked
Democrat' has fortunately escaped
election."
David L. Xeal, now traveling
through New Hampshire in the interests of the Statesman newspaper, began a business career in 1857, with
stantial

Calvin C. Webster, groceries, in Phenix Hall Block, and remained in the
employ of Mr. Webster 18 years.

W.

G.

C.

Kimball, photographer,

whose business was established in
1849-1850 by his father, came into
full control in 1860. His studio ranks

among

the best in the country.

Joseph T. Sleeper, merchant tailor,
recently retired, began business May
2, 1859, under firm name of Critchett
& Sleeper; in 1866 as Joseph T.
Sleeper; in 1877 as Sleeper & Hood.
E. B. Hutchinson, contractor and
builder, commenced in Concord in
1859; now the Hutchinson Building
Co. erected the Statesman building.
State Capital Bank. Board of Trade,'
N. H. Savings Bank, besides very
;

many

private residences.

These are some, certainly not

all
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that should be mentioned.
They are
a company of able, uprigiit and
industrions men and deserve and
receive the respect of our whole

community.
It would seem proper to consider
the printer as a manufacturer and
merchant, for he buys paper and ink,
unites them and sells the product.
The Neiv Hampshire Patriot, which
has come down to this day, reaches its
one hundredth anniversary on the 18th
of next April, its first number being
issued on that day in the year 1809
by Isaac Hill, editor and publisher.
At the time we are speaking of WilIt
liam Butterfield was the editor.
has been one of the strong Democratic
papers of the country. I well remember the Patriot office in the then Hill's
Block, over the Franklin Bookstore,
where is now Dunlap 's Drug Store. In
the same quarters the Congregational
Journal was printed, edited by Benjamin P. Stone, the old hand press, the
great wheel of which was turned by a

slender Irishman, running off 250
sheets per hour, printed on one side.
The paper was folded by hand and I
used to receive for this work the handsome sum of "ninepence a token"
about fifty cents for the whole edition.
Josiah Sanborn directed the
Col.
This paper was
copies for mailing.
discontinued in 1862.

—

The

Neio

Hampshire

Statesman,

Tiruse
By
Give

A
A

me

owned and edited at this time by Asa
McFarland and George E. Jenks,
commenced in 1823 and still continues
its good work along Republican lines.
The Daihj Monitor began in May,
1864, with Cogswell and Sturtevant
as publishers.

Next to the Patriot and Statesman
in date of birth and influence came
the Independent Democrat, founded
in 1845.
George G. Fogg was its
pungent and forceful editor. Some
ten years later Mr. Amos Hadley became connected with the paper. In
1871 it was merged with the Monitor

and Statesman.

;

last year.

Of

mayors of our city three, at
Abraham G.
were
least,
printers
Jones, Horace A. Brown and Parsons
B. Cogswell, also several of our merchants were mayors of prominence.
the

—

So as we draw this paper to a close,
feel we have an honorable record

we

of noble achievement.

May

the next

generation go on building still stronger the foundations which sustain our
city's commercial life.

J©y

H. Bartlett Morrill

health,

little

wealth,
cottage fair and free
With mountains in the background
And a frontage on the sea.

Give me a wife congenial.
Tobacco and good books.
And many shady corners

And

Mr. Fogg was ap-

pointed minister to Switzerland, in
on his
1861, by Abraham Lincoln
return in 1866 was appointed United
States senator for an unfinished terra.
Mr. Fogg died in 1881. Mr. Hadley
continued with us as a writer and
teacher until he passed away only

other quiet nooks.

Thus far away from worldly
In pleasure would I pass my

strife
life.
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(A paper read before the Newport

Woman's

Club.)

By Anne Parmelee
If the fair town of Newport, like
young housekeepers of the present
day, had established a "Guest Book"
when she first set up her household

gods in the valley of the Sugar, she
might by this time have been able to
display with pride a list of interesting
names. For her first visitors, however, the Indians, there would have
been no page in the book, as there
was no welcome in her heart, but,
fearful consternation and
dismay when in the earlj^ history of
this town their dusky forms were sud-

instead,

denly seen, one day, hovering about
in the forest on Aiken Hill.

us have had glorified relatives of a
past generation who could remember
the famous day and year of his comHis page in the Guest Book
ing.
would be the first, and could be emblazoned with all the heraldic illumination that the proud hostess could

—
—

His distingiiished name
Marie Paul Joseph Roche Ives Gilbert
de jMottier Marquis de Lafayette
would almost cover one page in itself
without the addition of any sentiment
To this new land he
or reflection.
was a romantic figure, a link with old
world life and grace, bringing to a
simple people the atmosphere of
desire.

The men flew to arms, and pursued
"All day they tracked the
woods up hill and down again," leav-

courts

ing the frightened women to hide
themselves as well as they could until
the following day when a signal gun
from the conquering heroes on their

not this glamor alone that kindled
the enthusiasm of all Americans. It
was the thought of what he had done
for us that made the whole country

return, told them that they might go
back to their homes with safety.
Newport was never molested again
by these dread visitors, and in this
was more fortunate than some of the
neighboring towns. Euth Labaree,
a native of Charlestown, the wife of
Nathan Hurd, one of our first settlers, often used to tell of her fearful

His
rise up and call him blessed.
youthful enthusiasm and love of liberty led him to procure a ship for his

them.

experiences in escaping from the Indians by hiding under a log when her
father and the Johnson family of
Charlestown were taken captive by
We are thankful that
the Indians.
no such sad event needs to appear in
the chronicles of Newport, and this
little incident of the only visit made
by the Indians to this town can appear
as a picturesque and decorative border, or an introduction to the Guest

Book.

Of course, Newport's most illustrious visitor was Lafayette. Some of

and

leaving

memory which has
town from that day

own

a

fascinating
the

emliellished
to this.
It

transportation to America

was

when

our country was too poor to offer him
a passage to our shores, fifty years
before, and Edward Everett, in his
oration on the occasion of Lafayette's
visit to Boston, "brought every man
in the assembly to tears" as he spoke

of his noble conduct.

It is said, too,

on this occasion, that Dr. Bowditch,
the celebrated mathematician, went up
a flight of steps to wait in quiet dignity until the parade in honor of Lafayette had passed by. but he lost all
command of himself and literally
went out of his senses. When he recovered them he was in the midst of
the crowd shouting wath all his power.
It was the same all over the country.
No wonder that Newport and her
citizens were proud to do him honor,
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this friend of their fathers

who had

come back after

years of

so

many

varied experience, to visit the land
which he had helped to make free.
We are all familiar with the account
of that day, June 27, 1825, and can
picture to ourselves the cavalcade of
citizens escorting

him

in

from Suna-

the stones had been repee,
moved from the road by enthusiastic
Newport boys as told in the Baldwin
book, an unprinted diary left by the
after

late

Henry Baldwin.

We

see in imag-

splendor, gives a suggestion of the
leafy silences of pathless woods and a
life of wild freedom.
This was Peter
In
Paul Osunkirhine, an Indian.
1821 he had come here entirely uneducated to study with the Rev. Mr.
Wheelock, and had prepared for college, graduating at the Moore's In-

dian Charity School connected with
In Wheeler's
College.
History of Newport we read that tales

Dartmouth

were told of his wonderful skill at
hunting and fishing, and it was re-

the
triumphal
progress
through the town, the street thronged
with eager people who had gathered
to do him honor, with the booming of
cannon and the ringing of bells. We
can picture the reception at the house
of Col. William Cheney, now the post
office block, but then a dignified family mansion.
Perhaps we can fancy
the emotions of the old Revolutionary

membered that once when sitting in
a school room in this town seeing a

veterans at this reception of the naWe see the cavalcade
tion's guest.
move down the village street, over the
bridge which was arched with flowers,
and on to be entertained again at the
This
house of Mr. William Breck.
house is now owned by Mrs. Mary
A. Bostwick, and was once the home
of one of New Hampshire's governIn appearance
ors, Ralph Metcalf.
and association it is one of Newport's

was more self-controlled and

ination

most interesting houses. The Brecks
and Cheneys seem to have been social
and business rivals in Newport, with
a constant struggle for supremacy.
Each wishing to be considered the
foremost citizen neither would yield
the proud position of host to such a
guest as Lafayette, so he was entertained by each in turn. Newport was
fortunate to have been in the path
of his triumphal progress from Concord to the capital of Vennont, where
he was going to receive the welcome
of the state, and the town is richer in
associations from his visit, as the

ornamented by its guests.
Another guest there was whose
name, instead of suggesting an atmosphere of courtly grace or old world

house

is

squirrel outside near the door he left
his task and gave chase to the little
animal, and was not seen again for

days, being finally

found upon Suna-

He came

pee Mountain.

here a visitor
in 1861, after having been a missionary among the Indians for twentysix years.

In passing,

Doubtless at this time he
sedate.

interesting to consider for a minute the personality of
the Rev. Mr. Wheelock, who was settled over the Congregational Church
when the Indian, a young man, came
Mr. Wheelock w^as
to be instructed.
a grandson of the first and a son of
it

is

second president of Dartmouth
He was a man of much
College.
talent, sensitive and enthusiastic with
It is said
a keen sense of humor.
that one of the reasons for his leavthe

ing this parish was that this sense of
expression at the exof
some
parishioner." He was
pense
impulsive, too, and very wrathful because one of his flock brought him a
piece of blue and unhealthy looking
veal, probably as a part of his salary.
Nevertheless he must have been a

humor "found

good worker,

for,

though in Newport

only four years, nearly one hundred
and fifty were added to the church
and it was during his ministry that

and imposing church
The church whose "ter-

the present large

was

built.

raced spire" appears in the pages of
"Coniston" described by Winston
Churchill.

Newport's Guest Book
Quite different again in character
the visitor whose name might be
the next one inscribed on the record,
that of Dr. Lyman Beecher, the father
of Henry Ward Beecher, Charles
and
Catherine
Harriet
Edward,
Beecher Stowe. Perhaps there is no
more noted family in America than
Dr. Lyman
that of the Beechers.
Beecher was famous as a temperance
He is
and anti-slavery reformer.
said to have been very eccentric in
many ways and of astonishing abis

hair turned back from his impressive
Roman visage, thundered his vigorous
sentences against rum selling and
rum drinking and sinners generally,
until the very place seemed black
with the wrath of God."
The conditions in Newport have
improved very much since those times
when a throng filed in regularly for
their early morning grog as soon as
the drowsy clerk took down the bars
and opened the doors."
cannot
mention all the distinguished visitors
' '

We

The Old South Church "With Terraced

sence of mind, arriving at church late
and dishevelled when the bells were
tolling, "but once in the pulpit he
was master of the situation and would
stir the minds of the people and move
their hearts, pleading, warning and
entreating, until the whole audience
as one man responded." He came to

A
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Spire'

that Newport has had. Senators and
statesmen and men of importance in
various ways, but some of the present
day demand our notice.
William C. Prime has written in
his

charming book, "Along

New Eng-

land Roads," of "the thriving town
of Newport," but he speaks of pre-

his recollection in after years, speaks
of him thus
have a lively recol-

ferring to stay at Unity Springs, "a
lonesome but charming country place
where are mineral springs and an old
hotel.
He says We had the house

lection of being in the gallerj- of the

to ourselves

on Temperance.

Newport

to speak

small boy

who heard him and recorded
' '

:

old South

We

Church when the venerable

Lyman Beecher

with long iron gray

' '

'

'

:

and the

loveliness of the

atmosphere, the rich foliage on the
near hills and the dust of gold smoke
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that made a canopy over us, tempted
us to stay.
' '

William Dean Howells, the dean of

American

summer

literature,

once

spent

a

Sunapee Lake and made
John
frequent visits to Newport.
Hay, the secretary of state, and his
at

familj^ have been often seen on the
streets of this little town, his summer

home being

other subjects,

is

a

familiar

and Ernest Harold Baynes, the
delightful writer and naturalist, is

figure,

another name gladly enrolled.
The day when President Roosevelt
well remembered.
There is something thrilling in the
sight of a great man, and a man
chosen to be at the head of a nation
like the United States must be great.
There was a feeling of depression

Newport

is

.when he drove rapidly away as though
some kind of a glory were departing
and only commonplaceness left. The
people gathered in the town to do him
honor and he made from his carriage
a short speech.
at the house of

He was

entertained

George L. Edgell,
and afterward spent some time hunting in the Corbin Park, where he
killed a wild boar.
After the recent
accounts of his doings in Africa and
Europe this chronicle seems exceedingly tame, but for Newport it was a
red letter day.
He afterward went
on to Vermont with Senator Proctor.

The great

]\Ir.

sculptor,

Augustus

St.

Gaudens, was a frequent visitor in
A poem in the North
Newport.
American Review recently by Robert
Underwood Johnson, the new editor
of the Century, speaks of Cornish as

because

spot

St.

there.

Uplands of Cornish ye that yesterday
were only beauteous now are con!

secrate,

Exalted are your humble slopes, to
mate

Proud Settignano and
hills

Another well-known name on the
would be that of Richmond Pearson Hobson, the hero of the Merrimac,
who came to speak before Reprisal
Chapter, D. A. R., and was given a
most enthusiastic reception. AVilliam
Young, the playwright and poet, who
dramatized Ben Hur, has spent with
his family much time in Newport.
Dr. John Duncan Quaekenbos, the
famous writer on hypnotism and

visited

consecrated

Gaudens lived and died

just across the lake.

roll

many

a

Ye

of

Cornish!

Fiesale.

Chalice of our

spilled wine.
shall become a shrine,

For now our Donatillo
Maxfield

Parrish,

the

is

no more.

artist

and

Ethel Barrymore, the
actress; Winston Churchill and Rob-

illustrator

;

Chambers, the novelists, are names
on the choice pages of the
Guest Book. Winston Churchill not
only visited Newport to be dined and
wined by her chief citizens but he has
put her in a book, a book which has
brought many other visitors to the
town and to Croydon, Newport's
ert

to be placed

neighbor, to see the places so well described in "Coniston"; to look at the
"terraced spire" of the old South
Church and all the features of the

town which have acquired a romantic
interest not possessed before.
Whatever may be thought of the accuracy
of his characterizations of some of
the local celebrities everyone enjoys
his descriptions of the lovely hills and
It was in Newport that the
valleys.
idea of writing "Coniston" and depicting the character of Ruel Durkee
in that of Jethro Bass first came to
him.
One evening, at a dinner, the

gentlemen

were

all

telling

Mr.

Churchill characteristic stories of this

most eccentric man and urging him to
"write him up" with what results we
all know and also what a storm of
protest immediately arose upon the
publication of the book which had
strong partisans and oppoIn the Bookman for May,
Jethro Bass is pronounced "easily
the most important single figure that
]\Ir. Churchill has drawn," and the
writer aoes on to sav that "in the
ecjually

nents.

Newport's Guest Book
annals of fiction a Jetliro Bass deserves to stand for as definite a fisnre
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over the pages of her Guest Book will
have some that are sacred on which
will be inscribed the names of her
own children who have gone out into
the world and returned occasionally

honored guests. Prominent among
would be Sarah Josepha Hale, a
woman of unusual ability who wrote
much, but perhaps her name will live

as

these

longest as the author of "Mary and
Her Lamb," that poem of much disputed authorship. Miss Ida Tarbell
in the March American has written of

u«

Mrs. Hale with much appreciation.
A page would be given to Mrs. Joseph
Christopher, known in Newport as
Marion McGregor, a woman of strong
individuality, the first to own a piano
in the town, and the first to master
the pipe organ which she played in
the South Church, which was a gift

from her

father. Dr. McGregor. Mrs.
Christopher afterward played the
organ in the Broadway Tabernacle
Mrs. Sarah

J.

for

Hale

Micawber or a Becky
Sharp."
Robert Chambers, too, in a recent

as a Pecksniff, a

novel has described the pleasures of
the mountain forest, and the sport
of killing the deer and wild boar, as
it may be enjoyed in Corbin Park, a
pastime with which he is familiar,
having been often the guest of Mr.
Austin Corbin.

Washburn

Richard

Child,

many

years.

The name of Rear Admiral George
Eugene Bellmap is another of which
Newport is and should be proud,
recognized as he was by eminent
scientists all over the

world for his

whose

shop life in the SatE veiling Post and Collier's

stories of shoe

unlay
Weekly are

attracting

much

atten-

has spent several seasons in Newport, and Francis Dana, a member of
the Massachusetts Dana family, and
a grandson of the late Hon. Edmund
Burke of Newport, has spent some
time in Newport and written two
books, one of which, "The Decoy,"

tion,

abounds in

fine descriptions of

(^

*\»

'.0^

New

and scenery, especially
Hampshire
about Lake Sunapee with an occalife

sional side glance at social conditions
in Newport.
But the fair town when she looks

Rear Admiral George

E.

Belknap
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original methods of obtaining deep
sea soundings and his valuable discoveries concerning the topography
of the ocean's bed. He traveled all
over the world and was familiar with

many lands, but had an abiding affection for his native town, and a deep
interest in all her undertakings.
There are many of Newport's sons
and daughters of whom she is proud,
who have gone forth from her shelter-

66

TSue

ing arms and of those who still sit by
her fireside and walk in her streets,
there are many in whom she rejoices.
May all her children live to make the
town lovely and attractive, so that
strangers may find in it a welcome,
absent sons and daughters return to
it with joy, and its own people dwell
in it as in a happy valley with all its
ways pleasantness and all its paths
peace

!

99

C©iiiiqiuseir©ff^

(Suggested by the painting by Pierre

Fritel.)

By Fred Myron Colby
Behold them as they march in serried line,
The Conquerors, with flashing pennons high.
And horses panoplied, and chariots ashine,
While on each side the slain in windrows lie

!

first the Cfesar, who Rome's legions led,
set his feet on Gaul and Briton proud;

March

Who

side by side with him, with conquering tread
Rameses, kingliest of that martial crowd.

And,

Then he who held the "wanton East" in fee,
The conqueror of Issus, Philip's son;
And Genghis Khan who led from Aral's Sea
His Tartar hordes, and Attila the Hun.
See there the gorgeous state of Persia's Idng,
millions the Hellene States o'er ran;
The swarthy Hannibal with poison ring.
And France's idol, the great Corsican.

Whose

And
Of

still

behind these an unnumbered throng

who played

in life so large a part,
a place in history and song.
gained new glory by the painter's art.

those

Who won
And
And

Who
Who

yet what were they? Soulless butchers, all.
rode through needless blood their way to fame
saw proud cities blaze and nations fall

To gain

their immortality of

shame

!

We

turn with sadness from the horrid page;
Those rows of naked men afflict our eyes
;

We

greet the victors of a newer age
Whose triumphs rest not on a People 's sighs

!

;

a\ir©©iiiied

By
One

by the

Ilga E. Heirick

my uncle and I were
The Weirs, a popular vacation resort on Lake Winnipesaukee.
Most of the summer visitors had gone
home, and after its short period of
bright activity, the little place was
October,

staying- at

settling back into the winter dullness.
So, in order to keep from being bored
to death, we went on frequent excursions by land or water, carrj-ing with
us enough food for a meal or two.
Most of these picnics have merged
into a pleasant but indistinct recollection.
One, however, stands out in my
memory with startling vividness.

On

a bright, breezy morning,

we

rowed out of Weirs bay to a pretty
little island, which we explored leiIn a sunny nook on the fursurely.
ther side, we ate a hearty lunch, with
appetites sharpened by the breeze.
lAfter resting an hour or two, we
recrossed the island. What was our
surprise and dismay on finding that
the breeze had increased to a stiff
gale, striking on our island with full
force To return to The Weirs in our
frail boat was entirely out of the
question but we hoped that the wind
would go down with the sun. So we
went back to our sheltered nook and
!

;

tried to wait patiently.
For several hours, we

"sped the
time with stories old, wrought puzzles out and riddles told"; but still

wind howled and raged away at
our island. Soon darkness fell, and
it became evident that we must spend
Fortuthe night where we were.
nately, we had a little luncheon left,
and with that we satisfied the worst
of our hunger. Then we sought out
as protected a spot as there was on our
wind-swept bit of land, and there
made beds of hemlock boughs.
The chill of that late October night
by the lake was like that of a Boston
winter. Suddenly my uncle, who was
the

Wmd

rubbing his hands briskly, exclaimed:
"Well, little girl, what's the use of
Let's make a
freezing to death?
fire!"
The suggestion met with enapproval, and we quickly gathered a large quantity of dead wood
and pine cones. As I was arranging
them, I heard a sharp whistle, and on
looking up, saw my uncle diving into
one pocket after another, with growing dismay on his face. Finally he
found two matches in his very last
He regarded them with
pocket.
mingled joy and apprehension.
"Well, my dear," he drawled, "if
these things won't go, we'll have the
distinction of freezing to death in

tire

"
October, after all
I tried to smile at his melancholy
joke, but the chattering of my teeth
He bent over the pile,
prevented.
with his back to the w^ind so as to
shelter
the
and
precious
flame,
struck one of the matches.
puff
of M'ind
the light flickered and
went out! I held my breath while
he tried the second. Oh joy It lit,
and soon the pine cones were crack!

A

—

!

With

ling merrily.

huddled

rising spirits,

close to the cheery blaze

warmed our

we
and

blue hands.

Soon I grew drowsy, and my generous companion threw his coat over
me and wished me pleasant dreams.
Before long, I fell into a light slumber, in the intervals of which I was

dimly conscious that the wind was
shrieking wildly, and that LTncle was
pacing to and fro, beating his arms

and stamping

his feet.

At midnight, according

to a

prom-

that I had extorted from him, he
woke me for I was to watch the fire
till three.
The numbing influence of
the cold quickly put him to sleep;
and I sat cowering over the fire, comforted in my loneliness by his loud,
cheerful snorins-. As I was thinking
ise

;
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wistfully of my cozy bedroom at the
a sudden stray blast from a
new direction caught the embers and
hotel,

our precious
cry of dismay roused
Uncle, and he stared sleepily, first at
the faintly glowing ashes, then, in
For, cold and missurprise, at me.
erable as I was, I had begun to sob
wildlv: "It w^asn't my fault truly,
But the
The wind—"
Uncle!
blessed man cut me short by kissing
me, and patting my shoulder he said
"There, it's only three hours or so
for The Weirs
till light, and then ho
and breakfast! The wind's going
in a second snuffed out

flame.

My

—

:

!

down."
Sure enough, there was a pleasant
the gale, and with it came a
little moderation of the cold; so that
by alternating rest with vigorous
lull in

walking, we managed to pass the rest
of the night.
AVith the first light, we crossed the
island toward our boat; but on reaching the top of the little knoll beneath

which we had found

shelter,

we were

greatly disappointed to find that the
wind, instead of having died down,
had merely changed its direction
somewhat, so that it now blew straight
down the lake, with an uninterrupted
sweep of some fifteen miles. Uncle

looked doubtful, but my do\^Ticast
and the thought of breakfast at
The Weirs, settled the matter.

face,

"I'll

get

you

there,

girlie,

if

it

breaks my back," he said with determination. AVe put off from land, and
I
immediately the battle began.
crouched in the bottom of the boat,
and watched Uncle straining away
with all his strength, his face set, the
big muscles in his arms swelling with

his powerful strokes.

Suddenly, he

stopped and gave a quick glance
"I can't make it!" he
around.
shouted above the roaring of wind
and waves. "Our only chance is in
gaining AVelsh Island."
It seemed a
Our only chance
queer expression, and while he began
rowing again, before the wind, I pon!

dered over the words. Chance for
what? All at once I understood he
meant a chance for life
He had
found it impossible even to keep
headed for The Weirs it was equally

—

!

;

out of the question to return to the
and we were now being
island;
swept surely and with terrifying
rapidity straight toward the Broads.
In that most dreaded section of the
lake, where no island offers shelter,
a frail craft like ours could not live
in the tremendous sea.
Welsh Island lay to the right of the
course along which we were beingdriven and to turning the boat in
that direction Uncle now bent all his
Soon I could see the high
energy.
land in the middle of Welsh Island,
still at our right, and coming to be
but oh so
more nearly in front
slowly! I clenched my hands and
;

—

•

!

prayed despairingly.
a

Suddenly,

terrific

blast

struck

and we shot ahead with fearful
I had just time to see the
speed.
point of Welsh Island come alongside
a rod away
Then it was left behind, and wdth it, our "last chance!'^
us,

!

shut my eyes with a sickening sense
Inhorror and utter despair.
stantly, I felt Uncle's strong arms
around me, and the next moment we
I gasped and
were in the water
tried to struggle, but he held me fast
and before I knew what had happened, he was wading out on the
beach. AVe were saved!
Standing there on the shore, in
safety, we turned, by common impulse, to see our boat. It was already
far out, upside down and tossing like
an eggshell on the huge waves. We
realized then what our fate must have
been, had not Uncle jumped at the
AA^ith a shudder of
right moment.
horror at the thought, I clung to him,
I

of

!

;

and,

now

that the danger was

all over,

Indeed, I had good
excuse for tears, not only because of
past dangers but also for present
wretchedness for we were wet, shivering with cold, and without food or

began to

cry.

;

Marooned hy the Wind
There is now a good-sized
house on the island; bnt then there
was onh' an abandoned hut, tightly
shelter.

We

closed.

knew

that no boats w^ere

come by npon pleasure trips

likely to

We

were virthat blustering day.
tually marooned on a desert island.
Uncle rose to the occasion splendid-

At his suggestion we walked
about briskly, letting the sun and
wind dry our clothes and all the
while he kept up a running fire of

ly.

;

Ibi

Uncle had no jest ready. His own
disappointment was too keen to be
laughed off. With a very grave face,
he walked slowly along the beach,
leaving me to gaze longingly at the
shore of the mainland.
My unhappy meditations were interrupted by a joyful cry, and I saw
Uncle running up with a large zink
cask in his arms. "See," he called,

"they

set this afloat,

and
'

cheerful

nonsense,

allusions

to

sundry
Crusoe, and

making

Eobinson

laughing heartily at his own jokes.
In the midst of a merry "Ha, ha,"
he broke off and pointed toward the
mainland, crying out: "My dear, we
There's a launch!"
are rescued!
Sure enough, a little boat w^as comof the
ing, heading for the rocky side
to
island, and signaling from time

laughed and cried, I was so
at the prospect of rescue. But

time.

I

happy
when

the

boat was opposite us, it
a commotion began on
and
stopped,
board.

We

lating in a

could see the men gesticuway that indicated that

they were calling to us, but their
voices were drowned in the thunder
of the waves on the rocky shore.
"They can't make a landing,"
"The wind would
groaned Uncle.
drive them on the rocks on tliis side
of the island and sweep them out to
the Broads on the other."

"But
us!"

they can't be going to leave

I cried aghast.

This, however, they were forced to

and with sinking hearts we
watched them beat slowly across the
waves, back to The Weirs. This time,

do,

it

the very tip of the point.
food in it for an army

landed at
There's

'

!

I jumped up, clapping my hands in
a very abandon of glee; for aside
from the trifling remnant eaten the
night before, we had tasted no food
for over thirty hours. What a feast

—

we had somewhat water-soaked, to
be sure, but as delicious to us as if
it had been the food of the gods.
For a time, we forgot cold and lack
of shelter, but the quick descent of
the darkness brought our plight home
The wind, it is
to us all too soon.
true, had largely gone down; but on
On
the other hand we had no fire.
the piazza of the cottage, I passed
another wretched night, relieved only
by the warmth of Uncle's affection
and the genial glow of his unfailing
humor.
In the early morning, however, we
were awakened from fitful sleep by a
shouting from the shore. Our wouldbe rescuers of the day before had returned. Before long, we were drinking steaming hot tea in a cozy room
at the hotel, while an interested group
of listeners heard the tale of our

"picnic gone wrong."

A Few

Fgicte C©)iii€einnimg
By

George P. Leete

The first thing that catches the eye
of an observer on entering the harbor
of San Juan is the peculiar green
back-ground around Morro Castle
and surrounding

fortifications.

The

of a peculiar shade and
hard to describe.
The principal sights of interest are
Morro Castle, the Prison, the old
Spanish Palace, now the mansion of
the present governor of Porto Kico,
Colton, the old Spanish Wall, and
the government buildings.
On my arrival in Porto Rico I had
the pleasure of meeting Ex-Governor
Post and going through the Palace.
The interior is of great magnificence,
with its high walls, old paintings and
ornamental hangings of all descripThe old Spanish dungeon is
tions.
still intact, and parts of the famous
Spanish wall of history still remain.
From San Juan I traveled over the
famous militaiy road, a marvel in
itself, and of the very finest construcThe length of the road, from
tion.

green color

Ponce

to

is

San Juan,

is

eighty-two

miles, and the whole road is as fine
as State Street in Concord.

The mode of travel is principally
by coach, the horses being very small
in comparison to the horses at home.
Autos, also, are another means of
travel, lines running to all parts of

the island.

Oxen

are used for trans-

porting large loads of merchandise
and machinery. One peculiar feature is the manner in w^hich the yoke
is fastened to the oxen.
Here the
yoke is laid over the neck of the oxen
and then tied to the horns. Thus the
weight of the load comes on the horns
of the oxen, instead of on the neck as
is

the ease in the

States.

Here

in

Ponce, and also in San Juan, there
are licensed coaches that carry the

passenger

traffic

to

all

parts of the

city, and to and
Juan and Ponce.

fro

between San

Two of the most deplorable facts
about Porto Eico are the large number of cripples and the lack of modesty on the part of the lower classes.
I should say that about one person in
every twenty-five had some kind of
deformity,

"Peon"

especially

the

among

class.

In the society life of the Island
there is no distinction between the
rich and the poor, as in the States,
but the distinction comes in the color.
In color we have three types the
pure white or Spanish blood, Triganian, or light brown, and the decided

—

black.

in the

The high society life comes
"Casino" or the High Spanish
In

club only the white
attend
the social functions. There are cases
here where members of the same family cannot attend the social functions
because of their darker color from
Thus
other members of the family.
Thus
color marks the social classes.
no matter how rich a person may be,
if there is colored blood in his veins
enough to show the dark strain he
cannot enter the "Casino" or Spanish Club.
Some of the customs of the people
differ from those in the States. Here
the gentleman raises his hat to other
gentlemen and the form of tipping
the hat to ladies is just beginning to
The young gentlemen are
appear.
not allowed the society of the young

Club.

class

this

may become members and

ladies at their own homes until they
become engaged. Acquaintances are
formed at school, and one hardly ever
sees the young people strolling about

the streets or taking moonlight walks
as in the United States, unless the
The men never
parties are engaged.
appear without coat and hat; the
women seldom wear hats unless it be

Porto Rico

some very swell party or horse

to

race.

The sports of

the

young men are

boating and swimming, horse racing and cock fighting
also have their share of the attention
baseball,

tennis,

of the people.
"Fiestas" or Holy Days appear at
very frequent intervals and it is the
common saying that 366 days out of
the 365 are "Fiesta" days or holi-

days.

Ponce has a very

well equipped
with hosereels, ladder
truck, and an ambulance that Confire

service,

I
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At

the present time there is some discussion as to the number of acres a

sugar company can have under its
The sugar companies

management.
desire the

number

of 5,000 acres for
Parties oppose this and
a compromise is about to be made, I
understand, the number of acres to
be 3,000. One of the greatest sights
one can see is the acres of sugar cane
under cultivation. In some places as
far as one can see there is nothing
but sugar cane. As soon as one crop
another is
is
cut and harvested
planted and the growing begins

cultivation.

II

If

McKinley School, Ponce. Porto Rico

cord would be pleased to have.
It
is equipped with all the necessities for

wounds and burns, having a competent physician in charge. The people
feel very proud of the fire department
and firemen days appear on the calendar at frequent intervals.
Porto Rico is, of course, noted for
its sugar industry especially, also
coffee and oranges. The largest sugar
central in the world, now, is here in
Porto Rico, under the name of
"Guanica Centrale." This company,

am told, has leased every bit of
available sugar land on the Island.
I

The length of time it takes
again
for a crop of cane to grow is about a
It is now impossible for anyyear.
one to procure any suitable laud for
the cultivation of sugar cane.
There are also a few very fine cocoanut groves on the Island, but the
shipment of cocoa to the States is
To my mind one of the leadlight.
ing features, in a few years, will be
the shipment of Porto Rican oranges,
which

is

just beginning to mak-j itself

The oranges have a peculiar
flavor and come under two classes
The shipsweet and sour oranges.
felt.

—
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ment

of bananas to the United States

the land is cut up into all kinds of
noticeable fact
geometrical figures.
is that the mountains are cultivated
to the very peak.
On the road from San Juan to

A

It is possible to buy banlarge.
anas at the rate of fifteen and twenty

is

and oranges at tweTiper hundred, or cheaper.
Other fruits of Porto Eico are the

cents per bnnch,
ty-five cents

pineapple, breadfruit, limes,
"
fruit," mangoes, "Nispero,

Ponce the American Tobacco Company has large fields of tobacco under

"Acid
"Cai-

cultivation.

It is a great sight to see
acre after acre under cover of canvas.
Porto Eico has few rivers so called,
but one in the States would call them
brooks.
They are very shallow and

mitch," "Carazon," "Quanabana,"
"Pomarosa," "Fresesa," "Guava,"
"Gobbo de India," "Ma"Anon,"
"
"
and "Qnuunepa.
mey,
In the vegetable line we have near-

can be forded anywhere except during the rainy season, when the water
rises
very rapidly and to great

ly all the vegetables grown in the
States.
Celery, however, is considered a luxury, also cranberries.
Some people might gain the impres-

It just as quickly recedes
heights.
as it rises. Here in the City of Ponce

it

sion that as Porto Rico is an island,
might be a flat countrv\ The fact is
that it is just the opposite, being very

I have seen the water run down the
This is
principal streets knee high.
due to the fact that the city has no

mountainous except near the coast.
The interior of the island is very
mountainous, the peaks extending

real drainage system.
Porto Eico as a country of beauty,
and in scenic effects cannot be

m

feet

up

to the thousands.

Some

of

and

all

the mountains are very steep

matched.

It

is

an ideal place for

tourists.

(The writer of the above article, George P. Leete, is a Concord boy, a son of Dr. George E. Leete, a
graduate of the Concord High School and Dartmouth College, class of 1908, who is now Assistant
Supervisor of Schools in the district of Ponce.— Ed.)

ateirjnis\H

By Emily
The

sweet,

Young

Sprisa^

E. Cole

warm

grass,

air, frail buds and glowing flowers,
and cooing song of mating bird,

Blue, smiling skies with fleecy, floating clouds.
Life, throbbing in Earth's pulses, subtly stirred.

Bounty and largess of the Heaven bom Spring,
Kissed by the Sun-god, wooed by the god of Eains.
She smiles upon the Earth with brooding warmth,
Nursing the bloom of

trees, the leaf of grains.

—

in her loins
Mother of all the Season
The promise of their fruitage potent holds,
And through her tears, her smiles, her varied moods.
The welfare of the teeming Nations moulds.

By Franklin

Pierce Carrigan

Lake of the Clouds, resplendent and tranquil,
Child of the moon, whose crescent hangs low
Over the valleys where t\^-ilig'ht has fallen,

Crowned with the splendor of daylight's last glow,
Here from the heights I view thee with longing,
And fain would drink deep of thy waters of peace.
Till the

And

my being is stirred with the sweetness,
passion and pain and yearning will cease.

depth of
its

call Ammonoosue.
Wandering afar from "Washington's steeps,
Down through the highlands of spruce and of balsam,

Source of the river they

Seeking the distant Connecticut's deeps,
mist, the rain and the moonshine,
Fair as a dream eternal and bright.

Born of the

spirit of loveliness seeks thee and holds thee
Thralled in a trance of bliss and delight.

The

The

IRnveir

By

©f IPes^c©

Chester B. Jordan, Jr.

The mist of sadness is over the plain,
Girt round about by the hills of pain.
Yet down in the valley deep below
The gentle river of peace doth flow.
life has
Life has
Life has

its

sorrows,

life

its curses, life
its

has its cares.
has its prayers.

sadness, heartaches, pains,

Yet the gentle river of peace remains.

How sweet to the eye its waters clear.
How soothing its sound to the wearied ear.
And the bright red lily of happiness grows
Up through its mire of cast off woes.
And

thou gentle stream flow on,
light to those who've lost the dawn.
Those who've conquered in that strife.
In the terrible turmoil we call life.

A

so

ew
OILMAN

C.

Eilsimpglhinire

WHIPPLE

Giliuan Cooper Whipple, born in Croydon, March IS, 1837, died at Lebanon,
May 20, 1910.

He was
(Cooper)

the son of Moses and Heiress
Whipple, was edeuated in the

common

schools, Newport High School,
and Colby Academy, New London, and
v/as a merchant in Lebanon for thirty
years, and later engaged in banking, being a director of the National Bank and
long president of the Lebanon Savings

He was also a trustee of the
Public Library, and for some years chairman of the Lebanon school board. He
was a large real estate owner, and clerk
and director of the Lebanon Electric
Light and Power Company.
He was a
representative from Lebanon in the State
Legislature in 1887, and again in 1905
and 1907. He was an active member of
the Baptist Church in Lebanon and had
been its treasurer since its organization.

Convention

Buffalo, in 1848, and a
Massachusetts Legislature
from Winchester in 1871, and again in
1900 and 1901, being the "dean" of the
House and calling that body to order
at the opening of the session in each of
the latter two years. He had long been
known as the "grand old man" of Winchester.
His
who was Eliza
wife,
Dugan, died four years since, but not
till
their sixtieth wedding anniversary
had been observed. Three sous survive.
in
of the

member

DAVID

Bank.

DR.

JOHN

F.

DODGE

Dr. John F. Dodge of Bennington died
April 22, of heart failure at the railroad
station in Providence, R. I.
He was a
native of Bennington, born November 30,
1833, being the oldest son of Solomon ami
Eliza (Felch) Dodge.
He had been located at Franklin and Concord, but re-

moved

Providence where he was in
years, going thence, a few
years since, to Bennington, where he had
erected an elegant residence in which to
pass his declining years.
He had been
twice married: first to Georgia A. Colby
to

practice

many

of Franklin,

wards

who

died in 1866, and after-

Mrs. Mary E. Proctor of Concord, who survives him, as does a daughter by the first marriage, Mrs. Charles F.
Burnham of Bennington.
to

SAMUEL W. TWOMBLY
W. Twoml)ly, born in Tamworth, N. H., July 31, 1822, died at Winchester, Mass., April 27, ^910.
He went to Boston in early youth, and
was for some time employed as a baker
in Roxbury; but later went to Winchester and engaged in gardening and truck
farming with great success, transporting his produce to the Boston Market and
finally establishing himself in business
on Tremont Street. He took an active
interest in politics, as a Free Soiler and
subsequently as a Republican. He was a
delegate to the first Free Soil National
Samuel

M.

FRENCH

David M. French, a well known sculptor of Newburyport, Mass., and a native
of the town of Newmarket in this State,
died at his home in the former place,
April 19, 1910, at the age of eighty
He did not take up the study of
years.
his art seriously, until about thirty years
of age, when he studied with Stevenson
in

Boston,

and

afterward

pursued

the

in Newmarket and Portsmouth, locating in Newburyport in 1864, where
he remained through the balance of his

work

He

did
busts

much

creditable work, inWhittier, Caleb Gushing, and Doctor Peabody of Harvard University and the Garrison Statue in Brown
Square at Newburyport, unveiled July 4,
1893, with Governor Greenhalge as the
orator of the occasion.
life.

cluding

DR.

of

WILLIAM JARVrS

Dr. William Jarvis, a native of Claremont. born Sept. 16, 1849, died in that
town April 16, 1910.
He was a graduate of Dartmouth College and the Boston Dental College, had
been prominent in his profession and
president of the New Hampshire Denial
but was greatly devoted to
Society;
sporting, and the breeding of blooded
hunting dogs, and was also a skilled
taxidermist.
In 1897 Doctor Jarvis was appointed
United States Consul at Milan, Italy,
holding the position for six years.

LUCY MARIA SAWYER
Miss Lucy Maria Sawyer, a noted centennarian of the town of Wakefield, who
celebrated the 100th anniversary of her
birth July 14, 1909, died in the house in
which she was born, May 12. She was
a daughter of Timothy and Sarah (Dearborn) Sawyer and the fifth centennarian
who has died in Wakefield, though the
first one born in town.

Edfltoir
The

am^

PtuiMisIhieff's M(S)teo^

political situation in tlie State has
last issue of the Gran-

changed since the
ite

Monthly

in that each of the great
has a candidate for the

political parties

gubernatorial nomination now avowedly
in the field, Clarence E. Carr of Andover,
the nominee of last year, having formally announced his purpose to appeal
for the support of the Democratic voters
at the primaries. All efforts among Republicans to induce any other man than
Senator Bass to declare his candidacy,
have thus far proved fruitless, and there
seems no probability that any other man
than Mr. Carr will come forward for the
As Messrs.
nomination.
Democratic
Bass and Carr stand for practically the
same ideas and principles, so far as the
matter of state administration is concerned, it would seem that there is no
probability of any heated or acrimonious
contest in the coming campaign in this
state.

The eighth

edition of the

publication

"New

Hampshire Farms for
Summer Homes," issued by the State
Board of Agriculture in pursuance of its
work for the rehabilitation of the State,
so far as the reoccupany of its abandoned
farms is concerned, has made its appearance, and is the subject of high compliment on the part of the press of the state,
and of the country at large, even the
Islew York Sun having made it the basis
of a column editorial, in which the work
of the Board is commended in the
entitled

strongest tei'ms. It is certain that this
publication has done much to attract to
the Granite State the favorable attention
of capitalists in all parts of the countiy,
as well as men of learning and leisure,
seeking desirable places of summer
abode. No money expended by the state
has ever been more profitably invested
than that which is used for the preparation and publication of this volume, in
which the scenic beauties of New Hampshire are so charmingly set forth, and
it would be well iudee<l were the appropriation for this purpose doubled.

Little has been said thus far. about the
general observance of "Old Home Week"
in the State this year, though it is noted
that many towns made appropriations

the purpose at the annual March
meetings, and reports of the proceedings
of local committees, having preparations
for such observance in hand, have occasionally found their way into the columns
It is matter of speof the local press.
cial note that the people of the City of
Portsmouth are making elaborate preparations for an "Old Home Day" celebration on the Fourth of July which will
undoubtedly bring many hundreds of the
absent sons and daughters of the "Seaport City" back to the home of their birth
for

for a season.

While the contract called for the comof the State House addition by
the first of July, and the remodelling of
pletion

the old portion by the first of September,
the indications now are that it will be
considerably past those dates when the
work is done, though there is no reason
to doubt that everything will be in readiness and condition for occupancy before
the time for the opening of the next
The
session of the Legislature arrives.
building, as a whole, when completed and

surmounted by a new dome, which remains to be provided for, will present a
more attractive appearance than was
generally anticipated. The west front on
State Street, facing the government building, would be very much admired but for
the undesirable proximity of the Perkins
Memorial, which will doubtless yet be
removed to some other locality.

The complaint
there

is

is

almost universal that
disregard of the
not only outside

reckless
speed law,

still

automobile
but inside the compact sections. The result is the rapid deterioration of the highways and frequent and sometimes distressing accidents, as illustrated by the
recent shocking death in an auto accident
of two prominent citizens of Nashua.

Rev. J. M. Hunter, pastor of Trinity
Church, Glasgow, the leading Congregational preacher of Great Britain, is on a
tour of the Unitefl States, inspecting the
work of the Uiiiversalist churches of
this country.
He is to be in Concord

June 16 and Manchester June

17.

Copper Mines of Montana and how
they are Developed.
It is a well known fact that Montana is the great copper
producing state of the Union
Cceur d'Aleue District in the western part of the state has more producing mines, and
fewer failures, than any like area on the face of the globe. This district alone has paid
over twenty dollars for each dollar invested a most wonderful record,[for there are few,
its

:

any, of the industrial propositions outside of Standard Oil that can boast of such a
showing. It is taken for granted by the majority of our readers that mining is luck pure
and simple. These conditions did, no doubt, exist in the early days of forty-nine but
such is far from being the case today. Men taught the theory in college and trained by
years of actual experience in mining geology are as careful in making a selection of and
recommending a mining property as is the doctor in selecting the right medicine for his
if

patient

;

in either case

misjudgment means

loss of prestige

and

loss of prestige

means

failure.

The following is an illustration of the great care and thorough manner in which the
mine of today undergoes investigation before even being called a prospect. Some years
ago. General Fremont located eight claims of one hundred and sixty acres in this district,
which being worked in a dilatory manner, showed from surface workings copper in large
and paying quantities. F. W. E. Schmitz, an extensive ranch owner nearby, and one of
the state's well-known men, heard of this large copper deposit and took an active interest
in the property.
He therefore obtained the services of one of the best mining men in the
West, J. O. Elton, of the University of Idaho, who made a careful examination and
extensive report on the property, together with the most practical and economical method
of developing it. The report showed that the property was of great value and owing to
its location near the railroad and Eds and Petty Creeks, both transportation and water
power, combined with plenty of timber located on the property, afforded all the natural
advantages for cheap low cost production. Having the utmost faitli in Mr. Elton's report
but in order to eliminate failure, if possible, the services of Prof. Rowe of the State
University of Montana were engaged, he being considered one of the greatest authorities
of Mining Geology in the United States.
His report while extensive and comjilete,
briefly summed up, shows that there are three large veins on the property nearly lialf a
The reports from these
mile long, containing from five to fifteen per cent, copper.
reliable and well-known men left no doubt in the mind of Mr. Schmitz or his associates.

Coppersmith Mining and Milling Company was the result. The
banking house with prestige and financial connections were now
necessary, and the well-known firm of Chas. E. Merwin & Co., Bankers and Fiscal
Agents, of Moscow, Idaho, was approached, and only after carefullj^ investigating the
property and the organizers of the company did Mr. Merwin, who by the way is a
conservative New Englauder, coming from one of Connecticut's leading families, consent
to finance the proposition, but with such attractive reports from both engineers, and
endorsements from well-known mining periodicals such as The Copper Age, The Wallace
Miner, The DaUij Mhuiig Record, The Cceur d'Alene Dividend, The Baihj SpoJcexinan, and many
others, Mr. Merwin saw a big future in the property and made his first allotment of fifty
thousand shares at ten cents per share which was taken inside of a week by people on
the ground. To distribute this stock among his Eastern friends and followers was also a
desire of Mr. Merwin. He had full and extensive reports printed which he mailed to his
friends and patrons, and which can now be had for the asking b}- anyone. His second
allotment at ten cents per share is for New England territory and he anticipates will
soon be all subscribed.
We would like to have all our readers send to Mr. Chas. E.
Merwin, Moscow, Idaho, for the reports on Coppersmith which are illustrated and very
interesting; we would add Mr. Merwin has no "follow up system" in his office with
which to bore his friends. The Mercantile and Financial Times of New York says: "Chas.
E. Merwin & Co., an old established firm of investment bankers a? Moscow, Idaho, have
very extensive business connections and the record of never having had a client lose

The forming

of the

services of a reliable

money when

their

judgment was followed in making investments."
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The most unique candidacy ever
in New Hampshire political
life is that presented this year by
Marilla M. Kicker of Dover, who announces her purpose to run for the

known

gubernatorial nomination on tJie Republican ticket, at the primary election to be held on the first Tuesday of

September next, if no other person
appears, on the part of the regular or
stalwart Republicans of the state to
contest the nomination of Robert P.
Bass of Peterboro, who is distinctively put forward as the candidate of
the "progressive" or "reform" element of the party, otherwise known
as "insurgents," and characterized
by her as "mercerized" Republicans.
Mrs. Ricker, whose candidacy was
tentatively announced some months
ago, in point of fact, but who has indicated a readiness to stand aside if
any representative of what is known
as the regular or stalwart element of
the Republican party enters the field
to contest the nomination with Mr.

a

thoroughgoing
"stalwart" and has nothing in common with the leading spirits of the
present day "progressive" propaganda, and is determined that no repBass,

is,

herself,

resentative of the latter shall carry
party nomination without a
contest.
Moreover, she believes that
the hour has struck when a woman
can properly appeal for support as
candidate for governor in the state of

off the

New

Hampshire.

It

is.

therefore.

her determined purpose, under the
conditions stated, to file notice of her
candidacy with the secretary of state,

pay the required

fee,

and appeal

to

the voters for their support at the
primaries.
It is not merely as a stalwart Republican, however, that Mrs. Ricker
proposes to run for the governorship.

Her platform embraces two

distinct

principles, in no wise related to partisan issues as thus far presented,

upon which she proposes

to appeal for
support of fair-minded citizens
These are woman supof. all parties.
frage and taxation of church propMrs. Ricker has been known
erty.
for a generation as a leading advo-

the

cate and exponent of the woman
She
suffrage cause in this country.
was the first woman in New Hampshire if not in the country, to demand
the right to vote, appearing at the
polls in the ward of her residence in
the city of Dover, forty years ago,

and offering her ballot. Refused its
acceptance by the election officers, she
has paid her taxes under protest
every year since.
As regards the taxation of church
property, she holds, as did George

Washington, that "the government of
the United States is not in any sense,
founded on the Christian religion,"
and wishes it distinctly understood
that as governor, if she be elected to
that office, she will advocate the taxation of churches and other ecclesiasti-
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property, precisely as all other
property is taxed, and that no privileges or advantages shall be granted
cal

Christianity or any other special
religion but that the Christian, the
Jew, the ^Mohammedan, the Pagan
men and women of all religions and
shall stand upon a
of no religion
basis of absolute equality each bearing a fair share of the burdens of
to

—

;

-

—

;

government and each enjoying
equally with eveiy other, its protecand advantages.
Mrs. Kicker's views on the suffrage

tion

question have been forcibly presented
of
the
Granite
to
the
readers
Monthly, in contributions from her
pen heretofore appearing in its pages,
and are well understood by people
generall}", throughout the state and
Pier position as regards he.
taxation of church property is in natural conformity with her views as a
"free thinker" in religious matters.
Early in life she revolted at the hard
and hopeless tends of the prevailing

nation.

youth, and her devotion to the principles she has espoused, is as deter-

mined and unyielding as ever. Graduating from Colby Academy, New
London, in 1861, she taught school for
a time, and in 1863 married Jolm
Kicker of ^Madbury, who was extensively engaged in real estate business
at Dover, where they made their home.
In 1868 her husband died, leaving her
in independent circumstances and able
to take up such pursuit as inclination might suggest. In 1872 she went
abroad, spending some years in Germany, where she tiioroughly mastered
Rethe language of that country.
turning home she took up the study of
law in Washington, with Albert G.
Kiddle and Arthur B. Williams, and
in 1882 was admitted to the District
of Columbia bar,, taking the examination with eighteen young men, all of

Calvinistic theology, and ultimately
became a disciple of Thomts Paine
and an admiring co-worker with Eob-

From that
she outranked.
for many years, she practiced
her profession at the national capital,
soon becoming known as the "prisoner's friend" because of her custom
of visiting the prisons and jails for
the purpose of aiding poor and friend-

ert G. Ingersoll,

less

propaganda.

in his free-thought
In this line she has

counsel with Colonel Ingersoll in the

written much for the Truth Seeker,
and other publications of its class, one
of her latest published productions be-

ing

an

article

called out

on

"John Calvin,"
"Geneva and

by that on

John Calvin" by John Calvin
Thorne in the Granite Monthly for
July, 1909, which appeared in the
Truth Seeker of May 14, last, and in
which she excoriates Calvin and Calvinism, and the crowning atrocity of
his active religious career in the

mar-

tyrdom of Michael Servetus, in the
most scathing terms which her remarkable vocabulary

Born
March

affords.

New Durham,

X. H.,
Marilla
1840,
Marks,
daughter of Jonathan B. and Hannah
D. (Stevens) Young, is now just
seventy years of age, but retains the
strength, vigor and enthusiasm of
in

18,

whom
date,

She

prisoners.

w^as

associate

famous "Star Route" trials, and was
pronounced by him the most sensible
woman he ever knew." She was appointed United States Commissioner
and Examiner in Chancery by the
District of Columbia Supreme Court
in 1884, and was admitted to the bar
of the Supreme Court of the United
States in 1891, having been admitted
to the New Hampshire bar the pre'

—

'

vious year the first woman enjoying
that distinction her petition, in fact,
opening the way to woman in the
field of legal practice in the Granite
State, although there seems little inclination thus far on the part of the

—

sex to follow tJierein.
Politically Mrs. Ricker is, as has
been stated, a stalwart Republican.
She imbibed strong anti-slavery ideas
from the New York Tribune in child-

A Woman

MARIX>X4A M.
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hood and since the Republican party
was formed she has been with it and
of

it,

advocating-

its

road as a factor in our material or
governmental economy. Justice and

principles often

equality for

will not be so long as white

and

;

friends of political and religious liberty and equality, in the state, of
whatever name or party, regardless
of their views on the tariff, the fortification of the Panama canal, the size
of the navy, tJie ultimate disposition
of the Philippines or the proper
status of the Boston & Maine Rail-

On

life's

goodly margin over.

—Meir

¥©ice

Everett Boive

ocean sailing,

Laug'hing or bewailing.
Onward, within the ship of life we sweep
Deeply we are thinking
Of the time when sinking

We

solve the

;

problem of the unknown deep.

Yes,

we think and ponder
be down yonder,

What may

Down

on the bottom of life's tossing sea:
Will there come a dawning
Of an endless morning

When

in death's deeps

We

see

in

It is contended in some quarters
that she cannot constitutionally be a
candidate, not being herself an elecand that if she attempts to
tor,
qualify under the law, her attempt
It remains to be
will be ignored.
seen, when her application for a place
on the ballot is filed, and the legal
fee tendered, what the outcome will
be but it may be well enough to recall tlie fact that the only constitutional requirements are that a candidate for governor, in order to eligibility, shall have been "an inhabitant
of this state for seven years next preceding" the election, and "of the age
of tJiirty years," both of which
requirements she fully meets with a

all

By Stewart

women

insure the same.

woman

Lnt'M

and"

will be her rallying

such legislation, and the promotion
of such constitutional reform as shall

women, remain without voice
or vote in the government under
which they live.
If nominated for governor Mrs.

1%

men

ciy, and if elected her best endeavors
will be directed to the furtherance of

all

Eicker will appeal for support to

all

New Hampshire

on the stump, although not permitted
to support them with her ballot at the
She insists, nevertheless, that
polls.
we can have no true Eepublican or
genuine Democratic government, until
woman is accorded the same rights
and privileges under the law that
man enjoys. That is to say her zeal
in the cause of freedom has not been
sated in the emancipation and enfranchisement of the black man, and

we sink and

no light

cease to be?

glisten.

Lone and sad we listen
For that Sweet Voice with that Bright Light to cheer;
Bravely we are hoping,
'Midst our grief and groping.
That Morn will soon dispell the Darkness drear
!

H. Frost

B}j L. J.

Thou

city of the dead within thy streets,
on thine ivied walls, Death ever keeps
tireless vigil; watching with keen look
!

And

A

Each

He

pale, still comer, as within his book
writes their epitaph.
mournful train,

A

Oh, city bearing one whom Death has slain.
Oft comes within thy gates,
some young and fair,
With folded hands and pale flowers 'mid dark hair;
!

Some

old

And
Of
To

—

and gray, whose faded, wrinkled cheeks

careworn brows the contest oft bespeaks

their life

lay their

And

's

battle

;

yet unwilling they

armor down

at close of day.

call the struggle past, the conflict done.

Blest they,

if

they can say,

—"The victory's won."

Thou city of the dead within thine halls
Death holds his ceaseless banquet; and loud
The canker-worm to feast upon fair forms
!

Whose

hearts are

still

no crimson life-blood warms

;

Their frozen breasts, nor raise they

To wipe away

Upon

calls

the clinging

now

their

hands

mould that stands
Those cold forms

their once fair features.

Heed not the damp, or darkness, or the worms;
Nor shrink from Death's most close embrace; nor
To feel the frozen life-blood on the heart
Press heavy down.

The better part

Thou

Those forms are

— the

soul

start

lifeless clay;

— hath passed

away.

dead Peace to thy shades
where glory never fades,
Thou leadest us. Our pathway lies through thee
Unto eternal day. Our souls all free
From hindering clay that they have cast aside

Up

city of the

!

!

to that land

Within thy

With
Thou

halls, shall flee,

the Eternal.

But

and hence abide

oh, city

safe the sacred forms

we

!

keep

leave asleep

Within thy mansions, till a voice shall say:
"Give up thy dead," upon the judgment day.
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(Delivered by Mr. Clarence E. Carr at the dedication of the Cruft Memorial Church, Andover, N. H.

June

The topic assigned to me on the
program seems to be somewhat of a
misnomer.
Nothing so dignified as
an historical address was considered
when I was invited to devote from
five to

ten minutes to the annals of

"The Congregational Unitarian
Church" of Andover. The expansion of that theme must be left to a
Here only can be given a
later time.
brief outline of those events which
seem best suited as a basis for the exercises today.

As

I

am

summer

people of tJiis village in the
of 1879 applied to the Uni-

Twice
versalists for preachers.
isters from that denomination

minwere

sent us. but as the field did not look
promising their work was not continued.
In some way, at that time— I do
not know how Kev.
Samuel C.
Beane, having in charge the Unitarian parish at Concord, became interested.
He Avas later the New England field agent of the American Uni-

—

tarian Association, and always had
He took up
the missionary spirit.
He
the work here, and never let go.
was the originator of the idea of a

New Hampshire

Unitarian

EducamanageHe was
one of its incorporators, and a promoter of our church. Both movements are largely due to his early
work and help. He had faith in tJie
opportunity; and here we are.
tional Society, under whose
ment in Proctor Academy.

relying largely

on my memory for the facts stated
some inaccuracies may be expected.
Desiring more liberal thought than
they had been getting from the pulpit, the

2, 1910.)

FORMAL ORGANIZATION
The formal organization

of this so-

ciety took place in September, 1879.
The articles of association followed

those of the Detroit, Mich.,
church, of which j\Ir. Stebbins had
been the pastor. It declared, "The
object of this society shall be united
effort in the study and practice of
It erected a volunChristianity'."
closely

tary corporation and made all persons members who signed its by-laws
or subscribed a given amount to the
support of preaching. These articles
have been unchanged since its formation, except as to membership, so that

The beautiful new stoue church at Andover, a gift to the Unitarian Society of that
town from Miss Harriet O. Oruft of Boston, was formally dedicated on Thursday, June 2,
1910, at 1 o'clock p. m., on which occasion Rev. Paul Revere Frothingham of tlie Arlington
Street Church, Boston, gave the sermon, and prayer was offered by Rev. Samuel A. Eliot,
D. D., several other clergymen participating. The keys were delivered by Gen. George
T. Cruft of Boston, in behalf of the donor, to the Board of Trustees. Hon. Clarence E.
Carr, clerk of the society, gave the historical address, or outline of the life of the society,

herewith presented.

The story is scarcely complete without the following record of the action of the society
taken at an informal meeting on the day of the first service in the church, following the dedication, on Sunday, June 5, at 11.30 a. m. Under the injunction of the donor her name had
not been made public; but, in accordance with the earnest desire of the society, with her
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now, "A person eighteen years of
age and upwards may unite with this
Society by signing its articles of or-

and

members are

a

monthly

social

evening and sup-

per, has given entertainments, held
fairs and festivals, maintained a bank

cated.

account, been our largest subscriber
met deficits in
church expenses, and in all the ups
and downs of church life has never
failed in its popularity and useful-

Little effort was made to get the
people to sign the articles prior to the
adoption of the later rule. There
are, however, on it the names of the
original
promoters of the cause,
those living and dead, who have been
its
steadfast supporters for thirty

It has even more than performed the functions of a Woman's
Alliance though of late years we have
had a working branch of that.
Our Sunday School has been a most
potent factor in maintaining and recruiting our church and to my mind

years.

the one thing above all others that
has given us our greatest strength.
The Y. P. E. U. has likewise done serviceable work.
The singing has always been done

ganization,

all

en-

equal privileges." This
leaves the matter so that any one can

titJed

to

become a member

in

the

way

indi-

to the minister 's salary,

ness.

is

After the change in the by-laws the

number of names obtained was
added to the list through the influence
of Mr. Clark, and many more have
been
added through the efforts
of Mr. Ives.
People signing this
have not always understood the age
limit, and we have the names of some
people placed upon our list before
they were eighteen, but so far I canlargest

not discover

has not been to their
disadvantage or that of the church.

by members of our own church or by
our village people, mainly without
compensation, and the faithfulness of
those who have contributed to its success is well known to us all.
MINISTERS

it

CHURCH

have had seven settled minisCalvin
Crawford
Stebbins,

:

SOCIETIES

The Ladies' Industrial Society has
been our constant and consistent
force that has worked for and with
the church since

We
ters

its

organization.

It has almost invariably furnished

Nightengale,
C. Buckston,

Thomas Thompson, W.

Lyman

Clark,

Angelo

Hall and Henry G. Ives. Of these,
only two W. G. Buckston and Henry
G. Ives have been here ordained.
Rev. Calvin Stebbins was our first

—
—

last, action was taken at this time, and the following preamble and resoluand unanimously adopted by rising vote
"There has been given to the Congregational Unitarian Society of Andover by Miss
Harriet Otis Cruft of Boston, Massachusetts, for its use and that of Proctor Academy, a
stone church, as lovely and beautiful as the heart of the giver. It has been dedicated to
the worship of God and its object declared to be his service and to lighten the paths and
labors of men. This is in accordance with her views, that of her fathers and those who

permission at
tion offered

:

are here to assemble.
"
recognize this gift as the contribution of a good and earnest woman to the welfare of the community, and the cause of education, religion and civic righteousness.
" It is
resolved, therefore, that this society here met and in church assembled lor its
first divine service, extend to her its thanks and love, and expresses to her for her precious
gift, complete in all its parts and appointments, a deep appreciation of it and the motive
of lielpfulness which prompted it.
"
Subject to her approval, we have named it the Cruft Memorial Church; and will use
it well and guard it well.
" It is our desire also to
express our gratitude to and appreciation of the work of her
nephew, Gen. George T. Cruft, whose care, interest and foresight have executed her will
in its erection.
"It is ordered that these sentiments be spread upon the parish records and their adopio n certified to the donor and General Cruft."

We

t

A

For a part of his
settled minister.
pastorate of two years Mr. Stebbins
preached three new sermons about
every Sunday, and sought more work.
The effect upon our little community
of tJie powerful intellect and personality of this man, later described
by Senator Hoar as one of the foremost pulpit orators of America, and
certainly one of her devoted historical students, is here today.
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Parish Sketch

tale

of the boys and girls and men and
women Avho learned from him the Uni-

His successor was tJie Rev. Thomas
Thompson, who was our pastor for
about seven years. He was a faithful and earnest man who devoted himself to the material and spiritual needs
of the community.
Then came Rev. Lyman Clark in
1890. He remained with us ten years,
and no man ever worked harder in
the community for church and school
and state tJian he. He never swerved
from what seemed to him to be his
duty, and never failed to go straight

Cruft Mimorial Church, Andover, oa

way, who drew their inspirafrom his teaching and have
marked their progress from his day
is another story.
He remained until
September, 1881, and was succeeded
by Rev. Crawford Nightengale.
Mr. Nightengale was a most kindly,
delightful man, who might be summed up in a word as a ministerial
He had two passions, joking
joke.
and raising flowers. He was equally
devoted to them and was an artist in
both fields. I have even seen him jok-

Day

mark.

of

Dedication

He worked

for the town

t.arian

to his

tion

schools, tried to improve the highways, set out trees, and inveighed un-

ing with the flowers. He is sweetly
joking still, and with flowers still.
"Without them he would not be happy.
All his work here we know was for the
uplift of humanity, as we believe his
work now is for a happier Kingdom
elsewhere.

ceasingly

against intemperance

and

He never failed
political corruption.
to call a spade a spade, and some
people thought that if his cloth had
permitted he might have dubbed a
' '

' '

blamed old shovel.
His beautiful family grew up with us,
working with him, and none have a
heartier welcome today than they.
Mr. Clark did much for the mental,
moral, material and political welfare
of this country, and worked till he
saw the aft'airs of Proctor Academy
put on a business basis.
Rev. Angelo Hall came to us in the
fall of 1900, and remained about two
real black one a

years.

No

lovelier spirit or sweeter
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soul ever gave itself to a people or
more benign influence.
Rev. Henry G. Ives was called in
October, 1904, and with his strenusummary of
osity is with us still.
his untiring labor in the physical
changes in school and parish since his

left a

A

advent must be postponed to a later
date.

POLICY,

MEMBERS AND HABITATION

For many years the church has
maintained itself without aid from
our central body and never raised its
money so easily nor has it been so
strong as since pursuing this policy of
having only what it could pay for.
The church that attends public worship consistently, does its own think-

and pays its own
bills, is on God's highway, a force for
civic righteousness and a prop to the
Too little attention is given to
state.
this factor in our commonwealth.
We have always had a small but
consistent number of church attend-

and

ing,

voting,

ants, the one thing above all others essential to tJie welfare of a religious

body.
It

my
to

is

with gratification that

father's

our

I

read

name

as the first signer
articles of association. He was

no more loyal than many others, but
like most of his associates, could always be counted on to be in his seat,
to help when there was work to do,
to pay his subscription, and to contribute to any good cause or need that
arose.

have in mind another, our oldest
member, who since the church was
organized has never failed to face her
I

minister unless sickness prevented, or
faltered in her work or her loyalty,
but who, notwithstanding her eightyfive years, is actively

and consistently

doing the same thing today.
The Congregational Unitarian So-

ciety has thus far had only
the old
cal habitations,

two physi-

Academy

where we began our services
even before our organization, and
Proctor Hall which for more than
twenty-five years, rent free, and care
free most of the time, has been our
home.
Into tiie new church, as sweet and
beautiful as the spirit which prompted
We have left
its gift, we come today.
the old hall and may not go back
Hall,

again.

Still

we

love

it.

How much

stands for, how long and well it has
sheltered our family, and how it has
rung with words clear and brave and
In
true for human righteousness.
it have spoken to us many of the good
men and some of the great men of
our time from it we have drawn our
inspiration out of it we have buried
our dead, and thereby made sacred
it

;

;

its

Avails.

AVe are met today in the name of
those good men and women, living

and dead,

Is
to dedicate this church.
not rather for us, who know something of their work and their sacrifice and have seen its partial fruition,
to be ourselves here dedicated to their
and consecrated
unfinished tasks,
it

anew

fundamental principles
which were old when
]\Ioses wrote, which Jesus reaffirmed
as the sum of human wisdom, and
which are the light and life of the
world. Should we not here highly reof

to those

human

love

solve that within these portals fraternity shall reign and unkind thoughts

be forbidden to enter, and tJiat we will
light in our own and other human
hearts that flame of religious and patriotic devotion "that will burn till the
Let us fervently hope
stars go out."
that the benign influences which will
flow from the spirit of this church
will liiihten the paths and labors of

men.

Tlh® ©Bd E@a\de
By Lydia

A

Ir]I©uiig@

m

D©v®ir

A. Stevens

to the opening of
War, Michael
Revolutionary
Eeade settled in Dover. He Avas born
in Kilkeuna, Ireland, in 1741. In 1778
he married Deborah Horn, who was
born in 1755. Doctor Belknap per-

house, at considerable elevation and
fronting ]Main Street, he selected a

formed the ceremony. Sometime before 1780, Eeade built the great house
which is still associated with his name.
He possessed ability and enterprise,
and soon became prominent and in-

ioned

few years prior

the

lot.

The good and

skillful

ledgemen who

delved into the hard rock for a

cellar,

and the husky carpenters Avho fashAvell

The

the

interior,

did

their

—but their names have been

Avork
lost.

buildings that soon
after sprang up in the immediate
A'icinity yielded finally to factory
scattered

fluential.

The

latter

half

of

his

life

was

passed in stirring times, but nothing
is known beyond the facts stated in
is vague and
been said that in his
prime there Avere only two other
prominent Irishmen in Dover Philip
In her
Harty and EdAvard Sise.

this sketch.

scanty.

All else

It has

—

''Autobigraphy of a Landlady of the
Old School," Mrs. Wyatt writes that
about 1800 '^Michael Eeade of tJie
Landing Avas one of the principal
merchants of DoA'er a grave, sober
man, and a constant attendant at
church." There is a family tradition

—

to the

man,

effect that he

aa'Iio

said

little,

Old Reade House
Front View

Avas a resolute

and

Avhose face

never changed.
Little is known about the building
of the house.
He Avanted to be near
the scene of his business operations,
and at a commanding point. At that
time a ridge of gray rock rose raggedly

Avants or ra\"ages of the time, but the
big house on its rocky perch, solidly
indift'erent to blandishment or attack,

maintains an unvarying apathy
and apparent disregard to all its sur-

still

Lafayette Square, and running northerly lost itself in the high
land of Franklin Square. One side of
the eminence Avas level Avith the upper

roundings. It saAV the very beginning of things on the Landing; the
little, streams of people trickling in,
mingling AvitJi the still more ancient
dAvellers; Avatched the up groAvth of
stores and Avarehouses, looked at the

part of Main Street, and the other fell
oft' in
a long irregular sAveep over
Avhat is noAv Portland Street, and so
on to the riA'er. Around the base
stood tangled loAA'-groAving trees, and
other Avild groAvths of various kinds.
A little south of the Colonel Evans

great aAvkward Avains filled Avith the
riches of the North, the croAvded
AA-harA^es, the river crafts, and heard
the shouts of seamen and the ring of
axe and anvil. Upon completion, and
for many years afterAvard, the ascent
to the front door Avas much as usual,

from
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because Main Street, until 1830, or
thereabouts had a decidedly sharper
Then the selectmen
pitch than now.
lowered the grade by blasting, so tJiat
afterward the house stood as it were
on a hill. How it looked in its prime,
and how it compared with the better
class of houses in town, no one can

speak except by conjecture; nor can
any one divine the local events of

which

was a

it

witness.

Even

the

passages of its later history can not
That historv in
fullv narrated.
minute detail would tell us pretty

"be

much

we want

all

to

know

of

what

Dover people were doing immediately
after the War of Independence, and
what sort of folk built up the trading
and shipping interest in this locality.
For a number of years following
1812, there were only five dwelling
houses in town inventoried higher
than the Reade house.
The house
antedates all lasting prosperity in
Dover. It possesses two personalities
.

—the commercial
— one of

and the common-

tJie

eighteenth century
and the other of the twentieth. The
one is full of imaginings, the other
fronts the great mills and the Dover
of today. Time has touched it lightly.
place^

It

is

storied.

in

parallogram

The roof

dormers or

is

vallej'S.

form

—two

simple, with no
This makes the

The
The
has wholly escaped change, and

really large house look larger.
old chimney has been removed.
hall

in an excellent state of preservaThe paneling is still worthy of
inspection, and the railing to the
is

tion.

The inside
apportionment of space, and all other provisions for comfort, show intelligent planning and liberal exWithin it was finished in a
pense.
stairs attracts attention.

style similar to that adopted in the
better class of houses of that period.
One feature stands out plain. Every-

thing about the building discloses the

main viewpoint of the ancient owner;
For
adaptability and durability.

many

years

it

played a part in Dover

history.

And

whatever

may be thought of
of the sturdy inlanders
who put their money into gondolas,
packets, and sea-going schooners, this
staunch structure shows that they, at
least, contrived to get houses built so
that they should last.
Whereas the
the

wisdom

houses which sanguine

builders, in
run up with
phrase, now
green timber, frail roofs, tremulous
floors, and walls of portentous thin-

their

own

' '

' '

and to mortmust before many years become

ness, built to sell, to let,

gage,

anything but satisfactory dwellings or
city ornaments.

Reade became largely interested
lumber trade, which at that
time was extensive and prosperous on
the Landing.
His office was in the
in the

second story of a close-at-hand buildIn the story below, Stephen
ing.
Jenness, J. G. Downs and John Tapley, in order named, sold dry and
West India goods. It has been turned
around and moved back, and is now
used in part for a blacksmith shop.
In the early years of the last century,
the ship carpenters, riggers, sail-

makers, skippers, sailors, accountants
and supercargoes M'ere better dressed
in their leisure hours than other employes in town.
They walked differently, looked differently, talked
There was no confounddifit'erently.
ing the two classes. In contrast to
the shop-keepers of Central Street
and Tuttle Square, the merchants,
agents, and skippers of the Landing
also
appeared to advantage. The

former took years

to

become estab-

He

avoided showy expense
was prudent and abstemious never
got unguardedly into debt, and shuddered at thought of endorsing anlished.

;

;

other man's note.
But his position
was full of unavoidable humiliations,
and many times he asked himself
Avhether forehandedness was worth
winning at such cost. The other was
bold and darinsr, and took chances

The Old Beade House

He was hospitand convival. Such a man was
This stoutimmigrant Reade.

in

Dover
the
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lower

river

and

with his associates.

overhanging

able
the

nearly opposite Nutter Block, the
future historian gathered much of the
local lore which sparkles in his pages.
In his boyhood, Michael, Jr., listened
to the preaching of Doctor Belknap;
witnessed the hanging of Elisha
Thomas and attended the sessions of
the General Court, which in 1788 sat
here in the building now used as a
garage on Tuttle Square. He could
remember when Dover Landing was a
common, covered in part with pine
trees when the great house of Colonel

hearted Landingite died in 1812, leaving a competent little fortune. His
widow survived him twenty-seven
years.

Seven children were born in this
house to the couple. The first, Michael, Jr., died in 1864, at the age of
It was improbable that
eighty-sis.
the forceful founder should have a
son steeped in tranquility and dream

dreamy repose, yet nothing occurs
more frequently, than the improbable.
During a long life Michael, Jr., faced
problems alone philosophically and

—

;

:

Waldron, now on Second Street, occupied Franklin Square in solitary

He

never actively engracefully.
gaged in business, though esteemed
Much
a good judge of investments.
of his time was spent in reading; he
went to church regularly was lawand unobabiding, companionable,
At infrequent intervals a
trusive.
spark of inherited tire flashed out, but
in the main he was calm and slow to
take offence. At length, the incoming railroads revolutionized trade.
There was no hope for the Landing,
no future. Its schooners became
hulks.
Its axes, saws, chains and anIts busichors rusted into silence.
ness men found employment elsewhere and its streets and lanes became
Then
too large for the population.
the old recluse fetched up in the office
of his long-time friend, William Hale.
There he met George Piper, town clerk
and United States deputy collector
;

and inspector. Asa A. Tufts, postmasCharles Young, register of deeds,

ter,

Thomas E. Sawyer, boarding at Colonel Evans house near by, and others,
all familiar with the early traditions
To this seat of local inof Dover.
'

terest

and

came Quint

listening, querying,

down

the strangely par-

jotting

memories of the men, to wdiom
Dover was truly a haunted town.
The youngster had a natural affinity
for human nature, especially Dover
nature, and in this delightiul retreat.
allel

Old Reade House
Rear View

grandeur, and the family possessions
embraced all tlie territory in that part
of the town; when the Coffins owned
what the Walrons did not about Cochecho Falls. The great struggle of
the Landing for supremacy over the
rest of the town was played before his
He watched the cotton factory
eyes.
go up at the fourth falls a blast from
;

the mill site across the lower river
sent a heavy stone crashing through
his roof he saw Agent John Williams
go, and Agent James F. Curtis come,
and he was on familiar terms with
Capt. Moses Paul. He took part in the
;

to Lafayette in 1825, and
joined in the procession accompanying the eulogist, Caleb Gushing, in
1834.
He was one of tJie sidewalk

welcome
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committee which watched Moses Paul,

Aunt Polly

John P. Hale, John S. Dnrell,
Thomas W. Kittredge, James Davis,
and Samuel H. Henderson build the
town hall. The wars of 1812 and 1846

time he came to Dover.

matter for ordinary comHe was fond of relating the changes which he had witafforded

ment

in his day.

nessed, as well as the incidents of the
older time with which his mind was
He was daily seen upon the
stored.
street and at the railroad station,
until within a few years of his death.
Everybody knew him as the "oldest

inhabitant," and his memory was often appealed to by those seeking to
verify stories of the past.
The second child, Polly, taught a
private school for many years.
"I remember
venerable lady says
Aunt Polly very well and attended
her school.
She occupied the front
room of her father's office. Clumsy
benches stood around the walls, the
center being open.
She had another
room in which w^as a bed. In this retreat she put the small children when
they became sleepy for they were of

A

:

—

ages and some were very young.
They learned to write in home-made
copy-books and used quill pens.
all

Alonzo H. Quint attended
in his tender years, and

lived called on her every

In my childhood the Reade lot extended to the
Robert Perkins lot on the corner of
jMain and School Streets."
The
erudite Doctor of Divinity often re-

marked to the writer: "Schoolma'am
Polly Reade was a wonder enthusiastic and intuitive.
Her memory

—

was keen, her imagination lively, her
She had ingenuity,
perception acute.
a noble trintact, and perseverance

—

woman's

in

ity

drowned

sea

at

December

6,

1808.

July 31, 1785, died
August 6, 1862. She married William Perkins May 6, 1817, Rev.
Joseph W. Clary officiating. Sally,
March 8, 1788— October 17, 1853,
never married. Betsey, born November 23, 1790, died July 4, 1794. Lvdia,
July 14, 1793— December 15, 1859,
was married to Jolm Tapley of Dan'

vers, Mass.,

May

12, 1817,

and

their

descendants today occupy positions of
trust and responsibility in Dover.
The house is now owned and occupied

Thomas Hughes, and
modern furnishings is well

by the

heirs of

despite

its

so

worth a

visit.

Veirg®^
By Moses Gage

Shirley

YOUTH
Who

plants the seeds of virtue and of truth
In the heart's garden has eternal youth.

KNOWLEDGE
He who

of knowledge would increase his store
Must gather grain from every threshing floor.

A PEACEFn:^ LIFE

A

offices."

born

Xancy,

this school

long as

industrial

She was born December 14, 1780, and
died, unmarried, January 24, 1846.
William, born April 14, 1783, was

calm and peaceful life is best,
AVho lives it shall find heavenly rest.

By Manj
It

was with a view

E. McCrillis

to perpetuate

dence.

memory and spirit of the men and
women who achieved American Independence, that "The Reprisal Chap-

initial

the

Daughters of the American Revolution" was organized in Newport,
ter,

November

7,

1896.

Mrs.

Lucy N.

Bradley was largely instrumental in
forming the chapter, giving to the
work, of her time, thought and money.
She has always been loyal to the highest ideals for which the great society,
of which this chapter is but a small
fraction, stands, and
ested in its success.

is

lin

Among its passengers, on its
voyage, was Benjamin Frank-

who had been appointed commis-

sioner to the

French Court.

After

landing its distinguished passenger
The Reprisal captured several prizes
which were sold and the proceeds
used to purchase other vessels, mak-

deeply inter-

The first meeting was held and the
chapter organized at the home of Mrs.
Grace L. Lovell, with the following
members: Mrs. Lucy N. Bradley,
Mrs. Louisa F. Richards, jMrs. Maria
McCann, Mrs. Frances M. Dana, Mrs.
Ellen E. Kimball, Mrs. Marcia N.
Spofford, Mrs. Ella W. Barton. Mrs.
Georgia B. Chase, Mrs. Lizzie ^l.
Richards, Mrs. Laura R. Hall, Mrs.
Effie B. Nourse. Mrs. Maude I. Lewis,
Mrs. Alice B. Woodbury, Mrs. Grace
L. Lovell, Mrs. Marj^ E. McCrillis,
Miss M. E. Partridge, Miss ]\Iarion
Kimball, Miss Ellen H. Rogers, Miss
Ella M. Wilmarth, Miss Marcia J.
Edes, Miss Ella Robinson, and with
Mrs. Bradley as regent.
Naturally the naming of the chapwas one of the first matters to be

ter

considered.
Not finding in the history of Newport any name or event
especially distinguished or notable,
it was thought best to adopt a name
of national interest, and an event connected with the history of our flag is
hereby commemorated in the naming
of our chapter "The Reprisal," for
the first American cruiser to carry the
stars and stripes into foreign waters
after the Declaration of Indepen-

Mrs. Lucy N. BradleyFirst

Regent

ing what in those days was a formidable fleet.
Had The Reprisal been
captured, this misfortune might have
cost the colonies their independence

Franklin had already secured the friendship and sympathy
of France, this visit compelled the desired alliance.
In her brief career
as although

'The Reprisal captured twenty vessels
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but in 1778 foundered
of

The meetings have had an occasional
from some outside talent,

Banks

off the

Newfoundland.
The chapter now numbers

inspiration

formation death has en-

its

Hobson,

INIarion

Howard

mem-

bers.

Since

Captain

including

thirty-

four including six non-resident

Brazier, organizer and first
regent of Bunker Hill Chapter, and
jMrs. Fessenden of Boston.
Many delightful social gatherings have been
held in connection with the chapter,
which holds among its treasures a
beautiful silk flag, tJie gift of Mrs.
Lizzie ]\I. Richards, which graces and

inspires

many

upon

its

occasions.

has responded
have been made
treasury, wishing to do its

Reprisal
generously

Chapter

when

calls

part as a small fraction of a great
whole.
Fifty dollars was raised and
sent to Captain Stowell for the use of
in the Spanish War ten
Company
dollars toward a stand of colors for

Melvina Chapin RoTvell
Real Daughter

M

tered six times and taken from its
ranks Louisa H. Richards, Maria H.
McCann, Melvina Chapin Rowell (a
real daughter), Ann R. Chase, Ellen
E. Kimball and Marian Kimball, all
of whom we hold in loving remem-

the

battleship

;

New Hampshire;

fif-

brance.

The regents have been: Lucy N.
Bradley, 1896-1900; Maria I\I. McCann, 1900-1901; Mary A. Bostwick, 1901-1902; Eliza Y. Rowell,
1902-1903; Georgiana C. Wilcox,
1903-1907; Anne Parmelee, 19071909.

The present

Maude

officers

are:

Regent,

Lewis vice-regent, Mary A.
B.
Georgia
Bostwick;
secretary,
Chase registrar, Ellen H. Rogers
treasurer, Ella W. Barton historian,
Mary E. McCrillis; executive committte, Edith R. Brennan, Lucy N. Bradley, Jenny L. Olmstead, EHa M. Wilmarth, Kate M. Chase music commitI.

;

;

;

;

;

tee,

Emily R. Brown, Mary E. Mc-

Crillis, Effie

B. Nourse.

The meetings

of the chapter have
always been held at the homes of the
members, a part of the time being devoted to a literary program, largely

confined

to

historical

subjects,

fol-

hour and are seasons
of much interest and enjoyment.
lowed by a

social

Mrs. Maude

I.

Lewis

Regent

teen dollars for comfort bags for the
sailors of the battleship New Hampshire : fiftv dollars to the Southern
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Eeprisal Chapter, D. A. B.

Educational

Association

a

;

small

amount for the Mary Washington
Memorial window in St. George's

preserve which were
taken by the chapter.
Realizing that tJie Maple Street
Cemetery presents a neglected appearance, in December last it was voted
to devote all revenues from tliat date
initial steps to

toward beautifying the spot; to this
end various devices have been resorted
to, and no doubt in time this purpose will be accomplished.
Thus, while aiming to perpetuate
tJie memory and spirit of the men and
women who achieved American InMrs.

Mary A.

dependence, Reprisal Chapter is striving in some small degree to in-

Bostwick.

Vice-Regent

spire

Fredericksburg,

Church,

Episcopal
ten
Va.

which

and
it

benefit the

community

exists.

for a
the High School
Building; (a framed fac simile of the
Declaration of Independence was presented to the ninth grade) ten dollars contributed towards a tablet to
be placed upon a school house erected
in memory of Paul Jones ten dollars
;

picture

dollars
placed in

expended

;

;

to the

New Hampshire Memorial

Hos-

Concord in memory of ]\Irs.
Chase forty-five dollars towards

pital at

Ann

;

the Continental Hall; five dollars to
the Lincoln Association toward the
fund for the preservation of the birthplace of Lincoln.
Locally much good work has been
done by the chapter. Earlj- in its history the graves of all the Revolution-

ary soldiers buried in to\vTi were located, thirty-eight were found and the
stones over these graves are kept in a

The
proper state of preservation.
public for many years have enjoyed
the benefits of

Wilmarth Park, the

By

Mrs. Georgia B. Chase
Secretary

A. E. McCrillis

A

dream in sleep and dreams awake,
For what I dreamed when steeped in
Gave tJieme for other pleasant dreams
And many happy thoughts to keep.

sleep

in
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In sleep

dreamed of the dear old home

I

Where parents reared
It

their children,

—

was

all.

to us a sacred place
"That home of sweet affection's call."

it had been
low it lies;
There Phenix-like a mansion fair
From ashes grey in dream did rise.

Though small and humble

And now

in ashes

was the same old home
was stately in design
seemed a master workman's thought

In dream

it

Though

And
And

it

beautiful in every line.

We

did not wonder at the ways
The strange mysterious dream-thread wound

O'er shaven lawns of velvet green
'Mong various trees and shrubs around.

The odor of my mother's flowers,
None w^hich to me can e'er compare,
As we approached her garden nook
Seemed floating on the morning air.
The apple

tree

behind the house,

Whose spreading branches held our

swing,

In glory blossomed as of yore
And promised autumn 's fruit to bring.
WitJiin, the dear ones, long been gone,
Were there assembled, as of old;
Not one was missing of the group

Whose home was once

Our

parents,

worn by

And long passed to
Now seemed endowed

that dear old fold.

toil

and

age,

another shore,
with every good
This world can give, with wisdom more;

And happy
With

in the

—

prime of

life,

children gathered there,
BotJi from the other life, and this.
all their

Old home and
That dream

all

their joys to share.

in sleep gave

waking dreams

Of happy homes beyond the grave
Where lessons we have well learned here
May help us by subconscious wave.

By conscious or unconscious ways
May help in problems hard to solve.
Thus gaining wisdom as we go,
And better, from each, life

evolve.

Tlh®

IPg\w(ltuiclka\wa\y
(Prize Essaj' read in

By

In the southeastern part of our
within the isolated town of
Nottingham, there is a rocky mountain range which is about as rugged
a place as can be found in all New
England. By the Indians it was called

"

term meaning
"The place of the big buck." There
are three peaks in the range, and each

Pawtuckaway,

receives a

Pembroke Academy.)

Hattie Frances Batclielder

state,

"

Motuisiitems

a

name corresponding

position as related to the rest

:

to its

Upper

Across Round Pond.

pour the sun burst forth, and the
mists, like little white fairies, drifted
upwards, beyond the green
mountain top, and rolled away into

slowly

the sky.

Lower Mountain does not present
nor yet so magnificent an
aspect as Upper Mountain. Whereever tJiere is space enough between
the rocks for vegetation, it is covered
with a verdant forest of stunted
so ferocious

The Pa'wtucka'ways

Mountain, the highest of all. Middle
Mountain and Lower Mountain. With
solemnity they rear their
rocky summits nearly a thousand feet
above sea level.
During the intervals between the
showers of a rainstorm last summer I
watched the mist slowly lowering to
cover the frowning Upper Mountain.
Then, while the rain poured

majestic

down

in torrents, the mighty elevation stood wrapped in a heavy cloud
After a few
like a veiled monument.

minutes of this overwhelming down

in the

Background

pines, hemlocks, spruces

and cedars

;

but at frequent intervals the naked
head of some great cliff rears itself
into view.
This mountain is the one
usually climbed on account of the
ease in doing so and from its summit ships in the harbor at Portsmouth
may be clearly discerned with the
naked eye on a fair day. Here, too,
;

there

is a long flight of stone steps
leading to a pool of water in a hollow.
Tradition says that the Indians cut
them out of the ledge, and that after
their bloodv battles thev would de-
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scene! the steps

and

batJie in the pool

below.

There is a pretty little legend
handed down from these early savIn the days when they lived
ages.
along the banks of the Merrimac, this

was a favorite haunt of the
brown deer. Among the vast number which lived here was one much
larger, more fleet of foot and more
cunning than any of the others.
Hunters came from afar to trail him
down but he was so artful and sly
and ran with such great speed that it
was impossible for anybody to track
him after he had reached the other
locality

;

side

of

the

mountain.

Finally the

simple red men began to believe that
he possessed a charmed life.
Among the hunters were two belonging to the Pennacook tribe, Kinkinassett and Sagawa, who both loved

same Indian maiden. At last,
the rivals had become such
great enemies that there Avas danger
the

when

of bloodshed, the girl said that she
would marry the one who would
bring the antlers of the charmed deer

Both braves set out at once.
Kinkinassett vowed by the stars that
he would run doAvn the big buck or he
would never follow the trail again. He
soon succeeded in starting it from its
favorite haunt, and at once gave
to her.

He was famous as the fastest
of Indian runners; but he had never
run at such a pace as he did that day.
He followed the deer completely
around the mountain without gaining
on it at all. Three times had he shot
it, but the arrows took no effect.
chase.

"Without telling anybody, Sagawa
his arrows in the oil of the
witclihazel, believing that that would
have power to break the spell which
had been cast on the animal's life.
Stationed high up on the mountain
he was now watching the progress of
his rival.
On came the buck at a tremendous gait, crashing through the
bushes just below the cliff where Sag-

had dipped

awa was

standinsf.

He

shot an arrow

and saw the great buck, which had
hitherto escaped all harm, fall on his
knees.
Eager to reach it before Kinkinassett did, he carelessly swung himself down over the rock by a bush;
but his weight was too much, the bush
was pulled out by the roots, and he
fell headlong towards the rocks below.
As if by a miracle he landed on
tJie back of the crippled buck. Springing to his feet, the wounded animal

bounded away, with Sagawa clinging
it.
Kinkinassett rushed to the
other side of the mountain and put
himself in the pathway of the des-

to

It was a narrow
creature.
where a gulf a hundred feet
deep opened on one side, and a wall
of granite stretched upward from a
narrow rocky shelf on the other.

perate
pass,

Kinkinassett raised his bow for a last
shot; but before he had time to fix
his
arrow the maddened animal
knocked him back onto the shelf of
rock and jumped, witJi Sagawa still
clinging to his back, into the gorge beKinkinassett heard a terrific
noise and the rush of waters; then he
became unconscious.
The next day a searching party of
Pennacooks found Kinkinassett almost dead in the place where the buck
had sent him but he lived long
enough to tell them of the fate of
Sagawa and the buck. And in the
low.

;

rocky chasm where they had plunged,

now a pond of
From that day the

there was

boiling wa-

ter.

Indians be-

it to be bottomless; and some
people of the present time have tried
in vain to find a limit to its depth.
At times its surface looks as smooth
as glass, and then again places will
bubble as though it were really boilThe pond has a wonderfully
ing.
circular shape and because of this has

lieved

been named Round Pond. It is
most beautiful in the summer time
with its dark limpid water and the
white lilies and green leaves growing
all

around the edge.

On

tJie

shore

there

are two

im-
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mense granite boulders, Ballad and
Churchill Rocks.
They had long been
known, but their actual size had not
been computed. So, one day, a number of Dartmouth College students
came to determine their dimensions.
They found that Churchill Rock is
the largest boulder in tJie world. During the wanderings of these students

When

evening comes, and the
perched in the black
forest, sing their weird songs, and
the pale inoon, slowly rising over the
dark trees, floods the little valley
tains.

night-birds,

they discovered a third gigantic
boulder which they named the Chase
Rock.
Ballad Rock, the smallest of all, is
so large, that, years ago,

when game

was abundant, hunters used to camp
A narin the roomy cave under it.
row road winds past it, and at night
it is a grewsome spectacle to the belated traveler to see the black shadow
of the big rock across his path, and
to hear the lonely "hoot, hoot" of the
owl.

Let us follow this higliAvay for
about a mile. Then we reach the valley between the Middle and Lower

Mountain, and find a little cottage
house, very low-posted with a steep
slanting roof, and Avindows made of
small, old-fashioned panes of glass.

Middle Mountain rises tall and stately
directly behind it, and looks like some
great barrack-works thrown up for
In the yard the hens are
defence.
scratching, and every now and then
a rooster crows to tell the world tJiat
he is monarch of it all. Faintly we
hear the low tinkle of a cow-bell
come from afar up the mountaiilside.
This little spot is the only sign of
civilization throushout all tJie moun-

By

How

Churchill Rock

Largest Boulder In the World

with its silvery light, it is so solemn
an impression w^e get that we are inwith a
reverence
devout
spired
towards the One who made it all.

"In

the vast and the minute, we see
The unambiguous footsteps of the

God,

Who

gives its lustre to an insect's

wing,
And wheels his throne
rolling worlds."

Clara B. Heath

easy it is to spoil a day
The thoughtless word of a cherished friend,
The selfish act of a child at play.
The strength of a will that will not bend;
The slight of a comrade, tJie scorn of a foe,
The smile that is full of bitter things,
They all can tarnish its golden glow,
And take the grace from its airy wings.
!

—

upon the

The
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it is to spoil a day
the force of a tliouglit we did not cheek
Little by little we mould the clay,
And little flaws may the vessel wreck;

easy

By

;

The careless waste of a white-winged hour,
That held the blessing we long had sought.
The sudden failure of wealth or power,
And, lo the day is with ill inwrought.
!

How

easy

—

to spoil a life
are spoiled ere well begun.

it is

And many

In home-light darkened by sin and

strife,

the downward course of a cherished one
toil
that robs the form of its grace,
By
And undermines till the health gives way.
By the peevish temper, the frowning face.
The hopes that go, and the cares that stay.

Or

A

;

day

is

too long to be spent in vain,

Some good should come as tJie hours go by,
Some tangled maze may be made more plain,
Some lowered glance may be raised on high.

And

life is too short to spoil like this;
If only a prelude it may be sweet.
Let us bind together its threads of bliss,
And nourish the flowers around our feet.

h

Moirsniinig S©siig
Bij William E. Flint

The eastern sky

is

blushing.

Faintly flushed with dawning day
The hills and dales are hushing
To the cheerful roundelay
Of the harbingers of morning,
Singing their melodious warning
Of passing night

And coming light
And all the world

;

arising bright

To work and sing and

play.

Then Dreamland, slowly fading

From the vision of the wind,
Into Dav-time softlv shadina'.
Leaves the Dreamer far behind,
To the care and toil and worry,
To the busy haste and hurry
Of coming strife
With passing Life,

And
Of

to the morn, with sweetness rife
clover-scented wind.

Tw©

Inlistodc

In the article entitled "Newport's
Guest Book," by Miss Anne Parmthe last issue of the Granite
Monthly, reference is made to the
visit of General Lafayette to that
town in June, 1825, and the entertainment of the distinguished visitor
at the residences of the two leading
elee, in

lnl©uiige^

the west side of the river, near the
few years
foot of Claremont Hill.
later he built this residence and a
business block, which afterwards be-

A

came known

ness,

citizens, ^vTio seem to have been busisocial and political rivals.

as Richard's Block, on
the site of the present brick block of
the same name, in which he established his business and continued the
same till his death, in June, 1830.
He was an able, energetic and en-

Pictures of these two old historic
houses were to have been used in illus-

terprising man and had accumulated
the largest fortune ever inventoried

The Old Cheney Mansion

but the photographs of the
same were not received in time. Cuts
from the same are herewith presented,
how^ever, and will not be devoid of

tration,

interest to a considerable

number

of

He

at the time of his decease.

built the old "Nettleton

Tavern,"
on the site of the present Newport
House, and an extensive block, 150
feet long and four stories high, on
the

readers.

town

in the

east

side

of

the

common, long

of Col. William
Cheney, which was later remodelled
for business purposes, constituting
the block in which the Newport post
office is now located, was erected by

known

that gentleman very nearly 100 j'ears
Colonel Cheney removed from
ago.

bor.

He was prominent

fairs,

was

Alstead to Newport in 1807, engaging in mercantile business at first on

in the Legislature

The

residence

as the

"Tontine," which was

many years ago. He also
built a cotton mill, oil mill, grist mill
and sawmill, and purchased and dedemolished

veloped the power at Sunapee Harin public af-

six times a representative

was the leading

from Newport, and
move-

spirit in the
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ment for the division of Cheshire
County which resulted in the creation
of the County of Sullivan.
After
his

death his residence passed into

hands of "William Lowell. Subsequently it was the home of Dr.

the

James Breck, by whom it was built
upon his removal to Newport, in
1816, from Croydon Flat, M-here he
had been engaged in txade about a
dozen years, going there from Bosremained a prominent family
After the removal of Mr.
Breck to Rochester, N. Y., it was for
some time the home of Gov. Ralph
Metcalf, and was afterwards purchased by Hon. Austin Corbin, father
of the eminent, banker and railway
magnate of the same name and of
Daniel C. Corbin of Spokane, Wash.,
ton, has

residence.

who passed his last years there, as
did his daughter, Lois, and her husband, the late William Dunton, from
whom it passed to their daughter,
Mrs. Mary A. Bostwick, whose home
it

now

is.

Mr. Breck,

it

may

be stated, was

an active and successful business

and

man

prominent in public affairs.
He had been several years in the
Legislature from Croydon, before his
removal to Newport where he built a
fine store as well as residence, and also
The Old Breck House

Thomas Sanborn.
In 1893, it was
purchased by the late Hon. Dexter
Richards, who remodelled and enlarged it,
ness block.

The

making the present

Breck

house,

busi-

home

the

By

of

also

erected the old "Eagle Hotel." He
Avas a leading spirit in the Congregational parish, and a member of the
committee which built the famous
old South Church "with terraced
spire," still regarded as one of the
finest specimens of church architecture in the state.

Alice D. 0. Greenwood

Will

I stay away so long
forget the robin's song?
And the notes of the lonesome whip-poor-will
As he pipes his plaintive tune
Through the balmy night of June,
From the boulder in the pasture on the hill?
I'll

Will the friends of long ago
And the scenes I used to know
Have vanished, or have changed beyond
Will no look of glad surprise

Welcome me from kindly

When my

restless feet

my

ken

?

eyes

have wondered home again

?

ma

©II

Fmt

the

Am©iiii|

IMew

HKsiSMp'

Mire's P©pu2la\ff Susmmeir E®g©ir<tc^
few years, since the
the trolley line, and
completion
incline railway to the summit, the Uncanoonuc Mountain (or mountains,
there really being two summits, presenting the appearance of twin mountains, the railway reaching the high-

precipitous approach to the summit,
by foot or carriage way, the visit in
former days was no easy matter,
though never made, in favorable

has come to
the front, in the popular mind, as one
of the most attractive summer resorts

trip

Within the

last

of

er

and most

accessible)

'

weather, without complete satisfacSince the construction and op-

tion.

ening of the railway, however, tJie
In
is one of ease and delight.
less than one hour from Manchester,
or two and a half from Boston, one

The Uncanoonuc Mountain Hotel
in

New Hampshire,

or in

all

New

England.

For graceful beauty of outline, as
well as for the magnificent view commanded from the summit, these mountains have been famous for generations,

and have been an objective

point

for

nature

loving

excursion-

since the time when "the memory of man runneth not to the contrary." Located in Goffstown, seven
miles out from Manchester, with a
ists,

stand on the broad veranda of
the Uncanoonuc Hotel, perched on
the summit of the mountain, enjoying
the cooling breeze and over-looking
a broad and delightful expanse of

may

scenery, extending from Mt. Washington in the north to Waehusett or
the Blue Hills in Massachusetts, and
from Ascutney in the west to Agamenticus in the east, covering portions of four states, and the Atlantic
Ocean, glimpses of the latter being
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had

under

favorable

atmospheric

conditions.

While the natural attractions here
presented are unsurpassed, and unsurpassable, so far as scenic beauty
and quiet loveliness are concerned,
the ascent by the incline railway,
after the charming ride to the base,
is really the most wonderful and fasThe sensations incinating feature.
cident to the trip are even more
thrilling than those experienced in

mal wiien compared witli the cost of
a AVhite Mountains trip.
The hotel is of modern construction and equipment, and with its spacious dining hall and unsurpassed
cuisine, large and pleasant rooms,
wide,
airy
verandas,
aggregating
nearly half a mile in length, lofty observation tower, eighty-five feet in
height, fine music and free dancing
hall, affords the most attractive accommodations, either for a day 's visit

Vie^v from Uncanoonuc Mountain Hotel

the ride up the Mt. Washington railway, while the view from tJie sum-

grand and comprehensive,
equally satisfactory and delightThe notable fact of the matter
ful.
is, moreover, that this wonderful experience may be enjoyed in a single
day's outing, including the journey
mit, if less
is

and fro, by persons living anywhere in the soutJiern part, including
nearly all the cities and large towns,
of New Hampshire, or in the northeastern part of Massachusetts, from
Worcester to Boston and above and
this at an expense almost infinitesito

;

or

a season's

phere at the
cool, even in

sojourn.

summit

is

The atmos-

delightfully
the sultriest weather,
and a more desirable stopping place
for individual guests, picnic or family parties, or large excursions can
nowhere be found.
It may be added that those desiring to establish summer homes of
their own, either at the Summit, in
the delightful chestnut grove on the
slope or in the attractive Spring
Park, at the base, all of which are
l)eing developed for the purpose, by
the Uncanoonuc Incline Railway and
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God's Light

Development Company, may readily
do

cottage sites being disposed of
at most reasonable terms
a privilege
of which many of the better class
have already availed themselves.
While many thousands of visitors,
singly and in parties, from New
so,

—

Hampshire, Massachusetts, and more
distant states have visited this resort
in the last two years, its merits and
charms still remain to be learned by
the mass of the people, living within

iodV
By M.
(There

we have

is

ready access, many of whom spend
no small amount every season in visiting other places, far less accessible

and far less attractive when reached.
Whoever once finds his way there,
however, is sure to go again and
again, and never fails to speak in
praise, not only of the natural attractions which here command his
admiration, but of the courtesy and
consideration which characterize both
the railway and hotel management.

UAL

F. Tarhell

a tradition that Jesuit priests erected a shrine on Mount Kearsarge, and that the name as
an Indian corruption of the French words cire siige, literally, seat of the candle.)

it is

Two hundred

years and more ago.
Tinged with the sunset 's crimson glow,
Mount Kearsarge looked on the fields below
Where Merrimack's waters gently flow.

He watched

the veils of misty white.
Like filmy lace in the fading light.
Softly wrap for the sleep of night
All but the mountain 's stony height

;

And

there before the Virgin's shrine,
Built by priests of the Jesuit line
From ragged boughs of the Norway pine,
He let the candle's beacon shine,

Calling to
Behold,

all

from far and near.

God 's light it burneth here
And now, when evening stars appear.

!

Behold, God's light in them shines clear.

—

The spark divine is still the same
'Tis His by any other name
And Autumn's scarlet leaves proclaim
The Fire that glows in star or flame.

—

iw
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SIDNEY WEBSTER

KIe€ir©S©g'5^

had the reputation

Sidney Webster, a native of the town
of Gilmantou, born May 28, 1S28, died at
his summer residence, Pencraig Cottage,
Newport, R. I., May 30, 1910, from
paralysis.

Mr. Webster graduated from Yale Colin the class of 1848 and from the

lege

Harvard

Law

School

in

1850.

He

en-

tered the office of Gen. Franklin Pierce
at Concord, and was admitted to the bar
in 1851.
Upon the election of General
Pierce to the presidency Mr. Webster became his private secretary and held the
position during the four years of his incumbency, gaining a wide acquaintance
with public men and an intimate knowlwhich
affairs,
edge of governmental
proved of vast advantage to him in his
subsequent professional career, which was
devoted to practice involving
largely
questions of constitutional and internaHe married Saj.-ah, eldest
tional law.
daughter of Hamilton Fish of New York,
then United States senator and afterward secretary of state in the cabinet of
President Grant, and was the confidential adviser of his father-in-law during
the latter incumbency in delicate questions of national and international imHe located in Boston in 1857, but
port.

soon removed to

New

York, where, and

at his summer home in Newport, he
thereafter continued.
Incidentally he became interested in
railroad affairs, through the influence of
his brother-in-law, Stuyvesant Fish, president of the Illinois Central Railroad, in
which corporation he was made a director
the same year with Edward H. Harriman, whose confidential and legal adviser and close friend he afterward became. It will be recalled that it was
to Mr. Webster that Harriman wrote the

famous letter of January, 190G, telling
how, upon the importunity of President
Roosevelt, he had raised $200,000 for the
Republican campaign fund in New York
in

1904, in consideration of certain implied promises that were never fulfilled.
Mr. Webster was a life-long Democrat
of the old school in politics, and might
have been a conspicuous figure in public
life had he so chosen, often being
urged to accept a nomination for Con-

gress

that

would have been equivalent

an election. He preferred to devote
himself closely to his profession, in which
he was eminently successful, accumulating a large fortune. His firm, indeed,

to

of

winning the largest

ever paid for legal services, up to
as counsel for
that time
$1,000,000
the silk ribbon importers in a suit which
was seven years in the courts, wherein
the government was defeated in a contest
over the construction of the tariff law.
He was the author of numerous monographs on constitutional and international
fee

—

—

law.

HON.

AARON

M.

WILKINS

Hon. Aaron M. Wilkins, born in Amherst January 22, 1854, died at the Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, May
27, 1910.

He was the eldest son of Aaron S. and
Martha (McClure) Wilkins, and was educated in the public schools and by intelHe had
ligent private reading and study.
been a citizen of Amherst all his life and
ente-ed heartily into all the interests and
enterprises that made for the a Ivanceof the public welfare, and was especially active in the religious and educational life of the community and the con-

ment

duct of civil affairs. He served many
years as moderator at town and school
meetings, as a member of the school
board and trustee of the public library,

and was chairman of the committee of
arrangements for the celebration of the
one hundred and fiftieth anniversary of
the settlement of the town, and had
given great attention to the details, alto live to enjoy the

though not permitted

fruition of his labors.
He had been an active member of the
Congregational Church of Amherst for
thirty-four years, a deacon of the same
since the death of his father, more than
twenty-five years ago, and for twenty-one
years superintendent of the Sunday
School, besides having served a number
He
of years as moderator of the parish.
was a prominent member of the Masonic,

Fellows, Golden Cross and Grange
organizations, and was particularly active in the latter, having been master of
Souhegan Grange, and prominent in the
In the
Hillsborough County Pomona.
Legislature of 1903-04 he represented District No. 15 in the state Senate with fidelity and ability, as a Republican, with

Odd

which party he had always been

identi-

fied.

September

23,

1880,

Mr. Wilkins was

united in marriage with Miss Lucy Hartshorn, by whom he is survived, with three
children:

Harold H., who graduated at

New Hampshire
Durham College last year; A. Wallace,
now a student there, and Miriam E., a
pupil in the Milford High School; also by
brothers
and
one
sister:
Dr.
three
George H. Wilkins of Newtonville, Charles
L. of Boston, Frank E., Harry A., and
Mrs. Frederick W. Sawyer of Milford.

CHARLES EDWIN HURD
Charles Edwin Hurd, long known to
New England reading public as the
literary editor of the Boston Transcript,
died at his home in Allston on the evening of April 21.
Mr. Hurd was born in the town of
Croydon, June 15, 1833. He was the son
of Henry Hurd, a farmer, who later removed to Lempster, where he spent a
portion of his youth, and to which town
his remains were taken for burial with
those of his kindred. He was educated
in the common school and at Hempstead
He taught school for
(P. Q.) Academy.
a time, but soon went to Boston, where
he engaged in occasional newspaper
work, though indulging a penchant for
the

theatrical effort to some extent, and for
a time dabbling in art, to such extent,
indeed, that he opened a studio oil
Tremont street, where he spent considerable time, though not giving up his
journalistic work, to which he ultimately
mainly gave his attention. He was artist
correspondent for Frank Leslie's illustrated
newspaper, accompanying the
Fenian army in its Canadian raid in
the fall of 1865.
Subsequently he was
for some years editor of the Erie (Pa.)
Dispatch, and later of the Lynn Herald.
In 1870-72 he was on the staff of the
Boston Journal and was associate editor
of the Boston Glohe in 1873-74.
In 1875 Mr. Hurd served for a short
time as assistant clerk of the Massachusetts
of
House
Representatives,

under George S. Marden, another New
Hampshire-born newspaper man. In that
year he succeeded Rev. Thomas B.
_^

Fox as literary editor of the Transcript.
which position he held continuously till
1902, when he was compelled to re-
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Necrology

linquish the same on account of a serious accident, from the effects of which
he never recovered, though able to do
more or less literary work. He originated and conducted the genealogical and
"Notes and Queries" departments, which
have long been valuable distinctive features of the Transcript, and contributed
largely to the art and dramatic as well
as the editorial departments.
He was for years a valued contributor
to periodical literature, and some of his
magazine articles were illustrated by
He wrote a series of stories
his pencil.
in
collaboration with the late John
Boyle O'Reilly, which attracted much
He also made many translaattention.
He was
the
tions
for
magazines.
especially well versed in Swedish and
Norwegian languages and was a personal
friend of Bjornstjerne Bjornson, whose
death, by a striking coincidence, occurred
within a few days after his own.
Mr. Hurd joined the New England
Historic Genealogical Society in 1895
and at once became one of its most
active and influential members. He was
also a member of the Viking Club and
of the Norumbega Society.
Mr. Hurd married, December 30, 1866,
Frances M. Tooker, a native of Nova
Scotia, by whom he is survived, with
Grace
one
four
daughter,
children,
Marguerite (Mrs. Morrill W. Gaines)
of Brooklyn, N. Y., and three sons,
Charles Willard, William J., and RegiThe late Dr. Willard O. Hurd of
nald.
Grantham was a brother of the deceased.

CHARLES

DR.

S.

GERALD

S. Gerald. M. D., died at his
Coleman, S. D., April 16, 1910.
Doctor Gerald was born in Warren, N. H.,
May 31, 1849, and was a self-made man.
He went West in 1880, read medicine with
Dr. Eben Merrill, and graduated from the
medical college at Dubuque, Iowa, in 1884.

Charles

home

in

He was
sician.

and two
is

persevering, successful phyleaves a wife, four sisters
brothers. One of the brothers

a

He

Dr. F. L. Gerald of Warren.

^^^
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The aunual summer outing
Hampshire Board

of

Trade

is

PnnMisIhKgir's lM(S)tec^

of the

New

holden this

year at Canobie Lalve Park, in the town
of Salem, which has come to be one of
the most extensively patronized summer
pleasure resorts in New England, not
only on account of the natural and artificial attractions of the place, which has
been fitted up for the purpose, regardless
of expense, but because of its ready accessibility to the people of the larger portion of both New Hampshire and Massachusetts, being reached by trolley lines

from
rectly

directions, whose cars
into the park. The date

all

run

di-

set

for

the outing is Thursday, June 30. Those
attending from the north and west will
take the 11 o'clock train from Manchester, over the Manchester and Lawrence
Railroad, connecting with the electrics at
Salem Depot. Those from Nashua and
the southwestern section will go by trolA banquet
ley directly from that city.
will be served at 1 o'clock, after which,
following a brief business session, an hour
will be devoted to speaking, during which
short addresses will be made by Hon.
Robert P. Bass of Peterborough, Hon.
Clarence E. Carr of Andover, State Superintendent Henry C. Morrison, Hon. Louis
S. Cox. postmaster of Lawrence, Mass., a
son of New Hampshire, Mayor Reed of

Manchester and others. All members of
local boards of trade, with ladies and invited guests, are privileged to participate.

Thus

far no formal declaration of candidacy for the congressional nomination of
either party in either New Hampshire dis-

has been announced, but there is a
understanding that the two present
incumbents, each of whom has held his

trict
tacit

office

as long as any other

Congressman

in the history of the state, and one some
time longer, are to be candidates for an-

other

term.

No

other

Republican

in

either district has manifested a purpose
to run, and no Democrat has yet been

heard from who deems
enter

the

field.

Verily

it

worth while

to

situation

is

the

vastly different from what it was a few
years ago, when two terms was all that
the average New Hampshire Congressman could reasonably hope for, and some

were cut

off

with one.

Preparations on an extensive scale are
going forward for the grand home-coming of the absent sons and daughters of
old Portsmouth during the week of July
when everybody in the seaport city
4,
Boston and
will keep "open house."

New York

associations of Portsmouth
people have been formed for the purpose
of organizing excursions to the old home
city, and several hundred are already enrolled to participate from the former
place alone.

Among the subjects discussed at the annual meeting of the New Hampshire Unitarian Association at Milford, during the
second week of the present month, was
"The New Problem of the Country Minister," which was considered by Rev. SL. Elberfelt of Charlestown and Rev. F.
W. Holden of Milford, who spoke from
personal experience as to the means which
may successfully be resorted to by the
country pastor to supplement the small
salary afforded by the parish and insure
This is incomfort and independence.
sured by a resort to agriculture, just as
it was in the early history of the country,
when the minister's farm was among the
largest

and best

tilled in the

community.

A close study of the time tables put
out by the Boston & Maine Railroad, coincident with the changes made for the
summer schedule, which went into effect
senerally on June 20, should convince
everybody that all sections of the state
are now getting as complete and extensive
a service as their business can possibly
warrant. That so many trains daily as
are now in operation could ever be run
would have been regarde<I as absolutely
preposterous a dozen years ago.

'J

i

'W'^
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HON. BERTRAM ELLIS

The Granite Monthly
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The

ballot.

however, that the
candidacy of Colonel Ellis occasions
any surprise, since it will be recalled
that he was a candidate before the
Republican Convention of 1908, and
said,

received a handsome support on the
first and second ballots, the latter resulting in the nomination of Henry
B. Quinby, the present governor, who
received the loyal and hearty support
of Colonel Ellis in the subsequent

campaign.

Bertram Ellis was born
November 20, 1860,

Mass.,

in Boston,

the son of

Moses* and Emily (Ferrin) Ellis, but
comes of sturdy New Hampshire
stock, on his mother's side, and has
also been a resident of the state substantially all his life, his parents reto

Keene when he was but
had

three years of age, where he has
his home nearly ever since.

Series, Vol.

5,

No.

7

Ca\iniva\§g

He received his preparatory education in the public schools of his home
city, graduated from Harvard College in the class of 1884, and from the
Harvard Law School
entered the

in 1887. He then
of Evarts, Choate
one of the most noted law
office

& Beaman,
firms of New York

City, where, after
a time, he was admitted to practice,
but soon removed to Denver, Colo-

rado, where he successfully pursued
his profession for about two years;

but was called

home

serious

of his father,

1890 by the
whose
disability and subsequent death rendered it necessary for him to give his
illness

attention,

cannot be

moving

New

Guslbeinniaitoffas^S

Interest in the gubernatorial canvass in this state has been measurably
enhanced by the recently announced
candidacy of the Hon. Bertram Ellis
of Keene for the Republican nomination for that office, thus insuring a
genuine contest for the party leadership in the campaign, which for a
time seemed likely to go bj' default to
the Hon. Robert P. Bass of Peterboro,
who was alone in the field, if no account be taken of the candidacy of
Mrs. Ricker, which those in authority,
at least, seem inclined to ignore on
the ground that her name is not likely
to be accorded a place on the official
It

1910

for

some

in

time,

to

family

affairs.

Meanwhile he became interested in
newspaper work, forming a connection with the Sentinel Company, and
in 1893 became editor of the Keene
Evening Sentinel and the New Hampshire Sentinel, weekly, which latter

known as one of the
most reliable and conservative newspapers of the state. In this position
he has continued to the present time
but has found time as well as inclination to give some measure of attention
has long been

;

to public affairs and to the interests
of the Republican party, of which he
has always been an earnest adherent,
though never to the extent of sacrificing his personal independence or
his convictions of duty.

No man in Keene has taken a
deeper interest in the welfare of the
public schools than has Colonel Ellis,
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who has served seventeen years as
a member of the board of education,
nine years of the time as president,
which position he now occupies. His
zeal and efforts have contributed
largely to the high standard of excellence which the Keene school system,
has attained, and which, in turn, was
not without influence in securing for

that city the new State Normal School
provided for by the last session of the
Legislature, and now well established.
He is also a warm friend of the Elliot
City Hospital and has been an active
member of the board of trustees since
it was chartered, in 1896.

In 1897 he was chosen

a representative in the State Legislature from his

ward and was accorded tlie distincappointment as chairman of

tion of

important committee on appropriations, in which he rendered sigthe

nal service to the state by his carework. In 1899
ful yet brilliant
he represented the Thirteenth Senatorial District in the upper branch of
the Legislature, serving as chairman
of the Committee on Finance and as a
member of the Committees on JudiReciary and Revision of the Laws.

elected to the next Senate he served
President of that body.

efficiently as

Returned to the House in 1905 he
again headed the Appropriations
Committee, and, reelected two years
later, he was made Speaker, filling
that trying and responsible position
with a measure of ability and imparenhanced liis
tiality which largely
reputation throughout the state.
Two years ago, as has been said, he
was a candidate for the gubernatorial
nomination of his party, with the
hearty and united support of his own
county and many beyond its borders
but, upon the choice of Mr. Quinby,
he loyally accepted the decision of the
Convention and now, under the new
primary law, he again announces his
candidacy and appeals to the voters
of his party for their support.
Colonel Ellis was a member of the
Charles A. Busiel,
stafi' of Gov.
hence, the military title by which he
He was a
is ordinarily addressed.
;

;

—

delegate from

character,

fine

presence,

a

He

is

best type.

4!hi®

S©uiill

Tuttle Folsom

a rough and rock-strewn way, a dark ravine.
Gripping with tender hands the .jagged flint,
And pricked by cruel thorns, with bleeding feet,
There, through the grewsome light, a soul is seen,
Innocent, young, borne by a child,

The

fearless treads the landscape wild.
is there to guide the flesh,

soul

Flesh animated by will other than

its

own,

The soul called from its resting in the sky,
To master and to rule wills yet unknown.
So through the dark, tempestuous path of life,

A

deep ravine, the spirit leads the animated clay,
on the field of the dividing strife
They fight, and spirit conquers clay.

Till

—

and
and interesting speaker.
a New Hampshire citizen of the

forceful

Adown

Who

to the

dignified

bearing and courteous manners

TBue C©KiifMcft ©f
By Hiram

New Hampshire

Republican Convention in
1904 and voted for Theodore Roosevelt.
He is a man of unimpeachable
National

Am

Inlnsteffnc

©f

Eveiraft

AffiiLlhi@ffst

Historical address hy Col. William B. Roich.

On

the seventeenth day of June,
just one hundred and thirty-five
years from the day when the heroic
sons of the town in goodly numbers
shed their blood in the country's
cause at Bunker Hill, the people of
Amherst publicly celebrated the one
hundred and fiftieth anniversary of
the incorporating of the town.
For many years, during the closing
last,

Site of First

part of the eighteenth century and
the first part of the nineteenth, this
town was one of the most prominent
in the state, ranking as the fifth in
point of population in 1800, and holding still higher rank in political importance since it had been for a time
at least the seat of the state government, the state Legislature having
held its session there in 1794, while
it was for a long time the shire town
of Hillsborough County, and an im-

portant center of business, public and
political as well as mercantile.

I£ the
its

town has failed to maintain
importance among the

relative

municipalities of the state, so far as
the matters that make for material
prosperity are concerned, it has a record of which it may well be proud,
at all events, and its citizens are
amply justified in celebrating the anniversary of its organization as an in-

dependent municipality.

Meeting House

Fifty years ago they celebrated in

an appropriate manner the town's one
hundredth anniversary, calling home
its
most distinguished native son,
Horace Greeley, to deliver the oraand, after the lapse of half a
century, with another generation of
men and women on the scene of
action, they did well to arrange the
elaborate
program of celebration
which was fully carried out on the
day in question, notwithstanding the
tion,

It had been
unfavorable w^eather.
planned to hold the exercises on the

Col. William Boylston Rotch
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rain, which fell without cessation, compelled a change, and
the Congregational Church was occupied for the purpose, the crowd in

common, but the

the
attendance,
notwithstanding
storm, filling the house to its utmost
capacity.
Horace T. Harvell called the assembly to order at 10 o'clock, and presented the president of the day, Dr.
George H. Wilkins of Newtonville,
Mass., who, after appropriate remarks, introduced the historian Col.
a native of the
"William B. Rotch
town, coming of a long line of an-

Amherst appears

to be revoid of interesting incidents. No Indian wars have occurred
in its territory, no massacres saturated its soil with blood both before

history of

markably

—

and after its incorporation the ordinary course of events seem to have
flowed on with scarcely a ripple to
The pursuit
vex its quiet surface.
of peaceful and
homely industry
seems to have characterized the mass

—

—

cestry intimately a&'^ociated with its
history, whose able and comprehensive address is hereinafter presented.
Subsequent addresses of the fore-

noon included "Sentimental Reminiscences" by Gustavus G. Fletcher
of

Chattanooga,

Men

and

George

Tenn.

;

"Amherst

Amherst

W. Putnam

Affairs,"
by
of Lowell, Mass.
;

and "Home Life in Amherst Fifty
Years Ago," by Dr. Warren Upham
of St. Paul, Minn.
Following dinner, served by the
Page Catering Company, of Lowell,
the exercises were continued, including short addresses by ex-Mayor J J.
Doyle of Nashua, a native of the
town; ex-Gov. John McLane of Milford, who spoke for that town as a
daughter of Amherst Rev. Henry P.
Peck who performed a similar office
for the town of Mont Yernon Charles
B. Spofford of Claremont and William H. David of Lvons, N. Y., de;

;

scendants of old-time families. Following the addresses the ceremonies
incident to the dedication of a marker
indicating the site of the first meeting
house were duly carried out.
Following is the Historical Address
delivered by Colonel Rotch:

First

School House

of the people and the bread which has
served for their nourishment has been
earned by the sweat of the brow. In

abounding in incidents,
have found it no easy task to select
a topic which could profitably engage
your attention, even for the brief
time appropriated for a frugal ena field so little
I

tertainment.
That the

' '

committee of arrangements who drafted the program for
that day took the same view as Mr.
Wilkins is evidenced from their having selected no historian for the occasion and no historical address was
prepared for the one hundredth anni-

Fifty years ago, when Amherst observed with fitting exercises the one

versary of the town.
This apparent omission is easily
accounted for. Fifty years ago the

hundredth anniversary of

incor-

good people of Amherst were making

speakers was
Hon. John H. Wilkins of Boston. He
began his address by saying: "The

The events following the
history.
Revolution (in which many then living had taken part) was hardly his-

poration,

among

the

its
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it was current events, and the
people who were then living here were
so familiar with Amherst and the part
Amherst and its people had taken in

tory;

Revolutionary times, as well as the
days that followed the incorporation
of the town, that a rehearsing of them
seemed doubtless unnecessary.
"We can only estimate the future
by reviewing the past and can safely

assume that the events of these days
will be of equal interest to the citi-

'

r.--,A,_

An
removed from

ly all

this

Historic Event

neighbor-

hood.

As we

recall the oft-repeated story
of injustice done the red men, it is a

much

fact of

interest, that

needs no

verification, that the
territory
occupy as a town was mostly, if

we
not

wholly, honorably purchased, which
is of more value from a moral point
than the grant any English prince

could convey.

It is also pleasant to

recall that possibly Elliott, the great
apostle to the Indians, may have stood

river and upon
the shore of our beautiful lake and

upon the banks of our
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was signed by Benning Wentworth,

governor of the province of New
Hampshire, the 18th of January,
1760.

The first meeting under the charter
was called by Col. John Goffe of Bedford, and without a contrary vote
being cast. Col. John Goffe was chosen
moderator of the first town meeting
and Solomon Hutchinson was chosen
town clerk, and the charter accepted.
The following town officers were
elected (in this connection the retention of the family names through the
successive generations to the present

Greeley's Birthplace

dispensed the Word of Life to a peonow almost extinct.

ple

The

of the French War in
the hearts of the people
joy, for they saw ahead of them
a period of peace and prosperity. The

1760
with

close

filled

apprehensions from the French and
Indians were much greater on the
frontier than on the towns bordering
the seacoast.
Hence the joy of the
frontier settlements.
Greater attention was paid to agriculture manu;

factures in

impetus

new

;

many

places received

new

commerce again revided and

settlements were multiplied.
In
and the following year twentythree townships were incorporated in
New Hampshire and among these was
Amherst. The charter of the town
this

Solomon HutchWilliam Bradford, Reuben
Mussey, Joseph Gould and Thomas
Clark were elected selectmen; Ebenezer Weston and Joseph Abbott, constables David Hartshorn and Nathan
Kendall, tythingmen; Benjamin Taylor, William Lancey, assessors Thomas Wakefield as clerk of the market;
Nathan Fuller, Ebenezer Weston, Jr.,
time

is

interesting)

:

inson,

;

;

James Seeton, James
drivers

Rollins, as field

Joseph Steele, Joseph Prince,
William Lancey, deer keepers James
Seetown, Ephraim Abbott, Samuel
Starrett, William Lancey, Andrew
Bradford, surveyors of highways;
John Shepard, surveyor of lumber.
;

;

How many
these

men have

of the descendants of
held town offices since ?

Congregational Church, and the First

Town House
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The town records will show a very
frequent recurrence of the same family names.
Several of these offices are unknown
day.

pounds and ten shillings, sterling
money, based upon the current price
of corn and pork, so long as he shall
remain a pastor of the church. The
provision regulating the amount of

Tythingmen were officers annually
elected by the town to preserve good

salary according to the fluctuations
of the price of corn and pork occas-

church during divine

ioned Pastor Wilkins so much annoyance that at a subsequent meeting of

to

the

people

order in the

of

the

present

and to make complaints
against any persons who were there
found disorderly. Deer keepers were

service

whose duties were to see that
the laws of the province for the preservation of deer were duly observed
and executed. The right to hold a
market or fair on certain days of the
officers

week and year was included although
not specified in the town charter. We
can find no record that such fairs as
were privileged were held, although
Thomas Wakefield was annually
elected "clerk of the
1774.

market"

until

A first consideration in the establishment of a town privilege was to
provide for the preaching of the gosAmherst people assumed their
and the early
ecclesiastical and municipal history
of this locality so commingle as to
render it most convenient and pleasant to give them in their connection.
pel.

responsibility at once

Previous to the incorporation of
the town the Rev. Daniel Wilkins had
been established as pastor of the
church for a period of more than ten
years. April 2, 1760, a town meeting

was

called, to see if the

town would

make

choice of the Rev. Daniel Wilkins as town pastor and see if they
would vote to settle him as pastor,
the salary to be based upon the price
of corn and pork, corn to be two shillings a bushel and pork at two pence
a pound, sterling money of Great
Britain. This meeting, the first town
meeting after the incorporation and
acceptance of the charter, was warned
by a constable going from house to
house. At this meeting Joseph Gould

was voted to
give Rev. Daniel Wilkins forty-seven

was moderator, and

it

Richard Boylston

the town that part of the vote was
rescinded.
At this time, the time of the incorporation of the town, Amherst had a
population of about eight hundred
The number of dwelling
people.
houses was a little less than a hundred.
It had a meeting house, although a crude affair, possessing little
of the comforts that the present
houses possess, yet it was better filled

The early
Amherst were a God-fearing people and they were very loyal
each Sunday than now.

settlers of

to their first pastor, the Rev.

Daniel

Wilkins.

The first meeting house was built
by the proprietors of Souhegan West.
The frame was probably raised May
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16, 1739, twenty-one years before the
incorporation of the town. The building was not completed, however, until
1753.
It was 45 x 22 feet and 22 feet
posts. It stood at the junction of the
roads, a short distance to the east of
the Peter Jones residence in "Upper

Flanders." It became town property
and so continued until 1771, when the
town having voted to build a new
meeting house upon the training field,

was quit-claimed to the county and
became the first county court house.
It was afterwards removed to the site

it

high above the pulpit was a massive
sounding board. Running south from
each entrance was a paved walk of
some twenty feet and near its termination stood a rock for the purpose
of mounting. Nearly everyone came
to church at that time upon horseback.
It remained town property
until 1832, when, because of denominational strife for its occupancy, it
was sold at public auction and purchased by the Congregational Society.
The town reserved the right to its
use for town purposes and also re-

The Biick School House

near the new meeting house and was
burned by an incendiary in 1788.
In 1771 the town voted to build a

new

place of worship upon the trainIt was carried into effect
and an enthusiastic people, made more
so by eight barrels of New England
rum, provided for the occasion, raised
the massive timbers which constitute
the framework of the present Congregational Church, the heavy oaks of
which they were framed growing in
the immediate vicinity.
It stood a
few rods southeast of its present location, with the steeple at the west
end, a porch at the east end, the pulpit upon the north side, singing
gallery upon the north side over the
main entrance, men's gallery on the
west and women's on the east and

ing

field.

served the clock bell and steeple which
they still own. In 1836 it was removed to its present site, refitted with
a new basement for a town hall and
The June session of the
vestry.
Legislature in 1794 met in the meeting
house, and Governor Oilman here took
the oath of office for the first time.
An ample provision seems to have
been made for the members, for no
less than
twenty-two taverners' licenses were granted by the selectmen
that year.
The present Baptist meeting house
was built by the Unitarians and Universalists, raised June 9, 1835, withIn
out accident and without rum.
1844 it passed into the hands of the
Baptist denomination.
The churches contained little of the

An
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comforts of modern churches.
The
pews were large box affairs, with high
backs.
There were no heating arrangements and in winter those attending church often brought boxes

of hot coals with them.
In the town warrant of 1767, a
special meeting of ths town was called
for the purpose to see if the town
would vote the whole of the front
gallery in the meeting house for the
men to sit in and see if the town would
appoint a seat for the chorister to sit
in, in

order to improve psalmady and

205

courts had been held and the public
kept at Portsmouth. The labor
and expense of resorting thither bore
hard on the people of the central and
^••estern towns and had long been a
matter of complaint in the western
and northern sections of the province.
The rapid increase of population in
the western and northern sections of
the province called loudly for redress
of grievance. After many delays and
difficulties, the Assembly passed an
act dividing the territory into five
counties and establishing the neces-

offices
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afterwards kept at Amherst and six
sessions of the court during the year

gave it an importance not before
known.
Here was the first public administration of justice in the comity. Before this every cause, even from the
remotest part of the province, was
carried to Portsmouth, where the pub-

were

principally by
the friends of the governor or those
Frequent
personally related to him.
complaints were made of partiality
in the administration of law. Parties
were sometimes heard out of court and
the practice of "watering the jury"
was familiar with all who had business in the law.
In addition to easing the people of
their burdens, this division of the
province into counties was productive
of other important advantages. Men
of energy, talent and means moved
into the shire towns and other towns
eligibly situated, and thus enterprise,
business and wealth became diffused
throughout the province instead of
concentrating at the capital and becoming attached to the trappings of
the royal governor. The power of the
governor over the people was also
largely impaired. These counties belic

offices

came
with

so
its

filled

many little republics, each
capital at its shire, where the

friends of liberty and revealed the
hearts of those w^ho were not loyal to
the cause of freedom."
Hitherto, Amherst, although possessing some of the most gifted men
in the Pro^dnce had been classed in its
representation in its general assembly.
JVIany of the larger towns were

then wholly unrepresented. No uniform system of representation had
been adopted. None could be established by law, because it was claimed

by the governor as part of the royal
prerogative to call representation
from new towns.
It is regretted that there remains
to us so imperfect a record of the
Revolutionary history of this locality,
but enough is known to forever establish the character of our ancestors
for patriotism, courage and self denial.
It appears from authentic documents that prior to the first of April,
1777, one hundred and twenty persons from this place were engaged
in
the war,
among whom were
two colonels, one major, five captains and nine subaltern officers.
This was a larger number than
was furnished by any other town in
the state.
It need scarcely be added
that the inhabitants encountered a
full share of the hardships and difficulties

which were endured by the

people could meet, and when they
were often brought together by their
court and other occasions for convo-

people generally in New Hampshire.
The citizens of Amherst were ardent
and alive in the popular cause. When

them ample oppor-

gun was heard at Lexington
an Amherst company instantly mustered under Josiah Crosby and pro-'
ceeded to the scene of action, reaching
there the following day. "Within two
.years from this time, with a population of but 1,428, Amherst had furnished 120 fighting men. Within the
first four years from the opening of
the grand drama, more than one in
seventy of the inhabitants, being twenty-two of its citizens, had either been

cation,

giving

tunity to learn each other's views and
feelings and to be influenced by each
other's principles and wishes.
The people of the different sections
of the state being of dissimilar origin
and quite different in their habits of

thinking and action, this commingling
which resulted from division of coun-

was happy and opportune as
paving the way for more harmonious
and united action of the people in the
great trials and struggles which
awaited them in the Revolution, "the
times which tried the souls of the
ties

the first

killed

And

in

battle

in this

way

or died in service.
she went on during

that seven years' contest.

During

its

An
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regiment at Bennington

the arbiter of the grievances of all the
people in his parish.
The early struggles of the people
were like those endured by all of the
old settlements around us. The hardships of those days can hardly be ap-

Bradford led

preciated

continuance the selectmen paid out
from the treasury nearly $18,000 to
our own soldiers. The brave Crosby
with his company fought and died at
Bunker Hill. Nichols commanded a

and there
company and rendered signal service upon that memorable field. That Amherst did her duty
his

now.
It required strong
arms and stout hearts to extract from
the soil the sustenance of life and

all this eventful
that resulted in American
independence is fully attested by the

nobly throughout

struggle
records.

Bunker

Hill,

Charlestown

Neck, Bennington, Fort Cedar and
other battle grounds were enriched
and are still fragrant with the life
blood of her noble sons. Three hundred and twenty-one men were upon
her enrollment, which was over fifty
per cent, of the male inhabitants of
the town.
So long as adherence was a virtue,
no people were truer and firmer than
those who preceded us, but when submission was no longer a virtue, and

duty called them

to

throw

off the op-

pressive, galling yoke of tyranny, and
to stand up boldly for their rights,

none were more
self denying.

firm,

patriotic

and

All honor to the brave

and their equally brave and
self-denying consorts, who secured the
high and distinguished privileges
men,

which they have bequeathed to us.
The conditions under which the
early inhabitants of

one hundred and

Amherst

lived,
fifty years ago, at

the time of the incorporation of the
town, concern us today as we gather
here to commemorate this anniversary.

The town was fortunate

in the se-

lections of its first minister, the Rev.

Daniel Wilkins.

He

was a

man

of

strong character, a patriot and a gentleman. He was a wise counsellor and
his spirit was a vital force in the community. The people of his parish
looked to him not only for spiritual
guidance, but for help and assistance
He was
in their business dealings.

E. D. Boylston

there were

little

of the comforts of

we know them now, and yet
the days had their compensations.
life

as

There was lAore of the spirit of
brotherly love than now. There was
more real neighborly feeling. They
took great interest in each other and
when trouble or disease entered a
family all would cheerfully help, one
family supplying a portion of corn,
another fuel, another rum and so
many a hard winter season was relieved of its fearsome results in a

mutual sharing of the general supplies.
They were without their men's
club, and their women's club; about
the only club they were familiar with
was the Indian war club.
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The

houses of which record

first

is

known in Amherst were built of logs.
Log houses offered better protection
than any other kind.
The first settlers were named Lamson and "Walton and they came here
from the Massachusetts Colony, and
built a house near where the house
of the late Bryant Melendy
It is said,

but we doubt

authenticated,

house

built

if it

now

is.

can be

that the first frame
in Amherst was the

Ehoades house, built, perhaps, upon
the same spot as one of the first log
It was about 1775 when
houses.
frame houses first became common.
An employment of the early settlers
was the ''boxing of pine trees" to
get turpentine, which they transported
to the Merrimack River and carried to
Boston, where it was sold and shipped
It was a large source of
to England.
The
revenue to the early settlers.
cutting of pine trees was forbidden
except by order of the governor of
the Province, pine trees being reserved for the use of the Royal Navy.
This restriction incited much opposition to the royal government and
helped to incite the people toward a
feeling of injustice. The "boxing of
trees" did not injure the tree and

was not objected to.
Game and fish contributed much
toward the support of the early setThe Souhegan River, at times,
tlers.
it is recorded, was alive with shad,
salmon, alewives, and lamper eels.
As late as 1821, an article was inserted in the town warrant to see if
the town would prohibit the boys setting eel pots in the brooks as eels
were then becoming scarce as a comThe woods were full
mercial food.
of game; wild pigeons were very
plenty wild turkey, deer and all kinds
The
of smaller game abounded.
catching of pigeons for the market
was a large source of revenue. Many
now living can remember the pigeon
stands, which resembled a tennis
;

court, over

which nets were thrown

and the birds caught by the hundreds,
till they became almost extinct.
There was no such thing as a cook
stove in town.
This was so even in
the memory of living people.
The
advent of the first cook stove was a
great event and regarded as an invention of enormous value, as indeed
it

was.

Sheep raising was a source of much
revenue and a large number of sheep
were kept by almost every farmer.
Hop fields were in abundance and
There was a carding mill
profitable.
at Wilton where the wool was carded
and fitted for the spinning wheels
found in every household and the
winters were spent by many a thrifty
housewife in spinning and mending
and making articles for the family
use.

The shoemaker and the tailor went
from house to house doing the work
of the family. Who cut and made the
clothing of the good people of Amherst before the last century is and
probably will ever remain unknown.
Garments in those days were mainly
home made and lasted a lifetime. No
great attention was paid to dress
either by the men or the women. We
have records, however, of some exSoon after the establishceptions.
ment of the Third Parish a lady and
gentleman were married, and it is
doubtful

if

another suit of clothes of

any bridegroom since has

much

We

cost

as

as his.

are also astonished at the specithat are now and

mens of needlework

then brought forth, almost sacred,
from family archives.

At

the time of the incorporation of

Amherst there was a population of
eight hundred people, living in one
hundred dwelling houses, or an average

of

eight

people

to

a

family.

They had fewer comforts but more
children.

The only instruction enjoyed by the
inhabitants of the town previous to
was from private
its incorporation
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Little attention was paid
than private instruction, till
In 1781,
after the close of the war.
we find recorded a vote of the town

instructors.
to other

appropriating 10,000 pounds for the
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emy. The institution soon went into
The enterprise was short
operation.
lived and closed its existence for want
of financial support.
Rapid progress in educational mat-

The

first

house

courtthe

'svas

meeting-house

;

in

1788, this.thesecond,

was

built.

Web-

Here Daniel
ster

made his maidThe new

en plea.

court-house 'was
erected about

County

1

825

.

courts

were held here until

1866, a

108

total of

years.

Second and Third Court-Houses

support of schools, the town being
into
Ten
divided
"squadrons."
thousand pounds represented $50,000,
but in the depreciated money of the
Province was only about $300.
How near Amherst came to being
an educational centre may be judged

from the

spirit of a vote in 1791,
a charter was granted for the
establishement of the Aurean Acad-

when

ters dated from 1800 and in 1817
there were about 500 attending the
public schools in the town, nearly
thirty per cent, of its population.
At the opening of the century, Amherst, in

whatever light

it is

regarded,

was emphatically the ''Hub of Hillsborough County." It was the busy
place of all towns in the interior of
It was more important
the state.
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than Concord, and of larger mercantile business than of any other town
of the state, saving perhaps Portsmouth and Exeter. Located at the
terminus of the Second New Hampshire Turnpike, it was the most important business point between Wind-

children saving their pennies and buying a portion of rum to bring to
school, at the close of the session with
which to celebrate the day, and
teacher and all liberally partook.
notable occasion demonstrating the excess of drinking is recorded, when

Vermont, and the sea shore, and
traders did a thriving business,
not only w^ith the other towns of the
county, but with the farmers from the
north and from Vermont, many of
whom exchanged their produce for
their groceries and other needed famIt contained
ily and farm supplies.
five stores, the most prominent of
which was the "Old Read Store,"
where the soldiers'
located near
monument now stands. Two other

Representative Smith, returning from
the General Assembly, the court, then

prominent stores, both afterwards
burned, were the "Means Store" and
the "Lawrence Store." The only
newpspaper in the county. The Farm-

most interesting chapter in the
history of Amherst has been its connection with the courts of the county.
Up to the year 1844 it was the
only shire town and six sessions of
the court were held here annually.
The first court was held in a private
house, said to be the same house as
that now occupied by W. W. Sloan
as a dwelling house; this was in 1771.
The judge sitting at this court was
Matthew Thornton, chief justice. The
names of attorneys appearing upon
Ebenezer
that first docket were

sor,
its

ers'

Cabinet,

was

also

published

here, having been established in 1798
as the Village Messenger and be-

ing one of only three papers published in the state.

In 1820 Amherst village contained
a meeting house, court house, jail,
school house, two taverns, card factory, three

law

offices,

and

fifty-eight

dwelling houses, and for four score
years it maintained its reputation as
one of the busiest of towns.
In some respects Amherst has improved, for today it contains one hun-

dred and twenty dwelling houses,
hardly one vacant and none in other
than a creditable condition.

A

look into the

Read

store

would

have revealed an odd sight in contrast
as stores are conducted today. It was
without counters or counting room

and yet supplied almost every known
want of man, at that time, including
rum and molasses in abundance.
Every store in Amherst, and in fact
in the country, and many private
houses,

rum.

made a

business

of

selling

So common was the drinking

habit that records are left of school

A

in session, adjourned and the judge,
the justices and all present became
It
gloriously or ingioriously drunk.
was not till after three decades had
passed that the temperance wave resulted in a change of this habit of
rum drinking among the people of
Amherst and the province in general.

COURTS.

'

A

:

New

Ipswich; Joshua
Atherton, Amherst; N. P. Sargent,
Haverhill; John Prentice, Londonderry; Samuel Livermore and John
Mr. Lowell of
Sullivan, Durham
and Wiseman Claggett, of
Boston
Atherton and Mr.
]\Ir.
Litchfield.
Champney were the only attorneys
then living in the county.

Champney,

;

;

That same year, the town having
completed a new house of worship,
voted to give to the county the old
meeting house, which was located near
the Jones residence, for use as a court
One provision, however, was
house.
incorporated in this deed of gift,
which did not fully meet the desires

—

it was
of the justices of the county,
that the county should erect a jail

An

Historic Event

within one hundred and fifty feet of
the court house, or old meeting house.
The county so far accepted the gift
as to occupy the house for court purposes, but did not immediately comply with conditions in erecting a jail.
In 1785 the court of general sessions finding the old building inconvenient, and the business of the town
having centered around the new house

sity of
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doing something immediately

for the courts called a special town
meeting and voted eight pounds
towards building the court house, and
chose Jolm Patterson, Capt. Josiah

Crosby, Samuel Dana, Daniel Campand James Ray to plan and place
the same. This building was located
directly in front of the spot where
the Russell house now stands. It was
bell

Court House Road

of worship on the training field, proposed to build a new court house and
suggested to the town that more would

used as a court house until the completion of

old building given by the town was
taken down and removed to the common and put up again a few rods

the present town house,
to the Congregational Society for a vestry and removed to its present site. In this old
court house some of the first men of
the state and the nation commenced
their career of renown and usefulness.
It is worthy of record as a
relic of former generations redolent
with the memory of the wisdom of

westerly of the new meeting house,
where it was burned almost before it
was completed.
The town then realizins' the neces-

such men as Timothy Farrah, William H. Richardson, Samuel Bell,
Samuel Dana, Joshua Atherton, and
the eloquence and learning of Ezekiel

be expected from it than from other
towns in the county. This the town
declined to furnish and twice voted
not to assist in larger share than was
required of it by law. In 1787 the

when

it

was sold
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and Daniel Webster, Jeremiah Woodbury, James Wilson, David Everett,
Clifton Claggett, C.
H. Atherton,
Luther Lawrence, Franklin Pierce,
Charles G. Atherton and their conof

temporaries,

the

'

Hillsborough

County bar.
It was in

this second court house
building that Daniel Webster made
his maiden speech before Judge Far-

rah.

He had

finished his studies in
of Christopher Gore of
had been admitted to the

the law

office

Boston, and
Suffolk County bar.

Judge Farrah,
young man, reThat young man 's state-

after listening to the
' *

marked
ment is a most unanswerable argument," and at once granted the
:

motion.

A

noted

trial

in

this

court house

was that of one Daniel Farmer of
Goffstown and his subsequent execution by hanging attracted, perhaps,
the largest concourse of people to
Amherst that ever gathered here, estimated as high as ten thousand. The
gallows was erected upon the spot
now occupied by the house of the late
B. B. David.
The execution took
place at two o'clock in the afternoon
of January 3, 1822. It was intensely
cold that day. Farmer made a confession upon the gallows and attributed his crime to the use of liquor and
admonished his hearers to refrain
from its use. It was doubtless the
most forceful temperance lecture ever
delivered in the county and its effect
upon the then common drinking habit
was said to have been very great.
In 1785 Amherst voted its unwillingness to divide the courts with the
town of Concord which had petitioned
to be annexed to the County of Hillsborough.
Hopkinton afterwards received a portion of the courts held in

Amherst and became

and it has had also an equal number
of jails.
The last jail was not used
after the construction of the new jail
at Manchester, which was for a long
time known as "The Palace for
Criminals.
The gathering of the judicial heads
of the county in Amherst at the
various sessions of the courts were
events more or less surrounded with

a shire

town and

so continued until the formation of

Merrimack County in 1823.
Amherst had three court houses
the last and present court house building was built about the year 1824,
;

As we remember them they

interest.

were

'

full

of color

and form a

pic-

turesque chapter in the town's history. As a boy I remember with what
expectancy we looked forward to the
May session, when the town would be
of strangers.
When we boys
would gather about the court house
and watch with frightened interest
full

the

unloading
brought here for

of

the

criminals

from Manchester.
How w^e would line up at the
court house and ask for the privilege"
trial

of driving a stranger's horse to the
stable, being fully compensated in the
privilege of the ride and perhaps
getting an additional dime for our

own

use.

I

wonder Low many within

the hearing of my voice remembers
the song the church bell used to sing,
that summoned the court into session
each morning, when the bell ringer
went into the church belfry and taking the tongue of the bell made it

say:

Lawyer, lawyer, come to court,
Take a piece of bread and pork;
If the pork is not done
Take a piece of bread and mn.
This

is

not so

much

ever, as reminiscence,

history, howthis is my

and

friend Fletcher's prerogative today.
Amherst's part in the suppression
of the Kebellion, in that memorable
struggle from 1861 to 1865, is one
that makes the heart of every lover of
the old town swell with honest pride.
Amherst was quick to respond to the
call of the country for defenders of
her cherished liberties. It is with grateful hearts we cherish the memory of

An

Historic

the brave deeds of those noble benefactors.
faithful historian has
forever preserved the record of Amherst's part in those
stirring yet sor-

A

rowful scenes.

Event
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of a successful business
man, kindly,
dignified and generous; Dr. J. G.
and revered, a
Davis,
scholarly
worthy shepherd of a loyal flock Dr.
William Clark, stern and severe in
what he believed to be right; Deacon
;

The first call of the president for
troops was responded to by volunteers,
Sawtelle,
George,
Burdick,
Moore, Peabody, Champney, Hall'
David, Ober, Chickering.
Russell'
Hartshorn, Phelps, Fox and Griswold.'
Nearly all of these volunteers reenlisted for the full term of three
years.
It was not alone those who went to
the front upon whom the sorrows of
war bore heavily. The widow and
the orphan, the mother and the father
of some beloved son bore
equally, per-

Boylston, active, kindly, generous in
the extreme, ardent in his
support of

haps more heavily, the hardships' that

war entailed.
The cost of

war to this town
was cheerfully borne
by her loyal and patriotic citizens.
The aggregate expense was
nearly
It is none the less to the
$50,000.
Avas

the

large but

credit of the citizens that a
large share
of this expense was returned after-

wards by a grateful country, for such
was not expected during the dark
'

days of

its

minders of the many who sacrificed
their all for the defence of the liberties of a nation.
fifty

years ago Amherst

had a body of men
to the county,

the

loyal to the state,

town and

to

them-

selves.

They represented a type, not
entirely extinct by any means, but
appearing to grow less and less in
number each year. Not alone is this
true with respect to Amherst.
so

It is

in

many another community.
Think for a moment of the men of less

than

five

Law

OflFice

church and state; Charles Richardsomewhat indolent, but a ready
debater on political matters; Aaron
Lawrence, aristocratic, erect, dignison,

and benevolent, and a friend to
and active in every good cause;
Samuel B. Melendy, always industrious and desirous of
serving the
public
Perley Dodge, Esq., a town
attorney and lawyer of the old school
fied

continuance.

The names of the martyred dead
are readily recalled, and the names of
Few, Phelps, Hapgood are but re-

Less than

Atherton

decades ago who were then

active in Amherst's affairs.
Beginning at the west of the village there
was Francis Peabody, white haired
and a constant church attendant;
then came Harrison Eaton, a
type

all

;

;

B.

B. David, always in his seat at

church immaculately dressed,
going
the decline of life, keeping his

down

interest alive in all matters of local
importance; Hiram Stearns, a hardworking farmer; David Stewart, Doctor Aiken and Doctor
Bartlett, all
types of men not so common today.
Driving in from Moderator Hi]] were
William A. Mack, Daniel Secomb and
Charles H. Campbell, Mr. Hubbard

and Aaron Wilkins, a coterie of men
whose wisdom at the annual town
meeting was indispensable.
From
Christian Hill came Jonthan Hartshorn and Deacon Elliott, men of
sound judgment in business matters.
These men were not all of the same
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political belief nor did they always
think the same upon matters of public
concern, but their combined wisdom

was hard to duplicate and they made
few mistakes where matters concerning the public good were involved.
The high tide of Amherst's commercial prosperity, as well as the date
of its largest population, was from
1790 to 1800. At this time there
were 2,369 inhabitants. In the census of 1810 the population had fallen
off nearly a thousand.
This is accounted for by the severing of the
second and third parishes incorpor-

tributed to Amherst's decline in the
ratio of importance in the state and
its inability to hold its own in the
race for supremacy one man's opinion at this time is as good as another's.
It did not lack in loyal and brilliant
men, for no town had more. The tide
of emigration had set towards localities favored with water privileges.
Richer farming land was sought and
found.
The railroads came and followed the course of the river, for
upon the rivers were the larger centers.
And so in the strife for the survival of the fittest Amherst was dis-

Bridge over Souhegan Road

ated as the townships of Mont Vernon
and Milford. The former in 1804 and
the latter in 1798. Previous to these
two dates Amherst also enjoyed its
greatest building activity and the
then palatial residences of Capt. Dan-

Pryor, now the McKeen homestead,
the ]\Ieans house, the Dana house and
the Atherton mansions were built. It
was in the latter house, now the summer home -of Mrs. Spaulding of New
York, that Benevolent Lodge of
iel

Masons, in the year 1797, was organized, with Mr. Dana as its first Worshipful Master.
In 1800, Portsmouth,

Londonderry,
manton were
state having a
Of
Amherst.

causes

neighbor, the town of Monson, entirely
from the face of the earth, but to
continue as a useful and helpful community, always retaining the respect
of its more thrifty neighbors and
sending forth to enrich other states
some of the brightest and brainiest
men that the country has known.
town that has produced a writer
like Greeley, who was almost elected
president of the United States; John
Farmer, the historian James Freeman Dana, a professor at Dartmouth
Dr. Samuel Dana, his brother, a noted
scientist
Gen. Joseph Lowe, a military character of Revolutionary times
and later mayor of Concord; Col.

A

;

Rochester,

Barrington and Gilthe only towns of the
larger population than
the

tanced and left by the wayside, not,
however, to be absorbed by other and
larger towns or to disappear like its

that

con-

;

;

I

My

Grandmother's Loom

Robert Means, treasurer of the county
for many years Isaac Spaulding and
Joseph Reed, two business men, who
if they had lived today, would have
been classed with the Rockefellers as
masters of finance. A town that has
furnished a United States senator, a
member of Congress, furnished a
;

president to Dartmouth College and a
pastor of the Park Street Church can
hardly be said to have existed in vain.
Three sentiments are said to appeal

—

most to men retrospect, realization
and anticipation. We stand today
the threshold of the past and
the future.
The past with all its
sacred memories is fragrant with

upon
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hopes realized. Of the future we cannot speak it is an unwritten book and
we shall turn its leaves one by one.
We sons and daughters of old Amherst believe, however, that good
;

things are yet in store for the children of so good a people as have gone
before us, and we look to the future

with hope and confidence.
It has been a real pleasure for me
to review the past in this incomplete
address and the compensation has
been great in the satisfaction of a
better

acquaintance with

my

native

town and an increased love for her
dells and hills, her rocks and rills.
'

' '

'

By Fred Myron

Colby

chamber, where we children used to play.
Half-veiled by dust and cobwebs in a shroud of misty gray;
Its shuttles worn and silent, while upon its front of pine
Some friendly hand has traced the date of "Seventeen ninety-nine."
I can see it in the shadows of the dim, old-fashioned room,
This precious relic of the past
my grandmother's old loom.
It stands in the attic

—

A

thing of use and beauty in the years that

now

are dead,

When grandmother paced beside it in gown of blue and red.
And wove the family clothing as all housewives used to do.
What happy fancies did she weave in stripes so broad and true,
As

room
and busily worked her loom.

in the gathering twilight of that poor furnished

She sang the old-time

ditties

longer fabrics thick and warm in patterns quaint it weaves;
see a spider's web attached 'twixt frame and sloping eves;
Its work is done, and silently, it waits the passing years.
Oblivious to aught of joy, of care, or hopes or fears.
Yet usless as it is at last, to see it standing there
Calls up a hundred pictures that are beautiful and rare.

No

We

Again the shuttles quiver, and again my eyes behold
The warps and woofs of yesterday as bright as shining gold

;

I can hear the children's voices as they gather in the gloom.
And all are hushed to silence in the haven of that room
Where grandmother moves the treadles and sings so soft and low
As the woolen web gains luster 'neath the flying shuttles show.

What

busy, homely days they were, those days of long ago
The atmosphere of yesterday seems all a golden glow.
Transfigured by that softened light, the old loom seems to stand
A priceless ornament of state carved for a queen 's own hand
!

;
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And

in the silence of that

Our

souls

from

selfish,

room where broods the Sabbath's peace,
carping cares can find a sweet release.

Oh, dear old relic of the past, I wonder if you dream
Of all those centuries of toil that now but memories seem
I wonder as you silent stand and watch the years go by
If ere you miss the toilworn hands that made your shuttles
If ever in the silence of that dusty, raftered room
!

You

fly

long for grandmother's presence beside her ancient loom!

O C©me Mto My

Ga^irdeini

By Moses Gage Shirley
into my garden,
come
0,
The garden of my dreams
'Tis full of buds and blossoms
And many winding streams
;

;

Where long

And

the daylight lingers
soft the moon-beams rest,

0, come into my garden,
If you would be my guest.
0, come into

my

garden,

The garden of my heart.
Where happy thoughts and tender
I hold for you apart
;

Where
The

love's sweet roses blossom.
fairest and the best.

O, come into my garden,
If you would be my guest.

th®

Wlheini nCaty PEuacked

By Frank Monroe Beverly
When Katy plucked the roses,
And left the rose-stem bare.
The winds heard

it

"She's naughty,

When Katy

complaining,
declare."

I

plucked

tJie

roses

To weave them in her hair.
The stem began to murmur,

"Why

she's already fair."

When Katy

plucked the

roses.

The passing winds made known
The stem's half-meaning protest,
J }

"She's roses of her own.'

When Katy
Then

plucked the roses,
said the rose-stem bare,

all my beauty.
she herself more fair!"

"She's taken

And

Rm®

1

J©geiplhi

OSBeyp S©Maeir ^md Ofti^eim
©

By
(Author of

Gilbert Patten

The history of Nottingham, N. H.,
holds on its pages no name dearer to
the good citizens of that famous town
than that of Joseph Cilley, who was
born there March 5, 1734. He was
a son of Joseph and Alice (Rawlins)
Cilley, his father having been one
of the first settlers of the town.
Young Joseph was educated in the
district school, while his aged and honesit father worked the farm as best
he could in order that the son might
drink from the local fountain of
learning, and the good mother took
no small amount of pride in her modest son.

In school he was rather a backward

youth; but in the long winter evenings he read books of useful knowlHe took much pleasure in the
edge.
stories of contesit between the early
white settlers of New England and
the native warlike Indians, and the
old flint-lock musket of the Cilley
family was carried by him on the way
to and from the school house in that

then wild and romantic region.
In 1758, loyal to the crown, Joseph
enlisted as a private soldier in Captain Neal's Company of Major Rogers'
Battalion of Rangers, for service in

Canada.

Brown

"
" Memories
" The
of Martinque," Boston of Colonial Days,"
Graveyard of Plymouth," etc.)

While there he was made a

sergeant, remaining in service one
year and was discharged with honor.
He again enlisted and rose to the
rank of a captain. When war broke
out with the mother country, Joseph
Cilley was loyal to the American
cause.
He was commissioned captain
of a company and, acting as major,

marched to Cambridge, stopping at
Portsmouth for equipments and clothThere he was made a Mason and
ing.

the records of St. John's Lodge, No.
1, A. F. and A. M., read as follows:
"June 15, 1775. On motion of Doctor

Hall Jackson, Major Joseph Cilley
was made a Mason 'gratis' 'for his
good service in defence of his coun-

try.'"

On January
Joseph

Cilley

1,

1776, the name of
enrolled in the

was

Continental Army and he was commissioned "Lieutenant-Colonel, First
New Hampshire Regiment, Continen-

Troops." On February 22, 1777,
he was commissioned colonel of said
regiment, and served until January 1,
1781, when he was retired, during
which time he participated in the
many hard-fought battles of his regiBemis
ment,
including
Heights,
Stony Point and Monmouth. At the
latter engagement he displayed such
bravery as merited, and he received,
the approbation and thanks of the
commander-in-chief. General Washington. At Stony Point he also distinguished himself under General Anthony Wayne.
tal

On March

20, 1779, the

New Hamp-

House of Representatives unanimously presented him with a choice

shire

pair of pistols for bravery on the
defence of American homes.
At the close of the war he was appointed a major general of New

field in

militia.
His first brigadier-general was Col. John Hale,
M. D., (the narrator's maternal greatgreat-grandfather), who had served
at Crown Point, Bunker Hill, and
later as a surgeon of Colonel Cilley 's old First New Hampshire Regi-

Hampshire

ment.

Mason

Doctor
at

Hale

was

Crown Point

in

made

a
colonial
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days, and was also present at several
meetings of the army lodges during
those most trying times.

At

the

First

of

battle

Monmouth

the

New Hampshire

Continental
troops, then the "Fifth Continental
Infantry," rendered invaluable service.
Washington had asked for
special troops, and, after a conference
had been held Colonel Cilley scjit his
lieutenant-colonel, Henry Dearborn,
to take position on the enemy's right
wing. Washington, with field glasses
in hand, closely watched Dearborn's
movements. After the battle was

in public affairs after peace was esAs a politician he was

and

literally

plied.

buried with full military and Masonic
honors. His only creed was
Honesty
and Patriotism."
New Hampshire never sent a braver
soldier than Joseph Cilley to the field

No costly monument marks
No Masonic
resting place.
bears his name.
The Hall of
contains not his statue or por-

last

Fame

a farmer he was unsurwhile as a Free Mason his

Modest were his ways; but may
come in this Republic
when his name shall be spoken in
words other than of praise.
trait.

the day never

passed;
The celecharity was unbounded.
brated "Crown Point Lodge" of colo-

By

than,
Joseph,
Greenleaf,
Daniel,
Elizabeth, Jacob, Anna, and Horatio
Gates.
He died in August, 1799,
from a severe attack of colic, and was

Lodge

ap-

As

L5lnl(

General
married
Cilley
Sarah,
daughter of Jonathan Longfellow,
born November 17, 1739. Their children were Sarah, Bradbury, Jona-

his

a staunch Re-

name was then

eral years.

of battle.

tablished.

publican, as the

tingham

' '

over Colonels Cilley and Dearborn
received warm commendation from
the great commander.
General Cilley took an active part

strictly

had been reopened at Notthrough his agency, the
sturdy old warrior having been chosen
the first Worshipful Master. Under
his watchful eye it flourished for sevnial times

\i

B'un%(^t

Marguerite Borden

—

The Sun God's fiery beauty slowly waned,
Though still he wore his raiment crimson stained.
In majesty descending from the sky
Yet loath to leave his golden throne on high,
He paused, and gazed upon the ocean clear
To view his brilliant image mirrored there;
Then seemingly he turned some magic key

—

And

entered through the portals of the sea.

With

Sol in Neptune's mansion safe concealed.
Luna, with her septre wield.
And for a time usurp the Sun-god's throne,
Until the monarch shall regain his own.
But ere night's queen in splendor holds her sway

His

rival,

The twilight spirit, Vesper, wends her way
To clothe the rosy clouds in mantles gray,
Like sombre heralds of a dying dav.

A

W)e^ntiinl
By

C. Jennie

Some people seem born to make a
without
beautiful
career,
great
Their heritage may
genius or effort.
be a laurel wreath already partly
The picture that brought
woven.
fame may have been outlined for them

Cmee^

Swaine

seemed

to

quicken

those

that

re-

mained.

Quick at learning, and of remarkable retentive memory, she soon out-

by some greater genius. The poem
may have had its dream-tracery in
the harp of some immortal singer.
To such the heights of fame are of
easy ascent and the gods seem to help
them at every step. Such characters

stripped all her mates at school. In
those early days her love for pictures
amounted to a passion.
bit of unusual coloring in the sky, a gleam of
silver in the sunny river, or even the
swaying shadow of a tree or a weed
beside the road, caused her eyes to
dilate with pleasure and called for

are not our best models or our truest

some

ideals.

The brief and beautiful career of

A

crude attempt at sketching.
This was her talent, given her by the
Master to be put to usury. Many

Miss Sarah Adams may be said to be
almost pathetic in the lesson which it

having like
in the path

teaches.

Holding distant ancestral
relations in the Granite State, they no
doubt aided in endowing her vigorous
intellect in some telling measure. Her

tled

life was mostly spent in Vermont and
her death occurred in Farmington,

perhaps bitter repining. Not so had
the minister's little daughter beeu
taught in her brief life in the world
of hearing and speech. Against adverse circumstances she placed the

that state.
I

seem
the

Guest.

She was

a precocious as well

as a beautiful child.

But, alas, for

prattler! At the age of four
she
was stricken with a maligyears
nant fever, and, after weeks of intense

the

and

like obstacles

to success, would have setto a life of indolence and

embryo of a strong and determined will, and, although she died
young she reached heights which few
living

to see a little child kneeling

family altar, or lisping her
evening prayers at bedtime, for she
was a minister's daughter and hers
was one of those beautiful homes that
hold the influence of the Divine
at

down

abilities,

little

suffering, she recovered to be a deaf

mute for the remainder of her life.
For a short time she remembered her
little prayers and the bits of song she
had learned and then all was silence
and forgetfulness. He who once took
little children in His arms and blessed
them must, in like manner, have
blessed her, for the loss of one faculty

older people attain.
At an early age she was placed in
the Asylum for Deaf Mutes at Eoches-

She was there taught
ter, N. H.
Her teacher imsystematic drawing.
mediately recognized her talent and
sent her to a more advanced school
where she could make art a study.
From drawing, she passed on to
work in charcoal forecasts, and
thence to the higher art of crayon
drawing from life. Here her teachers
brought her work more fully to public
notice
through the sculptor,

Augustus St. Gaudens. So pleased
was he with his pupil that he took her
under his care and gave her personal
instructions in modeling in clay.
She
became so enamored that she dropjDed
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her crayon work almost entirely, although before it had given her so
much pleasure. Among the many pupils of this great sculptor none were
more carefully instructed and more
closely criticised, and certainly no one
in the class gave a brighter promise
of a brilliant art career.
She soon became so enthusiastic
over her work that her health was suffering from the effects of close study,
and it was thought best that she
leave the city for change, and, if she
could be persuaded, for rest. She had
long before this lost the slow and
measured speech of those who talk by
sight, and her life had indeed become
a long peaceful silence.
Still she enjoyed her books, reading of course
lips, with great accuracy and
The principal of a finishrapidity.
ing school called on St. Gaudens for
some one who could teach art thorShowing a figure in clay he
oughly.

with her

"The artist who did that piece
said:
of work I can recommend above any
knew."
day was appointed for Miss
Adams to meet the principal at his
studio.
Great was his surprise to
one

I ever

A

find her a perfectly deaf mute.

"How can a person who can neither
speak nor hear teach an art class?"
asked the principal. "It seems quite
impossible that she could fill the
place."

"Very
"but

well,"

said

the

sculptor,

have brought you the most
competent person I know. If you
can get her and don't, you will make
the greatest of mistakes."
On the strength of her teacher's
I

recommendation she was given the
After the first day there
was no question as to her ability to
position.

the place with perfect acceptance.
Beautiful in face and figure and extremely sweet in manners, she had the
power to attract her pupils and hold
fill

warmest affection. There was
nothing of the sadness of the unfortunated about her to repress the mirth
of the young people under her care,

their

dampen any innocent enjoyment.
nthe contrary she entered with zest
into any plan for pleasure which did
not interfere with their work and she
was able to sympathize with any sorrow more deeply from her own misfortune.
Her young ladies loved her
mose deeply and made her slightest
wish a rule of conduct, and the incentive to scholarly attainment.
I
believe they never thought of her as
one of the unfortunates, so bright and
or

happy was

she,
girlish in all her

and so thoroughly
ways and pursuits.

She showed her artistic taste in a
most pleasing manner in her carefully chosen, but inexpensive apparel.

Indeed all work from her hand
showed the fine touch of art.
While here she made the acquaintance of a young Western girl, who
like herself, was richly endowed with
great personal beauty.
She, too, was
a deaf mute.
Their beauty was of
decidedly opposite types; and two
sweeter or more tastefully dressed
girls were seldom seen on the streets
of the city than these two silent

They attracted much attenone was a royal rose with dark,
bright coloring and graceful poise,
the other was a sweet white rose with
a soft flush of pink in her cheeks, and
the blue of dewy violets in her eyes,
friends.
tion

;

eyes that seemed to look straight into
Their innocent unconsciousheaven.
ness of attracting admiring attention
made the picture of girlish loveliness
Neither courted adquite complete.
miration, and Miss Adams, at least,
had little time for girlish frivolities.
To be sure, her school hours left her
some time for recreation, but her tireless ambition kept her very busy.
She was asked to paint a picture of
the founder of the school in which she.
was employed and the picture proved
a great success. Had it not been promised it would have netted her a libHer talent as an artist
eral sum.
from this time became widely known.
Ambitious to fill the orders which
poured in upon her she worked beyond

Orchid and Wild Rose
her strength and at the same time
caught a severe cold which, in her
low state of health, brought on pneumonia, which shortly resulted in
death.

No

career can be truly beautiful,
however brilliant and successful it
may seem, which does not hold its
strongest motive in the spiritual
ideals of a divine inspiration.
Of
this sweet

life it may be truly
hast done what she could."
beautiful mosaic in the temple
where you and I should be living

said,

young

"She

A

©ffclkid
Bij
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though her work may not have
been mine or yours, yet in diligence,
stones,

and

in business

in fervency of spirit

we should indeed hold some small
part in a like beautiful career.
The transmittal of true talent and
strong mental ability is taught in the
of
Miss
career
Sarah
beautiful
Adams. The old Granite State, and
her sister of the Green Mountains,
have each brought many sons and

daughters to honor the two combined
have here made an honorable record.
;

amd WiEd Eos
Harry B. Metcalf

An

orchid and a wild rose met,
(Just where I may not tell)
The one a pampered, hot-house pet,
The other from the dell.
The orchid blushed that she should greet

—

Such lowly company.
She who "stood high" with the elite
Of proud society.
Oh, what a country maid you are,
But I suppose," she said,
"The rustics seek you near and far
Because your cheeks are red.
Poor thing, if you could only know
'

'

The pleasures that are mine,
The lavishness that men bestow

My

colors to refine,

The eagerness with which I'm sought
For every swell soiree.
The romances that I have wrought
In circles grand and gay.
The joys of music and of wine

As languidly I rest,
In satins and in laces

Upon milady 's

fine.

breast

' '
!

Thus spake the orchid haughtily
Unto the rose, whose red

Had deepened

'neath the sting,

Looked bravely up and said:

till

she
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"I know I'm not so grand as you,
But mine's a happy life
Where birds are free and heavens are
Far from the city's strife.
I am not sought by men for gold
To grace Dame Fashion's feast,
But I have joys to you untold

blue,

—

The sunrise in the east,
The laughter of the mountain

rills

And

children at their play.
The beauty of the purple hills
As dusk succeeds the day;

And, though

I

bloom on humble sod

And frugal is my
Unto my cheeks the

fare,
kiss of

The evening breezes bear

By
One had

a

God
' '

!

George Warren Parker

dream and by that dream

worlds were found, fresh conquests made
One had a dream of martial power.
All Europe shook 'neath hosts arrayed.

New

A

dream made Pilgrims dare to cross
The trackless waste here to remain
It was a dream that sent a word
Around the world and back again.

;

A

dream bequeathes new faiths, new schools.
arts, new customs and new laws
A dream will make men dare the scorn
Of their compeers, e'en death for cause.

New

A

;

dream, the most ethereal thing,
Has oft o'erturned the monarch's seat;

Brought

When

in the reign of righteousness.
good seemed doomed to sure defeat.

A vision cherished in the soul,
Its worth no seer can e 'er foretell
The dreamer scorned may turn the scale
;

And

prove the doer praised so well.

;

ew

Mamp^lhiire Mecir©S©g>

AUGUSTA HARVEY WORTHEN
Augusta Harvey Worthen, born in Sutton, N. H., September 27, 1823, died at
Tewkesbury, Mass., April 4, 1910.
She was the daughter of Col. John and
Sally (Greeley) Harvey, and a granddaughter of Matthew Harvey, one of the
of

settlers

first

the

town.

Matthew

Harvey of Newport, for forty years one
of the editors of the Argus and Spectator,
was her brother, while Hons. Jonathan
and Matthew Harvey, both of whom were
congressmen and the latter governor of
New Hampshire, were uncles.
She
attended Hopkinton Academy for several
years and was later a student and then
a teacher in Audover Academy. February
15, 1855, she married Charles F. Worthen
of Candia, N. H., at Danvers. Mass., and
in 1858 removed with him to Lynn, where
he was engaged in manufacturing until
his death in 1882, and where she continued to have her home nearly up to the
time of her decease.
Mrs. Worthen was possessed of strong
mental endowments and marked literary
She wrote quite extensively for
ability.
newspapers and magazines, in both poetry
and prose; but her great literary work,
to which she devoted many years of her
life,

was the

HON. ROBERT
Robert

H.

Haskell

Tewksbury,

service as a lecturer
interest those who

heard him.

He was twice married, November 23,
1859 to Miss Augusta C. Hawthorne, who
died in 1893, and June 14, 1894, to Miss
Amelia Burkinshaw.

REV.

SAMUEL

P.

LEEDS,

Rev. Dr. Samuel Penniman Leeds, for
yeas pastor of the College Church
at Hanover, dieil in that town June 25,
1910, at the age of 86 years.
Doctor Leeds was born in New York,
the son of Samuel and Mary (Warren)
Leeds, November 15, 1824. He was educated at Anthon's College, the University
of New York and the Union Theological
Seminary, and served several years as a
pastor in New York previous to his call
to the Dartmouth pastorate, which he
held until quite recently, when the infirmities of age compelled his resignation.
He
received the degree of D. D. from Dart-

mouth

in 1870.

was the author

Pie

of

ex-

;

"The Christian

Philosophy of Life," and had been a
quent contributor to the press.

REV. WILLIAM

of Lawrence, Mass., died in that
city July 18, 1910.
He was a native of the town of -Hopkinton, born April 11. 1833, the son of
Joseph and Eliza (Butler) Tewksbury.
He was reared on a farm and secured such
education as the common school aiforded
but at the age of eighteen he left home
for
Lawrence, where he engaged as
bookkeeper for Charles A. Brown, a coal
dealer, continuing several years.
For a
time during the Civil War he filled an
editorial position on the Lawrence American with marked success, but relinquished
the same to become an assessor, which
office he held two years, and then accepted
that of city treasurer, in which position
he continued ten years, till 1875, when
he became mayor, serving his term in
that office with more than ordinary dis-

D. D.

fifty

TEWKSBURY

mayor

tinction.

was often called into
and never failed to

history of her native town,

published in two volumes in 1890, and
which ranks among the best town histories ever published in New England.

Hon.

Mr. Tewksbury was a writer of more
than ordinary abilitj% his researches
being largely of a historical nature,
covering the early days of Lawrence. He

HURLIN

Hurlin, long known as
Baptist clergyman in the

William

Rev.
the

fre-

oldest

died at Antrim June 28, having
reached the age of more than 97 years.
He was born in England while the
War of 1812 was in progress, and entered
the ministry at an early age, preaching
state,

his first sermon in London in 1835.
He
was engaged there as a city missionary
for several years, but came to America

Since then he had been pastor
ten different churches, and also for
nearly a quarter of a century secretary
of the New Hampshire Baptist Convenin

1844.

of

tion.

JOHN PAGE WOODBURY
John Page Woodbury, born

in Atkinson. N. H., IMav 24. 1827. died in Boston,
Mass.. June 17, 1910.

He was

the son of Rev. John and

Myra
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Woodbury and was educated

but had been retired for some time past,
devoting his attention to the collection
of rare books and prints, his library being
one of the choicest in New England. He
was one of the organizers of the Boston
Art Club, a member of the Bostonian and
the

New England

ical Societies

Lynn

Historical and Genealogand a charter member of the

Historical Society.

Mr. Woodbury was married in 1850 to
Sarah Elizabeth, daughter of Nathaniel
Silsbee of Lynn, who died in 1804.
He
leaves a daughter, Mrs. M. E. Parsons, a
son, John Woodbury, Esq., a Boston lawyer,

1880

secretary of the Harvard class of
and secretary of the Metropolitan

Park Commission.

^diteir (oiMd

ination of their party with the secretary
of state.
Seven Republicans, in like
manner, had declared their candidacy
for the office of councilor, each of the
five districts being represented, two by
two aspirants, but no Democratic candidate in either district had appeared.
For the senatorial nominations thirty-

Republican candidacies had been
and only six Democratic. As only
seventeen days had elapsed since July
8
the first day when candidates could
file their declarations under the law
and there were yet thirty days to come
before the time limit is reached there
is nothing in the record, thus far, to
warrant the conclusion that there will
be a lack of candidates anywhere on

one

filed

—

the part of either party.
Nevertheless,
the conviction seems to prevail quite
generally that unless special effort is

made

to

persuade

men

to

come forward

candidacies, as a
matter of patriotic duty, there will be
many vacancies on the ballot. It takes
a good deal of the spirit of self-sacrifice
in any man to declare himself a candidate for office and pay the required fee,
when he knows his party is in a hope-

and announce

their

Arthur W.
cord, August
July

4,

W.

THOMPSON

Thompson, born
24,

1876, died at

in ConSuncook,

1910.

He was

the

son

of

William A. and

(Teele) Thompson, and was
educated in the Concord schools. Entering upon the study of law after graduation from the high school, he attended
Boston University Law School,
the
studied in the office of Hon. John M.
Mitchell and was admitted to the bar in
1901, locating in practice in the village
of Suncook, where he had established
a good practice and taken a prominent
part in public affairs, having been a
representative in the Legislature from
the town of Pembroke in 1905 and 1907,
serving as chairman of the committee on
revision of the laws the first session,
and as a member of the judiciary comWith bright prosmittee in the last.
pects of future success, he was cut down
by untimely disease in the very morning
He is survived by a widow, the
of life.
daughter of William R. Mooney, superintendent of the Worcester, Nashua and
Portland division of the Boston & Maine
Railroad, whom he married in June, 1902.

Ella

J.

]PuMhhe^\ ^©tej"

Up to Monday, July 25, two Republicans
and one Democrat had filed declarations
of candidacy for the gubernatorial nom-

—

ARTHUR

at

the Hancock Literary and Scientific InstiIn his youth he was for a time
tute.
employed in the office, of the Keene Sentinel.
He was then for three years in
the lumber business in Lynn, but left
that for real estate, building up the
largest business in that line in Essex
Later he became president of
County.
the Exchange Insurance Co., in Boston,

less minority.
Under the old system
candidates were always found, however,
and perhaps there will be no final lack
under the present arrangement.

that Governor Quinby
on President Taft at
Beverly and urged him to visit New
Hampshire next month, the hope being
entertained that he might favor the
Veterans' Reunion at The Weirs with
his presence at some time during the
encampment, the last week in August.
The president expressed doubt of his
It

is

recently

reported
called

New

Hampshire so
ability to come into
early, but said he hoped to do so at a
later date, when he contemplates a trip
to the White Mountains. The suggestion
has been made that if the state house
is so far completed as to admit of the
arrangement, it would be a very timely
and fitting procedure to have the enlarged and remodeled structure dedicated by a grand legislative reunion
some time in September, with the presence of the president of the United
States as an added attraction. Work is
going along well on the state house, but
it is not yet certain that it will be completed in time for such arrangement.

SHERMAN

E.

BURROUGHS
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The most interesting development
in political life in New Hampshire
since the announcement of the candidacy of Hon. Bertram Ellis for the
Republican gubernatorial nomination
is the recent formal statement by
Sherman E. Burroughs of Manchester, of the well known law firm of
Taggart, Tuttle, Burroughs and Wyman, that he is a candidate for the
Republican nomination for representative in Congress from the First New
Hampshire District, against Cyrus A.
SuUoway, present incumbent, who
was first chosen in 1894, and has been
reelected, without substantial opposition, at each subsequent biennial election

since

terms in
time, no

that

date, making eight
while, previous to his

all;

representative from this
however able or eminent, had
served over four terms, and none
over three terms during the last hundred years.
Mr. Burroughs is one of the ablest
and most popular representatives of
the vigorous and progressive young
element of the Republican party in
the state, and, early in the season, was
earnestly urged to become a candidate for the Republican gubernatorial

state,

nomination, as one upon whom the
diverse elements of the party might
readily unite but his ambition, manifestly, did not lie in that direction.
The congressional field, however, is,
;

apparently, more tempting to his ambition, and, it may safely be said, he

amply qualified for efficient service
therein if opportunity is presented.

is

New

1910

Series, Vol.

5,

No.

8

Sherman E. Burroughs is a native
of the old town of Dunbarton, wherein Gen. John Stark spent the years
of his early manhood, and out from
which

have

tinguished

whom may

gone

many men

dis-

in

public life, among
be named the late Carroll

D. Wright, statistician and educator,
and United States Senator Henry E.
Burnham, with whom Mr. Burroughs
himself served in the Legislature of
1901.
He is the eldest son of John

H. and Helen M. (Baker) Burroughs,
born February 6, 1870. He comes of
patriotic ancestry through many lines.
He is a descendant in the fifth generation, on his father 's side, from George

Burroughs of

Hudson,

Mass.,

who

served in Capt. John Hinkley's company, under Major General Heath at
Boston; while on the maternal side
he is a direct descendant of Capt. Joseph Baker of Pembroke, who served
in the colonial wars, was a member

Committee of Safety and of the
Provincial Congress, and whose wife
was Hannah, daughter of the famous

of the

Indian

Capt. John Lovewell,
is therefore also directly descended.
His father was a farmer and his
early years were spent in farm labor

from

fighter,

whom

he

Dunbarton and in Bow, to which
town the family removed when
Sherman E. was fourteen years of

in

latter

age.

He

attended the district schools

and ultimately secured the advantage
of a course in the Concord High
School, from which he graduated in
1890, being selected as class orator,
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the subject of
lot

Reform."

Ms oration being "BalTwo years previous to

bis graduation from the high school
he successfully passed a competitive
examination for admission to West
Point, winning the highest rank, and
was given an appointment as cadet by
Congressman Gallinger but the pros;

pect of a course at Dartmouth opening before him, he declined the same,
and, after the completion of his high
school course, he entered the latter
institution,

graduating with high hon-

ors in the class of 1894.

He won

various prizes and honors during his
college course and became a member
He
of the Phi Beta Kappa Society.
was editor of the Aegis in his junior
year, and president of the Dartmouth
Debating Society in his senior year.
Upon graduation he was offered the
position of instructor in logic and
oratory in the college, but declined,
preferring a professional career. He
immediately entered upon the study
of the law in the office of Sargent &

Monthly
Although deeply interested in puband political affairs, and earnestly
espousing the cause of the Republican
party on the stump in every campaign
since 1896, Mr. Burroughs has never
lic

before sought public office. He served
a term in the Legislature in 1901, being elected from the town of Bow,
where he then held voting residence.
He was a member of the Judiciary
Committee, and was prominent in debate on the floor of the House, his
graceful and ready manner always
commanding attention. Last year he
was designated by the Supreme Court
for membership on the State Board
of Equalization, and to his interest
and energy is due in no small measure the efficient and progressive work
which the board has recently been

performing. Mr. Burroughs has always been deeply interested in charitable work and has been an active
member of the State Board of Charities and Corrections since 1901, and
is also vice-president of the State Con-

New Hampshire

ference of Charities, in whose gatherings he has been heard with effect,
his efforts contributing in no small
degree to the legislation providing for
the removal of the dependent insane
from the county almshouses to the

ued

state hospital at Concord.

HoUis, at Concord; but in December
following he went to Washington, D.
C, as private secretary to his kinsman, Gen. Henry M. Baker, representative in Congress from the Second

He continDistrict.
his legal studies in Washington,

graduating, LL. B., from the Columbian (now George Washington)
University in July, 1896, and receiving the degree of Master of Laws in
1897.
He was admitted to the District of Columbia bar in 1896 and the
New Hampshire bar in 1897, in August of which year he commenced the
practice of law in Manchester continuing by himself until July 1,

when he joined in part1901,
nership with Hon. David A. Taggart
and Hon. James P. Tuttle, ]\Ir. Louis
E. Wyman being subsequently admitted to the firm, which has become one
of the best known and most successful in the New Hampshire metropoand

whose

by efficient
lis,
service in the preparation and trial
of many important cases, Mr. Burto

success,

roughs has contributed his full share.

He is a member of the vestry and
treasurer of Grace Episcopal Church
of Manchester, and a trustee of the
Orphans' Home at St. Paul's School,
Concord.
He has long been active
in Y. M. C. A. work, is vice-president
of the Manchester association and a
member of the state executive committee.
He was chairman of the committee which raised $150,000 last winter for the new Y. M. C. A, building, now in process of construction in
Manchester. He is a member of the
Derryfield and Tippecanoe clubs and
of Washington Lodge, No. 61, A. F.
and A. M., of Manchester, in which

he was initiated in 1898.
April 21, 1898, Mr. Burroughs was
united in marriage with Helen S.
a native of Alexandria
Phillips,
County, Va. They have four sons:

Sherman E. Burroughs
Robert Phillips, born January 13,
1900; John Hamilton, July 23, "^1901;

Sherman Everett, Jr., February
1903, and Henry Baker, June

22,
26,

1908.

:

have decided

"I

for

to

become a candidate

Republican nomination for Con-

tlie

gress in the First District, at the primaries to be held on September 6.

do

because I believe I can be
of service in the House of Representatives,
I

this

the

to

ent Congress is,
probably a better

had

people

of

the

district

and

the

people of the state, where I was born
and educated and have always lived. I
do it also because I am asked to do it
by very many friends and acquaintances

all

things

considered,

law than we have
The president should be en-

before.

dorsed and

tarife

commended

for

Some

having signed
howand

of its important schedules,
ever, are believed to be inequitable,
it.

In announcing his candidacy for
Congress, on the 28th of July last,
Mr. Burroughs gave out the following statement
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the measure of protection afforded
them not in accord with the rule

down in the last Republican
No scientific tariff law can ever

by
laid

platform.
be framed:

according to that rule until the facts are

known
tion

in

as to the relative costs of producthis country and abroad.
These

have

facts

never yet been

ascertained.

They cannot be ascertained by congressional committees, busied with other la-

few months given to the framing of a tariff bill; but they can be ascertained and they should be ascertained by
bors, in the

toric principles

a non-partisan commission of experts, for
which some provision has already been
made. When ascertained they should be
available to the law-making body, so that

which

any inequities

in all parts of the district.
I

am

a firm believer in the great hisof the Republican party,

have supported as well as I was
upon the platform and at the

I

able, both

at every election for the past fifteen years. Since this party was founded
polls,

come great changes in our ecoand industrial conditions and
among them a high degree of organizaThe
tion, both of capital and of labor.
individual capitalist and the individual
laborer are entirely insufficient to do the
world's work today. They must combine.
They must organize in order to be efficient.
With organization have come, in
some instances, perversions and abuses of
power. Such encroachments should be
restrained and the principle of competition preserved wherever possible.
We
there have

The American doctrine
one

the

of

party.

I

cardinal

of protection is
principles of our

believe in this doctrine as de-

fined in the last Republican national plat-

if

such

adjusted and

fair alike to producer and consumer
and an adequate wage at the same time
secured to the American working man.

believe in the doctrine of conserva-

I

tion of our natural resources, first enunciated and prominently advocated by ex-

President Roosevelt and which President

Taft

is

seeking to

make

effective in suit-

able legislation.

The

so-called

Appalachian White Moun-

tain Forest Reserve bill ought to become a
law at the earliest possible moment. Our

people have been patiently waiting for
years for Congress to pass it. It has had
the endorsement of three presidents, including President Taft. It means for New

Hampshire the protection of the great
forests in the White Mountains from destruction. The navigability of the four

—

New England, the ConMerrimack, the Saco and the
are all vitally affected by
Androscoggin

great rivers of

lation.

schedules,

may be

made

nomic

should give ample protection to lawful
and honest wealth; we should govern and
control the wealth that is lawless and dishonest.
Democracy has nothing to fear
from the exercise of such power in legis-

in the

are found to exist,

necticut, the

—

the destruction of these forests at their
head waters. New Hampshire is the one

form and as interpreted by President Taft.
The so-called Payne-Aldrich tariff law

New England

passed at the special session of the pres-

to

state directly concerned in

this legislation.

It is

time for our people
made on

inquire what effort has been
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government parties

I heartily approve of
the speakership.
the action of the House at its recent session in making important modifications

necessary and useful purpose.
They furnish a means by which questions
that are vital may be separated from

limits on the speaker's power.
I propose to go before the people of the

the part of our representative in Congress
to secure it.

Under our form
serve

of

a

comparatively unimportant questions, and
people who tend to think alike on these
questions may have an opporunity to
make their votes effective by voting alike.
Of course, some reasonable form of oi'ganization is necessary in order that parties

as

may
the

be

efficient.

In a body as large

House of Representatives there

must be means, sometimes

severe,

at

all

necessary,

and

in

my

not desirable, even for the
to lodge in the hands
of the speaker of the House of Represent-

opinion

it

sake of

efficiency,

and discuss these questions and
others of perhaps equal importance that
may be of interest to the voters. I shall

district

hope to make my position plain upon all
questions, and I ask for the support at
the primaries of all Republicans who can
reasonably agree with
believe in

my

me upon them

is

atives arbitrary power sufficient, if he sees
fit to exercise it, to postpone and even to

prevent legislation demanded by the country, by Congress and by the president.
No man who has shown a disposition to
exercise such power should be reelected to

purpose of Mr. Burroughs

It is the

make an

active canvas^ of the dissupport for his candidacy.
That he will be able to present his
to

trict for

cause in a forceful and effective manner is no more to be doubted than that
if nominated and elected he will prove
a brilliant representative of the progressive element of his party in the
popular branch of the national Legislature.

IPateff
By

Stewart Everett Bowe

I sit and hear the night wind murmur
The last grand song he sang to mine and me;
The song that makes our faith grow firm and firmer
"Nearer My God to Thee, Nearer to Thee."

Tonight

Yes, I

am

and

sincerity."

per-

haps, by which debate can be controlled
and discussion abruptly closed. It is not,

however,

and placing some reasonable

in the rules

:

thinking of the one I cherished

Far more than glory grand and puny pelf,
Of him for whom I gladly would have perished
Without one single thought concerning self.
For to this heart he was life's eve and morning,
And likewise, too, he was life's day and night;
So thoughts of him will always give me warning
That I must do my best and love the right.
Amid the silence and amid the shouting
Which reign about me and my being shake,
Through all my hopes, my fears and through my doubting,
I hope to be a man just for his sake.
Although his dear old face from earth has vanished
Beyond the blue where many mansions be,

He has not in the least degree been banished
And he is "Papa"— "Papa"— still to me!

Tlhe

Mew

Edgade

EUasinipglhiaire

m

ftlha

[Delivered at the Annual Meeting of the N. H. Society, Sons of the American Revolution]

Bi/

Wmiam

Elliott Griffis, T).

No one of the thirteen colonies exceeded New Hampshire in the number of men, proportionate to her popuwhich she put into the field
during the Revolutionary War. Out
of the total population of 82,000 she
sent seventeen regiments into the nalation,

I).,

L. H. D.

New York, was virtually New
Hampshire's victory, for Stark held
her commission.
All this long and
glorious record of New Hampshire is
worth recalling.
Like gold it does
then in

not dim, but a

little

burnishing in

tional service. As the number of men
enrolled in 1775 was but 16,710, she
virtually called upon all her sons of
military age to serve the cause of

freedom.

On

reading the king's proclamaforbidding the importation of
munitions of war into the American
tion

— which meant royal
war — Sullivan and Lang-

colonies
ercion and

don began

co-

hostilities

December

13,

1774, before the men of any other colony, by seizing the powder at Fort

William and Mary, in Portsmouth
Harbor.
This was the beginning.
At the end of the war there were New

Hampshire troops still in the Continental service. Besides this striking
numerical superiority and early

ac-

around Boston, New Hampshire was behind no other colony in
sending her sons over a wide area of
tivities

To
territory.
in the service

say nothing of those
on sea, in both men-of-

privateers. New Hampshire
fought in Canada, under Arnold

William

Elliott Griflfis,

D. D., L. H. D,

war and

men

and Montgomery, and it was Gen.
John Sullivan who so skilfully conducted the retreat.
For his signal
services in

overcoming all difficulties
appointment as major
We find soldiers from the
general.
Granite State in Virginia and possibly further south, while on the westem frontier, Bennington, which was
he

received

memory keeps

it in full splendor.
the other hand, as compensation. New Hampshire was never, during the war, invaded by the foe. Her

On

was untraversed by foreign
enemies and her coast was virtually
immune from naval aggression, while
from her port went forth a succession of victorious men-of-war. under
soil

the thirteen-striped flag, the first of
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and riflemen sent into the

the colonies.
Then, with stars added
to its blue field, they sailed under
the stars and stripes of the United
New Hampshire,
States of America.

artillery

in its legislative hall at Concord, possesses a portrait in oil of Johannes de
Graeff, the Dutch governor of the

thirty thousand.

island of St. Eustatius in the

West

Indies, who, on November 16, 1776,
after reading the Declaration of Independence, ordered the first salute fired
in honor of the American flag.
to
my mind, the
Nevertheless,

crowning glory, above the many honwon by the soldiers of New Hampshire was in the great march of 1779
through the western wilderness, which
virtually destroyed the Iroquois Confederacy, opening the path of civilization westward, and, by putting an end
to the flank and rear attacks by savages on our settlements along the long

ors,

frontier,

made Yorktown

possible.

This expedition, for which Washington detached one third of the Continental army, had been made necessary by the formidable incursions of
the red men along the whole frontier,

from New Hampshire

to Virginia.
special force of five thousand regulars, all picked and veteran, was to
leave their bases of supplies, and,
passing beyond the confines of civilization, was to disappear in the forest,
floating, cutting and marching their
way through the wilderness to the
Genesee Valley. The goal was not the

A

British fort at Niagara, but the capital town of the Seneca Indians, who
were the scourge of three states. Such
an expedition, with its need of elaborate and costly preparation and its
vast risks, was decided upon only
after full discussion and vote of Con-

and by arrangement with
gress,
Washington. A mutual agreement between Congress and the commanderin-chief was then made, that during
that year, 1779, or at least while this
army of chastisement was abroad, no

important military operations should
be carried on by the main army for,
subtracting the four brigades and the
;

wilderness, our great Fabius had not
left over ten thousand effective regulars, against a British army of over

When it comes to the literary
proofs and the written records of the
witnesses, we are abundantly supplied
with a correct knowledge of the great
march.
Of the extant journals of
officers, numbering nearly fifty. New
Jersey and New Hampshire furnished
seven each. New York six, Pennsylvania four and Massachusetts one.
That of Col. Adam Hubley of Pennsylvania, both for text and drawings,
and for what a critical scholar wishes

most to know, as to topography, Indian life, the details of the campaign,
etc., is perhaps the best of all; but
certainly next to Hubley 's for exact
information,

vividness

of

presenta-

tion, elegant style, literary exactness
and general value, I should award the

prizes to Lieut.-Col. Henry Dearborn
of the Third, and Maj. Jeremiah Fogg
of the Second New Hampshire RegiIn general it was the minments.
isters' sons in the army that were the

superior penmen.

The New Hampshire Continental
Brigade, according to the roster made
by Hon. Charles P. Greenougli of
Boston, consisted of the first, second
and third New Hampshire regiments
(Continentals).

Enoch Poor was brigadier-general,
Jeremiah Fogg aide-de-camp, Elihu
Marshall brigade major, and Rev.
The
Evans the chaplain.
Israel
colonels in their order were Joseph
Cilley of the First, Lieutant-Colonel
Reid of the Second, and Lieut.-Col.
In
Henry Dearborn of the Third.
August, 1779, for the purpose of this
single expedition, there were transferred to Poor's brigade Alden's
Sixth Massachusetts Regiment, under
Maj. Daniel Whiting, and the Second

New York

Regiment, under Philip
When orders came
Cortlandt.
detailing the brigade for "the west-

Van

ern expedition," they were in

camp

The N. H. Bngade in Sullivan's Campaig n
at Redding, Conn., where they had
wintered.
Their first notable work
was to be the arduous one of helping
to build a road from Easton to Wyoming over the Pocono Plateau, now
traversed by the Lackawanna Railroad.
At Redding, Conn., they began to construct their winter huts,
December 4, 1778.
These they finished in a short time and tarried in
them till the 10th of April, when they
went to the highlands on the North
River and stayed until May 9, 1779.
Two or three of the journals gave
daily details of the march through
New York and New Jersey to Easton.
Ensign Daniel Gookin tells us that his
regiment started from North Hampton, N. H., May 4, and after moving
through the Massachusetts towns past
Springfield, his dog Bark left him.
Thence his route was through Connecticut to Salem, N. Y., to Fishkill,
where he moved over the North River,
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Moravians, Bethlehem, which, during
the whole war, remained the chief
place of hospitals for the Continental

and wounded.
Easton, where the artillery was
parked and the troops assembled,
they were obliged to wait until June
18.
Sullivan was harassed by the delays and lack of provisions and supand most of the meat was
plies,
sick

At

lodging at Newburg, at which General
Poor arrived to take command. The
weather through New Jersey was very
wet.
Near Easton he was surprised
at the fine mills built by the Moravians and, in the city, with the solidity of the stone dwellings and public
buildings. He said he heard a sermon
"in Dutch," which of course means
German, and noticed the fine music
of the organ.
In the afternoon he
went to church and heard a sermon
preached by the chaplain of the New
Jersey brigade. Each of the brigades
had a spiritual adviser, who in every
case was a man of ability and character who is remembered in history.
One of these, the Rev. Israel Evans,
who is commemorated by a bronze tablet on the walls of the First Congregational Church in this city, served dur-

ing

the

first

with

whole

Revolutionary War,
regiments and
then as chaplain of General Poor's

New York

New Hampshire

brigade, acting for
a time as aide-de-camp to Sullivan.
Some of the New Hampshire men
made a pleasure ride up the Lehigh
River to the bright, clean town of the

Major-General John Sullivan

spoiled before

excuse

given

it could be used.
The
was that the coopers

were all away with the Continental
army, and the old casks being all
requisitioned, only green timber could
be used, which, in summer especially,
soured the brine and ruined the contents.
Writers like Bancroft, who
have not appreciated the purpose, the
difficulties or the value of this expedition, even as at the time people
did not understand its large proportions and true object, have blamed
Sullivan, when the fault was not his.
Happily, however, as the optimistic
Major Fogg afterwards wrote, 'these
very delays actually furthered the
success of the expedition.
The time
lost in waiting was utilized by unhurried nature to ripen the corn, pump-
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and other vegetable food for
what the Continentals called "the
Succotash Campaign," though the
diet was occasionally varied with deer,
turkey and rattlesnake meat.
Capt. Daniel Livermore of the
Third New Hampshire Regiment gives
the detail of the march from Newburg to New Windsor in New York,
to Bethlehem, to Bloomsgrove Church,
Chester to Warwick, to Hardistan
and through New Jersey to Sussex
kins

state house, to Easton.

At Easton the troops were several
times reviewed by General Sullivan
and were exercised in the manoeuvres
of forming and displaying columns,
crossing defiles, etc. They left Easton
with regret, finding it a pleasant

town, and on Saturday, June 19,
started northward to pass through

Wind

Gap, this being the only opening for many miles in the long chain
of
the
Mountains.
Appalachian
Thence their march was to be over
the desolate Pocono plain, two thousand feet high, now traversed by the
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
Railway.
Far-seeing Washington's
purpose was, not only to destroy savagery, but to open the pathway of
civilization westward, and Sullivan
did it.
The road which he cut
through the wilderness became afterward the pathway of the pioneers,
who cut down the forests, built homes,
seeded the new clearings and the old
maize lands of the Iroquois, reared
the church and schoolhouse
and
changed the wilderness into a garden.
In the view of humanity

this expedi-

was for the rescue of captives
and the protection of homes on the
border; in the eye of strategy, it was
to ruin the enemy's granary, put to
an end his flank and rear attacks, and
prepare the way for Yorktown.
Let us pause here and take the
point of view of a war correspondent
tion

on the ground, in the early summer of

vania, New Jersey and New Hampshire brigades, Proctor's regiment of
artillery, with nine guns, two being
heavy howitzers throwing shell, one
hundred and fifty fifers and drummers, three hundred and fifty riflemen, with pioneers and axemen,
teamsters, surveyors and various assistants, numbering in all thirty-five
hundred. The expedition is to have

a total strength of probably six thousand men, of whom nearly five thousand are combatants. Seven hundred
boats in all will be employed, and
from Wyoming, one thousand, two
hundred pack horses.

The wisdom of Washington is strikingly displayed at especially four
First, in utilizing the waterpoints
ways as far as possible; second, in
insisting that the artillery, even the
heavy guns, shall be taken along and
carried as far as they may be floated
on boats, leaving the lighter pieces to
be drawn by horses and men to the
the great
goal of the expedition
Seneca town on the Genesee third, in
having every rod of the way measured
by surveyors, for the great commander expects success and has an eye
to the future; and lastly, in the selection of the personnel, on whom
everything depended. Except the
splendid body of New Jersey veterans,
the men were drawn from the three
states with the longest of exposed
:

—

;

frontiers,

— New

Hampshire,

New

York

Endless
and Pennsylvania.
jeering was made and fun poked at

the idea of taking artillery into the
wilderness but Washington knew the
Indian as few of his soldiers did, and
he was convinced of the demoralizing
effect of cannon upon the savage.
Subsequent events fully justified his
;

wisdom.

As

to

the

commanding general,
New Hampshire soil

what we say on

concerning him, to

whom

this great

work and

The main army, making rendezvous

responsibility for five thousand men to be taken into the roadless
forest country of a subtle enemy, we

at Easton, consisted of the Pennsyl-

should say in every state of the Union

1779.

The N. H. Brigade

No

better man could
Sullivan was to be
pitted against able foes, white and
The Iroquois and Butler's rangred.
ers from Canada were versed in all
the lore of woodcraft. The march was
to be for three hundred miles, much

or beyond sea.

have been chosen.

of the

way through

the twilight of
dense woods. There were no bases of
supplies, no hope of a retrieval in
case of defeat, no hospitals, no cities,
towns or villages at hand.
Every
pound of flour and ounce of meat
had to be carried on the backs of
horses, while no provender could be
carried for these patient brutes. They
must subsist as best they could. Even
the military evolutions must be performed, as it were, in the twilight of
the all-encompassing foliage.
Washington chose the right man for the
work when he selected Sullivan, the
New Hampshire leader.
Apart from being inured to the
hardships of the frontier, New Hampshire men knew how to handle the
axe.
Accustomed to hard work in the
open, and good marchers, no obstacles
of swamp, morass, hill, defile or rocky
Van Cortsteep could daunt them.
landt's and Spencer's New York regiments had been detailed to open a
road through the forests of Pocono
Plateau, and on the 7th of May
Colonel Cilley's First New Hampshire regiment, was sent to assist in
the arduous work of laying corduroy
in the swamps.
By June 14 they
emerged from the shades of the forest.
The sight of the lovely Wyoming Valley must have seemed like a garden
of the Lord
a Promised Land beck-

—

oning them to victory.
Four days later the main army,
with the artillery and wagon trains,
started from Easton, soon leaving behind the magazine of supplies, ever
since called "Sullivan's Stores," and

—

last human habitation
a log
cabin sixteen miles from Wind Gap,
the gateway out of civilization. Over

the
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in Sullivan's Ca-mpaign-

stony ground and quaking bog-covering of logs laid on mire and marshes.

and through the gloomy swamp called
of Death," yet with occasional glorious mountain views of
inspiring scenery, the terrible march
of sixty-five miles was finished on
June 23 at Wyoming.

"The Shades

We

pass over disappointments, deall things vexatious
only
noting the cruelty of arm-chair critlays,

—

and

Gen. Enoch Poor

and disparagers ignorant of the
and note that Sullivan,
unappalled at the poor equipment and
commissariat and the absence of
ics

situation

—

promised reinforcements, gave the order to advance at 1 p. m. July 31, on
the firing of a signal gun. With banners flying,
drums beating, fifes
Proctor's
Colonel
screaming and
regimental band playing a lively air
probably the "White Cockade," or
the whole
possibly Yankee Doodle

—

' '

' '

army and

fleet

—

moved simultaneously

forward, the entire force on land and
water stretching out in two lines
nearly a league.
Yet it was not all plain pushing,
The
poling, sailing or marching.
boats must move upward against the
current; and, between the difficulty
of breasting the Susquehanna Rapids, surmounting the rifts and avoiding the shallows, and of getting on
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with packhorses not over-skilfuUy
loaded and given to stumbling, falling and losing their packs, the dignity
of the array could not be maintained
by either boats or animals, up to the
same standard exhibited by disciplined and intelligent human beings.
Indeed, along the whole route there
were many things to tickle the risibilities of the general and officers, and
sometimes a sense of humor prevailed
over the theories of discipline. Passing the fort, they received a salute of
thirteen guns, which w^as answered by
an equal number of ''honor shots"
from the fleet. Naturally the marching men made more progress than the
boats, for the latter were manned by
crews not trained to their business.
The down-rushing waters opposed the
advancing scows, the channel was
unknown, the current was swift and
the shallows and risks were many.
Above the boatmen, on the right and
left, in the many gaps made by the
great river, rose the cliffs, two or three

hundred

In many places
climb the heights,
following the great "Warrior Path."
Over many a steep place tremendous
difficulty was found in getting the
heavily laden horses and the cattle
forward. But day by day the men
learned by experience in their new
the

feet' high.

army had

to

duties, though Cilley's regiment, on
one occasion when on duty as rear
guard, was all night long and until
two hours after sunrise picking up
the stragglers.
The windings in the

made the distance for the boats
greater than for the men.
Besides,
there were various streams to be
forded and all along were indications
of lurking savages.
Sullivan, taking
river

no risk, and determined above all,
whatever else would happen, not to be
"Braddocked," doubled his flanking
guards when he came to Wyalusing
and elaborated a rough system of signals,

so

that information

communicated

to

all

army.

Now

began the

could be

parts

casualties.

of

A

the
boat-

man

fell

overboard and was drowned.
sergeant died suddenly,

A New Jersey

after marching all day.
A cattle
guardsman, temporarily left behind
on account of sickness, was found
dead. Each of these men was given
an honorable burial.
Despite the
heavy rain, while the army rested, a

New York

sergeant with three

men

and a Stockbridge Indian were sent
ahead as scouts and ordered to go as
far as Tioga Point.
Today along
the line of the Lehigh Valley Railway, over and past places since made
historic, the army pushed its way,
passing Standing Stone, and moving
over the precipitous ledge of rock,
where, for more than four hundred
feet, the path lies along the crest,
two hundred feet above the level of
the river. It is no wonder that on
that hot day of August 9 some of the
men gave out and had to be carried

in the boats, while three of the cattle

and were killed. Among the
and shallows the boatmen were

fell off

rifts

wearied almost to death, so that the
On the
fleet fell behind the army.
other side of the river the first appliof
cations
"Washington's torch
that flame-kindler which gave his
name ever afterwards among the Iroquois, of the Town Destroyer, was
made when Captain Gifford burned
the Indian town of twenty-eight new
long houses.
At the ford of Sugar Creek the
wary Sullivan, fearing a possible attack, reinforced Gifford with Cilley's
and Van Cortlandt's regiments. Nothing happened, however, and at the
present village of Milan, a mile below
the junction of the Chemung and
Susquehanna rivers, the whole army
forded the river, slinging their guns,
powderhorns and cartridges over their
shoulders.
Holding each other by the
hand, or linking arms, the men
stepped in and waist-deep crossed
through the swift current. After a
mile's march they reached Tioga
Point, where the whole army, including the right wing from Schenectady

—

The N. H. Brigade

and

the left

from Pittsburg, were

in Sullivan's

ex-

pected to join forces and then attempt
the wilderness by striking northward

through the lake country and west-

ward

to the Genesee.

Before these New Yorkers came,
and on the same night of his arrival
at Tioga, August 11, Sullivan, having
sent out a scouting party, received
word that the enemy were near. This
determined him at once upon a night
attack at 8 p. m. on the 12th.
Taking
most of the New Hampshire men and
Hand's light troops, he plunged
through the forest, over rocky ledges,
tangled thickets, miry swamps and
deadly defiles.
When near the. Indian town which
had been reported Sullivan sent Hand
with his Pennsylvanians to strike the
rear, while

Poor and

Campaign
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The seven corpses put on horses were
brought to Tioga Point and buried,
with solemn ceremonies, in one grave,
Proctor's band playing the dirge,
Roslin Castle, and the chaplain, Rev.
Dr. William Rogers of the Pennsylvania brigade, officiating with a few
The fourteen
appropriate words.

wounded were found rough accommodation in the log hospital.

New Hamp-

his

men

of Cilley's First Regiment
moved upon the front. Just before
sunrise the two bodies of troops met,
but the birds had flown. Having received word from their runners, the
red men had utterly abandoned the
place, so that nothing but the houses
and hastily quitted debris were seen.
shire

The Pennsylvanians, eager to avenge
"Wyoming, pressed on with more zeal
than caution and some of the New

Hampshire men followed with them.
While pursuing the Indians they came
From
into a defile and ambuscade.
and
were
fired
upon
they
high ground
five
men were killed and eight
wounded, tw^o being from Cilley's

With a cheer, our anen
rushed up the hill and sent the Indians flying in a moment but crossing
the river, the savages again stealthily
regiment.

Chaplain and Aide

;

crept near, fired a volley and wounded
four or five New Hampshire men.
Sullivan 's orders recalled the soldiers.
and wisely, too, from further pursuit.
Sixty of the hundred or more acres of
corn were cut down and the rest left
standing for the future use of the
army, on their return march in September. The troops, wearied with
fatigue and the great heat, returned
to

camp, reaching Tioga on the 13th.

Somewhat over

a hundred years
digging for the foundations
of the Tioga Historical Society building, wherein may be found a large
collection of Sullivan data and relics
later, in

from the Newtown battlefield, these
known from the records and
recognized by their Continental buttons, were thrown out and honorably
reinterred.
Several of the men, who
then or later died at this place were
bones,
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New Hampshire and should be
commemorated.
Meanwhile Sullivan was getting
sons of

anxious about his right wing, consisting of the New York Brigade (which
included the Fourth, Fifth and Sixth
New York regiments) Alden's Sixth
Massachusetts, Butler's Fourth Pennsylvania, Parr's riflemen and Lamb's
in all about
artillery (two guns)
one thousand, eight hundred men and
;

;

two hundred and
General Clinton, to

fifty

boats,

under

whom

he had sent
orders to march and join him. Fearing that he might have been checked
by Brant's movements, Sullivan determined to send a supporting column
to meet him.
It is undeniable that Sullivan favored the New Hampshire brigade,

made up of men from
but in a manner not to

his

own

state,

be found fault

The favor which he showed
them meant always hard work, with
fatigue and danger.
Having given
Cilley's men an opportunity to show
with.

their mettle in pioneer road-making
and in the first aggressive movement,
he now selected about five hundred

New Hampshire

soldiers and joining
these with an equal number from the
Pennsylvania Brigade, on the 16th of
August sent Poor and Hand with

picked men northeastwardly

to

meet

Happily they had not to go
Clinton had started on
Aug-ust 9 and Poor's advance messengers reached him on the 18th. The
distance of the two corps apart was
only nine miles, and General Poor
Clinton.

very

far.

heard with agreeable surprise Clinton's evening gun, which answered
with a blast from the little coehorn
mortar.
The next morning, at a
place, now on the Erie Railway, which
took its name from the event, the two
columns made Union.
The united
body, Clinton's brigade leading and
the flotilla of boats
and
(250)
Poor's reinforcements following, they
reached Owego, and on Sunday, August 22, the whole force, on land and
water, made a brilliant display, with

flags flying

and

artillery

booming wel-

come, the main army saluting with
ringing cheers. On the way down
Clinton's men had devastated the Indian villages and cornfields.
Let us now glance at the activities
of the left wing, whose place of gathering was four hundred miles from
that of the right at Schenectady. This

wing, under Colonel Brodhead,
had started from Pittsburg on the
11th of August with six hundred and
left

men, with one month's provisions
loaded on boats and packhorses, defifty

stroying, as they advanced,

many

In-

dian towns.
Sullivan received news by two runners, who reached him at Tioga Point,
but Brodhead 's men, getting as far
as Hornellsville, were obliged to return for want of provisions, though
not until they had wasted much of the
Seneca country and decidedly weakened the enemy by drawing off five
at
least
one
hundred warriors
fourth of the whole fighting strength
of the Indian Confederacy.
In rags
and barefoot and their pay nine
months in arrears, and no money and
no paymasters at Fort Pitt, these
brave fellows continued patriotic and

—

in service.

In camp, at Tioga Point, tents were
cut up to make bags for the flour and
these loaded on the horses and everything made ready. The whole army
started on the 26th day of August up
the Chemung Valley
men, boats,
horses and cattle.

—

Sullivan

from the

had,

termined not

first,

de-

be "Braddocked."'
Tioga Point up the

to

Starting from
River, amid mountains on
every side and which sometimes came
clear to the water's edge, where it
seemed impossible to take an army

Chemung

and especially to move heavy guns,^
two days were consumed on the
marches and fordings. He knew that
from every hilltop savage scouts and
Butler's rangers were watching his
movements.
With unsleeping vigilance he kept his riflemen ahead and

The N. H. Brigade in Sullivan's Campaign
on the flanks. His alertness was well
rewarded. On Sunday morning, August 29, Parr's riflemen, being in the
advance, seeing signs of Indians, a
scout was ordered to climb the highest
tree he could find and report.
party
of Indians had appeared ahead of
them and, after firing their guns, had
run off, expecting that these "Bos-

A

2.37

he discerned a long line of green running up the hill and most suspiciously
regular. He was confirmed in his idea
that here was art and not nature,
when he noticed lines of young trees
in the open space (where he knew had

been an Indian village, named Newtown) that were set with a regularity

unknown

to nature.

First Congregational Church, Concord, in Memory of Rev. Israel Evans.
Presented by Hon. Henry K. Porter, Pittsburg. Pa.

Bronze Tablet on the wall of the

tonians" would follow the example of
most militia men, who, in pursuit, so
Parr's
often got into ambuscades.
riflemen, of Morgan's regiment, however, were trained Indian fighters and
used to stratagem. Instead of pursuit they waited for the report of the
watcher in the tree-top, who, after
long scrutiny discerned Indians in
their war paint beyond Baldwin's
Creek.

Peering longer and further.

^lajor Parr reporting to General
Sullivan, the general commanding at
once made his plans. Keeping back
the cattle and horses under a guard,
he ordered the riflemen to lie hidden
along the banks of the creek to keep
the enemy busy and be useful whenever an arm, head or leg showed itself.
On the little rising ground, where today stands the Methodist meeting
house at Lohman, Proctor's artillery
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set in battery.
Back
of the riflemen, under cover of the
cannon in the tall grass, Sullivan ordered the Pennsylvania light troops
to lie down.
He sent Maxwell's New
Jersey Brigade out to the left, near
the river, and in the defile, to be ready
to act at the right moment. To Poor's

was handsomely

New Hampshire

Brigade he assigned
the task of a flank attack on the right.

The men were to go up along Baldwin's Creek about a mile and a half,
climb the hill, reach the crest and then
charge into the rear of the entrenchments. Clinton's New Yorkers were
to follow

Now

and

act as supports.

an unsurveyed wilderness
no commander can expect his subordiin

nates to fulfill his expectation in point
of time, especially when the general
supposes the utterly unknown ground
is to be ordinarily level, instead of
being a morass. After marching over
a mile, floundering through bog and

through Baldwin's
it took some minutes for the
regiments to re-form. Then began
the climbing of that hill, which, if
one attempts the task on a sultry^ day
in late August he can appreciate what
the New Hampshire men had to do
mire,
Creek,

wading

—

especially

when

it

was, in 1779, over-

grown with scrub oak and

Down
the

tall trees.

below, Sullivan, not hearing

expected

musketry

fire

on

his

right, so long waited for, three o 'clock

having come, and all the other troops
in position, ordered Proctor to open
with all his guns. Out flew the round
shot from the five-inch howitzers and
six-pounders, knocking out and ripping up the logs in the line of fortification and making great gaps visible.
Then followed the grape from the
smaller guns, while the howitzers and
coehorn threw shell. The bombs, falling over and behind the Indians, were
more terrible in their moral effect
than if exploded among them. Soon
it became impossible longer for Brant
to hold his tribesmen, especially as
the riflemen and light troops had be-

gun

to utilize the breaches in the forti-

fications to

pour

in a deadly hail of

bullets.

By this time, at the extreme right,
the Indian watchers on the hilltops
caught the gleam of bayonets and
realizing the nearness of Poor's First
New Hampshire Regiment, sent word
to Brant, who rather welcomed the
news. Leading off the main body of
his savages from being targets for
artillery into more congenial activities, this able chief prepared to envelop and destroy the Second New
Hampshire Regiment, under Colonel
Reid. In the movement Poor, with
the First Regiment, was far away on
the right, while Dearborn, on the extreme left, had hardly formed his
men, so that Reid's Second Regiment
was isolated and soon was enveloped
by a semi-circle of red men yelling
until hell seemed let loose, and firing
as if they expected a quick harvest of
scalps.

Happily Sullivan had ordered to
go with each regiment a company^ of
It is my befifty of Parr's riflemen.
lief, though I may be wrong, that the

New Hampshire men

actually went
into battle without their guns loaded.

Some days before a messenger from
"Washington had reached the camp,
bringing the news that Gen. Anthony
Wayne, with his Pennsylvanians
(after killing all the dogs in the whole
region so that they could not bark)
had actually taken Stony Point, without firing a shot, by the cold steel
alone.

Now it would never do for men
from the Granite State to believe, or
have it even supposed, that Pennsylvanians
at
that time
Germans,
Dutch, Irish and Scotch being in the
New
could
ever
beat
majority
Hampshire men.
Certainly the soldiers of Poor's brigade expected to reThey
peat and excel Stony Point.
fixed bayonets before they climbed the
hill.
It was on record that not one
of them at first fired a shot but the
riflemen, who had no bayonets, never
let their guns be unloaded for a mo-

—
—

;

The N. H. Brigade in Sullivan's Campaign
ment. They occupied the enemy with
a smart fire until Reid's men could
load but for several minutes it looked
pretty black, while a dozen or more of
the Continentals lay dead or wounded
on the ground. As matter of fact,
;

most

of

the

Americans

killed

or

wounded in this decisive battle were
New Hampshire men of Reid's regiment.
It may be safely said that Dearborn
and the Third New Hampshire Regiment saved the day.
Too far away
from his commander, Poor, who was

probably a mile distant, to get orders.

Dearborn was yet near enough to
Reid's regiment to see what the
trouble was and to take in the situ-
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lery, to say

nothing of the rifles and
musketry, were abundantly manifest
on the reddened grass, the torn and
splintered trees, and the blood-bespattered packs and baggage.
It is my
own opinion that at least one hundred of that mixed host fighting for

—

Canadian
George
Iroquois,
Rangers, British Regulars, Tories and
a few negroes, were put hors du coin-

King

bat.

The

losses on our side were three
on the field. Corporal Hunter
and two privates, and thirty-three
wounded, all .but four of these latter being from Reid's Second New
Hampshire Regiment. Among these
were Maj. Benjamin Titcomb of
Dover, N. H. and Elijah Clayes, captain of the second company, both of
the Second New Hampshire Regiment; Sergeant Lane and Sergeant
Oliver Thurston; beside Nathaniel
Macaulay of Litchfield, N. H., who
died after an amputation, that night

killed

So, of his own initiative, he
ordered his entire regiment "about
face." Then, charging upon the Indians, he struck them in the rear. By
that time Reid's men, covered by the
riflemen, had loaded and seeing the
help coming to them fired and then
charged with the bayonet on the great
body of Indians, first starting them on
the run and then driving from tree
to tree and cover to cover any of them

while Abner Dearborn, a lad of eighteen and nephew of Colonel Dearborn,
breathed his last a few days after in
the rude hospital at Tioga Point.

who

Sergeant

ation.

tried to

make

a stand.

Meanwhile, down below, Butler's
Rangers, seeing inevitable destruction
before them, began to retreat, some
dashing across the river to save themselves.
The moment Sullivan saw
signs of wavering he ordered the
Pennsylvania Light Troops to charge
across Baldwin's Creek and over the
entrenchments. Inside and beyond
the lines there ensued a running fight
with such brave Rangers or Indians
who tried even for a moment to fire
before

their

flight.

As Maxwell's,

Hand's, Poor's and Clinton's brigades, soon in sight of each other,
realized their victory the whole host
gave three ringing cheers. Although
only twelve corpses and two prisoners
for
were found on the battlefield
the wounded had been quickly conveyed away in canoes up the river
the signs of the dreadful work done

—

—

by the shot and the

shell of the artil-

;

;

Demeret,

Josiah

]\Iitchell

and Sylvester Wilkins died before
September 19, thus making a total of
eight men, all from New Hampshire,
who gave their lives in one of the
most significant, important and decisive battles of the

whole war. Those
field were buried
in different places, each one near the
To conceal the
spot where he fell.
fresh broken earth of the graves and
prevent desecration of the remains,
fires were built over them.
From Tioga Point such of the wounded as
could endure the journey were sent
by boat in care of Doctor Kimball,
down the river to Wyoming, which
place they reached September 2.
One may reasonably ask why, with
apparently so much firing by such
large numbers, the casualties were so

who died upon the

few, yet it must be remembered that
on our side, both the riflemen and the
Pennsylvania Brigade, invisible to the
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enemy, were well protected by the
banks of Baldwin's Creek on their
front, and the enemy had no artillery; while in the real battle, on the
upper heights to the right, our men
charge up a steep incline, the
probably firing over their
Down below the artillery did
heads.
the main execution, both in taking
life and by hastening demoralization,
which in war is almost as important
in effects as is carnage; indeed, it
There was relatively
is often more.
also not a great use of musketry, for
the only full regiments that actually
faced a visible foe in "force were the
Second and Third New Hampshire.

had

to

savages

Then again, in the running fight
through the woods, anything like a
general slaughter was impossible.
the British side, by their own
"Colonel
it was said:
Butler and all his people were sur-

On

As

late as 1903, Col. Ernest Cruikin his "Story of Butler's

shank,

Rangers," admits a

loss of five white
missing and three
wounded and an Indian loss of five
killed and nine wounded.
It is not necessary to detail further

men

killed

or

the story of this expedition.
Indeed,
for dramatic purposes, to set the
event most effectively in historical
perspective after one hundred and

thirty-one years, we might profitably
Here was one
stop at this point.
of the most decisive battles fought
the
whole
during
Revolutionary
War, for neither numbers nor area
are
necessary to effect enduring
results. The truth is that the tribes of
the Long House had gathered for a
supreme effort and that the result was
a virtual destruction of the Iroquois

Furthermore,

ended

statements,

Confederacy.

rounded and very near taken prisonThe colonel lost four rangers
killed, two taken prisoners and seven
wounded," besides losing his commission, private baggage and money.
The Indian record was found at the
place called Catherine's Town, four
where a tree,
afterwards,
days
marked 1779, and signed with Brant's
name, had a rude picture of twelve
men, each with an arrow pierced
through his body, signifying the num-

the flank attacks on the Continental
army and destroyed the dearly cherished hope of the British government
to create in central New York a granary for the feeding of its armies. To
a great extent it weakened even the
petty raids of the scalping parties, for
the country was so absolutely devastated, that the Indians could not occupy the land either that season or,
In the
profitably, for several years.
coming winter, too cold even for hunting, the discouraged horde huddled

ber of his men killed in the action of
the 29th.
No wounded were found on
the battlefield. As we all know, it

around Fort Niagara and were kept
from starvation by salted provisions,
imported mostly from Ireland. The

ers.

was Indian custom

to

withdraw

in-

stantly the wounded and often the
dead. This was done usually by attaching a "tumpline" to limb or
trunk and drawing off the body; so
that the curious sight of seeing an
apparent corpse, or utterly disabled
man, moving over the leaves and out
of sight was often witnessed by the
backwoods fighters in colonial and

Revolutionary days. Each savage, before setting out on a raid, took an
oath that he would perform this office

for his fellow tribesman.

It

is

tnown that several canoesful of
wounded were carried up the river.

it

Indians died like sheep in a blizzard.
It is true that the very next year
Brant led a large body of warriors as
far as Tioga Point, but we never hear
of their accomplishing anything important, while the injury done in the
Mohawk Valley was very largely the
work of Butler's Rangers, white men
from Canada reinforced by British
This battle at Newtown on
troops.

August

29, 1779. paralyzed the Indian Confederacy, so that it never was
again what it had been since the advent of white men upon the continent,
viz.,

a

poM^erful

tional polities

factor

and war.

in

interna-
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The N. H. Brigade in Sullivan's Campaign
In a word, Sullivan carried out his
orders given by Washington.
He
achieved the devastation of the Iroquois country.

Striking nortliM'ard,
along Seneca Lake, to where Geneva
now stands, he pushed forward to his
the great Seneca town in the
goal
Genesee Valley. Leaving the weak and
lame at Honeoye, with a garrison and
two field pieces, he made a forced
march with two thousand, five hundred men, and at the outlet of Conesus Lake found Brant and Butler
with reinforcements from Canada.
These were all nicely hidden on

—

the bluffs in ravines

It
paign, were given to the flames.
was this devastation, peremptorily
ordered by Washington, that gave
him in Iroquois tradition the permanent name of "Town Destroyer." In

work Dearborn's troops occupied
from September 21st to the 26th.
Among places passed through and
later the site of towns was Ithaca.
this

Of the Indian villages burned, the
most famous was Coreorganel, near
Thence
the future University City.
across the country to Camp Reid,
near the later site of Elmira and
four miles from where we fought the
enemy the 29th of August, as Dearborn records, he joined the main body.
'

'

'

and

at points of
this
to a certime,
expecting
vantage,
tainty, to "Braddock" Sullivan. The
episode of Boyd's scouting party disturbed the nice calculations of Indian
and Tory, for, fearing, as at New-

town, the flanking tactics of the New
Hampshire men. the enemy broke his
formations and fled. This was on the

'

The army had "a day of rejoicing"
the day before, "in consequence of
that is, recogninews from Spain,
tion of the United States as an inde' '

—

cornfields,

pendent nation.
The return march, the destruction
of Fort Sullivan at Tioga Point, the
boat voyage down the Susquehanna,
the traversing of Pocono Plateau and
the arrival at Easton on the 15th of
October followed in due course. On
the 17th a solemn service of thanks-

Cuylerville

giving, with

12tli

of September.

The next day was given to destroying the great town of one hundred
and twenty-eight houses, with the
which stood about where
is today.
The produce of
two hundred acres of corn in ear and
the gardens was leveled or cut down,
piled in the houses and given to the
flames.
Several days were occupied
in this work.
Then the word, given
September 15 at 2 p. m., was the joyAt Geneva, Sepful one of return.
tember 20, Sullivan sent Colonel
Gansevoort home by the way of the

Mohawk

Valley. Col. William Butler,

with the Fourth Pennsylvania, was ordered to move down the east side and
Colonel Dearborn, with the Third
New Hampshire, down the west side
of Cayuga Lake. All were kept busy
for many days in the common work
of the main anny, in desolating with
sword and fire the Indian villages,
forty of which in all, during the cam-

(P

^w!^

.

.to

.

"A

Discourse Delivered

the Officers

of the Western

Army

and Soldiers
by

...

Evans

to General
(and later printed
in pamphlet form by Thomas Brad-

Chaplain

Israel

Poor's Brigade"

ford in Philadelphia) officially concluded "the Expedition against the
Five Nations of Hostile Indians," in
which the men of New Hampshire

made

a vital factor.

In view of the historic facts, is it
not the binding duty of the people of
New Hampshire to rear on the Newtown battlefield some durable token
of their appreciation of the services
of their brave Continentals, who bore
themselves so nobly in one of the most
decisive battles of the American Revolution

?

iM@lk

HMerim

By Fred Myron Colhy
In the cool of the evening

He

sits

serenely grave

tide,

and grim,

His steaming Mocha by his side.
Gazing out to the desert's rim,
Shiek Ilderim, of the lightning's name,
Chief of a thousand spears or more.
Of warlike aspect and noble fame,
Sits there within his curtained door,

Dreaming of pillage and raid and
While the twilight drifts into night.

He sees the glow of the
And the stately march

fight,

desert's sand.
of the caravan

;

Hears not a sound between sky and land
Only the wails from plundered khan,

As he counts

the treasures he has won,—
Slaves and horses, and silks and gold,
Fruits that have ripened in tropic sun.
All the spoils of his bandits bold,

Spices and resins, and dancing girls
their supple limbs and glossy curls.

With

Outlined against the southern

skies.

Its spires ablaze in the setting sun,
He sees the walls of a city rise,

—

Fair Jebel, by his Bedouins won.
More than his horses, his slaves, his gold.
More than his girls of winsome sight.
More than twice all his treasures told.
He values the prize he won that night,
The Persian princess who languid sighs,
Moomtee Basho, the light of his eyes.

—

The desert sands grow duskier
The soft winds blow through

And

the shiek

still

yet.
his curtain folds;

strokes his beard of jet,

Dreaming of the prize his palace holds.
Behind him there pauses the noiseless tread
Of slippered feet. A dagger gleams
Like a ray of light above his head.
A sigh, a groan, and the red blood streams.
Shiek Ilderim makes his raids no more,
He lies there dead in his curtained door.

Tlhi® F©ir(dl

An ©Id
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By H. H.
However much of progress may be
made in the different lines and de-

—

of
human activity
partments
means
and methods of lothe
though
comotion and transportation may be

•

and men come to
revolutionized,
traverse the air instead of plodding-

aim

M®w Ms^mp^hm

Metcalf
effected

from time

to time, as

has re-

cently been instanced by the advent
of the "Modern Dartmouth" the ne
plus ultra in the line of cooking
ranges, the latest output of the Ford
Foundry Company of Concord, successors

the

to

old-time,

long estab-

Ford Foundry Company--Offices and Warerooms

along on the face of the earth, in the
daily transaction of business, the time
come when the
is never likely to
kitchen and the kitchen range will
not remain a prominent factor in
household economy in our own and all
other countries.
Improvements in
these, however, may be and will be

lished

of William P. Ford &
founders and jobbers, manu-

firm

Co., iron

facturers of stoves, sinks and agricultural implements, whose reputation
for excellent work and business reliability,

was established throughout

New England more

than half a een-
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tiny ago,
tained.

and has been

fully main-

With only two foundries
state

in

the

engaged in the production of

stoves

and ranges, the attention

New Hampshire people
may well be directed to
tablishment

at

the

of

in particular
this noted es-

capital,

which

commenced operations

seventy-three
spring of 1837,
when Eeuben Martin, a native of the
town of Sutton, who had learned
the business in Franklin, started a

years ago,

P.,

bought Pillsbury's interest and
W. P. alid T. IT. Ford was

the firm of

in

the

established, continuing till 1865.
]\Ieanwhile, in 1849, a new location

was secured, at the North End, and
the present buildings erected, near the
Northern Kaiiroad track. Later office
and warerooms were established at
165 North :\rain Street. About 1860,
another foundry, which had been
started at the South End was bought
by the firm and the two operated together; but five years later, the firm

Foundry- -Rear View and Working Force

foundry in a small building on Warren Street, nearly opposite the present Central Fire Station, soon taking
in a partner in the person of one Ed-

mund

Davis, and a few months later
another William P. Ford, a native
of Sanbornton who had been employed in Lowell, and was thoroughly
skilled in the work.
In 1840 Davis
withdrew and the firm continued as

Martin

—

& Ford

tin sold out to

till 1843, when MarThomas W. Pillsbury.

Ford & Pillsbury

on the
business till 1846 when Theodore H.
Pord, a young brother of William
carried

dissolved, Theodore H. Ford uniting
with B. A. Kimball in the proprietorship of the southern establishment,

and engaging extensively in the
manufacture of car wheels, and
George H. Marston, son-in-law of
William P. Ford, being admitted to
partnership with the latter, in the
operation of the North End concern,
in the production of stoves, sinks and
agricultural implements, under the

name

of

Wm.

P.

Ford &

Co., to

which

partnership in 1871, John W. Ford,
a son of William P., was also adftiitted. and the firm continued till the

The Ford Foundry Company
spring of 1909. when, after the death
of Mr. Marston. William P. Ford having deceased in 1901. the business was
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which commenced business June 1,
1909, is a partnership in which John

W.

Storrs

is

the senior partner, Al-

disposed of to the present organization the
"Ford Foundry Com-

—

pany."
While many lines of implements
and stoves, produced by the old firm
during its long continuance in busigained high and wide reputation, the celebrated "Doe" plow and
the "Eclipse" range, which found
their way into use upon thousands of
ness,

New England

farms, and into thousands of homes, took the lead and
long maintained their prestige while
the "Etna" cook stove and the "Empire State," first put on the market
;

some forty years ago, gained much
popularity and are still called for to
some extent. The "Sterling 17"
and "Sterling 15" parlor stoves
first put out 25 years since, noted for
their wonderful economy in fuel, are
still in great favor, as is evidenced by
the fact that there are more than

—

—

Albert

I.

Foster- -Manager and Treasurer

Foster, manager and treasand Edward D. Storrs, superintendent.
John W. Storrs, who is
bert

I.

urer;

the
the

well

known bridge engineer

in

employ of the Boston & Maine

is
interested
Railroad,
financially
only, giving his entire time to his
duties in the railroad service, and
to the
design of highway bridges

throughout Northern

Examples

of his

New England.

work are seen

in the

at
bridges
Hooksett,
Claremont and other points.
The business is in the hands of the
younger members of the firm, who
fully realize that push and determination, along with superiority of product, and absolute reliability are the
essentials to success, and who are
winning out on that line, having already materially increased the business, with bright prospects ahead.
Agricultural implements are not

magnificent

John

W.

Storrs

them in present use in the
Concord alone.

1,000 of

now produced

city of

although

The

Ford

Foundry

Company,

made

at this establishment,

desired repairs are
for all plows formerly made by

any
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W.

duced in New England, and its output of the same is very large. These
sinks are handled extensively by some
of the largest Boston jobbers, including Joseph Iluse & Son, V. S. ]\I.

P. Ford & Co.
Ranges are the
chief product, and special pride is
taken in the "Modern Dartmouth"
heretofore mentioned ^^the perfection
of art in this direction, though the

—

Howes

Company

and

Henry

W.

Clark Company also by the John B.
Varick
Company of ^lanchester,
which handles this sink exclusively.
Aside from stoves and sinks, a variety
of other articles,
such as boiler
mouths, ash mouths, etc., are produced and a general jobbing and repair business conducted.
;

.

The working: force at the foundry
numbers from twenty to twenty-five
men, with a weekly pay roll of about
The men are mainly long time
$350.
employes, skilled and faithful, Joseph
H. Ford, the foreman, having been
years in his position, and all
cherishing due pride in the reputation of the establishment for the superior quality of its output.
The patronage of the concern extends throughout all Northern New
England, and the selling agents of the
firm embrace the most enterprising

many

Edward D. Storrs--Superintendent

and reliable dealers in Maine, New
Hampshire and Vermont. It is safe
to say in any event, that this industry
is entitled to a prominent position

"New Dartmouth B" and

"Dartmouth C," whose merits have been
widely recognized, are by no means
neglected.

The company has the reputation of
making the smoothest iron sinks pro-

The

the

among

many which

city regards

S)©4 ft® CUBIP
By Harold David Carew

Ah me

!

IMethinks I hear a mystic voice

Awake,

Throw
But

off
lo

!

—

slumbering Muse,
thy cloak of solitude
I can not choose

my

!

choice,

—

!

power of Love

Awake,

;

But speak

—aye

;

sleep not again,

speak to

me

Bring forth the golden heart of
In hope reveal the Key.

!

Daphne then
;

It is not mystic, for it now is real;
Its vision, ere so dark.
True love is love in changeless zeal,
Is bright
!

Sincerity the spark.

the

capital

with honest pride.

A

W©maini'i

/Siirngweir

By Maude Gordon Bohy
You

ask

If

I'll

me

if I '11 be your wife
walk through the years with you?
But the look on your face as you ask it
;

Shows you know not how

to woo.

tell me I shall never want.
There are jewels and fame beside.
But a woman, true, craves more than gold,
'Tis her heart must be satisfied.

You

You

tell

me

I

could sway the world

With your wealth and your famous name.
But I'd rather rule my husband's heart
Than win worldly honor or fame.

much of beauty and wealth,
and high degree,
often think and ponder it well,
Who would cherish and love little me ?

You

talk so

Of

I

title

' '

' '

The wealth

I seek you cannot give
honest and unstained life.
You ask for my heart, and would give
No, I never can be your wife.
;

An

me

gold ?

I'd rather be a fisher's bride
AVith my heart that poor man's shrine,

Than marry

a

His horses,

And

so I say,

man who

loves but his gold,

his stocks, his

wine

!

' '

Good-night, good-bye.
longer tarry.
'Tis heart for heart; not heart for gold,
That 's the only way I '11 marry

You need no

'

—

'

!

Eflsad
By

Georgiana Rogers

That you

what you give
you live,
you are inclined to doubt
will get

Is as true as

And

if

it.

Just try being kind

And you

will

make up your mind

That somebody knew

all

about

it.

HARRY BURNS HUTCHINS.

LL. D.

President of the University of Michigan

[Courtesy of the Michigan Alumnus.]

liclhingsiini's

By An

Mew

Occasional Contritutor

Within a short time past new
presidents have been called to assume the direction of many of oiir
most important institutions of learnAt Harvard, the Boston Instiing.
tute of Technology, Dartmouth and
Wesleyan, new executive heads have
been installed within a year while at
Boston University, the University of
Maine and Wellesley, vacancies in
this position now exist which the respective boards of trustees are seek;

Bird's

the University of Michigan having
only a few weeks since, after long de-

made

choice

of

a

per-

manent successor to the distinguished
educator James B. Angell, whose service as president was only equaled
in distinction and length of years by
that of President Eliot of Harvard;
the University of Minnesota,
rapidly coming to the front among

while

the

greatest

of

our American uni-

versities, is still looking for the right
to assume control of its affairs.

man

It is noted with no little satisfaction by the people of New Hampshire,
that, while a native of the far West
was called to the presidency of the

honored and venerable institution at
Hanover, in which they have so long
taken pride, a native of the Granite
State has finally been named as the
successor

of

Tappan

Haven

and

Eye View of the University of Michigan

ing to fill, though liable to find diffiin
doing so satisfactorily.
culty
Similar experience in some measure
is noted at the West, the regents of

liberation,

JPiregideiaft

Angell at the head of the great instiwhich has long been known as

tution,

"Harvard

of the West;" which
recently outranked the Cambridge institution in the total number of students in attendance and
which, today, has a greater number of
registered alumni than any other
the

has

American university.

Harry Burns Hutchins who has
been elected president of the
University of Michigan, was born in
Lisbon, Grafton County, New Hampshire, April 8, 1847, the son of Carlejust
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ton

B.

and

Nancy W.

(Merrill)
received a college preparatory education at the jNIethodist
Conference Seminaries in Tilton, N.
H., and Newbury, Vt., and entered
Wesleyan University at IMiddletown,
Hutcliins.

He

1866, but was compelled
to leave within a year, on account of
ill health.
Subsequently he pursued
special studies in anatomy, physiology
and surgery at the University of Vermont, and at Dartmouth Medical Col-

Conn.,

in

The
lege

New

;

but, his

late

fam-

removing to Michigan about that
time, he entered the State University
in the fall of 1867, and was graduated
Bachelor of Philosophy in 1871, takily

ing high rank throughout, having
been class orator in his senior year,

and honored by selection as a commencement speaker. During the year
following graduation he was superintendent of schools at Owosso. Alich.,
but the next year he returned to the
university

as

instructor

he

filled

when he resigned

for

three

years,

to enter the legal

profession, for which he had for some
time been fitting himself. He thereupon formed a partnership with his

Thomas M. Crocker,
father-in-law,
under the firm name of Crocker &
Hutcliins, with offices in Mount Clemens and Detroit, continuing for eight
years, with a large and growing busiIn 1884 he was called to sucness.
ceed the greatest of American jurists.

Chemical Building- -Center of the Campus

under the direction of the

Dr. Alpheus B. Crosby

position

in

history

and rhetoric, being promoted to assistant professor a year later, which

Judge Thomas M. Cooley,
fessor of

tinuing

Law
for

responded

to

as

Jay Pro-

at the university, con-

three

years,

an urgent

when he

call to

Cor-

nell University at Ithaca, N. Y., to organize a law department in connec-

tion with that institution.

Here he

remained eight years, establishing
and building up a law school which

compares favorably with many of the
older institutions of the kind throughout the country, and in which he
served as dean of the faculty but in
1895 he responded to a call to return to Ann Arbor as head of the law
department there, then, as now, the
;

Michigan's
largest

institution

of

its

class

New

in

America. Two years later, when President Angell was sent as United. States
minister to Turkey, in an important
emergency in the relations between
that government and ours, ]\Ir. Hutchins was designated as acting president

President

the regents should succeed in seman for a permanent
head of the institution and so splentil

curing the right

;

didly did he acquit himself during
the following year, in which earnest
search was made among the educators
of the country, that the final conclu-

HON. THOMAS M. COOLEY.
Former Chief Justice

of
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LL. D.

Michigan and Dean of the Law School

of the university, during Doctor Angell's absence, performing the responsible duties of the position, in addition to his own immediate duties as
dean of the law school, to the satisfaction of all concerned.
Upon Doctor Angell's resignation of the presidency in June, 1909, after a service
of nearly forty years, he was again
named as acting president to serve un-

sion of the regents
man for the place

was that the right
was already in it,

and immediately following the recent
commencement, his permanent appointment as president was formally
announced.
President Hutchins has done much
notable work outside his official and

Under appointprofessional duties.
ment of the ^Michigan Supreme Court
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has revised and annotated several
of the Conrt Reports of
He has also issued
that state.
"Hutchins' Equity Cases" a standard legal work and has brought out

lie

volumes

—

an American edition of "Williams on
Real Property," revised, annotated
and adapted to American jurisdicHe is a member of the Ameritions.
can Historical Association, the Michigan Political Science Association, has

numerous addresses before
given
learned societies, and has been a frequent contributor to law and educaThe University of
tional reviews.
Wisconsin conferred upon him the deDegree of Doctor of Laws in 1897.
cember 26, 1872, he married Mary
Louise Crocker of Mount Clemens,
Mich.
There are two or three long-established Eastern universities of greater
prestige than the University of Michigan, and quite a number of greater
There are several Western
wealth.
institutions, also, that are far more

endowed; but not all the
wealth of a Leland Stanford or even
a John D. Rockefeller, can buy for
any university the standing in the
educational world secured to the great
institution of the Peninsula State by
the presence on its faculty rolls in the
heavily

departments of science, language and
literature of such names as Asa Gray,
Louis Fasquelle, James R. Boise,
Alexander Winchell, Henry S. Frieze,
Andrew D. White, James C. Watson,
Edward P. Evans, Edward Olney,
Charles Kendall Adams and Moses
Coit Tyler; in the medical department of Abram Sager, Silas H.
Douglass, Moses Gunn, Zina Pitcher,
Alonzo B. Palmer, Corydon L. Ford
and Samuel G. Armor, and in law of
James Valentine Campbell, Charles
Thomas M. Cooley, AlI. Walker,
pheus Felch, Henry B. Brown,
Charles A. Kent, Henry Wade Rogers,

Charles A. Knowlton and Harrj^

B. Hutchins.

The graduates of this great institufound in every state in the
Union, and in many foreign lands,
and its influence for good upon the
national mind and character, is today
unsurpassed by that of any of its comNot only has it a larger enpeers.
tion are

rollment of living alumni today than
any other American university, but
a larger representation therefrom in
the Congress of the United States.
Well indeed may New Hampshire
take pride in the fact that one of her
brilliant sons now stands at its head.

Tlh®

Pew

By H.

Folsom

T.

In the somber silence of deep night

When weary

mortals slept,

A vision came from out a wood,
A mournful vision as it stood.
And wept —

—The

Dew.

¥a\ca\'Sfl©ini

By M.

Bassett

AVhen the days grow gradually
longer and the stamp of confirmed
summer is evidenced upon every side,
the city dweller, held per force of circumstances to the modern brick life
of the period, displays a restless longing for the annual flitting time to ar-

and speed him far away from
the scenes of daily humdrum activity that have well nigh become unbearable.
What, then, can equal the charm of
a charm that appeals
the country,
to tired humanity, and bids weary
folks lay aside their various burdens
Ears that have
and rest
just rest.
grown nerveless amid the thousand
floating noises of a large town or city
quickly respond to the deep call of
beckoning hills, the cheery song of
the woodland brook or gentle monotone of the friendly river; the silver
flash of limpid streams, where trout
lazily swim and tempt the patient
angler to further effort, is a thing
never to be forgotten.
The subtle joy of the country is all
there, just as of old, before we left
the home nest to struggle with the
larger life the outer world afforded,
rive,

—

•

—

and from which we now and then return, stamped with an irrepressible
individuality that life brought us.
With mingled feelings of relief, and
gratitude we find ourselves in some
quiet hamlet, high on the hills or low
in the valley it may be among scenes
once dearly loved, or gazing with ap;

preciative eyes upon entirely new
scenery, but conscious only of the supreme "blessedness of the average excellence of life" in the homes whose
hospitable doors open wide to receive
us.
There we find the real heart of

the country

With

folks, gentle, simple, sin-

quiet dignity they utter
the everyday commonplaces, do the
everyday little acts of kindness and
charity, often bravely suppressing the

cere.

W)^yi
Bouke
of

vision

glorious

may remain

they

possibilities that
true to a circum-

— duty

gentle,

inflexible withal.

"He-

scribed round of duty

mayhap, but

'

'

some one has
roes of the average life
called them, and we Avho know fully
The old faces, the old voices
agree.
hold their distinctive place in our
memories that even the rush of modern existence fails to eradicate, and
their kindly words of greeting ring
true as we meet them, here and there,
in their favorite village haunts.
It is well if our first day of relaxation finds us up with the lark, ready

and eager to travel far afield. The
old porch supports a glistening drapery of morning-glory vines, whose
beautiful white and blue blossoms
peep shyly out to bid us welcome the
clear air of early day is sweet with
all the freslmess of a new-born earth,
offering its matin sacrifice to the jubilant sun, now rising beyond the eastern hills. All the remembered sights
and sounds of summer break upon
our quickened senses with the comforting conviction that within us yet
wells the eternal fount of unquench-_
able youth, with all the receptive joy
we once believed was forever lost.
The garden (for there is always
room for a garden in the country) is
surely a thing of joy in its pristine,
;

dew-drenched

namon

loveliness,

where

cin-

clover,
mignonette,
pinks and honeysuckle are filling the
morning air with matchless perfume;
up in the old elm tree a golden robin
roses,

caroling forth his gay greeting in
recognition of the swelling chorus
pouring up from wooded dells or
is

crested peaks.

Faring out along the roadside the

happy
late

loiterer finds

much

to specu-

about in the wild riot of sweet-

briar,

mountain

vines that outline

laurel and grape
and overgrow every
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stone wall and fence corner, while up
the hillsides and down the hollows the
wild roses are reveling in fair June's
honor.
Humble descendants are they
of that magnificent rose of Damascus,
toast of ancient days, but oh, how
lovely in their unostentatious beauty
And the grasses how luxuriantly
What child has not dethey grow
lighted in the beautiful quakegrass,
and the tall spikes of timothy, head
The
high along the stone walls?
lanes and by-ways are lined with
wind-sown wild oats and darnels, the
yellow rattle and lotus, the cocksfoot and foxtail, while all the meadow
lands rejoice in their thick carpeting
of purple burnet and lighter air-grass.
Across these meadows and gliding
into the neighboring wood a little

—

!

!

brook

and

sings upon its
lonely way; its banks are steep and
grassy in some places and in others
sink away into the quiet shelter of
overhanging alders and silver birches.
Here the children come for the earliest violets in the spring, and later
reap rich harvests of wild parsnips

ripples

and dog
this

daisies.

We

brook well, and

proud

fishermen

know

many an

angler,
possessor of a three-foot pole,

with bent pin accompaniment, has

emnly

fished for trout

—

sol-

many weary

weary, perhaps, but never to
hours,
be forgotten.
As the noontide creeps on, the
drowsy hum of the locusts beguiles
the wayfarer into seeking the pleasant shelter of the trees at the edge of
the pasture-land, where mild-eyed cattle are gently cropping the young
clover-tops or standing knee-deep in
the mirror-like pond, where white and
yellow lilies grow. The distant hills,
with their mantles of blue haze, seem
dozing in the sunshine, and the dark

pine trees stand like silent sentinels,
straight and motionless under the bluof June skies.
Deepest peace
reigns within and without us and the
whole substance of the universe seems
bound up in the myriad summer
sounds floating 'tvvixt earth and sky;
the little furry creatures of the wood
est

A'enture into our

immediate neighbor-

to curiously gaze upon us, but
soon escape into the friendly under-

hood

growth nearby only the birds show
any degree of fearlessness and from
leafy retreats pour forth sweetest
melodies for our enchantment.
Sunset now, and the hills are
;

flushed a yellowish pink; the little
clouds that cluster above the western
horizon range in color from deepest
violet and rose to old ivory; ripples
of air begin to whisper among the
maple leaves, and the haymakers are
As we follow
turning homeward.
them down the dust-white road the
long twilight of our New England
summer softly enfolds us. Over in
the thicket the katydids are voicing
their

monotonous

tive of

assertions, provoca-

much thought on

the nature-

lover's part, and nearer at hand bobw^hite is piping up his cheery note.
Dear little feathered brothers, sing-

ing your mediocre lullaby, how speedily are you forgotten in the ecstacy
that thrills us through and through
when, out of the shadows, clear, unexpected, the liquid sweetness of the
hermit thrush's song bursts upon our
enraptured ears. Motionless we stand
while that glorious tune shakes the
silence and finally fades into the hush
of the hour, and the memory alone is
Shall we ever hear anything
ours.
again so sweet, so touched with the
divine, so remote

from the

feverish-

ness of our busy lives?

Thoughtfully we pursue our way back to the
farmhouse, from whose open door and

windows the cheerful lamplight

is

streaming.

The purple shadows of night have
fallen about the old buildings and
covered with loving tenderness all the
evidences of Time's harsh dealing,

and a subdued and altogether mysterious loveliness transfomis the erstwhile commonplace exterior.
But what pen can hope to portray
the infinite glory and wonder of

summer moonlight

in the country?
Like a silver tissue falling upon the

New Hampshire
earth,

it

drapes with

celestial

beauty

and grace every object it enfolds.
Prince and peasant alike have been
moved by its deathless splendor, and
men of all climes and ages have sung
its praises; dreams have invariably
followed in its train and' from time
immemorial lovers have plighted their
troth by its silvery light and we, the
;

busy, eyerv^day toilers of the world,

Mew
HON. CHARLES
Hon. Chai'les

F.

STONE

Stone, associate justice of the Superior Court, died at liis
liome in Lac-onia, after a long illness,
July 25, 1910.
Judge Stone, like many other men who
have gained prominence in the legal profession in this state, was a native of Vermont, born in the town of Cabot, May 21,
1843, the son of Levi H. and Mary C.
was a
father
Stone. His
(Osgood)
farmer and he passed his early life in
farm work when not attending the district

school.

Barre, (Vt.)

Middlebury

He fitted for college
Academy and graduated
in

have been soothed and comforted into
temporary forgetfulness of much of
life's disillusionment.

Back to the city we carry many
happy remembrances of our country
holidays, refreshed and strengthened,
physically, mentally and morally, and
in our hearts some of that wondrous
"joy that shall accompany us to the
gates of God."

Inls\mpglhiiire

F.

at

at

the class of 1869, having

defrayed the expenses of his college
course by teaching. He then entered the
law office of Hon. J. W. Stewart at Middlebury, meanwhile filling the position
of principal of the village graded school.
A year later he removed to Laconia, N.
H., and continued his legal studies in
the office of Hon. Bllery A. Hibbard.
Upon the completion of the same and his
admission to the bar in 1872, he was
associated in partnership for a time with
the late George W. Stevens of Laconia,
subsequently continuing in practice alone,
and then, in 1880, forming a partnership
with the late Erastus P. Jewell, which
continued until 1894, when he was appointed Naval Officer at the port of Boston by President Cleveland, holding the
office
four years. In 1898 he was the
Democratic candidate for governor of
New Hampshire, and received the votes
of the Democratic members for United
States Senator at the next session of the
Legislature. Originally a Republican, he
had transferred his allegiance to the
Democratic party in 1876, and served as
a Democratic representative in the st.ate
Legislature of 1883, and again in 1887. He
also served as chairman of the Democratic State Committee from 1882 to 1890,
and was his party's candidate for Congress in the First District in 1892, com-
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Necrology

Me€ff©E©g>

As
ing within 600 votes of an election.
a campaign speaker he was one of the
most effective in the state, and took an
active part on the stump for many years.
Upon the reorganization of the judiciary in 1901 and the adoption of the
dual court system, he was named as one
of the associate justices of the Superior
Court, and continued in service in that
capacity up to about a year ago, when he
was incapacitated by the serious illness
from which he never recovered.
Judge Stone became a member of the
Masonic order while a student at Barre.
In Laconia he was a member of Mt. Lebanon Lodge, Union Royal Arch Chapter
and Pilgrim Commaudery. He was also
a member of Chocorua Lodge, I. O. O.
He
F., and of Laconia Grange, P. of H.
joublic spirited citizen and actively
identified with various enterprises for the
advancement of the public welfare. He
was counsel for the Laconia Street Railway, a director of the First National

was a

Bank

Laconia and a trustee of the
Savings Bank. Endowetl with
an attractive personality and a pleasing
address, Judge Stone made many friends,
of

Citizens'

and exerted a wide influence

for good.

married, first, July 27, 1870, Minnie
A. Nichols, at Royalton, Vt., who died,
September 22:, 1875, leaving one daughter,
Flora Minnie Stone. He married, second,
Septendaer 12, 1896, Isabel M., widow of

He

Benjamin Munsey, daughter of Col. Noah
A. Smith of Laconia, who, with the
daughter, survives.

DR.

WILLIAM

G.

PERRY

William G. Perry, M. D., long a leading citizen and noted physician of Exeter,
born in that town July 21, 1823, the eldest son of Dr. William and Abigail (Gil-

man)

Perry, died there, August

2,

1910.

Doctor Perry was a descendant, in the
sixth generation, of Anthony Perry, one
of the early settlers of Rehoboth, Mass.
His mother was a daughter of Col.
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Nathaniel Gilman, a younger brother of
Grovernor John Taylor Gilman and United
States
Senator Nicholas Gilman. His
grandfather, Nathan Perry, was a Revolutionary soldier, and his father, Dr. William Perry, was a Harvard graduate and
the oldest alumnus of the institution
when he died, in 1887, in his 99th year.
He was educated at Phillips Exeter

Academy, Dartmouth College (class of
1842) and the New York College of Physicians and Surgeons, and, after a year's
study abroad, commenced the practice of
medicine in Exeter, in 1847, continuing
actively for more than half a century. He
was a trustee of the State Hospital for
more than forty years, and was consulting surgeon and physician for the
Exeter Cottage Hospital. He was much
interested
in
educational
and
work,
served ux)on the town school committee

and as a trustee

of

Robinson Female

Seminary.
He married, August 20, 1849, Lucretia
Morse Fislv of Concord, a granddaughter
of Rev. Timothy Walker, Concord's first
settled minister, who died, September 4,

^datoiT

DR. IRVING

0.

CUMMINGS

Irving O. Cummings, M. D., son of the
late Dr. Ebenezer G. Cummings, long the
leading dentist of Concord, who was born
in that city, February 22, 1864, died at
Brewster, Mass., August 4, 1910.

Doctor

Cummings was

fitted

for

col-

Concord High School and
graduated from Dartmouth in the class
of 1887, subsequently pursuing the study
He graduated from the Harof medicine.
vard Medical School and pursued hospital
work in Boston two years, ultimately locating in practice at Georgetown, Mass.,
whence he removed two years later to
Brewster, where he practiced ten years,
retiring five years since on account of illhealth. A year ago, accompanied by his
wife, who was Miss Florence G. Hayes of
Portsmouth, whom he married June 8,
1893, he made a journey around the
world, but the improved health hoped for
did not result, and the end came on the
date above named. His wife survives
lege

at

the

him.

umd ¥mMl%h(^f% lM©teo^

"The Old Home Week" period
"on" in

1896, leaving one daughter, Mrs. Albertus
T. Dudley.

is

now

New

Hampshire, opening on Saturday, August 21, and continuing till
Friday, the 27, inclusive. There has been
apparently less attention paid to the festival this year than usual, though some
towns that have never before observed it
have fallen into line at this time.
Among these is the town of Alstead in
Cheshire County, from which invitations
have been sent out to absent sons and
daughters for a grand home-coming on
Thursday; August 25, on which occasion,
as a prominent feature of the day's program, will occur the dedication of an
elegant new public library, donated to the
town in memory of his parents, by John
G. Shedd of Chicago, head of the Marshall
Field Company, proprietors of the largest
dry goods house in the world, who was
a native of the place. In this case
the donation of the library has resulted in
the "Old Home Day" observance, reversing the order, which has been noted in
more than one instance in the past, where
the observance of "Old Home Day" has
resulted in the donation of a public library
to the town by some well-to-do native returning to visit the scenes and friends of
his youth. The town of Hudson also dedicates a new public library and observes

"Old Home Day," on Thursday, August 25;
while in connection with a similar ob-

servance on the same day, in Pittsfield,
a new memorial school building, presented
the town by ex-Governor and Mrs. Hiram
A. Tuttle, in memory of their daughter,
the late Harriet Tuttle Folsom, will also
be dedicated.

The elaborate paper by Doctor Griffis
New Hampshire Brigade in Sul-

on the

Campaign, delivered before the
Hampshire Society Sons of the
American Revolution, July 12, presented
livan's

New

in this issue, the result of much careful
research, will be found of special interest
to all New Hampshire readers possessed
of any degree of state pride. That New
Hampshire struck the first aggressive
blow of the Revolution at Fort William
and Mary, furnished two thirds of the
patriot forces at Bunker Hill, won the
honors at Bennington, and furnished both
the leader and a goodly share of the fighting force in this successful campaign
against the Indians which destroyed a
prominent base of supplies for the British in the Revolution, is, indeed, glory
enough for one small state. The portrait
cuts of Generals Sullivan and Poor, and
Chaplain Evans, and of the Evans Memorial Tablet in the North Congregational Church, Concord, illustrating this
article, are furnished through the courtesy of Dea. John C. Thorne.
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There was no surer

test of the legal
ability, the intellectual resources, the
skill and judgment of the average lawyer of half a century ago, and more,
than was involved in the conduct of a
sharply contested jury trial; and,
though under our modern practice
such trials are becoming less frequent
from year to year, the lawyer who is
most successful in their conduct, is
yet, as a rule, the one whose services

most extensively sought by litiand who is accorded highest
rank in the profession in the general
are

gants,

estimation.
While there are fewer men at the
bar, at the present time, who are
eminent as jury lawyers than was the
case fifty years ago, there are still
a goodly number in the state thus
distinguished,

County has

of

whom Merrimack

its fair

share,

and among

whom

Nathaniel E. Martin, of the
well-known firm of Martin & Howe,
stands well at the front. There is no
firm in the State, indeed, whose name
appears more frequently on the trial
dockets; and no lawyer in this or any
other New Hampshire county, who
has had greater success with juries, in
the last fifteen years, than has Mr.
Martin,

who

class
knowledge of

for

this

to a natural aptitude
of practice, adds a
men, and of human

nature in general, which places him
at an advantage with most of his
associates. It is seldom, indeed, that
he loses a cause before a jury in his
own county, and his success elsewhere compares favorably with that
of

Eo

lMa\ftlhaiffiieE

By H. H.

any of his associates.
Mr. Martin is a native

of the

town

New

1910

Series, Vol.

5,

No. 9

Ma^iritiini

Metcalf

Loudon, born August 9, 1855. He
a son of the late Theophilus B. and
Sarah L. (Rowell) Martin. His father,
who died in December, 1883, was an
industrious and successful farmer, and
leading citizen, who represented his
town in the legislature and was treasurer of Merrimack County at the
time of the erection of the old courthouse in 1852. He was a justice of
the peace and a trial justice for many
years and his counsel was largely
sought in the management of town
affairs. In politics he was a Democrat
of the stalwart type, which has been a
proclivity of the family for generaHis father Nathaniel Martions.
of
is

—

tin-^grandfather of Nathaniel E., and
for whom he was named, was a native
of Pembroke, a son of James Martin, a
revolutionary soldier of that town, and
settled in London in 1808, upon the
farm which has ever since remained in

thefamily possession. Nathaniel Martin, the grandfather, was also an active

and

influential citizen in his

a trial justice and for

many

day

—

years a

deputy sheriff for Rockingham County
which then embraced a considerable
portion of what

is

now Merrimack

The late Governor Noah
County.
Martin, of Dover, a native of Epsom,
came from the same ancestry, as did
Abigail Martin, the mother of Judge
WiUiam Martin Chase, former Associate Justice of the

who

Supreme Court,

therefore, a kinsman of the
subject of this sketch,
is,

Reared upon the farm and inured
manual labor, young Martin developed a physical vigor commensurate with the active mind with which

to

Hon. Nathaniel E. Martin
he had been endowed, and which asserted itself in his determination to
secure a better education than the
country school afforded, and to fit
With
himself for professional life.
this end in view he entered the Con-

cord High School, graduating in June
1876. He pursued the study of law
in the office of Sargent & Chase, was
admitted to the bar August 14, 1879,
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"
in any legal contest;
strong team
and which, as has been indicated,
commands a clientage unsurpassed by
that of any other firm, so far as ordi"

nary

litigation

is

concerned.

Mr. Martin has seldom been employed by corporations, but, on the
other hand, is generally known as
"
the people's lawyer," and commands in wide measure the confidence

Theophilus B. Martin

and immediately commenced practice
in Concord, where he has continued
He was alone
to the present time.
for a time, but for the last fifteen
years DeWitt C. Howe, one of the
ablest young lawyers in the State,
who was Chairman of the Judiciary
Committee of the House in the last
has been associated with
him, and the combination is an admirable one, making what is known as a

legislature,

of the average citizen throughout a
large section of the state.

Although a Democrat from birth
and conviction, and earnestly devoted
to the fundamental principles of the
Democratic party, Mr. Martin has not
sought leadership in party affairs; yet
has never shirked his duty in that
He has served as chairman
regard.
of the Democratic City Committee of
Concord, and as a member, secretary
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and chairman

of the State Committee,
holding the latter position in 1902.
He has been several times a candidate
of his party for representative, but the
strong Republican majority in the

ward naturally precluded his election.
He was nominated as the Democratic
candidate for solicitor of Merrimack
County in the fall of 1886, and elected,
assuming the office in July following.
His administration, covering a period
of two years, was characterized by a
determined purpose to execute the
laws of the State as they stood, including the then-existing prohibitory liquor law, which, in this as in all other
counties of the State, had always

himself and his party, though, as has
always happened when a Democrat
has held the office of mayor in the
Capital City, an adverse majority in
the councils hampered his work and
neutralized his efforts in the line of
practical reform in

many directions.
member of the

In 1904 he was a

New Hampshire

delegation in the
National Democratic Convention, at
St. Louis.

Mr. Martin was one

of the incor-

porators of the Concord Building &
Loan Association, and has been treasurer of the same since its organization
in September 1887, being the only
survivor of the original official board.

Martin Farm Cottage

been, practically, a dead letter. That
purpose was most effectually carried
out, and the vigor and zeal which he
manifested in the work won him reputation and approval, throughout the

State and beyond its borders. It is
proper to add that his course in this
regard was inspired by no overzealous devotion to the Prohibition
cause, but by a feeling of obligation,
as a sworn officer of the law, bound
to secure its enforcement.
In November 1898, Mr. Martin was
of Concord, and his
administration of that office, covering
a period of two years from January
following, was eminently creditable to

elected

Mayor

This organization is one of the most
substantial and successful of its kind

New England. With an aggregate
investment now reaching $350,000 it
has not lost a dollar since the start;
and the sagacity and good judgment
of Mr. Martin has been a strong conin

tributing factor in its success.
The old homestead in Loudon re-

mains

in Mr. Martin's possession,
passing into his hands after his father's
decease, and has been managed under
his direction.

moved some

The

old house

was

re-

years since and a neat

farm cottage substituted. For some
years extensive dairying operations
were carried on, a fine herd of cows

Hon. Nathaniel E. Martin
being maintained, but of late this has
been abandoned, Mr. Martin having
arrived at the conclusion that the sale
of

hay

direct

is

more

profitable than

the feeding of the same to any kind of
stock, the soil fertility being maintained by the liberal application of
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tensively interested, in company with
others, in lumbering operations, as a
"
side line," and a diversion from proHe is also a great
fessional labor.
lover of fine horses and dogs, and has
been the owner of some valuable specimens in the former line, among which
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Concord, uniting with the same over
30 years ago, and passing the chairs
in that organization.
He is also a
member of Canton Wildey, No, 1,
Patriarchs MiUtant.
He was united in marriage, March
27, 1902, with Mrs. Jennie P. Lawrence, a daughter of the late Asahel
Burnham, of Concord, a veteran of
Co. F, 12th N. H. Regiment in the
Civil War, and also a soldier of the
Mexican War, under Gen. Franklin
Pierce, who was a native of the town
of Mont Vernon, and a kinsman of
the famous Hutchinson family, singers, of

Milford.

At the recent primary election, Mr.
Martin was chosen as the Democratic

G®®dl
By

L. J.

candidate for State Senator in District
No. 10, generally known as the Concord district.
This district is normally Republican by about 400 majority, but has been represented by
Democrats in the last two legislatures,
the last or present incumbent being
Hon. William M. Chase. It is rarely
that a man so well equipped for efficient service is named by either party,
in any district as a candidate for senator, and it is safe to say should he be
elected, he will give intelligent con-

sideration to every measure coming
before the upper branch of the legislature, and will see to it, so far as his
influence goes, that the welfare of the
State is properly conserved.

miiM
H. Frost

vesper time and flowers with folded petals
Seem worshiping the Great Supreme;
With heads bowed low, birds hush their soulful music,
And wait the morn with folded wing.
'Tis

;

Good-night.
the murmur of the restless waters.
They miss the sun's glad, warm embrace;
Their voices sound like hearts complaining
The absence of some cherished face.

Hush hear
!

Good-night.

The evening star keeps calm and silent vigil
O'er many a loved one's new-made grave;
While ocean waves, cold and white-crested,
Lock up their dead within their hidden caves.
Good-night.

A last

good-night until the morning
Shall break that brings eternal day;
Then may we fold away our tear-stained raiment.
And clothed in white walk up the shining way.

By Maude Gordon Rohy
Across the sea of Time I ride,
A single, radiant Star my guide.

The night is dark, and swift the tide;
The breakers roar, the world is wide;
But neither sea nor Time nor tide
Shall keep

me from my

love,

my

bride.

TBn® SeMem©ira<t oi
Bij J.

M. Moses

Barnstead was granted May 20,
"
unto sundry of our loving sub1727,
jects

.

.

.

that inhabit or shall

grant," namely,
Rev. Joseph Adams of Newington
and one hundred and five other

inhabit

the

[S)S^M^<les\d

said

ing a committee

"

to

find

out the

most convenient way to Barnstead
and to clear the same so as to be
passable for man and horse."
be guessed that this bridlethe central range-way
followed
path
It

may

Each was of Barrington and Strafford. This
people of that vicinity.
his
of
on
forfeiting
pain
lay in the direct line to Barnstead
required,
"
build a
meeting house, and most of it is still
right to the others, to
dwelhng house within three years used as a road. They had to chmb
and settle a family therein, and break the steep ridge at the north end of
up three acres of ground and plant Packer's Mountain, as this is the only
north
or sow the same within three years,
pass without going two miles
and pay his proportion of the town or south.
"
that a
The charter required
charges when and so often as occasion
shall require the same."
Apparently meeting house be built for the pubhc
an early and numerous settlement worship of God within the term of
had been provided for, but the four years." A little after the four
result proved otherwise.
years'had expired we find them voting
The danger of individual forfeit- " that a meeting house shall be built
ure was soon removed, as probably
in Barnstead of two stories high, the
none of the grantees set foot in lower story seven foot high, the upper
with
Barnstead within the three years.
story six foot high, to be built
Any danger of forfeiting the charter good square timber eight inches thick,
as a whole was effectually provided
and the house to be thirty-two foot
and
and
against by giving the governor
long, and twenty-six foot wide,
lieutenant governor a grant of 500
to jut over all around three inches
acres each, and admitting the memclear of the lower story, the upper
bers of the council as associate
story six inches thick." Also "Voted
All felt very easy in
that the aforesaid meeting house be
proprietors.
their minds, and apparently about
built in the most convenient spot of
three years passed before any of them
the grounds between the lots 55 & 56
and 65 & 66, in the highway; to be
again thought of Barnstead.
I lately had a chance to examine
built with square timber to the wall
ends
their records for seventy years. They
platts all round, and the gable
throw an interesting light on the old to be clapboarded up, and the roof
towns.
to be covered with long shingles and
proprietary method of settling
The first meeting, of which record to have a door and hung on hinges."
has been preserved, was held at
John Nutter took the contract to
Newington March 31, 1730. They build this for ninety pounds. July 24,
chose officers and voted that the
as built
"

shall go and discourse
selectmen
the selectmen of Barrington whether
they will join with Barnstead in
Barlaying out a high-way through
rington to Barnstead."
The discourse was not effective, for
three years later we find them choos-

by
1733, it was referred to
John Trickey. September 20, 1733,
a committee, having examined the
"

building,

reported

that

the

said

workmanlike manner
according to the vote," and that they
had accepted it for the town. The

house

is

built
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Barnstead History has given this
meeting house a later date.
It seems never to have been used
for worship, but stood long enough
to be remembered bv Levi Clark
(1773-1862),

who

used'to

tell his

son,

"
the log church
Samuel, of seeing
with sides and ends upright, but roof
It was evidently meant for
a garrison house and general rendezvous, and doubtless served as a
shelter
for
some of the earliest
adventurers, being located at the
center of the First Division lots.

fallen."

These lots were one hundred and
twenty in number, and occupied a
tract about four and one-half miles
long and two and one-half miles
wide, on the southeast side of the
town, coming within about threefourths of a mile of Strafford.

Its

southwesterly end was about fifty
rods north of the Province Road, its
westerly corner coming near the
Bickford place. The lots were each
one hundred and twenty rods by
eighty rods, and laid out in ranges
running southeast and northwest.
The numbering began at the south
corner, running up and down the
ranges, ending with No. 120 at the
east corner.
They were laid out in
1731.

As for the highways, let our present
enthusiasts take notice that the city
of Barnstead was planned to have
streets
of the

of a spaciousness

New

Jerusalem.

suggestive

There was to

be a central boulevard, lengthwise,
fifteen rods wide, a central one, cross-

twenty rods wide, and other
highways five rods wide at intervals
of two hundred and forty rods from
wise,

these.

The record does not

what these

state

were to be surfaced
with. Probably auto travel was not
But the Barnstead
contemplated.
proprietors were famous for brave
plans on paper.
They did not all go up to settle.
October 11, 1733, a meeting was held
"
in Greenland
at the sign of the
Bare," at which it was voted, Lemuel
"
Bickford dissenting,
that twentyfive families, proprietors of the townstreets

ship

of

Barnstead,

do

forthwith

settle in said township, and for their
encouragement, the rest of the pro-

prietors

shall

pay four pounds per

annum, each

proprietor, for the space
of three years, to be piaid at two
payments in the year, to supply
those proprietors that goes to settle
with provisions &c, whilst they are
settling and clearing their own lands.".
Besides this, each non-settler was
to pay a pound a year for the second
and third years, and then two pounds
a year for ten years, or till he settled
"
to procure a young minister
himself,
to preach the gospel to them that are

settUng."

A

the

committee was chosen to find
first
and
settlers,

twenty-five

empowered to lease the rest of the
land to them for three years.
They evidently thought they were
making a generous offer, though the
colonial money was then of only onethird the value of English money,and
was rapidly depreciating. It failed to
induce

settlers.

Probably settlement could have
been effected by giving farms, and
throwing the town open to outsiders.
Massachusetts, with ten times New
Hampshire's population, was pushing
New
settlements up the Merrimack.
Hampshire, jealous of the encroachment, was trying to settle what land
she could with her own people. But
the Piscataqua settlements were not
badly crowded. If any were willing
to pioneer, there were Barrington and

Nottingham trying to settle two
hundred square miles of vacant land.
None of the proprietors of Barnstead
felt poor enough to need to emigrate
twenty miles by a bridle path over a
mountain into the wilderness beyond
Barrington. It was easier to stay at
home and vote for others to bell the
cat.

It was voted, October 7, 1753, to
tax each non-settler thirty shillings
for the benefit of such as would settle
before the end of the next March.
The next on the subject in the
records is under date of March 28,
1738, when it was voted to tax each
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proprietor three pounds, "to be
distributed amongst fifteen persons
that shall first go up to settle."

A year later a committee was
chosen "to draw up a scheme, or an
"
to promote
obligatory prescription
settlement. This they seem to have
done, but at the meeting following,

June 29, 1739, another plan was
substituted. All plans failed, and the
records have nothing more on the
subject for ten years.

The Massachusetts boundary was

settled in 1741, and then New Hampshire was less in haste about occupyMoreover,
ing her western lands.

war was impending, and it was no
time to push frontier settlements.
A committee was chosen, October
17, 1749, to revisit the city of Barnstead and see if its one building was
standing, also to remark the bounds,
and the way up through Barrington.
It was voted, January 2, 1749
"
that there be a new
(Old Style),
book for the township of Barnstead
purchased at the charge of the
propriety, and that the charter and
schedule be entered in said book."
This is the book that is preserved.
Down to 1784, it is all in the excellent
of Richard Downing,
who was clerk for forty years. He
copied into it all the records of the
earlier book.
Charles Hodgdon of
Barnstead succeeded him as clerk.
The rest of the records are in his
handwriting, and end April 20, 1802.
During the few years of peace
there were renewed efforts to settle
the town especially to find fifteen

handwriting

—

There were committees,
conferences with proposing settlers,
first settlers.

and
all

inducements offered; but
fell through, and
French war came and went,

special

the negotiations

the last

leaving Barnstead, thirty-three years
after its charter, still unoccupied.
Why the spacious-streeted city of
Barnstead, with its two-storied city
hall, could not get a single inhabitant,
is
a question I leave to deeper
philosophers. The present day farmer
would naturally say it was from fear
of the highway taxes. But this would

be wrong. Because old towns are now
being crushed out to surface roads for
autos to tear up, it is not to be
inferred that new ones were then kept
from starting from the same cause.
It was not then the pohcy to force
city standards on little towns that
were unable to support them.
The proprietors concluded their
failure was due to Barrington's lack
of roads, rather than to Barnstead's
excess of them. June 25, 1760, they
"
cut and comchose a committee to
plete a road to Barnstead in the most
convenient place, through Barrington,
or elsewhere." October 28, 1760, the
"
have
committee reported that they
found a way through Barrington, very

commodious, and have made or cut a
wheel-way through said Barrington
between Bow Pond (so called), and
the Long Blue Hill, up to said Barnstead, excepting about two miles."
This is supposed to have been the
route soon after taken by the Province
Road. Its extreme commodiousness
has not been perceived by later
travelers.

A

feasible

route

for

a

railroad exists from Bow Lake through
Barnstead to Gilmanton Iron Works,

which would be followed if a new road
were now to be laid out. The pioneers found it easier to make their
roads over the smooth hills, where
the first farms were cleared, than
through rocky and marshy valleys.
Even then the expense was a serious
burden.

The new road reached Barnstead
The proits southern corner.
prietors now decided to lay out a new
near

division of lots, of one hundred acres
each, beginning at this corner. This
was voted June 14, 1763. November
26, 1765, the committee reported that
"
have effected the same, agreethey
able to the vote of the propriety, and
have exhibited a plan of the same,
and said plan was accepted by the

proprietors."

The Second Division contained
one hundred and twenty lots, laid
out in nine ranges. The first range
consisted of lots Nos. 1-23, numbered
northwesterly along the southwest
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side of the town.

was

The second range

numbered

southeasterly, and
contained lots 24-30, 36, 38, 40, 42,
The third range
44, 46 and 48-54.

was also numbered southeasterly, and
ended at the west corner of the First
contained lots 64, 65
31-35, 37, 39, 41 and 43. The fourth
range was numbered northwesterly,
having lots 120, 45, 47 and 55-63.
The other five ranges were numbered
back and forth in regular order, ending with No. 119, near the north
corner of the First Division.
Considerable land was still left
undivided, which was intended for
a final third division. There was a
tract of several square miles on the
northeast side of the town, a strip,
perhaps fifty rods wide, southwest of
the First Division, a common of
perhaps half a square mile midway
the second range, and smaller lots in
Division.

It

different places.
The failure of Barrington to maintain a suitable road through its
thirteen miles of length was a great
hindrance to the towns above. At

the General Court took notice
of the situation, and ordered the
construction of the Province Road,
as it has been called, though it had to
be paid for by the towns through
which it passed. Barrington let out
the building in sections, at a vendue
held September 18, 1766.
last

Barnstead was apparently eager to
its part promptly, and as early as
March 25, 1766, voted Deacon Frando

Jenness, Capt. Edward Emerson
and Capt. Benjamin Adams a committee to build the road from Barcis

"

said
rington to Gilmanton,
be bridged, causwayed and
the acceptation or liking
committee appointed by the
"

Court,"

road to
done to
of

the

General

to be finished by the first
"

the bridge
September next,"
over the Suncook river to be built
and completed in the best manner,"
etc. All this the committee agreed to
do within the time, for ninety pounds.
By this time we are used to Barnstead's brave votes, and are not
surprised to find that the performance
of

short of the promise.
May "21,
to
1771, a committee was chosen
inspect the accounts of Capt. Benfell

jamin Adams and Deacon Jenness
relative to labor done by them in
assisting to help clear

"

the Province

Road.

How the road had been built is
shown by the records. Before November 27, 1770, a bill had been presented
to the proprietors, which, after several
adjournments, they acted on
20,
1771.
They were as cautious about
paying bills as valorous in incurring

May

them.
that

"

They

however,

concluded,

since the 18th of

December,
1777, abovesaid, a committee of the
General Court or Assembly have
inspected the accounts of Richard
Jenness and John McDuffee Esqs.,
the committee appointed by the
General Court for making a road
through said Barnstead, [and] have
ordered that the proprietors of said
Barnstead pay to Richard Jenness
and John McDuffee Esqrs. 178 pounds
12 shilHngs and 11 and 3^ pence
lawful money in four months from
the 13th of April last, and there is an
Act passed for the payment of the
above sum, after deliberation and
consideration of the above Act of the

—

General Assembly,

it

was thought

advisable and best for the interest of
the propriety, to sell the common and
undivided land on the north side of
Barnstead, estimated to be 1658
acres, to pay the charge of cutting
said road."
They also authorized
the sale of other common lands, if
necessary,

and some

of

them were

sold.

The vote ordering the Second
"
that
Division had also required
there be forty acres of land laid out
for a mill privilege at the most
A record of
convenient place."
"
the
September 24, 1765, refers to
"

May

mill erected;
another, of
26,
1767, to "the mill lately built by
Sinclair and others."
Settlement, if
not begun, was now bound to come
so soon that a sawmill was a safe

investment.

Barnstead History says that Eben-

ezer

Adams was

the

of Barnstead

first

there were one hundred and fifty-two
people, including twenty-nine marIn 1775 there were
ried women.

settler,

James
and that John

Sinclair, the second,

Richard

Dealing, the third,
Bickford was there in 1765; all of
which may have been, though the
proprietary records give no evidence
of any settlement prior to 1766.*
None of the Second Division lots

November 26, 1765.
Edward Emerwho had come to own five

were drawn

On

till

farther the fortunes of those interest-

ing characters, the proprietors,
It has already become apparent
how wretchedly the colonial method

was allowed to choose where
he pleased five of the Second Division
lots, on condition that he settle five
famihes, each family to clear five
acres within two years from April
next, he binding himself to forfeit
twenty pounds for each failure to
and

clear as agreed.

Following him, on the same date,
the same privilege, on the same terms,
was extended to Lemuel Chesley, for
two lots, and to Thomas Edgerly,
Francis Drew, J. Hutchinson, Solomon Emerson, John Tasker and
Richard Sinclair for one lot each,
Hutchinson probably withdrew, as
"
not drawn."
his lot is marked
Permission to draw Second Division
lots was then extended to other
proprietors who had paid all arrearages.
It

was voted, March 25, 1766,
that three other proprietors might
draw lots on the same terms as
This would make the
Emerson.
fifteen first families, so long

sought

Oilman chose a lot
the next June, and Benjamin Colbath

for.

Col. Peter

another in March 1768, he agreeing
to settle within a year.
By October 24, 1769, town meetings had come to be considered as a
possibihty, and a call for a proprietor's meeting on that date had an
article

"

To

agree

upon a method

of

caUing proprietors' meetings in the

and to distinguish them from
town meetings, as established by the
It does not appear, howcharter."
ever, that any town meetings were

future,

held before 1774.
*

two hundred and fifty-two people,
Barnstead was now well started,
and I leave it to its historians, who
have not yet done their whole duty
by it. It remains to follow a httle

that date Capt.

son,
shares,

settle
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In October, 1773,

towns compares with our
government's later method of setthng
the western states, by which the land
was freely given in small farms to
of settling

permanent settlers and improvers,
Those colonial proprietors were speculators, standing between the people
and the land, and hindered more than
Still, they did some
they helped.
things, made the surveys and allotments, built the first roads, mills and
meeting houses, which the government
being weak, was glad to devolve upon
It should, however, have
others.
surveyed the boundaries, as was done
later for the Connecticut River towns.
Leaving this to the towns caused

immense

trouble,

Barrington, one of the first towns
to be granted, was by charter thirteen
miles long and six miles wide.
It
had its fines run February 16, 1724-25.
Its surveyors laid out a tract nearer
fourteen miles long than thirteen, and
nearer seven miles wide than six.
Barnstead was to extend eight miles
beyond Barrington, and to be also
six miles wide.
Chichester was to be
eight miles square, measured from
the southwest side of Barnstead; but
twenty-four square miles of this
tract it found it could not hold,
because they had been granted two
Chichester
days earlier to Epsom.
was left feeling pinched, and not
inclined to concede more than was
necessary to its neighbors. It measured the east and west lines of
Epsom, and kept that town to an
actual six miles of length; although

Barnstead " by a deed June 2, 1767.
Richard Sinclair was
"
Daniel Dealan was " of Barnstead by a deed April 30, 1771.
" of

John Tasker was

" of

Madbury

"

by a deed September

11, 1766,

of Barnstead a

year or two

later.
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at first run its north line as
north as Jenness Pond, and it
somehow managed to get and keep
four and one-half miles of width.
Chichester also measured Barnstead, and insisted that that town
keep to an actual six miles of width.
But Barnstead was determined to be
as wide as Barrington, and even had
the foolhardiness to begin its Second
Division lots on the disputed strip of
After long negotiations Chiland.
chester went to law, with the inevitable result of making Barnstead
The proprietors
sadder and wiser.
had now to pay out those of their
number who had drawn lots on the
it

had

far

lost land.

The meetings, which, with one
exception, had thus far been held in
Newington, were at this time thinly
attended, and the few that did attend
needed considerable refreshment to
"
"
Six bowls
keep up their spirits.
was the quantity required May 30,
1780, at the first meeting after the
It enabled those present,
lawsuit.
weigh''upon hearing, considering and
"
that the
ing the matter," to vote
consideration of this matter, or Article, [about the costs and consequences of the lawsuit,] lay till the ad-

The
of this
meeting."
expenses of the meeting were charged
"
to the
Propriety."
The adjourned meeting also adjourned without action, as did its

jourment

successor, the last adjournment being
to November 28, 1780.
Then, says
"
The Clerk and Collector
the record,
appeared, and no other person. This
World
is the true state of the case.
are
who
Expenses
faulty.
judge

paid by Ephraim Pickering, collecWere two bowls enough?
tor."
Barnstead has not built any monuments to the proprietors.
A year and a half more passed with
By that time the
nothing done.
in Barnstead, some
living
proprietors
of whom had lost lands, concluded
they could transact the business
better up there. At a special meeting,
called June 25, 1792, they appeared
in force, chose John Tasker moderator, and adjourned the meeting to
Barnstead. All future meetings, except three, were held there.
The strip lost to Chichester (now
Pittsfield.) was some two thirds of a
mile wide, including the whole of the
first range of lots, and a little of the

about five square miles.
Barnstead now faced the problem
bravely, appointed a committee to

second,

appraise the land, and assessed a
tax to raise the money to pay for it.
The settlement of all claims took
considerable time, but at last it w^as
accomplished, and, with all common

lands disposed of, occasions for further meetings ceased, and the record

comes to an end.

^^e
By Georgiana
If

Rogers

days were always dawning.

—

And hearts would cease their longing
You say you could be happy, you are sure.
Just count your blessings often.
It will help you care to soften
And make it much more easy to endure.
There are those whose daily crosses
Are much heavier than your losses,
All the years you have been passing through this
Then let us never weaken.
But smile and help to strengthen
Others growing weary in the strife.
.

life.

By Francis H.
(An Autumn Ramble

in the

Goodall

Granite Hills of Carroll County, New Hampshire, the former
Pequakets, Ossipees and Passaconaways.)

home

of the

Chocorua Lake and Mountain
It

is

related

settlers of

by one

of the early

New Hampshire

that

when

the Lord made the earth and had
nearly finished his task he had a lot
of large rocks, big trees and other
debris remaining which he did not
know just what to do with, so he
dumped it in a vacant niche which
was afterwards named New Hampshire, and this accounts for the great

number
etc.,

of mountains, boulders, trees,

which are now seen there.
required God-appointed

It
and
most resolute men to settle this ice
and granite bound region, which was
inhabited only by hostile Indians
when settlements were first made.
In 1622 Sir Fernando Gorges and
Capt. John Mason obtained a grant
of a tract of land, between the

Merrimack

and

Kennebec

Rivers,

extending back to the Great Lakes

and the

St.

Lawrence River, and

called

In 1629 this tract was
divided. Mason naming his part of the
Laconia.

it

New Hampshire, in honor of
former residence, Hampshire, Eng-

grant,
his

land.

One portion

of the beautiful tract of

mountains, valleys, glens, lakes and
streams, situated at or near Chocorua,
Carroll County, New Hampshire, is
especially

worthy

of description.

Mount Chocorua is a very rugged
peak, with a great dome of bare rocks
way above the timber line. It is one
of the five peaks

Sandwich Range.

which compose the
To the west and

sides
are
Mounts Paugas,
Passaconaway, White Face and the

south
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Sandwich Dome, with the Ossipee
Range and Lakes still further south.
At the foot of Mount Chocorua, on
the southeast side, is Lake Chocorua,
formed by a chain of three connecting
lakes, the largest one being nearest

the mountain. This lake is surrounded by dense forests of pine, spruce,
white and yellow birch and maples,
and has a very good and picturesque
road all around it. On its shores are

many

beautiful

Chocorua Hotel.

and the
There are many

residences

"

At the North of Bear Camp
Water," which describes this region
very fully, including the birds and
other animals and also the wild
flowers.
We had some fine trout
fishing in the brooks in this locahty
and also caught many perch, sunfish,
pickerel, hornpout and a few dace.
We also hauled in two small turtles
who insisted on biting.
Deer, bears, partridges, woodcock,
gray squirrels, foxes, hawks and owls
titled,

abound

here,

providing ideal sport

Narro'ws Bridge. Chocorua, N. H.

boats and canoes on the lake,
and rowing, sailing, paddling, bathing, fishing and canoeing form the
fine

amusements.
Perch, sunand pickerel abound in the lake

principal
fish

and there are also trout, black bass
and hornpout. The water is dark
There is a beautiful
and clear.
which connects the big
lake with one of the smaller ones.
On the north side of the big lake
is the cottage of Mr. Frank Bolles,
deceased, the author of a most
delightful and instructive book en-

rustic bridge,

the hunter.
On the hills and
mountains are many beautiful wild
The
flowers, mosses and berries.
blackberries and blueberries are esThe
pecially fine and abundant.
Chocorua River adds very much to
The
the beauty of the landscape.
village of Chocorua has a good town
library which is well patronized by
for

summer

visitors,

many

of

whom

remain through September and even
to October 15. The adjoining towns
of Madison, West Ossipee and Tam-

Chocorua

worth

also

summer

have

fine

scenery and

many

guests.
are many

There
most beautiful
and interesting walks and drives in
this locality.
One to Stevenson's
Hill, six and one-half miles, passes
over Page's Hill and through Tamworth Village, by Ordination Rock,
where Rev. Samuel Hidden, the first
minister of Tamworth, New Hampshire, was ordained, September 12,
1792,
Here is located the summer

home

of the late ex-President

Grover

Cleveland.

From
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ing cascades, and, when the water is
high, are very beautiful and grand,
and form one of the leading attractions of the Bear Camp Valley,
where the beautiful closed gentian

grows in great profusion. The great
Indian chieftains. Sachem Wonolancet and Passaconaway made their

homes in this region,
John G. Whittier spent several
Summers here and wrote his book

"Among

the Hills," where he invites

us

"To drink

this hill

may

be had a very

Summer Home

of Mrs.

the wine of mountain air
Beside the Bear Camp water."

Grover Cleveland. Tamworth, N. H.

extensive view, with the great dome
of Chocorua looming up majestically
in the northeast, the beautiful Swift

River and Bear Camp River valleys
on the west and south, with the
Sandwich Dome and the Ossipee
Range and many more mountains in
the same direction.
It is an ideal
place for a summer home and it
must have so impressed President
Cleveland whose fondness for beautiful scenery is well known.
Another beautiful walk or drive is
to Wonolancet Falls, which are in a
These falls condense, wild forest.
stitute a foaming cataract with leap-

Another beautiful drive is to Gline's
Mountain, nine miles, where you pass
through the villages of Silver Lake
and Madison and by "the Lake in
the Clouds," to Gline's Mountain and
Madison Boulder, and here you have
a very extensive view of many
mountains, lakes and ponds, some of
which are in Maine.
We spent a pleasant morning on a
visit to Mrs. Helen M. Albee, who hves
in a beautiful and primitive way in a
little hill farm in Pequaket, and who
has introduced a new industry in this
neighborhood which gives employ-

ment

to a large

number

of

women.

It
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the making of rugs by hand, with
a small crochet needle of steel. She
makes her own dyes and designs her
own patterns, which are very unique
and different from what is ordinarily

is

and resemble somewhat Japanese, Chinese and Indian designs. She
is a very resolute and energetic woman and also an authoress of some note.
She has a beautiful garden of old fashioned flowers, and her house is also
very attractive and artistic within
Her husband, Mr.
and without.
seen,

grows close to the rock. It is said to
be the largest boulder in New Hampshire, and one of the largest in the
world.

But by far the most interesting
trip of all is to ascend Mount Chocorua
by one of the numerous trails, see the
over night at
the Peak House, and see the sunrise
next morning, and then descend by
glorious sunset, stay

another trail.
We were so fortunate as to have
two very bright, clear days for this

Chocorua Peak and the Peak House

John Albee, is
magazine writer

also an author and
of well-known repu-

tation.

A

drive to the Madison Boulder is
of great interest. It is located at the
foot of Mount Chocorua, on the eastIt is one
side, in a dense forest.
immense, solid rock of Conway granite,

hundred feet long,
and forty feet high,
ascended by means of a rude

about one

forty feet wide

and

is

ladder constructed with a long pole
and attached to a maple tree which

On September

4, we started
m., and were driven to
the foot of the mountain, where the
Brook Trail begins, in the Swift
River Valley on the west side of the
mountain. It is about four and onehalf miles from here to the top of
the mountain. The trail follows the

trip.

about 7.30

a.

mountain brook for about two miles
through a dense forest of spruce, pine,
white and yellow birch, beech and
other trees. Here you reach the bare
rocks.

The

first

part of the

trail

you
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Chocorua

have blazed trees to show the way
and when you get above the timber
Hne there are httle piles of stones, or
cairns, to indicate the path.

part of the climb

some

is

The

last

quite difficult in

places.

We

arrived at the Peak House at
1.20 p. m., rested half an hour, had a
very good lunch with some fine blue-

and coffee, and then began the
climb on the dome to see the sunset
and the very extensive view obtained
from this point. It is really not much
over half a mile from the Peak House,
but it seems to be several miles, it is
berries

such difficult chmbing. One is well
repaid however for it when you reach
the tip-top. The rock on which you
stand or sit is probably not more
than twelve feet square and on three
sides of it are rugged cliffs, going
down almost perpendicularly for many
hundred feet, affording an almost
unobstructed and a very extensive
view in all directions.
Looking off to the north and northeast can be seen mountains and lakes
in Maine, and, on a very clear day,
the city of Portland and the Atlantic
Ocean, about sixty miles distant.
About eighteen miles to the Northwest can be seen North Conway and
the Franconia and Presidential Range
of the White Mountains and numerous other peaks. On the west, south
and east are the Sandwich and
Ossipee Ranges and lakes, including

After sunset we
have ever seen.
descended to the Peak House where
we remained over night. This house
has been open for summer guests for
sixteen years and from the rooms on
the east side can be seen the beautiful
It is one of the greatest
sunrise.
events of a whole lifetime to see it.

On September 5, at 4.30 a. m., we
could see the first glow and tints of
the rising sun reflected on the horizon
and clouds above. Then at 5.10 Old
Sol began to show the top of his great
round head, a pale yellow at first,
without any dazzling brightness. The
sun chd not appear to be more than
The great dark
ten miles away.
mountains looked like immense ocean
waves, rolling in towards you, and
the lakes were all covered with a
beautiful white fog which contrasted
finely with the dark mountains. The
most striking thing, however, was the
foreshortening of the landscape, so
that all the mountains, lakes and
ponds, some of which were over
thirty miles away, appeared to be
very near, and between you and the
sun. But very soon the scene changed, as the sun came up over the horizon, and began to dart forth his
brilliant, dazzling smiles

This

as
tive power.

extensive

It

and

was one

lost in

wonder and

of the

praise."

Around into life!
From mountain to mountain,

most

views

Soars the eternal spirit,
Presaging endless life."

we

TIhe Eir©©k ©f the Direa\meir
.

A

Bij

Hiram

disappear

"Far, high; splendid the view,

of the crea-

beautiful

and glances.

the fog to
the whole

landscape
rapidly and
stood out clearly and beautifully.
"
Transported with the view, I'm

Lake Winnepesaukee, Lake Chocorua
and also many smaller lakes and ponds
enduring monuments

caused

Tuttle

Folsom

brook flowed through

his

life,

A

treacherous brook.
It idly turned and twisted to a nook,
A dreamy nook,
Where, close by its mirrored shade,
A dreary shade.
An old man, once a dreamer,

S ees his fancies fade, and fade.

An

Airmy

WaftSu W)^nm(B^j'

By Fred Myron

An army

Colby

with banners,

brilliant

Crimson and purple and gold

The creeping

frost tints of

—

Autumn

Orchards and forests enfold.
Gaily the fluttering pennons
In the mellow sunshine fly;
They show where the glittering squadrons
Go wheeling and flashing by.

Ruddy and amber

in orchards,

Where the ripening apples

fall;

Scarlet in flames of the sumac.
Beside the old pasture wall.

Brown in the sunny uplands
Where the harvests have been

shorn;

Yellow in silken tassels
Of meadows of rustling corn.
Russet and gold in the maples,
Crimson along country ways;
These are the banners of Autumn
That blazon these shortening days.

The conquering army advances;
'Tis glorious, and yet we sigh;
For we bid farewell to Summer
When the Autumn flags march

by.

Tlhe CBunmes
By George Warren Parker
On a clear and starlit evening.
I well to hear the chime
the church bells gently pealing.
Telling all 'tis God's own time.

Love

Of

How

they seem to joy in singing

Of the love the Master feels,
Of the glad news of salvation,
Wondrous things their chime reveals
In notes rhythmical and pleasing,

—

!

Voice they tunes my heart loves dear;
All the hallowed hymns of childhood,

Some
In

my
To

new hope and cheer.
pause and listen

that bring

walks

I

the notes so clear and sweet.
seems the angels bending
In refrain the sounds repeat.

Till

it

C®ll©lbff8itbi©ini

©f th®

On®

Musiradlffedlthlhi

Old Presbyterian Church,

In

the

stately

old

Presbyterian

Church at East Derry, one of the
most notable houses of worship in
New Hampshire or New England,
wherein a God-fearing people have
rendered service of devotion to the
Most High from generation to generation for a century and a half, there
was holden on Sunday, September 11,
a service of more than ordinary interest, in that it commemorated the
100th. anniversary of the pastoral
settlement over the parish, which
then included the present towns of
Derry and Londonderry, of the Rev.
Edward L. Parker, whose ministry
there covered a period of forty years,

and was characterized by a measure
of success, as

determined by

all

gen-

Aimsaiveffss^ffy

®f

BHas

East Derry

uine tests, unsurpassed in the religious history of the state.
The spacious church, whose hand-

some

interior

had

been

fittingly

decorated for the occasion, was filled
to its entire capacity by the great
audience in attendance, which included not only the regular congregation, but those of the Central Congregational Church of Derry Village
and the Presbyterian Church of Lon-

donderry, together with large delegations from various other churches
that had been invited to be present.
The exercises included: Organ prelude. Miss Montgomery, organist;
Rev.
J.
H. Knott;
invocation.
"
Rejoice, the Lord is King,"choir;
Responsive
reading.
Ninety-first
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Psalm; singing, Congregation; scripture reading, Prof. George W. Bingham
Te Deum, choir; Prayer, Rev. C. L.
Merriam; response, solo, ''Face to
Face," Mr. Robert C. Gilbert; Offertory, Cello solo, Bartlett Shepard;
address, the pastor. Rev. Frederick
;

Kelley; biographical sketch, Mr.
CUfton W. Tyson; Singing; Benediction, Rev. L. H. Adams.
The choir for the occasion was a
double quartet consisting of Mrs.
Frederick J. Shepard, and Miss Edith
Clark, sopranos; Mrs. Clifton W. Tyson and Miss Mabel Berry, contraltos; Frederick J. Shepard, Jr. and
Allan Bartlett Shepard, tenors and
Frederick C. Saure and Robert C.
I.

Gilbert, basses.

Among

those present was the only

living descendant of the Rev. Edward
L. Parker, bearing the family name,

Charles Gorham Parker, a greatgrandson, now a member of the U.
S. Coast survey, attached to the U.
S. S. Eagle, soon to go on a winter
cruise among the Carribean islands,
who was granted special leave of
absence for the occasion.
Following are the essential portions
of the biographical sketch of Rev.
Edward L. Parker, presented by
Clifton

W. Tyson:

Our simple purpose
here today is to pay

memory

of

a

man

in assembling

tribute to the
whose existence

good works began,

on the rolls of noble men, the
of whose good works is destined to extend far beyond the centitled

memory

tury limit.

Edward Lutwyche Parker was born
in Litchfield, N. H., July 28, 1785.
His father, Jonathan Parker, was a
medical practioner of that place; and
his grandfather, Thomas Parker, was
a minister at Dracut, Mass., both
being graduates of Harvard college.
Dr. Parker died in September, 1791,

widow and ten children,
of this group, Edward was the
youngest son, the infant being a
daughter. Thus at 6 years of age,
with only a childish memory of his
father, his moral training was wholly
subject to maternal care. His bi-

leaving a

and

ographers describe him as an active,
energetic boy, inherently possessed of
which caused him to become the famThe educational opily favorite.
portunities in this section of New
England were at that time quite
limited and the course of studies

But he acquired with aptthat was available in rudimentary knowledge, and when 12
years old entered the store of an older
brother at Bedford, N. H., as a clerk.
Even at this early period he revealed by his conduct, under peculiarly trying conditions, evidences of
extraordinary strength of character.
The locality was the home and meetmeagre.

ness

all

continued
terminated within the space of
generations, or just before he
completed the 65th year of his
Born within a few miles of this
age.
spot, approximately forty years of
the period named were devoted to

numbers of persons employed in boating and rafting lumber
on the Merrimack river. Their manner of living was coarse, and their
language vulgar and profane. Ardent

spiritual ministrations in this parish
and the preaching of the divine gosHis influence
pel from this pulpit.
was so pronounced and his merits
so conspicuous that the people of this
community, sixty years after his
death feel justified in joining in a
reverential service in commemoration of his installation as pastor

various

100 years ago tomorrow. In doing
we feel that we properly assign
to him the place to which he is en-

traty his young mind was deeply impressed by the brutalizing and revolting scenes of which he was a daily

and
and
two
had

this

ing place of

spirits of the most intoxicating quality were freely used and prepared in

seductive

forms,

and

Mr.

Parker subsequently admitted that
during the period of his service there
he was required to dispense hogsheads
of
these
concoctions.
Meanwhile,
however, he firmly guarded himself
against personal indulgence, the contraction of any vicious habits and
any acts of impiety. On the con-

""!

Rev.

Edward

exwitness, and as a result of these
a fanatical
periences, though never
reformer, he came to be a zealous advocate of any practical means calculated to jemedy the evils of intem-

perance.
After three years spent in these
surroundings his brother failed in
business, and the youth of 15 removed
to the home of another brother at

Topsham, Me., where he was em-

ployed as a clerk in an apothecary
shop. Here again he encountered
the vice of intemperance, on perhaps
a more refined scale, but accompanied
will
by that of gambling. But his
had gained tensity from his previous
He sternly resisted every
experience.
at last disgusted by
and
temptation,
the daily and nightly scenes of debauchery and immorality of his abiding place, he surrendered his position
and returned to his home in New
disHampshire, walking the entire
tance of 150 miles in the month of
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L. Parker

over by Samuel Burnham,

M.

A.,

both as a gentleman
At that time the Rev.
Jonathan Brown occupied this pulpit,
and the youth boarded in the family
Here his receptive
of the preacher.

distinguished
and teacher.

readily to the religious
influences of the home and the church.
But it was a period of chscord in

mind yielded

the parish, and finally he withdrew
from both the academy and the home
of Dr. Brown and passed under the

March.
Finchng no employment available
he started forth into the world once
more with the consent of his friends,
but without any particular destination in mind. Arriving at Billerica,
a
Mass., he apprenticed himself to
shoemaker, but the occupation proved
ill-suited to his active temperamerit
and once more he returned to his
home discouraged but not despairing.
Shortly thereafter, he and a brother
the
purchased a wood lot, removed
it
marketed
and
river
the
to
lumber

by

rafting.

17 years old, and alin the school
education
though
room was very limited, he had found
time to acquire general knowledge
sufficient to enable him to accept a
district
position as a teacher in a

He was now
his

now

the city of
served
he
where
throughManchester,
out two winter seasons. By industry
and thrift he had accumulated a
small fund, and being determiried to
he
acquire a more complete education
entered what was then known as the
school at Derryfield,

.academy at Londonderry, presided

Late Rev.

Edward

L.

Parker

the Rev. Dr. Wood
H. with a view to
N.
of Boscawen,

instruction

of

He
preparing for a course in college.
the
had
adopcontemplated
originally
tion of the medical profession, but
while under the care of Dr. Wood
he united himself with the church,
and

shortly

thereafter

his

serious

mind seemed directed more and more
towards the ministry. His only means
support in the interim were deHe made
rived from teaching school.
additions to his savings, however, and
two years and three months after
beginning his studies at the Londonderry academy, he entered the junior

of

class in

Dartmouth

college,

making

the journey to Hanover on foot, and
with
carrying his personal belongings
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him.

In college he ranked high as a
and was a member of the

scholar,

Phi Beta Kappa society. It is recorded of him by a classmate, that
"
he possessed a mind of a high order,
strong and quick of apprehension;
but his piety gave luster to his charHe was exemplary, devout,
acter.
humble and cheerful, and in conversation and demeanor, pleasant and
courteous."

While pursuing the regular college
course he took advantage of the opportunities afforded to study the

Meanwhile
theology.
both
himself
teaching
by
supported
in the district schools and as a private
At times he enfamily instructor.
principles

of

dured much privation, but his persistence triumphed and he graduated in 1807 near the close of his 21st.
year. His choice of a life occupation
was now to be made, and having
determined to follow the ministry
as a profession, he continued his
theological studies at Hanover until
Oct. 29, 1807, when he was hcensed
to preach, by a committee of the

Grafton Presbytery.

He was essentially systematic and
methodical in his habits from the days
of his youth to the time of his death,
While his chief object in these early
days was the study of theology he
devoted three hours a day to mathHe began
ematics and languages.
his intellectual culture at 5:30 o'clock
every morning and 11:30 at night
was the regular hour established for

retirement and rest.
Intervening
hours were allotted to labor for his
Among other difficulties
support.
which he set out to overcome was

an impediment in his speech. One
hour each day was devoted to the
subjugation of this physical obstacle
to his success as a preacher, and the
affection was finally overcome.
In the spring of 1808 and before
the completion of his 23d year, we
find him incidentally in charge of an

academy

at Salisbury, N. H.,

where

he remained six months, residing in
the home of the Rev. Thomas Worcester, pastor of the church there,

he removed to Columbia,
Conn., where he began his career as
preacher. After an experimental service of several months he was invited
to remain as pastor, but he decided
upon a further course of study and
He removed to
declined the call.
Salem, Mass., and placed himself
under the instruction of the Rev.
Dr. Worcester, the first secretary of
the American board, whom he assisted in ministerial and parochial work,
at the same time teaching a school
connected with the society. He remained there one year, boarding in
the family of his preceptor. During
that period he frequently passed
through this parish, then known as
the East parish of Londonderry, on

Thence

visits to friends in his early

home

in

and on some of these occasions he was invited to supply this
Litchfield,

Finally he received a call to
pastor, and on
Sept. 12, 1810, just a century ago,
His friend and
he was ordained.

pulpit.

become the regular

former instructor, Dr. Worcester of
Salem, Mass., preached the sermon.
Among other things he said: "We
have the pleasing confidence that our
young brother will prove to be an
ascension-gift, a good man and full
of the Holy Ghost, an able and faithful minister of the New Testament,
This confidence we have not taken up
lightly; it has resulted from what
we have seen and known, and with
respect to

some

of

us,

at least,

it

has been strengthened and confirmed
by intimate and endearing acquaintance."

His entire life was intimately welded with every home in this parish
which for thirty years of his ministry
comprised four hundred families and
nearly 2000 souls, and it was said
of and confirmed by him that he
knew the name of every child in the
parish. He was constant and methodical in visits among the people even
those most distant from the church,
His interest in the young was marked
as well as in the higher educational
He was a
institutions in the town.
trustee in the Pinkerton academy

Rev.

Edward

and the Adams Female academy
from the date of their establishment and the president of both boards
at the time of his death.
As to his characteristics he is described as a man of sound judgment

who planned

all

and

judicially.

cal

nor

things intelligently
neither radi-

He was

conservative,

but

always

practical and being an exceptionally
good judge of human nature his es-

timates of character were ordinarily
and
tactful
correct.
Naturally
he
was
timid
never
though
prudent,
resourceful in foiling prejudice and
His piety was uniquieting discord.
form and unemotional, his manners
were gentle and sympathetic without
He strove by kindness
effusiveness.
to win the affections of his people and
thus prepare their minds for the truth
as he accepted and administered it.
He was not a theological controveror
sialist
disputant over creeds.
His aim was not so much to make
theologians as Christians, not so

much

to give theoretical as practical
It is said that he was
instruction.

an eloquent but an earnest
Many of his sermons were
preacher.
printed and a review of them justifies
But their earnestness
this criticism.
was of a quahty that carried con-

not

viction.

On

April

22,

1819,

he preached

"
what was styled a "century sermon
in commemoration of the settlement
The preparation of
of Londonderry.

the manuscript required much research and its publication excited
Though frequently
general interest.
urged to amplify this address into a
complete history, he did not undertake the task until about five years
He had substanbefore his death.
completed four of the six
tially
chapters and arranged the material
for the remaining two chapters and
the appendix when he died. The
work was edited by his son, Edward
his son-in-law, Samuel
Taylor, principal of Phillips acad-

P. Parker,

and

H.
dmy, Andover, Mass., and published
in

1851.
It

was

just after the beginning of
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L. Parker

that he had forewarnings of an
Cautioned by his
organic ailment.
physicians against over-exertion, he
nevertheless pursued unremittingly
his pastoral and literary work, though
conscious of the possibility of the sudden termination of his life. He continued cheerful, however, and frequently conferred with those nearest
to him respecting the carrying forward of plans in the event of his
death.
this

On Sunday, July 14, 1850, he exchanged with the pastor in the lower
village, preaching both in the morning
and the afternoon. Returning home
at the close of the second service he
later attended a religious meeting in
a distant schoolhouse, going thither
alone by horse and carriage. When
about a mile and a half from home on
his way back the horse suddenly fell.
Recognizing in his dilemma the impossibility of raising the horse to his

unaided he hurriedly ran down
the road to a nearby house to find
someone to assist him. Mr. Clark,
a neighbor and friend, responded,
hastening to the scene of the accident
The latin advance of Mr. Parker.
ter returned slowly, after explaining to
Mr. Clark that a severe pain in the
region of the heart had resulted from
his over-exertion.
He finally reached
the place where the horse lay and had
just begun to render what aid he could
when he uttered a groan and fell forward, being caught in the arms of
Mr. Clark before reaching the ground.
He drew a single breath and was dead,
and in the Sabbath twilight his body
was borne to his home on the bosom

feet

His sudden
his youngest son.
death was a shock to the community
in which he was so highly esteemed,
and the funeral ceremonies on the
following Wednesday were characterof

ized

by evidences of the most proA modest monument of
grief.

found

granite

bearing

an appropriate

was shortly
scription
erected by his parishioners

in-

thereafter

on the spot

in the leafy shadows of the solitude
where their beloved pastor had fallen
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by the wayside,
wearing the
Master.

in the service of and
armor of his

this parish

we

are here assembled to

commemorate, leaving behind him

peaceful

with his people, to quote a single

Thus lived and died the Rev. Edward L. Parker, whose life work in

Hsu

§\ira
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"A testament of noble-ending love."

hsi GaHSeiry

By Mary

Currier Rolofson

a lady with a fan.
In evening dress of soft and filmy white;
Above, a child's round face, with joy alight;

Before

And

is

with puffed-out cheek of tan,
a
reed, the wood-god, Pan;
Playing upon
A mountain stream that dashes from the height;
near

I see,

A

stormy coast with seagulls far in flight;
portrait of a military man.
And more I see fair scenes from many lands,
Sunrise, and sunset, moonlight on the falls,
A gipsy girl, a beach with shining sands,
And ivy growing on the castle walls.
Beauty is here, of color, form, and thought
With wondrous skill upon the canvas wrought.

A

—

II
I cross the gallery

with footstep

light.

New scenes of beauty eagerly to scan.
A rustic bridge that doth a streamlet span,

A maiden and an armed and mounted knight;
But none of these, nor autumn's glory bright,
Nor hurried gathering of the highland clan.
Doth hold me like the lady with the fan
In evening dress of soft and filmy white.
sad thou art, with all thy gems and lace!
Thou hast no tears, thy sorrow lies too deep.
'Twas long ago those lovely eyes did weep.
But still thy hopeless longing haunts thy face.
Would I could bring thy heart's desire to thee!
How radiant then thy transformed face would be!

How

line

from Shakespeare,
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Alfred Gooding, Minister of the South Parish, Portsmouth, N.

These are three interesting

figures

out of the early history of New England whose memory is celebrated

here today by the New Hampshire
Society of Colonial Dames, through
the dedication of a monument bearing
their names. They were all ministers
of the Gospel in a time when the
minister was the most learned person
in the community and his opinion
upon almost all subjects was considered authoritative a time when
there were no lectures, no literary
clubs, no reading rooms, no public

—

when newspapers and books
were few, and the Sunday service
offered the only opportunity of the
week for intellectual exercise and was
the only source of important and
enhghtening ideas. I trust that the
minister is still an important and
useful member of society, but he does
not hold the unique position which he
held in those early days; he iS no
libraries,

longer the sole repository of knowledge; with the widespread diffusion
of learning his sort of monopoly has
ceased to be.
With all these great responsibilities
resting

So

upon him how important

it

was that the old time minister should

be a

man

of education as well as of
The early settlers
England realized this, and in

natural
of

H*

ability.

New

1636 Harvard College was founded
by them for the express purpose of
providing for the churches a learned
"
After God
ministry.
They said

had carried us safe to New England
and wee had builded our houses,
provided necessaries for our livelihood, reared convenient places for
God's worship, and settled the civil
government; one of the next things
we longed for and looked after was to
advance learning and perpetuate it
to posterity: dreading to leave an
ilhterate ministry to the churches,
when our present ministers shall lie
in the dust."
(New England's First
Fruits, 1643.)

Even

in the smallest

and remotest towns the preacher was
sure to be a graduate of Harvard
College.

every

one

With a
of

my

exception
predecessors in

single

Portsmouth was a Harvard or Yale
graduate; and these three ministers
in

Hampton, whom we commemorate

today, had taken the degree at Har-

vard when they were settled here,
The first of these admirable examples of the Puritan minister was

*The occasion of this address was the dedication of a memorial stone, erected by the New Hampshire Society of Colonial Dames, in Pine Grove Cemetejy, in the town of Hampton, in commemoration of the three ministers above named. The stone is a handsome tablet, recumbent upon three
granite supports, and engraved with the names of the ministers, dates of their births and deaths, of
their graduation from Harvard College and of their ministries in Hampton, with the words: "Blessed
are the dead who die in the Lord." The dedicatory exercises were held in the Hampton church, and
included the following: Singing of ode; prayer, Rev. Mr. Parkington; address, Rev. Alfred Gooding;
hymn; presentation of tablet to town of Hampton by Mrs. Arthur E. Clarke, president of the Society
of Colonial Dames; acceptance by Mr. Lewis Perkins for the town; remarks by Hon. Henry M.Baker
of Bow, president of the Society of Colonial Wars; benediction.
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a famous
the First

suaded to become permanent pastor
until ten years later.
Perhaps he

Church in Boston. He was born at
August 12, 1633, on the ship
Griffin which brought his parents to
In a list of Harvard
America.

objected to the idea of hereditary
office in the ministry, but after the
lapse of ten years he yielded to the
urgent wishes of the people and entered upon a happy and successful
ministry of thirteen years, terminated by his sudden death caused by

Seaborn
father,

Cotton,

son

John Cotton,

of
of

sea,

1651, given in
graduates of the year
"
Cotton Mather's
Magnalia," his
name appears ingeniously Latinized
"
as
Marigena Cottonus." I hke the
name both in its English and its
In an age when the
Latin form.
Bible was the chief source of personal
names so that the Historian Cleveland could say of Cromwell, only a
few years later, that "he hath beat
up his drums clean through the Old
Testament you may know the genealogy of our Saviour by the names of
The muster-master
his regiment.
hath no other list than the first
In such
chapter of St. Matthew."
an age what originality, what a
sense of the poetic and the fitting,
was shown by the parents who
named their child, born at sea,
"
Seaborn."
I wish that we knew the details of

—

his ministerial life. He was settled in
Hampton in 1657 at a salary of sixty-

pounds (afterwards increased to
eighty pounds), a parsonage and the
use of a farm of two hundred acres.
five

No sermon by him exists in print,
He apparently kept no record of
church affairs or statistics; only a
few memoranda of events, a membership list and the like, were found
his papers. What a pity that
a ministry of thirty-one years should
have been so scantily recorded. The

among

apoplexy in 1710.

by a

It

was said

writer in the Boston
"

of him
Letter

News

he was very much and deservedly beloved and esteemed
for his eminent piety and great
learning, his excellent preaching, his
Catholic principles and universal charity, his profitable, pleasant, virtuous
that

.

.

.

and

delightful conversation, and for
hospitality to stranHe was an honor to
gers.
his

generous
.

.

.

country where he was born and
the college where he was bred and
the family from whence he came."
He married Anne Lake and brought
up a family of eight children. Unlike
his father he could not bequeath his
ministry at Hampton to a son, but
he did the next best thing he
provided his successor with a wife in
the person of his oldest daughter,
Nathaniel Gookin who
Dorothy.
his

—

became the minister in Hampton in
1710, married Dorothy Cotton, and
of their thirteen children Nathaniel,
was subsequently settled over the
church at North Hampton a curious
instance of the transmission of the
pastoral office in the same community

—

Jr.,

from one generation to another of the
same family for nearly a hundred
years.

only contemporary mention of him
that we have is a brief word by his
Cotton Mather,
nephew, the famous
who says in his " Magnaha " that
he "was esteemed a thorough scholar
and an able preacher," and that he
especially abominated the Pelagian
heresy. He married twice and had a
noble family of eleven children.
At the death of Seaborn Cotton,

remarkably noble and dignified bear-

in 1686, his oldest son, John Cotton,
was invited to take his father's place
as minister in Hampton.
He did so

ing, qualities characteristic also, it is
the
said, of Mr. Gookin, of
governor of the Province once de-

temporarily but could not be per-

clared that he

Nathaniel Gookin was a graduate

Harvard in the class of 1703, and
was ordained at Hampton, November 15, 1710.
One of my predecesof

sors,

Rev.

William

Emerson,

then

settled at Newcastle, gave the right
hand of fellowship on that occasion,
have a portrait of him by which
he appears to have been a man of

We

whom

had never met a man

Seaborn Cotton, John Cotton, Nathaniel Gookin

To them and their people
rehgion was the supreme interest of
No theme was so absorbing as
hfe.
the profound problems of theology,
Hour after hour the people sat upon
backless benches in the icy atmosphere of a New England winter and
the unshaded glare of a New England
summer, while the preacher discussed
the obscure intricacies of the freedom
of the will, or set forth the remote
purposes of the Almighty. We view
with amazement their powers of
physical. and mental endurance. Who
of us could stand through a prayer
lasting from two to three hours in a
temperature so low that the bread
upon the Communion Table froze
sohd? Fortunately conditions have
changed and we are no longer required to worship God in such discomfort and danger. But we cannot
refuse our tribute of respect and
admiration to those who endured the
bardships of a primitive life and
never faltered in their faithfulness

of such extraordinary dignity. There
are extant printed copies of the

piety.

sermons which he wrote on the occasion of the great earthquake in 1727,
the first of which he delivered only a
few hours prior to the event, from
"
The day of trouble is
the text,
near." In this sermon he expresses
a foreboding that something terrible
In the evening
is about to happen.
came the violent shock which threw
the people of the town into the utmost
Afterwards recalling the serterror.
mon of their minister they felt that
he was possessed of the gift of true
prophecy, and, though not to his

own liking, he became commonly
known as " the prophet." On his
"
he was a
tombstone we read that
judicious divine, a celebrated preacha most vigilant and faithful
er,
pastor, a bright ornament of learning
and religion, an excellent pattern of

He
piety, charity and hospitality."
died in 1734 at the age of forty-eight,
To the memory of these three
excellent ministers it is truly fitting

and piety; and we do well

S(tffea\mIe*S Vo

briefly recalled here this

morning,

the Sfee^m ©f Life

By H.

A. B.

Look yonder

at that silver stream;
See how it ripples on its way.
'Mid banks that with flowerets teem,

Down rugged

to celebrate

memory of their spiritual leaders,
such men of learning and character
as they whose useful lives we have

the

that a stone should be erected by a
society many of whose members trace
their ancestry back to men like the
Cottons who represented in those
early days the cause of learning and

Tlhe
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steeps, o'er

mounds

of clay.

murmurs low,
As through the sunny vale it glides.
Exclaim: "Here let me cease to flow;
"Here let repose my ebbing tides."

]\Iethinks I hear its

But no right on it still must pass,
Through valley green and moss}- mead.
By hillocks and by lawns of grass
;

—

Its final rest in ocean's bed.
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Thus clown

we glide,
manhood, age and pain;

the stream of life

From youth
"We cannot check the ceaseless tide.
That bears us onward to the main.
to

Then with

resolve to nobly do

Life's mission here, wher'er

Let us prepare ourselves

The portal of that

By
Through

By

Alice D.
fields

blissful

0.

we roam,

to pass

home.

Greenwood

and wooded pasture,

a noisy water

fall,

Where moss grew rank on the

boulders.
vines on the old stone wall.
path led down to the meadow.

And

The
Where the brook went winding through,
Then wandered away to the old mill-dam.
Where the sweet pond lilies grew.
There hemlock, birch and alder.
Stood close along the brink.
And just beyond was a shady pool

Where

the cattle

came

to drink.

Oft I recall the picture;
It

haunts

my memory

still,

The winding

And

path, the meadow brook.
the old house on the hill.

— and dew— and twilight—
Myriads of twinkling stars —

Dusk

And

the patient cows still waiting,
the pasture bars.

Down by
Dusk

— and dew— and twilight
—

Scent of a rose in bloom
Moonlight gilding the old hill-path,

And

flooding

my

attic

-

1

room!

J

Mew
HON. NATHAN

C.

Ms^mpslhinir© lMe€ir©H©|y
JAMESON

Hon. Nathan Cleaves Jameson of Antrim,
one of the most prominent citizens of that
town, long known as an active leader in the
comicils of the Democratic party of the
his
State, and particularly notable because of

brilliant leadership in the memorable campaign of 1906, when the Republican party
failed to elect its gubernatorial candidate by
popular vote, died at his residence in that
town, after a long illness covering practically
the entire period from the campaign in ques-

up to the date of his decease, on the
morning of August 27, 1910.
Mr. Jameson was the eldest son of the late
Nathan C. W. and Caroline E. (Mixer) JameHe was born in Cambridge, Mass.,
son.
May 4, 1849, but was brought by his parents
tion

to Antrim, his father's native town, when
two years of age. He attended the pubUc
schools and Henniker and Phillips Exeter
Academies, and at seventeen years of age
went to Boston and entered business in the
hat, cap and fur trade, where he continued
until 1879, when he removed to New York
City and engaged in the straw goods commission business, which he pursued for twenty
years, until compelled to retire on account of

impaired health, returning to his home in
Antrim, where he had retained his legal residence during his entire business career.

A

Democrat of strong convictions and earnest devotion to his party's welfare, he has
been active in political affairs from early life.

He attended the State Conventions, and was
frequently a member of the State Committee,
participating actively in the conduct of campaigns. He served as moderator of town and
school meetings in Antrim, and was chosen to
the legislature in 1875 and 1876. During his
service in that body, being obliged to be
absent on account of business duties for seventeen days of the session, he returned to the
State treasury $51, being the amount of his
pay for the time covered by his absence, at
the then established compensation of $3 per
day a demonstration of honesty that may

—

well be commended to delinquent legislators
of the present day, but an example that has
never been followed. He was a delegate in
the Constitutional Convention of 1876, and
represented his district in the State Senate in

1887, receiving the votes of his Democratic
associates for President against Frank D.
Currier, who was elected by the Republican
It was during his service in the
majority.
Senate at this time that he introduced a bill

prohibiting free passes on railroads, long before any public agitation in regard to the
"
free pass evil," strongly urging its passage,

though but a single Senator aside from himself supported the measure on the final vote.

He

also introduced the bill at this session

which passed both branches and became a
law, making election day a legal holiday.
Mr. Jameson was an alternate delegate in
the Democratic National Convention of 1892,
and a nominee of his party for presidential
His remarkable
elector in 1896 and 1900.
campaign as the Democratic candidate for
Governor in 1906, against Charles M. Floyd,
when he defeated a choice by the people,
notwithstanding a Republican majority of
some ten thousand on the general ticket, is
still fresh in the minds of the people.
In his religious affiliation Mr. Jameson was
a member of the Presbyterian church at
Antrim, and was deeply interested in its welfare and the general interests of the denomination, giving liberally of his time, strength

and money
citizen

he

in support of the same.
spirited and

was public

As a
com-

manded the

confidence and respect of his
He
of party or sect.
married, March 15, Idabel Butler, a daughter of John D. Butler of Bennington, who
survives him, with three sons and a daughter,
John B., of Antrim, present chairman of
the Democratic State Committee; Robert W.
and Dr. James W., of New York, and Isabel
B. An extended biographical sketch of Mr.
Jameson, with portrait, appeared in the
Granite Monthly for November 1906.

townsmen, regardless

—

FREDERICK

H.

DANIELL

Frederick H. Daniell, eldest son of City
Clerk Frank H. Daniell of Frankhn, born
May 4, 1862, died July 28, 1910.
Mr. Daniell was educated at the Franklin
High School, and on completing his studies
entered the office of the Sulloway Mills in
that city, continuing through life in the employ of the company, and serving for nearly
twenty-five years as manager and superintendent. He was also a member of the board
of directors. He was a trustee of the Franklin
Savings Bank, and had also served many years
as treasurer of the Franklin Free Public Library Association. He was a director of the
Peterboro & Hillsboro Railroad, and of the
Dominion Chemical Co., and a member of the
Franklin Board of Trade. He was active in
the affairs of the Unitarian Church at Franklin, and a member of its finance committee.
Fraternally he was connected with the
Masons and United Workmen. Politically he
was a consistent Democrat. He is survived
by a wife, one son, Wilham Barnard, and one
daughter, Marguerite.

Edstoff and
An

executive

appointment which

commanded pubhc approval more
generally than any other made in the
has

State for

many

years

is

that, recently

announced, of Hon. John M. Mitchell
of Concord, to the vacancy on the
bench of the Superior Court caused by
the death of Associate Justice Charles
F. Stone of Laconia. Mr. Mitchell is
a native oT the town of Plymouth, 61
years of age. He studied law with the
late

Hon. Harry Bingham

of Little-

ton, and was associated with him in
practice for many years. He has won
an enviable reputation in his profession and the confidence of his fellow
citizens of all parties in the State, in

His appointthe highest measure.
ment to the bench comes as a wellmerited honor for himself, and a
happy surprise to the people, by
whom it had not generally been supposed he would make the financial
sacrifice involved in the acceptance of
the position.

There has just been issued from the
Press, in a handsome octavo
volume of over 500 pages, a memorial
to the late Hon. Harry Bingham of
Littleton, for the preparation and publication of which provision was made
in his will, Judge Edgar Aldrich and
Hon. A. S. Batchellor of Littleton

Rumford

lM©tec^

PusfeBiglheip'g

and Hon. John M. Mitchell

of Conas literary executors.
The primary purpose of the
publication was the collection and
presentation, in compact form, of

cord, being

named

the occasional addresses, essays and
arguments of the deceased. Along
with these have been included a biographical sketch, press tributes, bar
eulogies, and comprehensive chapters
upon his political writings and legislative service, the latter being more
extended than that of any other man
in the State.
The editorial work has

been done by H. H. Metcalf, under
the direction of the executors.
The
volume is intended for gratuitous distribution among the personal friends

and

and professional associMr. Bingham and the leading

political

ates of

public libraries.

The candidates for both
now in the field;

great parthe state
conventions have been held, the platforms adopted and the state committees chosen.
These latter will soon
be fully organized, and the political

ties are

campaign

under way. It is forcannot be long contin-

fully

tunate that

it

ued, and the indications are that it
will not be particularly exciting. Most

men have fully made up
how they will vote, if at
all

are talking about

it.

their
all;

minds

but not
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An extended sketch of Hon. Clarence E. Carr, candidate of the Democratic party for governor of New
Hampshire, is unnecessary at this
time, since one was presented two
years ago. Suffice it to say for the
present purpose, that, Mr. Carr is
thoroughly and distinctively a New
Hampshire man. He was born in
His home
Enfield, January 31, 1853.
has been in Andover since 1863. He
was educated in the schools and
academies in Andover, New London
and Meriden, and Dartmouth College, from which he was graduated
in the class of 1875.
He read law in the office of the
Hon. John M. Shirley at Andover.
For a year before his admission to

the bar in 1878 he had been admitted
to partnership with Mr. Shirley.
In 1882, owing to impaired health,
he retired from the practice of the
law, and entered the hame manufacturing business, which had been
established by his family at Andoyer,
and in the following year he was admitted to the firm of Baker, Carr &
Co. For years he has been the manager of the factory.
There has never been a strike at
the factory. Its force numbers men
who have worked there thirty, thirtyMr. Carr's
five and forty-five years.
firm voluntarily placed its men on a
fifty-eight-hour schedule many years
before the present fifty-eight-hour
law was enacted. Accidents to em-

ployes have been few; when they
have occurred, the injured men have

®f th®

Ilssuaos

been put to work without

loss of pay.

The question
has been

of employers' liability
solved practically, on lines

of common sense and mutual good
will and good faith.
From his youth Mr. Carr has been
At the
interested in public affairs.

age of 23 he was elected from Andover
to the state House of Representatives.
He served in the sessions of 1878-'79,
in the first year on the committee
on normal school, in the latter year
as a member of the judiciary committee and as chairman of the special

railway committee.
In 1902 he was president of the
Democratic state convention, his
speech on that occasion being one
of the most forceful political addresses
delivered in New Hampshire in many
Another noteworthy address
years.
was that in which he presented the
name of the Hon. Nathan C. Jameson to the convention of 1906. He
has long been a member of the executive committee of the Democratic
state committee, and in 1908, previous
to his first nomination for governor,
he served as chairman of the state
committee.
Two years ago, when Associate
Justice George H. Bingham of the
Supreme Court had declined the
nomination for governor, tendered
Note.

The Granite Monthly

is a non-partisan
advocates the cause of no party and
its pages are open for the publication of biographical sketches of candidates of all
parties, and their own statements of position upon
Mr. Bass had the same opportunity
public questions.
as Mr. Carr, in this regard, but has not seen fit to
avail himself thereof.

publication.

It

no candidate; but
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admirably fitted tax conditions when
adopted, when agriculture was our chief
and almost only industry, and the question
was not how to conserve our forests and
natural resources, but how to get rid of our
forests, and when our weak and individual
manufacturing industries were the objects

him by the Democratic state convention, the choice of the executive
committee, upon whom devolved the
duty of selecting the head of the
A busy
ticket, fell upon Mr. Carr.
man,
ests,

It

of many and important interat great personal sacrifice he

our solicitude and protection. These
conditions have changed and we now need
constitutional changes and laws that will
enable us to get the most revenue from intangibles, will better protect our forests and
natural resources, and will equalize tax burdens.
We must eliminate corporate domination from our political system, and so
far as humanly possible conserve and protect
all our industries alike, and all our people.
Let me call attention to some of these
questions which have been and are living

of

heeded the call and accepted a nomination he had not sought.
Necessarily the campaign was short,
but it was clean cut and effective.
Against the traditional odds of a
presidential year in New
he cut the plurality of

Hampshire
Henry B.

Republican candidate for
governor, to 3,244, and his lead over
Taft
all other candidates to 711.

Quinby,

vital issues

of the people of this state.
have largely abolished the baneful
(1)
free-pass system by prohibiting the distribution and use of free passes in certain in-

We

(and must complete our work by
going farther, even into the directorate of
leased roads which are padded with attorneys
and political workers, nominally officers of
them, but really put there for another purstances

dollar John H. Pearson fund, devoted
to charitable and educational purThough most of the fund is
poses.

invested in Concord and Montreal
Railroad stock, Mr. Carr has never
swerved from his position that the
railroads should bear their just share
He is also a
of the pubhc burden.
trustee of the Proctor fund for cemetery, educational and charitable purposes in the town of Andover.
Mr. Carr's position upon the issues
of the day are succinctly and forcibly
set forth in his address at East Jaffrey,

pose).

In cases where the law has apparently
been violated has any one thus far heard of
the punishment of the offenders?
No corporation has any right to take a
We
franchise with which to break the law.
can practically solve the trust question by enacting and enforcing a statute providing individual
law.

liability

for corporate violation of

(2) A strict enforcement of the anti-lobby
laws and their amendment if found inade-

quate.

September 12, immehis unanimous nomina-

law limit(3) Amendment to the primary
ing the expenses of candidates for the various
cannot put
offices, so that vast wealth alone
true merit to such a disadvantage as to render
The expenits success well-nigh impossible.
diture of a hundred thousand dollars in a
mayoralty election contest, or ten thousand
dollars in a gubernatorial primary contest

diately after
tion at the primaries, in the following terms:

MR. CARR'S ADDRESS.

New

In the political campaign of 1910 we have
before us questions which challenge our
courage, our patience and our patriotism.
In the solution of those relative to taxation it will be necessary for us to decide
whether by amendment to existing laws or
otherwise we will continue our present coursed,
or whether we will recognize changed con-

in

accordance with economic
ditions,
truth provide a reasonable remedy. Our
manner of taxation is worn and inadequate.

law.

and

we have

home, and which have partially won and will
completely win the confidence and support

1907-'08, in the fight before
the State Board of Equalization for
an adequate railroad tax.
He is a trustee of the half-million
of

on Monday,

issues

platforms; issues for which

had a plurality of 19,494.
In the work of reform in New Hampshire, Mr. Carr has borne an imporHe was active in the wintant part.

for president

ter

—issues for which we have stood,

written into our
we have fought;
issues which we have compelled our adversaries in a measure to adopt; issues which it
is our purpose to still contend for and press

and stand;

the

not

Hampshire, is not in accord with
will
spirit of republican institutions,
in the end give the best executive or

legislative ability, is repugnant to the people,
and is in effect the transfer of the expenditure
of large sums of money used in the past to
influence conventions to its legalized use

candidates under the present
There will be found little to choose
between these methods. Hence, the need

in exploiting

in

.

of the restriction of expenses to reasonable

Clarence E. Carr}
amounts, whether paid be tlie individual or
the state, and the supervision and regulation
pf them.

Equalization, of Taxation.
(4)

This

is

one of the most important

upon which our

policy thus far
has been clear, progressive, safe, equitable
and fair, having for its object a "square deal"
for everybody and all kinds of property, and
questions,

an abolition

of special favors which have
long obtained in New Hampshire. This is
a subject for much candid discussion. It
is not expected that an ideal result will be
reached, but conditions which have obtained
and now exist will be largely remedied.
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or a liability. At least we should learn howto best construct them, and should learn
the probable cost of their maintenance before
plunging ahead and spending the rest of the
money appropriated under the law.
Forty-two thousand dollars received this
year from automobile licen.se fees, in addition
to taxes placed on them in towns, is a goodly
sum, which may be materially increased; but
even if we assume that these roads are mainly
for automobiling parties, it will not do to
make the license on them prohibitory if we
expect therefrom to get any considerable
sum toward maintenance of boulevards.
Conservation of Our Natural Forces and
Political Rights.

Employers' Liability Law.

A

law which will be immediate
and so far as possible automatic in its action,
to the end that the laws' delays may be
avoided and the money paid by the employer
go directly to the injured i)arty.
(5)

fair

(6) Compulsory and detailed reports of
the public utility corporations to the board
of equalization, and their publicity, and
publicity of proceedings of the board and
their conclusions in fixing valuations and
rates of taxation.
It is not only essential
that the valuation and methods of fixing it
be fair and just, but that all have the opportunity to know what it is because of the
public nature of such corporations and the
public rights and interests in them.
If the public reports yearly made by them
to their stockholders and to the railroad and
other commissions are harmless, the above
required publicity of these reports will be
likewise harmless; if truthful in one case no
harm can come from the publication in another.
Moreover, the people have the right,
in exchange for valuable franchises granted,
to know and compare them with other valuations which are public.
(7) A halt should be made in the construction of state boulevards until an in-

vestigation can be made of our methods of
construction and the reported appalling cost
for necessary repairs to which we shall be
Half a million dollars have been
subjected.

spent upon them. Men from all over the
state should come to the state conventions
prepared to report conditions in their respective localities, so as to have the benefit
of wide knowledge and united wisdom. Judging from reports of the bad condition of some
of them, the almost complete destruction
of others, the burden of keeping them in
repair will be so great that the state will have
it, as no rural commvmity at least
be able to meet it. Moreover, unless
this class of roads is to be extended by cross
connections, so as practically to reach and
in
benefit a large majority of our towns
short, if they are for pleasure automobiling
mainly it may be a grave question whether
they are to be a benefit or a burden, an asset

to

assume

will

—

—

The

—
—

question not new, but in recent
years brought forcibly to our attention both
in state and nation
is one of conservation.
We are confining our attention somewhat to
material things. It is generally agreed that
we should do what we can for the conservation of New Hampshire forests and natural
resources.
It seems to be the consensus of
opinion that the' accomplishment of this object will require individual, town, state and
national cooperation. It must be done by
reforestation and the establishment of state
nurseries for that purpose; tax regulation;
united and desperate work against gypsy
and brown-tail moths, and systematic work
against pests generally; perhaps public ownership of large and probably scattered tracts
of land; individual cultivation andharvestation of the tree crop, like any other; and
protection against forest fires.
Forest fires the country over are nearlj'
if not quite as destructive to our lumber as
the cutting of it.
This is a needless waste.
No time should be lost in the enactment of a
law making it obligatory to burn the brush
as fast as timber is cut
possibly as fast
as every tree is cut.
This will add to
the price of lumber today, but it will make it
cheaper and the supply greater for the con(8)

—

sumer

in twenty years from today.
This
not my thought, but the wisdom of a man
who has probably cut as much lumber, if not
more, than any man in the state of New
is

Hampshire.

We

should

conserve

the

productiveness

and the value of their products
by adopting means for the spread of agricultural knowledge and such instruction in
agricultural methods as will bring home to
every farmer on his farm the advantage and
of our farms

This will cost money
therefor.
but will pay. The beauty of New Hampshire
is no less an asset than her material wealth,
a fact that should not be forgotten in the
necessity

conservation of her forests and natural resources.

No less important
our popular rights.

is

We

the conservation of
must conserve the

rights of the state in transportation facilities
with just compensation to stockholders.

We
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must conserve that republican form of government guaranteed to the states by our
fundamental law, the right of the people to
regulate their own affairs which have been
arrogated by other forces and interests. One
system of conservation conduces to human
happiness and the other to human freedom,
and one is useless without the other.
(9) So far as it has not been done we
should divorce corporate dohiination from
our political system.
The results of the recent corporate campaign in the city of Manchester against
Doctor Chalmers and others is certainly
illuminating.
halt in public expenses, or new
(10)
sources of revenue to meet the increased expenses for debts already incurred and to be
incurred under existing laws.
(11) The separation so far as possible of
the state tax from all other taxes.
I have not the time to discuss now the other

A

important questions awaiting a wise solution,
by amendment to the laws we have,
the enactment of new laws, or otherwise,
among which are:
either

(12)

The

tributions
(13)

publication

of

campaign

and expenses.

Educational questions

— more

con-

impor-

tant than highways.
(14) Enforcement of labor laws (reasonable for employees and employers).
(15) Genuine local option.
(16) Extension of the authority of the
attorney general, if necessary, and sufficient
appropriations to protect the rights of the
people and of the state in matters pertaining

to

common

express

carriers,

company

in frieght rates.
(17) Abolition

rates

especially extortionate

and the

missions and reduction in
missioners, and

illegal

advance

and consolidation
direct

of comof comof railroad

number

election

commissioners.
(18)

receive

There
the

is another subject which should
most careful attention of all

It is the question of
parties and all men.
not parsimony in our
exercising economy
state expenditures.
These expenses have
increased out of all proportion to the growth
of our state in j^opulation or wealth.

—

Great attention has been paid to the queshow we can increase our revenue,
and little to how we can reduce our expenses.
tion of

Ways for doing
some

this will suggest themselves,

which I shall try to point out in this
campaign. They may not amount to much
singly, but in the aggregate should make a
goodly sum, and will be important not only
on account of the money saved, but the habit
of saving which we should cultivate.
Without an adequate increase in population, wealth, or necessity therefor, we have
more than doubled our expenses in the past
few years. Add to this the increase of burdens which will flow from a payment of
principal and interest, and repairs resulting
from the half million expenditure on the
state house and the two million expenditure
on state automobile boulevards, and we have
problems which should interest us seriously
and unite all good men in an effort to solve
them. These burdens bear most heavily
on small owners of property, those taxpayers
who pay the largest proportion of the cost
Add to this the inof running the state.
creased cost of living, due to a tariff which
in all its baneful effects is still with us, and
other sources, and we have a problem which
may be settled in a way disquieting to our
of

system.

These are only some of the questions upon
which our party will declare its purposes at
the coming state convention. We have as
a party taken no uncertain attitude upon
them. So far as compelled to do so our adversaries have adopted and supported our
views.
That makes our duty no less clear
to proclaim them and force them with all
our power until the purpose of the people
becomes the law of the land.

City ^md Qmmnttj
By

C. Jennie

Swaine

think how the stars in glory
Shine down on the hills of home,
And the winds through the woods are stealing
Where in childhood I used to roam;
And my heart, with a tender longing.
To l^he dear old home-bower clings
When morning steals up from the ocean,
As a wild bird spreads her wings.
I

—

City and Country

Here

is

the roar of the city

And its streets ablaze with light,
And so many hearts are aching,
And so many are glad tonight;
But there the

stars are shining
the silence, still and deep.
As night drops her shadowy curtain
Where the birds and the violets sleep.

On

hear the bells of the steamers
As they reach the harbor bar,
And the city awakes in gladness
As fadeth the morning star;
But I think of the beautiful uplands.
And the morning like burnished gold,
And how they awaken the robins,
And bid the roses unfold.
I

Never were nooks

of beauty.
In all this world of ours,
Like those where the summer sunshine
Gladdens the wayside flowers;
Oh, I love the rare exotics
Of the city gardens fair.
But the wildflowers of nature's garden
Hold a beauty more sweet and rare.

We may live in the busy city.
We may love the peopled street,
Where the branches of elm and maple
In shadow and sunshine meet;
But there ever will be a longing,
As pitiable as vaiu.
For the old oak in the pasture
And the elm tree in the lane.

O

homesick heart

in the city!

Even here is the Father's love;
The same green earth is beneath you
And the same sweet stars above;
In our dreams we still may linger
At the parting of the ways
Where we left the friends and the roses.
And the halcyon summer days.
the pastures of purple heather,
the fields of clover blooms!
the brook with its avens and laurel
And its sweet wild-rose perfumes!
Tonight, in my dreams, I follow
The thrush and the robin's wing,
'Till in the haunts of childhood
I gather the flowers of spring.

And
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EUGENE
of

Democratic Candidate

E.

REED

Manchester

for Congress, First

New Hampshire

District

\

E.@©(d,

?uiit®ini(

Inla\ffinipslhiaff@

Eugene

E.

was

Reed

l)orn

in

Manchester, April 23, 1866, and was
educated in the Manchester schools.
He learned the mason's trade with
his brother, William A. Reed, subsequently entering the firm of W. A.
& E. E. Reed. His health failing, he
turned to telegraphy, entering the
railroad service and advancing in it
until he became a despatcher at the

Concord and afterwards
chester

at the

Man-

office.

In 1899 he was elected alderman
The
10, Manchester.
next election saw him returned to
the board. In 1903 he was nominated

from Ward

mayor of the city and elected by
a lead of 1,191 votes over his RepubThree times he has
lican opponent.
been reelected, the last time by a
for

margin

of 1,587 votes.

When

he was

elected

first

mayor

the tax rate in Manchester was $2.25
on $100; and the average rate for six

had

years

preceding

Under

six years of his

been

$2.02.

administration
the average was $1.96, a reduction of
''
a
6 per cent, for the entire period
pretty good dividend on a business
administration," as the saving to the
city taxpayers has been described.
Under his administration not one

—

dollar's worth of new
in this period.

bonds was isDuring his
fourth term as mayor which will be
concluded on the first Tuesday in
January, 1911, an issue of bonds for
sued

—

—

Dssteact
$100,000 has been passed over his
veto.

In all his inaugurals he has likened
the affairs of the City of Manchester
to those of a mammoth business
corporation and has advocated and
religiously adhered to the pay-as-yougo policy and the exercise of wise

The splendid financial
credit that the city of Manchester
enjoys at the present day is due in no
small degree to the wisdom and
efficiency of Mayor Reed.
economy.

He

is

the

New Hampshire member

Democratic national committee.
He was chairman of the state delegation at the Democratic National Convention in Denver in 1908, at which
he was a member of the committee
on resolutions. He took a prominent
of the

part in the convention proceedings,
making two speeches.

He was nominated

for

Congress

without opposition.

He is a member of the Knights of
Pythias, the Red Men, the Grange,
the Eagles, the New England Order
of Protection, the Manchester Historical Society, the Calumet Club, of
which he is a past president, and the
Derryfield Club of Manchester, and
the Boston Athletic Association. He
is an attendant at the First Congregational Church, Manchester.
He married Cora L. Fox, a former
schoolmate.
They have one son,

Roy den Eugene Reed.

HENRY H. METCALF
of

Concord

Democratio Candidate for Congress, Second

New Hampshire

District

P®2ffii®cffiitfl€

Cs^sadadlsit® f©ff

E®w

th® Second

ae

Coiagiress

MainnipsMff® Pastffklb

Henry Harrison Metcalf was born
1841.

Newport, N. H., April 7,
He was reared to farm life; was
educated in the public and private
schools of Sullivan County and Mount
Ca?sar Seminary at Swanzey; studied
law with Hon. Edmund Burke of
Newport and at Michigan University
Law School, from which he was
graduated in 1865; admitted to the
in

bar at Newport in August, 1866.
^,
T
T^
r
He entered
journahsm as editor of
..
the White Moimtam Republic at
.

m

Littleton
1867, and became political
editor of r/ie People, at Concord,
He was
1868, continmng four years
editor and proprietor of the White
Mountain Repiibhc, 1872 to 1874;

m

and publisher of the Dover
Press from 1874 to 1879; managmg
ilf
Da^/t7 Union
f'^''' ?Iin'^
from 18^9 to a^ic^^ester
1882; editor of The
People and New Hampshire Patriot
from 1882 to 1892 smce which time
he has been editorial writer and
correspondent for New Hampshire,
Boston and New York papers.
He established the Granite Monthly
at Dover in 1877, and has since been
editor

He is
editor at various periods.
now its editor and manager.
He has always been a Democrat

its

mayor, state senator, state

of deeds,

and secretary of state.
a Universalist and preseiit
of the parish of the White
^o^erator
Memorial Church of Concord served
seven years as superintendent of the

treasurer,

He

is

;

Sunday School, and is vice-president
of the New Hampshire Universalist
Convention.
+u
the n
He has been active
Grange
^
of
a
^ quarter
century, being a
f^/

m
•

member and

charter

^

^

.^^^

^^^.^

nrst lecturer oi

Concord, of which
^^^^^^
^^^^^^ ^^^^^

^^^

Merrimack
Grange and six
^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ g^^^^ G^^^g^
^ ^j^^^^^^ member and past
^^ 1^^^^^.^^ ^f

^^^^^^

Pomona

^^
^^

^^

-^

_^^^^

Granite

State Council,
a charter member of
^^^ ^^^^^^^ (.^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^ member of
j^^
.^^

j

^^

Arcanum

;

committee on laws.

He

is

also

^ j^ember and the historian of the
^^^ Hampshire Society, Sons of the
American Revolution,

^^^^ prominent in
jj^ ^^^
^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^-^^ g^^ved
^

fourteen

as

years

secretary

of

the

Concord Board of Trade (formerly
the Commercial Club) and several
years past as secretary of the state
board.
He married, December 18, 1869,

and interested in the work of the
He was a member of every
party.
Democratic state convention from

They have two

1867 to 1908; secretary of the state
committee in 1869 and 1870; delegate
to St. Louis convention in 1876; for
some time secretary and also chairman of the Concord Democratic
city committee; president of state
He has
convention in May, 1900.
been the party's candidate for register

American, and
Boston Traveler; and one daughter,
Laura P., wife of Harlan C. Pearson
of the Concord Monitor and Statesman.
He was nominated for Congress
without opposition, by the Democrats of the Second district at the
recent primary election.

Mary Jane Jackson
the

editorial

of Littleton,
sons, Harry B., of
of the Boston
staff
Edmund B., of the

awe

Y©uii Hles^ird
By Emily E.

Have you heard Pan
Piping to the

F^n?

Cole

piping on his reeds,
the meads,

Nymphs upon

Dancing where the laughing Satyr leads,
Piping, ever piping on his reeds?
Hear their laughter, sweet and shrill.
Where Pan leads them, piping still,
As they gayly follow after.
Ever mocking with their laughter.
Have you heard Pan piping on his reeds?

Have you heard Pan piping in the wood,
Piping in a reckless, frolic mood;
Piping to the Dryads 'mong the trees.
Swinging, swaying lightly with the breeze?
How the Dryads swing and sway
As the airs around them play.
And their laughter, soft and mellow.
Mocks the merry, lazy fellow.
Have you heard Pan piping on his reeds?
Have you heard Pan piping in the hills,
Piping to the Nymphs beside the rills.
Piping as they dance and gayly sing,
Swaying in a mystic, mazy ring?
Through the measures of the dance.
Merry Nymphs, with rogueish glance.
Mock the music of this fellow
With their laughter, low and mellow.
Have you heard Pan piping on his reeds?

Tlheffa'M C®iim@
By

Stewart Everett

A Time
Bowe

The daylight fades and soft the twilight falls;
The sweet, glad day is dying, sure but slow;
The darksome night will soon within its walls
Imprison far from view the sun's bright glow.
But, up beyond the dark, beyond the night.
Life's glad sun shines with never ending rays.
With rays that bid us strive with all our might
And not lose heart however dark the clays.

So let us always keep our cheer and hope,
Where'er we are in home or foreign clime
And let us not give up and sadly mope.
For sure, beyond a doubt, " There'll come a time."

—

—

®M

Cff®ydl®m
i??/

.4/i

Spectacle Pond.

The

town

little

of

JI4§

aiffldl

park
the
in

America

home

of

Croydon,

in

the leading character

Winston Churchill's alleged novel,

now

inhabited

by scarcely three hundred people,
was once a prosperous community of
more than a thousand souls. Settled
in 1766, it had attained such growth
that more than fifty men went out
from its borders to fight in the war
for American independence, and although its population had fallen
materially from the 1060 shown by
the census of 1820, it retained enough
so that it sent out an even larger

number
Union

to fight the battles
in the Civil War.

of the

They were a sturdy race of men
who settled under old "Croydon
Mountain," and, whether at home
descendants have
part in the
Out
great fields of human endeavor.
of a rocky and stubborn soil the early
settlers and their sons gained support
for themselves and their families,
or

abroad,

performed

their

well

their

Day

99

Croydon Village and Croydon Mountain

—
— and as having been

"Coniston," although

In!®niiii©

Occasional Contributor

Sullivan County, widely known, of
late, from the fact that a goodly
share of its territory is embraced
within the limits of Blue Mountain
or Corbin's Park the largest private
in

"©M

and, in their honest

toil,

gained the

blessing of self-respect and a title to
the world's regard. While those at
home have well sustained the credit
of the town, there have gone abroad
many sons of old Croydon who have
achieved success for themselves and
honor for their native town as well.

Among them may

be named, the late
Rev. Baron Stow, D. D., of Boston,
a most eminent Baptist divine; Rev.
Luther J. Fletcher, Rev. Austin
Putnam, Rev. James W. Putnam;
Judge Jonas Cutting of the Supreme
Court of Maine, Hon. WiUiam P.
Wheeler of Keene, Hon. Levi W.
Barton, Hon. George F. Putnam, and
other successful lawyers; Dr. Horace
Powers of Vermont, Dr. Daniel C.
Powers of Michigan, Dr. William
F. Cooper of New York, Dr. Griswold
W. Wheeler of Missouri, Dr. Solomon
M. Whip])le of New London, father
of the brilHant Boston lawyer of the
present day Sherman L. Whipple,
Dr. Sherman Cooper of Claremont,
Dr. Marshall Perkins of Marlow,

—

and many more physicians of note.
All of these have passed away; as have
Timothy C. Eastman, father of the
American export beef trade, Gershom
Powers, congressman from New York,
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Stillman

Humphrey, mayor

of

Con-

Orra Crosby, Vermont judge
and banker, and liiany other men of
cord;

William P. Wheeler of Keene served
as president of the day.

The

oration

was given by Rev. Baron Stow, D.
D., of Boston, and remarks were
called out from a number of distinguished sons of Croydon at home and
abroad. A poem was also read,
which had been written for the occasion by that gifted daughter of
Croydon, Augusta Cooper Bristol.

A

full account of this celebration,
with the addresses given and letters
read, was subsequently published by

Col.

Edmund Wheeler

of

Newport,

a native of the town, who appended
thereto, many biographical sketches
of Croydon men, and notes of family
history, with other data of local interest, making a volume of about 175
pages in all, |Which is the nearest approach to a history of the town that
has ever been issued.
In 1892 an "Old People's Association" was organized in Croydon, the
first meeting being held June 30 of
that year, with a sermon by Rev.
Hon. William

P.

Wheeler

note born in the good old town; but
not a few sons of a later generation
still maintain the honor of their birthplace in various fields of effort beyond
her borders, among whom may be

named George
Barton
Barton

E.

Putnam and Cyrus

of Lowell, Mass., Prof. Rufus
of Windsor, Vt., Hubbard A.

J. L. Cain and Henry
Sawyer of Newport, Stillman H.
Baker of Hillsborough, Erancis Cutting of New York, and many more.
On June 13, 1866, the centennial
of the settlement of Croydon was

Barton, Dr.

duly celebrated, at a grand out-door
meeting near the old church at the
"Four Corners," the early center of
the town's civil and religious life.
Nearly three thousand people were
in attendance.
The grand procession was marshaled by Capt. Nathan
Hall, and the Croydon band, led by

Baldwin Humphrey, furnished music.
Col. Otis Cooper, chairman of the
committee of arrangements, called
the assemblage to order, and the Hon.

Rev. Baron Stow, D. D.

John Wildey,

in the Congregational
church at the East Village, followed
by a collation in the town hall, near

Old Croydon and

its

by, and an afternoon session in the
church, at which an historical address
was given by Rev. Moses T. Runnells.
Meetings of this Association were
held, annually, until 1900, alternating

"Old Home Day"
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And

as the shell upon the mountain height
Sang of the sea,
So do I ever, leagues and leagues away
So do I ever, wandering where I may,
Sing, O my home! sing, O my home! of thee!

—

between the East Village and the
"Flat," so called, in the lower part
of the town.

In March, 1900,

it

was voted

at

the annual town meeting to appropriate the sum of S25 for the proper

observance of "Old Home Day," in
accordance with the recommendation
of Governor Rolhns to the towns

Thus do the wanderers from Old
Croydon sing sing of the sunrise
upon the mountains, the beautiful
vales, the rock-ribbed hills and the

—

sparkling waters.
The happy years of my childhood
were spent in a valley to the west-

throughout the state, and the first
meeting under such arrangement was
held on August 14 of that year. Once
in every three years since, the Old
Home Day festival has been observed,
the last observance being the present
year, on Tuesday, August 23, at the
East Village, when there was a gathering nearly fiUing the church, many
sons and daughters of the old town,
from abroad, returning for the occasion.

W. Oilman,

S.

president of

association, presided, and addresses were made by Rev. Noble Fisk
of Grantham, a former pastor, Hon.
Jesse M. Barton of Newport and
Mrs. Mary M. Sibley, also of New-

the

port, a daughter of Croydon, the
latter being the principal address,
decidedly reminiscent in character

and listened to with intense interest
by all present. Letters from natives
and former residents, unable to be
present, were read

by the secretary,
Mrs. Fred W. Putnam. Following is
Mrs. Sibley's Address:
Upon a mountain
I

found a

And

to

my

from the

sea,

listening ear this lonely thing

Ever a song
Ever a tale
Strange, was

One song

height, far

shell.

it

of ocean
of ocean

not?

seemed to sing
seemed to tell.

—

Far from its native deep

it

sang;
Sang of the aw^ul mysteries of the tide,
Sang of the restless sea, profound and wide

—

Ever with echoes

of the

ocean rang.

Mrs.

Mary M.

Sibley

ward, with Croydon Mountain on
the one side and the Pinnacle on the
other. The birds and flowers were my

companions by day; mists, shadows
and stars by night.
The people of this vicinity were
remarkable for their industry, perseverence and frugality, a priceless inheritance from their forefathers.
What I have to say, today, will be
reminiscent not of the remarkable
people who have gone out from you,
but the remarkable people who have
remained. The people of this town
were remarkable for their wit, humor
and love of their native town.
It is of some of those sayings and

—
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doings that I shall tell you, as I have
been told or have remembered them.
In this valley where I lived, almost

shadow of the Pinnacle, stood
a magnificent church a remarkable
Those sturdy
piece of architecture.
people gave of their hard-earned dollars to erect this house made with
hands but sacred in the sight of God,
and above the pulpit was inscribed
this very motto,* "Holiness unto the
Lord"; but the spirit of unrest was
on the people and they turned their
faces to the westward to found new
in the

—

The

old church stood for many
a silent witness against the
people; but now no trace remains
visible, though a few of us carry its
likeness engraven on our hearts.
After this time, the Congregationalists, few in number, held meetings
in the school house.
Well do I re.

years,

member Mr. Seth Littlefield pitching
the tune and Mrs. John Cooper takFor want of
ing the leading part.
support, these meetings, too, were
given up, and the only services ever
after held in the western part of this

To-wn Hall and Church. Croydon, N. H.

homes and

erect

new

churches.

The

beloved pastor. Priest Haven passed
away; the church became weakened;
dissensions crept in and, as a result,
this church in which we are now was
built and the old church became a
In the
target for the small boy.
year 1860, service was held in it for
the last time. The Rev. Austin Put-

nam was

in

town and he was anxious

to call the beloved people together
again, so he swept ancl put it in order,
as best he could, and announced a

People came from
the church to overattended that service.'

date for service.
all sides

and

flowing.

I

filled

town were by the

Millerites,

for a

short time only.

Many stories were told of Priest
Haven, and my mother told me the
two following. Priest Haven once
had occasion to speak to the boys
on account of noise, and said he hoped
they would be more quiet next Sabl)ath.
A Mr. Sherman, who always
sat in church with a red handkerchief
over his head, jumped to his feet and
shouted, "Gals bad as boys," and no
doubt they were.
One morning there appeared before

Priest Haven, in his study, his wife
and son. The son had refused to

*This motto, arranged in a semi-circle, in large gilt letters, over the pulpit in the old church at the "Four
Corners," was preserved when the old church was torn down, and put up in the new church at the East Village.

Old Croydon and

its

obey his mother. Mrs. Haven stated
the case, and asked her husband's
He looked at them over
advice.
his spectacles for some minutes
then said: "Ahem! Madam, have

and
you

tried

your slipper?"
What a good wholesome suggestion
I wish all slippers might be kept for
just such a purpose at the present

!

time.
.The following story was told me
by John Cooper: In those good old
days it was considered a sin to go
courting on the Sabbath, but a certain young man did, and a church
meeting was called to turn him from

Main

Street,

ways; but the young man
denied the heinous charge. The next
day, a man in talking it over with
Priest Haven said, ''Do you consider
it wrong to lie about going courting?"
The priest said, "Well, I don't know
as it is right to lie about it, but I believe they generally do."
his erring

The

following story

was

also told

me by Mr.

Cooper: "A party of
young people assembled for a frolic
on Hallowe'en night. They were the
guests of your great-uncle, Carlton
Barton and wife, a newly wedded
couple.
They had tried all the tricks
they could think of, from throwing
a ball of yarn into a well and winding
it

out to going

down

stairs

backwarcl

"Old Home Day"
holding
old,

a

their

mirror.
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The

night

was

fun exhausted and they

were about to retire, when Mr. Barton
proposed that each should take a

and write his or her
the outside of the house
under their respective windows. It
was supposed that each would dream
whose name might be written there
also.
The chalk was passed around.
Heracelas Darling, a carpenter working for Mr. Barton, took a piece, as
Mr. Darling slept in
did the rest.
an open chamber. His tool chest
stood near the head of his bed and
on the cover he wrote his name.
piece of chalk

name upon

Croydon, N. H.

"In the morning, they

all

assembled

to tell their dreams, true and otherwise.
The carpenter's was as follows
'Upon retiring for the night, I sank
into a sweet and dreamless sleep,
from which I seemed to be aroused by
:

the sound of sweet, low singing like
a mother's lullaby, gradually coming
near and nearer, changing into a wild
ecstacy of song, which in turn floated
up beyond the stars and told of our
Redeemer's love. As the music died

away,

the

door

opened

and Mrs.

Barton, clad in the vestments of an
angel, shedding a holy radiance about
her,

approached.

Stretching out her

arms toward me she pointed upward
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and, floating backward, passed out
as she came, and all was dark.'
"This was only a dream, but it
never was to be forgotten, for within
three days, the carpenter and Mrs.
Barton were both lying dead in that
house, being the first of eighteen victims of the spotted fever scourge in
1813!"

My

earliest

remembrance was

of

the Civil War. Charles Stockwell,
son of Washington and Philena Stockwell, was mortally wounded in the
Battle of Fredericksburg, and later
in the month of May was brought

North

member

for burial.

I

distinctly

re-

standing on a chair and see-

his wife
his own,

!

kindred dust.
Of all the people who lived in that
part of the town, John and Mary

Cooper had the most influence. I
have often said they were the only
I ever knew who lived Christian lives.
John Cooper needed no
outside amusement.
He was suffi-

people

He had a story for
and never tired of
the following about his wife,

his fellow-man.

every occasion
telling

it as much as he:
After church service was discontinued at Four Corners, they came
here to church.
Not having a team,
they walked. One morning they
were late and Mr. Cooper hurried
his wife considerably in getting ready.
After they were seated in this church,
Mrs. Cooper put her feet out in front
of her to rest, when, lo! she had on
one Sunday boot and one old slip-

and she enjoyed

—

Putnam Farm — Formerly Home

ing the procession, headed by a brass
band, pass by. I do not remember
going to the cemetery but can recall
being held in someone's arms and
looking around on that sea of faces
and seeing a woman, the mother,
sitting on the side of the grave gazing
down on the face of her first-born,
sacrificed to preserve a nation's honor.
I have since thought, fortunate woman to be able to lay her dead with

unto himself. He lived with
and his books in a world of
an example of Godliness to

cient

Hon, Lemuel

of

per.

He

P.

Cooper

said, his sides

shaking with

laughter, "her feet disappeared from
sight with the rapidity of lightning
and I firmly resolved never to hurry
Mary again."

Thus John and Mary Cooper,

toil-

ing for their daily bread, teaching
and otherwise assisting the children
of that vicinity, traveled along life's
rough highway, and are now sleeping
in the shadow of Croydon Mountain,
but I firmly believe their spirits are
in the broad fields of Paradise.
If one had taken a walk around
under Croydon Mountain on a rainy
day, enough folklore could have been
gathered to fill a book. John and

Caleb Barton were both fun-loving
lost an opportunity

men and never

Old Croydon and

its

The following is
tell a good story.
one told by Caleb Barton of a woman
who moved into his neighborhood.
She often came to Mr. Barton's to
get him to do errands for her when
he went to Newport village. One
day she appeared with a gallon jug
to

"Old Home Day"
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medium low crown.

She was dressed

years in advance of the styles
I think if
prevailing in Croydon.
she should walk in here today she
would not look out of style.
When I was a small child, my
father was sick and Doctor Barton
fifty

to get

him

was

worth

of

just

to buy for her ten cents
molasses.
He disliked to
such a small quantity, but, being

buy

he would not

a kind-hearted man,
refuse.
He
in his plight

Mr.

went to

who put

Barnard

in considerably

more molasses than the ten cents
would pay for. When Mr. Barton
arrived home Mrs. I. came for the
molasses.
She lifted the jug, took
out the stopple, shook it near her
ear and finally said that she didn't
want to accuse anyone of stealing,
but someone had made a good thing

Well

called.

do

I

remember

how

he looked, swinging up the
path with that old medicine chest
in hand.
No word was spoken until
the patient had been attended to;
then he unbent a little and spoke of
the warm weather we were having,
something unusual in November.
He said it was due to the Gulf Stream

out of it!
At the age of nine years, I crossed
the hill to the east and came into
It was
this valley to attend school.
a beautiful valley, apparent even to
my childish eyes. Today, as I gaze
down upon it, I exclaim within myself, "0 Jethro Bass and beautiful
Coniston Water!" The teacher of
the school at that time was Florette
Powers, and no doubt there are many
here who remember the song she
used to sing at the close of the after-

noon

"We

We
We

session.

all
all

all

love the school room,
love its joys,
love to

meet with

Clidden Bridge

the

girls

and

the boys,

Have a good time and not make
Be good. Be happy and gay."

a noise.

One day, as I reached the corner
near the Ruel Durkee place, I met
him and his good wife Polly, driving.
He was dressed as we always saw
him, and had the red splices which
he continually jerked to keep the
His wife sat by
old horse moving.
his side, a sight to

my

childish eyes.
I remember her dress in its minutest
The dress was white and
detail.
The hat was also
close
fitting.
white, rather broad in the brim with

which for some unknown reason had
been turned from its usual course
and was now flowing five hundred
miles nearer the coast than formerly.
He said he thought it authentic for
he heard the story in Grantham,
yesterday.

which you

That peculiar smile,
remember, played over
an instant, then he was

all

his face for

gone, swinging
came a man

—

down
with

the path as he
a remarkable

mind.

No

coroner's inquest, no trial

by

jury ever sifted evidence or balanced
probabilities, as the men who gathered
at Dunbar's store on a rainy day; but
they had to be particular to adhere
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to the truth in every respect for there
was one behind the counter or even
the alert if they made a mistake to
correct them, or jog their memory

with these words; "Yes

'tis."

"No

tain't." "Guess not." The following
one of the rainy day stories: The
worthies were discussing the age of

is

Mr. Patten, of which no authentic
One man said, he
record existed.
"didn't know how old Mr. Patten
was, but he did know that when
Columbus discovered
Christopher
America he found Patten on the

Washburn meadow

in

Springfield,

haying.

Do any

of

you remember a certain

freshet about thirty-eight years ago?
These same men of whom I have
spoken, were gathered, as usual, at

the
the

store.

As the

day

advanced

water rose higher and higher.
Mr. Ferry was the only one who had
to cross the river to get home. When
it came time for him to seek the bosom
of his family, his colleagues tried to
dissuade him from making the attempt, but all in vain. His friends

wrung

his

hand

in

parting,

"they would have
would be too lazy

said he,
to fight for they

"Why,"

to run."

How

trim and stately those homes
on Croydon Flat! The Putnams, the Humphreys, the Halls,
the Browns, the Goldthwaits. But
with one or two exceptions, they have
taken the long journey!
I should like to speak of all those
remarkable people of old, but time
I just want to call attenprevents.
tion to some of the people as they sat
in this church.
Over there Doctor
Hall in white vest and ponderous watch chain a handsome man.
Alonzo Allen, tall and majestic. In
the very back seat, Nathaniel Nelson.
The families of George W. Dunbar,
O. C. Forehand, Wallace Davis, David Rawson, Warren Bartlett, Jonathan Wheeler, George W. Cain and
Aunt Anne and numerous others.
Up in the gallery, E. D. Comings'
family; Hubbard Cooper and Ada;
Mrs. John Harding; Mrs. Brown,
Dana and Clara; Welcome Partridge
and family, and many others.
of old,

—

never

expecting to see him again, and even
the old white horse seemed to understand and waved his tail in farewell;
but Mr. Ferry's weight proved of
value for it kept the wagon on the
bridge and the old white horse bore

Each man's chimney

him safely over.
At a choir rehearsal one night, the
members were trying to jolly Welcome Partridge about getting thrown
off the mowing machine that day.
Mr. Partridge said, "It was no such

In his farthest wanderings still he sees it
Hears the talking flame, the answering night-

a thing, but circumstances were such
that I was obliged to get off right then
and there."
In the store at Croydon Flat sat
another just such tribunal as in this

Happy he whom

place.

One time they were

discuss-

ing the bravery of people. Philemon
Humphrey stoutly maintained that
the Halls would be the best soldiers.
They all wanted to know his reason.

Is the central point,

is his Golden Milestone;
from which he measures

every distance

Through the gateways

of the world

around

him.

wind,

As he heard them

When he sat with those who were, but are not.

Nor march

neither wealth nor fashion,

of encroaching city,

Drives an exile
From the hearth of his ancestral homestead.

We may
Fill

build

more splendid habitations,

our rooms with painting and with sculptures,

But we cannot

Buy with

gold the old associations.

Dsivid
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By A. W. Emerson

Well up toward the head of the
in relative importance among
business enterprises in this country
stands the conduct of resort hotels,
the field of operation reaching from
list

the White Mountains and the lakes
and forests of Maine to the everglades
of Florida and from the Atlantic
to the Pacific coasts.
And in the
long lists of those managing resort
hotels, one, the subject of this sketch,
who went out from the old town of
Alexandria in the Granite State, has
worked out for himself a high standing, readily

known

admitted and everywhere

within that

field.

David Bowdoin Plumer was born
in Alexandria in 1853.
There was
Huguenot blood in the family veins,
with an hereditary spur toward the
best education permitted by self-help
and the opportunities of those days,
One of five children, the boy's early
life included work on the home farm
and regular attendance at the district school, which in those days of
large families had quite a regular enrollment of thirty to forty scholars,
Later he went to the high school in
Bristol, but when sixteen went to
work for E. S. Foster, druggist, in
that village, learning something of
After a year's work
telegraphy.
there, a wish to learn more of the key
took him to a place at one of the Old
Northern telegraph desks in Hill's
express office in Manchester. In
the course of two years as operator
he was transferred to offices in Nashua, Bath, Me., and back to Man-

up the work in 1872
and re-entering the high school at
Chester, giving
Bristol.

tered

From

that

school

he

en-

New Hampton
he

Institution,
graduated in the

class of 1875.
It was while at

New Hampton that,

from which

under the late C. H. Merrill, one of
the oldest and best resort hotel men

known

in

this

country.

Young

Plumer served under the Crawford
House management seven summers,
advancing from the place of table
waiter to second head, under Dr. 0.
S. Marden, now editor of Success
Magazine, and later to that of head,
Frank Munsey, of present magazine
fame, was among those student associates in hotel work, and John Anderson, now manager of the Mount
Washington at Bretton Woods, was
the

ticket agent at Crawford's
the railroad was extended to

first

when

that point.
But those years were not all summer season years. In 1876, following
graduation, Mr. Plumer taught the
winter school at Franconia village,
teaching in subsequent winters a
boys' school at Pigeon Cove, Mass.,
at Gorham, Me., and at Newtown
Academy, in Connecticut. During
these years of hotel summers and

school-teaching winters, the law appealed to him as a profession, and
two winters were given up to reading,
first in the office of S. K. Mason, in

and later with Jonathan
Smith and Briggs & Huse, in ManChester.
With the work of these
two winters the law was definitely
given up and he made his choice of
Bristol,

a hotel career.
From the Crawford House he went
with 0. S. Marden to the Ocean

View Hotel

at

Block Island, advanc-

ing from the place of head waiter
to an office position; in 1884 he went
as assistant manager with Gen. M.
C. Went worth to the Laurel House

Lakewood, N. J., being made manager of the house the following year,
Lakewood men formed the Jefferson
at

common with hundreds of students
from the higher schools of New England, the subject of this sketch began

in

his hotel career, going in 1873 to the
Crawford House for his early training

Hotel and Land
son,

N. H.,

Company

in 1889,

at Jeffer-

and Mr. Plumer

DAVID BOWDOIN PLUMER
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name with any hotel
accepted as the synonym
of careful, safe conduct among resort
patrons generally.
Mr. Plumer married Miss Francena
Emerson, daughter of the late Rev.
and Mrs. Joseph C. Emerson, at
Manchester, N. H., in 1882. They
have one son, Bowdoin, who is now
in his junior year at Dartmouth ColLove for the old home place
lege.
near the Bristol line in Alexandria
has led, all through the years of a
busy hotel life, to the purchase, bit
by bit, of the lands round about and
including that property, and land

was made general manager, retaining

nection of his

there a connection of thirteen years
during which the Waumbek Hotel
was brought to a leading position
among White Mountain houses.
Lakewood continued to be his point

enterprise

winter engagement until 1892,
resigned from management
there and went to Chattanooga, Tenn.,
of

when he

He reas manager of Lookout Inn.
mained there but one winter, coming
back to Lakewood as assistant treasurer of the Lakewood Hotel and Land
which then operated
Association,
both the Laurel House and the Laurel-in the-Pines.

He

of

the

again took the
Laurel House
the following year, and a little later
the general management of both
In 1902, after resigning
houses.
from the conduct of the Waumbek
at Jefferson, he was made general
manager of the New Monmouth at

management

Spring Lake Beach, N. J., retaining
that connection one summer, and in
the following year resigned from summer and winter houses to take the

management
Briarchff

of Briarcliff

Manor, N.

Y.,

Lodge at
as an all-

His
work
proposition.
the-year
there was for four years one of large

development,

commanding

all

his

time, and developing a spring, summer and fall season business. In
1909 he accepted the management
of Hotel Green at Pasadena, Cahfornia, a large winter season house,

and the following summer took on
associate relations with Col. Charles

H. Greenleaf

in the

New

House

Profile

conduct of the
in

the

White

Mountains. He is now identified
with these three widely separated
resort hotels, among the best known
houses of the country, and the con-

is

and buildings have been steadily
improved and thrown into farm operaWhenever escape from hotel
tion.
responsibility is possible Mr. Plumer
goes there for the quiet and rest his
hills afford, where beauty of scenery
never palls. A deep love of, and
music has made him
always a student and worker along
vocal lines, and wherever the point
of his hotel connection has located
him, his interest has promoted the
best and highest possibihties of church
critical taste in,

music, while his personal and financial help has always been generously
ready for educational work, hbrary
interests, and -good citizenship generally.

The

list

of

young men and

womenwhom he has helped to advancement would be a long one, and his
personal interest for those in his employ is as keen as for those who are
regularly entertained in his hotels.
Mr. Plumer is a member of the
Episcopal Church, the Society of
Colonial Wars of New Jersey, the
Sons of the Revolution of New York,
the Huguenot Society of New York,
and the Aldine Club of New York.

By Georgiana

Rogers

—

a coy maiden
Happiness
Seek her and she will fly away.
But, skip right along by Duty's song.
And, ere you know it, she has come to stay.
is

"
||

TEne lR©maini
By

Fairimeir

Fred Myron Colby

[Read before Merrimack County Pomona Grange, at Warner, September

It will always be interesting, it
seems to me, to know how the nations
of antiquity tilled and sowed and harvested, what crops they cultivated,
how they lived and dressed, and what

was the character of their home life.
In the Bible we get picturesque
glimpses of the rural
cient

Hebrews,

but

life

of the an-

they

are

but

glimpses interesting and invaluable
The
indeed, but still incomplete.
paintings and the sculptures on the
monuments of Egypt give us a somewhat better idea of farm life and husbandry
among that remarkable
people, but is unsatisfactory in many
The unrivalled literature
respects.
of Greece afford us little information
regarding the practical details of her

The Greeks were more
commercial and literary; still among
the hills and valleys of Hellas there
lived small agricultural communities
the story of whose life and manners
agriculture.

would make delightful reading if we
only knew the homely details. Of
farming among the Romans we know
a great deal more, and the knowledge
we have of their rural affairs gives
confirmation to the ancient saying,
"There is nothing new under the sun."
In the story of Cincinnatus we get
one of our earliest glimpses of the

Roman

farmer and of

The hero

Roman farm

seen standing beside his plow, bareheaded, dressed
only in a simple tunic belted at the
waist, and a pair of high buskins or
boots upon his feet. His yoke of
oxen are of the small Tuscan breed.
The plow consists of a beam to which
the yoke is attached, a handle or
cross piece by which the plowman
holds the share fixed into a share
beam, two mold boards, a coulter and
a wheel the same rude implement
that is in use in Italy to-day.
In the
distance, on the sunny hillside, you
life.

—

is

16, 1910.]

farm house, a low, thatchedroofed structure of wood.
The porch
is wide and open, the windows are
latticed.
The farmer's wife is seen
standing in the doorway, with a child
in her arms.
A half-dressed, robust
boy is chasing the chickens and geese
from the front yard. It is a picture
see his

at once idyllic and picturesque, and
only to be found among a people
with that reverent love for agriculture

which the Romans had.
Cincinnatus and Cato
typical

were

the

Roman farmers. But every
of Rome was a farmer, at

citizen
least, in the early ages of her history.
No greater praise could be bestowed
upon an ancient Roman than to give
him the name of a good husbandman.

They were an

agricultural race, and
their early legends had some connection with the land.
Their fabled
all

founders were shepherds; when Horatius saved Rome from Porsenna he
was rewarded with a gift of as much
land as a yoke of oxen could draw a
plow round in the course of a day.
Many of the noblest families derived
their names from the fact that an
early ancestor had been a successful
cultivator of a particular grain or
the
vegetable,
notably
Lentuli,
and even Cicero
Fabii,
Pisones,
whose progenitor is said to have
raised vetches for the market.
The words which Cicero puts into
the mouth of Cato give a fine picture
of the ancient Roman enthusiasm in
'T come now to the
agriculture.

—

pleasures of husbandry, in which I
vastly delight.
They are not interrupted by old age, and they seem to
me to be pursuits in which a wise
life
should be spent. The
does not rebel against authority; it never gives back but with
usury what it receives. The gains of
husbandry are not w^hat exclusively

man's
earth

The

Roman Farmer

commend it. I am charmed with the
nature and productive virtues of the
soil.
Can those old men be called
unhappy who delight in the cultivation of the soil? In my opinion
there can be no happier life, not only
because the tillage of the soil is salutary to all, but from the pleasure it
The whole establishment of
yields.
a good and assiduous husbandman is
stored with wealth; it abounds with
kids and pigs, with lambs and poultry,
with milk, with cheese, with honey.
Nothing can be more profitable,
nothing more beautiful, than a well
cultivated farm."
The state allotted to every citizen
a tract of land. Seven acres were
considered enough for a farm. At a
later age the citizen was permitted to
hold a greater number of acres, but
the idea remained paramount that
small farms were best.
''Our ances"
tors," says Cato,
regarded it as a
grand point of husbandry not to have
too much land in one farm, for they
considered that more profit came by
holding little and tilling it well."
And Virgil says, "The farmer may
praise large estates, but let

him

culti-

vate a small one."
The Roman farmer paid much attention to the rearing of stock, the
planting of orchards, and fully understood the difference of soils and their

adaptation to particular crops. He
usually plowed his land four times a
year, he saved and used his manure

with care, and only in his failure to
apply the mechanical forces of nature
to his agricultural operations did he
fall much behind the moderns in his
science of farming.
What the ancient Roman tiller of the soil most
needed were suitable farming implements; in this matter we are greatly
their superiors.

Roman husbandry was

mainly oc-

cupied with the culture of the cere-

The

grain cultivated consisted
wheat and barley, with
considerable spelt and millet, turnips,
radishes, garlic and poppies were also
grown, and particularly as fodder for
cattle
lupines, beans, peas, vetches
als.

especially of

—
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and other leguminous plants. Ordinarily the seed was sown in the autumn, but in exceptional cases in the
Considerable attention was
spring.
paid to irrigation and draining, and
drainage by means of covered ditches
was in use at an early age. Meadows
also for supplying hay were in vogue,
and even in Cato's time those were

Of equal, if not
irrigated artificially.
of greater economic importance to
their grain and vegetables were the
products of the vine and of the olive
tree.
The former were grown in
vine-yards which were the adjuncts
of every farm; their olive trees were
often planted among the growing
crops.

Figs, apples, pears,

and

after

the time of Lucullus, cherries, were
cultivated to a large extent.

Many glimpses into their methods
of cultivation are found in the works
of Latin authors which have survived
the ravages of time.
Cato speaks of
irrigation, frequent tillage and manuring as means of fertilizing the soil.

Virgil in his four Georgics, perhaps
the most finished of all his works,
certainly the most useful, gives us exhaustive treatises on plowing and preparing the soil, on sowing and planting, on the management of cattle and
sheep, and on the manner of keeping
bees.
If any of you wish to learn
more of the Roman farmer and his
methods it will well repay you to read
those beautiful and interesting poems,
translations of which are to be found

any well selected hbrary.
Varro was another Latin writer
who wrote extensively upon agriculture and anyone who has the time
will find no little pleasure and instruction in glancing through his volin

Just now I want to
simply allude to a curious instance
that he mentions of the changes in
country manners in his day. He
makes an old man say that when he
was a boy a farmer's wife used to be
content with a jaunt in a cart once or
twice a year, the farmer not taking
the covered wagon the more luxurious vehicle at all unless he pleased.
The farmer used to shave but once a

uminous pages.

—

—
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week, whereas in his day he shaved
Does this not remind you of
twice.
a hke change that has crept in among
the farming class of our own time?
In the works of Phny we also find

He
in relation to agriculture.
especially valuable in his comments
and illustrations on former writers,
and his historic summary is an authority upon the subject in hand.
much

is

The

passages from this
of especial interest to the
student for several reasons.

following

author

is

modern
He is commenting on

Virgil "Our poet
"
that
opinion," he says,
alternate fallows should be made, and
that the land should rest entirely
is

of the

every second year. And this is, indeed, both true and profitable, provided a man have land enough to give
the soil this repose. But how, if his
extent be not sufficient? Let him in
that case, help himself thus. Let
him sow next year's wheat crop on the
field where he has just gathered his
beans, vetches or lupines, or such
other crop as enriches the ground.
it is worth notice that
are sown for no other purpose but as food for others, a poor
In anestimation."
practice in

For indeed,

some crops

my

other place he tells us, "Wheat, the
later it is reaped, the better it casts;
but the sooner it is reaped, the fairer
the sample. The best rule is to cut
it down before the grain is got hard,
when the ear begins to have a reddish
brown appearance. Better two days
too soon than as many to late, is a

good maxim, and might pass
oracle."

The

following

for

an

quotation

—

from the same author is excellent:
"Cato would have this point especially to be considered, that the
soil of a farm be good and fertile;
also, that near it there be plenty of
laborers, and that it be not far from
a large town: moreover, that it have
sufficient means for transporting its
produce, either by water or land.
Also that the house be well built, and
the land about it as well managed.

But

I observe a great error and selfdeception which many men commit,
who hold opinion that the negligence
and ill husbandry of the former owner
is good for his successor or afterpurchaser.
Now, I say, there is
nothing more dangerous and disadvantageous to the buyer than land so
left waste and out of heart; and therefore Cato counsels well to purchase
land of one who has managed it well,
and not rashly and hand-over-head to
despise and make light of the skill and
knowledge of another. He says too,
that as well land as men, which are of

great charge and expense,
ful soever

how

gain-

may

seem, yield little
profit in the end, when all reckonings
are made.
The same Cato being
asked, what was the most assured
profit rising out of land? made this
answer, -'To feed stock well,' Being
asked again, 'What was the next? he
answered, 'To feed with moderation,'
by which answer he would seem to
conclude that the most certain and
sure revenue was a low cost of production.
To the same point is to be
referred
another speech
of
his,
That a good husbandman ought to
be a seller rather than a buyer;' also,
that a man should stock his farm
early and well, but take long time and
leisure before he be a builder;' for it
is the best thing in the world, according to the proverb, to make use, and
derive
from other men's
profit,
follies.'
Still when there is a good and
convenient house on the farm, the
master will be the closer occupier, and
take the more pleasure in it; and
the
truly it is a good saying, that
"
master's eye is better than his heel.'
Is it not curious to read such passages as these, and to find the very
same subjects still handled, week
after week, in fresh and eager con-

they

—

'

'

'

'

'

troversy in the agricultural writings
and periodicals of the present day,

eighteen centuries after these opinions
were first written?

®M
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By Eva
Very

few

Sandown

The

one

at

the oldest in the
state, and has been preserved almost
exactly as it was when dedicated to
the worship of God and the pubhc
uses of the town in 1774.
The building is located on a hill
overlooking the valley through which
runs the Worcester, Nashua and
is

S^ndt^wn

Beede Odell

meeting-houses, built
now standing

in Colonial times, are
in New Hampshire.

^t

among

wall

around

it.

The

old

wall

is

standing at the present time.
Tradition tells that a barrel of
Newburyport rum was placed at
the disposal of the workmen at the
building of the meeting-house, but
just as they were about to put on
the roof the supply gave out, so they
suspended operations for a day while
a messenger was sent to Newburyport, Mass., for a half-barrel more.

The Old Sando'wn Church

Portland railroad, a little less than
a quarter of a mile from the station.

The spot

the exact centre of the
town, as determined by a committee,

town meeting
by the selectmen, on petition,

chosen at
called

is

November

a

special

12,

1772,

from Hampstead

line

"to
'at

measure
the head

of the 200-acre grant' to Poplin line
(now Fremont), to find the centre."
An acre of land for the meeting-house

was given by Peter Colby on condition that the town l)uild a stone

The work went on during the summer
and was completed in 1774.
At a meeting July 4, 1774, there was
of 1773

an article in the warrant "to see if
the parish will color the new meetinghouse," and it was voted to "color"
the house like the Chester meetinghouse.
October 17, 1774, it was
voted to dedicate on a week day, and
at adjournment it was voted to meet
in the new meeting-house "Wednesday come fortnet." On that day
the voters of Sandown met for the

-The
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first time in the meeting-house to
transact the business of the town,
and every year since then, a period
of 136 years, the legal town meetings
have been held within its walls.
New shingles and several coats of
white paint have preserved the exterior of this plain and substantiallooking house of worship which has
The
nor
neither
spire.
belfrey
structure is 44 x 50, and 24 feet high,
with a spacious attic over all. It
is
supported by 16 posts of solid

white oak, each one foot square,
showing one half their size on the
There are
interior of the house.

The
neither porches nor vestibules.
ponderous front doors on the south
side open directly into the center
There are also
aisle of the church.
side doors on the east and on the
All the doors are of double
west.
plank, swinging inward on huge strap

and

hinges,

having

quaint

hand-

The side
handles.
doors are fastened by means of oak
bars that fit into staples in the door

wrought

posts.

iron

The south door,
They are

a lock and key.

only,
all

has

painted
dark green, and over the south door
are the figures 1773, the year when
the house was begun, and over the
west door 1774, when it was finished,
Facing the central aisle the tall pulpit rises 11 feet above the floor, and
is
reached by a narrow stairway,
Suspended above the pulpit, and 19
feet from the floor, is the massive
sounding-board, which is a fine piece
Just below the pulpit
of panel work.
in a small enclosure the deacons sat,
raised a little above the other people.
Built in front of the deacons' seats
is the tall communion table which
has a rounded leaf that turns down,
This is painted in imitation of marble, as also are the fluted columns
each side of the pulpit, and the six
neatly turned pillars supporting the
The outside of the pulpit
gallery.
and the wainscoting on the gallery
front are stained a cherry color, but
the remaining wood work, which was
never painted, has grown dark wdth
the stains of time. On the front of

the gallery, facing the pulpit, there
is a piece of narrow board on which
this inscription, "This church was
founded in 1759, and this house was

is

built in 1774."

The sturdy men who planned the
old meeting-house were not believers
in a "dim religious light," so they put
plenty of windows into their house
of worship.
There are two rows of
windows around the building, five
in the upper row and four in the
lower on the three sides where there
are doors, and on the back side a
pulpit window, with a circular top,
placed between the two rows,
There is also a window in each gable,

is

in all 38 windows, each con28
taining
panes of 7 x 9 glass. When
to these are added the five panes
over the east door and the five over
the west door and the six forming the
arch in the pulpit window there are
in all 1,080 panes of glass, which
are set in very heavy sash,
In the body of the house there are
two sections of box pews with eight
pews in each section, built on a platform raised one foot above the aisle,
These pews are nearly square, 6 x
6 1-2 feet, with a railing around the
top and narrow seats around the

making

inside.

Some

of the seats

have hinges

be turned up when
the occupants of the pew were standWhen a family went into its
ing.
pew and shut the door, it was like
being in a little room which the group
had all to itself, and in those days
so they

could

of large families the

been well

pews must have

filled.

Around the walls of the house there
are 21 other pews a little smaller than
those on the floor and a foot higher,
reached by two steps. In the gallery
there are 20 box pews, and two rows
of benches

which were occupied by

colored people, for there were
negro slaves in many of the towns
in the lower part of New Hampshire
as late as 1790 and, although held
as property, they were allowed the

the

privilege

of

Sundays,
Giant trees

attending

were

church

on

for

the

felled

The Old Meeting House
In
building of this ancient edifice.
the hand-planed work of the pews
and gallery front one sees boards
nearly two feet wide, and the gallery
rail is a massive timber a foot square.
All the door latches and hinges to
pew doors, as well as all the nails
used about the building, are of home

manufacture. The numbers also on
the door pews are very interesting,
because of their quaint figures and
the decorations around them.
The only change in the interior is

Interior

View

of

at

Sandown

of Edwin C. Fitts and his
Miss Mary J. Fitts. Mr. Fitts
has been the sexton and janitor of
the meeting-house for more than
twenty years.

dence

sister.

Interspersed

introduction of stoves. There
was great opposition when any heating apparatus was first considered,
and the story is told that the first
time a fire was lighted one of the

ancient worthies, who did not believe in introducing new-fangled notions into the house of the Lord, was
obliged to go home for the heat made
him so dizzy, he said he felt as if he
should faint away.
In the old records of "ye parish
dark" of Sandown, one reads that it
was "voted to build a new meeting
house opsit against Mr. Peter Colby's
house." The site of the old Colby
house is now occupied by the resi-

among

the

records

of church-building details one finds
hints of the pending struggle for

July 18, 1774, it was voted
send Deacon Samuel Sleeper to
Exeter to join in choosing a delegate
to a general congress to be held
liberty.

to

at Philadelphia.

Old Church, Showing Pulpit and Section

the
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Josiah Bartlett of

of Pew^s

and Gallery

Kingston was

chosen to represent
province, and later on signed
his name to the Declaration of Independence, which the people of
this

Sandown afterward heard read from
the pulpit of this meeting-house.
"At a legal meeting held by the freeholders of Sandown, 15 July 1793,"
we read that it was "voted to bild
a Pound in som conveniant plase
near the meeting house." They also
"voted to vandue the bilding of the
Pound," which may still be seen.
Even the "meeting house pues" were
"vandued." That the "vandue" had
certain attractions in "ye olden

tymes"
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entry bears witness,

this

and sweetening

"To rum

vandue 2.34."

for

The early church system in Sandown was the same as in all New
England towns. The town built the
meeting-house and owned it, the

but he objected because he thought
Mr. Pickering an intruder on his
limits.
Elder Pickering asked how
far his limits extended.

Mr. Webber

church chose the pastor and the town

Elder
replied to the line of the town.
Pickering said his limits extended to
the uttermost parts of the earth.

raised the salary and every man was
taxed.
For 21 years the Rev. Josiah

is

was pastor. Under date
"this 8 Day of September 1794,"
the records read, "the church and
congregation voted to give Mr. Webber a call to settle with us in the work
Cotton

of the gospel ministrey," also,

"Voted

give Mr. Webber Sixty pounds
yearly as he continuers minister and
fifteen cords of fier wood yearly."
The ordination of the Rev. John
to

place on March 24,
Strong Calvinistic doctrines
were proclaimed from the old pulpit,

Webber took
1795.

and

all

made

went well

until

Methodism

appearance in Sandown.
Elder George Pickering was invited
to come and preach in a house near
its

the church, as Mr. Webber had refused to allow the Methodists to go
into his meeting-house.
When Mr.
Pickering came the second time the
house would not hold all the people,
so

Mr. Webber was asked again

for

leave to go into the meeting-house.

The meeting-house was opened. It
said that a window was raised,

boy put in and the bolt in the lock
shoved inside. In March of the year
1800 a vote was passed in town meeting that the Methodists could preach
in the meeting-house on week days.
The old meeting-house has been
the scene not only of religious, but
also of political disputes, when excited men have drawn revolvers during the progress of town meeting.

The Rev. Hosea Ballou and Mrs.
A. Livermore have several
times spoken from this pulpit. Occasionally there is a service in the old
church now during the summer. It
is always an event of great interest
and people attend from many miles
around.

Mary

The town
proud

of

of

this

Sandown
ancient

manship

of the forefathers.

The sea of love is ever surging on
Through universe, where sin and wrong

control;

themselves with laughing scorn
Upon the beach, erasing as they roll;
Those ravages that once of pride were born.
For death of pride its sea bells loudly toll.
Far, deep and wide, this ocean does extend
And with eternity begin and end.
Its billows pile

Upon thy bosom men can rest
At peace, whatever strife on earth may

Roll on!

be.

When

rocked as in a cradle on thy breast.
And lulled by music known alone of thee,
prisoner of thy vast expanse is blest;
Though bound he knows that he alone is free
Who breathes into his soul thy vital force.

And

justly

Long may it be preserved as a monument to the skill and careful work-

TEne S®a\ ©f L©¥(

A

is

landmark.

journeys, blest, on his eternal course,
A. C.

Tlh®
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By
It

Juliet P.

was the fourth

Some seventy

of

©f Angnnt
Combes

August,

years ago;

(The grandams wipe their glasses,
The men speak soft and low.)

—

They started at the daybreak
The tide was full at four
The father, John and Thomas,

—

Hester and Isadore.

The mother did the milking,
The chores and all, that day;
The men were on the marshes
Cutting the sweet
''

I'm worried

salt hay.

for the children,"

The mother's heart made moan,
"
I never should have sent them
With the men folks all alone."

The merry little Hester,
With sister Isadore,
Played on the rocks at Hampton,
Along the sandy shore.

They ate the steaming chowder,
The men brought up at noon;

And
"

gathered shells and sea moss.
The tide will be in soon,

So keep away from danger!"
Called father on the way.
They heard the whetting scythe song;
They watched the sea gulls play.
"

''

We
"

will go back," said Hester,
Father'll be going home."
The sea was all around them;

They saw the whitecaps' foam.
The men had seen the danger;
The brothers ran to save;
The other side," they shouted,
*'

Step

off into

the wave."

With

fright the little sisters
Cling closer to the rock;
The swirling, rushing waters
The brothers' striving mock.

The mother watched .the landing;
How slowly came the men!
They carried a sad burden

—

God

help the mother then!

The grandams wipe their glasses,
The grandsires shake the head;
"

It

was the fourth

They whisper

it

of

August

—"

with dread.

(gw

HON. RUFUS BLODGETT<
Hon. Rufus Blodgett, who died at Long
Branch, N. J October 3, was a native of the
town of Dorchester, in this state, born October 9, 1834. His grandfather was a soldier
of the Revokition, and liis father, Hon. Jeremiah Blodgett, who removed from Dorchester to Wentworth when Rufus was a
child, was long known as a leading citizen
of Grafton County and one of the representative Democrats of northern New Hampshire.
,

He received a common school education,
and, at the age of eighteen years commenced
work in the machine shop of the Amoskeag

Manufacturing Company, at Manchester,
where he learned the trade. Afterward he
was employed for ten years by the Shore
Line Railroad of ConnccMcut, but in 186'o
he went to New Jersey and engaged as a
mechanical engineer in the service of the
New Jersey Southern Railroad. He soon
became master mechanic of the road, and
not long after was made superintendent.

When

the road got into financial difficulty,
he headed a delegation of employes that
went to Trenton and secured the passage of
an act providing for the appointment of a
receiver in case the company should be compelled to suspend, which was soon the case,
when he was himself made receiver and
straightened out the tangled affairs of the
corporation.

In 1884 he was made
York and Long Branch

Me€ir©l©gy

Iri[g\mp^lhiaffe

prf\sident of the

New

Railroad, continuing
He also organized,
the Citizens National

to the time of his death.

and was president of,
Bank of Long Branch and was president of
the Water Works Company.
Meanwhile he took an active part in politics as a Democrat.
He was elected to the
New Jersey Assembly in 1877, overcoming a
strong Republican majority. He was twice

He subsequently served four terms
as mayor of Long Branch.
In 1886 he was
elected to the United States Senate, serving
the full term of six years.
He leaves a widow and one son, Harry T.
Blodgett.

First National Bank of Newport and as a
trustee of the Newport Savings Bank, and was
also president of the Newport Electric Light

Company and
Company. He

the Newport Improvement
served on the staff of Gov.
Charles H. Sawyer and was a member of the
executive council during the administration
of Gov. Nahum J. Bachelder.
He was also
prominently identified with railroad affairs.
He was a Republican presidential elector in
1900, and a delegate to the Republican Na-

Convention

tional

He

M. Farnsworth, who

COL.

SETH M. RICHARDS.

Seth M. Richards, son of the late
Hon. Dexter and Louisa Frances (Hatch)
Richards, born in Newport, June 6, 1850,
died at his home in that town, September 26,
1910.

Colonel Richards was educated in the public

and at Kimball Union and Phillips
Andover Academies, and at the age of twentyone years went into his father's woolen mill
in Newport to learn the business, to which
his life was mainly devoted, and in which
his father had been eminently successful.
schools

He

succeeded his father as president of the

9, 1878, Miss Lizzie
survives, with three

daughters.

NELSON

H.

BARNARD.

Nelson H. Barnard, born in Dunbarton,
N. H., November 14, 1845, died at Eliot,
Me., September 28, 1910.
He was educated in the public schools and
engaged in agriculture on the old Dunbarton
homestead till 1890, holding a high place in
the esteem of his townsmen; but in 1890 he
removed to Nashua, and engaged in market
gardening and fruit culture, continuing with

much

success till 1906, when he purchased
the old Staples farm at Eliot, Me., which
was cleared and settled over 200 years ago,
and whereon the old Colonial house built
prior to 1750, is still standing, in good condition

Mr. Barnard married, at Nunda, N. Y.,
Celestia Rider, a native of Amoskeag, N. H.,
by whom he is survived, by two sons, Harry
E. and John the former well known for a
time as the chemist of the New Hampshire
State Board of Health, and now serving the
State of Indiana in a similar capacity. He

—

is

also survived by one sister,
of Dunbarton.

Mrs. E. C.

Brown

reelected.

Col.

in 1908.

married, October

LEVI

L.

ALDRICH.

Levi L. Aldrich, a prominent G. A. R.
man, died at his home in Suncook, September 27.
He was a native of Stanstead, P. Q., born
January 1, 1841. He served in the P'ourth
United States Infantry and the Fifty-Sixth
Massachusetts Volunteers during the Civil
War, at the close of which he settled in Suncook; but resided for some years, later, in

Manchester representing Ward Three

in

the

He returned to Suncook
legislature in 1881.
in 1883, where he has since resided, and has
served as chairman of the board of supervisors, census enumerator, deputy sheriff,
collector of taxes and representative from

Pembroke. H&was a member of Jewell Lodge,
F. and A. M., a Knight of Pythias and a
leader in the New Hampshire Department,
G. A. R.
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As a preliminary to the story

of the
state house, it may not be uninteresting to know something of its
predecessors, the original state house,
authorized by the legislature in 1816
and completed ready for the occupancy of that body in June, 1819, and
the remodeled state house of 1866
which has been merged so completely
into the present building that, save for
the front of the structure, its identity

new

has been almost entirely lost.
From 1790 until 1816, the general
court assembled, whenever it assembled in Concord, in the old town
located

where

the,

present

Merrimack County building stands
on North Main Street.
In the latter year the legislature
proposed to the town of Concord to
build a state house on the following
conditions:
"That said town of Concord, or
inhabitants thereof, shall convey to
the State of New Hampshire a suitable piece of ground, on which to erect
said state house to the acceptance of
his
excellency the
governor and
Honorable Council aforesaid shall
level and well prepare said piece of
ground to the acceptance of the committee to superintend the erection of

—

—

Nkw

Series, Vol.

©f the IMew
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By Fred

house,

1910

5,

No. 11

]rila\mpglhiiire

Leighton

—

the building aforesaid shall also give
all the stone necessary to be used in
the erection of said building, and
shall convey, or have conveyed said
stone under the direction of said committee to the place or plot of ground

upon which

said state house shall be
erected: which condition shall be performed free of any charge or expense
to the state."
Concord was at that time a town of
less than 2,500 inhabitants.
Main
Street was its only street, and on that
from what is now Bridge Street to
Horseshoe Pond there were 60 houses,

The town was large enough, however,
to have a north end and a south end,
and upon the action of the legislature
a spirited controversy immediately
arose between the inhabitants of the
two sections as to where the house
should be located.
The northenders favored the old
town house site or the Stickney property at the corner of Main and Court
street, and the town itself, at the annual town meeting held March 12,
1816, voted "that the town house may
be removed if the legislature should
want to make use of the land for a
state house on which said house
stands."

Note
This article on the New Hampshire State House, historical and descriptive,
prepared by Mr. Leighton, was published in the Concord Evening Monitor of October 25, in
connection with a full report of the exercises incident to the dedication of the enlarged and
remodeled building. At the suggestion of many citizens desirous of the preservation, in permanent form, not only of this article, but also of the interesting and instructive addresses
delivered on the occasion in question, the same are reproduced in this issue of the Granite
Monthly, that in its bound volumes in the hbraries of our own and other states, they may be
readily accessible in years to come to the students of New Hampshire history.
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The inhabitants
were

of the south
in favor of the location at or

end
near

the place where the state house now
stands.
Especially interested in securing this result were Col. William
Kent, Gov. Isaac Hill and William

Low.

the governor and council decided the
question in favor of the south end.
The absence of that member of the
council changed the business center
of Concord, and, of course, benefited
the south end, which at that time did
not extend much below Pleasant

In examining the two localities it
appears that a committee of the legislature had reported favorably on the
Stickney land near the town house,
but the decision was left with the
In order to
governor and council.
fulfill conditions subscriptions were
started at both the north and south
ends.
The latter soon amounted to

The state house was built of stone
from Rattlesnake Hill, which was
dressed by convicts at the state
The corner stone was laid
prison.
September 4, 1816, by Governor
Plumer and in June, 1819, the legislature first convened in the new buildings at the inauguration of Gov. Sam-

$5,000.

uel Bell.

The arguments

for and against the
respective localities in dispute were

that the Stickney land was dry and
elevated, and a building erected thereon would be seen far and wide; it
was near the town house, where the

had been accustomed to
meet, and had been recommended by
a committee of that body.
The other location was said to be

legislature

central, and less difficult of accession; to which it was objected

more

it was low and wet, and it was
contemptuously called a "frog pond,
out of which," a member facetiously
remarked, "the frogs would peep up
and with their croakings interrupt
the debates of the house;" and that

that

the expense of laying the foundations
in such a spot would swell the expense
far beyond the estimates.
It is said that the governor and
council were as much divided in their
opinions as the people of the respecTwo of the council,
tive sections.
Gen. Benjamin Pierce, father of President Franklin Pierce, and Samuel
Quarles, were decidedly in favor of the
Stickney location, they boarding at
the north end. Indeed, a majority of
the council were in favor of this location.

A

day was appointed to decide the
it happened that just at

Street.

Stuart
chief

J.

Park

architect,

of Groton, Mass.,

assisted

by

was

Levi

Erigham. Albe Cady, William Low
and Jeremiah Pecker were the build-

The expense of it,
ing committee.
including the furniture and fence was
The lot which was
nearly $82,000.
purchased and presented to the state
contains about two acres and formerly
belonged to the estate of Peter Green,
The senate at the time the
Esq.
house was dedicated numbered 12
members, and the house 194.
The cut published herewith gives a
good idea of the outward appearances
of the modest building which served
for many years as the state capital,
with its dome surmounted by the
eagle, which was first raised in powith impressive
including parades and
toasts, and which has stood thereon
until the present day except for a
short period during the reconstruction
days in the sixties; but there is no
description of the interior of the building to be found in the journals of that
period or at a later date.
From information furnished by
Hon. Joseph B. Walker and Hon.
Samuel C. Eastman it appears that
the door in the center of the front led
sition July 18, 1818,

ceremonies

,

directly into

Doric Hall, which ocwhole central section,

question, but

cupied

this juncture one member of the
council who was in favor of the north
end location was called away on
special business and before his return

There were also doors leading into the
north and south wings. In the formers
to the right of a long passageway running the entire width of the building,

the

Evolution of the State House
state library, while on the
other side were the offices of the secre-

was the

tary of state and state treasurer.

From

these passageways stairs ran

to the first landing, from which
entrances were had to long, low and
narrow rooms in the mezzanine or in-

up

termediate story between the ceilings
of the offices below and the floors of
the second story above.
On the south side this room was
occupied by the attorney-general and
on the north side it Avas used for legislative

committee purposes.
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both the north and south sides of the
hall, the one on the north being divided by a wall from the gallery which
overlooked the senate chamber.

The New Hampshire Historical
Society had a room in the building,
but its exact location is not recalled by
either of the gentlemen mentioned.
The enlargement of the old state
house in 1863-'66 originated in the
increased wants of the legislature and
the state offices, which had entirely

State House, 1819

Representatives' Hall was located
directly over Doric Hall, as now, with
the senate chamber in the north
wing, and the governor and council
chamber and the office of the adjutant-general in the south wing.
In the house of representatives the

speaker's stand was on the west end,
and the members sat on benches facing that dignitary. On either side of
the speaker's desk were seats to the
number of twelve for the honorable
senators to occupy during the joint
conventions of the senate and house,
and they sat facing the members.

There were

galleries for spectators

on

outgrown the old house, and was

carried out only after a bitter contest,

not between the northenders
southenders, but between Concord
Manchester, the former fighting
the retention of the capital, and
latter

to secure its

Queen

City.

and
and
for

the
removal to the

In 1863 the legislature authorized
the governor to cause plans for the
enlargement of the state house to be

made by some competent

architect

and to receive propositions from Concord, or any other city having the
necessary railroad facilities, as to what
such city could do towards furnishing
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a house adequate for the wants of the
state.

The action of the legislature was
carried into effect by Governor Gilmore; the plans were revised by J.
G. F. Bryant of Boston, and the
governor laid the matter before the
legislature of 1864.

On

the third day of the session His
Excellency submitted to the legislature memorials from the cities of
Concord and Manchester, the former
urging the retention of the seat of
government in that place and proposing to remodel the old state house on
the second plan furnished by Mr.
Bryant to the satisfaction of the legislature, and without expense to the
state; or to expend $100,000 on
plan the legislature might select.

any

The

latter presented the advantage
Manchester as a location for the
capital, and proposed to raise a sum
not exceeding $500,000, with which to
of

build a state house without charge to
the state.

This was the beginning of a bitter
contest between Concord and ManTheir respective proposichester.
tions were on the 10th of June referred to a select committee, consisting of one from each county. On the
14th, the estimates of Mr. Bryant,
submitted by the governor, were referred to the same committee On the
16th the committee had a hearing on
the question by counsel for each of the

two

cities in

favor of their respective

propositions.

The committee had hearings from
time to time, taking testimony from

prominent

citizens in relation to the

and on Tuesday, June 28,
made two reports.
The majority report, which was
signed by Henry P. Rolfe for the committee, and by seven members thereof, was in favor of accepting the proposition of Concord for enlarging the
old state house, and submitted a bill
matter,

for this purpose.

The minority

report,

favored by

three members, and signed by
O. Adams for the committee,

James
was in

favor of accepting the proposition of
Manchester for building a new house.
At 2 o'clock the next day the house
went into committee of the whole on
the question and arguments were
made by Judge Ira Perley and Col.
John H. George in favor of the Concord plan, and by Hon. Wilham

Burns

of

Lancaster and Lewis

W.

The
Esq., for Manchester.
time was divided. Mr. Burns speaking for an hour, Judge Perley for half
Clark,

an hour. Colonel George for an hour
and a half and Mr. Clark for half an
hour. The question was also elaborately discussed by the house on the
6th, 7th and 8th of July, without
coming to a vote.
On the 13th, however; after a lively
debate, the adoption of some amendments, and the rejection of others,
with several ineffectual attempts to

postpone the whole matter, which
was defeated on the final vote 132 to
159, the majority report was adopted
and the capitol was finally located on
its old site, provided the city of Concord should comply with the provisions of the bill which were substantially the following:

That the enlargement should conform to modified plan No. 2, submitted Mr. Bryant; that a new
street should be opened from Main
Street to State Street on the south

by the 15th of
August, 1864, and that the city should
by that date furnish satisfactory
security that before the first day of
June, 1865, the new building should
be completed ready for use without
expense to the state.
The city was authorized to raise
the specified sum of $100,000 by taxIn default of a compliance
ation.
with these provisions the proposition
of Manchester was to be accepted and
the seat of government was to be removed to that city.
The senate passed the bill July 15,
1864, and, on August 2, the city government ordered the issuance of state
house bonds in the sum of $100,000,
and named as a committee to place the
same Judge Asa Fowler, Joseph B.
side of the state house

Evolution of the State House

Walker, Esq., Hon. Onslow Stearns,
Hon. John Kimball and John L.

porting

columns
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across

the

entire

day

breadth of the center section and the
removal of the doors leading into the
north and south wings.
The addition on the west of the

building was ready for occupancy at

structure on the first floor, furnished
quarters for the state library which
were occupied until the completion of
the present library building at the
corner of North State and Park
Streets, when the room was divided
into three compartments and utilized

Tallant.

Capitol Street was opened on the
set, August 15, and the event was
celebrated by the ringing of bells, the
firing of cannon, and a general jollification in which the people joined
with a zest.
Ground was broken by the contractors on September 20, 1864, and the

State House, 1866

the convening of the legislature, June
6,

1866.

The changes made under modified
plan No. 2 increased the depth of the
building on the west side and added a
French roof story on the north and
south wings; and these changes enlarged representatives hall and the
senate chamber, the offices on the
first floor and greatly increased the
accommodations for committee rooms.
Outwardly the appearance of the
front of the building was materially
improved by the construction of the
portico withjts massive granite sup-

for the

accommodation

of the

bureau

of labor, the insurance commissioner,
and the headquarters of the departof New Hampshire, G. A. R.
Other changes were the bringing of
the governor and council and the

ment

adjutant-general to the first floor,
leaving the second floor of the south
wing to the use of the judiciary committee of the house and the secretary
of the state board of agriculture,
whose office at the head of the stairs
was later occupied by Dr. Irving A.
Watson, secretary of the state board
of health. The insurance commission-
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on the completion of the house occupied an office on the first floor in
the rear of the office of the state
er

treasurer, and later his office was removed to Chase's block, to accommodate the state superintendent of
public instruction, who had been occupying the office in the rear of that
of the adjutant-general, the change
being made by reason of the necessity
of the latter department for more

room.

The new senate chamber had

ac-

12 senators; and
hall the Hon.
of representatives'
George A. Marden of Lowell, who
wrote the story of the improvements
for the Monitor of June 6, 1866, said:
hall
is
large
"Representatives'
enough, but the house is too large.

commodations

for

There are 340 seats subject to draft
This
and 326 members to draw.

makes the hall a little crowded, for
the seats have to be pretty near toThe chairs have the good
gether.
quality of making a fair prospect for
a short session; otherwise they are
open to criticism. The backs are high
and straight so that back bone will
not be a sine qua non in the members.
The chairs to a man of moderate
length, seem a little lofty, and the
extremities of the short-legged members will, very hkely, hang danghng
in the air unless they have some sort
If the
of cricket to support them.
members, who can scarcely sit
out an hour sermon on a cushioned
pew on Sunday, don't conclude by the
last of June that their hoeing is more
necessary than legislation, and if the
hard oak chairs don't ache under
them by 12 o'clock every forenoon,
we shall despair of any contrivance for
a short session ever succeeding."
The dome which rose above the
center of the structure to a height of
140 feet, and which remains unchanged on the new structure, was
rural

carefully modeled in outline and proportioned from the celebrated dome of
the Hotes des Invahdes in Paris, an
architectural work of the highest
order of merit. In fact the front of
the structure since its completion in

1866, has been regarded by the architects as one of the purest pieces of
architecture in the country and it has
a place in many of the leading works

on that subject.

Some

of the contractors engaged in
remodeling were: Blaisdell &
Pierce, Portsmouth, grading and foundation; Granite Railway Co., cut
stone; Mead, Mason & Co., Concord,
wood work; Phenix Iron Co., Philadelphia, iron trusses and beams; Lyman R. Fellows, mason work; Clary
& Co., Boston, plastering and stucco
work; Asa Cutting, Concord, painting; John Eves, Concord, plumbing;
L. Ross, Boston, furniture for
J.

the

representatives' hall and senate chamber; Ford & Kimball, Concord, cast
iron and doors for safes; Ware & Co.,
Boston, chairs and sofas in the senate
chamber; E. Tarbell & Son, Boston,

gas fixtures.

The same causes which compelled
the remodelling of the old state house
in 1864-'66 made necessary the building of a new state house in 1909-'10.
The senate had been increased to 24
members, the house, by the growth of
the state as shown by the censuses of
every decade from 1870 down to 1900,
had gained in numbers to a membership of nearly 400. State officers and
commissioners had multiplied until
became necessary to house them
blocks

all

through the business

it

in

dis-

trict.

The bank commission was in the
Minot block on School Street; the
license commission in the James R.
Hill building; the state laboratory of
hygiene in the National State Capital

building; the railroad commission in the Governor Smith block;
the state board of charities and corrections in Opera House Block; the office
of the attorney-general in State block;
the office of the fish and game commembers
the
wherever
mission
chanced to be; and in addition to all
these the secretary of the state board
of agriculture and of the state superintendent of public instruction were
housed in the state hbrary building.

Bank

Evolution of the State House

Various efforts were made to secure
better accommodation within the past
ten years, but none of them bore fruit
until the legislature of 1909, impelled
by the necessity of securing better and
more adequate housing for the state
officers and the property of the state,
took hold of the matter in earnest and
solved the problem by the enactment
of legislation which has resulted in the
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legislature near its close of a resolution which in terms authorized the
governor and council to carefully investigate and report at the next session of the legislature the best method
to be adopted in order to obtain suitable offices and rooms for the house
and senate committees; also suitable
accommodations in the state house
for the use of state officers, members

Remodeled State House, East Front

present splendid building, adequate
for the needs of the state for the present and for many years to come, and
a monument to all who have had offi-

connection with the carrying out
of the plans.
The clamor for a change in the
building, which to the minds of many
who had studied the subject was absolutely necessary if the state was to
be insured from irreparable loss should
fire
develop in the old building,
reached a chmax during the session of
1903, resulting in the adoption by the

cial

of the legislature and the pubhc, and
to cause plans and estimates to be
made of any changes or improvements

they may recommend.
Acting under this resolution Gov.
Nahum J. Bachelder secured from
Peabody & Stearns, the eminent architects of Boston, plans and estimates for an enlarged structure,
which were reported to the legislature
of 1905 under the provision of the resIn his annual message to
olution.
the legislature of that year Gov. John
McLane said: "The proposed im-
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provements in the state house meet
with my unquaHfied approval. The
exhaustive report of Governor Bachelder and his council, which will soon he
in your hands, states the reason and arguments why the work should be done
at once, in a way convincing and unanswerable."

Reasons for the proposed change
summarized were:
"Life and property are exposed to
danger from fire.
"The senate chamber and representatives' hall are difficult of access,

inadequate in

size

and accommoda-

tions for their present membership, and
incapable of any rearrangement to
give additional seats.

"The committees

of the senate

and

house of representatives, with three
cannot have suitable
exceptions,
rooms for their deliberations.
"A majority of the state offices cannot be provided with accomodations
house and are located in
other buildings, at large expense for
rentals and with great detriment to a
convenient, suitable and economical
in the state

transaction of public business.

"An immediate enlargement

of the

state library building can be avoided
the space now occupied as a portrait gallery and by state offices is
made available for library purposes."
if

While no attention was paid to
these recommendations by that legislature, these same plans, amplified,
beautified and brought down to the
requirements of the moment and of
the immediate future were followed
in the present building, giving New
Hampshire one of the most suitable
state capitols in the country, and at
an expense so small in comparison
with what other states have paid for
their state houses that when the sum
is mentioned to experts it is received
with smiles of incredulity.
an entirely new state house
an expense of $1,000,000 were introduced at the sessions of 1905 and
1907 by Hon. Henry M. Baker of
Bow, but they never passed beyond
the committee stage.
At the session of 1909, however,
Bills for

at

action was precipitated

by a

bill

in-

troduced by Representative Danforth
of Concord appropriating $1,000,000
for a new state house in Concord

which was followed by a bill of Representative Buffum of Winchester authorizing the enlargement and improvement of the structure along the
lines of the Bachelder report, and
then came the proposition from Manchester to give the state a new capitol
building at a cost of $1,000,000, provided the legislature would vote to
remove the seat of government to
that city, which was presented by
Representative Hurd.
All three bills were referred to the

committee on public improvements of
the house, of which Charles S. Emerson of Milford was chairman.
The action of Manchester revived
the old strife and bitterness between
the two cities engendered by the fight
of 1864.
Manchester's claims for the
capitol were presented by many of her
most prominent business and professional

men,

Charles

headed

ex-Gov.

by

M. Floyd and Walter M.

Parker, while almost every man of influence in Concord came to the defense of the right of the city in the
building.
Especially prominent in
the proceedings which followed were
Hon. George H. Moses, at present
minister to Greece; Hon. Benjamin
A. Kimball, Gen. Frank S. Streeter,
Hon. John M. Mitchell and others,

who were

efficiently

backed

in their

by the Concord Commercial
Club, the Wonolancet Club and other

efforts

organizations.

The

fight

was

short, sharp

and de-

The committee gave

all a
chance to be heard exhaustively, and
reopened the hearing several times in
order to hear further arguments from

cisive.

the

down

also
tioti

went to Manchester upon invitafrom that city and looked over

the

various

river city.

The members

locations

suggested as
the event of

sites for the structure in

favorable legislative action.
While the hearings were in progress

Chairman Emerson and
tee,

his

commit-

with the aid of experts,

made an

Evolution of the State House
investigation of the condition of the
state house, the result of which convinced them that action was imperative, and when the matter finally
came up for action it was voted to recommend the rebuilding of the capitol in Concord on the lines suggested
by the Bachelder report, which action
was ratified by the house on March
23 by a vote of 277 to 69, and by the
senate seven days later by practically

unanimous

The

action.
text of the act follows:

Section 1. That the state house be enlarged, remodeled, made fireproof so far as
practicable, and suitably furnished, such enlargement, remodeling, fireproofing and furnishing to be made by and under the direction
of the governor and council, who shall procure
such plans and specifications as may be necessary to carry out the general plans and recommendations submitted to the legislature
of 1905-'06 by Gov. Nahum J. Bachelder and
the council in comphance with chapter 181,
Laws of 1903, that a fireproof addition be
erected and that the present building be enThe governor and
larged and improved.
council are hereby authorized to make such
changes and modifications in said general
plans or adopt such other plans as in their
judgment the interests of the state may seem
to require; and they are further authorized,
if they deem it for the best interests of the
state, to purchase or acquire necessary land,
outside the present state house lot on which
to erect a suitable heating plant for the state
•
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The remainder
the

ized

issuance

above amount,
for

if

the expense.

proved March

of the act authorof bonds to the
needed, to provide

The

act

was ap-

30, 1909.

Under the conditions imposed of
erecting a new structure of the magnitude called for by the plans and the
remodeling of the old building, haste
was necessary, and immediately upon
the adjournment of the legislature
Governor Quinby and his council took
up the matter with Messrs. Peabody
& Stearns and together the plans for
the building were evolved at an estimated cost inside the sum placed at
the disposal of the governor for the

In doing this Governor
Quinby brought into play all his business ability and sagacity and these,
purpose.

coupled with his rare administrative
ability, accomplished what to others
might have seemed an impossibility
in meeting the conditions imposed and
presenting to the state of New Hampshire the completed building ready
for dedication almost three months
before the expiration of the time
limit.

Immediately upon the completion
of the plans and specifications for the
addition in the rear of the old struc-

by Messrs. Peabody & Stearns,

house and state library.
Sect. 2.
That, to provide for said enlarg-

ture

ing, remodeling, fireproofing, heating, and
furnisliing the state house the sum of four
hundred thousand dollars be, and hereby is,

charge of the whole work, bids were
advertised, and on June 8, 1909, the
contract was awarded to the Central
Building Company of Worcester,

raised and appropriated, said sum to be expended under the direction of the governor
and council, as provided in section 1. Provided always, that the plan adopted by the
governor and council shall be such as shall

the present
provide for the remodeling
building and the erection of all additions or
appurtenances to the same within the appropriation herein made, and that the specification shall hmit the cost of the entire contract completed, giving to the state a building
suitable and adequate to the needs of the
state, to the sum of $400,000, and no contracts, agreements or understandings shall be
approved by the governor and council for the
purchase of land, the remodeling of the present building or for any other purpose whatsoever, which in their entirety shall exceed the
net cost to the state of $400,000 and the new
or remodeled state house shall be completed
of

and ready

for

1910, at an
propriation.

occupancy by Decenaber

expenditure

within

said

1,

ap-

who were continued

as architects in

Mass.

From that time until the 24th the
contractors were engaged in getting
their plant to the grounds and in colmen, and on July 24
ground was broken. September 10
saw the foundation of the walls completed and. on that day the cornerstone was laid without ceremony.
Thereafter progress was rapid and not
a day passed when a marked advance
in progress was not made.
No problems were presented here
lecting their

for solution except those incident to
the erection of a building of granite,
steel

of a

and concrete, with the weather
England winter to contend

New
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but despite the handicaps

construction of the third story they

imposed the walls of the addition, 161
feet, ten inches on State Street, with a
depth of 94 feet, four inches, and
three stories high, were completed and

had to strengthen the building from
the foundation up to enable it to

against,

covered in by midwinter, the walls
plastered and ready for the finish in'
the early spring, and the completed
structure occupied the first day of
October, which is believed to be a record in construction for a building of
the size and kind.
The original contract price for the
addition was $263,206 and it was
specified that the building should be

ready for occupancy on July 1, but
when the figures for remodeling the
old part were received it was found
that marble could be used for wain-

safely carry the additional burden.
The other problem calling for solution was the enlargement of representatives' hall by the removal of the
solid brick wall on the south side supporting the weight of the main roof

and

dome,

gineering

and

skill

this involved enof the highest order.

Heavy shores resting on jacks were
erected to carry the weight of the roof
and dome, and when these were in
place the roof was lifted a half inch
and held there until the immense
40 feet in length, five feet
high and weighing 26 tons, could be
raised to the top of the building,
steel girder,

scoting in the corridors and that mahogany could be substituted for oak
as a finish for the suite for the gover-

rolled to and finally lifted into position on steel and masonry piers carried through from the basement and

nor and council.
These with some
other minor changes raised the cost
of the new part to $274,913 and the
contract time was extended to Sep-

resting on concrete piers sunk deeply
in the ground.
Then the roof was
lowered to its normal position and so

tember

15.

The contract for remodeling the old
state house, the changes in which included the erection of a third story in
place of the mansard roof that topped
the north and south wings and the
enlargement of both the senate chamber and the house of representatives
was also awarded to the Central

Building

Company on September

9,

1909, for $73,988 and in this several
problems were presented which tested
the skill of both architects and
builders.

The work of tearing out to make
ready for the new work required by
the plans, revealed a condition of afthe

way of shoddy construchad they been known would
have caused the instant condemnation of the entire building; and those
who were permitted to study conditions marveled that no fatalities had
attended its occupancy and that it
had stood the stress of years without
fairs in

tion that

collapsing entirely.
This defective condition greatly
hampered the work of the contractors,
as before they could proceed with the

accurately had the work been figured
and performed that absolutely no
injury resulted to the structure.
This enabled the throwing of the
corridor on the south side into the
hall, thus giving the space needed for
the estimated future increase of membership, unless the voters of the state
should so amend the constitution as
to cut the size of the house to workable proportion; the construction of
proper coat and toilet rooms for the
use of the representatives in the rooms
formerly occupied by the judiciary
committee of the house and as offices
of the state board of health, and the
installation of a gallery over these
rooms, with seating accommodations
for 250 people in comfortable opera
chairs, and standing room for many
more, and splendidly lighted by large
windows on the south and east, which
also served to give much needed light
to the hall itself.
To many the rearrangement of this
hall is the crowning achievement of
the architects, for from a dark, illventilated room it has been transformed into a spacious assembly room,

splendidly

lighted

and

ventilated,

Evolution of the State House

with walls and ceiling changed from
dark and sombre colors to light and
attractive tints, and with ceiling so
strengthened as to render it absolutely safe for those who have to occupy it in the making of new laws
with each recurring two years.
One feature that will be missed is
the elaborate chandelier that has
served since the house was remodeled
in the sixties to illuminate the hall on
dark afternoons and at nights, first
with gas and later, when electricity
came into the field, with that fluid.
This has been replaced with eight
bronze electroliers, pendant from the
ceiling, each carrying a cluster of six
100-candle power tungstens, with additional lights for the gallery, while
around the walls at intervals are 90
lamps, which should serve in any
emergency that may arise to throw

on the proceedings. The house
heated by the indirect-direct method, and is ventilated by ducts running
light

is

»

from gratings

in the ceilings to the

exhaust fan operated by electric
motors discharging into the court
from an opening in the west gable.
The senate chamber has been enlarged by taking into it the office
formerly occupied by the sergeant-atarms of that body and the senate
committee room, giving a floor space
of 35 by 44 feet, which has permitted
the construction of a

new and more

commodious

gallery for the convenOther changes
ience of spectators.
are the removal of the president's dias
to the south side and the rearrangement of the desks. In the rear of the

chamber
toilet

are coat room, ante

room and

room, while overhead

third story are several

in

the

commodious

committee rooms which are among
the best and most sightly in the entire
building.

The only change in Doric Hall has
been the elimination of the stairways
which formerly led to the halls above
and the space thus gained has been
added to the corridors leading to the
The old offices restructure.
main the same, with the exception of

new

the three on the west side of the

hall,
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which have been merged into one
large room by the removal of the
partitions.

There is a change in occupancy,
however, except in the offic3 of the
state treasurer, which remains as
heretofore, as under the new regime
the adjutant-general takes the office
of the secretary of state, the state
board of agriculture the council
chamber, the Grand Army the main
office of the adjutant-general, with
the rear room given up to the pharmacy commission; while the large
room is to be devoted to hearings of
all kinds when the attendance would
tax the accommodations afforded in
other sections of the building.
One other problem that presented
itself and which was the subject of
deep study on the part of the governor and his advisers, as well as the
architects and builders, was that of
heating the building.
By the terms of the resolution as
it passed the legislature the governor
and council were authorized to purchase land and to erect thereon a central station for the heating not only of
the state house but the state library
and the new Historical Society building as well.

Negotiations were made for a location of the plant on the Dow property off Bridge Street, fronting on the
right of way of the Boston & Maine
Railroad.
It was found, however,
that the state could not get a clear
title by reason of various lines of
sewers which passed beneath and this

was abandoned.
Finally a solution was found in the
erection of an addition in the court
which permitted the placing of the
four large boilers necessary in the
basement, while the floor above permitted of a corridor directly connecting the elevators at the north and
south ends, as well as three small
rooms, which are used as an office by
the janitor, the telephone exchange
and a rest room for the use of the
women employed in the various offices.

The add tion, which is of the purest
Concord granite from the yards of
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Hon. John Swenson,

consists of an

by
and the windows having

ings being supported

steel

beams

the north and south
wings toward the west, these two extensions being joined by a building
fronting State Street. In short, the
addition forms three sides of a court
in the rear of the original state house.
This gives a continuous series of offices throughout the three stories,
fronting on the three streets, and an
interior court lighting corridors and
stairs and toilet rooms. There are no

shutters, so
that these rooms, fitted for daily work
are in reality fireproof vaults. There
are nine other vaults of smaller size,
three of them being in the basement
for storage purposes.

inside offices.

flat terra

extension

of

The whole

exterior

is

made

to con-

form to the general hnes of the original state house building, but it has
been beautified in a way to make it

The line between the
and remaining stories has been
broken by an elaborately carved frieze
extending around the entire building
by carved porches supported by massive pillars over the entrances, and by
the breaking up of the center section
attractive.

first

of the State Street facade with its
treatment in rusticated effect on the

and by pillars with carved
caps supporting the heavy cornice and
arched window caps with carved key-

first story,

stone.

The entrances also add to the
beauty of the structure with their
the
massive
granite
approaches,
carved portal, the ornamental electric light posts on either side, the
porch with the frieze of lion's heads,
supported by pillars, and the granite
balustrade surmounting the structure.
A balustrade is also a prominent
feature of the roof construction of
both the new and old buildings.
The entrance doors are of oak, also
elaborately carved, while over them
is a large fan light with ornamental
grill in front to soften the light rays
The doors
passing to the interior.
open into vestibules, which lead to
the main corridors.
The walls of the court are faced
with light brick. The two archives
rooms in the offices of the secretary of
state and the state registrar of vital
statistics, each 20 by 29 feet, are also
lined with light brick and form a
secure depository, the floors and ceil-

The
proof

building
in

all

is

thoroughly

fire-

its

parts.
Partitions,
where not of brick, are of terra cotta
blocks; the floors are constructed
with brick arches in the first floors and

cotta arches for the other
all the steel being

and the roof,
protected by terra
floors

cotta.

A

feature of the building is the
corridors forming a continuous passage
about the new structure, and connecting at the ends with the corridors of
the old building. These corridors are
ten feet in width, with floors of terrazo

paving,

marble

in
wainscoted
Vermont
with paneled ceilings

and

V)roken at intervals by arches.
are lighted electrically by

They

heavy
bronze lamps suspended from the
ceilings by bronze chains with lights
enclosed in heavy glass globes.
Entering the building from the
south the first suite of two offices and
vault to the right are occupied by the
state board of health and the state
registrar of vital statistics; and the
last office by Joseph S. Matthews of
the treasury department, who has in
charge the assessment and collection
of the succession and inheritance
taxes.

To the left and turning through the
main corridor are the suites of the
state superintendent of public instruction and of the hcense commission
while on the north side are the offices
of the insurance commissioner, the
railroad commission, and the labor

commissioner.

The main entrance corridors on
both sides lead to the Otis elevators
running through wells extending from
the basement to the roof of iron grill
and
wrought
artistically
work,
painted a verde green, around which
are built the iron stairways with
marble treads and wainscoting of the
same material. The power used to

Evolution of the State House
drive these elevators is electricity, the
current being taken from the Tvires of
Concord Electric Company,
the
which are brought into the main
switchboard, located in the basement

room especially constructed for
such use, through an underground conduit, and from thence led to the oper-

in a

ating engines.

The
is

lighting of the entire structure
also controlled from the same sta-

Council

tion, but there are ten stations for local control, six at various points in the
new and four in the old building, in

addition to the wall switches.

The

cars are of steel, six

by

eight

and eight and one-half feet high.
Both elevators have been tested to
feet

the maximum capacity specified in
the contract and are equipped with
safety devices which are believed to
absolutely insure against possibility of
accident.
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On the cross corridor connectingstairways and elevators are the three
rooms mentioned above, which draw
their lights from the court, the only
ones in the building so to do, while on
the main corridors on the inside are
commodious

and finely appointed
rooms, as well as rooms for the
use of the janitors.
This arrangement is carried out on all three floors.
On the second floor on the south are
toilet

Chamber

the offices and vault of the secretary
of state, and the office of the state
auditor, while at the elevator and
stair landing at this end of the building are entrances to the cloak rooms
and to the hall of representatives.
The front of the building is devoted
entirely to the governor's suite, which
includes the governor's office, the
council chamber, the anteroom, and
the toilet room. On the north side
are the rooms of the state board of
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charities and corrections and committee rooms, while on the east is the
entrance to the senate suite.
It is in the governor's suite that the
architects have wrought their masterpiece.

Designed and arranged with

true artistic sense,

down

to the small-

and furnishing,
it presents a picture in its rare combination and blending of colorings
that is at once a delight and a satisest detail of finishing

faction.
The finish of all the

rooms devoted

to executive business, the wainscoting, doors, door frames and window
casings, is in mahogany of uniform
shade, while in the council chamber
there is a heavy cornice of the same
The walls are laid out in
material.
panels and are tinted in green, with

the moulding painted in contrasting
color to accentuate the effect, while
the ceiling in lighter shade adds to the
perfect harmony of the whole color
scheme of red and green.
A heavy rug of green velvet covers
the quartered oak floor. The draperies over the three large windows
looking out into North State Street
are of heavy green velvet lined with
corn colored silk, with lambrequins,
bearing in their centers the great seal
of the state done in colors. The portieres covering the shding doors separating the chamber from the governor's room on the south and the
anteroom on the north are of the same
material.

In the center of the east side, enclosed in an elaborately carved mantel, is a fireplace with front of Alps

Green Vermont marble and hearth of
tile, and in the panel over the
mantle hangs the speaking likeness of
Governor Quinby executed by Rich-

red

ard S. Merryman of New York, while
the portraits of other chief executives
adorn the walls on both sides of the

room.

The radiators have been placed in
recesses under the windows and are
hidden from sight by bronze screens,
which give an added effect to the
general scheme.
The massive furniture

is all

in

ma-

hogany. The large table to be used by
the council in the transaction of business is placed in the center of the
room. Around it are the chairs of the
councilors, with the governor's chair
at the head, all in mahogany, upholstered in Spanish leather, and each
bearing on its back in colors the seal of
the state in shield.
Between the council table and the
windows is placed the desk and chair
of the secretary of state, while the remainder of the furniture is grouped
about the room.

The

lighting arrangement, both for
in

the chamber and the other rooms
the suite, is superb in its scope.
the former there are 24 wall and
ceiling lights, the lamps being

In
24
of

bronze and in design in keeping with
the general plan. In the governor's
office and anteroom there are four
wall and eight ceiling lights, making
a total of 60 lights that can be brought
into play in the event of the rooms

being thrown together for an evening
meeting or function of any kind.
In the governor's office and ante-

room the furniture, finishings, fittings
and decorations are of the same general description as those in the chamber, wliile in the former there are two
large bookcases of mahogany, built into
the walls of the room. The window
in all of the departments are of
Tennessee marble.
On the top floor on the south side
is the entrance to the house gallery
and following around are the offices
sills

of the state highway engineer, the
state laboratory of hygiene, a com-

mittee room, the office of the forestry
commission, the offices of the bank
commission, as well as the offices of
the fish and game commission, the
board of equalization and the attorney-general; while entrance is had
from this end of the building to the
committee rooms in the third story
over the senate wing.
The entrances to the old building
on all three floors are protected by
heavy tin covered doors, so arranged
that in the event of a fire in either
part the heat will melt a fusible plug

Evolution of the State House

and allow them

to close automatically,

thus affording a perfect shield.
The interior finish throughout is of
quartered oak and the floors where
not of terrazo are of rift hard pine,
The main building is heated
throughout by the indirect-direct
method, with radiators controlled by
thermostats, so that any degree of heat
desired may be maintained.
The
radiators are placed in all cases under
the windows, and over them are
placed slabs of Vermont marble so
arranged that by opening the window
to the height of the sill the air from
outside is drawn in and through the
radiator and is discharged into the
room, while the foul air is taken out
through ducts and is drawn to the top
of the building by fans operated by
electric motors located in pent houses
on the roof. Perfect ventilation of
the toilet rooms is also secured in the

same manner.

The plumbing con-

forms to the best sanitary standards,
In the corridors on each floor are
three reels of firehose, each 100 feet in
length, attached to the high service
system of water supply and ready for
instant service, and the building has
been piped for vacuum cleaning in
order that the system may be installed if at any time the equipment is
authorized.
In addition to

all that has been
mentioned above all the exposed wood

work

of the old state house, including
the dome, has been painted in tint to
match the granite of the addition, and
the eagle given a new coating of gold.
The new building is of somewhat
simple form and without any display,
but has been very carefully studied

in both its architectural
rian details.

and

utilita-

In the carrying out of the great
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work as it progressed and the
arrangement of the building for occupancy has been conducted by Hon.
Edward N. Pearson, secretary of
of the

state.

The

architects,

The superintendent
for

the Central

Company

has been Michael E. Sullivan, who
was sent here to take charge of the
Historical Society building, and was
detailed to the state house immediately the contract was signed by the
governor. The fact that the building
was constructed in a sohd, substantial
manner and in record time is proof
sufficient of his abihty
of his selection.

The maximum

of

and the wisdom

workmen em-

ployed was 200.
Those who have designed,
fitted

and furnished the new

built,

capitol

are:

Architects,

Peabody

&

Stearns,

Boston.
General contractor. Central Buildjng Company, Worcester, Mass.
Granite, John Swenson, Concord,
Structural steel, American Bridge
Company, Boston, Mass.
Ornamental iron work, A. B. Robjns Iron Company, Norfolk Downs,
Quincy, Mass.
Puffer
Manufacturing
Marble,
Company, Boston, Mass.

Davis Brown, New
Plastering,
City,
Electric wiring, M. B. Foster Elec-

York

of his council, Alonzo M.
Foss of Dover, Dr. H. W. Boutwell of
Manchester, Albert Annett of Jaffrey,
James G. Fellows of Pembroke and
Lyford A. Merrow of Ossipee.

Company, Boston.

of the detail of supervision

as

of construction

Building

trie

Much

well

finish of the building,

work laid upon him by the legislature
so successfully, Governor Quinby has
been ably assisted at all times by the

members

as

President Miner of the Central Building Company, have personally supervised the work, making frequent visits to the city for the purpose of inspection. John R. McDonald served
as inspector of granite and construction during the laying up of the walls,
while Thomas Keenan of Boston
served in a similar capacity in the

Company, Boston, Mass.
Plumbing, W. G. Cornell Company,
Boston
Terra cotta. National Fire Proofing
Brick, Samuel Holt, Concord; yellow brick, Fisk Pressed Brick Cornpany, Boston.
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Ventilation,

Bradlee-C h a p

man

Company, Boston.
Steam heating, M. E. Clifford &
Co., Concord, for Bradlee-Chapman
Company, Boston.
Hardware, P.
Britain, Conn.
Painting,

&

F.

Corbin,

Daniels-Howlett

&

New
Co.,

Boston.

Asphalt floors in laboratory, Simpson Bros. Corporation, Boston.
Granite and wood carving, John
Evans Company, Boston.
Finish, Building Finish Company,
Worcester, Mass.
Plate glass, Pittsburg Plate Glass

Company

Pittsburg, Pa.

Terrazo paving, Galassi Brothers,
Boston.
A.
Roofing,
George
Barnard,
Worcester, Mass.
Elevators, Otis Elevator Company,
Boston.
Automatic heating control, Johnson
Service Company, Boston.

WMt^ sveff
By

God

Electric lighting fixtures,

&

Painting exterior of old state house,
including the dome, and regilding

Fred Rollins, Concord.
Trucking, George L. Theobald.
Council chamber furniture, Shaw
Furniture Company, Boston, Mass.

eagle,

Office
Doten-Dunton
furniture,
Desk Company, Boston,
Book cases, Derby Desk Company,

Boston, Mass.
Carpets and rugs, John H. Pray &
Sons' Company, Boston, Mass.
Draperies, portieres and rugs in
council chamber, Allen & Hall Company, Boston, Mass.
Steel vault fittings. Van Dorn Iron
Company, Cleveland, O.
Window shades, J. M. Stewart &
Sons' Company, Concord.
Electric lamps. Concord Electric

Company.
Vault doors. Hall Safe Company,

New York.

Ix

Is

'A

Ella Wentivorth Richardson.

leadeth us through

many

a devious way,

Sometimes
Dangerous

Where

in thorny paths beset with
snares, anon o'er rocky steeps
sharp stones bruise the tender

Shrinking feet. Yet on and on, impelled
By some strange power, we fain must go.
Groping in darkness, battling with despair,
Until the height is reached; When, just
Beyond us hes a level plain, brilhant
With sunlight, rich with song and bloom
:

And

what seemed

to us as crosses
Heavy to be borne, have proved as blessing.
Showing us the way to larger light, and
Purer, higher life, Avhere tumults cease
lo,

And

passion's waves all tempest tossed
and, glorious Love that
Springeth from the source of Life itself
The one Great God, the Universal. Truth,
Shines o'er our path, illumines all
Our way, and so we know "Whatever is, is best."

Are

stilled;

McKenny

Waterbury, Boston.

The enlarged and remodeled New
Hampshire State House, was thrown
open to the public and formally de-

and 1864; ex-CongressParker, who was a
representative in 1859 and 1860;
Hon. Samuel D. Felker of Rochester,

House

in 1863

man Hosea W.

dicated on Tuesday, October 25,
prominent citizens from all parts of

the minority leader during the last

the State being in attendance.

legislative

People began to arrive at an early
hour and found the building open
and ready for inspection, the incumbents of the various offices being

Nahum

in their respective positions, includthe members of the several
boards and commissions, all of

ing

whom

welcomed the people

as they
made the rounds of the building,
Universal approval of the work ac-

cordially

complished by the governor and
council through the architects, con-

and builders was manifest,
and the general remark was one of
wonder that so much had been actractors

complished within the limits of the
appropriation, and what
had been accomplished had been so
legislative

well done.

From

10 to 11 o'clock a. m. a concert by Nevers' Second Regiment
Band was in progress in front of the
State House, and from 11 to 12 Gov.
Henry B. Quinby and the executive
council, attended by the Governor's
staff, held a reception in the elegant
new council chamber, which is ^generally pronounced one of the finest
rooms of the kind in the country.
At 12 o'clock the formal dedicatory
exercises were in order in Representatives Hall, Governor Quinby presiding, and the speakers of the day,
who included Hon. David Cross of
Manchester, the oldest living man
who has served in the legislative department of the government, who
was a member of the House of Representatives in 1848, and many times,
United States Senator Jacob
later;
H. Gallinger; ex-Senator William E.
Chandler, who was Speaker of the

session,

and ex-Governor

Bachelder, during whose
administration the plans for the enlargement and remodeling of the
building were authorized and procured, occupying with him seats on
the speaker's rostrum; while the
spacious hall was filled with a deeply
J.

interested audience, including representative citizens from all parts of the
State, with many ladies,
selection by Nevers' Band was
the opening number, after which
prayer was offered by the chaplain of

A

the day. Rev.

Edwin

B. Snow, pastor

of the Unitarian Church of Concord,
in the following words:
,
„
„
„ ^
^^-^^^^ ^^ ^^^- ^^^^^ «' ^^o^
,

.

Almighty and ever-loving God, we
come before thee to dedicate this
House.
Thou in whose name our
fathers builded the State, look graciously upon their children's handiwork. Accept this House as an offering unto thee,— for the service 'of
man, which is ever the service best
pleasing in thy sight. Grant us thy
presence today; and be thou ever in
this place, to guide by thy Spirit those
who here deliberate upon affairs of
State. Make them just and faithful,

wise and good.
To those who frame our laws, give
judgment, industry and social vision;
and a sobering sense of their responsibility.

Here may no act be done

passion or fear, through
greed or vainglory, through trickery
Here may no power, of
or bribe.
person or of pelf, usurp the power
which is the people's own.
May
these new white walls, glistening in

through

REV.

EDWIN

B.

SNOW

'^.Jff.

GOVERNOR HENRY

B.

QUINBY
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their purity, typify
within their shelter.

an equal purity

And

to those

who

administer our laws, give courage and consecration and common
sense; make them the people's servants, not a party's, not a man's.
Here, without favor and without fear,
may the people's will be done. Here
may wrong be righted, and the poor
and the oppressed find equal hearing
with the rich and powerful. Here,
at the heart of our Commonwealth,
may the best traditions of the past
be upheld and conserved; the best
improvements of the present be considered and tried, and may the
'

experience of every day lead to steady
advancement in the future. May all
that makes for the peace, prosperity
and progress of our people find here its
expression.

And above

all

make

honor and truth to reign in this place
supreme. Make our House of State a
House of thy Righteousness. Amen.

Governor Quinby then addressed
the assemblage as follows, after which
each speaker, in the order named,
delivered his address, nearly two hours
in all being occupied by the addresses
:

endeavors being directed to the practice of
economy, while securing at the same time
what was necessary and, as far as we could
afford, artistic.

We have complied with the provisions of
the act providing for this work and have not
only completed it far ahead of the time limit,
but also within the appropriation, paying for
it with current funds, thus avoiding the issue
of bonds and at the same time leaving it free
from debt.

The executive branch of the state government now presents for your examination a
tangible account of

its stewardship in the
completed structure, with full
confidence that it will meet with your approval and that this occasion will be a pleasant and memorable one for us all.

form

of this

Address of Hon. David Cross
Governor Quinby, Councilors,
of

Men

and

Women

New Hampshire:

The

state house

the state of

is

finished.

New Hampshire

The

capitol of

enlarged and

adapted and fitted for legislative
and routine official business, is ready for occupation. The work in ever^ part is well done.
The state was fortunate in its executive department, in its architects and builders, and
the whole work is creditable to the parties
engaged and to the state of New Hampshire.

beautified,

I have good authority for saying that not a
stone has been moved, not a change made
without the watchful supervision of the governor and his executive council. The archi-

whose reputations are world wide, have
added another beautiful and complete struc-

tects,

Governor Quinby's Address

ture to their long

many

Ladies and Gentlemen:

which the present legislature authorized your
governor and council to rebuild and for which
purpose they appropriated the sum of four
liundred thousand dollars, providing for an
issue of bonds of that amount.

The

task of reconstruction has been labo-

and exacting and the

have been
almost endless, requiring much time and much
consideration, both of which have been cheerfully and promptly given by all concerned in
the work; the councillors leaving their own
affairs at every call, and also the secretary
of state, whose services have been invaluable,
rious

details

come; and

which

of

fully

represents

money which has been expended upon

it;

rededicate this old state house with its
additions and its improvements, its
First, we dedicate it
history and traditions.
as a place fit and convenient for making the
laws of the state for the next fifty years.
dedicate it as an offiical building for the
governor and council and other executive

many

We

officers.

Governor Quinby, I congratulate you that
you are the chief magistrate of New Hampshire at a point of time in its history when all
things political, religious and social seem to be
in a sort of ferment; when old things seem to

be passing away and new things are coming
upon us with a rapidity never before seen or
known. It is a day of anxiety on the part of
some, of fear on the part of many and of doubt
upon the minds of a few, but I hail it as the

the

brightest era in the history of the state, and
in fact in the history of the world.
The husks and shreds of old theories, of old
superstitions, old fears, are falling off, and life
at its best is coming forth purified and ennobled. The people of New Hampshire today
are in better condition than ever before; the
people of tomorrow and in future years will
be in better condition than today. Partisan-

our

ship in political

his interminable duties, to contribute by
their efforts to make this edifice, what I believe you will find it, a most beautiful building, and one which, in every way, will meet
the requirements of the state for many years

to

now adorning the cities

We

my

happy privilege as governor of our
splendid state to welcome you, its citizens, to
its capital and to its capitol, and to invite you,
who are all vitally iaterested in everything relating to our progress and our prosperity as a
commonwealth, especially perhaps as to our
expenditures, to inspect this state house
It is

list

states.

and

religious circles is less

HON. DAVID CROSS
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He

than seventy-five years ago; the bitterness and

the union.

bigotry of sects, the idolatry of creeds, the

committed by her

names are becoming gradually less and less, and I can see in
vision the truth of the prophetic words of
Julia \\ ard Howe recently spoken when she
fear and almost worship of

"One night recently 1 experienced a
sudden awakening. 1 had a vision of a new
era which was to dawn for mankind. I saw
men and women of every clime working like
bees to unwrap the evils of society and to discover and to apply the remedies and also to

said:

find the influences that should best counteract
evil

and

The

—

its

first

attending sufferings."
state house was completed here in

1819 91 years ago. Ninety-one years seems
a long time and yet it does not exceed the life
To
or the memory of some of us here today
me the past ninety-one years seem but a brief,
bright period of time; childhood, manhood
and age coming quietly, gently and yet with
most joyful and happy feet as the days and
years have come and gone.
I cannot tell you about the dedication of
the state house in 1819. I was then living in
Weare and do not believe that I had an invitation to take part in the services.

Occasionally we hear disagreeable, mournlamentations over decadence in country

ful

towns, of abandoned farms, of falling off in
attendance upon church services, of young
men and wom.en leaving their country homes
for city life, of dishonesty in politics and dishonesty in business and a sort of gloomy refrain, in the hackneyed words: "Times are
not as they used to be! Oh, for the good old
days of our fathers!"
1 submit that while there is possibly some
reason for the lamentations with some people
in scm^e quarters, orr the whole everything is
better than it was.
Let me call your attention to some of the
changes, seme of the improvements, from 1819
to 1910 in New Hampshire.
I
have lived through these intervening
years. 1 have seen and known something of
the political, social and legal life in New

Hampshire

for these years.

Consider that a Eoman CathoHc under the
constitution and laws of New Hampshire
could not hold office in state or town from
1819 to within a few years past; that for a
portion of the time a man to hold office must
belong to a particular church; that for a man
to be a re|)resentative in the legislature he
must be the owner of real estate. In 1848 I
was obliged to obtain a deed of i-eal estate to
qualify me as a representative to the legislature.

Chief Justice Richardson in 1S36 defivered
a decision of the supreme court of this state
and is reported in Poor v. Poor, 8 N. H. 314,
as follows: "T he legal existence and authority
of a wife are suspended during the continuance
of the matrimonial union.
All her personal
projierty vests in her husband and he is
made answerable for her debts contracted
before marriage and during the continuance of

also responsible for crimes
in liis presence, the law
not considering her in such a case as acting by
her own will, but by his compulsion. He is
answerable for all torts and frauds committed
by her and if committed in his company, he
alone is answerable. He is the head of the
house to whom as such she is subordinate."
At this time a promissory note given to her
was the property of the husband. It was
decided in the case of Tucker v. Gordon,
reported in the 5th N. H. Reports, that a
husband, has the control of a legacy given
generally to the wife and may release or assign
it by deed to wliich she is not a party, and
payment to her is no bar to an action brought
is

She could not make a will, she could
contract. She had the strange
position of a being without existence, one
whose identity is suspended or sunk in the
status of her husband.
The wife, not firlly emancipated until the
statutes of 1860 and 1876, is now an independ-

by him.
not

make a

ent person entitled to the control of her
property, real and personal, the same as her
husband to his property.
The statutes of the stace and the decisions of the courts have modified and
changed procedure in the trial of civil and
criminal cases. The technicalities of the common law have been removed and the rights of
individuals and of corporations before the
courts are considered and decided upon principles of equity and justice, and not as formerly upon technicalities and old common law
rules.

Consider the law of inheritance in 1819 and
subsequent years, giving to the wife
one third of personal property and the use of
a portion of the real estate, and the law now,
providing liberally for the wife and justly for
the heirs. Consider the law in regard to the
collection of debts and of poor debtors in 1819
and many subsequent years. The household
goods, the bed and bedding upon which the
man slept could be attached and sold to pay

many

and the man himself liable to imprisoncounty jail. The poor of the town
called "town's poor," were in fact sold at
public auction. The names were presented
to the annual town meeting and then these
poor unfortunates, who had not the means of
living, were called by name and the question
of the moderator in each case was, "Who
will take and board this person for the next
year at the smallest weekly sum?" The bidding would commence from $3 to $2 or $1 or
less per week and the lowest bidder was condebts,

ment

in the

sidered the winner of the prize.
Contrast
this, I say, with the accommodations at

Goffstown county farm, with its three-story
brick buildings, the sanitary conditions, the
hospital arrangements and all the means of
hving that ordinary people could wish or
expect.

Contrast a state or national election from
1819 to 1850 and read the newspapers of that
period, the bitter personal attacks upon can-

State
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didates, the appeals to prejudice and the ways
and means resorted to for party success.

Consider the strange, wild, hard-cider, "Tippecanoe-and-Tyler-too" canvass of 1840 or the
Know Nothing canvass of 1855, and contrast
these elections and others before and after
with the dignified, sensible and argumentative canvass now going on in this state between the two candidates for governor.
Visit the homes all over the state and contrast them now with 1819, the country home,
itself or its neighbor, provided- with telephone,
with daily mail and daily newspaper, within
easy reach of railroad.
Consider improvements in the medical professional education and in the means of healing the sick, the doctor of 1819 with his saddle
bags, his canthook to extract teeth, his pills
and blisters or calomel to prescribe and his
knife to bleed, with the educated physician

and his knowledge and methods.
Consider the remedies to deaden pain, the
trained nurse to watch and care for the sick.
The public conscience today is more sensitive and more reliable than ever before.
Think of the public sentiment that tolerated
the open, visible hanging of criminals while a
multitude of men and women assembled, enjoying it as a holiday; of the public sentiment
in regard to the hours of labor; the care for
today,

the insane, the poor, the sick, the cliildren and
criminals; the change in country towns in the
sale and use of intoxicating hquors; and mark
the advance!
It is said by some that the churches of the
country towns have become feeble, and but a
few are enlisted in their service. That is true,
but yet if you consider the church service in
1819 and for years afterwards as I saw it; the
house without fire in winter at first and later
poorly heated, the long frightful sermons,
forenoon and afternoon, and the doctrines advanced and advocated, you would say with
me, "I rejoice that such preaching and such
doctrines are not proclaimed or believed

today."
I have not time to enumerate a tithe of the
advance and improvements of today compared with 1819 and subsequent years*
I was here in 1833 and saw Andrew Jackson
with Martin Van Buren and others; I saw the
multitudes of people coming on foot and in
carriage to look upon the president and other
distinguished men and I can realize something
of the great change between that day and
last Saturday when Ex-President Roosevelt
came to this state and within a few hours ad-

dressed multitudes of people in Manchester,

Concord and Nashua.
A few days ago there was a meeting at

The Hague

to consider questions affecting
the rights of nations and to decide by appeals to reason rather than resort to war.
Last week a few men in Washington contributed a million dollars for Young Men's
Christian Association buildings in different
parts of the world.

Individuals,

men and women,

are working
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today as never before, separately and in association, for the destruction of evil, for the
relief of suffering and for the advancement and
improvement of all classes and conditions of

men.

The leading Christian Protestant churches
are beginning to cast away the differences of
doctrines and to work in unity for the betterment of mankind. Everything seems bright
and hopeful for the future.
need have no

We

fear, we need have
this state with the

Ihe people of
people of the world will
advance and improve with every passing year.
With the singer of the "Battle Hymn of the
Republic," I seem to see, 1 can see in vision
men stoop to raise their fellows and lift them
higher, higher, and yet higher.
Men and women of New Hampshire, the
record of the beginnings, the progress and the
achievements of the people of this state is
made up and now in this ninety-fourth year
of my living among you, I bring greetings of
thanksgiving for the past, satisfaction with
the life, work, and purpose of the present, and
I hail in prophetic vision a better and brighter
future for all who may follow us.
no doubt.

Senator Gallinger's Address
In the year 1782 the general court began to
hold its sessions in Concord, the first session
being held in the meeting house at the north
end of the town, but on account of the cold
an adjournment was taken to a room in a
nearby store. In 1790 the town voted to
raise the sum of one hundred pounds for
building a house for the accommodation of.
the general court. This building was called
the town house. The interior contained two
rooms, one for the house of representatives
and the other for the senate, with some small
committee rooms and a limited gallery for
Ihe probabilities are that this
spectators.
building continued to be used by the general
court until the year 1819, three years after
Concord became the permanent seat of the
state government, and in which year the state
house was built on the site it now occupies,
where it will doubtless continue to stand, in
some form or other, all through the years, a
reminder of the glories of the past, a satisfaction to the present generation, and an inspiration to those who in the years to come
will fill the places in the government of the
state soon to be vacated by those who now

occupy them.
Others

will tell

the history of the building,

and of its reconstruction and enlargement
from time to time, and will point out the good
work that has been done in its rebuilding during the past two years. I will content myself
by briefly calling attention to the progress of
events, in state and nation, since the structure
was first occupied, 91 years ago.
When the state house was completed in
1819 illuminating gas had been in use only
seven years, the first city to be lighted by gas
being London in the year 1812.

HON. JACOB H. GALLINGER
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The state house was completed in the same
year that the first steamship that ever crossed
the Atlantic Ocean sailed from Savannah,
Ga., making the voyage to Liverpool in 25
days, part of the time being propelled by
steam and part of the time by sail.
The state house had been occupied six
years before a passenger railway had been
put in operation, the first one being a short
line betvveen Stockton and Darlington, in
England. In 1827 a crude railway was opened
between Quincy and Boston, but it was only
used to transport granite for the Bunker Hill
monument.
The first locomotive engine used on an
American railroad suitable for carrying passengers was in 1829, the road being an experimental affair, constructed by the Hudson
and Delaware Canal Company. The engine
was imported from England.
first division of the Baltimore
Ohio railroad was opened, extending from

In 1830 the

&

Baltimore to EUicott's Mills, a distance of 15
miles, horse power being employed, which continued until 1832.
The first fully equipped passenger train

was put on by the Mohawk and Hudson railroad in 1831, running between Albany and
Schenectady. It was hauled by a steam-power
engine, imported from England, and named
the "John Bull."

was eight years old when
friction matches were first made, and 12 years
before chloroform was discovered, which,
however, was not used until 1847. In 1832,
Morse conceived the idea of the electric telegraph, which was patented in France in 1838
and in this country in 1840, the first message
being sent by Morse in 1844 from Washington

The

state house

to Baltimore.

The

Baldwin locomotive, "Old Ironwas built in 1832, the first Atlantic
cable was laid in 1858, and in the same year
the printing telegraph was invented and paper
pulp was made from wood.
In 1850 coal oil was discovered in the
United States, and in that year Moses G.
Farmer, a New Hampshire man, subdivided
first

sides,"

the electric current through a number of
lamps, and lighted the first building by
electricity.

We

waited until 1861 for the first passenger
elevator, until 1869 for the airbrake, until
1871 for the Hoe perfecting printing press,
and until 1873 for the first car coupler.
In 1876 Alexander Graham Bell invented
the telephone, and in 1877 Edison followed

with the phonograph.
The first electric railway was installed in
Berlin in 1879, and six years later (1885) the
first electric railway in America was put in
operation between Baltimore and Hampden.
Since that time the graphophone and the
kinetoscope have been invented, the steam
turbine has come into use, the Mergenthaler

hnotype machine has been perfected. X-rays
discovered, wireless telegraphy and wireless
telephones have been successfully used, the
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wonderful development of the automobile
industry has been accomplished, and the navigation of the air rendered comparatively safe.
These are a few of the things that have been
given to the world since our state house was
first occupied.
What a revelation it would be

good Governor Plumer and his council,
chose the lot on which the state house
stands, if they could return and see the magto

who

is now being redediwonderful things that
have come to pass since they departed this

nificent structure that
cated, and learn of the

Those men acted well their part in their
day and generation, just as those who now
fill their places are being animated
by lofty
purposes and high ideals, with a view to the
further progress and development of our
life.

state.

the New Hampshire state house was
occupied the members came to the capitol either by stage coach, by carriage, on
horseback or on foot.
The first railroad
chartered in New Hampshire (the Concord
road) was in the year 1835, 16 years after the
state house was completed. At that time all
passengers and freight between Boston and
the Canada line were carried by coaches and
wagons over the turnpike roads, stage taverns
being scattered along the lines at frequent
intervals.
Then the men who represented

When

first

New Hampshire at Washington traveled by
stage coach, in striking contrast to the rapid
and luxurious modes of travel of the present
day. It is true that from 1814 to 1842 boats
navigated the Merrimack River from Concord to Boston, being in charge of the "Merrimack Boating Company." So far as I can
ascertain the boats did not carry passengers,
and in these days of criticism of railroad rates
it is interesting to note the fact that in 1815
the freight rates between Boston and Concord
were on the upward trip twelve dollars per
ton,

and downward eight

dollars.

They were

gradually reduced until they reached in 1841
five dollars per ton upward and four dollars
per ton downward. These were the "good old
days," about which we frequently hear.
The population of New Hampshire in 1820
was 244,161, a little more than one half of
what it is today. Manchester was a little \'illage containing a population of 761, Nashua

had

1,142,

has

now

and Concord

Manchester
2,838.
of 70,033, Nashua
26,005, and Concord rising 22,000.
In 1819 the receipts of the Concord postoffice

a population

were $150 per annum, while they now

aggregate

Postmaster

$85,000

Low

per
did the

In
annum.
work of the

1819,
office,

while at the present time there are 67 salaried
employees, exclusive of the postmaster.
There are also 17 rural routes, 250 square
miles, or more than one fifth of the area of
Merrimack County, being supplied with mail
from the Concord office. And the same development of the postal service has taken
place in the country as a whole. In 1820 the
postal revenue of the government was $1,111,In
927 and the expenditures $1,160,926.
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1910 the receipts are $224,128,657 and the
disbursements $229,977,224. The postal receipts of the government for the present year
are two hundred times as large as they were
when this state house was first occupied.
It would be interesting to trace the industrial development of the state during the
last 90 years, but time forbids. Suffice it to
say that no state in the Union can show a
greater relative gain in manufacturing, in increased wealth, in educational advancement,
and in the growth of savings banks and other
means of fostering thrift and encouraging
economy than can our little state.
The progress we have already made is
gratifying, and the record is without a blemLet us hope that in the years to come
ish.
those who are here inducted into office may be
ever mindful of their obligations, and in all
their official acts live up to the highest ideals
of civic duty, to the end that New Hampshire
may continue, as it is today, in the forefront of
the states of our land in all the virtues that
make for the highest type of manhood and
womanhood. No one need blush for our
Her past is secure, needing neither
state.
apology nor defense. From the days of Governor Plumer, during whose administration
this state house was completed, to the present
time, an illustrious line of governors has been
chosen, and in all that time no man of purer
life, higher integrity, greater executive ability
and intellectual capacity has filled the position than our present distinguished chief exLong may he
ecutive, Henry B. Quinby.
live, to enjoy the confidence and affection of

To the public I may further say that Governor Quinby and his council held the details
of the reconstruction closely in their own
hands and gave to it their constant and painstaking supervision. Secretary of State Edward N. Pearson represented them when required and with the efficient superintendent,
Mr. Michael E. Sullivan, decided everyday
questions as they arose and kept the work
moving without annoying delays. The architects, Messrs. Peabody and Stearns, in their
troublesome task of adapting the new to the
old showed skill and patience, and the contractors were faithful in every part of their
duty; so that all persons concerned as actors
in the work from the least to the greatest, are

his fellow citizens.

June session

Ex-Senator Chandler's Address
Your Excellency Governor Quinby: Councilors,
Foss, Boutwell, Annett, Fellows and Merrow:
As a welcome duty and with a personal
pleasure peculiar to

me

as a lifelong resident

Concord in close proximity to the historic
spot where we are now assembled, I come to

of

express

my

gratitude to the people of

Hampshire and

to their General

New

Court of 1909

for the enlargement and adornment of this
state house until it has become a public
edifice as complete in its appearance and fitness for its appropriate uses as any state
capitol in the United States.
Most cordially, also, do I thank your excellency, our governor, and your honorable
councilors, for services rendered in carrying
to completion the plan for repairs of the state
house suggested by the resolution of the
formulated by
legislature of April 2, 1903
Governor Bachelder and his council and submitted to the legislature of 1905 and by you,
under authority of the act of March 30, 1909,
so changed and modified in connection with
such other plans as in your judgment the interests of the state seemed to require, that
there now stands before us in all its attractiveness, a Concord state house of which every
citizen and every lover of
Hampshire
may well feel proud.

—

—

New

entitled to public commendation.
To a citizen of Concord permission may be
given for expressing special gratitude that
with the opening of this splendid building for
the legislature of 1911 there may disappear all
hope anywhere and for all time that the capital
city will ever

be removed from

its

present

locality.

In 1790 the town of Concord determined
upon "building a house for the accommodation of the general court." This was also the
town house, a one story wooden building 80

40 feet wide, 15 feet high, with a
at the north for the house, at the south
for the senate. "There, too, the state legislafeet long,

room

—

ture, migratory till 1808
permanent afterwards was to find convenient quarters, to
be exchanged in 1819 for a more commodious

—

capitol."

The

agitation for a state house began in the
of 1814. In 1816 the legislature
voted that a state house should be erected in
Concord, the place therefor to be located by
the governor and council. On July 4, 1816,
Governor Plumer entered" in his private diary
"Fixed the site for the state house." Concord
was to donate the lot, level and well prepare
the same and give all the necessary stone.
"On the 18th of July, 1818, such progress had
been made that the gilded eagle to crown the
dome was raised to its place with public

ceremony."
siasm.

There was remarkable enthutoast was: "The American

The 13th

May the shadow of his wings protect
every acre of our united continent and the
lightning of liis eye flash terror and defeat
through the ranks of our enemies."
From 1818 it was not until 1863 that agiEagle.

improvement of the state
legislature of that year requested the city of Concord to take suitable
action and to contribute materially to the entation arose for

house,

when the

largement.

Concord

responded

promptly

1864, voted to give the sum of
$100,000 to be expended as the legislature
should direct, and certain of her citizens
offered to furnish $50,000 more in order that
plan No. 2 might be carried out. Manchester
saw its opportunity and offered $500,000,
provided the capital should be removed to
The contest between the two
that city.
cities ended in the legislature of 1864, when,

and

in

May,

m^

^wviv'-'if^yminr
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by a vote of 179 to 98 in the house and a
nearly unanimous vote in the senate, the capital was continued at Concord, which was required before June 1, 1865, to build a state
capitol upon plan No. 2 without expense to the
state and "upon the understanding and condition that said city shall not at any time
hereafter apply to said state to refund the
money expended therefor or any part
thereof." The work was done, but not quite
in time for the June session of 1865, which
was held in the city hall. The total cost, including the street on the south, was nearly
$200,000.
This burden upon Concord to prevent the
removal of its capital to Manchester had come
in a time of dire finandial distress-^in the
middle of the war for the Union, when every

had been burdened almost
it could bear to pay its share of the
state's expenditures for that war. It was felt
to be an unjust proceeding for Manchester to
ask the people of New Hampshire to move
her capital to the city which would pay the
highest price therefor, and when the question
was settled in 1864 it was thought by few
participants in the contest that the same controversy would ever arise again.
Yet it seems that we were mistaken.
Forty-five years later, when it became evident

town and
more than

city

to the majority of our people that in view of
the failure of all attempts to reduce the size
of the legislature, and on account of the various new and enlarged activities of the state
government, the time had come for enlarging
the state house, Manchester again came to
the front with efforts to induce the legislature
to move the capital down the river into her

manufacturing

city.

particulars of the contest I do not
wish to dwell upon. The outcome was most
gratifying to Concord. Not only did the legislature decline, by a vote of 277 to 69, seriously to entertain Manchester's motion to move,
but it voted, by 251 to 79 in one branch and
20 to 3 in the other, to pass the law of March
30, 1909, being "An act to provide for the

The

enlargement, remodeling, heating and furnishing of the state house," under the authority of which this splendid edifice is today
declared ready for occupancy. The cost has
been $400,000 an expenditure within the appropriation, and Concord has not been asked
to contribute a dollar to aid the state in providing a suitable home for its general court
and executive officers.
Certainly no unkind feehng remains in any
citizen of Concord on account of ManchesWhat that city did
ter's action in the past.
was lawful and natural, but the final decisions of the legislatures were most wise.
Yet it seems I was too confident, when, prior
thereto in a Concord Old Home address of
August 24, 1904, I concluded remarks on this

—

by

saying:
to be hoped that few cities of this
country having state capitals will ever be
called upon to resist the attempts of wealthier

subject
"-It

is

cities to

remove the

seats of

government by

new, expensive and imposing buildings.
Albany could not compete with New
York City, nor Springfield with Chicago, nor,
indeed, any one of the capitals, except Boston,
with the largest commercial city of its state.
And there are half a dozen cities in the
United States which could buy the national
capital away from Washington if money were
to be permitted to decide the question. The
attempt made in Concord in 1864 will never
be repeated. Concord is proud of Manchester as our great manufacturing city, and
Manchester is proud of Concord as her atoffers of

tractive capital."

The attempt, however, was again made in
1909 with such feeble results that I confidently

renew

my

prediction of 1904.

On

a recent occasion I heard Governor
Quinby say while I thought he was naturally
felicitating himself

upon

his

work

in rehabili-

tating the state house, that he was inclined to regret that he had not been allowed
to completely remove the building and construct a wholly new edifice. By no means,
Your Excellency; it is one of the joys of my
life and will be a joy to others, that we can
stand on Main Street and see the front of the
state house as it has been since 1865, and
almost as it has been since 1819. Let us hold
to some of the good old things and follow in
some ways the good old times.

The state house and its grounds are to me
almost sacred in their reminiscences. Bom
in the house where now stands the beautiful
building of the
Society,

I

lived

New Hampshire

Historical

on Center Street

until 24

years of age and always my legal residence has
been near the state house yard, and is now.
I have been here in this very rooin twice a
member of a constitutional convention, three
times a member of the house, twice the
speaker, and three times elected United
States senator. Wherever I may be I can, in
the quiet of the night, shut my eyes and see
The
right here many things great and small.

state house yard was
playground and so,
I
indeed, was the state house itself, wherein
wandered at will. The top of the state house
wall was
resting place. I saw on July 4,
1842, a so-called riot at the front of the yard

my

my

when

bonfires

scorched

the

trees.

Later,

against the north wall, I saw Cooper Clarke's
fireworks take fire and explode to the right
and left instead of vertically, to the fright of
the small boys. I played baseball after the
then fashion near the northeast corner wall.
Every "Election Day" in June I spent in the
yard and in front of it, where a primitive
celebration was going on while the legislature
organized within and the governor read his
message. Early I began to attend sittings of
the house and I think I ventured to criticise
the debates for irrelevancy and lack of sense.
Well do I remember the constitutional convention of 1850 with Franklin Pierce as its
ocpresiding officer and Ichabod Bartlett
casionally in the chair. Earlier, I saw in the

State
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yard General Pierce presented with a sword
when he went to the Mexican War of 1846.
I hope to hve to see the statue of our only
president stand there in

company with those

and Webster and Hale and Perkins.
Above all do I recall the mustering in of the
of Stark

New Hampsliire regiments for the War for the
Union, especially that of my brother George,

with the gleaming of the heavy sabre bayonets.
In the state house I best remember the disturbance when Governor Gilmore endeavored
to veto the soldiers' voting bill.
I saw the
first humble wooden Episcopal Church built,
later the Unitarian Church twice burned and
rebuilt.
I attended school in the wooden
schoolhouse where the high school now is and
in a later brick structure prior to the present
one.
I might go on with endless pictures which
you would kindly endure but would not care
for.

I

cannot but realize that

it will

not be

follow so many of my Concord
associates to rest in the Blossom Hill cemetery.

long before

I

But the worth and the glory of the state
of New Hampshire is not derived

capitol

from its looks to the eyes of the men of today,
but from what it repi'esents the people of the
Granite State. Nearly three hundred years
ago the pioneers entered our splendid harbor
at Pascataqua, David Thompson, the Scotch-

—

man, Edward and Wilham Hilton, the Englishmen, to settle at Mason Hall and at
Hilton's Point, or Northam, now Dover.
There also came Thomas Wiggen, Walter
Neal, Ambrose Gibbons, George Vaughan,
Thomas Wanerton, Humphrey Chadbourne
and one Godfrie, to Little Harbor, Strawberry
Bank, Newichwannock and Sanders' Point.
From these humble settlers, under the leadership of Sir Ferdinando Gorges and Captain
John Mason came into being the province of

New

Hampshire.

As showing that New Hampshire in 1874
was not very distant from Old Hampshire in
1620 it may be recalled that when Archdeacon
Henry P. Wright, as English chaplain at
Portsmouth, England, after talks with Mr.
John S. Jenness, who had visited England to
obtain material to aid him in writing a "Historical Sketch of the Isles of Shoals" and who
has privately printed his "Transcripts of
English Archives Relating to the Early History of New Hampshire," thought it would
be a pleasant incident if New Hampshire
should provide four gas standards in the old
Garrison church of Domus Dei in Portsmouth,
England, as a memorial to Captain John
Mason, who had been governor of "South
Sea Castle," that is, of Portsmouth in the
time of Charles the First, he wrote to Gov.
James A. Weston on September 11, 1874,
giving our state the opportunity of furnishing
the memorial. Governor Weston embraced
the offer and the standards are in place in the
church, the gift of New Hampshire citizens,
including three of Captain Mason's descendants, Alexander Hamilton Ladd, Eliza Appleton Haven and Charlotte Maria Haven.
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The other donors were John S. Jenness,
Charles Levi Woodbury, Charles Wesley
Tuttle and Charles Henry Bell.
It is from the labors and sufferings of these
men and their associates and successors that
came the first glories of our state. They found
a stern and rockbound coast and a dreary
wilderness but they opened harbors and established fisheries, built forts, felled the
forests, cultivated the farms, endured cold
and hunger, disease and death; and yet they
persevered. They became warriors and subdued the bloody savages.
Prof. Edwin D. Sanborn in his history of
New Hampshire vi\'idly describes the sufferings of the colonists

:

"During all the long years of privation,
suffering and bloodshed of the American war
for liberty New Hampshire furnished her full
share of men and means for the conflict. The
courage of her citizens never wavered; their
hope of victory never abated. They were
poor and in distress, yet 'out of their deep
poverty' they contributed to the wants of
their common country, and from their already
bereaved hearts sent out the only and wellbeloved sons to fight her battles.

The

sol-

New Hampshire

were familiar
with every battlefield from Canada to Yorktown. They shared the woe of every defeat
and the joy of every victory. They were
present at the last great battle when Cornwallis surrendered and in which the heroic
Scammell laid down his life for his country.
They remained in the army till 'the last
diers

from

armed foe expired' or left the country. They
waited at their post of duty till the obstinate
George the Third from his throne declared
'his revolted subjects' 'free and independent

Every yoke was broken and New
Hampshire, was a sovereign state with her
states.'

sister republics."

As New England grew, its sturdy yeomen
fought the French and Indian wars to keep
Canada subject to England. When the Revolution came. New Hampshire men were at
the front, had the honors at Bunker Hill, and
gave 18,000 soldiers out of 84,000 population
under Stark, James Reed, George Reid, Poor,
Cilley, Sullivan, Dearborn, Whipple, Hale,
and Scammell, to the war which made us a
nation.
Fitz Greene Halleck puts in poetry Stark's
invocation to his soldiers
:

When on

that

field his

band the Hessians fought,

Briefly he spoke before the fight began:
"Soldiers, those German gentlemen were bought
For four pounds, eight and seven pence per man
By England's king, a bargain, it is thought.
Are we worth more? Let's prove if it we can,
For we must beat them, boys, by set of sun.
Or
wife sleeps a widow." It was done.

my

Their settlements penetrated west to the

Merrimack and the Winnipesaukee, and beyond the Connecticut to the New Hampshire
Grants and north to the Canada line and the
They built highways and
Chrystal Hills.
dams, ships and mills and meeting houses.
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the modern 19th century arrived, New
Hampshire had become a cliief support and
had helped give lustre to the new republic;
and continued to do so. When the first
crucial test came, whether this should be a
free or slave republic, she began the contest
and in 1846 Whittier was able to sing:

When

God

bless

New

Hampshire.

Once more the voice

From

of Stark

her granite peaks

and Langdon speaks.

When the slaveholders fired on Fort Sumter
and began the Civil War, New Hampshire
men swarmed forward and in all those dreadful and bloody days from 1861 to 1865 fought
and died to save the Union and to make all
men

free.

Thirty-eight

thousand soldiers

went from a population of 300,000 and the
Union regiment of the Northern army that
lost the most lives was the Fifth New HampIn no military conflict during the 300
shire.
years have soldiers from New Hampshire been
lacking or timid, and the nation's military
fame is their fame.
In the later arts of peace no state has excelled ours. Our factory cities are wonderful,
our 1,200 miles of railroads ascend every
valley and penetrate every lake region. With
a cold climate and rocky soil, the state has
more. than held its own with warmer climes
and more fertile lands. The state is not in
debt, although this beautiful state house of
1910 has been built and paid for.
There can be no mistake in the reason why
New Hampshire, against natural disadvantages, has held this high place among the
states of the federal union.
of her people.
Rational

It

is

the character
in the

and strong

beginning, they sought not earthly prosperity
alone.

What

sought they thus afar?
Bright jewels of the mine?

The wealth of seas, the spoils of war?
They sought a faith's pure shrine!
Ay,

call it

holy ground,

The soil where 6 rat they trod.
They have left unstained what here they found,
Freedom to worship God.

The

sons have proved worthy of their sires
would be a joyous time today were we only
to have recited to us a list of the noted names
which give glory and fame to New Hampshire; those of the men who have remained
here to build the state and those who have
gone out into the other 45 commonwealths to
help their growth and add to their prosperity
and reputation.
It

God-fearing, tyranny-defying, liberty-seeking, danger-scorning, labor-loving, ignorancedispelling; faithful and self-sacrificing, truthful and outspoken, honest and incorruptible,

plain but pure, strong but tender, were the
great body of the New Englanders of the 17th
century; and so we have.faith are the mass of
their descendants and our citizens of the 20th
century.
While summoning thoughts fit to speak on
this occasion I find myself reverting more and
more and again and again to John Stark and
Daniel Webster. Their memories are united

in our hearts

—

the brave soldier, the incomWe
parable statesmen of New Hampshire.
can at this moment look upon their statues
in
front
of
this
state
house.
standing together
Senator Gallinger and myself in the senate on
December 20, 1894, aided in formally presenting similar statues from the state of New
Hampshire to the national gallery in the capitol at Washington.
With President Arthur
on October 12, 1882, I went to Marshfield to
attend memorial services in the centennial
He died 58
year of Mr. Webster's birth.
years before Monday and was buried 58 years
before Saturday of this very week.
Constantly do I find it best to depict scenes
and to arouse sentiments by recurring to
the words of others. Let us pause a moment in memory of that bereavement.
Mr. Lodge says of the burial:
"In accordance with his wishes, all public
forms and ceremonies were dispensed
with.
The funeral took place at his home
on Friday, October 29th. Thousands flocked
to Marshfield to do honor to his memory
and to look for the last time to that noble
form. It was one of the beautiful days
of the New England autumn, when the
sun is slightly veiled and a delicate haze
hangs over the sea, shining with a tender,
There is a sense of infinite
silvery light.
rest and peace on such a day, which seems
to shut out the noise of the busy world and
breathe the spirit of unbroken calm. As
the crowds poured in through the gates of
the farm they saw before them on the lawn
resting upon a low mound of flowers the
majestic form, as impressive in the repose
of death as it had been in the fuUness of life
and strength. There was a wonderful fitness in it all.
The vault of Heaven and the
spacious earth seemed, in their large simplicity, the true place for such a man to
lie in state.
There was a brief and simple
service at the house and then the body was
on
borne
the shoulders of Marshfield farmers
and laid in the little grave yard which already held the wife and children who had
gone before and where could be heard the
eternal murmur of the sea."

With such men and women as New Hamphad in the beginning, has now and we

shire

believe ever will have,

it is

of comparatively

slight importance whether its state capitol
shall be found in a building like the plain
wooden Concord town house of 1790 or in
the splendid structure of wliich we today
take possession, in the name of all our people, and dedicate it to the service of good
government in the state we love with alldo this not as a
pervading affection.
work of necessity or mercy but as appropriate evidence of the refinement, happiness,
and prosperity of our noble commonwealth.

We

Mr. Webster has furnished the words

for

On July 4,
closing utterance today.
1851, at ceremonies in Washington on the
laying of the cornerstone of the extension
of the capitol by President Fillmore, Mr.

my

State

House Dedication

Webster delivered a long oration, the
elaborate utterance of his

—

last

life
he died less
than one year and a half afterwards, two
weeks before the election of President Pierce.
Coincident with that oration he placed under
the cornerstone a brief account of the proceedings of the day, wMch ended as follows:
"If it shall hereafter be the will of God
that this structure shall fall from its base,
that its foundation be upturned and this
deposit brought to the eyes of men, be it
then known that on this day the Union of
the United States of America stands firm;
that their constitution still exists unimpaired
and with all its original usefulness and glory
growing every day stronger and stronger in
the affections of the great body of the American people and attracting more and more
the admiration of the world. And all here
assembled whether belonging to public life
or to private life with hearts devoutly thankful to Almighty God for the preservation
of the hberty and happiness of the country,

unite in sincere
this deposit and

and

fervei
prayers that
the walls a d arches, the
domes and towers, the columns and entablatures now to be erected over it may endure forever.

"God save

the United States of America.

"Daniel Webster,
"Secretary of State of the United States."
So also, notwithstanding our great Civil

War, which Mr. Webster feared and
very oration argued to avert,
ations
firm,

are

the

true today.
constitution

in this
his assever-

The Union stands
exists

unimpaired;

and we can

also fervently pray, God save
the United States of America and reverently
add, God bless our state of New Hampshire.

Address of Hon. Hosea W. Parker
is an occasion of great interest to
the people of New Hampshire. We are
here to dedicate this building to the uses
and benefits of all the people of this commonwealth. It is here that the representatives
of the people in the years to come will assemble to make the laws, not only" for ourselves, but for our children and our children's
children, and our thought naturally turns
to the highest and best interests of our state.
There is something higher and better than
This
granite walls for us to consider.
structure should be a beacon light to inspire one and all, and enable our people to
advance the interests of New Hampshire in
a better manner than ever before. There
should go along with these ceremonies higher
ideals of government and the spirit of progress should be the watchword of this hour.
Much as we love to recount the natural
beauties and advantages of our state, and
no commonwealth has more, these beauties
and advantages are of little account unless
they inspire our people to higher and better
The repuliving and grander achievements.
tation of a state or its people are of small

Tliis

all
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account as compared with what they really

are in character.
We must remember that
"righteousness exalteth a nation, while sin
is a reproach to any people."

What, then, is the real character of the
people of New Hampshire? I know of no
better way to judge a people than by what
they have accomplished. "By their fruits

ye shall know them." Applying this text,
can we not truly say that New Hampshire
stands high on the roll of states in the charher citizenship? Can any state
a greater company of men and
women who have made a lasting impression
upon the institutions of the country than
those who have been reared upon these hills
and in these valleys? Where can you go
and find people with higher ideals, who are
working out the problems of self-government with better results? Some may say
that New Hampshire is a poor state. This
is not true.
She is rich! Neariy $100,000,000
deposited in our savings banks is one item
showing the thrift of New Hampshire men
and women. But her greatest riches are not
in her natural resources, but above all in
the virtue and intelligence of her citizens,
acter

of

marshal

111

fares the land, to hastening

ills

a prey,

Where wealth accumulates and men decay.

We are justly proud of our history. The
long line of distinguished men and women
who have shed lustre upon the state, and
who have passed on to "that undiscovered
country" should be an inspiration to us and
to those who shall come after us.
The influence and achievements of New
Hampshire men and women are not confined
to this state alone. These men and women
have gone out into nearly all the states of
the Union, and have made a deep impression
upon the institutions of their new homes.
Dartmouth College alone has sent hundreds
of young men into the great West and Northwest who have taken an active part in the development of that section of our country.

The cities of Buffalo, Cleveland, Detroit,
Chicago, Milwaukee and Minneapolis contain a large number of New Hampshire men

who have been

active and who are important
factors today in those flourishing cities. New
Hampshire men have invested their money
to a large extent in these places and have
assisted in building their railroads, their
public buildings and have been foremost in
developing the natural resources of this
section of our country. One has but to visit
the West to see the impress of New Hampshire men on every hand.
find in these

We

places merchants and professional men who
have carried the New Hampshire spirit
and energy among the people of the West,
who are always found in the front rank and
who reflect the highest honor upon their native state.
It was among the New Hampshire hills that they first caught the inspiration that has pushed them on and given them
the place they occupy. These men have shed

HON, HOSEA W. PARKER

State

upon their adopted states and many
have stood high in the councils of the nation.
May we not then feel justly proud not only
of our men and women at home, but of the
great company who have left us and are
Herein, in
doing a noble work elsewhere.

uster

lies the greatness of our state.
optimistic and believe that the present is
better than the past, and that the future of

part at least,
I

am

New Hampshire and

people will be still
that tends to make
a happy and prosperous state. Firm as the
granite hills is the affection we bear her.
We love her for her lofty mountains, and
fertile valleys, but first, last and always for
the virtue and intelligence of her citizens.
greater and grander in

its

all

Address of Hon. Samuel D. Felker

May

it

please

His Excellency,

the Governor,

Honorable Council, ladies and gentlemen:
I, too, wish to add my appreciation of
the manner in which the governor and council have handled the appropriation and the
The state of
results they have obtained.
New Hampshire is to be congratulated that
it has a successful business man in the governthe

or's chair and successful business men as
We have a governor who inight
councilors.
well adorn any station and it would please
his many friends to see him in the council of
the nation.
We have here the ancient and familiar

house of our ancestors, enlarged, beautified,
substantial, still preserving the general effect
of the former house.
.It is well that the past, present and the
future are io be linked together in this
remodeled state house; for, for more than 90
years, here in this house the genius of a free
people has worked out their manifest destiny.
Here their laws have been enacted by the
chosen representatives of the people here

—

they have been enforced by the executive
head of the state, here they have been interpreted by its supreme court this house

—

in fact in itself the embodiment
hopes and aspirations of a free people.
Few consider how much we are indebted
to government, because few can represent

of the

is

how wretched mankind would be without

it.

It
It does not exist alone in this house.
does not exist alone in the forms of government.
Our written constitutions do nothing but
consecrate and fortify the plain rule of
ancient liberty handed down with Magna
Charta from the earliest history of our race.
It is not a few abstractions engrossed on
parchment that make free government.
The law of liberty must be inscribed on
the heart of the citizen you must have
a whole people trained, disciplined, born as
our fathers were to institutions like ours.
Before New Hampshire existed, the petition of rights and Magna Charta had been
fulminated by Lord Coke and his compeers.
Our founders of state brought these max-

—
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of civil liberty with them, not in their
libraries but in their souls; not as barren
generalities but as rules of conduct to be

ims

with religious fidelity. We
to
think more often of our forefathers founding
a nation but we must remember also they
founded a state; they adopted rules of conduct, civil liberty applicable to their indiviclual selves and to the local community
long before they founded a national government.
They established a governnwmt for the
people, rather than the people for the government; they established forever the principle
that man is more than the government.
They changed a government centralized and
forceful into a government localized and enThe restraining influence of their
nobled.
religious belief made liberty a reality instead
The laws of a state
of a sounding name.
are but the growth of its public sentiment
and happy will that state be whose public
sentiment and consequently its laws receive

adhered

no violent awakening but advance steadily
towards the higher ideals of her people.

The

greatest national prosperity may comay herald the

with the decline and
downfall of a state.
exist

is

Society

organized on the basis of vested

rights, that the

man who

he has, but that

is

has shall keep what
no reason why we should

Men are beginning
give him all we have.
to doubt whether universal selfishness is the
true basis of prosperity. Human rights
are above vested rights and must be first
While vested rights should
considered.
have their due protection they should not
crowd out human rights.
Political equality we must reahzt-, but
equality of well being and of human satisThe great
faction we have not obtained.
and irreversible law of nature that wealth
is the product of labor and energy opposes
its insuperable barriers to such an accompli.shment.

We are brought face to face with the problem how far great inequalities of condition
are consistent with the maintenance of a
equality of rights. Whether new
nationalism and the principle of the square
deal will solve it, remains to be seen. When
there is abuse, says Edmund Burke, there
ought to be clamor; because it is better to
have our slumbers broken by the fire bell
than peri.sh amidst the flames in our beds.
If the author of the square deal is inconare not all of us? Was
sistent what of it
perfect

—

legislature consistent when it
against free passes and then turned

our

votecf

around

and invited the telephone company to
the

on

gi^H-

members

of the legislature free telephon(^
certainly will leave his impress
the spirit of the age.

service?

He

Some people would

rather smart once
the time, but human ideals
are worked out by a slow process, a compromise, if you will, with various ideas and
theories.
Have we got much alaead of the

than ache

all

HON. SAMUEL

D.

FELKER

State

House Dedication

Pilgrim Fathers in the essentials of a free govthe males signed a
ernment, when all
compact which did not derive its powers
from a sovereign state but rested on the
consent of those to be governed and on man-

hood suffrage?
"Unto which we promise all due submission and obedience." Who now promises
all due submission and obedience to our
laws and means it? "We do hold ourselves
all care of each other's
goods and of the whole every one and so
mutually." Everything that is good in
modern socialism is contained in this sentence.
They had a representative assembly
and also an annual meeting of all the inhabitants and either could legislate, thus

straightly tied to

anticipating by two hundred and fifty years
the modern initiative and referendum.
Neither government nor just laws cure all
the ills of a people. More than a hundred
years ago at Exeter the mob demanded of

the legislature, then in session there, that
they should abolish debt and that all propWe should
erty should be equally divided.
think a government a failure if such a demand could be carried out. The important
changes of the twentieth century promise
to be social and other than legal or political,
and in their solution we must exercise cool-

headed sanity.

Law

enforcement and speedy justice is
the demand of the day. A week ago today
the indictment against Doctor Crippen in
England was read, his plea taken, jury drawn,
and counsel's pleas heard; Saturday he was
found guilty of murder on circumstantial
evidence and sentenced to be hanged within
a month. This is a typical case illustrating
the rigor and celerity of British justice.
Society has a greater reverence for the law.
We ought not to permit excessive resort to
technical evasions of the law.
Publicity will increase our respect for government. It helps to form public opinion
New
as
the mighty force of the age.
Hampshire cannot live by herself alone. The
changed condition of her people, the new

from other lands with their different
ideals, rapidly tend to change our laws.- You
could not enforce any other laws if you would.
arrivals

The lack of parental authority tends to
weaken respect for all law. The restraining
influence of a higher authority, a sense of
responsibility to a higher authority, a just
fear of God, if you will, I believe to be the
greatest lack of the age.
are bent on doing our own sweet will,

We

no matter what the consequences may

We

be.

think we are literally free. Free to ignore the laws; free to ingore our neighbor's
We
rights; free to take what we want.
refuse to admit that the collective wisdom
is superior to our own.
It is probably idle and useless to speculate
on the kind of government our successors
in a hundred years from now will enjoy, and
yet with what speed and with what certainty
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will those one hundred years come to their
termination! This day will draw to a close
and a number of days make one revolution
of the seasons; year follows year and the

century

here.

is

every living
the face of the
it.
Will this
disappear
Will our principle of
state house be here?
government survive? In this hall, on this
floor, must the different ideas be threshed
thing that
earth will

Practically

now moves on

from

out.
Thou,

O

too, sail on,
ship of State,
Sail on,
Union, strong and great;
with
all
its
fears.
Humanity,

O

With

all the hopes of future years,
Is hanging, breathless, on thy fate!
know what master laid thy keel,
What workman wrought thy ribs of steel.

We
Who made
What

each mast and

anvil sang,

sail and rope;
what hammers beat.

In what a forge and what a heat
Were shaped the anchors of thy hope!
Fear not each sudden sound and shock,
'Tis of the wave and not the rock,
'Tls but the flapping of the sail
And not a rent made by the gale.
In spite of rock and tempest's roar.
In spite of false lights on the shore,
Sail on, nor fear to breast the sea!
Our hearts, our hopes, are all with thee;
Our hearts, our hopes, our prayers, our tears,
Our faith triumphant o'er our fears,
Are all with thee are all with thee.

—

Address of Ex-Governor Nahutn
Bachelder

J.

I recognize the fact that the honor conferred upon me by being given a place in
these exercises is not because of any ability
of mine to interest or entertain you, or from
any. official position I now hold, but for

the reason that the plans upon which this
elegant building has been constructed were
prepared during an administration of which
I was a part.
only duty here is to approve the work done, to congratulate the

My

people of New Hampshire upon erecting
this building and congratulate the audience
upon the privilege of listening to the eloquent
addresses delivered in these dedicatory exercises.

The plans met with general approval at
the time they were made but the financial
condition of the state did not allow their
adoption then, and they received but scant
support by the lawmakers. Through the
good business judgment of our executive and
legislative officials, under the leadership of
Governor Quinby and his predecessors, this
has been enlarged at a cost of
$400,000 without placing a mortgage upon

building

the property of anyone.
The people of the state have wisely made
this provision for a home for the convenience
and comfort of their public servants, without
incurring debt.
An eminent writer has said, "That famih^
that meets nightly around its own hearthstone and beneath its own rooftree is bound
more firmly together by home and household
We maj- properly expect that the
ties."

EX-GOVERNOR NAHUM

J.

BACHELDER
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life who will, through public service in this
building attain as great national distinction for
themselves and the state as have any in the
past.
May their acts be guided by economy

work of the state will be of a more
and patriotic nature if performed within

public
loyal
its

own

walls.

We

are now engaged in a friendly contest
for the first occupancy of this structure, so
far as elective officers are concerned.
Such
contests are of inestimable value and I have
no doubt the present contest will result, as
has resulted during all past years, in the
selection of true men who will carry out
right policies, a matter which is to be decided by the voters two weeks from today.
In this magnificent building our children
and our children's children will assemble
for years to come, and may they be stimulated by such patriotism and perform such
acts of statesmanship as will continue the
good reputation of the state and result in

without parsimony, by patriotism without
pupulism, by progress without destruction.
We hope that the sentiment existing
among the people who occupy this structure,
from the stars and stripes that float from
yonder dome to the remotest archive that
stores the state's property, will be so patriotic and statesmanlike as to continue the
good name of New Hampshire at home and

abroad.
vVith this high ideal constantly in view,
the record of New Hampshire men in the
future will be as brilliant as that in the past,
and the stone face of the Old Man of the
Mountain will continue to be the symbol
that the chief product of New Hampshire
is her men and women.
We understand that this granite building
dedicated today is typical of these lofty
ideals and noble purposes and will continue
as such for all future time.

their mental development and public preferment. There may be somewhere among
the hills of New Hampshire a second Daniel
Webster; there may be within the confines
of our state a second Franklin Pierce; there
may be within our borders young men in
industrial, professional, military or political

By Amy

J.

Dolloff

For mercy wider than the realms of thought,
For love unbounded as the stretch of space,
For faith that trusts and hope that leads to light,
For joy sublime and deep, for God's own grace;
gifts for which we give thanks first,
The richest blessings from His generous hand
Love granted to His children every hour
Near and afar through all our grateful land.

These are the

At th®

ISeimd ®f 4fe®
By Emily

E®adl

E. Cole

At the bend of the road, where the lilacs bloom
In the glorious noon of Spring,
Where the bobolinks, wantoning in their boughs,
Their riotous challenge

fling;

the beckoning river is calling me
O'er the shimmering fields of grass,
And the breath of the pines on the river road
Is borne on the winds that pass.

And

At the bend

of the road,

where the

lilacs

bloom

Let me linger and dream awhile;
Let me dream of the treasure I cherish most
The Past with its fleeting smile;

Of the years that have

fled with their gallant hopes,
their earnest of life and love.
are buried so deep at the bend of the road,

And
They

—

And

the

lilacs

keep watch above.

HON. JOHN SWENSON

©inio

J©lhiini

By an

Bwen^on

Occasional Contributor

New Hampshire's enlarged and
modeled State House, so far as

reits

Yonkers (N. Y.) City Hall;
Second Church of Christ, Scientist,

for the

New York

appearance is concerned,
stand for years as an enduring
monument to the ambition, energy
and perseverance of an aspiring son of
Sweden a farmer's boy, John Swenson, who at 20 years of age left his
native land and came to America,
with strong hands and a stout heart
as his only capital, determined to win

City; the Germania Life
Insurance Company's 21-story building in New York, and, not the least
important, the New Hampshire State
House enlargement, which latter affords a splendid advertisement, not
only of the character of his work, but
of the quality and appearance of our

success, if industry, frugality and
integrity could assure it.
Born at Falkenberg, Sweden, July
11, 1851, Mr. Swenson arrived in this

ing.

country in 1871, working on a railroad in Pennsylvania for a time, but
soon removing to Owego, N. Y.,
where he was employed for several
years, meanwhile improving his education by attending school for some
time. In 1882 he removed to Concord, and has since been a resident
of this city.
Determined to engage
in the granite working industry, he

work, tombs, mausoleums, etc., filling
orders fram all parts of the country,
He has doubled the capacity of his
plant during the past year, and in the

exterior
will

—

went to work to learn the stonecutting business which he soon mastered, and in 1884, began business
for himself, on a small scale, as a
contractor following the same with
first

untiring energy, patience and perse-

verance till he is now the proprietor of
the largest and most complete granitecutting plant in New Hampshire,
equipped with all the latest and most
improved appliances, with a large
and growing patronage. His quarries
are in the best section of the famous
''Rattlesnake Hill," and the finished
product sent out from his shops rivals,
in quality of stone and character of
finish, that of any other concern in

the country. His first large contract
was for the stone for the First Church
of Christ, Scientist, in Boston, in
1894.
Other contracts have been

Concord

granite, in the finished build-

In addition to his extensive operations in building contracts, Mr. Swenson is largely engaged in monumental

most busy periods gives
to over 200 men.

employment

Mr. Swenson has taken a loyal
and politi-

citizen's interest in public
cal affairs and is allied

Democratic party.

with

the

He

represented
his ward in the Legislature of 1895,
and was chosen state senator from
the Eleventh District in November,
1906.
He was also a member of the
commission which drafted the new
city charter of Concord,
November 2, 1876, he was united
in marriage with Miss Ellen Anderson.

They have had

five

children,

Omar S.,
four of whom are living.
the eldest son, a graduate of the
Massachusetts Institute of Techwho recently married a granddaughter of the late Governor Harriman, and is about to become a part
ner in the business, is a member of
nology,

the Concord Board of Aldermen and
Bessie
of the Board of Education.
W., the daughter, is Mrs. Walter B.

John
Clifford of Fitchburg, Mass.
Arthur, the second son, Dartmouth,
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1909, is learning the granite business;
while Guy A., the youngest son, is at
the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology.

A member of the

Mr. Swenson

is

Lutheran Church,

a regular attendant at

IP©irftsm©uiiftlhi
^jni©tllhi©ff

services of the Congregational
in West Concord, his home
parish, and contributes to the support
thereof, in the same liberal spirit in
which he meets all the obligations of

Church

citizenship.

Eev®l!tui(ti©imaiiry Tg\ibS(i(ls

WMppl©p
®f

'

1

me

in

The

Granite

New

Monthly

for November, 1906,
Series, Vol. 1, pages 544-548, another

has been recently dedicated.

On Monday,

October

24,

1910,

the Society of the Sons of the Revolution in the State of New Hampshire
dedicated a bronze tablet placed by it
on that day on the front of the Whipple School in Portsmouth to the mem-

ory of Gen. William Whipple of
Portsmouth, one of the three signers
of the Declaration of Independence
from New Hampshire. The present

membership

of the

society

Rev. Mr. Elwyn, who is a greatgrandson of Gov. John Langdon of
Revolutionary memory, and Hon
John W. Kelley of Portsmouth, a for-

mer

and several memBoard of Instruction, and
with a thousand school children present, who were massed in front of the
main entrance of the school building
James A. Macdougall, superintendent of the Portsmouth Public Schools,
read an introduction prepared by
of the city

principal of the school delivered

an eloquent address on the life of
William Whipple and his Revolutionary services. The inscription on the
tablet reads ns follows:

WILLIAM WHIPPLE
Soldier

and Statesman

Born, Kittery, Me., January 14, 1730;
Died, Portsmouth, N. H., November 28, 1785.
Elected to Continental Congress January
1776
He Signed the Declaration of Independence.
As Brigadier General of N. H. Troops, He
Assisted in Negotiating the Terms of
General Burgoyne's Surrender at
Saratoga, N. Y., in 1777.
He Was Judge of the Superior Court.

The New Hampshire Society

consists

Rev. Alfred Langdon Elwyn, Marcus M. CoUis and Henry A. Yeaton
of Portsmouth and Stephen Decatur
of Kittery, Me. In the presence of the
bers of the

G@5rii@ir§\E

Foster

of the

Sons of the Revolution
Placed This Tablet, 1910.

of

mayor

©f

Eiffld©p®iffi(dl@ffii€©

In addition to the six Revolutionary bronze tablets, in Portsmouth and
vicinity, which were fully described,
and the inscriptions given, in an

by

M®BTfii©ffy

Sageeir ©f th® Pd

By Joseph

article

m

P®dlacM®d

E(g£©iniltfl5^

WiflMasna

the

A

fine oil portrait of General Whipby Tenney may be seen in the
room of the senior class at the Whipple School; it was presented on November 20, 1891, by Storer Post,
Grand Army of the Republic, of
Portsmouth, at whose request the
Whipple School was so named. General Whipple is buried in the North
Cemetery in Portsmouth.

ple

7^@inimg ©sa
By

the

Memma^ck

Clara B. Heath

Moonlight in autumn! The fair city lies
Along the winding valley at our feet;
The hush of night has fallen from the skies
So slumberous and sweet.

The river, wreathed in mist, floats on and on;
White at the " Falls," but deep and dark below;
Tireless as when a century agone
The red men watched its flow.
Their hunting-grounds lay where these steeples rise;
The evening breeze amid dark pines was lost,
Or, mingled with the night-bird's lonely cries,
The moan of branches tossed.

The city grew like some fair flower in haste;
Each season left her with an added charm;

No

year amid her borders ran to waste
Or brought her lasting harm.

And

like

The

A

a mighty, strength-sustaining vein

river gives

it life

from

side to side;

burnished jewel on a slender chain
It lies upon the tide.

Your praises have been sung
whom the world holds dear
wandering
poets
By
By native bards who have enraptured hung
Above thy waters clear.
Fair Merrimack!

The legends of the past seem borne along
Upon the music of the flashing tide;
The tender beauty of a rhythmic song
That must with thee

•

abide.

Thou art not free as in the olden days
To pour thy wealth above the rocks and moss,
Or wind about in idle, devious ways
As one who mourns a loss;
all the beauty and the native grace.
In-gathered 'twixt the mountains and the sea,
Have not been lost as yet, or given place

But

To

stern utility.

;
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Westward the

A

hills are robed in dusky blue,
Outlined against the dim gold of the sky,
guard of honor, to their mission true,
And crowned with majesty.

Eastward the harvest moon hangs bright and low,
The stars grow pale before her stead}'- gaze;
A fickle breeze is wandering to and fro,
Uncertain in

its

ways.

A

strain of music rises on the air.
Softened by distance till it seems to
The very spirit of the evening fair,
Upon the clouds remote.

float.

"
"
Hill
sends back the tuneful sound;
In childlike wonder while a falling star
Goes out in darkness, as if tempest-fanned
So near, and yet so far!

The

we stand

—

Moonhght and music! How the pulses thrill,
And loss and gain drift out upon the sea
Of dim forgetfulness such peace can fill
Our largest argosy.
;

G©

F©ffwa\ffd

By Maude Gordon Rohy

Do you

wish the best this old world givfes?
Tis yours!
Do you wish for the power that burning lives?
Tis yours!
But in order to feel it and use your might,
You must step from the ranks, assume your right;
Quit following others; yourself affirm.
are your fortune, of success the germ.
Then arise, go forward!

You

iE(g

C©inite2iift

ByGeorgiana Rogers

You say you are content, my
Then you are surely rich.

friend

—

"For to be content is rich, and rich enough."
makes the ways all easy,
That once seemed hard and rough,
To be content, and rich, and rich enough.
It

ew

Inla\mp^lhiair® ]Me(Cir©S©|y

HON. PETER UPTON
Hon. Peter Upton, born in Tyugsboro,
Mass., October 1, 1816, died at East
Jaffrey, N. H., July 24, 1910.
Mr. Upton was educated in the public

schools of Tyngsboro and Dunstable, and
the academies at Pepperell, Mass., and
New Ipswich, N. H., and, at the age of
twenty one removed to Jaffrey where he
entered upon an active business career,
continuing through life. He served in the
state legislature, as a Whig, in 1848,
1849 and 1850. During this service he
secured the charter of the Monadnock
Bank, of which he was a director, and for
a long time cashier after it became a national bank, till, in 1880 he was elected
president, which office he held till his

resignation last year. He was an incorporator and director of the Monadnock
Railroad and a trustee of the savings
bank. He served as a member of the
Executive Council, under Gov. Moody
Currier, from 1885 to 1887.
Mr. Upton was married in 1853 to
Sarah M., daughter of Hiram Duncan, his
former business partner. She died three
years ago, after fifty years of married
life.
They had one son, Hiram D. Upton
who was speaker of the House of Representatives in 1880-81, and died in 1900.
Their elder daughter, Mrs. Walter L.
Goodnow, died in 1901. Only one daughter, Mrs. Sumner B. Pearmain of Boston
survives them.

Among the departed sculptor's most notable works are the great statue of "Vermont,"
on the dome of the state house at Mont"The Recording Angel" in the rotunda of the Capitol at Washington; "The
Returned Soldier," "Columbus' Last Appeal
pelier;

Isabella"; various military groups
"Cavalry," "Artillery," "Infantry," "Navy," etc.; "The Return of Proserpine from the Realms of Pluto," which stood
over the entrance to the agricultural building
at the Chicago Columbian Exposition, together with various busts of noted men, like
to

Queen

including

W. D.

Howells, John Hay,

DR. PHINEAS H.

G.

MEAD.

Larkin Goldsmith Mead one of the most
noted of the American sculptors, died at
his home in Florence, Italy, on Saturday,
October 15, 1910.
Like that other great sculptor, Paniel G.
French, he was a native of this state, having
been born in the town of Chesterfield,
Cheshire County, January 3, 1835. His early
life was spent in the neighboring town of
Brattleboro, Vt., where he was a clerk in a
hardware store, and where, in 1856, he first
gave evidence of his talent in moulding, on
a winter night, the "Snow Angel," a statue
of wonderful beauty, which, having been
soaked with water, turned into ice, and atDurtracted wide attention for many days.
ing the war, Mr. Mead was, for a time, an
illustrator at the front, for Harper's MagaHe soon after went to Italy, to pursue
zine.
his art studies, and there remained, having
married, in ISGH, Marietta Di Benvenuti of

He made his liome in Florence, and
Venice.
for half a century has been a noted figure in
the world of art.

WHEELER

Dr. Phineas H. Wheeler, born in Barnstead,
May 7, 1840, died in Alton, October 19, 1910.
He was a son of Hazen and Jane (Jewett)
Wheeler, and a grandson of Abner Wheeler
who served in Stark's regiment at Bunker
Hill
He was educated at Pittsfield and
Pembroke Academies, and the Medical

Department of Dartmouth College, and
commenced the practice of medicine as an
attache of the United States General Hospital
at Mt. Pleasant, near Washington, D.C., in
1864.
Returning from the war he took a
post-graduate course at the Harvard Medical
School, and then located in practice at
Henniker, but soon removed to Manchester,
and thence to Raymond where he remained
but a short time, being called to Alton where
he succeeded his brother-in-law, Dr. I. W.
Lougee, and where he continued in successful
practice through

LARKIN

Henry James and

others.

life.

He was

a Mason, a Knight of Honor and
a member of the New Hampshire Medical
Society. He had been actively interested in
public affairs and served several years on
the school board.

He had been twice married, both wives
having deceased; but is survived by a son and
two daughters, the former being Dr. John
Wheeler of Plymouth.

HENRY
Henry
Western
Concord
at his

H.

MORRISON

H. Morrison, manager of the
Union Telegraph Company in

for the last thirty-six years, died
in Concord, October 26, 1910.
Morrison was a native of Concord,

home

Mr.
born November

10, 1851, and entered the
telegraph service as a messenger, in 1869,
for the old Northern.
Subsequently he was
in the service of the International and the
Atlantic; in Portland and Boston; but became manager for the Western Union at

Concord

in

March, 1874, and continued

death in that position.
wife

and two daughters.

He

is

till

survived by a

^diteff
A

more

and
"

than

ordinarily

strenuous

"

campaign, for an "off year," has
just been brought to a close in New Hampshire, with an election whose results have been

political

surprising to
least, to some.

IMoteo^

PuafeEaglh(gir'g

many and disappointing, at
While many Democrats, and

This number of the Granite Monthly is
mainly made up of an historical article upon
the New Hampshire State House, and the
addresses delivered at the dedication of the

enlarged and remodeled structure, October 25,
and is issued as a souvenir edition. Although

number

extra copies have been
come when these

not a few Republicans, anticipated a different

quite a

outcome

printed, the time will soon

of the gubernatorial canvass,

safe to say that

any expectation

it

is

nobody in either party had
of so marked a change as

has been effected in the political complexion
of the Legislature, wherein the Republican
majority in the House has been reduced by

more than one hundred, bringing
to

less

than

fifty;

contain twice as

while

the

it

down

Senate

many Democrats

as

will

copies

nant party still retains control of the executive
branch of the government. There would seem
to be no call for anything in the line of

in or out of the state, will

the

same

line of state policies, a har-

may

naturally be hoped for.

A question which the voters of the state
were called to pass upon at the recent election
"
Is it expedient to call a convention to
was:
"
More than threerevise the constitution?
fifths of those participating in the election
entirely disregarded the question, however;
and, although three-fifths of those voting
"
yes," only a little more
upon it voted
than one-fourth of those who went to the

polls are recorded in favor of the proposition.
Such being the case the Legislature will be

about calling such a conShould it fail to do so it will not be
the first time in the history of the state that a
Legislature has refused to call a convention
when a majority of the people voting on the
proposition have favored it.
likely to he.sitate

vention.

for

and not

same

at once.

do

well

to secure

They can be ordered

through newsdealers, or directly from
publication

office,

the-

at 15 cents per copy.

An

interesting historical address, prepared
of the executive

by Hon. Albert Annett

council, for delivery at the dedication of the
state house, and which was omitted from the
exercises on account of lack of time, will be

printed in the issue of the Gb.\nite
for

partisan legislation during the coming session,
and, as both parties are committed to practisession

much sought

two

the minority, which matters not particularly
from a party point of view, so far as practical
results are concerned, so long as the domi-

monious

be

Those desiring copies,
readily attainable.
either for preservation or to send to friends

years ago, or eight instead of four. This, of
course, leaves the opposition still strongly in

cally the

will

of

Monthly

December.

When

the

convenes next
housed in the old
quarters, greatly enlarged and improved, and
in close touch with all the various branches

January

it

Legislature

will find itself

department, accommodated
one building. The State House, as it now
is, is ample for all present needs, and with
some minor improvements will meet all
demands for many years to come.
of the executive
in

"
Stray Notes of Song," a dainty volume
embracing nearly a hundred poetic gems by
Harry B. Metcalf, of the Boston American,
will be issued from The Rumford Press
December 1, in time for the holiday session.
A more delightful Christmas gift than this
can rarely be found. A copy will be sent,
postpaid, to any address for SI. 00. Address
the Granite Monthly, Concord, N. H.
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subject

of an editorial by Omar A. Towne
in the Journal-Transcript of Frankhn

some years ago.

"Last Saturday,"

said, "a, business

man came

it

into the

Journal-Transcript office and asked if
we could find a boy who would make
a man like C. W. Robie. We have
If you
not yet named the boy.
of one, please send

New

Series, Vol.

him

along.

There is a good place waiting for him,
a place in which he can find opportunity to make rapid advancement.
There are plenty of boys who might
fill the bill.
There are few boys who
And it is not a difficult
will do it.
thing to do. It is simply being more
interested in his employer's interests
than in his own. It is doing his best,

—

not one day, nor one week,—but
every day and every week in the year.
There is a price to pay, and the boy
who is willing to pay the price, will
find the opportunity to advance,
while the one who thinks that such
things come because of a pull, the
help of friends, or for some reason
outside of themselves, will never get
very far up the ladder of success.
There must be a willingness to do,
the abihty to accomplish things and
the tact that will win friends, and
then the stick-to-it-iveness that wins.
If one has all of these he can cHmb

5,
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A. Chester Clark
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"Wanted a boy," was the

1910

•

If he has not all of them he can
the most of what he does have."
This summing up of the causes,
which have led to the rise of Charles
Warren Robie in the management of
the American Express Company, is
truthful and well deserved.
When

high.

make

Judge Towne wrote it, Mr. Robie
was well up the ladder of success,
but, today, he is still higher, and
unless the law of cause and effect
should be suspended,
tinue to be
of

his

he will con-

a factor in the sphere

present

activity.

But

al-

though occupying one of the most
responsible positions in New England, it is undoubtedly true that
Mr. Robie is not known to the vast
majority of
is

measured

its

people, as notoriety

in the

newspaper world

of today. He has never plunged into
politics, either as a candidate, where
his name would be flaunted in the
face of the public as that of a seeker
after popular preferment, nor in the
capacity of a director of public
affairs through the subtle powers of the

He has simply performed
lobbyist.
his daily duties, modestly and unassumingly, in each successive position
in which he has been placed from
that of a driver for the company at
Plymouth, up to that of assistant
general manager, a position which he
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now

having direct charge of
In these
division.
places, his activities have been those
of the company itself, impersonal
rather than personal.
Like all similarly comprehensive enterprises, the
vast interests of the company have
obscured from the public eye the
the

holds,

New

England

individual

who

directs

its

affairs,

thus taking away the human interest
feature, a fact which has been the
cause of many misunderprolific

Hampshire.

Hampton

He was born

in

New

1866.
The old
located midway be-

July 28,

homestead was
tween Lake Winona and Lake Waukewan, and lay at the foot of Beech hill,
one of the highest and most precipitous of the lesser peaks of Central
New Hampshire, which, gradually
raising their summits higher to the
northward, become the far-famed
White Mountains.
To the south,
but little more than two miles,

The Old Robie Homestead

employer and
standings between
employee, or the industrial mercantile, or public service company and
the public at large. But although his
personality has been submerged in
his business activity, probably no
man is connected with a public
service

company

in

New

England,

today, who enjoys more fully the
confidence and the close friendship
of that circle of business men with
whom he has come in actual contact.
Mr. Robie is a native of New

stretch the waters of

Lake Winnipe-

saukee. If early environment is one
of the chief elements which enter
into the moulding of the character
of every man, no location could have

been more auspicious. Certainly it
was one of many sides. No hardy
son of Switzerland ever looked out
upon more enduring or sturdy crags
among his native Alps, than those of
Bald Ledge at the brow of Beech
No child of sunny Italy ever
hill.
viewed a more attractive landscape

Charles Warren Rohie
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than that which stretches before the
eye in summer from the same point,
mingling together in one broad and

lowers into the wilderness, and, in
1638, founded Exeter, that ancient

ever-expanding vista all the beauties
of the mountain and the lake. Reared
in such a natural environment, it is not
surprising that Mr. Robie combines
in his nature all the sturdiness of the
New England character, with many
of the aesthetic qualities so often
lacking in the typical Yankee.
Heredity as well as environment
smiled upon Mr. Robie. The family
is one of the oldest in New England.

much

township,

around which gathers

sO'

of the history and tradition of
the Granite State. Robie must have
followed to this settlement soon after

as the following document known as
the Exeter combination of 1639 will

show:
Whereas it hath pleased th^ lord to moue
the heart of our Dread Soveraigne Charles,
by the grace of God, King of England, Scot-

&

land, France & Ireland, to grant license
liberty to sundry of his subjects to plant

The Old School House

Henry Robie, a native of England,
was located at Dorchester, Mass., as
early as 1639.
Shortly before this
time, Rev. John Wheelwright, who
was a brother of Anne Hutchinson,
famous in the religious annals of the

was banished from Ma-ssachuon account of difficulties, which

colony,
setts

arose over his alleged heretical preachIt is apparent that Henry Robie
was a follower of Wheelwright,
although the records do not show any
association between the two men
while they were in Massachusetts.
Wheelwright led a band of his foling.

themselves in the westerne partes of America: Wee, his loyall subjects, brethren of the
church of Exeter, situate & lying upon the
river of Piscataquacke, wh other inhabitants,
there, considering wth ourselves the holy
will of god and our owne necessity, that we
should not live whout wholsome lawes &
government amongst us, of wch we are
altogether destitute; doe in the name of
Christ & in the sight of God combine our-

&

selves together, to erect
set up amongst us
such government as shall be to our best discerning, agreeable to the will of god, professing
ourselves subjects to our Sovereign Lord
King Charles, according to the libertys of our
bindEnglish Colony of the Massachusetts

&

ing ourselves solemnely by the grace & helpe
of Christ & in his name & fear to .submit
ourselves to such godly & christian laws as
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are established in the realme of England to
our best knowledge, & to all other such lawes
wch shall upon good grounds, be made &
inacted amongst us according to God, yt we

erty of William R. Robie, the father
of the subject of this sketch.
William R. Robie, born in

may

Hampton January

&

peaceablely together, in
all godliness a^d honesty.
Mon., 5th d., 4th, 1639.
live quietly

John Whelewright,
Christopher Lawson,
his mark
Augustin Storre,
George X Barlow,
Thomas Wight,
William Wantworth, Richard Morris,

Henry

Elkins,

mark

his

George X Walton,
Samuel Walker,

Thomas

Pettit,

Henry Roby,
Willia Wenbourn,

Nicholis

Needham,

Thomas

Willson,

X

George

Darby X

X

his

Littlefield,

his

John

Coole,

mark
Walles,
Levvit,

X

James

Ffield,

Ruobon,

mark

his

William

his mark
Thomas
Thomas X Crawley, Edmond

Chr. Helme,
his mark

mark

his

X

mark

Crame,

mark
his mark
Godfrie X dearborne,
Robert X Reid,
Philamon Pormort,
Edward Rishvorth,
Thomas Wardell,
his mark
his mirk
Ffrancis X Matthews
Wimam X Wardell,
Rallf Hall,
his mark
his mark
Robert X Smith.
Robert X Soward,
his

Richard Bullgar,
It
this

is

interesting to

note that to

document, which is
apparently in the handwriting of
Wheelwright, who affixed his signature first, Robie spelled his name
"Roby," but at other times this
founder of an American family gave
it the spelling "Robie," now used by
the members of that branch of the
family to which Charles Warren
Robie belongs.
Henry Robie continued to be prominent in the affairs
of Exeter and vicinity until his death
which occurred April 22, 1688,
ancient

The

first

of the family to settle in

Belknap County, so far as known,
was James Robie, who was a native
of Durham, born in 1734, and who
died in Meredith April 19, 1802. His
son, Samuel, born in Meredith February 9, 1793, settled in New Hampton upon the old Robie homestead.
He married Eunice Roberts, daughter
of Joseph Roberts, and had six children, James, Thomas, William R.,

Susan E., Mary R., and Nancy.
Samuel Robie died May 10, 1846, and
the Robie homestead became the prop-

New

14, 1832,

where he
the most

always resided, was one of
influential men of his town.
He was
a man of sterling honesty in
his
fellow-citizens placed the utmost confidence. He was collector of taxes for
the town for many years, and was its
representative in the legislature during the eventful session of 1883. His
entire life was passed in the profitable
conduct of the farm upon which he
was born, the home of his ancestors.

whom

He was a man who entered into all
the various lines of activity about
him. He took particular interest in
the affairs of the Freewill Baptist
Church, of which he was a life-long
member, of Belknap Lodge, I. 0. O.
F., of Meredith, being a past noble
grand of that organization, and of
Winnipesaukee Grange, Patrons of
Husbandry. He was twice married,
his first wife being Harriet M. Chase
of Groton, who died August 5, 1872,
and his second, Martha G. Walker,
daughter of Samuel H. Walker, of
Thornton. Mr. Robie died February
10, 1907.
By his first wife he had
two sons, Samuel Hastings and Charles
Warren.
The early life of both these men
was that of all New England country
boys of the time. Hard work in the
fields during the summer, from the
early morning till the last of the farm
chores was done, was only varied in
winter by the cold blustering weather
and the shorter work day caused by
the encroachment of darkness upon
the sunshine. For a limited number
of weeks each year they attended
the country school nearby. Each had
a great passion for books, not only
knowledge which was to be
gleaned from their pages and the

for the

enjoyment of their study, but for
the art of their making. The ambition of these young men was to

become

printers.

In the case of the elder, Samuel
Hastings Robie, this ambition was

Charles

Warren Rohie

He learned the art of
printing in the composing room of the
old Grafton County Journal. He later
established the Meredith Review, and
for eighteen years was editor and one
of the proprietors of the JournalTranscript at Franklin, until he sold
his interest to his partner, Omar A.
gratified.

Some Specimens

of

Chelsea (Mass.) Evening Record, a
daily newspaper which he has successfully conducted for a number of

Charles Warren Robie

progress was to make a chisel out of
a three-cornered file, which would
cut a groove in wood, and with this
he began the art of wood engraving.

A

printer saw some of his work, and
so pleased with his juvenile
efforts, that he loaned him a set of

was

years.

There

the wood-box, whittle out letters
with a jack-knife, smear them with
writing fluid, and endeavor to get an
impression on paper. Later he manufactured a foot-power scroll saw,
and with this sawed out letters, glued
them to a flat surface, and thus made
type. The next move in the line of

Wood Engraving by

Towne, the present proprietor. He
is now editor and proprietor of the
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no doubt of the adaptabilyounger of the two, Charles

is

ity of the

Warren Robie, to the same business.
As a small boy he would crawl into

engraver's

tools.

made some very

With

these

he

creditable wood cuts
for local business men, and furnished
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them

also to several country

news-

Today one

of his
choicest possessions is a collection of
these prints hanging in his private
office in Boston, a reproduction of
which is presented with this article.
His ambition to own a printing press
was not gratified at this time, although
for a long time he laid by his pocket
money for that purpose. But later,
after he had entered upon other pursuits he made the purchase, and it
was for a long time one of his chief
sources of amusement.
It was fortunate, however, for the
express business that fate dealt a

papers nearby.

little differently

with him than with

his brother.
It is undoubtedly true
that in the choice of an occupation it

usually far better to follow one's
natural inclination.
But there is
occasionally a striking
exception.
The highest aspiration of Charles S.
Mellen in early life was to become a
teacher of music.
Had he pursued
this inclination, a successful career
at the piano would have resulted, but
is

New England would have been robbed

of the greatest factor in railroad management in its history. So, too, had
fate decided that Charles Warren
Robie become a printer, success in

that line would have been assured
him.
But a notable career in the
management of a great enterprise
would have been lost to his fellow-men.

Speculation as to what might have
been is interesting, but we are more
concerned with what has really happened. After he had augmented the

education

received in the district
school by a few terms in the Meredith High School, the time came for
him to seek a livelihood for himself.
He was now but eighteen, and the
most available opportunity which

presented itself was employment with
the American Express Company at
its

office

in

Plymouth,

where

an

James Robie, was its agent.
In this connection it is interesting also
to note that Thomas Robie, another
uncle,

uncle,

was a Boston

conductor

between

& Maine

railroad

Plymouth

and

Concord
train

for

being

twenty-five

known

years,

in all the

his

coun-

At
try around as "Robie's train."
Plymouth he had experience in
all parts of the business, including
the picking up and delivering of
After a little over
express matter.
two years at that place he accepted
a clerkship in the company's main
office at the corner of Central and
Market Streets, Lowell.
Here he
learned how to conduct the business
in a large and well-managed office,
and on May 1, 1889, he was called to
Boston to fill the position of clerk to
the superintendent of the Massachusetts division. This position he occupied until July 1, 1889, when he was
appointed route agent, or traveling
auditor, for the company on the Bos-

& Albany Railroad, with headquarters at Springfield. This was his
first official position, and the man-

ton

agement was so thoroughly pleased
with his effort and with the results
that on December 1, 1896, he was
ordered back to Boston to fill the
position of superintendent of the
Massachusetts division, which at that
time included the Boston & Albany
Railroad and its branches, and the
Old Colony Railroad, Northern Division, together with Charlestown, East
Boston, South Boston, Roxbury and
Cambridge. In July, 1887, his territory was enlarged by the addition of
about one hundred and seventy-five
offices contiguous to Boston on the
Boston & Maine Railroad, making a
division of about two hundred and
seventy-five offices, covering about
fourteen hundred miles of railroad,
in a territory noted for its complicaFrom the start Mr. Robie set
tions.
about to improve the condition of
affairs on the division, by using great
care in the selection of men to fill the
different positions.

The

train mes-

senger service was rearranged with a
view to improving the situation in
that direction, and at offices where
the company makes free delivery of
express matter, the picking up and
delivering

was greatly improved by

Charles

Warren Rohie

rearrangement and the addition of

new

facilities.

A

great

many new

offices were secured and fitted up in
a business-like manner so as to make
them attractive and convenient for

the public. The result was a general
increase in business all along the line,
and a very gratifying decrease in the

number
ers.

It

of complaints
is

from custom-

evident that his efforts

were thoroughly satisfactory to the
management, as they appointed him
in 1906 to the responsible position of
assistant general manager, thus plac-
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for people living along their routes,
and, as that old veteran expressman,

Benjamin P. Cheney, used to put
took their pay in red apples and
doughnuts. Prominent among these

it,

—

stage drivers, who were well
known in this state, may be mentioned

old

besides Mr. Cheney, Nathaniel White,
James Langdon, H. B. Harden, J. S.

Russ, Charles Sanborn, W. B. Stearns
and Charles Fifield. Messrs. Cheney,

White and Langdon were interested
the United States and Canada
This was especially true of
express.

in
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cost of transportation to

them

of the

packages was Httle or nothing. Probably the first service of this kind into
New England was inaugurated by
William F. Harnden over a part rail
and part water route between New
York and Boston. While nearly all
the original local expressmen have
passed from the scenes of such activities the business has been continued
by others, and there are today several
hundred local expresses doing business on passenger trains, over the
road or by freight, in and out of Boston. In the old days if a shipper in

Express Company had to be transferred at Worcester, Mass., in those
days.
About fifty years ago the American
Express Company found its way into
Boston over what is now known as

& Albany Railroad, and
gradually spread out over the numerous small railroad lines in common
In 1878 it
with local expressmen.
purchased the Eastern Express Company running into Maine, and in 1881
it
acquired the United States &
Canada Express, operating in a por-

the Boston

tion of Massachusetts

The New Rock Ridge Farm

and up through

as It Is

places outside the business center of

Vermont and New Hampshire into
The company purchased
Canada.
several other local expresses and

the city of Boston (now reached by
the American Express Company), it
was carried to that city by one com-

added to its territory from time to
time as opportunity presented itself,
not only in New England, but to a

Concord, for example, wished to forward a package to any one of many

pany and was
tion by another

delivered at destinalocal

company.

Each

own separate charge for the
performed, and sometimes
packages would pass through the
made

its

service

hands

of

several

local

expressmen

with as many separate charges before
reaching destination. Western business which is now way billed through
at one graduate by the American

much greater extent in the territory
to the west. This expansion enabled
the company to transport business
at one through rate where formerly
had been necessary for the locals to
or more separate charges,
each of which was about the same as
the American's single rate, and it

it

make two

avoided the delay attending the trans-

Charles Warren Robie
of express matter
different companies.

fer

between the

In its early days the American
Express Company had a hard struggle
but through its able management, and
the ability, energy and loyalty of its
officers and employees, it was able,
finally, to bring the balance on the

and by wise
and fortunate investment of its profits
from year to year it is able to guarantee all of its many contracts and obligations, and is looked upon in this
country and in Europe with a feeling
right side of the account,

of absolute security.

This company
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of a partnership.
It was
established in 1840, organized in 1850
and reorganized in 1860. The executive offices of the
company are
located at 65 Broadway, New York.
James C. Fargo is now and has been
for a great many years its honored
The business is divided
president.
the
into four general departments,

nature

—

and financial.
The Eastern Department is under
H. S. Julier, vice-president and general manager. New York City, who
has two assistants, one at Buffalo, N.
Y., and the other at Boston, Mass.

eastern, western, foreign

The Boat House

the largest of its kind in the world.
now covers over fifty-three thousand miles of railroad; does business
in thirty-six states and three provinces, its lines cover a vast territory
from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and
besides, it has numerous offices and
is

It

It was
correspondents in Europe.
the pioneer in the matter of issuing
money orders and travelers' cheques,
which are now in almost universal

use.

The company's

offices in

Europe

are havens for rest and information
to the stranger in a strange land.

The American Express Company
not a corporation, but a voluntary
association of individuals in the

is

stated, Charles Warren
assistant general manager
of the New England division with
headquarters at Boston. There are
four subdivisions as follows:

As already
Robie

is

Vermont,

New Hampshire and Que-

bec Division, under Thomas J. Garvery, superintendent, Bellows Falls,
Vt.

Maine and New Brunswick

divis-

Daniel Webster, superintendent,
Bangor, Me.
Massachusetts division, John L.
Clark, superintendent, Boston, Mass.
Boston division, Charles H. Emery,
superintendent, Boston, Mass.

ion,

OS
T3

U
o
OS

&

o
a

3

.J

Charles Warren Robie

There are nearly four thousand

names upon the pay roll and there
are upwards of a thousand offices in
the New England division. It operates over nearly seven thousand miles
of railroad, and steamboat lines in
England, and in the Province
of Quebec.
To the successful conduct of the
affairs of the company in the capacity

New

which he is now serving,
has brought these qualities

:

Robie
—Mrhonesty,

ambition, a willingness to work and
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"Whatever success I may have had,"
he says, "has come, not because of
any particular brilliancy on my part,
but rather it is the result of starting
out in life with good habits and with
the desire and full determination to
succeed, if it could be accomplished
by hard work and strict attention to
I have made it a practice
business.
to be pleasant and cheerful in the discharge of my duties, and not to allow
anything or anybody to stand between
myself and my duty to my employer.

Charles
is

upon the public

for support.

Warren Robie

A

complaint or suggestion is never made
to him, that he does not fully investigate and consider, whether it
comes from an employee or a patron,
Nothing is ever pigeon-holed or filed
for a decision at some later day.
Mr. Robie is one of the most genial
of men.
It makes no difference
whether it is the president of a railroad over which his company is doing
business, or one of the company's
patrons, or an employee, his office
door is always open to receive them
when they wish to meet him. He
always has the same pleasant smile
and the same hearty handshake for
all.
To see him walk down the long
express platform at the North Station (which, by the way, is one of the
largest and best equipped express
offices in this country), where there

away

are hundreds of men who congregate
each day to take part in the handling
of the express matter going out over
the Boston and Maine Railroad, up

New Hampshire and Vermont; into Maine and the Provinces,
through

—

also to the great West,
to see the
cordial greeting he gives or receives

from messengers,

drivers, porters

and

all other employees, is an object lesson
to be studied by those who have large

The
of men under them.
employees of the company are all one
great family, as he expresses it, and
it certainly looks that way, and a
happy one at that. But although
friendly with every man under him
he is absolutely just in his dealings
with them and the company. It is
a well known fact that they cannot take undue advantage of his
cordial treatment, but that they
must perform their full duty toward
numbers

the company
quences. He
friend to the
right,

or
is

suffer

the

conse-

a strong and helpful

man who

and whose heart

is

tries to do
in the right

place.

Mr. Robie is particularly interested
young men. He likes to see them
succeed, and as he has been successful
in

himself his suggestions are ever help-
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"My

advice to young men/' he
to start out in life
with the very best of habits, absolutely honest and aboveboard, look
every man, woman and child squarely
in the face, and strive to hve the kind
of life which will enable j^ou to do it
with good grace. Make up yoxiv mind
from the start that you must succeed,
and do not doubt it. If the way isn't
entirely plain and clear at the start,
go just as far as you possibly can and
do not give up until you are actually
You will usually
obliged to do so.
find that as you proceed, light and
help will come to you. If it so happens that you are given work to do
which you think should be attended
to by the other fellow, do not grumble,
but go ahead and do the very best
you can with it, and rest assured that
there is some good reason why it
is given to you and the man over
ful.

says,

"would be

you knows

about it, even if you
is an important factor.
We need it, and must have it.
But the gratification of doing one's
duty and accomplishing all that is
expected (and a little more, if possi-

do not.

ble)

all

Salary

to the satisfaction of

all

con-

cerned, yourself included, should be
the real reward.
If you should be
told by your associates that you are
foolish to work so hard and so many
hours; that you will only get kicks
for it in the end, do not have any

argument over it, but keep right on
plugging away, do your full duty,
strive to

make

yourself indispensable,

and you will win out in the end.
Attend divine services on the Sabbath Day; it may not make a man
just what he should be, but the influence is good, and it looks well."

The love of his native state is a
To him
passion with Mr. Robie.
there is no spot on earth just like that
little corner in the old academy town
of New Hampton, where he passed
the first eighteen years of his life, and
which has been a Mecca for him in
the years since.
To him also there
are no friendships just like those
formed in his early life in the Granite
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During the years he has been

away he has been a constant

visitor

to the old homestead, so long occupied
by his father and now the home of
his stepmother. During the past few

years he has acquired an adjoining
farm, overlooking Lake Waukewan,
which has been rehabilitated, and

named

"

Rock Ridge Farm," one

of

the most attractive summer homes
Here he passes
about the lakes.
as much of his time as his duties will
permit during the summer months,
and here he intends to retire when
he is finally "vouchered off" by
the company, a time far distant if the
wishes of his many friends and associates are considered. Here, almost
weekly during the summer season will
be found a number of his business
associates

and

others,

who come

into

th€ country to enjoy his hospitality
during the "week end." And he is
never happier than when entertaining them, or some of the country folk
around about, who were the friends

boyhood. The latchstring is
always out and a royal good reception
is always forthcoming.
Mr. Robie is fond of long strolls
through the country around about.
A climb to the top of Bald Ledge or
some other point, where he can
breathe the pure air and enjoy the
landscape spread out before him, is of
frequent occurrence in fair weather
when he is "on the farm." He also
enjoys boating, and has a boathouse on the shores of Lake Waukewan, from which he makes many trips
during the season. He is not, however, a hunter, being too tender
hearted, as he says, to destroy hfe.
Mr. Robie resides in Newton; is
married and has a son, Harold William Robie, who is attending the
Technical High School at Newtonville,
of his

New Hamp-

and expects to enter the
shire Agricultural College at
next

fall.

Mr. Robie

is

a

(£)

Durham
member of

.rJjfi

the Boston

Chamber of Commerce, the

Algonquin Club, the Exchange Club,
the Boston City Club, the New
England Railroad Club and the

Economic Club.
Fourteen years ago when Mr.
Robie was made superintendent of
the Massachusetts division the Plymouth Record said: "At the time
'Warren Robie,' as he was familiarly
called, left Plymouth he had won the
respect of the many people with
whom he became acquainted during
his stay in town.
He was honest,
intelligent,

earnest,

These

industrious

have

and

been

his
characteristics up to the
present time. He is always fair and
never forgets to be a gentleman.
While naturally of a kind-hearted
disposition, he is firm and persistent
in whatever he undertakes or in
whatever he believes to be right.

persevering.

marked

"The Record has watched him with
a good deal of interest and it has been
pleasant for us to notice his gradual
progress toward the front ranks, and
it seems proper at this time that we
should reprint the local notice which
appeared in these columns immediately after he left for Lowell.
"'C. W. Robie, having received
an appointment in the main office of
the American Express Company at
Lowell, Mass., left for that place
Thursday, carrying with him the
best wishes of a host of friends whom
he has won while in Plymouth by
his

gentlemanly

conduct

in

social

business life.
The Record is
among his friends and wishes him
success and speedy promotion in the
work he has entered upon. We pre-

and

dict his advancement will be rapid,
for such industry and intelligence as

he possesses are certain to be recognized and rewarded by the corpora"
tion whose services he has entered.'
The prediction of the Record has
been justified. He has made good.

MsigdlsiEeirii

By L.
The

J.

H. Frost

bars of the Orient sunset

GHstened hke beaten gold,
While the patient, watchful shepherds,
Were leading their lambs to the fold.
No sound forced its harsh intrusion
On all the ambient air,
Save the music of playful waters

And

the muezzin's

call to

prayer.

Along a thread-like pathway,
That meandered over the plain.
Came a maiden with lingering footsteps.
And a heart filled with anguish and pain.
She saw not the sunset's glory,
Neither knew that the earth looked aflame;
To her the shadows of midnight.
And day's brightest light seemed the same.

She knelt and raised her eyes heavenward,

And

offered a silent prayer;
like some truant angel.
face was so meek and fair.

She looked

Her
At length she entered the city,
At the sad, sweet vesper time.

And

entering into a temple,
its gilded shrine.

She knelt by

—"

And murmured,
To pray in this
But

humbly ask

I

I

am unworthy

holy place.
for forgiveness.

And
They

the blessing of God's grace.
call me a dog of a Christian,

And brand me

with guilt and shame;

Bereft of pity and friendship,

bear a dishonored name."
she bowed her head in silence,
While the "faithTul" were kneeling around,
And the peace .she so earnestly prayed for.
Her sorrowing spirit found.
She saw not the fading twilight.
Nor heeded the gathering gloom.
But knelt in worshipful silence.
Giving thanks for a priceless boon.
I

Then

At length a belated worshiper
To the side of the maiden came,
And gazed in wonder upon her
Who never would sin again;
For while the sweet vesper incense

Was

carried through Heaven's
soul of a mortal
Passed in to go out no more.

The shriven

door,
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Joseph Dudley, governor and captain-general of Her Majesty's Provinces of New Hampshire and Massachusetts Bay, in the days of good
Queen Anne, was a man of foresight
In
befitting a founder of states.
little
capital at Portsmouth,
between the unexplored wilderness
and the sea, he foresaw the needs of
the future, and in his message to the
assembly of New Hampshire, in the

the

year 1711, he urged the erection of a
"Howse" for the assembly, an almshouse and a jail. But the members
of the assembly, hard pressed to
provide the revenues of the province,
gave little heed to the governor's
recommendation and continued to
hold their meetings at the taverns
of

Portsmouth

for

many

years.

In 1725 another statesman arose,
who, feeling keenly the impropriety
of sitting in a public tavern to transact the business of the province.
introduced in the assembly a measure
for the erection of a building which
he called a "state house." But he
too was in advance of his generation,
and between his hopes and their
realization there remained, for the
struggling settlements in New. Hampshire a long period of difficulty and

gloom.

The assembly found

at last

improved quarters m the court houses
at Exeter and Portsmouth, but the
long wars with the French and
Indians repressed the hopes of the

people and exhausted their resources,
In 1775, John Wentworth, the
last royal governor, fled from Portsmouth; and the people, left to their
own devices moved the seat of

to Exeter, where most
of the sessions of the assembly were
held for six troublous years. In
1778 a tentative effort to determine
the most convenient place of meeting
resulted in the selection of Concord,
when the call for a state convention
was issued to be held in June of that
But the question of a center
year.

government

remained long
administration
and, in obecUence to the
demands of the different sections
of the state, the lawmakers met for
of

unsettled,

one or more sessions at Dover,
Amherst, Portsmouth, Charlestown,
Hanover and Hopkintpn.

The first state Constitutional Convention was held in the old North
Meeting-House in Concord, in 1778.
It

was composed

of delegates

from

towns, districts and parishes, its
purpose being to devise a plan of
government for the new state,
Among the delegates were John
Langdon, the three signers of the
Declaration of Independence, and
many others distinguished in the
But they
early history of the state.
served a jealous master, and it was
only after seven sessions had been
held that they succeeded, in 1783,
jj-^
offering a constitution acceptable
^^ ^^le independent and liberty-loving
i^ ^^

„,

^^^

Hampshire,

t
a
The meetmg-house was unfurmshed
i.-

\^

i

^nd inconvenient

or

the

purposes
popular assembly, consequently
several succeeding conventions found
of a

more congenial quarters m a hall
over John Stevens' store on the site
of the present Masonic Temple in
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Concord, with the famous tavern of
Mother Osgood near by.
In 1781, Judge Timothy Walker
of Concord was chosen to represent
his town in the assembly at Exeter;
and, hearing much complaint, after
the manner of men, concerning the
accommodations to be had at that
place, he besought them to come to
Concord where better board was to
be had at half the price. This was a
potent inducement, which, joined with

Concord's accessibility from all parts
the state, prevailed over other
claims and the next March saw the
General Court convened in Concord,
The members met in the meetinghouse, but as this was forty years

of

before a stove had warmed its sacred
The
walls, it was a chilly reception.
old record which tells of the "inclemency of the season," pictures to us the
great unwarmed interior, the windows
rattling in the equinoctial gales and
the incense of frosty breath rising
to the great beams overhead, a
sacrifice acceptable to old Boreas,

but threatening inglorious martyrdom to the devoted band assembled
beneath.
In this distressing situation. Judge
Walker, for the good name of ConAt that
cord, came to their relief.
time the judge dwelt in the once
garrisoned house of his father, the
Rev. Timothy Walker, which is still
standing, one of the treasures of
Concord. A few rods south from his
home was a building occupied as a
To
store, in which was a small hall.
this place, marked now with an appro-

Judge Walker
priate
inscription,
invited the legislature. The honorable council found fitting quarters
in the minister's front room, while
in
the parlor chamber overhead
securely reposed the treasury of the
state.

In June, 1784, the members of the
General Court, established by the
recent convention, met in Concord,
and the public officials, attended by
ministers of the Gospel and citizens
from far and near, marched to the

sound of music to the meeting-house.
Here solemn oaths were administered,
and the new government duly inauguFollowing the ceremonies of
the
Rev.
Samuel
McClintock of Greenland preached
the first election sermon, and a pubhc
dinner, symbolic of plenty, was served
at the expense of the state.
This
occasion was also the forerunner of
"Election Day," the greatest day
of the year; and it was the first "going
to 'lection," a patriotic pilgrimage
dear to the heart of every boy, that
rated.

inauguration,

was held

in joyful anticipation in
a household from year to year.
The proudest event in the history
of the old meeting-house was the
convention of 1788, called to consider the adoption of the Federal
Constitution.
Eight states of the
original thirteen had already voted
in its favor and upon New Hampshire
as the ninth state its adoption imme-

many

diately

met

depended.

The convention

Exeter, but adjourned
to Concord, where, during those
June days, the whole country listened
at the door of the meeting-house,
Among the strong men of the confirst

at

vention was Col. Ebenezer Webster
of Salisbury, who made a memorable
speech in favor of the Constitution,
of which his son Daniel was long
as the
"Great
afterward known
Expounder." Ably the delegates discussed article after article, and when
the final vote was taken and the
Constitution for the whole country
was thereby accepted, the action
of
far

New Hampshire was

celebrated

and near with processions, bonfires and illuminations; and received
its crowning meed of praise in a
of congratulation, written by
Washington to John Langdon, president of the state and a member of

letter

the convention.
It is related of this period of

our

that
William
history,
Plumer, once riding all night from
Portsmouth to Concord to attend
the opening of the General Court,
was beset in the Deerfield woods by
legislative

The Builders

which followed yelping at
his horse's heels nearly to Pembroke
Street.
It was a favorite story of
Lafayette, in the polished circles of

wolves

France, that upon a visit to

New

Hampshire, when the legislature was
session

in

at

Exeter,

he essayed a

ceremony on Meshech Weare,
president of the state, and after
persistent search found him in a
call of

of the kitchen at the inn,
his simple repast upon a

corner

making
bowl of hasty pudding and milk.
Concord, proud of its increasing
political preferment,
the want of suitable

soon recognized

accommodations

A

for the General Court.
subscription
paper was circulated and five hundred
and fifty dollars were contributed by
Concord citizens toward the erection
of a town house that should also
furnish rooms and offices for the
General Court. Following this action
of its citizens, the town voted to
"
raise
one hundred pounds for the

building with the provision that it
should be set on land of Mr. WiUiam
Stickney, near Dea. David Hall's."*

For more than thirty years after
the adoption of the state constitution,
the government of New Hampshire
was without a fixed habitation. In
the recess of the General Court, the
governor and the secretary of state
discharged the duties of their offices
from the place of their domicile, and,
wherever the legislature convened,
there the treasurer was summoned
with his iron trunk to pay the bills.
In the June session of 1814 a
committee was appointed to sit in
the recess of the legislature to consider the subject of a state house.
This committee consisted of Honorable John Harris of Hopkinton,
Benjamin Kimball, Jr., of Concord and Andrew Bowers, Esq.,
of
The duty assigned
Salisbury.

them was
prepare
*

On

a

a

site

"fix upon the most
a state house, to
plan for the same, to

to

site

eligible

near

for

Main and Court

Streets

receive proposals from any town,
individual or individuals, for building the same, to ascertain the probable
cost, and to report at the next session
of the legislature."
This committee
fell far short of the duty assigned it,
but the investigation was continued,
the question of location committed
to the governor and council; and, in

more than one hundred
organized government in
New Hampshire, plans were accepted
and the erection of a building was
begun which should be the property
of the state.
Concord in those days was a
stragghng village of one principal
street, without sidewalks; and along
the way was a medley of dwellings,
stores and shops of various handicrafts, the same building often furnishing to its proprietor a residence
and place of trade. For the state
house but two sites were considered;
one the Stickney lot (corner of Main
and Court Streets) and the other,
farther south, the so-called Green
lot, where the state house now stands.
The Stickney lot was more elevated;
better cleared and undeniably more
adapted to display to advantage
the architectural features of a public
This lot had many advoechfice.
whose reasons were well
cates,
founded and not easily to be con1816, after

years

of

troverted.
It was pointed out in favor of
the Green lot that it was more nearly
central than the other, which may.
have meant that it was nearer the
taverns and places of trade, but
much credit appears to have been
due to the commanding influence
of its advocates, among them Col. William A. Kent, merchant and banker,
and Isaac Hill, afterward governor and
United States senator. In this controversy the people of Concord were
cUvided into two parties, according
as they lived in north or south
latitude from a point on Main Street
Those in charge of the work
generous dimensions. The town house was eighty
one story in height and stood lengthwise to Main

now owned by Merrimack County.

men of foresight and they made their edifice of
It was
feet long and its depth was half its length.
Street.
It had a central front door and resembled a
were
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two-room

village

school.
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which was their equatorial Hne. Some
wit made the remark that the members of the General Court had become
the representatives of boarding houses
The aspersion
and not of towns.
was doubtless unjust; but evidence
remains that these men joined generally in the views of their temporary
neighborhood, and they entered the
as
fray
experienced protagonists,
trained in local controversies respecting the location of a meeting-house
or schoolhouse in the towns from

which they came.

On
and

July

4,

Governor Plumer

1816,

his council fixed the site of the

state house; but the' decision was
not unanimously made and the clamor
did not cease. The Green lot, which
was the site selected, was in part
covered with bushes and was called

a quagmire and a frog pond.
It was
further encumbered by a bake shop
in the northeast corner, and near
the south line by a Quaker meetinghouse, an unavailing refuge of peace

on

this field of strife.
corner-stone of the state

The
was

laid

on September

many members

as

house

24, 1816; but,

of the legislature

WiUiam Low and Jeremiah
all

citizens of

Concord.

Pecker,

Albe Cady,

at that time secretary of state, was
esteemed for his integrity and his
pubhc spirit as a citizen; William

Low, a political leader, of sound and
liberal views, was noted as a ready
and witty debater in town meeting
and in all things an honest man;
while Jeremiah Pecker, quick-witted
and facetious in conversation, was a
thrifty farmer and a citizen prominent in every good work,
The architect of the state house
was Stuart James Park, a native of
Scotland, whose ancestors were stone
workers far back. His father, John
Park, was employed by the Duke
of Argyle in building his castle; and
on coming to America, he was the
first in this country to use flat wedges
in splitting stone.
King's Chapel
in Boston, erected in 1752, was built

from granite boulders, which were
split
by the slow and laborious
method of heating followed by sudden
with water. Stuart Park
cooling
»te
built the old stone prison in Concord
as well as the present state prison
in Charlestown, Mass., and many

were not satisfied with the beginning
that had been made, at the November
session of that year an investigation

more buildings that
the ravages of time.

was demanded.

buildings within the limits of reason^
able cost and their work marked an
epoch in the architecture of New
England. The state house is the
enduring memorial of Stuart James

Colonel Prescott of Jaffrey, a

legis-

many years' experience, feared
that the plagues of Egypt were upon

lator of

them; and

by

his fears

seemed

justified

He had been down

events.

to

the chosen lot upon an investigation
of his own; and had seen with his
own eyes the bull frogs peeping up
in the cellar and making, as he

expressed

it,

am making

"
more noise than I
now." If, he added,

they persisted with their ill-considered
plan the chorus of frogs would often
disturb the deliberations of the Great
and General Court.
But the croakers croaked in vain;
the investigation came to naught
and the building of the state house
continued under the supervision of
a committee consisting of Albe Cady,

have endured
The Parks by
their improved methods brought stone

Park in Concord, and his name is
preserved in the city as the designation of the street north of the

known

Park Street.
was completed
in 1819, and in June of that year the
legislature convened within its walls,
The eagle had been raised to his
perch on the dome with feasting
and felicitations on the part of the
people, and the acrimony of the
preceding years seemed to be forgotten in the common joy at the comcapitol,

The

state

as

house

In 1821, the
given when the
superintendent, under the direction

pletion of the building.
final

touch

was
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of Mr. Samuel Sparhawk, secretary
of state, planted trees in the walled
enclosure of the state house yard.
With the completion of the state
house, New Hampshire rejoiced in

the possession of a public building
shapely in design and adequate for
her needs. It was of fair proportions,
after the style of the modified structure that served the state until the
reconstruction of the present time.
It had the same Doric Hall, and the
Hall of Representatives, of imposing
height and size, occupied the same
position as today. The Senate Chamber in the north wing, with its stucco
ornamentation, was thought at that
time to be the most beautiful state assembly room in the United States. So
great was the fame" of the new capitol
that within a year six thousand eight
hundred and seventy-two persons

had

visited

it

apartments."
a

in

and were shown

book

little

of

didactic intent,

"to suit
The de-

expressed in simple style,
the infant understanding."
scription

is

interesting

and truthful

and may be
beautiful

The

its

even found a place

It

fairly applied
edifice before us.

State House

is

to

the

the grandest building

Hampshire. It is built of hewn
stone almost as beautiful as marble. The
body of the house is much higher and larger
in

New

any meeting-house you ever saw.
The windows are of the largest glass with

than

in the builder's art.
It is a short vision that sees among
the builders of this house only the
workers in brick and stone. It was
enfolded in the dream of the first
man who had visions of the future

state

New

of

Hampshire.

The

the Revolution cleared
the ground; the old constitutionmakers in the meeting-house laid
the foundations, and the lawgivers
in the town house reared the walls
of a fabric that Stuart Park and his
of

patriots

workmen transmuted

It
into stone.
built of our fathers' thought and of
the fruit of their toil.
Every stone
of the old building is alive to testify
is

to their character and rugged worth.
The original state house is obscured
in the additions of later times yet
there is satisfaction in the thought
that the old walls remain with their

treasured memories.

John Langdon and Woodbury
merchants
prosperous
Langdon,
and popular leaders, who were willing
to sacrifice all for the state, John
Stark the frontier soldier, and John
SuUivan, impetuous in act yet a
patriot and statesman, Josiah Bartlett, Wilham Whipple and Matthew
Thornton, signers of the Declaration
Ebenezer Webster,
of Independence
who gave to the Repubhc, Daniel

—

—

ing has a noble projection and pediment
with a large elegant door; and thg whole
is set off with a most beautiful cupola, with
a great gold eagle on the top of it. There

Webster, the grandest son of all,
these men wrought in an earlier time
and perhaps never saw a stone of the
state house, yet like workers in the
quarries they were as truly builders

a very large and beautiful yard in front
of the State House, with a wide and smooth

as those

who

inspiring

by

mahogany

sashes.

The

upon the work of those days, it is
only because we have profited by
the progress of one hundred years

front of the build-

is

gravel walk leading

up

to

it.

I

have seen

elegant buildings in the course of my
but I have never seen one so elegant

many
life

as the State House.

Such a display of pride in their new
possession is pleasing evidence that the
state house of 1816 was built according
to the best standards of the time.
If we have found means to improve

raised its walls, and still
their lofty example the
Councils of State.

"We meet them

at the doorway, on the stair,
Along the passages they come and go.
Impalpable impressions on the air,
A sense of something moving to and fro."

The

roll is

long and honorable,

—

Maj. Timothy Dix, is remembered
as a lawmaker and soldier who gave
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his life in his country's cause.
His
valiant name still lives in Dixville,
renowned for mountain grandeur and
inspiring beauty, while his stout and

Meshech Weare, the grandest figure
them all. He was colonel of the
militia, clerk and speaker of the
house, president of the council, and

resolute personality was transmitted
to his patriotic son, Maj.-Gen. John
A. Dix, whose martial form is pictured

for thirty-five years a justice of the
court.
From the beginning to the
close of the Revolution, Meshech

in our Doric Hall, recalling his words
of lightning uttered in a time of storm,
"
If any man attempts to haul down

Weare was chairman of the committee
of safety, a place of the utmost trust
and responsibility; yet through those
long years of despair and discourage-

the American flag shoot him on the
spot."

Another builder whose powers
found broader scope in a later generation was Ithamar Chase, farmer and
legislator,

the

father

of

that

dis-

tinguished jurist and statesman, Salmon Portland Chase. There comes
before us the pictured form of Gov.

Benjamin Pierce, perhaps as truly
great as his distinguished son, Franklin
Pierce, who reached the highest office
in our Republic. Governor Pierce was
one of the council who contended for a
different site than the one finally
chosen when the location of the
capitol was of such widespread interest in the state.
Gov. William Plumer, of all others.
is entitled to our homage today.
He
fixed the site of the state house by
his deciding vote, and in the obloquy

that was heaped upon him, he bore
himself like the man he was, in conscious rectitude not deigning to explain
He served the
or extenuate his act.
state in the highest stations, never

but always for
the common good. In the senate
of the United States, he was the

for wealth or fame,

friend and peer of the greatest in
the land. It was given to him to

understand the

human

heart,

and the

biographical sketches of his contemporaries, written in his later years,
read like Plutarch's lives of illustrious
men. He looks out today in portraiture
and sees

from

his

thoughtful

eyes
his vision realized.
Yes,
here was the quagmire and the frog
pond, but the bitterness is all forgotten and the end crowns the work,
There is yet another, too little
honored in the state he served,

—

of

ment, amid conditions rude and
unprecedented he exercised all the
functions of government, legislative,
executive and judicial, without fear
and without reproach. And when
the Constitution had been adopted
and the storms were past he was
elected, as befitted his unwavering
faith, the first president of the state.
In this crowning service of his long

career, the first of an illustrious line
of chief magistrates, under a benign
Providence, it was his privilege to lead
the people after their long wandering
in the wilderness of war and disruption, into the promised land of inde-

penden.ce and stable government.
Then, worn out with long and arduous
service, his labors done and his mind at
peace, he died calmly in his plain
farmhouse at Hampton Falls, in the
seventy-third year of his age. Titles
could add nothing to the simple dignity of his name. He left no portrait to
adorn our walls and he craved no
statue in the public square.
He will
be best honored if his example of
inflexible integrity shall set the high
standard of public service in the state
he loved.
For many years the old capitol
of 1816 served well the purposes of
the state; but even this masterpiece
of our fathers was at last outgrown,
With the accumulation of records

came an imperative demand for
fireproof vaults; and the growth of
the state called for enlarged quarters
for the state officials and the General
Court. In this exigency the supremacy of Concord was threatened by
designing men, who like the wicked
magician in the tale of Aladdin's

The Builders
palace,

went before the people crying,
state
house for an old!"

remodeled state house.
those gathered within its walls
today description would be superIf you would know the work
fluous.
that has been done look around you.
From the days of Stuart James Park
down to the architects and master
workmen in the chief magistracy
in detail of the

"A new

To

was their intent to transport the
capital of the state to another city
for
purposes of their own. But
Concord summoned her genii to
It

redeem the building that had been
largely the creation of her treasure
and" toil.
They worked night and

New

of Governor Quinby,
Hampshire
has been fortunate in her
builders.
It was not the ravages
of time but the progress of the state,
that in 1864 and in 1909, bade us
build larger and statelier the house
that our fathers founded in Concord
so many years ago.

day, nor did they observe the Sabbath
as a day of rest until the state house,

enlarged and substantially rebuilt,
before
a
stood
satisfied
people,
adorned with a loftier dome and
enriched with a two-storied columnar
porch, whose beautiful proportions
defy the hand of improvement today.
Under the generous provision of
the legislature of 1909 the capitol

Doubtless the time will come when
house too will be outgrown,

this state

Our earnest desire is that it may
serve well its purpose in its time; and
that the judgment of the future may
be that our work is worthy to be compared with that of our fathers before

has been again enlarged and improved
and for the first time the work has

been done entirely at the expense
of the state.

Time does not permit me

to speak

TBue

us.

QU Y®m
A. Prescott

By Georgiana

'Twas long ago that the violet bloomed;
It was long ago when the year was young.
It was long ago that the rose perfumed
Pasture and garden, and birds sweetly sung.

You have grown

aged,

Your varied work,

now

rest after toil;

year,

is

almost done.

You've brought laughter and tears, joy and turmoil,
But your twelve-month race is now almost run.
Vain are our questionings

for

your reasons.

a plan of the One Divine?
How we have loved your glorious seasons!
Your sunset splendors, moonshine and starshine.
Is

it all

Your summer showers, awful but yet grand;
Birds and brooks and trees and painted flowers.
Rainbow arches that spanned river and land —-

What
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sweet fireside mem'ries of winter hours!

Soon we must bid you a loving good-by.
As through the white portal of December
You speed toward the realm of infinity.
But Nineteen-Ten the world will remember.

By Fred Myron

Colby

the cool waves dashing
'Twixt banks of molten gray;
The sheeny sunshine flashing
O'er Southern woodlands gay;
And by the misty river

I see

The Union camp I scan,
Where willows bend and quiver
Beside the Rapidan,

Back o'er the years of glory
The memory comes to me
Of

all

that brave old story,

Which thrilled from sea to sea.
The battle, siege and foray,
The struggle, man to man,
The blood that dyed the highway
Beside the Rapidan.
I see

the watchfires gleaming

Midst groves

of

oak and pine;

hear the night birds screaming
From screen of climbing vine.
Again there rings the picket's cry
As through the dusk I scan
The Stars and Stripes against the sky
Beside the Rapidan.

I

Oh,

river, old in story,

see thy waters gleam
Against the spectres hoary,
As vivid as a dream.
And, wrapped in dreamless sleep,
Full many a veteran
Their silent bivouac keep
Beside the Rapidan.
I

No war drum

can awake them.
Those heroes tried and true;
No rebel warcry stir them,
Our sleeping Boys in Blue.

They wait there the last roll call
Those who once led the van
Where the shadows nightly fall

—

Beside the Rapidan.

—

;sii?^Easlh

©ri^aim ©f
By

Charles R.

FamiHy

EMtoa\ini

ftfina

Eastman

Cambridge, Mass.

Mr.

and Fellow- Members
Eastman Association:

President

of

the

It

affords

—

me

pleasure

great

to

be present at this gathering, and to
share the opportunity of meeting
face to face so many worthy descendants of the founder of our race
I am also deeply
in this country.
sensible of the honor done me in
having been asked by our distinguished president to relate some new

which have recently come to
hght regarding the birthplace of
our common ancestor, Roger Eastman, the home he knew as a young
man, and a little something of his
family and connections.
We must turn back in imagination
a full three hundred years before we

facts

find

ourselves

amid the scenes
Born
childhood.

of
in

our forefathers'
the early springtime of 1610, in a
little country village of Wiltshire,
within sight, almost, of the loftiest
that of Salisspire in the kingdom
bury cathedral ten years were yet
to pass before the pilgrims should

—

set

sail

—

from Plymouth, and more

than a quarter century before the
"new plantation at Merrimack,"
afterward Sahsbury, in Massachusetts Bay Colony, should be begun.
What amazing progress, what marvelous transformations have taken
place during the three hundred years
that have since elapsed! When we
pause to consider it all, the history
of the last three centuries, and strive
to realize its significance, its prodigious importance in the march of
civilization,

beholder?

how

does

it

impress the

Are we not conscious of

a deeper, stronger, more intense and
whole-souled devotion to the best
interests of this wonderful country
of ours, together with a natural and
just pride in its material development
and prosperity? And what shall be
said of the splendid record of American achievement, of those victories
won by the heroes of peace, as well
as the more famous, but not more

momentous or far-reaching victories
won by the heroes of war? For the
heroes of peace are legion.
Youngest
if her past has been great
and glorious, does not the hand of
destiny point the way for America
to lead and stand foremost among
earthly powers in promoting the arts
of peace, in enlightening the masses,
of nations,

in

uplifting

humanity everywhere?

Until there comes a time

"When each man

sees his

own

in all

men's

good.

And

all

men work

in noble brotherhood."

Meditating on these things, who
us can help being brought

among

to a realizing sense of his obligations
and responsibilities as a citizen of
this great free country of ours, the
world's foremost republic; and as a
fellow-worker among the prosperous
and progressive inhabitants of this
enlightened commonwealth, or of
some other hke unto it; and as a
resident of some one local community

which, equally with

all

the

rest,

has

own problems to work out, its
own particular mission to accompUsh?

its

With most right-minded
to

see

about

people,
one's duty clearly is to set
straightway to perform it.

For, as has been truly said,
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"If before his duty

man

with reckless

spirit

stands,

Ere long the Great Avenger takes the
work from out his hands."

And so I take it, my friends, that
one of the great benefits wrought by

—

and historical societies
even family organizations like ours,
based upon ties of heredity and
the
topmost twigs,
representing
branches and budding foUage of a
widely-spreachng "family tree" one
patriotic

—

consists in
of the great benefits
and intenour
knowledge,
extending
sifying our interest in the history of

our country. Its history, too, not only
And this is
national, but local.
an invaluable aid in teaching us to
deal intelhgently with present day
problems.

Granting that

"the proper study
follows that

mankind is man," it
any humanistic pursuit

of

is

pervaded

with intellectual and moral qualities
which make it noble and elevating
to whomsoever becomes imbued with

Even so restricted and
spirit.
arid a field as the province of genealogy is commonly held to be, will be
found to yield large returns of Intellectual value when we have gained
a clear prospective of its worth and
importance. And happily, people are

its

coming to realize more and more
that the collection and preservation
of family records, both ancient and
modern, is an imperative moral obligaIt is a duty we owe to posterity
tion.
no less than to ourselves.
wrong to neglect it.

It

is

members of our association
hold these sentiments must needs
have regretted that so little is known
concerning the origin of the Eastman
mother country,
the
in
family
According to different traditions the
ancestral home has been variously
located in England, Wales and Scotland; and it would seem that only
the nonoccidental connotation of the
surname has prevented an assignment
of the cradle of the race to the EmerAll

who

aid Isle.

The claim that 'Taddy was a
Welshman," gravely put forward in
a genealogical sketch of the family
printed a good many years ago, is
probably to be explained as a corruption of Wilts (short for WiltAs a
shire) into Welsh or Wales.

matter of fact, Salisbury, Mass., was
founded very largely by Wiltshire
colonists, prominent among whom
was Christopher Batt, of old Sarum,
now a part of Salisbury, in England;
hence the appropriateness of the
name bestowed upon "the plantation by the Merrimack."
More recently it has been suggested
that Roger Eastman, first of the
name in this country, came from
Downton, or perhaps Longford, in
Wilts; or if not from either of these
places, possibly from Romsey, in
Hampshire County, between Sahsbury
and Southampton. But no positive
evidence has been brought forward
in support of these various conjectures; and the only vahd clue that
has been found in the endeavor to
trace his origin, and to identify the
home of his youth, is that furnished
by the official passenger list of the
ship Confidence in which a number of
Salisbury settlers crossed to New
England in April, 1638.
In this historic passenger hst of
persons bound for New England,
which has twice been printed in the
Genealogical Register, certain names
are bracketed together to form separate groups, or parties, the relations
between the members of whom are
often discoverable as those of kinsIn other cases the relations
folk.

are indicated by the term "servant"
to be those of employer and employee,
or the leader of a party and those
who came under his protection or
patronage. Authorities are agreed,
I

beheve, that no other meaning

is

to be attached to the word "servant"
in such cases, than this,

Forming part of the ship's company
was one little band of colonists, mostly
relatives, and hence a patriarchal
party, who came from Melchitt Park,

English Origin of the Eastman Family

other hand, a sister of the same John

near Downton, Wiltshire, under the
leadership of one John Rolfe. And
another from the same parish or

Sanders marrying an Eastman some
four years earlier, as proved by the
What more natural,
parish register.
therefore, than to expect these same
old church records to enlighten us
somewhat as to the identity and abode
of our Roger Eastman, and to estabIf
lish the facts of his parentage?
the Sanders family lived at Week,
near Downton, probably the home

hundred of Downton, consisted of
John Sanders, his sister Sarah (erroneously listed as his wife), two or
three kinsmen who appear in the
dual capacity
of "servants" and
relatives, and finally Roger Eastman,
whose position is also reported as
"servant."
But the Sanders and
are
records

lies

Eastman fami-

of

at

Downton, Wiltshire, near Birthplace

ably sister of John and Sarah who
sailed in the Confidence, became in
1634 the wife of Thomas Eastman.
The marriage record of these parties
is to be found in the first book of the
Downton parish register, and appears
to have been first pubhshed, along
with other Sanders records extracted
from the same source, in Mrs. Mary
Sanders Smith's volume entitled "The
Founders of Massachusetts Bay Col-

ony."

Here we have, on the one hand,
John Sanders of Week, and several
kinsfolk crossing to New England
with Roger Eastman and settling
at Salisbury in 1638; and on the

Roger Eastman was not far off.
should have to look to Down-

And we

known by

published English
and other sources to have
For
been allied by intermarriage.
instance, an Ahce Sanders, presum-

Church
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ton parish records for confirmation
or disproof of this theory.

An

of

opportunity was presented dur-

Roger Eastman, and in which He was Christened

ing the late summer of putting this
theory to the test. Having to spend
of August in England on a
matter of business, I took occasion
to pass through Wiltshire, and, breaking my journey at Sahsbury, made

part

a

pilgrimage

to

Downton

for

the

purpose of examining the
ancient church records. Since the
death of the former vicar of Downton
the living has been vacant, but through
the kindness of the mission rector
at present in charge. Rev. L. R.
West of Sahsbury, I was permitted
to look through the first volume of
the register, which covers the first
half of the seventeenth century, and
special
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to

copy such records as

relating to the

Carefully

I

I pleased
family.
searched every page,

Eastman

and had not proceeded

far when,
there
to
appeared
delight,
greatly
the following entry under date of

my

1610: "Roger Eastman, the sonne
Nicholas Eastman of Charleton
was baptized the 4th of Aprill."
Here at last, without the least shadow
of doubt, as proved by the correspondence of name, date and general
locality, was the original record of
the christening of our emigrant ancestor, founder of the hardy and prolific
race that has taken tenacious hold
and spread widely over our land.
Further examination of the records
showed that the family of Nicholas
Eastman of Charlton, two miles
north of Week and Downton, conof

whom

sisted of seven sons, of
Roger
was the third, and three daughters.
Thomas, the eldest, born in 1603,
became, as we have seen, the husband
of Alice Sanders of Week, in 1634.

Very likely he inherited the largest
portion of his father's estate, which
may have been one of the causes of
Roger's emigration to this country.
children, named in order

The ten

of their ages, were as follows:

John, Margaret,
Morris, WiUiam,
tiana,

Mary; and

*NOTE.
England,

Thomas,

Roger, Nicholas,
Alexander, Chrisit is

interesting to

note that some of these names reapamong the children of Roger.
The marriage record of the parents
was not found, this event having
occurred, no doubt, prior to the
earUest legible date in the parish
register, which is 1602.*

pear

Unfortunately, time did not permit me to prosecute the search further,
it being of a Saturday evening and
necessary for me to take a late train
up to London that night. For the
same reason I was obliged to forego
a visit to Charlton,
village along the

a pretty little
of the Avon,

banks

two miles up the river from Week.
There are Eastmans still living in
Downton, possibly also in Charlton,
though I failed to hear of any at the
If one had the leisure
latter place.
it would probably be an easy matter
to identify the original cottage, homestead or manor-house who knows?
where our Roger was born. The

—

ancestry

of

his

father,

—

Nicholas,

might also be traced, but such matters
had to be put off until some other
time, or, better still, should be
entrusted to the hands of an expert
to investigate.
However, I felt that
have
it had been worth while to
succeeded in throwing a little fresh
light

upon the

origin of our race in
it to others to say

England, leaving

—What Rowley and Newbury, England, are to their daughter towns across the Atlantic, that Salisbury,

is

to our Salisbury in Massachusetts.

From Newbury

in Berkshire

came a vigorous colony

to

New

From the English Rowley came "about
Mr. Rogers. Scarcely less intimate was the association between
ancient Sarum in Wiltshire and the plantation that was appropriately named Salisbury in Massachusetts Bay
Colony. There is abundant evidence to show that the English Salisbury was the focal point at which the founders
of Salisbury in New England foregathered, and where the movement originated.
It is instructive to note the localities in the south of England which the Salisbury fathers who crossed in the
Confidence and Bevis, April and May, 1638 (see Gen. Reg. 1860) claimed as their homes. Many of these are indicated
in Drakes' Founders of New England, and Pope's Pioneers of Massachusetts.
Caution is necessary, however,
in accepting some of Drake's identifications of doubtful localities, which require to be checked by comparison with
contemporary and modern large-scale maps, or with seventeenth and eighteenth century topographical works.
In this way numerous variants in orthography can be easily reconciled. For instance, the present Melchet Park,
midway between Downton and Romsey, was formerly written Milshall or Melchitt Park. Downton itself was
Dainton or Dunton. Kingston Magna, near Shaftesbury, appears in old works as Canford Magna, in distinction
from Little Canford and the two Donheads were anciently known as Nether and Over Donet. In the passenger-list of
the Confidence appears the place-name "Gonsham," also printed "Consham." This is thought by Drake to mean
Godestow in Oxfordshire, but probably is to be identified with Caversham in the same county, a few miles up the
Thames from Shiplake and Henley, whence came several emigrants.
To illustrate the compact alliance existing among many of the founders of Salisbury and their families, we may
take the case of John Sanders as a fair example. Near neighbor and friend of John Rolfe, whose home was at
Melchet Park in Wiltshire, the two embarked on the same ship, and a year later John Sanders married Hester,
daughter of John Rolfe. The coming of the Rolfe family was no doubt largely influenced by Henry Rolfe, who
had preceded his brother John to New England and had already become a resident of Newbury.
There came over with John Rolfe, nominally as "seruants," but in reality his kinsmen, one Thomas Whittier
(see Gen. Reg. 1882, p. 144,) who was at the same time cousin of John Sanders.
Accompanying him also in the
capacity of "seruants" were Roger Eastman, Richard Blake, William Cottle and Robert Ring, all of whom, with
the possible exception of Richard Blake, were more or less closely related. Thus, Robert Ring, who died in 1690,
left property to "Will Cottle, son to Sarah, now wife of John Hale of Newbury."
By the uill of John Rolfe, proved
1664, property is left to "Sarah, wife of Wm. Cottle," who was probably a daughter of Robert Ring and grandEngland under the leadership

of the

sixty families" with their curate

and

Rev. Messrs. Parker and Noyes.
leader,

,

;

daughter of the testator.

— C. R. EASTMAN.

English Origin of the Eastman Family

whether or not the search

shall

be

continued.
It

home

might be supposed that, if the
of the Eastman family was near

Downton, the gravestones of many
them would be found within the

of

churchyard in that town; but such
not the case. There are no old
monuments remaining, owing to the
fact that the churchyard was not
long ago completely restored or "renovated," as they say there, which
means that the old was swept away
and a new one built in its place.
A word as to the church at Downton itself may not be inappropriate,
This fine building, dedicated to St.
Lawrence, stands on a slight eminence
near the eastern bank of the Avon,
The following description, by Doctor
Matcham, is from Hoare's History of
Modern Wiltshire, Vol. Ill: "Its
exterior is cruciform and the tower
springing from the transept forms
a pleasing object from different points
of view in the neighborhood.
Its
external appearance has suffered much
from the lapse of time, and the
barbarous alterations of its rustic
is

The interior consists of
guardians.
a principal body, separated from its
two parallel aisles by five arches
on each side, a transept and a chancel
of
dimensions. I
have
ample
observed no indication of the round
or Saxon arch; but the obtuse arches
which divide the body from the
from

rising

aisles,

which bear a

massive

pillars

raised
indicate that the building
erected antecedent to the reign
plain, slightly

capital,

was
Henry

of

II.

.

"The

chancel, from the form of
its lancet windows, may, I think,
be assigned to a later period, and was
probably enlarged by the pious care
of William of Wyckham, whose attention, the reader will find, was particSome
ularly directed to this parish.

brackets remain,
from whence sprang the roof. The
font is ancient, and considered by
Sir Richard Hoare as coeval with the
oldest part of the church; from its
finely

sculptured
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dimensions it was perhaps
formerly used for the immersion of
the bodies of infants."
In silence, and not without a deep
feeling of reverence and fihal piety,
did I, a pilgrim from that far-off
land overseas, stand with bowed
head within the very walls where
his ancestors had worshiped, and
gaze with wondering eyes upon the
font which in that distant long-ago
had received the body of an infant

ample

named Roger Eastman.

How many

other babes had been baptized before
the same sacred shrine, whose lives

we know nothing of? But with
this one it is different.
In the birth
of this child, his gro\\i;h to man's
estate, his adventurous resolve to
leave home, family, friends and country behind while turning his face
to the westward, there to help build
up a new country, rear offspring
and found a new race which should
"multiply exceedingly and possess the
land"; in all these we see the unfolding of a wonderful piece of tapestry,
woven upon the loom of time, rich
in coloring, intricate in design, honest
in
material throughout, and the
whole representing the history of
the Eastman family in the Western
hemisphere.
Dusk had fallen as I left the
sacred precincts of church and churchI
then took leave of the
yard.
courteous pastor and sexton who had
joined us, and in the gathering
twilight retraced my steps to the
inn, a quaint old tavern which bore
the sign of the King's Arms, and
looked old enough to have dispensed
cheer for fully 300 years. Supper
over, a short drive brought me to
the station; soon was heard a distant
rumble of wheels, then a shrill locomotive whistle broke the stillness
of a midsummer's evening, the train

stopped for a moment, started again
and sped on swiftly into the darkness,
bearing along with it a lone wayfarer; and he, on looking back at the
twinkling lights of the little village,
fell to musing, and in his heart was
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glad that he had
4.U
home
the u^^^
Visit
probably the hrst

been privileged to
^t
of

•

-J-

u;^
his

r.v^^r.c+^T.0

ancestors,

liastman Irom this
country to renew acquaintance with

it

in three

hundred years.

—

Postscript. Since the date when the foregoing address was delivered, at the annual
meeting of the Eastman Association in Concord, further search has been conducted among
old English archives and probate records by a
well-known expert, Mr. C. A. Hoppin, with
the special object of throwing light on the
early history of the family to [which Roger
Eastman, the emigrant ancestor, belonged.
During the course of this investigation,

which

is

still

Mr Hoppin was

in progress,

fortunate Bnough to discovcr the Original Will
^f "Roger Eastman of Charleton," grandfather of the emigrant, which was executed
January 11, 1604, and probated February 21
^f ^^^ same year. It is an interesting document, as is also the accompanjdng inventory
of the estate; and from the fact that Nicholas
Eastman is the first-mentioned heir, one may
safely infer that he was the eldest son. The
remaining heu-s are named in the following
order :iRoger Eastman, Cuncle of the emigrant) ;
Elizabeth, wife of William Skeete; Mary, wife

John Skeete; Walter Eastman, called "the
Yedyth Eastman (probably to be read
and Thomas Eastman. The will,
Edith)
inventory and bond are on file with the Consistory Court of Sarum, Salisbury.

of

elder";

;

By Fred Raphael

Allen

The pines are God's first children! He called
The oak, the maple, countless families

forth

Of high degree, exceeding in their worth

The wealth of Indies lying o'er the seas!
But they are first! He turned His weary eyes,
When one and other bared 'neath winter's frown
Where they stood true, unchanged as Paradise;
They read God's heart, nor bent their branches down!
And so the Father kissed His first and best—

—

His loyal pines, no frost-king dare

assail!

—

He seeks their comfort though He loves the
When mortals snarl, and even angels fail!
They stand, forerunners of eternal
The joy, that is the harvest of all

T®

Beneath the evolution

years,
tears!

Tuttle

Folsom

of never-ending thought,

Around the stress of toiling brains.
Amidst the minds that ought
tell

Is a

the world their visions,

man's

soul.

Heaven wrought;

And

to this sacred shrine of love.
Where dwells the soul's desire;

Into this man within the man.
Where burns the living fire,
I pray you, Pathos, seek your way.
To soften with a gentle love
The ardent burning points of flame,
Where passion flares above;

Thus mellow

into

—

PMSn®!

By Hiram

To

rest

harmony

my

love.

By Cyrus A.

How

will it

be with us

Our onward way

What

strange

How

will it

new

Stone

who now

are

wending

in paths before untried?
scenes shall greet us at the ending?

be beyond the "great divide"

?

Here is our world of transient joys and sorrows
That come and go like ocean's ebbs and swells;
The days of sunshine and the dark tomorrows,
The hasty greetings and the sad farewells.

Here are the lingering doubts, the gathering shadows,
The driving torrents and the drizzling rains,
The tear-like dewdrops in the lowland meadows.
The night winds wandering o'er the lonely plains.

What lies beyond? Look up, the clouds are drifting
From yonder heights once hidden from our view;
Those grand old mountains their proud forms uplifting
Far in the fields of God's unfading blue.

What

lies beyond?
Thought fails in contemplation,
(The "throne" the "temple" and the "jasper sea")

these fleeting

Beyond

Who

can forecast the

In what

fair

moments
life

that

of probation
to be?

is

country by no billows bounded.

Bathed

Where

in the glory of an endless day,
never line hath crossed or voyage hath rounded,

Shall the unwearied soul pursue its

way?

radiant city of -the many mansions,
Ar.ound thy walls no fearful tempest roars.
No human greed controls thy vast expansions,
No earthly craft has touched thy golden shores.
fruitful fields and pastures vernal,
All saintly souls securely shall abide.
For in that realm of peace and joy supernal
No death can sever, and no grave can hide.

Within the

Editoir aund FuMhhe^''^ M©tec^
Monthly

This number of the Granite

lature and the governor

have opportunity to

completes Volume V of the New Series, five
years having elapsed since the present publisher and founder of the magazine resusci-

make

tated the publication, after a period of irregu-

and

lar issue and practical suspension.
During
these past five years other occupation and
engagements have largely taken the time and

there are to be material changes in the laws
bearing upon taxation and the regulation and

commanded

changes, is a question which probably
concerns aspirants and incumbents more

than

it
file

does the general public, or the rank
of either party; but whether or not

control of public service corporations, and, if
what is to be the character of these

the attention of the publisher,
so that he has been unable to devote to the

so,

magazine the thought and care necessary to
make it what a New Hampshire state magazine should be, his only hope and object, for
the time, being to maintain its existence and
a fair hold upon the confidence of the people,

porations and the welfare of the public which
they have been created to conserve, are

looking forward to the time, when, freed
from other engagements, he might give it
greater attention, and

make

it

more nearly

what a New Hampshire magazine ought to be.
That time is now at hand. Circumstances

now such

that the publisher will hereafter be able to devote his efiforts in the main
are

Granite Monthly,
purpose and ambition to bring

to the interests of the

which

it is

his

to the standard originally set, and
not only a valuable record of New

up

make

it

To

this

end he invokes the

hearty cooperation of those whose encouragement and support have been so generously
given in the past, and of all who believe that

a pubHcation

of this character can

be made

conducive to the general welfare.

The coming in of the new state government, with the opening of the new year, is
awaited with no little interest by men of all
parties, not only with reference to the matter
of official incumbency, but also with reference to the character of prospective legislation.
Whether or not material changes are
to be made in the personnel of the officeholding

force

of

the

state,

or

substantial

changes are to be made in the character of
the statute law along important lines, are
questions in regard to which speculation is

Whether "progressives," so
naturally rife.
called, are to be put in the place' of "regulars"

now

holding

office,

how they

will effect these cor-

questions of vital importance in which every
citizen must be interested to a

patriotic

greater or less extent, but which can only be
answered by the development of the coming

weeks or months.

Whatever happens,

it

is

sincerely to be hoped that nothing will be
done or attempted that will conduce to far-

ther obstruction, uncertainty or delay in the
development and inprovement of the railway
service of the state, so long promised

and so

long anxiously awaited, and upon which, in
large measure, the material progress of the
state depends.

Hamp-

shire history and biography, but an effective
agency for advancing the welfare and progress of the otate.

changes and

so far as the legis-

The pubUsher has on hand bound volumes
Granite Monthly for the last five

of the

years, which will be furnished to subscribers,
old or new, for 50 cents per volume for the
set, in exchange for unbound numbers or

Subscribers in arrears who will pay
up to the present time, and another year in
advance can do so for the entire time a,t the
advance rate of $1.00 per year. Any subscriber paying his own subscription and two
others at the same time, for a year in advance,
will be mailed, free, a copy of "Stray Notes
of Song," the charming little volume of
otherwise.

poems by Harry B. Metcalf, recently issued
and so highly commended by the reviewers
in Boston as well as New Hampshire papers.

A second edition of "Rambles About
Concord," the interesting volume descriptive
of scenes and objects in and around the Capital City, by Howard M. Cook, which was
by the public a year
has been issued, and copies may be
ordered of the author or Eastman's bookreceived with such favor
ago,

store in this city.

Price $1.50.
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